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PREFACE 

THIS IS A BOOK about the Bolshevik revolution and about one· of 
its most important and representative figures, Nikolai Ivanovich 
Bukharin. 

First and foremost, the book is a political and, because Bu
kharin was a man of ideas, a Marxist thinker, an intellectual biogra
phy. The need for a full-scale study of Bukharin is obvious, since for 
more than two decades his career was central to the turbulent history 
of the Bolshevik Party and Soviet Russia. Yet, because .his role as a 
founding father has been maligned by official Soviet historiography, 
he is sometimes remembered only as the author of several once
famous Communist handbooks and as the chief defendant and victim 
of the Moscow purge,trials of 1938. Often obscured is Bukharin's 
eminence as a ranking member of Lenin's original revolutionary· 
leadership and of the ruling party's Politburo until 1 929, as the 
editor of Pravda and for almost a decade the official theorist of 
Soviet communism, and as the head of the Communist Inter
national fro� 1 926 to 1929. His role in Soviet politics after 
Lenin's death was especially important, as co-leader with Stalin 
of the party between 1 925 and 1 928, and as the main architect of its 
moderate domestic policies which pursued an evolutionary road to 
economic modernization and socialism; as leader of the anti-Stalin 
opposition during the fateful events of 1 928-9; and, even in defeat, 
as the symbol of Bolshevik resistance to the rise of Stalinism in the 
1 930's. Nor are Bukharin and Bukharinism without contemporary 
significance in the Communist world, where his ideas concerning a 
more consensual· society and humane· socialism have experienced a 
remarkable revival since Stalin's death. 

The other purpose of this book has been to study Bukharin as 
a way of reexamining the ·Bolshevik revolution and the formative 
decades in Soviet history. I have been guided in this by the venerable 
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assumption that by focusing upon an important part, the whqle can 
be made clearer and more understandable. Except in Chapter IV 
(which departs from chronology to discuss Bukharin's famous 
work on Marxist social theory, Historical Materialism) , I have tried 
to present and interpret Bukharin's. politics and ideas in the larger 
context of Bolshevik party politics and Soviet history. I hope that 
whatever shortcomings this approach may impose upon the book 
as formal biography will be compensated for by the new insights it 
may yield. 

Indeed, a full study of .Bukharin based on Russian materials1 
becomes "revisionist" in specific as well as more general ways. In 
addition to his own central role, Bukharin was a prolific (and often 
official) commentator on the events of his time. As one historian 
has observed: "There is virtually no aspect of the first twenty years 
of the Soviet 'experience which can be explored without recourse to 
Bukharin's views on the subject."2 Thus, reexamining the history 
of the Bolshevik revolution through the prism of Bukharin promises 
to broaden our knowledge, and at times revise our understanding, 
of major'episodes, from the shaping of Bolshevik radicalism on the 
eve of revolution, the nature of party politics and policy disputes 
during the crucial decade of the 1 920'S, to the murky political his
tory of the Soviet 1 930's, which culminated in Stalin's great purge 
and the destruction of the old Bolshevik Party. 

I do not wish to be misunderstood nor to obscure what should 
be emphasized. This book relies heavily upon, indeed could not 
have been written without, the work of those scholars whose pio
neering writings inform these pages and are cited regularly in the 
notes. I wish only to say that in telling the story of Bukharin, I 
have tried also to. illuminate the larger events and developments 
about which our knowledge remains elliptical. 

More generally, I regard this book as a contribution to the 
ongoing effort by various scholars to revise the customary interpre
tation which views the Bolshevik revolution after Lenin chiefly in 
terms of a Stalin-Trotsky rivalry. Much of what follows will sug
gest that by the mid-twenties Bukharin, what he represented, and 
his allies were more important in Bolshevik politics and thinking 
than Trotsky or Trotskyism. It will suggest, in short, that the view 
of Trotsky "as the representative figure of pre-Stalinist communism 
and the precursor of post-Stalinist communism" is a serious mis.,. 
conception.3 This issue relates in turn to the prevailing view that 
Stalinism was the logical, irresistible outcome of the Bolshevik 
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revolution, an assumption now being contested by a growing num
ber of Soviet and Western writers, myself among them. 

All biographers ought to resist overstating the importance of 
their subject. I may have failed, but if I hav'e I hope that the 
evidence presented here is nonetheless sufficient to show that the 
Bolshevik party was far more diverse in character than is often 
imagined, and the outcome of the revolution considerably less pre
determined. To persuade the general reader of that, and to en
courage other scholars to reconsider questions that have seemed to 
many to be settled, would' be contribution enough. 

This said, the reader should know also that this book must 
sometimes be incomplete and tentative in its presentation and 
judgments. While Bukharin's career and thinking up to 1 928-29 
are substantially matters of public record, accessible in Western 
libraries, his last years, like the traumatic political history of which 
they were a part, remain considerably more obscure. After his 
political defeat in 1 929, little that was reliable appeared about Buk
harin in Soviet publications; and for twenty years after his arrest 
in 1 937, he could be mentioned only as an "enemy of the people." 

Although the easing of Soviet historical censorship since 
Stalin's death in 1 95 3  has produced much valuable information 
aQout the pre-Stalinist period, Bukharin himself still remains an 
officially proscribed and distorted subject. Even after (to borrow 
from Trotsky'S biographer) "the huge load of calumny and obliv
ion" imposed by two decades of Stalinist invective is scraped 
away,' important aspects of Bukharin's life and times are still un
clear, and the p�ocess of reconstructing them, as other wrIters have 
observed, is sometimes akin to paleontology. In particular, we knqw 
very little about the private lives and thoughts of Bukharin and 
other old Bolsheviks, partly because of their common reticence 

. about such matters and partly because of their collective fate under 
Stalin. Suffice it to point out that of all the Soviet founding fathers, 
including Lenin, only Trotsky has left us a real autobiography and 
uncensored private papers. 

Even a book which gathers everything now available about 
Bukharin, as I believe this one does, cannot, therefore, lay claim to 
being "definitive." When Soviet scholars are eventually able to 
study and write freely about their revolutionary founders and their 
formative history, the account in this book will presumably be 
supplemented, and some of its. judgments' revised . 

• • • 
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Whatever that is good in a book covering a large and complex 
period and touching upon many subjects always reflects the gener� 
ous help of friends and colleagues. I wish to acknowledge and ex
press deep -gratitude here to the many people who have assisted me 
during the seven years I worked on this study. Whatever remains 
that is wrongheaded is there despite, not because of, their. assistance. 

My greatest debt is to Robert C. T ueker, who for more than 
a decade has been my teacher, friend, and colleague. He introduced 
me to Soviet politics, taught me to be scholarly and critical-minded, 
and he has repeatedly taken time from his own work to comment 
critically on this. manuscript. Without his inspiration and en
couragement, it would not have been written. 

'F our other fellow scholars have read all, or large parts, of the 
manuscript: George Enteen, Alexander Erlich, Loren Graham, and 
John N. Hazard. Each has advised and corrected me in many ways, 
and whenever necessary tolerated my stubborn inability to change 
my mind or to do better. Robert Conquest, Zdenek David, A. G. 
Lowy, Sidney. Reitman, the late Boris I. Nicolaevsky, and Robert 
M. Slusser regularly answered my questions and generously shared 
their great knowledge with me. 

lowe special thanks to my friend William Markle, who 
miraculously reproduced from decrepit publications several of the 
photographs which appear here, and to my editors, Angus Cameron 
and Ed Victor, who guided me in ways too numerous to list. In 
addition, the following people have helped me research and prepare 
the manuscript over the years: Priscilla Bua, Marvin Deckoff, Lorna 
Giese, Margot Granitsas, Birgitta Ingemanson, Norman Moscowitz, 
Thomas Robertson, Anthony Trenga, and Carl Walter. 

The preparation of this book has also been. assisted by the 
financial support of several institutions. The Research Institute on 
Communist Affairs of Columbia University enabled me to develop 
what began as a doctoral thesis into a larger, full-scale study. I am 
deeply grateful to that community of scholars and to its Director, 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, for early and sustained support. I have re
ceived and appreciated additional grants to continue my work from 
the following institutions: the American Council of Learned So
cieties; the Center of International Studies of Princeton University; 
and the Council 'on International and Regional Studies and Com
mittee on Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences, both of 
Princeton University. I also wish to thank the Russian Institute of 
Columbia University and its Director, Marshall D. Shulman, for 
allowing me to participate in its intellectual life over the years, and 
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the Houghton Library of Harvard University for permission to 
use materials in the Trotsky Archives. 

Parts of this book appeared earlier in the journals Soviet Studies 
and Political Science Quarterly, and in the collection Revolution 
and Politics in Russia: Essays in Memory of B. I.· Nicolaevsky, 
edited by Alexander and Janet Rabinowitch (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1 972) . I gratefully acknowledge the editors' 
permission to incorporate those sections here. 

Finally, lowe deep gratitude but also something more to Lynn, 
Andrew, and Alexandra, who have put up with Bukharin and with
out me for far too long. To them l owe and hereby give a heart
felt apology. 

New York City 
December 1972 

S.F.C. 



Note on Transliteration 

THERE is no entirely happy solution to the problem of transliterat
ing Russian names and words into English. I have followed the 
familiar Library of Congress system, but with two exceptions. First, 
I have dropped the Russian soft sign, represented in English by an 

apostrophe, from names and words appearing in the text-:-thus, 
Sokolnikov, not Sokofnikov-while retaining the sign in all biblio
graphical references. Second, wherever there is a customary English 
usage, I have allowed it to prevail: thus, Trotsky rather than Trot
skii, and Krupskaya rather than Krupskaia-but, Tomskii and 
Piatikov. 

One highly characteristic feature of Soviet revolutionary writ
ing was the emphatic· polemical style of political discourse, which 
in print frequently took the form of italics. All italics in materials 
quoted i.n this. book appear in the original. 



BUKHARIN 

and the Bolshevik Revolution 



C-HAPTER I 

The Making of 

.an· ·Old Bolshevik 

He 'Who seeks the salvation of the soul, of his own and 
of others, should not seek it along the avenue of politics, 
for the quite different tasks of politics can only be 
solved by violence. 

-MAX WEBER 

I contend that a· thinking, cultured person cannot 
. stand outside1!0litics. 

-BUKHAR IN 

GREAT'EVENTS GIVE RISE 'to 'enduring myths. In 1917, their rivals 
having acted. irresolutely, incompetently, or not at all, the Bolshe
viks (later known as Communists) reached out and with . stunning 
ease· took charge of the Russian revolution. From the audacity of 
this act, played out against the indecision of other politicians, sprang 
the legend that the. Bolshevik leadership, unlike that of other poli
tical parties, was a united, homogeneous, singleminded group of men 
and women. Although untrue, the myth lived .on among students of 
the revolution for many years.1 

Apart from the leadership's own repeated insistence, especially 
-during moments of stormy internal discord, ·that the party had once 
been characterized by "a single' psychology and a single ideology," 2 
it is unclear why the legend had currency. The pre- I 9 I 7 history of 
Bolshevism-itself a product of factionalism within the Russian 
Marxist or social democratic movement----.:related endless disputes 
over fundamental issues, particularly between Lenin and his fellow 
leaders. Even the decision to take power was a perfect example of 

. party disunity, bitterly opposed and briefly disavowed by many of 
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Lenin's oldest associates, including his chief lieutenants, Grigorii 
Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev. Nor did events after 1917 suggest an 
underlying unanimity on basic principles. From the rise of a power
ful opposition to Lenin's domestic and foreign policies in" early 
1918 through the wide-ranging programmatic controversies of the 
Soviet twenties, the pattern of Bolshevik disunity continued and 
intensified, interrupted only by brief interludes of unity imposed 
by the desire to survive. As one Soviet historian later remarked, the 
party's leadership politics between 1917 and 1930 was "a thirteen� 
year factional struggle." 3 

After two decades of intra-parry warfare and Stalin's fratrici
dal blood purges of the thirties, the myth of a monolithic Bolshevik 
leadership finally gave way to another, only partially more accurate 
myth. This argued that the movement had been characterized from 
the beginning by a fundamental duality-that two opposing cur-" 
rents had co-existed within the party. On one side were the Bolshe
vik "Westerners," the party intelligentsia, who had lived abroad 
before 1917, assimilating Western political and cultural traditions, 
and who represented Bolshevism's link with European socialism and 
its internationalist impulse. On the other side, it is said, were the 
party's "natives," Bolsheviks who had remained in Russia and oper
ated the underground organization before the revolution. Skilled in 
organizational politics rather than ideas� pragmatic and little con
cerned with traditional socialist values, the "natives" are seen as 
representing Bolshevism's nationalist tendency and the embryo of 
the post-I917 party bureaucracy, the apparatchiki. 

Bolshevik politics after 1917, the argument continues, may be 
viewed in terms of this duality.4 During the first years of Bolshevik 
rule, the Westernized intellectuals dominated the party leadership, 
but were defeated and ousted in the late twenties by the "natives," 
the party bureaucrats led and personified by Stalin. Because this 
concept of a bifurcated movement suggests one source of future 
party disunity, namely, the conflict between internationalist and 
nationalist currents, it is closer to reality than the original myth. 
However, it fails by suggesting that among the Western-oriented 
intellectuals there was a fundamental identity of outlook. 

The opposite was true. On the eve of the revolution, the 
party's "Westerners" included many types of Bolsheviks and al
most as many understandings of Bolshevism. Indeed, it was largely 
their disagreements that generated the substantive political contro
versies of the first post-revolutionary decade. In addition to their 
diverse personalities and intellectual backgrounds, they were a 
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heterogeneous group reflecting, among other things, the multi
national character of the pre-revolutionary Russian empire, as well 
as the generational split between fathers and sons already present 
within the "old Bolshevik" movement itself. These and. other divi
sive factors were to play a conspicuous role in party disputes after 
1917. 

Most important, the original Bolshevik leaders-the intelligen-
tsia-were not, as is often assumed, united by their common ad
herence to Marxism.5 Due partly to the richness of Marx's thought, 
his followers have rarely agreed on its interpretation or political 
application. Bolsheviks were no exception. Though Russian Bol.: 
shevism was only one small current of European Marxism before 
1917, it included rival intellectual schools and' political tendencies 
of its own. Some Bolsheviks had been influenced by other European 
Marxisms, some by non-Marxist ideas, some by Russian populism or 
anarchism. In part, of course, their subsequent political disagree
ments derived from the unexpected victory in backward, agrarian 
Russia of a Marxist party whose revolutionary doctrines related to 
mature industrial societies. But even those Marxist propositions that 
were commonly accepted-the -efficacy of economic planning, for 
example-soon generated bitter controversy.6 In short, behind the 
facade of professed political and organizational unity known as 
"democratic centralism," there was no consensual Bolshevik philos
ophy or political ideology in 1917, or for several years thereafter. 
Rather, "party members exhibited a remarkable variety of views: L 

the differences ranged from those of emphasis to serious conflicts of 
outlook." 7 

Unlike the legt;nd, then, Bolshevism carre to power and for 
several years remained a diverse movement led by dissimilar men 
and women who had followed various roads to the October revolu
tion. The party was less an ideological or even organizational mon
olith than "a negotiated federation between groups, groupings, 
factions, and 'tendencies,' " 8 though this its leaders sternly. denied. 
Such federation is true of political parties generally, and probably 
also describes the leadership of all major revolutions. We begin, 
therefore, as did a historian of the French revolution, by being 
aware of "how different were the antecedents and the capacities of 
the men whom the Revolution attracted and used; how many cur
rents of thought flowed into its flood; and how impossible it is to 
include all its aspects or ideas within the scope of an epigram, or the 
terms of a definition." 9 
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Nikolai Ivanovich Bukharin was born in Moscow on September 27 
(October 9, new style) , 1 888,· the second son of Ivan Gavrilovich 
and Liubov Ivanovna Bukharin. We know nothing of the lives of 
his brot�ers, Vladimir and Petr; they are mentioned only once in 
the history of revolutionary Russia, in a police dossier prepared on 
Nikolai. Little more is known about Bukharin's mother, the former 
Liubov Ismailova. Like his father, she was a Moscow primary school 
teacher in the 1 880'S. In a brief autobiographical essay written in 
r 92 5, Bukharin remembered her as "a very sensible woman of rare 
honesty and diligence, who doted on her children" and who was 
puzzled by but tolerated· the occasionally bizarre antics of her 
middle son. On discovering that he no longer shared the family's 
orthodox religion, the young Nikolai wondered: "Am I not the 
Antichrist?" Since "the mother of the Antichrist had to be a pros
titute, I interrogated my mother," who was "embarrassed and could 
in no way understand how I could ask such questions." 10 

Ivan Gavrilovich appears to have been the model father of a 
Russian revolutionary-a man of traditional leanings, orthodox in 
religion, and conservative, or possibly liberal when that became 
fashionable, in politics. A graduate of Moscow University and a 
mathematician by training, he remained a Moscow schoolteacher 
until about 1 893, when he obtained a position as tax inspector and 
moved the family to the distant province of Bessarabia. (Except 
for a brief stay in 1 9 1 8, when Petrograd was the revolutionary 
capital, these four years in Bessarabia were the only time during 
Bukharin's life in Russia when he lived voluntarily outside Moscow. 
He was a Muscovite, a fact that later acquired political importance.) 

The family's fortunes become obscure at this point. Ivan 
Gavrilovich having relinquished or lost his post, the Bukharins re
turned to Moscow in 1 897. Two years of unemployment followed, 
during which the family was in "great need." In his autobiography, 
Bukharin says nothing more about his father's fortunes, though one 
learns elsewhere that by 1 9 1  I Ivan Gavrilovich had bettered him
self considerably, having acquired the official title of provincial 
councillor,l1 a position fixed at rank seven on the fourteen-rank 
system governing the czarist civil service and which bestowed per
sonal (not hereditary) nobility on the holder. It is unlikely that 
Bukharin was embarrassed by his father's subsequent success. Like 
Marx and Engels, few Bolshevik leaders were of working-class 

• Until the changeover in 1918, Russia's calendar was twelve days behind the 
Gregorian Calendar in the nineteenth century and thirteen behind in the twentieth. 
Unless otherwise noted, Russian dates prior to 1918 are given here according to 
the old calendar. 
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orIgms. Bukharin in panicular had no cause for embarrassment. 
The careers of his father and Lenin's father were strikingly similar: 
both were university graduates (not a common achievement in 
nineteenth-century Russia) and mathematicians; both began as 
schoolteachers and later made their way up through the civil bu
reaucracy. In this respect, Lenin's father was even more successful, 
attaining rank four and thus hereditary nobility.12 

However divergent their political views, Bukharin always re
garded his father, who ViaS still alive in the 1930'S, with love and 
admiration.13 A genuinely cultured man, Ivan Gavrilovich devoted 
himself to the boy's education, and was pa�ly responsible for his 
becoming the most intellectual and broadly educated of the Bolshe
vik political leaders. His parents, Bukharin wrote, educated him "in 
the usual spirit of the intelligentsia: at four and a half years, I could 
already read and write." In addition, three lifelong interests origi
nated under his father's influence. One was natural history, the 
"passion of my childhood." 14 Visitors to Soviet Russia would later 
report that no gift pleased Bukharin more than a rare addition, to 
his collection of birds and butterflies. His lepidopteral knowledge 
was sufficient to impress Ivan Pavlov, . another amateur' enthusiast; 
�nd tales of his private menagerie, which in the twenties filled a 
summer cottage and overflowed into the Kremlin cellar, became. 
legendary.15 His father also fostered in him an enduring interest in 
world literature, the background of Bukharin's prominence as a 
Bolshevik literary critic, and in art. The latter preoccupatio� grew 
into another "passion," and before discovering that "one life could 
not be divided between two such exacting gods as art and revolu
tion," Bukharin considered becoming a painter. After 1917, this am
bition found a lesser outlet in political caricatures, which foreign 
Communists counted among their prized possessions.16 

These early years of "unsystematic" learning and reading 
"positively everything" formed an essential part of Bukharin's edu
cation. Many Bolshevik leaders were members of the intelligentsia, 
but few were truly intellectuals, seekers in the world of ideas. Most 
entered revolutionary politics at an early age with limited formal 
education, and even those who went on to a university were soon 
swept into the student movement, usually to the detriment of their 
studies (as would be the case with Bukharin). As a result, while 
politically !lrticulate and ideologically sophisticated, their horizons 
and interests often did not extend beyond the limits of prevailing 
socialist doctrine. When Bukharin joined the party at seventeen, he 
had already acquired the intellectual curiosity, and background, 
including a knowledge of foreign languages, that were to work 
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against the likelihood of his viewing Bolshevism, or even the larger 
body of Marxist thought, as a closed system. He became the most 
versatile of the Bolshevik theorists, and throughout his adult life the 
political leader most familiar with and influenced by contemporary, 
non-Marxist ideas. 

Bukharin's intellectual dissidence also seems to have originated 
early in life. While his assertion that he had developed "an ironic 
attitude toward religion" before his fifth birthday may be taken 
with some skepticism, the family's hard times after returning to 
Moscow apparently did affect him deeply. He began to look upon 
contemporary urban life "not without some contempt." During his 
primary school years, he underwent a "spiritual crisis"-a standard 
event in the life of a fledgling Russian intellectual-and "broke de
cisively with religion." If this troubled Bukharin's orthodox par
ents, they were probably consoled by his academic success. In 1900 

or 1901, having completed primary school with the highest marks, 
he entered one of Moscow's best gymnasiums. The curriculum, a 
classical humanities program designed to prepare the schoolboy for 
the university, was demanding and of high quality. He again com
piled an outstanding record, "not exerting any effort." 17 

It was in the gymnasium that Bukharin, like many others of his 
generation, first encountered political radicalism. The Russian gym
nasium, with its emphasis on the classics, sought to inculcate a 
reverence for traditional society. Instead, it often served as a way 
station on the road to revolutionary politics, the school's rigid disci
pline apparently provoking widespread defiance of authority. In 
the lower grades, student dissidence took innocuous forms-sur
reptitious smoking, gambling, cribbing, and defacing lavatory walls. 
But by the time Bukharin entered the upper grades, on the eve of 
the 1905 revolution, student dissent had become more sophisticated. 
He became a member of a radical student group that organized dis
cussion circles and circulated illegal literature. His initial political 
leaning was "quite harmless," being influenced by the nineteenth
century thinker Dmitrii Pisarev, whose association with nihilism 
and glorification of a "critically thinking" revolutionary elite had 
perpetuated his appeal among Russian youth. By the autumn of 
1904, however, Bukharin and his fellow students had "passed 
through the stage of Pisarevshchina" and on to ideas more appropri
ate to the times.1S 

Russia's disastrous war with Japan in 1904-5 had exposed dra
matically the profound backwardness and crippling injustices of 
czarist society. Social unrest and open protest, on the rise since 
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1900, deepened and spread. The peasantry (over 80 per cent of the 
population), resentful about its semi-feudal burdens and hungering 
for -land, turned increasingly to sporadic acts of violence against 
landlords and their great estates; the small but growing industrial 
proletariat tested its strength in successive waves of strikes; and in 

. the cities, educated political opposition of all shades grew more 
. vocal and daring .. The forces of approaching revolution were also 
felt in the gymnasium, where the oppositionist ideologies of nine
teenth-century Russia yielded to the updated populism of the 
Socialist Revolutionary Party and the Marxism of the Social Demo
cratic Labor Party, itself already split into two rival wings-the 
radical Bolsheviks, headed by Lenin, and the more moderate Men
sheviks. Symptomatic of the student mood, constitutional liberal
ism, despite its considerable success in. the larger political arena, 
found few sympathizers in the gymnasium. Bukharin and his friends 
invited the well-known Marxist professor Mikhail Pokrovskii to 
speak ,to their circle, and were impressed by his passionate anti-

. liberalism and "proletarian Jacobinism." 19 
By 1905, at sixteen, Bukharin was already a leading member of 

the illegal student movement associated with the social democrats?O 
Characteristically, he was first attracted to the Marxist movement 
less by its political stance than by the "unusual logical harmony" of 
Marxist social theory. Socialist Revolutionary theories, on the other 
hand, "seemed to me to be some kind of pap." 21 His political com
mitment, however, developed quickly during the turbulent events 
of 1905. 

From "Bloody Sunday" in January, when czarist troops fired 
into an unarmed crowd bearing a petition of grievances, until the 
crushing of the Moscow insurrection in December, Russia wit
nessed an epidemic of political agitation and opposition. Through
out the year,:the voice of the autocracy's opponents, repressed for 
decades, made itself heard unceasingly; and with each passing 
month it grew more radical. By summer, the influence of liberal op
position to czarism was on the wane, and the revolutionary parties, 
particularly the social democrats in Moscow, moved into the fore
ground.22 "The workers and the student youth literally seethed," 
Bukharin wrote thirty years later. "Meetings, demonstrations, and 
·stJ;"ikesmultiplied. The' crowds moved' through the streets . . . and 
everywhere 'The Workers' Marseillaise' rang out: 'Arise, revolt, 
toiling masses!' " 23 Czarism survived this revolutionary prelude to 
1917. But in' defeat, the Russian Marxist movement acquired new 
symbols and fresh affirmation of its faith. The Moscow and St. 
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Petersburg Soviets, the Moscow general strike, and the December 
barricades seemed to prove at last that European Marxism and the 
Western insurrectionary model were applicable to peasant Russia. 

The feverish disorders of that year drew Bukharin and a gen
eration of like-minded schoolboys out of the gymnasium and into 
the arena of serious revolutionary politics. The center of their ac
tivity was Moscow University, the revolutionary '''meeting hall" of 
1905 and the scene of "exciting events." In its lecture rooms, emp
tied of classes by student strikes, schoolboys sat day and night 
alongside university students, workers, and professional revolu
tionaries, watching "speeches made, resolutions adopted, decisions 
taken." The writer IIya Ehrenburg, Bukharin's schoolboy friend 
and comrade, recalled: "We sang the 'Marseillaise.' .' . .  Huge hats 
inscribed 'Your contribution means arms for us' were passed from 
hand to hand." Their participation was not merely vicarious. Social 
democratic propaganda was conducted largely by young students.24 

Although he did not formally join the party until the follow
ing year, the events of 1905 "completed" Bukharin as a "revolu
tionary Marxist-Bolshevik." 25 Once in contact with the social 
democratic movement, he was drawn directly to its militant Bol
shevik faction. Moscow was one of the few cities where the Bol
sheviks were stronger than their Menshevik rivals, and where they 
conn:olled most of the party committees. Their success in attract
ing a popular following in 1905 was remarkable. The Bolshevik 
appeal to a schoolboy may have been as simple as Ehrenburg sug
gests: he "u�gerstood that the Mensheviks were moderates, more 
like my father." 2 6 Whateve'r the reason, Bolshevism made dramatic 
gains among Bukharin's contemporaries; he was only the most 
famous of a generation of future parry leaders recruited during the 
revolutionary events surrounding 1905. (Of 17 I delegates respond
ing to a questionnaire circulated at the party congress in July
August 1917, 58 had joined Bolshevik organizations between 1904 
and 1906, and 23, the largest single group, in 1905. The average' 
delegate age was twenty-nine-the seventeen-year-old schoolboy 
of 1905.27) In Bukharin and his contemporaries, the party acquired 
its secon.d generation of leaders, a group, particularly the Musco
vites, distinguished by generational associations, loyalties, and, as 
would be evident in 1917-18, a strong sense of political identity and 
confidence. 

The last spasms of the failed revolution passed in 1906, and 
Russia settled down to test the short-lived, quasi-constitutional 
concessions of a reluctant czar. For Bukharin and his friends, it 
meant a year of political transition and decision, as Ehrenburg ex-· 
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plains: "There were no more meetings at the University, nor 
demonstrations, nor barricades. That year I joined the Bolshevik 
organization, and soon it was good-bye to my schooldays." 28 Older 
than Ehrenburg and already gradu,ated from the gymnasium, Bu
kharin also joined a Bolshevik organization in the second half of 
1906.29 At seventeen, he thus became what Lenin called a profes
sional revolutionary, protected in his illegal activities by the party 
and working mainly as a Bolshevik organizer and propagandist dur
ing the next four years. Bukharin's presence among underground 
Bolshevik committeemen and organizers-the "natives"-suggests 
that they were not so clearly distinguishable from the party intelli
gents, of whom he was to be a leading example, nor as grim and 
humorless as is imagined. Ehrenburg later wrote: "We talked about 
party matters, but we used to joke and laugh as well . . .  what 
good jokes Nikolai Ivanovich used to make, how bold and bright 
was our early youth." 30 

Bukharin's initial party assignment was as a propagandist in 
l\10scow's Zamoskvoreche district. l\10st of his activities, now suf
ficiently prominent to bring him to the attention of the czarist po
litical police (the Okhrana), involved the student movement of 
which he was a product. In the autumn of 1906, he and Grigorii 
Sokolnikov, another young Muscovite and later an important So
viet leader, united the l\10scow youth groups into an all-city organ
ization, and in 1907 they convened a national congress of social 
democratic student groups. The congress identified with the pro
gram and tactics of the Bolsheviks, and formed what was intended to 
be a permanent national organization, which dissolved the follow
ing year due to police harassment and the transfer of its leaders to 
other party work. (After 1917, the party's youth organization, the 
Komsomol, traced its ancestry back to the 1907 l\10scow congress; 
Bukharin, then the Politburo's specialist on Komsomol affairs, was 
a personal link with its pre-revolutionary past.)31 By 1907, Bukharin 
was also involved in industrial politics, he and Ehrenburg leading 
(or merely taking part in, the record is unclear) a strike' at a large 
wallpaper factory.32 

A professional revolutionary could supplement his occupation. 
Amidst his illegal activities, Bukharin also prepared for his univer
sity entrance examinations, entering l\10scow University in the fall 
of 1907. Although he remain�d formally enrolled in the economics 
division of the juridical faculty until his administrative exile in 1910, 
he apparently spent little time in the classroom and even less pur
suing an academic program.33 Full-time party work and occasional 
appearances as a student at the university were wholly compatible. 
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The autocracy, having reconsidered its constitutional con�essions, 
was now reverting to open repression, and Moscow University was 
again becoming a· center of protest. Shortly after his admission, 
Bukharin and N. Osinskii (the alias of Valerian Obolenskii), an
other young Bolshevik, organized the university's first mass -student 
rally since 1906.34 His chief purpose in the university, however, 
appears to have been what he called "theoretical raids." Along with 
other Bolshevik students, Bukharin would appear at seminars to 
deliver Marxist critiques of "some venerable, liberal professor." 35 

The fact that political rather than academic affairs dominated 
Bukharin's time and energy was evidenced by his meteoric rise in 
the Moscow organization. In 1908, two years after joining the 
party, he was co-opted onto its city executive organ, the Moscow 
Co·mmittee, and made chief organizer in· the large and important 
Zamoskvoreche district. His seat on the Moscow Committee was 
ratified by election in early 1909, which made Bukharin at twenty 
a ranking Bolshevik leader in Russia's largest city.36 It also assured 
that the police would not leave him at liberty much longer. During 
a raid on the. Moscow Committee in May 1909, Bukharin was ar
rested for the first time. Though released a few months later, the 
detention signaled the. end of his uninhibited revolutionary activi
ties; he was rearrested in the fall and again released, this time on 
security pending triaP7 

His arrest was only a small episode in the downward turn in 
social democratic fortunes throughout Russia. The membership of 
the whole Social Democratic Labor Party, perhaps as high as 
100,000 in 1907, had fallen to less than 10,000 in two years. No 
more than five or six Bolshevik committees were still operating in 
Russia, and the Moscow organization could boast only 150 mem
bers at the end of 1909.38 Illegal work had become impractical, and 
some social democrats ("liquidators," as they were called) advo
cated disbanding the underground party machinery altogether. 
Bukharin strongly opposed "liquidationism," but he, too, found it 
necessary to turn to legal undertakings after his second release from 
prison. He worked in Marxist schools and political clubs and on a 
trade ul)ion newspaper until the autumn of 1910, when he went into 
hiding, presumably to avoid being rearrested for the forthcoming 
trial of the Moscow social democrats. He duded the police until the 
end of the year, when the Okhrana, aided by informers in the 
party, rounded up the remaining Moscow leaders, including Bu
kharin, and virtually destroyed the remnants of the city organi
zation.39 

The circumstances leading to Bukharin's capture were later to 
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influence his relations with Lenin. The party had been plagued by 
double agents for several years, a situation which attained ludicrous 
proportions in the Moscow organization where in 1910 no less than 
four of its leaders were Okhrana spies. Bukharin's final arrest, fol
lowing a series of earlier incidents, convinced him that Roman 
Malinovskii, a high-ranking Moscow Bolshevik who had known his 
whereabouts, was a police spy.40 This suspicion, which Lenin stead
fastly refused to consider seriously, became an abiding source of 
friction between Bukharin and Lenin from their first meeting in 
1912 until 1917, when Malinovskii's guilt was finally established by 
police archives. That Bukharin would be irked by Lenin's unwill
ingness to believe the charge was understandable. Betrayal by Ma
linovskii ended his pre-1 9 1 7 career in Russia. Confined in Moscow's 
Butyrka and Sushchevka prisons for over six months, in June 1911 
he was exiled to Onega in the remote province of Arkhangelsk. 
Believing that he would soon be transferred to a penal colony, he 
disappeared from Onega on August 30, 191 I. He appeared next in 
Hanover, Germany, and did not return to Russia until 1917.41 

When Bukharin left Russia in 191 1 to take up the life of a wander
ing emigre, he was twenty-three, a five-year veteran of under
ground party committees and a rising Moscow Bolshevik whose 
revolutionary commitment had been tested in factories, streets, and 
prisons. The familiar appearance and personality of the later Bu
kharin were already evident in his casual dress and life style. He was 
a short (just over 5 feet), slightly built man with a boyish face and 
blue-gray eyes highlighted by prominent forehead, red hair, and 
thin beard. A woman who met him in emigre. circles in Vienna in 
1913 recalled that "Bukharin stood out ... through a quality of his 
own. There was in his appearance something of a saint, rather than 
a rebel or thinker .... His open face with the huge forehead and 
clear shining eyes was in its quiet sincerity sometimes almost age
less." Attractive to women, easy with children, comfortable with 
workers as well as intellectuals, he was a "sympathetic person" even 
to political opponents. The youthful enthusiasm, conviviality, and 
puckish humor that later distinguished him as the "Benjamin" of 
the Bolshevik oligarchy, the "favorite of the whole party," had 
already impressed his acquaintances. They spoke of him as kind, 
gentle, expansive, and zestful.42 

Less evident in the fragmentary record of Bukharin's early 
career are foretokens that he would become both a political maver
ick (and thus oppositionist) among Lenin's close associates, and, ac-
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cording to Lenin, Bolshevism's "biggest theoreticia�." Of his party 
politics before emigration, Bukharin later wrote: "I was. always an 

orthodox Bolshevik . . .  neither a 'recallist' nor a 'conciliator.' . . . " 43 

In the two major factional disputes inside the Bolshevik Party" 
during these years-between Lenin and the left-wing "recallists" 
who opposed Bolshevik participation in the czarist parliament (the 
Duma), and Lenin and the right-wing "conciliators"  who favored 
r�conciliation and reunification with the Mensheviks-Bukharin 
stood with Lenin against both "deviations." His lack of sympathy 
for opponents of participation in the Duma is particularly signifi
cant, since they were strong in the radically oriented Moscow party. 
If nothing else, his "onhodoxy" belies the impression that Bukharin 
began his party career as a member of the uncompromIsing Bolshe
vik Left. 

Hints that he would become the party's major theorist were 
more apparent. He had already begun to study, however "unsys
tematically," the main subjects of his mature theoretical' work
economics, philosophy, and sociology. He is known to have pub
lished at least one article between 1906 and 1910, a critical review 
of a book by a Menshevik economist, and to have drafted an article 
on the revisionist economist Mikhail Tugan-Baranovskii, subse
quently p�blished in Germany in 1913. Theoretical economics, it is 
clear, had already become his specialty.44 But the surest foreshad
owing of the later Bukharin-if evidence presented by his admiring 
disciple Dmitrii Maretskii is reliable-was his early interest in con
temporary, non-Marxist social theories. European thought after 
Marx, as Maretskii observed, had been largely ignored by "the 
previous generation of revolutionary Russian Marxists." 45 Bukhar
in's lifelong interest in it set him apart as a thinker from the older 
Bolsheviks, including Lenin. 

His appreciation of new intellectual currents probably under
lay his single "deviation" prior to emigration, "a certain heretical 
inclination toward the empirio-critics" represented in Russia by the 
Marxist philosopher Aleksandr Bogdanov.4 6 Bogdanov, a high
ranking Bolshevik leader, had undertaken an ambitious attempt to 
formulate a philosophical synthesis of Marxism and the empirio
criticism of Mach and Avenarius. The result was a three-volume 
treatise, Empiriomonism, published between 1904 and 1908. Al
though Bogdanov's far-reaching revisions of Marx immediately set 

• Until 1918, formally a wing of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. 
In 1918 the Bolshevik Party changed its name to the All-Russian Communist Party 
(Bolsheviks). It later became the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks) and in 
1952 the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
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off a heated ideological controversy in Marxist circles, Lenin stood 
aside from the debate for five years, apparently not wishing to 
jeopardize his political collaboration with the philosopher. By 1908, 
however, Bogdanov had emerged as the political leader of the Bol
shevik Left (including the "recallists"), a development which 
brought an angry Lenin into the ideological campaign against him. 
The following year Bogdanov and the Left broke formally with 
Lenin's political leadership, and Lenin published his Materialism 
and Empiriocriticism, a relentless assault on Bogdanov's "reaction
ary philosophy." 47 

Bukharin followed the bitter philosophical controversy from 
Moscow (Lenin and Bogdanov were in exile in Europe). That he 
leaned toward Bogdanov \vas not surprising. Materialism and Em
piriocriticism, its vaunted status in Soviet philosophy notwithstand
ing, was one of Lenin's least impressive efforts, while Bogdanov's 
writings, however questionable in their fidelity to Marx, constituted 
an exciting reinvestigation and adaptation of Marxist theory. Bu
kharin's later work, particularly Historical Materialism (192 I), 
showed Bogdanov's enduring influence on his intellectual develop
ment. Bukharin was not, however, Bogdanov's disciple, a.s his party 
enemies were later to argue. He did not accept the older theorist's 
philosophical arguments, but rather admired and was influenced by 
his capacity for creative innovation within the framework of Marx
ist ideas. Theirs was a similarity of intellectual temperament. Like 
the mature Bukharin, Bogdanov was a "seeking Marxist," refusing 
to regard Marxism as a closed, immutable system and regularly alert
both to its inadequacies and to the accomplishments of rival doc
trines. Lenin, suspicious of Bogdanov's theoretical innovations and
enraged .by his political opposition, insisted that the two were some
how related and condemned him as unworthy in every respect.
Bukharin, on the other hand, while sharing none of Bogdanov's
political views, continued to respect him as a thinker. When the
philosopher died in 1928, after almost twenty years outside the
party, Bukharin published a moving tribute to this man who had 
"played an enormous role in the development of our -party and in 
the development of social thought in Russia." 48 From their con
trary estimations of Bogdanov was to come yet another source of 
friction between Bukharin and Lenin. 

But neither his early philosophical leanings nor his factional 
politics influenced Bukharin's subsequent career as much as the fact 
that he was a Moscow Bolshevik and member of the impressive 
generation of future party leaders who came to Bolshevism as a 
result of 1905. The young Muscovites with whom he began his 
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career-among them Osinskii, Vladimir Mikhailovich Smirnov, 
Sokolnikov, Grigorii Lomov, V. N. Iakovleva and her younger 
brother Nikolai, Grigorii Usievich, and Dmitrii Bogolepov 49-and 
his continuing association with the Moscow party generally were 
to figure prominently in his political biography, from his rise to 
the inner Bolshevik council in 1917 and his leadership of the Left 
Communists in 1918, to his position as head of the Bolshevik Right 
in the 1920'S. His personal friends among the Moscow generation 
of 1905 became his political allies in the intra-party struggles of 
1917-18. The ties that made them a special group inside the party 
were personal as well as political. Included in their circle from 1906 
to 191o, for example, was the young Bolshevik publicist and future 
Soviet historian Nikolai Lukin, whose sister, Nadezhda Mikhail-_ 
ovna Lukina, Bukharin married sometime between 191 1 and 191 3.50 

His pre-emigration friendship with two young Muscovites, 
Osinskii and Smirnov, was to be particularly important. Like Bu
kharin, they came from a middle-class background, attended a 
Moscow gymnasium, were drawn into radical politics in 1905, 
joined the Bolsheviks in the aftermath (in 1907), and then entered 
Moscow University. They met Bukharin in 1909 in his role as a 
Bolshevik organizer of student groups (he was the senior political 
member of the threesome from the outset). They were first identi
fied as a trio at the university, as student Bolshevik ideologists and 
leaders of the theoretical "raids." What drew Bukharin, Osinskii, 
and Smirnov (as well as the other young Musco�ites generally) 
together was their youth, shared experiences, and mutual passion 

_ for Marxist theory (all three were economists). Together they rose 
in the Moscow party organization, studied Marxism, defended their 
ideas against rival parties, and, in the case of Bukharin and Osinskii, 
went to prison in 1910.51 Above all, they shared a sense of genera
tional identity in the party: compared to a "veteran" Bolshevik of 
thirty, they at first considered themselves to be "boys," 52 a defer
ential attitude that did not last very long. Bukharin's emigration 
temporarily disbanded the trio. But it regrouped in 1917 when he, 
Osinskii, and Smirnov came together in Moscow to challenge older 
party leaders unsympathetic to Lenin's radical course, and then 
again in 19 I 8, when they challenged Lenin himself. 

. 

It was in emigration that Bukharin emerged as a major figure in the 
Bolshevik Party. Though already known to Lenin and the leader
ship abroad when he left Russia in 191 I, he was identified mainly 
as a local committeeman with special responsibility for the student 
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movement.53 � the time he returned six years later, he was an 
acknowledged party leader, an established theorist who had con
tributed greatly to the development of Bolshevism as a separate and 
distinct ideological variety of European Marxism, and, insofar as 
the appellation had any meaning, one of Lenin's "close comrades-
in-arms." In addition, emigration made him one of those Bolsheviks 
who were, by experience and in outlook, internationalists. For six 
years, he . lived and worked. among social democrats in Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the United 
States. He became a familiar figure among Western socialists as 

well as anti-socialist�: to his Russian arrests were added short prison 
stays in Europe and Scandinavia. (The Swedish police, falsely it 
seems, charged him with conspiring to blow up bridges.) 54 

At the same time, Bukharin's literary career began in earnest. 
Freed from the daily rigors of underground work in Russia, he im
mediately set out to complete his education. He familiarized him
self with Western lanzuages (by 19 I 7 he read German, French, 
and English, speaking the first two well) and with recent theoretical 
literature. European and later American libraries provided what he 
called the "fixed capital" of his major theoretical work.55 While he 
would later see these years abroad in terms 'of flawed ideas and 
political innocence, they constituted a formative and remarkably 
productive period in his career. A regular contributor to Marxist 
periodicals, he published several articles of enduring value on the
oretical economics, completed the manuscripts of two books, The 

. Economic Theory of the Leisure Class and Imperialism and World 
Economy, pioneered arguments that became a constituent part of 
Bolshevik ideology, and articulated concepts and interests central 
to his thinking for the rest of his life. 56 By 1917, his reputation as a 
Bolshevik theorist was second only to Lenin's; and in the minds of 
some, he had no peer. 

Emigration also brought him into personal contact with Lenin 
for the first time, initiating one of the stormiest, sometimes most 
touching relationships in Bolshevik history. He saw Lenin infre
quently between 1912 and 19 17, and was rarely close, geographi
cally or politically, to the small coterie of emigre Bolsheviks around 
the leader. Their relations were almost always strained, due partly 
to Lenin's intransigence and suspicion of ideological innovation, 
and partly to Bukharin's independence, a trait emphasized even by 
his initial destination on leaving Rus�ia. Postponing the customary 
pilgrimage to Lenin, then living in Cracow, he went directly to 
Hanover. Germany, the country of Marx and of ·the largest social 
democratic party in the world, held a stro�g attraction for Bolshe-
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vik intellectuals of Bukharin's generation. 57 He stayed almost a 
year, during which he established contact with the Bolshevik Cen
tral Committee abroad. In September 1912, he represented the parry 
at the Gennan Social Democrati� Congress in Chemnirz, after 
which, having decided to move to Vienna, he traveled to Cracow 
(under the name of Orlov) to meet Lenin.58 

It could not have been an auspicious beginning. They had 
"quite a long talk," in which Malinovskii . undoubtedly figured 
prominently. The police agent had now risen to the Central Com
mittee, having become head of the Bolshevik delegation in the 
Duma and the ranking party leader inside Russia. Other Bolsheviks 
(as well as Mensheviks) had repeatedly warned Lenin about him; 
but the accumulating reports only provoked his anger against 
Malinovskii's detractors. Each time, including the occasion when 
he received Bukharin's evidence, he paid no heed. This stubborn
ness must have shaken Bukharin's faith in Lenin's judgment and 
reinforced his opposition later when programmatic and ideological 
questions divided them.5!1 Nor did Lenin quickly forgive Bukharin's 
willingness to believe the worst about his trusted lieutenant. Attack
ing Bukharin's theoretical views in 1916; he charged that in addition 
to having succumbed to "semi-anarchistic ideas," Bukharin was 
"credulous toward gossip," a clear reference to the "'Malinovskii 
affair. 60 

Nonetheless, their first meeting was not a disaster. Bukharin 
came to Lenin as an admiring follower and departed, or so he re
membered thirteen years later, with his "perspectives broadened, 
new worlds discovered." Despite Lenin's "obsession" about Ma
linovskii and their disagreements in emigration, Bukharin's personal 
affection for the leader endured.61 Lenin, in turn, was prepared to 
overlook temporarily Bukharin's addiction to "rumors." Czarist 
reaction and the defection of the Bogdanovists had thinned the 
ranks of his supporters; a promising young follower was to be wel
comed. He invited Bukharin to contribute to the parry's theoretical 
journal Prosveshchenie (Enlightenment), help solicit funds and ma
terials for its newspaper Pravda, and participate in speech-writing 
and strategy sessions for the Duma Bolsheviks. Bukh�rin accepted, 
remaining in Cracow for several weeks before taking up residence 
in Vienna in late 1912. No serious disagreements troubled their 
relationship during the following two years. Pleased by Bukharin's 
articles and his energetic work on behalf of the party, Lenin paid 
him the honor of a visit in Vienna in June 1913.62 

It seems clear in retrospect that this rare two-year period of 
harmony in their political relations derived largely from the fact 
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that Bukharin was engaged in the least controversial proj ect of his 
theoretical career. He had moved to Vienna to begin "a systematic 
criticism of the theoretical economics of the new bourgeoisie," that 
is, of the growing body of work by non-Marxists and Marxists alike 
which had appeared over the past thirty years challenging Marx's 
basic economic theories. Bukharin particularly wanted to confront 
Marx's academic critics and take up the defense of orthodox Marx
ist theory: while "the correctness of Marx's conception is borne 
out by the facts, its acceptance among official scholars is not only 
not advancing, but even declining. " 63 

He chose as his first target Marx's most influential critic, the 
Austrian school of economics headed by Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, 
Karl Menger, and Frederick von Wieser. Attacking Marx at his 
most vulnerable point, the labor theory of value, and arguing their 
own theory of marginal utility (according to which value is deter
mined not by the amount of labor incorporated in a product, but 
by its utility to individual buyers), the Austrians had challenged 
Marx's fundamental analysis of capitalist economics. The labor the
ory of value underlay Marx's understanding of capitalist profit and 
accumulation, and, above all, his contention that he, unlike previous 
socialists, had demonstrated capitalism's exploitative nature scientifi
cally rather than morally. The considerable success of Austrian 
marginalism in the early 1900'S, particularly Bohm-Bawerk's Karl 
Marx and the Close of His System (1896), drew Bukharin, like a 
holy avenger, to the University of Vienna, where he attended the 
lectures of Bohm-Bawerk and Wieser. 64 His theoretical writings of 
1912-14-a series of articles and a book-were devoted to the de
fense of orthodox Marxist theory against the Austrian school and 
other Western and Russian "bourgeois" critics.65 

The Economic Theory of the Leisure Class, Bukharin's attack 
on Austrian marginalism and his first book, was completed in the 
autumn of 1914. While drawing heavily on earlier critiques of 
marginalism, his contribution was to combine the existing "meth
odological criticism" with a "sociological criticism. " The first ap
proach had already been undertaken, most notably by the Austrian 
Marxist Rudolf Hilferding, and Bukharin did little more than restate 
fundamental Marxist propositions about the study of political econ
omy and society generally: "The methodological difference be
tween Karl Marx and Bohm-Bawerk may be summarized . . .  as 
follows: objectivism-subjectivism, a historical standpoint-an un
historical standpoint,' the point of view of production-the point of 
view of consumption. " To this he added a sociological analysis. 
Marginalism, he argued, was "the ideology of the bourgeois who 
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has already been eliminated from the process of production"-the 
rentier. Brought to the fore during the evolution from industrial to 
monopoly capitalism, the rentiers constituted a parasitic and super
fluous group within the bourgeoisie-'-"its representatives often do. 

,not even cut their own coupons"-whose decisive economic inter
est lay in "the sphere of consumption," a social bias reflected in the . 
marginalist ideology with its emphasis on individual, consumer 
preferences.66 

Unlike much of his subsequent work, Bukharin's Vienna writ
ings were squarely in the mainstream of orthodox European Marx
ism. Any Marxist, Bolshevik or otherwise; who wished to preserve 
the labor theory of value could agree that The Economic Theory 
of the Leisure Class provided "a very valuable extension and deep"" 
ening of . . .  older Marxist criticism of Bohm-Bawerk." 67 Because 
it successfully combined two approaches to prove that marginalism 
was "a marginal theory of the marginal bourgeoisie," it became on 
its publication in 19 I 9 a popular item in Marxist literature. Widely 
translated, it gave Bolshevism one of its few critical successes capa
ble of standing alongside Western defenses of orthodox .Marxist 
economics. In Soviet Russia, it inevitably became the definitive 
statement on the Austrian school, a . basic textbook in educational 
institutions where it was said that no one could treat the subject 
"without repeating the arguments of Comrade Bukharin." 68 

Apart from establishing Bukharin as a Marxist economist, the 
book's real importance was as the first stage of a lifelong project 
which he later envisaged as a multi-volume exposition and defense 
of Marxism's influence on contemporary thought. Though, practi
cal politics prevented him from working on it regularly, this proj
ect, parts of which were published in the twenties and' thirties, 
ensured that he would continue to follow closely new develop
ments in Western thought, particularly those which represented a 

direct challenge to Marxism as social science or revolutionary doc
trine.69 From the late nineteenth century onward, many influential 
social theorists had in one way or another been responding to 
Marx's formidable intellectual legacy. Bukharin believed that their 
rival theories were to be answered with "logical criticism" rather 
than invective. Given his commitment to ideas, it was natural that 
he would be influenced, however obliquely, by these thinkers. For, 
while sharing the Marxist assumption that all theorizing reflects a 
class bias, he also presumed that non-Marxist theory "may and does 
discharge a socially useful work," and that "with a sufficiently 
critical attitude, it is possible to obtain from such performances 
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abundant material for making one's own collclusions." 70 The im
pact of Marx's critics on Bukharin, unlike most Bolsheviks, was to 
be considerable. After 19 I 7, for example, he became sharply aware 
of the implications of the elite theories of Pareto and Michels, and 
of the theories of bureaucracy by Max Weber, whom he regarded 
as the outstanding non-Marxist tq.eorist, for the emerging Soviet 
orderY 

Bukharin's Vienna period also brought him into contact with 
the most accomplished theoretical school of European Marxism, 
Austro-:-Marxism. Vienna was the home of Otto Bauer and Rudolf 
Hilferding, whose writings on monopoly capitalism ' and imperial
ism were the highest achievements of latter-day Marxism.72 Austro
Marxism, particularly Hilferding's Finance Capital: The Newest 
Phase in the Development of Capitalism, was to have a lasting in
fluence on Bukharin. Immediately, the discussion of monopoly cap
italism and imperialism that he encountered in Vienna contributed 
to his decision in 1915 to turn from his research on bourgeois eco
nomic theory-he had been planning a volume on Anglo-American 
marginalism-to the nature of neo-capitalism itself. Even after 
1917, when Bolsheviks contemptuously dismissed Austro-Marxists 
as "reformists," Bukharin retained a grudging admiration for their 
theoretical achievements, an intellectual sympathy not shared by 
many Bolsheyiks, including Lenin.73 

As Bukharin's stay in Vienna drew to a close in the summer of 
1914, there were still no disagreements (apart from the Malinovskii 
affair which flared up again in May) between him and Lenin, who 
continued to approve and publish his articles.74 Even the issue that 
was soon to divide them bitterly, the national question, had not yet 
generated friction. Lenin had paid increasing attention to · the sub
ject since 1912, and by 1914 had decided on a party. slogan advo
cating the right of self-determination, a position seemingly in 
conflict with the internationalism of radical Marxism. But if Bu
kharin had misgivings in Vienna, they were not apparent. In Janu
ary 191 3, a Georgian Bolshevik, Iosif Stalin, came to Vienna on 
Lenin's instructions to prepare a programmatic article on "Marxism 
and the NatioI)al Question." Bukharin assisted Stalin (who knew 
no Western languages) ,  a collaboration producing no

' 
recorded dis

agreements between them or Lenin, who approved the final prod
uct. Indeed, as late as April 1914, Bukharln was drafting a speech 
on the nationalities question for the Duma Bolsheviks, an assignment 
presumably entrusted to him by Lenin.75 His stay in Vienna ended 
with the coming of the First World War. He was arrested in 
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August in a roundup of aliens. A few days later, after the interven
tion of Austrian social demOI.!Ilts, he was deponed to Switzerland, 
where he took up residence in Lausanne.76 

The war profoundly altered the history of Bolshevism. In the 
end, of course, it brought down the czarist autocracy and laid the 
foundations for the party's victory in October 1 9 1 7. More immedi
ately, it alienated the anti-war Bolsheviks, irrevocably perhaps, from 
the loose agglomeration of social democratic parties known as the 
Second International, the overwhelming majority of which voted 
to support their respective governments in the approaching holo
caust. As the sentimental proletarian internationalism that had given 
socialists a sense of community fell before the separate nationalisms 
of war, the idea of a Third International, "Still four years away, was 
born. For Bolsheviks like Bukharin, who had thought of themselves 
as European social democrats and adherents of the advanced Marx
isms of Germany and Austria, the "betrayal" of the social democrats 
was "the greatest tragedy of our lives." 77 It made even the most 
Western-oriented among them, such as Bukharin, more sectarian in 
their outlook and less inclined to look beyond Russian Bolshevism 
for ideological or political guidance. _ 

War also set the stage for Bukharin's long history of selective 
opposition to Lenin. Emigre Bolsheviks began gathering in Switzer
land to decide the party's position and tactics in regard to the war 
(communication between the party sections abroad having broken 
down after the outbreak of hostilities) .  Lenin arrived in Bern in 
September, and scheduled a conference for early 1 9 1 5 .  Bukharin, 
meanwhile, remained in Lausanne working on the Anglo-American 
economists and beginning a study of imperialism.78 In late 1 9 14, he 
became friendly with three young Bolsheviks living in the nearby 
village of Baugy: Nikolai Krylenko, Elena Rozmirovich, and her 
husband Aleksandr T roianovskii. He had known T roianovskii well 
in Vienna, but it was with the first two that he found himself in 
sympathy on a variety of political issues. The three decided to pub
lish and edit a new party newspaper, Zvezda (The Star) . Lenin 
learned of their plan from another source in January 1 9 1 5  and 
reacted angrily.i9 

"\Vhy he did so is not fully clear. His professed objection was 
that scarce party funds should not be diverted to a new publication, 
but he also accused the Baugy group (as Bukharin, Krylenko, and 
Rozmirovich were known in early 1 9 1 5 ) of launching a rival, op
positionist organ.80 The charge was without basis, at least in regard 
to Bukharin, who as late as January still expressed "full principled 
solidarity" with Lenin. Explaining that Zvezda was conceived "not 
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as an opposition . . .  but as a supplement," he asked Lenin: "What 
can you have against another parry newspaper which in the very 
first editorial states that it stands on the viewpoint of the Central 
Organ? "  81 If the Baugy three shared a grievance against the leader, 
it concerned Malinovskii (Rozmirovich was also convinced of his 
guilt and had been rudely rebuffed by Lenin) j. there is no evidence 
that they had any oppositionist motives as yet. Rather, Lenin was 
reacting in a manner that characterized his relations with Bukharin 
and exacerbated their genuine disagreements for the next two years: 
he objected to any independent undertaking, whether organiza
tional, theoretical, or political, on the part of young ' Bolsheviks, 
especially Bukharin.82 

Substantive, though not irreconcilable, disagreements first ap
peared at the Bern conference in February and March, where 
Bukharin strongly dissented from four bf Lenin's proposals relating 
to the war and the party's program. First, he opposed Lenin's appeal 
to the European petry bourgeoisie, arguing that in a revolutionary 
situation the small proprietor would inevitably support the capital
ist order against tIie proletariat. Bukharin's disinterest in the petty 
bourgeoisie, peasant or otherwise, as an independent revolutionary 
force or potential ally remained constant until after 1 9  I 7, when he 
placed just such an alliance at the center qf his understanding of 
socialist revolution. Second, in a set of theses submitted to the con
ference, he criticized Lenin's emphasis on minimum democratic 
demands instead of specifically socialist ones. Third, he, Krylenko, 
and Rozmirovich supported Lenin's call to transform the "imperial
ist war into a civil war," but objected to his exclusion of . peace 
slogans appealing to broader anti-war sentiment, and to his labeling 
Russia's defeat a "lesser evil"-they preferred to damn all belliger
ents equally. Finally, while endorsing Lenin's call for a new social
ist international, the Baugy trio argued that it should include all 
anti-war social democrats, including left-wing Mensheviks around 
Lev Trotsky, whom Lenin was ostracizing. Bukharin and his friends 
simply wanted the new organization to be as broad as possible.83 

Contrary to later Soviet and Western versions, Bukharin's op
position to Lenin at Bern was neither total nor ultra-Ieftist.84 On the 
issues of peace slogans (which Lenin himself was to employ skill
fully in 1 9  1 7 )  and the composition of the proposed international, 
he, Krylenko, and Rozmirovich took a position less extreme in 
effect than Lenin's. As for Bukharin's theses, which no one else en
dorsed (he was very disappointed),  · they did not constitute a 

blanket rejection of the party's minimum program. He qualified his 
advocacy of socialist demand� -by adding that because "the matur-
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ing of a socialist revolution is a more or less lengthy historic process, 
the proletariat by no means repudiates the struggle for partial re
forms . . . .  " And later in the conference, when Lenin had to defend 
crucial points in the party's minimum program against other dissi
dents, Bukharin supported him. The outcome of the conference 
showed that their differences involved emphasis rather than princi
ple. A commission composed of Lenin, his erstwhile lieutenant 
Zinoviev, and Bukharin was appointed to reconcile the different 
points of view. Though, according to one participant, it required 
two days of "heated disputes . . .  with Comrade Bukharin," the 
final resolution was adopted unanimouslY.85 

This does not mean that the conflicts before and during Bern 
were inconsequential. Bukharin's independent posture in the 
Zvezda incident (resolved when the Baugy group reluctantly 
agreed to abandon the venture) 86 and at the conference itself, as 

well as the intrusion of the Malinovskii affair into other political 
questions, foreshadowed the bitter controversies that shortly fol
lowed. Moreover, it was at Bern that Bukharin began his associa
tion with Iurii Piatakov, another young Bolshevik who had just 
arrived from Russia and who became his closest friend in emigra
tion.87 Piatakov was an outspoken adherent of Rosa Luxemburg's 
thinking on the national question, which maintained that in the era 
of modern imperialism, when the world was being transformed into ' 
a single economic unit, national bound�.ries and appeals to national
ism were obsolete-a prognosis directly contrary to Lenin's new 
thinking on self-determination. Though the issue seems not to have 
arisen at Bern, Bukharin had already begun his own study of im
perialism which led him to a position similar to Piatakov's. By late 
1 9 1 5, he, Piatakov, and the latter's wife, Evgeniia Bosh, were in 
fierce opposition to Lenin on the issue. 

When the conference ended in March, however, Bukharin and 
Lenin parted amicably. They did not meet again until mid- I 9 I 7 . 
Bukharin returned to Swiss libraries and his study of contemporary 
capitalist developments. Correspondence between the two men re
sumed, revealing neither hurt feelings nor conflicting viewpoints. 
Lenin was in a conciliatory mood; at one point he even asked 
Bukharin to move to Bern to help edit the party's central organ.88 
In the spring of 1 9 1 5, Piatakov and Bosh obtained some funds and 
proposed a new theoretical journal to be called K0112'nlZtnist. In con
trast to his reaction to Zvezda, Lenin agreed; an editorial board of 
himself, Zinoviev, , Piatakov, Bosh, and Bukharin was formed.89 
Harmony seemingly restored, Bukharin decided ' (with Lenin's ap
proval and perhaps at his urging) to move to Sweden, a key link in 
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the Bolshevik underground route between Russia and Europe and a 
stronghold of radical Scandinavian social democrats, whose views 
on the war were close to the Bolsheviks'. In July 1 9  I 5, under the 
improbable name of Moshe Dolgolevskii and in the company of 
Piatakov and Bosh, he journeyed through France and England 
(where he was arrested and detained briefly in Newcastle) to 
Stockholm.90 There he settled to finish his book rmperialism and 
World Economy (completed in the autumn of 1 9 1 5  but not pub
lished in full until 1 9 1 8 ) and to begin a reinterpretation of the 
Marxist theory of the state-two works that contributed to a new 
Bolshevik ideology and represent his major achievements during 
emigration. 

In the interconnected body of ideas that may properly be termed 
'' 'Bukharinist, '' Imperialism and World Economy, rather than his 
earlier book on marginalism, was the-opening statement and one of 
the most important. For the first time, Bukharin set out concepts 
and themes that, in one form or another, would be present in his 
thinking about international and Soviet affairs for the next twenty 
years. The small book included theoretical understandings that 
were to influence his politics . as leader of both the Left and Right 
Bolsheviks. Imperialism and World Economy was another kind of 
landmark as well: it was the first systematic theoretical explanation 
of imperialism · by a Bolshevik. Its completion predated Lenin's 
more famous Imperialis711, the Highest Stage of Capitalism by 
several months, and Lenin borrowed freely from it.91 

The book's originality lay less in its separate ideas than in the 
way in which Bukharin employed and extended existing Marxist 
insights into the nature of modern capitalism. The profound 
changes in capitalism since Marx's death, its enormous growth at 
home and the expansionist policies of the leading capitalist nations 
abroad, had been studied and debated by Marxists for more than a 
decade. Most agreed that at best Marx had only hinted at these 
developments and that latter-day capitalism was distressingly unlike 
the classical free enterprise system analyzed in Capital. A sizable 
body of literature adapting Marx's theories and prognoses to the 
reality of contemporary capitalism already existed by 1 9 1 5 .  Bu
kharin, as he readily acknowledged, drew upon much of it; but his 
starting point and essential inspiration was Hilferding's Finance 
Capital, published in 1 9 1 0  and immediately recognized as a seminal 
work in Marxist thought.92 

Hilferding's achievement here was to relate the rise of imperi-
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alisrri to the far-reaching structural changes within national capital
ist systems, that is, to the transformation of laissez-faire capitalism 
into monopoly capitalism. Extending Marx's analysis of the con
centration and centralization of capital, he described the rapid 
proliferation of combining forms of ownership and control, par
ticularly trusts and cartels, which had to · an unprecedented degree 
devoured and supplanted smaller units. Hilferding paid special at
tention to the new role of the banks in the monopolization process, 
pointing out that the concentration of capital had been · accom
panied and spurred on by the concentration and centralization of 
the banking system. The modern bank, he observed, had emerged 
as an owner of a large part of the capital employed by industry. 
To accommodate this phenomenon, Hilferding introduced a new 
analytical concept-finance capital: "bank capitat:--that is, capital 
in monetary form---JZVhich has in this 'Way been transformed into 
industrial capital, I call finance capital." 93 Mature capitalism was 
for him finance capitalism, a unique system, he went on to demon-

. strate in great detail, distinguished from the laissez-faire model by 
its powerful organizing tendencies. As finance capital permeated 
the entire national economy and large combines became predomi
nant, planned regulation gradually eliminated the economic anarchy 
that had previously derived from the unfettered competition of 
smaller units. National capitalism was increasingly becoming a 
regulated economic system, or in the term closely associated with 
Hilferding, "organized capitalism." 

-

Finance Capital, in other words, was concerned mainly with 
the national structure of neo-capitalism. Hilferding's theory of im
perialism was little more than a by-product of this central analysis.94 
I-Iaving monopolized the home market and erected high protective 
tariffs against foreign competition, monopoly capitalism was led to 
expansionist policies in its pursuit of higher profits: in colonies it 
acquired raw materials and, above all, new markets for capital ex
ports. In Hilferding's analysis, imperialism was the economically 
logical foreign policy of finance capitalism. He indicated briefly 
how similarly motivated capitalist powers competed for colonial 
markets' in the way individual enterprises had once competed on 
the home market, a development which explained the increasing 
militarization of modern capitalism and the growing belligerence 
(he was writing well before the war) in international relations. 

Bukharin took over Hilferding's theory of imperialism, but 
with the intention of updating and, in significant respects, radicaliz
ing it.!l5 He, too, defined imperialism as "the policy of finance capi
talism." Unlike Hilferding, however, he insisted that "finance 
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capital cannot pursue any policy other than an imperialist one . . .  ", 
and that therefore "imperialism is not only a system most intimately 
connected with modern capitalism, it is also the most essential ele
ment of the latter." More dogmatically than Hilferding; Bukharin 
formulated imperialism as an inevitable "historic category," one 
which must appear at a specific stage (the last) in capitalist devel
opment. Colonies p!,oviding raw materials and markets for surplus 
commodities and capital were essential to the very economic exis
tence of monopoly capitalism: imperialism "upholds the structure 
of finance capitalism." With this argument, Bukharin was contest
ing the prevailing social democratic view that imperialist policies, 
while deplorable, were not an indispensable feature of capitalism.96 

The definition of imperialism as an organic, inevitable mani
festation of monopoly capitalism brought Bukharin, as it had 
Hilferding, to the question of war. But here, too, he differed from 
Hilferding in his certainty that, in the imperialist age, wars were 
inevitable. Bukharin regarded as "fantasy" the supposition, wide
spread among social democrats, that imperialist nations could co
exist without war, that a further stage of capitalist development 
might witness the peaceable organization of the world economy 
("ultra-imperialism," as Kautsky suggested) . In the early period of 
colonialization, imperialist powers had aggrandized themselves with 
minimal conflict, through "the seizure of free lands." Noncolonized 
areas no longer remained, however; the necessity for "a fundamen
tal redivision" had come. Competition among imperialist nations 
had reached its most acute form, armed struggle; desperate for new 
markets, they turned against each other with "fire and sword," the 
weak to be colonized, by the strong. 

The point of Bukharin's argument, of course, was that the 
First World War was neither a historical mishap nor a solitary con
flagration; it was the first in an epochal series of "unavoidable" 
imperialist wars. But, he concluded, while the age of imperialism 
brought the horrors of war, it also revealed the final intensification 
of capitalism's fatal contradictions, and thus "the ripeness of the 
objective conditions" for socialist revolution.97 Insofar as Bukharin's 
overall argument differed meaningfully from Hilferding's, it was in 
the way he translated the latter's insights into a sequential, and 
inevitable, historical equation: monopoly capitalism � imperial
ism � war � proletarian revolution. 

If this scheme . is familiar, it is because it reappeared (with 
some significant differences) in Lenin's Imperialism and became the 
orthodox Bols.hevik interpretation of modern imperialism. The the
ory of imperialism, however (and even less of colonialism), formed 
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only a part of Bukharin's book. For like Hilferding, but to a large 
extent unlike Lenin, he was deeply interested in the substructure of 
imperialism: national capitalism.98 And it was in the course of up
dating and extending Hilferding's findings in this area that he 
formulated his theory of state capitalism, a concept about which he 
and Lenin were to argue for many years. 

According to Bukharin, the monopolization and trustification 
of the capitalist economy had proceeded dramatically �ince Hilfer
ding's writing. The elimination or subordination of weak com
petitors and intermediate forms of ownership, coupled with the 
relentless organizing energies of finance capital, had virtually trans
formed "the entire 'national' economy into a combined enterprise 
with an organizational connection between all the branches of pro
duction." Bukharin occasionally implied that this was still only a 
tendency, but more often he posited it as an accomplished fact: 
"Every one of the capitalistically advanced 'national economies' has 
turned into some kind of a 'national' trust." This contention was 
not present in Hilferding's analysis. Because trustification had come 
to involve a merging of industrial and bank interests with state 
power itself, he termed it a "state capitalist trust," and the system 
"state capitalism." While noting that mobilization for war had been 
largely responsible for the state's extensive intervention. in the econ
omy, he insisted that it was a permanent development: "the future 
belongs to economic forms that are close to state capitalism." 99 

The most striking feature of modern capitalism was for Bu
kharin the new interventionist role of the state. As the term "state 
capitalism" was meant to indicate, the state had ceased to be merely 
the political instrument of the ruling class (or classes) ,  the dis
interested adjudicator of laissez-faire economic competition be
tween groups of the bourgeoisie. Instead it had become, through 
the agen�y of finance capital, a direct organizer and owner in the 
economy, "a very large shareholder in the state capitalist trust" and 
its "highest and all-embracing organizational culmination." The 
"colossal, almost monstrous, power" 100 of the new bourgeois state 
so impressed Bukharin that on finishing Imperialism and W orl� 
Economy he immediately began a long article entitled "Toward a 
Theory of the Imperialist State." Completed by July 1 9 1 6, it was 
in effect a sequel to his book.10! In it, he elaborated on his theory 
of imperialism and state capitalism, and set out a radical reinterpre
tation of the Marxist view of the state. 

He began by "rescuing" Marx and Engels's original under
standing of the state. It was necessary to reiterate these "old truths,·" 
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he explained, because revisionist social democrats, intent on collabo
rating with and reforming the bourgeois state, had forgotten or 
consciously expunged them from Marxism. They had betrayed 
Marx's essential proposition: "The state is nothing but the most 
general organization of the ruling classes, the basic function of 
which is the maintenance and extension of the exploitation of the 
suppressed classes." Contrary to the reformists, Marx had regarded 
the state not as an "eternal" phenomenon, but as a "historical cate
gory" characteristic of class society and the product of class strug
gle. A classless, Communist society would, by definition, be a 
stateless society. In the meantime, Bukharin continued, the structure 
and nature of the state reflected the changing economic base of class 
society. Each era had its specific form: laissez-faire capitalism 
found its expression in the liberal, noninterventionist state; finance 
capitalism (or state capitalism) had its expression in the "imperial
ist state." 102 

What set the modern state apart from its predecessors was its 
"colossal" economic po\vers. Repeating his theory of the emer
gence of the "state capitalist trust," Bukharin documented (war
time Germany) being his main example) the way in which the 
state had intervened in every sphere of economic life, regulating 
and "militarizing" the whole economy. As a result, the pluralistic 
capitalism of the laissez-faire era had given way to a form of · "col
lective capitalism," whose ruling ·"finance capitalist oligarchy" 
conducted its preda�ory affairs directly through the state: "The 
state power thus sucks in almost all branches of production; it not 
only maintains the general conditions of the exploitative proceJ's, 
the state more and more becomes a direct exploiter, organizing and 
directing production as a collective capitalist." The new system 
differed radically from the old, particularly in having eradicated 
the anarchistic "free play of economic forces." As "statization" -
culminates in the "final form of the state capitalist trust . . .  the 
process of organization continually eliminates the anarchy of the 
separate parts of the 'national economic' mechanism, placing all of 
economic life under the iron heel of the militaristic state." 103 

While focusing on the economic aspects of "statization," and 
particularly on the unique "fusing" of political and economic 
functions in bourgeois society, Bukharin emphasized that the state, 
as though driven by an unquenchable lust, had spread its organiz
ing tentacles into all �reas of social life. The separation of state and 
society was being systematically destroyed: "It can even be said 
w�th some truth that there is not a single nook of social life that 
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the bourgeoisie can leave entirely unorganized." All other socia� 
organizations were becoming mere "divisions of a gigantic state 
mechanism," until it alone remained, omnivorous and omnipotent. 
His portrayal was nightmarish: 

Thus arises the final type of the contemporary imperialist robber state, 
an iron organization which envelops the living body of society in its 
tenacious, grasping paws. It is a New Leviathan, before which the 
fantasy of Thomas Hobbes seems child's play. And even more "non est 
potestas super terram quae comparetur ei" ( "there is no power on earth 
that can compare with it" ) .104 

To summarize, this conception of national neo-capitalism
state capitalism-was at the heart of Bukharin's theory of imperial
ism. State capitalist Leviathans, in their separate imperialist search
ings for greater profits, found themselves locked in a sanguinary 
struggle in the international arena. Imperialism in his understanding 
was "nothing but the expression of competition between state 
capitalist trusts," the "competition of gigantic, consolidated, and 
organized economic bodies possessed of a colossal fighting capacity 
in the world tournament of 'nations. ' " 105 Hence the global scope 
and unprecedented ferocity of the first (imperialist) world war. 

Taken as a whole, Bukharin's model of state c�pitalism and . 
imperialism had considerable theoretical power and internal con
sistency. To Marxists living three decades after Marx and in a 
society notably unlike that which Marx had studied, it offered a . 
compelling · explanation of why capitalism had failed to collapse 
from its inherent contradictions, continuing instead to expand at 
a staggering rate at home and abroad. At the same· time, it dutifully 
preserved the revolutionary breakdown supposition-the essential 
tenet of radical Marxism-by locating the causes of breakdown in 
the model of imperialism. W orId capitalism was now beset with 
fatal contradictions: it was doomed to revolutionary destruction, 
war being the catalyst and harbinger of ruin. But read literally, 
Bukharin's theory raised disturbing questions, some of which 
should have been evident at the time, others only as events 
unfolded. 

His defenders would later argue that his writings on modern 
capitalism had to be understood as abstract analysis (similar to 
that presented by Marx in the first volume of Capital) , as a "chemi
cally pure" model designed not to correspond to every aspect of 
reality, but to reveal transitional tendencies in contemporary bour
geois society. It was a reasonable qualification, one that Bukharin 
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now and then added.l06 For the most part, however, he gave every 
indication of meaning his theory, at least in broad outline, to be 

'�re:id literally. He restated it at length in his famous and contro
versial The Economics of the Transition Period, published in 1 920, 

and again with some revisions in the late 1 920'S. Both times the 
essential elements of his original theory remained.l07 

The clearest .evidence that Bukharin regarded his theory as an 
accurate portrayal of existing capitalist reality was the real horror 
aroused in him by the new militaristic state. His unusually emo
tional references to "the present-day monster, the modern Levia
than" were not the formulas of abstract analysis, but statements of 
passion. lOB Most striking was his repeated use of the image of the 
"iron heel of the militaristic state." He borrowed the expression 
from Jack London's novel The Iron Heel, a nightmarish account of 
the coming of a draconian, proto-fascist order, whose dictatorial 
"Oligarchy" mercilessly crushes all resistance and declares: "We 
will grind you revolutionists down under our heel, and we shall 
walk upon your faces. The world is ours . . .  and ours it shall 
remain . . . .  " The heel-boot image as a metaphor for despotic state 
power over citizen and society runs through anti-utopian literature 
from Jack London to George Orwell's epigrammatic "A boot 
stamping on a human face-forever." 109 Bukharin, it is clear from 
his impassioned language, also looked into the future, and what he 
saw, in the absence of socialist revolution, frightened him: "a mili
· taristic state capitalism. Centralization becomes the centralization 
of the barracks; among the elites the vilest militarism inevitably 
intensifies, as does the brutal regimentation and bloody repression 
of the proletariat." 110 

. In his description of an omnipotent "single all-embracing or
ganization," Bukharin foresaw, however idiomatically, the advent 
of what came to be called the "totalitarian" state. HI He also antici
pated the agonizing question this development was to pose for 
Marxists. Was it theoretically conceivable that "statization" could 
become so pervasive---'the economic base of society so fully sub
ordinated to and .controlled by the political superstructure-that 
spontaneous economic forces, crises, and thus the prospect of 
revolution would be eliminated? In short, was a third kind of 
modern society, neither capitalist nor socialist, imaginable? Un
willing to dodge unpleasant theoretical issues, Bukharin raised the 
question on four sepp.rate occasions between 1 9 1 5  and 1 928 .  Each 
time he answered affirmatively, though stressing that while con
ceivable in theory, such a society was impossible in reality. Two 
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examples indicate the direction of his thinking. He first reflected 
on the possibility of a nons6cialist,. marketless economy in 1 9 1 5: 

We would have an entirely new economic form. This would be capi
talism 1)0 more, for the production of commodities would have disap
peared ; still less would it be socialism, for the power of one class over 
the other would have remained (and even grown stronger). Such an 
economic stucture would, most of all, resemble a slaveowning economy 
where the slave market is absent. 

And again in 1 9 2 8: 

Here a planned economy exists, organized distribution not only in 
relation to the links and interrelationships between the various branches 
of production, but also in relation to consumption. The slave in this 
society receives his share of provisions, of the goods constituting the 
product of the general labor. He may receive very little, but all the 
same there will be no crises.1l2 

Even in theory this was a dread potentiality. It suggested that 
history's destination was not necessarily socialism, that a post
capitalist society might bring another, crueler system of exploita
tion. If true, the certainty of a just order, and with it the Marxist 
doctrine of historical inevitability, vanished. Bukharin never ac
knowledged that such an outcome was a real possibility; but it 
lingered �in his mind throughout his life. After 1 9 17, when the 
danger had to be weighed in terms of the emerging Soviet order, 
the specter of the Leviathan state was to be a factor both in his 
Left Communism of early 1 9 1 8  and in his gradualist policies of the 
twenties. And while the danger contributed .to some of his most 
dishonest and tortuous rationalizations' of Soviet developments, 
over the years it was a liberalizing element in his Bolshevism, part 
of what made Btikharin, despite his chronic public optimism, a man 
of private fears. It is further evidence that all Bolsheviks did not 
march to the same drummer. 

His theory of state capitalism raised another and more immedi
ate question. Although Bukharin exaggerated the extent and perma
nency of "statization" and trustification in 1 9 1 5-16, he pinpointed 
a basic twentieth-century development. The following decades did 
witness the final disappearance of laissez-faire capitalism and the 
emergence of a new kind of economically active state, ranging in 
type and degree of intervention from administered capitalism and 
the welfare state to the highly mobilized economies of Soviet 
Russia and wartime Nazi Germany. Bukharin's theoretical instincts 
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were modern and pertinent: in significant ways, his 1 9 1 5-16 writ
ings anticipated later literature (particularly that of social demo
cratic origin) on state-regulated economies, much of which also 
revolved around the "concept of state capitalism. 113 But in treating 
this development he was forced to revise seriously Marx's under
standing of the coming of the anti-capitalist revolution. In drama
tizing the organizing capabilities of "collective capitalism, " he 
virtually eliminated the system's internal, crisis-producing con
tradictions. Bukharin's model gave no meaningful role to pre
monopoly market economies (not to mention pre-capitalist ones) 
and thus to, the frenzied competition Marx. had viewed as the 
source of capitalism's ruin. 

The individual capitalist disappears. He is transformed into a 
Verba1ldskapitalist, a member of an organization. He no longer com
petes with his "countrymen"; he cooperates with them, for the center 
of gravity of the competitive struggle is transferred to the world mar
ket, while inside the country competition dies out.114 

As his party critics would later charge, this understanding strongly 
resembled the concept of "organized capitalism," which for Bol
sheviks was the ideological. underpinning of social democratic 
reformism. 

To maintain the breakdown theory- and the prospect of social
ist revolution, Bukharin transferred capitalism's indigenous dooms
day mechanism to the. arena of world capitalism, or imperialism. 
Insisting that the internationalization of capital had created a 
genuine world capitalist system, he replicated Marx's picture of 
unorganized capitalism on an international scale. "World economy 
. . .  is characterized by its highly anarchic structure," which "may 
be compared with the structure of 'national' capitalism typical 
until the beginning of this century .. . .  " Capitalist crises were now 
international rat�er than national, war being their starkest mani
festation.115 

By interpreting war as the highest and final form of economic 
competition, however, Bukharin located the ultimate catalyst of 
revolution outside the national system. Previously, impregnable 
state capitalist regimes had used colonial "super-profits " to dampen 
domestic class struggle, "raising the workers' wages at the expense 
of the exploited colonial savages and conquered peoples. " Because 
"the horror and shame " of imperalism had been confined to dis
tant lands, a "bond of unity " had developed between the Western 
proletariat and the imperialist state, as evidenced by how deeply 
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sentiments of the fatherland and patriotism had "penetrated into 
the souls of the workers." But world war, by turning imperialism's 
"true face to the working class of Europe," promised to "sever the 
last chain that binds the workers to ... the imperialist state " and 
to mobilize them in a revolutionary "war against the rule of capi
tal." "The additional pennies received by the European workers 
... what do they count compared to millions of butchered work
ers, to billions devoured by the war, to the monstrous pressure of 
brazen militarism, to the vandalism of plundered productive forces, 
to the high cost of living and starvation? " 116 

For a Bolshevik writing during the First World War, the 
proposition that proletarian revolution in advanced industrial so
cieties was dependent on war presented no dilemma. Bukharin's 
main purpose was to refocus revolutionary expectations and to 
restore Marx's anti-statism to social democratic ideology. The 
movement was "to empbasize strongly its hostility in principle to 
state power": the proletariat's immediate aim was to "destroy 
the state organization of the bourgeoisie," to "explode it from 
witbin." 117 But later, when the war had ended and the Bolshevik 
revolution remained alone in a capitalist world, Bukharin was left 
with the awkward assumption that further European revolutions 
were unlikely (if not impossible) without a general war. By the 
mid-twenties, this understanding was in painful conflict with his 
evolutionary domestic policies, which were predicated on a lengthy 
period of European peace: it implied a contradiction between the 
survival of the fragile Soviet regime and international revolutivn. 
He eventually lessened the dilemma by taking into account na
tionalist wars in colonial areas, a factor he did not stress in 1915- 16. 

But the basic question-Was revolution in mature capitalist so
cieties possible without a major war?-plagued him to the end; and 
in 1928-9, it became an issue in his controversy with Stalin over 
Comintern policy. 

In sharp contrast to his earlier wnnngs, Bukharin's ideas on im
perialism and state capitalism broke new theoretical ground (at 
least in the Bolshevik context), had programmatic implications, 
and thus provoked serious controversies with Lenin. On the sur
face, there was little difference between his theory of imperialism 
and that set out a few months later in Lenin's Imperialism. Both 
presented the same general explanation of capitalist expansionism 
and ended with similar conclusions on the inevitability of war and 
revolution. Lenin read the manuscript of Bukharin's Imperialism 
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and World Economy and used it in preparing his own study; he 
registered no serious objections and, in December 1915, wrote for 
its publication a highly laudatory introduction.lls Nor did Buk
harin; then or later, indicate any reservations about, Lenin's work. 
Until his political defeat in 1929, when almost all of his theoretical 
writings came under attack, his book, like Lenin's, was honored in 
Soviet Russia as a classic Bolshevik statement on imperialism.n9 
Nonetheless, there were significant dissimilarities in their treatment 
of modern capitalism, two of which were to be especially impor
tant. 

First, Lenin's model of imperialism rested on a perceptibly 
different understanding of national capitalism. Though he, too, 
stressed tlte transformation of laissez-faire capitalism into monopoly 
capitalism, observing that "the main thing in this process is the 
displacement of . . . free competition," he was considerably less 
inclined to conclude that competition and production anarchy had 
been eliminated from the national economy. Rather, he argued that 
the monopolization of part of the economy intensified "the anarchy 
inherent in capitalist production as a whole." He saw a variegated 

. picture-"something transient, a mixture of free competition and 
monopoly"-and concluded that "monopolies, which have grown / 

out of free competition, do not eliminate the latter, but exist over 
it and alongside it, and thereby give rise to a number of very acute, 
intense antagonisms. . . ." For Lenin, the notion that trustification 
could abolish internal crises was "a fable spread by bourgeois 
economists." He therefore emphasized far more than did Bukharin 
the decay and decrepitude of neo-capitalism, an approach signifi
cantly unlike Bukharin's concept of organized state capitalism, 
which for the latter was synonymous with national capitalism.120 
Lenin's failure, as Bukharin eventually came to regard it, to under
stand the phenomenon of state capitalism was to be the subject of 
a long series of disagreements between the two men, beginning in 
1917 and continuing into the twenties. 

The second important difference involved the role of national
ism in the imperialist age. Bukharin's argument in Imperialism and 
World Economy was not incompatible with the subsequent rise of 
colonial wars of national liberation, as the fact that he was later 
able to take them into acco,unt showed. But in 1915-16, he was 
convinced that imperialism had rendered economic and. political 
nationalism anachronistic (hence his habit of writing "national" in 
quotation marks). The' era of imperialist wars was by definition a 
forcible �emaking of the "political map," leading to the "collapse 
of independent small states." In this respect, despite their different 

But in 1915-16, he was 
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theories of imperialism, his posmon was similar to the radical 
internationalism· of Rosa. Luxemburg. 12 1  

Bukharin's failure to see anti-imperialist nationalism as a revo
lutionary force was the most glaring defect in his original treatment 
of imperialism; he did not anticipate the historic development of 
the postwar period-the groundswell of national liberation move
ments. Lenin, on the other hand, partly because he was deeply 
interested in the colonial aspects of imperialism rather than· the new 
structure of national capitalism, concentrated his attention on the 
possibility' of nationalist colonial uprisings. In the extensive inter
nationalization of capital, he found a factor preparing the way for 
imperialism's downfall-what he called "the law of uneven capi
talist development," a pattern that explained both the intense com
petition for colonies and the growing resistance on the part of 
colonial peoples.12 2 As he wrote far-sightedly a few months after 
completing Imperialism: 

"colonial wars" are often national wars or national rebellions of these 
colonial peoples. One of the most basic features of imperialism is that 
it accelerates the development of capitalism in the most backward coun
tries and thereby widens and intensifies the struggle against national 
oppression . ... It follows from this that imperialism must very often 
give rise to national wars.123 

Lenin's early enthusiasm for the potential revolutionary role 
of nationalism in colonial and noncolonial areas was reflected in his 
fervent advocacy of the slogan of national self-determination after' 
19 14. This inevitably brought him into conflict with Bukharin and 
other young Bolsheviks who, like most radical Marxists, rej ected 
appeals to nationalism as inappropriate and un-Marxist. The open 
dispute began in late 19 I 5, ostensibly over control of the new 
journal K01lZ'IJlunist. The first (and only) issue contained an article' 
by Karl Radek, an East European social democrat close to the 
Bolshevik emigres. Radek's thinking on the national question was 
similar to that of Rosa Luxemburg, Piatakov, and by this time, 
Bukharin. Lenin objected to the article's viewpoint and refused to 
participate further in KO'lJl711unist, demanding that it be· abolished. 
Theoretical disagreements immediately hardened into factional 
divisions. In November, Lenin's Central Committee in Switzerland 
deprived the Stockholm group-Bukharin, Piatakov, and Bosh
of the right to communicate unilaterally with Russia. In response, 
the Stockholm three dissolved themselves as a Bolshevik section. 12 4 

Later in November, the three sent to the Central Committee a 
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set of documents outlining their position on self-determination and 
attacking Lenin's. The slogan, they stated bluntly, "is first of all 
utopian (it cannot be realized within the limits of capitalism) and 
harmful as a slogan which disseminates illusions." Imperialism had 
made international socialist revolution an immediate historic possi
bility; . to approach social questions in a national, "'pro-state 
manner' " was to undermine the cause of. revolution. The only 
correct tacnc was to "revolutionize the consciousness of the pro
letariat" by "continually tossing the proletariat into the arena of 
world struggle, by placing constantly before it questions of world 
policy." Although Bukharin and his friends specifically excluded 
"noncapitalist countries or countries with an embry onic capitalism 
(for example, the colonies) " from their argument, they were in 
irreconcilable disagreement with Lenin on the whole principle of_ self-determination as a programmatic slogan.125 

The controversy continued and grew increasingly acrimonious 
throughout most of 1 9 1 6. The young B.olsheviks were outraged by 
Lenin's vehement response to their criticism. They reminded him 
that "all extreme Lefts who have a well-thought-out theory" were 
against the self-determination slogan: "Are they all 'traitors'?" 
Lenin, on the other hand, regarded their opposition on this single 
issue not only as theoretical nonsense, but as political disloyalty. 
Their ideas, he charged, "have nothing in common either with 
Marxism. or revolutionary social democracy"; their request for 
open discussions reflected an "anti-party" attitude.126 Although he 
apparently viewed Piatakov as the chief villain in the dispute over 
self-determination/27 his attack on Bukharin was equally harsh and 
uncompromising. Correspondence between them served only to 
widen the gulf, and efforts at reconciliation by other Bolsheviks 
infuriated Leriin.128 By some uncertain reasoning, he became con
vinced not only that Bukharin's heresies dated from the Bern con
ference, but that all the minor differences that had arisen since 
1 9 1 2 , including those relating to Malinovskii, were of a piece: 
"Nikolai Ivanovich is a studious economist, and in this we have 
always supported him. But he is ( I ) credulous toward gossip and 
( 2 )  devilishly unstable in politics. The war has pushed him toward 

-semi-anarchistic ideas." 129 
Considering the many important issues on which they agreed, 

it is difficult to understand why Lenin allowed his relations with 
Bukharin to deteriorate so seriously. Nonpolitical factors were 
certainly at work. Lenin's well-known cantankerousness was par
ticularly evident in 1 9 1 6; he was in an "irreconcilable mood." 
Bolsheviks not directly involved in the dispute reproached him for 
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his "unaccommodating disposition " and tactlessness in the affair; 
and Bukharin probably spoke for many when he expressed the hope 
that Lenin and Zinoviev did not treat Western comrades as rudely 
as they did Russians.13o In addition, Lenin appears to have grown 
increasingly resentful and suspicious of his young follower's ex
tensive associations with various non-Bolshevik groups. In Scandi
navia, for example, Bakharin had become a popular and active 
figure in the anti-war socialist movement, which was composed 
mainly of young radical social democrats. The farther he drifted 
from the coterie around Lenin" the closer he became identified, at 
least in Lenin's mind, with the young European Left rather than 
the Bolshevik Pany.131 Generational friction between the forty-six
year-old leader and the twenty-eight-year-old Bukharin was never 
far from the surface. Lenin, in his best patriarchal manner, sug
gested that the "unpardonable " errors of "Bukharin and Co." were 
"due to their 7'0uth . . .  perhaps in five years they will con:ect 
themselves." Bukharin, for his part, accused Lenin of being old
fashioned: "What is this? The sixties of the last century are 'in
structive' for the twentieth century? ... In regard to the slogan of 
self-determination, you stand on the viewpoint of the 'past 
century.' " 132 . 

At the same time, the leader's attitude confirms the impression 
that the "closer men were to Lenin, the more bitterly he quarreled 
with them." 133 For even during the worst period in their relation
ship, furtive evidence of their underlying mutual affection now 
and then appeared. Bukharin occasionally tried to appeal to this 
feeling. He begged Lenin not "to publish against me the kind of 
article that makes it impossible for me to answer cordially .... I 
did not want and do not want ... a split." 134 Lenin was not totally 
unreceptive. In April 1 9 1 6, Bukharin was arrested in Stockholm 
for his participation in an anti-war socialist congress. Learning of 
his trouble, Lenin dispatched an urgent appeal for help; and later 
in April, after Bukharin had been deported to Oslo (then Chris
tiania), Lenin wrote to another Bolshevik in Norway asking him 
to convey best regards to Bukharin: "I hope from my heart that 
he will very soon take a rest and be well. How are his finances?" 
The message was terse, but, under the circumstances, warm, even 
fatherly. The benignity was short-lived. By July, Lenin was 
explaining to Zinoviev that "I am now so ill-disposed toward 
Bukharin, I cannot write." 135 

Whatever the exacerbating factors, the disagreement between 
Lenin and Bukharin on the national question was real and endur
ing; it flared up sporadically until 1919. This was not true of the 
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-even more divisive issue that now came to the' fore. Earlier in 1 9  I 6, 
Lenin had decided. to publish a collection of programmatic articles 
under his own editorial control. He expected a contribution from 
Bukharin "on an economic theme." 136 Instead, Bukharin sent the 
essay "Toward a Theory of the Imperialist State" in which he 
depicted the "New Leviathan." The section that was to infuriate 
Lenin included Bukharin's exposition of the Marxist theory of the 
state, his call for the "revolutionary destruction" of the bourgeois 
state, and his r.rovocative conclusion that the essential difference 
between Marxists and anarchists involved economic centralization, 
"not that Marxists are statists and anarchists anti-statists, as many 
maintain." 13 7 Rehabilitating the original anti-statism of Marxism 
had served two purposes for Bukharin. It followed from his horri
fied vision of the "New Leviathan" and satisfied his strong liber
tarian proclivities; second, it was the gravamen of his effort to 
re-radicalize Marxist ideology, which, in the hands both of Bern
stein's reformists and Kautsky's orthodox school, had long since 
been purged of such militant tenets. A few left-wing Marxists
most notably Anton Pannekoek and the young Swedish so�ial 
democrat Zeth Hoglund-had earlier .returned to the anti-statist 
theme. 13 B  But Bukharin was the first Bolshevik to do so, which 
alone was sufficient to guarantee Lenin's displeasure. 

Lenin's first inclination was to publish the essay as "a discus
sion article." But, still incensed by their other differences, he soon 
change� his mind and deCided that it was "undoubtedly not suita
ble." He postponed giving his reasons or informing Bukharin of 
this for two months. Finally, in September 1 9 1 6, he wrote to him 
rejecting the article ("with sadness") . The section on state capi
talism, Lenin explained, was "good and useful, but nine-tenths 
legal," and should be published elsewhere after a few "very small" 
corrections. The theoretical treatment of Marxism and the state, 
however, was "decidedly incorrect": Lenin objected to Bukharin's 
"sociological" (class) · analysis of the state; quotations from Engels, 
he charged, had been taken out of context; above all, Bukharin's 
contention that Marxists and anarchists did not differ on the state, 
that "social democracy must strongly emphasize its hostility in 
principle to state power," was "either extremely inexact, or in
correct." Bukharin's ideas were "insufficiently thought out," even 
childish, Lenin implied. He advised him "to allow them to 
ripen." 139 

Bukharin, until now unaware of Lenin's most recent displeas
ure, was hurt and angered by the rejection. After almost a year of 
polemics, he was in no mood to let his thinking on the state, which 
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now .stood at the center of his Marxism, "ripen." He defended his 
ideas in a series of letters to Lenin and the Central Committee. The 
battle by correspondence continued through September and into 
October; as before, each exchange further embittered and broad
ened the controversy.l 4° Lenin (seconded by Zinoviev) accused 
Bukharin of "a very large error": that of "semi-anarchism," of 
ignoring the necessity for a post-revolutionary state, foe the dicta
torship of the proletariat, and of "mistakenly ascribing . . . to 
socialists" the goal of "exploding" the· old state.H1 The new cam
paign against him persuaded Bukharin that Lenin's grievance was 
no longer a question of theory, but was more generalized. "It is' 
clear," he wrote to Zinoviev, "that you simply do not want me as 
a collaborator. Don't worry: I won't be troublesome." Defiant, he 
began publishing his views on the state.142 A final split with Lenin 
and the official Bolshevik leadership seemed imminent. 

Meanwhile, in August 1 9  I 6, Bukharin had moved from Oslo 
to Copenhagen, where he was again investigating a suspected 
double agent. He remained there until the inquiry was completed 
in late September, when he decided to go to the United States. 
What prompted his decision is not fully clear. While other con
siderations-his natural wanderlust and the possibility of party 
work in a citadel of modern capitalism-may have played a part, 
the deterioration in his relations with Lenin was probably a major 
factor. By this time, their squabbling had seriously affected Bolshe
vik activities in Scandinavia, where "despondency and grief pre
vailed." 143 In early October, Bukharin returned to Oslo to meet 
the steamer for America. 

At that moment, Lenin began to worry that he had alienated 
Bukharin irrevocably. He anxiously instructed Aleksandr Shliap
nikov, the chief Bolshevik organizer in Scandinavia: "Write 
frankly-in what mood is Bukharin leaving? Will he write to us 
or not? Will he fulfill requests . . .  ?" 144 Lenin's sudden disquiet 
coincided with the arrival of a long letter from Bukharin. Intended 
as a farewell gesture, he again firmly rejected Lenin's accusations, 
reprimanding him for having fabricated and exaggerated their 
differences, and defended his views on the state as "correct and 
Marxist." Then, in a remarkable passage, he suggested how some 
socialists interpreted Lenin's campaign against him: they were say
ing "that in the last analysis I am being kicked out because 'your 
Lenin cannot tolerate any other person with brains.' " Bukharin 
characterized such speculations as nonsense; but, in a stroke, he had 
revealed an unspoken source of tension between himself and Lenin, 
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as well as his own feelings about the obsequious coterie around the 
leader. He closed, however, with a moving plea: 

I ask one thing of you: if you must polemicize, etc., preserve such a 
tone that it will not lead to a split. It would be very painful for me, 
painful beyond endurance, if joint work, even in the future, should 
become impossible. I have the greatest respect for you; I look upon you 
as my revolutionary teacher and love yoU.145 

It was a strong appeal and Lenin responded favorably, albeit 
in his own peculiar fashion: He immediately wrote Bukharin a 
"soft" letter, which, while insisting that the charges were valid and 
the disagreements "fully" Bukharin's fault, praised him and af
firmed: "We all value you highly." He concluded: "I wish with 
all my heart that the polemics had from the outset been only with 
P. Kievskii [Piatakov], and that disagreements with you were 
resolved." From Lenin, at least in personal terms, this was a major 
concession. Bukharin appreciated it as such and, before sailing, 

. sent a last, conciliatory note reiterating his "absolute solidarity" 
with Piatakov, but deeply regretting that it had led to conflicts 
with Lenin. "Be well, think kindly of me. . . . I embrace you all," 
he closed.146 

A final rupture had been avoided, but the startling denoue
ment of their controversy over the state was yet to come. Lenin's 
criticism of Bukharin had been twofold: that he had distorted 
Marx's and Engels's views by quoting out of context; and that he 
had overlooked the need for a proletarian state. The latter charge 
was particularly curious since Bukharin had carefully stressed that 
his "anarchism" related to the ultimate communist society and not 
to the transition period between capitalism and communism. In 

. the process of revolution, he had emphasized on several occasions, 
"The proletariat destroys the state organization of the bourgeoisie, 
utilizes its lJ!aterial framework and creates its own temporary state 
organization of power. . . ." 14 7 Bukharin was understandably 
baffled by Lenin's accusation. Among Scandinavian socialists, he 
pointed out, "I am considered to be at the head of the anti
anarchist c'ompany, and yet you criticize me as an anarchist." 148 
Lenin's misrepresentation, it would" seem, was a (conscious or 
unconscious) by-product of his initial hostility to Bukharin's inno
vating attempt to formulate a radical counterpoint to social demo
cratic ideology by reinterpreting the Marxist theory of the state. 
Lenin ha� not thought about the matter before Bukharin raised it; 
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in December 1 9 1 6, he promised "to return to this extremely im
portant question in a special article. " 1 49 The result was a volte-face 
in his thinking. 

Ort February 1 7, 1 9 1 7, Lenin suddenly notified another Bol
shevik: "I am preparing .. . an article on the question of Marxism's 
attitude toward the state. I have reached conclusions much sharper 
against Kautsky than against Bukharin . . . . Bukharin is much 
better than Kautsky .. .. " Lenin still had reservations: "Bukharin's 
errors may ruin this 'just cause' in the struggle with Kautskyism. " 
But two days later he again announced that despite "small errors " 
Bukharin was "closer to the truth than Kautsky," and that he was 
now prepared to publish Bukharin's essay.150 His remaining doubts 
soon disappeared. When Bukharin returned to Moscow in May 
1 9 1 7, Lenin's wife, Nadezhda Krupskaya, relayed a message from 
the leader-"her first words were: 'V.L asked me to: tell you that 
he no longer has any disagreements with you on the question of 
the state.' " 15 1 

The fullest evidence of Lenin's complete turnabout came later 
in 1 9 1 7, when he completed his famous treatise State and Revolu
tion: its arguments and conclusions were Bukharin's. Lenin had 
decided that "the main, fundamental point in Marxism's teaching 
on - the state " was that "the working class must destroy, smash, 
explode ... the entire state machine. " A new, revolutionary state 
was required temporarily, but one "constituted so that it rapidly 
begins\ to wither away . . . .  " Therefore, "we in no way disagree 
with the anarchists on . .. the abolition of the state as the goal." 
Unabashed, he concluded: "Neither the opportunists nor the 
Kautskyists wish to see this similarity between Marxism and 
anarchism, because they have departed from Marxism on this 
point." 152 

Though it was to remain an inoperative promise after 1 9 1 7, 
Lenin's State and Revolution made anti-statism a constituent part 
of orthodox Bolshevik ideology. Neither Bukharin, who said little 
about the dictatorship of the proletariat, nor Lenin, who com
mented on it extensively, foresaw the kind of state that was to rise 
out of the Bolshevik revolution. Bukharin imagined a revolutionary 
state responsible for little more than keeping "the overthrown 
classes in leash "; Lenin, a nonbureaucratic, "commune state " al
ready in the process of "withering away." Both conceptions were 
simulacrums, remote from the post- I 9 I 7 awareness that the Soviet 
state was an instrument of modernization, "the basic lever for the 
reconstruction of society." 153 Nonetheless, anti-statism was to play 
an important role in 19 I 7 :  it helped to radicalize the party and to 
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create a public insurrectionary opinion against the provisional 
government that had replaced the autocracy. Lenin's authority 
legitimized anti-statism, but the' true initiative was Bukharin's.154 
In this way, as in his writings on modern capitalism and imperial
ism, he, as much a's anyone, shaped the Bolshevik ideology that was 
emerging on the eve of the Russian revolution. 

Bukharin's last months in emigration were spent in the United 
States. Arriving in New York in early November 19 I 6, he divided 
his time, as he had elsewhere, between radical politics and local 

. libraries.155 His political activity centered at Novyi Mir (The New 
World), a Russian-language daily published by socialist emigres in 
New York. In January 1 9 17, he became its de facto editor, an 
apprenticeship for his ten-year editorship of Pravda after the 
October revolution. As would be the case with Pravda, he used the 
paper to popularize his favorite ideas. His articles on neo-capitalism, 
Marxism and the state, and the national question began to appear 
regularly and, predictably, to stir debate.156 As for party work, his 
main purpose was to build support among the American Left for 
the Bolshevik-Zimmerwald attitude against the war, an undertaking 
that took him on occasional speaking tours across the country. 
Always a popular figure, who mingled easily outside Bolshevik 
ranks, Bukharin was credited with some success in converting 
American socialists to Bolshevik views, and particularly with 
having strengthened the anti-war position of N ovyi Mir.157 

Apart from his abiding respect for American technological 
and scientific achievements, Bukharin's short stay in the United 
States seems to have had little impact on his thinking. If anything, 
it reinforced his conviction that modern capitalism was a formida
ble system, whose vulnerability was most realistically measured in 
terms of the external pressures of war.158 One New York associa
tion, however, did have lasting implications. In J anu'ary 1 9  1 7, 
Trotsky arrived and joined Novyi Mir's editorial board. The sad 
history of the relationship between these two men-one to lead the 
Bolshevik Left, the other the Bolshevik Right in the twenties-was 
central to the collective tragedy that subsequently befell the old 
Bolsheviks. The two most gifted intellectuals of the original Soviet 
leaders, their personal affection would not survive their later 

. political' disagreements, which divided and finally destroyed them. 
Bukharin had known Trotsky slightly in Vienna, but their 

close personal relationship began in New York.159 At the same 
time, they were immediately at odds on the main political issue of 
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the day. Trotsky, who did not join the Bolsheviks until July 1 9 1 7, 
insisted that left-wing American socialists should remain in the 
American Socialist Party, striving to radicalize it from within. 
Bukharin (and Lenin, who.followed the controversy from Europe) 
urged an organizational split and the formation of -a new American 
party. The dispute, which imposed long-standing Russian dis
agreements on the fledgling American Communist movement, was 
sufficiently sharp to divide the New York emigres into rival groups 
headed by Bukharin and Trotsky. Their political differences 
flared up publicly and privately in January and February, but 
probably were neither as intense nor as abrasive as subsequently 
depicted in party history.16o It was characteristic of Bukharin to 
assume that political differences need not influence personal rela
tions-one of his attractive features as a man and one of his con
siderable blind spots as a politician. Despite the dispute, he and 
Trotsky developed a warm friendship and collaborated politically 
at N ovyi Mir. 

The importance of such squabbles was suddenly and dramati- . 
cally diminished by the news in February that bread riots in St. 
Petersburg had grown into a political revolution. The czar had 
abdicated, and a republic and provisional government had been 
established; the long years of exile were over. Unlike many Bolshe
viks, whose radicalism focused on overthrowing the autocracy, 
Bukharin had been arguing the "inevitability of a socialist revolu
tion in Russia" since 1 9 1 5- 1 6. From the outset, he therefore viewed 
the new Russian political order as only a first, transitional stage in 
a continuous revolutionary process; power, he predicted in March 
1 9  I 7, would soon pas� from the weak Russian bourgeoisie to the 
rising proletariat, itself only "the first step of the world prole
tariat." 161 

A sea passage in wartime was difficult to arrange, and the delay 
must have been frustrating. Trotsky sailed in March, Bukharin in 
early April. His emigration ended as it had begun; he was arrested 
and detained for a week in Japari, and again upon entering eastern 
Russia ("for internationalist agitation among soldiers") by Men
sheviks who controlled the area. In early May, he finally arrived in 
Moscow, where far greater controversies awaited him.162 



CHAPTER II 

The Triumph of 

Radicalislll in I 9 I 7 

When the old order begins to fall apart, many of the 
vociferous men of words, who prayed so long for 
the day, are in a funk. 

- ERIC HOFFER, The True Believer 

BETWEEN THE FALL of the czar in February 1 9 1 7  and the Bolshevik 
takeover of the capital Petrograd in October, Russia experienced a 
social revolution from below unequaled in modern history. Em
bittered by generatit)lls of official privilege, exploitation, and re
pression, radicalized by three years of war, and sparked by the 
sudden collapse of czarism, the masses-workers, soldiers, and 
peasants-seized the country's factories, garrisons, and great estates. 
War-weary, land-hungry, and egalitarian-minded, they combined 
to carry out a spontaneous; plebeian, anti-authoritarian upheaval 
uncontrolled by any political party. By the summer of 1917, all 
traditional forms of hierarchical authority and privilege, political 
and economic, were crumbling under increasingly violent attack. 
New, popular, decentralized institutions sprang up in their place: 
local soviets electing representatives to higher soviets throughout 
the country; workers' committees in the factories; rank-and-file 

" committees in the army; and peasant committees parceling out the 
landlords' estates in the villages. 

While popular sentiment grew more radical and turbulent 
from month to month, the new provisional government in Petro
grad constituted itself as a regime of moderation and legality. The 
government began as "a coalition of conservative and liberal politi
cians confronted on the left by the Petrograd Soviet, a socialist but 
loyal opposition led by Socialist Revolutionaries and Mensheviks. 
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In the spring, under pressure of events in the country, it was 
reconstituted into a coalition of liberal democrats and moderate 
socialists from the Soviet and headed by Aleksandr Kerenskii, 
himself a Socialist Revolutionary. Despite its new complexion, 

. however, the government continued to preach order and constraint, 
disapproving of the revolutionary turbulence, insisting that Russia 
remain in the war against Germany until victory or a negotiated 
peace was attained, and deferring great social issues, particularly the 
land question, until a national Constituent Assembly could be 
elected and convened later in the year. 

Amidst revolution from. below, a regime of moderation
liberal, socialist, or otherwise-stands no chance. Beset by the same 
social and military problems that had toppled the autocracy, living 
from crisis to crisis for eight months, the provisional government 
finally became their victim. By the fall of 19 1 7, it commanded 
neither popular support nor troops sufficient to maintain order in 
the cities, stop the land seizures, conduct war, or even resist the 
feeble Bolshevik coup in Petrograd on Oct9ber 2 5 . The same 
unequal confrontation between official moderation and popular 
radicalism ruined the government's socialist supporters, transform
ing them into defenders of law and order and thus isolating them 
from their own disorderly constituents. By September, Socialist 
Revolutionary and Menshevik strength in the major soviets of 
Petrograd and Moscow had been replaced by Bolshevik majorities. 

The spectacular history of Bolshevism in 19 I 7-how a party 
with 24,000 members and little influence in February became a 
mass organization of 200,000 and the government of Russia in 
October-cannot concern us at length here. The idea that the party 
was the unrepresentative usurper of 1917, however, is misleading. 
The Bolsheviks were aided by their rivals' indecision and incom
prehension, by Lenin's determination and ability to rally his party 
to his militant position, and by sheer good fortune. But it is also 
true that the party was the only significant political force con
sistently voicing and supporting the radical mass opinion of 1917 .  
A minority party to the end (they received about 2 5 per cent of 
the votes for the Constituent Assembly in November) , the Bol
sheviks neither inspired nor led the revolution from below; but 
they alone perceived its direction and survived it.1 

Bukharin's role in these events-his contribution to the party's 
success-requires special attention for two reasons. It accounted 
in large measure for his rise over older and higher-ranking claimants 
to the party's top leadership. At the same time, it also prepared the 
ground for his leadership of the Bolshevik Left's opposition to 
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Lenin's policies after only three months of party rule. Both de
velopments derived from the fact that Lenin and the Bolshevik 
Left, of which Bukharin was the most prominent representative, 
found themselves in basic agreement on major questiqns confront
ing the party in 1 9 1 7 . This unanimity brought Bukharin, short of 
his twenty-ninth birthday, into Lenin's leadership council, the 
Bolshevik oligarchy that became the government of Soviet Russia. 
In February 1 9 1 8, when Lenin abandoned his uncompromising 
radicalism of 1 9 1 7, Bukharin and the Left returned to opposition. 

The issues that had bitterly divided Bukharin and Lenin in emigra
tion were resolved or rendered inconsequential in 1 9 1 7  largely 
because the leader changed his mind. Even the resolution of their 
minor disagreements was significant. In campaigning for a mass 
Bolshevik following in 1 9 1 7, for example, Lenin skillfully com
bined international defeatism with anti-war peace slogans similar 
to those Bukharin and the Baugy group had urged at the Bern con
"ference. In addition, he reversed himself and through a series of 
conciliatory gestures enabled Trotsky and his followers to join the 
Bolshevik Party. Bukharin's 1 9 15 call for unity among militant, 
anti-war Marxists prevailed, at least in this instance. Appropriately, 
it fell to him to welcome the T rotskyisrs at the Sixth Party Con
gress in July 1 9 1 7 . "In this hall," he reassured the assembly, "there 
is not a single person who does not feel the need to unite all the 
vital forces of social democracy." 2 But the essential factor in their 
new-found solidarity was Lenin's acceptance of the maximalist 
spirit implicit in Bukharin's call for the revolutionary destruction 
of the bourgeois state. In his famous April Theses, issued to startled 
party leaders upon his return to Russia in 1 9 1 7, Lenin translated 
the anti-statist theme into a political program. 

Until Lenin's return, party leaders in Russia; headed by 
Kamenev and Stalin, had regarded the post-czarist "bourgeois" 
republic as a long-term regime, and the Bolshevik role as that of a 
loyal opposition. They had formulated party policy accordingly. 
Lenin's April Theses set out an entirely different orientation. 
Insisting that the Russian revolution was already moving from its 
bourgeois phase "toward its second stage, which must put power in 
the hands of the proletariat and the poorest strata of the peasantry," 
he demanded "No support for the provisional government," neither 
for its war effort nor'its domestic policies, whatever they might be. 
Lenin called instead for the destruction of the existing state-the 
"elimination of the police, the army, and the bureaucracy"-and 
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the creation of "a revolutionary government" of soviets, a "com
mune state," which alone could wage a "revolutionary war" against 
all imperialist powers. Social democrats who regarded his proposals 
as unbridled anarchism or "the raving of a madman" were- ad
vised (just as Bukharin had earlier advised Lenin) to read "what 
Marx and Engels said . . .  about the kind of state the proletariat 
needs." Tersely and dramatically, the April Theses anticipated 
Lenin's State and Revolution, written in August and September, 
and set out his political program of 19 17: Down with the Pro
visional Government! All power to the Soviets! 3 

Though elliptical over the question of timing, Lenin's argu
ment meant insurrection and socialist revolution, an incitement that 
left most Bolshevik leaders "in a state of bafflement and perplexity." 
As Bukharin recalled seven years later: "Part of our own party, and 
by no means a small part of our own party, saw in this almost a 
betrayal of accepted Marxist ideology!" 4 Influenced by timidity, 
by a tacit acceptance of parliamentary democracy after so many 
years of opposing autocracy, and by a literal reading of Marxism 
which suggested that social conditions in_peasant Russia were not 
ripe for proletarian or socialist revolution, many old Bolshevik 
leaders were either unenthusiastic or openly hostile to Lenin's 
insurrectionary call. Their resistance ranged from the public oppo
sition of several of his senior lieutenants, among them Zinoviev, 
Kamenev, Aleksei Rykov, and Viktor Nogin, to widespread and 
persistent "vacillations . . . at the top of our party, a 'fear' . . . of 
the struggle for power." To make a socialist revolution, Lenin first 
had to radicalize his own recalcitrant party, an uphill struggle that 
occupied him from April until the final moment in' October.5 

He was able to do so in the end by bringing to bear his great 
persuasive powers, but also by promoting and relying on people 
previously outside the party's high command. Two groups were 
crucial in this respect: the Trotskyists, who assumed high positions 
immediately upon entering the party and played a major role in 
Petrograd; and the young left-wing Bolsheviks, of whom Bukharin 
was the most prominent, who were especially important in M-oscow. 
Like most younger Bolsheviks, Bukharin was unsympathetic to the 
moderate, liberal admonitions of the new "bourgeois democratic" 
government, and looked forward to a second revolution from the 
outset. This united him so completely with Lenin that not even a 
brief literary skirmish over the theoretical section of the party 
program in the summer could seriously divide them. 

Above all, Lenin's April Theses-confirmed by his personal 
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message sent through Krupskaya-had legitimized Bukharin's radi
cal position on the state, "the fundamental and principal question 
of the entire practice of the revolutionary class." Armed by this 
perspective, both men stood "the entire time on the left flank" of 
the party in 1 9 17.6 As a result, Bukharin ceased to be a semi-outcast 
and became, at the Sixth Party Congress in July, a full member of 
its twenty-one-member Central Committee, the "general staff" of 
Bolshevism in 1 9 1 7. With Lenin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Trotsky 
absent, he and Stalin delivered the main congressional speeches, an 
assignment signifying · Bukharin's accession to the highest leader-
Ship.7 . 

The arena of Bukharin's contribution to the party's radicaliza
tion, and the place where he emerged as a national party leader in 
1 9 17, was Moscow. Regularly ignored in Petrograd-oriented his
tories of the revolution, this city, the largest in Russia, gave the 
party some of its earliest and most important successes. In the 
beginning, however, Moscow Bolsheviks, like the party at large, 
were deeply split between advocates of moderation and radicalism. 
The Bolshevik Right was especially influential ·· in the staid old 
capital, and its situation in the heart of peasant Russia reinforced 
their cautious outlook. "Here in the very center of bourgeois 
Moscow," mused one, "we really seem to be pygmies. thinking of 
moving a mountain.'·' 8 The Right's strength centered in the munici
pal party organization, the Moscow Committee, whose leaders 
inclq,ded many proponents of moderation, among them Nogin and 
Rykov.9 

• 

On the other wing of the Moscow party, however, was a 
strong and vocal group of militant young Bolsheviks ensconced in 
the Moscow Regional Bureau. Formally responsible for all party 
organizations in the thirteen central provinces encircling i\1oscow, 
'an area which encompassed 37 per cent of the country's popula"': 
tion and (by October) 20 per cent of the party's total member
ship, the Bureau was the stronghold of the Bolshevik Left.10 On 
returning to Moscow in early May, Bukharin resumed his seat on 
the i\1oscow City Committee. Equally important, he also became a 
member of the inner leadership of the Moscow Regional Bureau, 

. where he was reunited with his pre-emigration friends; this Bureau \ 
became the base of his power and influence in 1 9 1 7  and 1 9 1 8.11 

Bolshevik politics in Moscow in 1 9 1 7  revolved around the 
struggle for supremacy between the cautiously inclined Moscow 
Committee and the ·radical, pro-insurrection Bureau.12 Two cir
cumstances further aggravated the rivalry. First, the Bureau had 
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formal jurisdictional authority over the 
'
Moscow Committee, which 

it regarded as merely "one of the organizations of the Region," a 
situation resented and contested by the older, more prestigious city' 
committee.13 Second, relations between the two were regularly 
exacerbated by generational conflict. By early summer, the Bureau 
was in the hands of the Bolshevik generation of 1 905 . Also head
quartered ·  in the city, its . major leaders were Bukharin, Vladimir 
Smirnov, Osinskii, Lomov, Iakovleva, Ivan Kizelshtein, and Ivan 
Stukov. Apart from Iakovleva, who was .thirty-three, all were 
under thirty, a generation-ten to twenty years-younger than 
the leaders of the Moscow Committee (though it eventually in
cluded some younger leaders) .14 

While a majority of the Moscow Committee eventually sup
ported insurrection, its response to the radical course set by Lenin 
and the Left was sluggish and halfhearted throughout. Most of its 
senior members believed, as one insisted, that "There do not exist 
the forces, the objective conditions for this." 15 Bureau leaders, con
stantly prodding their elders, remained worried as late as Oct<?ber 
that the "peace1oving" mood and "significant wavering" in the 
Moscow Committee would prove fatal "at the decisive moment." 16 
Consequently, despite the radical support of some older Moscow 
Bolsheviks, the young Muscovites tended to regard the final victory 
in. Moscow as their personal achievement, a tour de force of their 
generation. As Osinskii later put it, they had led the struggle for 
power "against significant resistance by a large part of the older 
generation of Moscow officials." 17 

This generational . sense of identity and self-esteem, rooted in 
their shared experiences and friendships dating back to 1 906- 1 0, 
rendered the young Muscovites a distinct political group in the 
party in 1 9 17 and after. As before, Bukharin was their ranking 
figure, with political and personal ties to the others. Osinskii, 
Smirnov, Lomov, Iakovleva, and her equally well-known brother 
Nikolai had been his close friends and associates before he emi
grated. Lomov, for example, was an "ardent follower" of the more 
illustrious Bukharin, of whom he spoke "with love as well as rever-

. ence." 18 Less is known about Kizelshtein and Stukov, who arrived 
in Moscow only in 1 9 17 but became loyal and enthusiastic support
ers of the native Bureau leaders in the party disputes that followed.19 

As indecision and caution eroded the authority of older 
Moscow party leaders, the power and influence of the young Mus
covites grew. The pattern was established in early May, when 
Bukharin, Lomov, and Sokolnikov (another youthful friend from 
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1906-10) were added to the Bolshevik delegation i n  the Moscow 
Soviet to offset its rightist membership.20 Influence over opinion in 
the Moscow party, however, involved control of its official publi
cations. In early summer, the old 1 909- 10  trio of Bukharin, Osin
skii, and Smirnov re-emerged to gain (or seize) command of the 
press organs. Headed by Bukharin, they formed a "working troika" 
inside the formal editorial board of Sotsial Demokrat, the party's 
daily newspaper. Their appointment seems to have been a virtual 
coup against four editors who had run the paper since its creation 
in March, and who were now deprived of a major voice.21 A similar 
situation developed at Spartak, the party's theoretical j ournal. Bu
kharin became chief editor, Osinskii and Smirnov his deputies; older 
editors were again relegated to secondary positions as "contribu
tors." 22 

These developments placed the Moscow party's publications in 
the hands of the young Left, and enabled the troika to shape Bol
shevik opinion and policy during the crucial months of the Keren
skii government. Their growing political importance in the old 
capital was reflected in their representation on the all-party Central 
Committee elected in July. In addition to Bukharin, two other 
young Muscovites, Andrei Bubnov and Sokolnikov, were named 
full ,members, while Iakovleva and Lomov became candidate mem
bers. Their newly won parity with entrenched moderate leaders 
was formally acknowledged: a foursome of Bukharin, Lomov, Ry
kof, and Nogin . was appointed to oversee party affairs in the 
Moscow area.23 

At the same time, the rise of the young Left was mirrored in 
Bukharin's growing personal eminence among Moscow Bolsheviks. 
No one party leader dominated revolutionary politics in Moscow 
as Trotsky did in Petrograd; but in terms of prominence, Bukharin 
was second to none. A member of the Executive Committee of the 
Moscow Soviet, of the city Duma, and of the ill-fated State Con
vention, his became the predominant voice of radical Bolshevism in 
the old capital. A tireless and ubiquitous figure in the political cam
paign of 1 9 1 7, he preached the mendacity· of the provisional gov
ernment and the necessity for socialist revolution in the soviets, 
factories, trade unions, schools, and streets of Moscow and the 
provinces.24 His diminutive, boyish appearance belied his consider
able oratorical powers, commented on by observers over the years: 

He was quick and wiry .' . .  and stood very firm on his legs. . . . But 
you would never be prepared for the sparkling torrent of witty argu-
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ment that flowed out of him . . . . He just strolled about, holding some 
paper in his hand, his blouse unflapped at the neck . . .  and his whole 
being would become talk. 

One admiring eyewimess listened as he taunted the liberals "with 
malicious and delicate irony," another as he railed at right-wing 
Bolsheviks befpre a · gathering of workers: "Bukharin stood up, 
savage, logical, with a voice which plunged and struck, plunged 
and struck. . . .  Him they listened to with shining eyes." 25 

As would be the case later, however, his reputation in 1 9 1 7  
spread mainly through his writings-m torrent of articles, editorials, 
proclamations, and manifestoes (including some of the party's most 
famous) published regularly in Sotsial Demokrat and Spartak.26 
Even his theoretical writing continued unabated. Marxists, he ex
plained, do not "discontinue their theoretical work even at periods 
of the most violent class struggle." 27 (Lenin, it will be remembered, 
was similarly at work on State and Revolution.) In this spirit, 
throughout the turmoil of the summer and autumn, Bukharin 
published articles expounding to a Russian audience his ideas on 
imperialism and modern capitalism. He also u"ndertook the only 
historical writing of his career, a vivid, popularized account of the 
current events entitled Class Struggle and Revolution in Russia. 
Patterned after Marx's famous essays on French politics and pub
lished in July 1 9 1 7, the small book was widely read and later 
acclaimed by one Bolshevik admirer as "the best outline of the 1 9 1 7  
revolution." 28 

In subsequent years, 1 9 1 7  would be looked back upon as the 
touchstone in a Bolshevik's political career, the time when his con
duct forever enhanced or diminished his authority inside the party. 
In this respect, 1 9 1 7  authenticated Bukharin's credentials as a party 
leader. By October, only a handful of Bolsheviks of any generation 
shared his stature in the party: veteran of 1 905, underground com
mitteeman, internationalist, theorist, editor, pamphleteer, and revo
lutionary tribune. 

Bukharin's personal stature should not obscure the major, per
haps essential, role played by other young Muscovites in Bolshe
vism's victory in 1 9 1 7, however. Individually, and collectively as 
leaders of the Moscow Regional Bureau, their radicalism, which 
sparked the party's remarkable popular success in Moscow Soviet 
and Duma elections, was instrumental in Lenin's effort to gain 
recalcitrant Bolshevik support for the Petrograd insurrection on 
October 2 5 .29 It was followed by the Moscow uprising, an episode 
dominated by Bureau leaders and their contemporaries. 
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More protracted ;nd blo'odier than the coup in Petrograd, the 
Moscow uprising continued against strong resistance until Novem
ber 2 .30 Bukharin drafted, introduced, and defended the revolution
ary decrees of the Moscow Soviet, in whose name the insurrection 
took place, and of the Military Reyolutionary Committee, whose 
news bulletin he edited. Smirnov, who directed the military opera
tions, Lomov, and two other young Muscovites, Nikolai Muralov -
and Usievich, were leading members of the Committee. (Osinskii 
was away from the city.3l) Resistance suppressed and victory as
sured, the Moscow party chose two representatives to report 
formally to the new revolutionary government in Petrograd. The 
two chosen were Bukharin and Stukov, symbolizing the triumph 
of the Bureau and the generation of 1 905.32 

The role of Bukharin and his friends in the radicalization of 
Bolshevism was to have political ramifications after October as well. 
Their righteous militancy, disdain for cautionary voices, and oc
casional clannishness understandably offended older party leaders, 
who, in addition, resented having been pushed aside by their 
juniors.33 Though subdued temporarily by victory, this lingering 
resentment was to make itself felt later when the young Left no 
longer represented the outlook of Lenin.34 At the same time, their 
success in 1 9  I 7 intensified the young Muscovites' confidence in 
their own political judgment and in the efficacy of uncompromising 
!adicalism. Unlike Lenin (himself of the "older generation") ,  they 
were to be reluctant to abandon or dilute the maximalist spirit of 
1 9 1 7  when that seemed practical. Partly as a result, in early 1 9 1 8  
they emerged as the leaders of the first intra-party opposition in 
Soviet Russia-the Left Communists. As such, they would insis� 
that the radicalism that had led to power was equally relevant to 
the party's uses of power, matters virtually ignored in 1 9  I 7 .  

Central to  the myth of  a united, single-minded party i s  the notion 
that the Bolsheviks came to power with a preconceived, well-

, defined program to transform Russian society. The bitter disputes 
inside the party during the next twelve years stemmed in part from 
the fact that the opposite was true.' In fact, they took office without 
a meaningful (much less consensual) program related to what they 
would eventually regard as their primary goal and the essential pre
requisite of socialism-the industrialization and modernization of 
backward, peasant Russia. As , Marxist socialists, the Bolsheviks 
wished to remake society, to "build socialism." These, however, 
were aspirations and promises, not operative plans or economic 
policies. 
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Insofar as the party spoke of the future in programmatic terms 
between February and October, the discussion was almost exclu
sively political. Lenin led the way. In domestic policy, he promised 
a "commune state," a republic of soviets, and a socialist government 
supported by and favoring the proletariat and poor peasants. (Even 
here, however, it was only later that this would be interpreted to 
mean a Bolshevik monopoly of power.) In foreign policy, he 
promised an end to Russia's participation in the European war, 
diplomatic hostility toward and revolutionary war against the 
belligerent imperialist powers, and support for anti-capitalist revo
lutions. Meanwhile, Lenin's remarks on economic policy were 
sketchy, infrequent, and incidental, amounting to three general 
proposals: nationalization of banks and syndicates, nationalization 
of the land, and workers' control of industry.35 In addition to being 
elliptical and variously interpreted, even by Bolsheviks,36 all three 
involved economic control and regulation, not the transformation 
and expansion of the country's economic foundations. Indeed, the 
Bolsheviks' "perfunctory attention" to economic questions amazed 
a Menshevik observer: "No economic program was even referred 
to . . . .  [How] this backwardness, this petty-bourgeois, peasant 
structure, this extJ:eme exhaustion and chaos could be reconCiled 
with a socialist reorganization . . .  not a word was said." The Bol
shevik leadership, he believed, "simply almost forgot about it." 
Instead of an economic program in October, complained one 
Bolshevik who had recently joined the party, there was "almost a 
vacuum." 37 

Several reasons explain why Bolshevism-an avowedly doc
trinal movement-came to power without a coherent program of 
economic and social revolution. Before 1 9 1 7, the party had con
centrated almost exclusively on the political struggle against czar
ism, not the seemingly remote problems of a socialist regime. The · 
February revolt surprised its leaders, who then spent the remaining 
months before October debating the prospects of power rather than 
its uses. Second, there was little in traditional Marxism to guide 
their thinking about post-insurrectionary questions. Marx himself 
had viewed economic modernization as the historical function of 
capitalism, neither addressing nor even admitting the possibility of 

. socialists in the role of modernizers. In addition, he generally de
clined to speculate about the post-capitalist period in specifics, a 
tradition his followers found congenial and respected. Third was 
Lenin's censorious attitude toward discussing future problems. He 
preferred Napoleon's advice, "On s'engage et puis . . .  on voit," 
later acknowledging that the Bolsheviks had acted accordingly in 
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1 9 1 7 .38 His disinclination hampered the few Bolsheviks who occa
sionally wanted to think ahead. In early 1 9 1 6, for example, Bu
kharin praised the recent program of the Dutch social democrats, 
a moderate set of demands calling for the nationalization of banks 
and large industry, progressive taxation, welfare legislation, and an 
eight-hour working day. Lenin angrily denounced Bukharin's re
marks, explaining: "Since at present . . .  the socialist revolution in 
the designated sense has not begun, the program of the Dutch is 
absurd." 39 

None of these considerations, however, fully explains why 
independent-minded Bolsheviks like Bukharin-who was no more 
prepared for the domestic policy crises of the post-October period 
than Lenin-had failed to think seriously about an economic pro
gram. The problem ran deeper, touching on the major dilemma that 
soon confronted the victorious Bolshevik movement. Despite his per
sistent advocacy of socialist revolution, Bukharin understood that 
Russia was a profoundly backward society.40 How could the two 
be reconciled? For him and for the Bolshevik leadership generally, 
the answer was (and remained for several years) the presumed 
organic relationship between revolution in Russia and · revolution in 
advanced European countries. Instead of confronting the domestic 
implications of a socialist government in Russia, Bolsheviks fell back 
on the assumption, a revered verity for Marxists, that proletarian 
revolution, like its bourgeois predecessor, would be an international 
phenomenon. Russia's social and economic imm;uurity, they rea
soned, would be offset and overcome by comradely aid and support 
from the West. This programmatic escapism, more than anything 
else, clouded Bolshevikthinking about economic modernization and 
other domestic problems that lay ahead. 

Such escapism was particularly- (though not u!liquely) evident 
in Bukharin's thinking in 1 9 1 7 . In his first article published after the 
fall of the czar, he questioned how Russia's small proletariat, if vic
torious, could cope with the economic and organizational problems 
of a backward peasant society. And he answered: "There is no 
doubt whatsoever that the Russian revolution will spread to the old 
capitalist countries and that sooner or later it will lead to the victory 
of the European proletariat." Economic questions, in other words, 
were international in content, since international revolution would 
result in a single "fraternal economy." 41 Bukharin's reasoning re
mained unchanged during the course of 1 9 1 7 . Two days after the 
Bolshevik coup, he repeated the argument, making it even more 
explicit: "International revolution means not only the purely politi
cal reinforcement of the Russian revolution. It means the economic 
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reinforcement." While carefully speaking only of the "firm" and 
"final victory" of the revolution, his appraisal of the prospects of an 
isolated socialist Russia was unambiguous: "A lasting victory of the 
Russian proletariat is . . .  inconceivable without the support of the 
West European proletariat." 42 

By tying Russia's econo�c future to successful European 
uprisings, the doctrine of international revolution distracted the 
Bolsheviks from domestic realities, obscured the need for industrial 
and agrarian programs, and riveted their attention obsessively on 
events in the West. The result was one of the party's main tenets in 
19 1 7 :  the belief in revolutionary war, by which a revolutionary 
Russia would, if necessary, escape its isolation and secure its lifeline 
to the advanced industrial countries of Europe. As Bukharin prom
ised at the Sixth Party Congress in the summer: 

[BJ  efore the victorious worker-peasant revolution will stand the decla
ration of a revolutionary war, i.e., armed help for those proletarians 
who are not yet victorious. This war can assume different characters. 
If we are successful in repairing the destroyed economic organism, we 
will go over to the offensive. But if we cannot muster the force �o 
conduct an offensive revolutionary war, then we will conduct a defen
sive revolutionary war . . .  a holy war in the name of the interests of 
the whole proletariat, and this will ring like a fraternal call to arms. By 
such a revolutionary war, we will kindle the fire of the world socialist 
revolution.43 

Revolutionary war became an official, integral part of Bolshevik 
thinking in 19 I 7 largely because it replaced the missing program . 
of social change and economic development.44 

No Bolshevik leader seemed more distracted by the prospects 
of European revolution than Bukharin. On the eve of October, to 
take only one example, his proffered theoretical model of the old 
order was still state capitalism, that ' is, the most advanced of capi
talist societies.45 Its remoteness from Russian reality was underlined 
in 19 I 7 by Bukharin's infrequent, strangely inappropriate refer�nces 
to Russia's increasingly revolutionary peasantry. In July, he argued 
that the war had so accelerated the concentration and centralization 
of capital in capitalist countries that small producers-the petty 
bourgeoisie-were rapidly ceasing to play a meaningful political or 
economic role.46 This at a time when an anti-landlord revolution of 
unprecedented dimensions was transforming the Russian country
side, dividing the land, establishing the small peasant farmer as the 
predominant figure in the village, and deepening the petty bour
geois character of Russian agriculture. 
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Not surprisingly, then, Bukharin's conception of socialist revo
lution left little place for the insurgent Russian peasant and the 
agrarian revolution then under way. Viewing the peasantry as a 
"proprietary group," willing to fight only in "defense of its land," 
he, like most Bolsheviks, thought of the ongoing revolution as a 
two-stage process: "the first phase-with the participation of the 
peasantry �hich is striving to obtain land; the second phase-after 
the defection of the satiated peasantry-the phase of the proletarian 
revolution, when only proletarian elements and the proletariat of 
Western Europe will support the Russian proletariat." This implied 
that the two upheavals of I 9 1 7-rural and urban-would neces
sarily part company and, because of "the deep principled difference 
between the peasantry and proletariat," come into conflictY Again, 
the Russian proletariat's supposedly indispensable ally was its Euro
pean counterpart. Bukharin's subsequent revision of this awkward 
understanding-his discovery .that the two revolutions had in fact 
been component parts of a single fortuitous upheaval-underlay 
much of his thinking in ·the 1 920'S. His conception in 1 9 1 7, how
ever, served only to compound the Bolshevik dilemma. 

Whatever the reasons, the Bolsheviks' failure to .think about an 
economic program before taking power became an important factor 
in the controversies that followed. It set the stage for the party's 
twelve-year search for viable economic policies commensurate with 
its revolutionary ambitions and socialist faith. It also assured that 
the search would be bitterly divisive, marked by an absence of con
sensus on basic principles. In particular, it set the stage for the 
central theme of Bukharin's political career after October-his per
sistent effort to develop a program and theory of "building social
ism" in Russia. How little he-the party's leading theorist-was 
prepared for the task would soon be demonstrated by his participa
tion in the Left Communist opposition, which revealed that, apart 
from revolutionary war, he had no long-range policies to offer a 
party that had suddenly become the government of Russia. 

While elements of Bukharin's famous Left Communism were 
already present in 1 9 1 7, the stereotype of him as a particularly 
doctrinaire proponent of extremist policies before 192 1 requires 
some revision. Clearly, neither the Bolshevik Left· nor Right began 
with doctrines · easily applicable to domestic · policy; improvisation 
was to be the rule. Nor, as we saw earlier, was Bukharin- temper
mentally incapable of moderation and compromise. The rumor that 
even in 1 9 1 7  he was ·"more Left than Lenin" apparently derived 
from a misunderstanding of their brief literary debate over the up
dating of the party's 1 903 program.48 Bukharin wanted to replace 
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the old theoretical introduction on pre-monopoly capitalism with a 
new description. reflecting his ideas about state capitalism and im
perialism. Lenin insisted that the old introduction was still relevant 
in its essentials. Though the dispute suddenly revealed the differ
ences implicit in their understandings of modern capitalism, and to 
a lesser extent revived the controversy over self .:.determination, it 
did not involve actual party policy or tactics, on which they 
agreed.49 

There was, moreover, recurring evidence even in 1 9 1 7  that 
Bukharin's radicalism did not preclude realistic moderation and 
compromise. He was not, for example, among those several Bureau 
leaders who urged insurrection during the abortive street demon
strations in July. Nor were his views on the various tactical issues 
that divided moderates and radicals at the Sixth Parry Congress con
sistently leftist: on one, he took a middle position, refusing to sup
port "one tendency or the other"; on another, he argued, against 
objections from the Left, thai: the revolutionary tide in Russia was 
temporarily spent. He was even willing to amend his resolution on 
revolutionary war to accommodate doubts that Russia would be 
able to wage such a war.50 And on one important occasion in Sep
tember, he was plainly less radical than Lenin: he and the rest of 
the Central Committee voted to reject (and burn) Lenin's letters 
demanding immediate insurrection.51 Finally, in a circumspect arti
cle published two days after the Bolshevik coup, he wrote in a tone 
less emboldened by victory than sobered by the "colossal" difficul
ties ahead. Clear-cut solutions, he warned, were not in the offing; 
the party would certainly make mistakes.52 

This capacity for pragmatic moderation was to be diminished 
and obscured by the bitter controversies over foreign policy during 
the first months of Bolshevik rule. Later, as Bukharin became aware 
of the party's domestic problems and of the trauma inherent in 
prolonged social upheaval, such moderation would become the 
cornerstone of his thinking. For, in addition to having ignored the 
domestic implications of a Bolshevik government, he had not cal
culated what he would later call the "costs of revolution." In par
ticular, he did not foresee the three-year Russian civil war, which 
was to compound the destruction and agony already inflicted on 
Russia by four years of European war and revolution. Least of all 
did he anticipate the human costs. The amorphous Marxist concept 
of class struggle figured in his pre-October writings as little more 
than the "expropriation of the expropriators," promising the trans
fer of property and redistribution of wealth, not the murderous 
consequences of marauding armies. 
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The bloody fighting in Moscow, where five hundred Bolshe
viks alone died (compared to a total of only six people in �etro
grad) ,53 may already have alerted Bukharin to the impending "costs 
of revolution." Stukov later recalled their mood when he and Bu
kharin arrived in Petrograd to report on their victory: "When I 
started to speak about the number of victims something welled up 
in my throat and I stopped. I see Nikolai Ivanovich throwing him
self on the chest of a bearded worker, and they start to sob. People 
start to cry." 54 The real revolution had begun. 



CHA P TER III 

The Politics of Civil W ar 

When hopes and dreams are loose in the streets, it is 
well for the timid to lock doors, shutter windows and 
lie low until the wrath has passed. For there is often 
a monstrous incongruity between the hopes, however 
noble and tender, and the action which follows them. 
It is as if ivied maidens anfI garlanded youths were 
to herald the four horsemen of the Apocalypse. 

- ERIC HOFFER, The True Believer 

FROM 1 9 1 8  to the end of the civil war in 1 92 I ,  the Bolsheviks were 
engaged in a desperate struggle against anti-revolutionary Russian 
and foreign armies to survive as the government of Soviet Russia. 
The impact of this fierce experience on the authoritarian party and 
political system that emerged can hardly be overestimated. For 
in addition to reimposing centralized bureaucratic auth�ity, it 
brought about a pervasive militarization of Soviet political life, 
implanting what one Bolshevik called a "military-soviet culture," 1 
that lived on after the civil war itself had ended. Equally important, 
by mid- I 9 I 8 political survival had become intertwined with an
other, only slightly less consuming goal: the rapid, and in signifi
cant measure forcible, transformation of Soviet society along 
socialist lines. And while this experiment also came to an end, it, 
too, influenced political events for many years to come. 

Having neither an army nor a program at the outset, the party 
was unprepared for both challenges. For three years, it lived from 
crisis to crisis, improvising strategy and makeshift solutions, the 
meaning of the revolution becoming almost inseparable from the 
"defense of the revolution," the actions and statements Qf party 
leaders being inspired both by what had to be done and by half
formed conceptions of what should be done. This was no less true 
of Bukharin. A co-mingling of military expediency and ideological 
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conviction shaped his politics and thinking from his Left Com
munism in 1 9 1 8, through his theoretical enshrinement of the party's 
warfare policies in 1 920, to his role in the controversy that attended 
the collapse of those policies in 1 920-1 . 

With radicalism still predominant in the party, Bukharin and the 
young Muscovites ' enjoyed a strong political position during the 
first months of Bolshevik rule. Almost immediately, they again pro
vided Lenin with crucial support. Right Bolsheviks, together with 
several party leaders who had not opposed insurrection, now de
manded a coalition government representing all socialist parties. 
Bolshevik .opposition to Lenin's insistence on an all-Bolshevik 
regime ran high, including several Central Committee members and 
almost half of the Council of People's Commissars.2 

Lenin finally prevailed, again partly by relying on the Moscow 
Left. Bukharin and Sokolnikov were named to head the Bolshevik 
delegation in the newly elected Constituent Assembly, displacing 
party moderates who opposed disbanding the Assembly.3 Bukharin 
then spoke for the party at the Assembly's single meeting in early 
January 1 9 1 8. Responding to the challenge of the majority, who 
were Socialist Revolutionaries, he voiced the mood of those Bol
sheviks, headed by Lenin, who were determined to go it alone. 
Charging. the other socialist parties with having participated in the 

-, discredited provisional government, he drew a clear line: "Com-
rades, before us . . .  is that watershed which now divides this entire 
Assembly into . . .  two irreconcilable camps, camps of principle . . .  
for socialism or against socialism." 4 

Their support for Lenin's maximalism brought Bukharin and 
his friends key posts, particularly in the emerging economic appa
ratus, which Bolsheviks regarded as the most important area. In 
November 1 9 1 7, Bukhar�n was delegated to draft legislation on 
nationalization and on the creation of an agency to direct the coun
try's economic life; which was approved in December. From his 
proposal emerged the Supreme Economic Counci1.5 O�inskii, who 
with Smirnov had previously headed the new State Bank, became 
the council's first chairman, and was later j oined on its executive 
bureau by Bukharin and Smirnov. Meanwhile, Lomov, who was 
also Commissar of Justice in the first O;mncil of People's Commis
sars, supervised the nationalization of Moscow banks and industries 
and "the reorganization of the entire power apparatus in Moscow 
and the region." In January 1 9 1 8 he, too, joined the presidium of 
the Supreme Economic Council, becoming its deputy chairman 
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shortly- later. When the council's official. journal appeared, it was 
under the editorship of Osinskii, Smirnov, and Lomov.6 The eco
nomic reins of Soviet Russia, it must' have seemed to older Bolshe
viks, had been placed in the hands of the young Muscovites. 

Their collective prominence reflected Bukharin's growing 
authority in the party, as evidenced by his role as Bolshevik spokes
man at the Constituent Assembly and in formulating the ruling 
party's first policy statements.7 Particularly significant was Lenin's 
reJiance on Bukharin in "socialist policies in the areas of finance and 
economics," a clear indication that this subject, later so divisive, did 
not yet separate them. Indeed, on November 27 (December 1 0) ,  
1 9 1 7, Lenin proposed that Bukharin and his friend Piatakov form a 
small commission responsible for "discussing fundamental questions 
of the government's economic policy." The nomination drew ob
jections in the Central Committee, ostensibly · on grounds that 
Bukharin was urgently needed at Pravda, the party's official news
paper. Lenin insisted that the all-important matter of economic 
policy required the full attention of "adept and able people" like 
Bukharin, but he was overruled. Bukharin therefore became editor 
of Pravda, a post he held, with one brief interruption, for the next 
twelve years.s 

At the o�tset, then, Bukharin and the young Muscovites played 
an extraordinarily important role in the organization and direction 
of the new party-state. 9 In eady 1 9 1 8, however, their collective in
fluence on official Bolshevik policy suddenly turned to collective 
opposition against Lenin and his new allies in the party. At issue 
was the leader's decision to terminate Russia's involvement in the 
European war by signing a separate and onerous peace with Ger
many. 

To understand Bukharin's role in the Left Communist opposi
tion, as it became known, it is necessary to understand that this 
movement actually went through two stages. From January through 
early March 1 9 1 8, it was primarily an opposition directed against 
Lenin's peace proposals, advocating instead a revolutionary war 
against the advancing German army. Between the Left Communists 
and Lenin stood Trotsky and his supporters, whose simultaneous 
hostility to the treaty and skepticism about the prospects of military 
resistance produced their ambiguous formula, "Neither war nor 
peace." This phase of Left Communism ended in defeat with the 
signing of the treaty at Brest Litovsk in late February and its ratifi
cation after a bitter debate at the Seventh Party Congress in early 
March. The movement then entered a second stage, with the Left's 
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fire switching to' Lenin's revised economic policies. Bukharin's role 
was different in the two. stages.10 

He was the acknowledged leader of the movement against the 
peaee . treaty and for revolutionary war, speaking for the group in 
the culminating debate at the party congress in March.ll Thus, for 
two months, at twenty-nine, Bukharin headed the largest and most 
powerful Bolshevik opposition in the history of Soviet Russia. At 
various times during the controversy, opponents of the trea.ty com
manded a majority of the city and provincial soviets, several of the 
largest party organizations, a majority in the Central Committee (as 
long as Trotsky's group voted with the Left or abstained) ,  and 
probably a majority of the party's rank-and-file membership. Even 
on the decisive vote, Lenin was unable to muster a majority in the 
Central Committee, and only Trotsky's abstention allowed him to 
outvote the Left. The final vote at the Seventh · Congress-30 in 
favor of the treaty, I I against, and 4 abstaining-did not reflect the 
opposition's real support within the party.12 

Several factors made Bukharin the natural leader of the opposi
tion. Relentless hostility toward the imperialist powers; expressed 
as the promise of a "holy war" against the European bourgeoisie, 
had been an emotional and popular part of the party's insurrection
ary program. In abandoning it, Lenin moved away from the Bol
shevik Left and toward those Bolsheviks who had opposed or 
resisted his course in 1 9  1 7 .13 Radical Bolsheviks were thus left 
leaderless and in need of a rank�ng figure to defend their betrayed 
ideal. None was better suited than Bukharin, who, even before the 
dispute, had been closely identified with the idea of revolutionary 
war.14 Of the seven Central Committee members who opposed the 
treaty unconditionally-himself, Bubnov, Felix Dzerzhinskii, Nik
olai Krestinskii, Moshe U ritskii, Lomov, and Iakovleva-he alone 
had sufficient stature in the party to become a leader. 

If Bukharin had any reservations about taking up the banner 
of revolutionary war-and there is circumstantial evidence that he 
was less than totally committed before mid-February 15-the virtual 
unanimity of his generation of party leaders, especially his Moscow 
friends, probably dispelled them. As early as December 28 (January 
10 ) ,  the Moscow Regional Bureau had demande.d "a cessation of 
peace negotiations with imperialist Germany as well as a breaking 
off of any diplomatic relations with all diplomatic robbers of all 
countries." Buoyed up by the success of their audacity in I 9 I 7, the 
young Muscovites were in no mood for conciliation or compromise. 
Their determination to challenge Lenin almost certainly prodded 
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Bukharin, who also believed that the lesson of the Bolshevik victory 
in Moscow, "when we went forward without organized" forces," 
was applicable to the present situation.16 This habit on the part of 
left-wing Bolsheviks of referring doubters to the "lessons of Oc
tober" was to be a regular feature of intra-party disputes during 
the next decade. 

The influence of long-standing personal, generational, and po
litical associations on the Left Communist movement in general and 
Bukharin's leadership in particular was apparent throughout. While 
the movement included prominent representatives of party organi
zations throughout the country, Moscow, and especially the Bureau, 
became "the .... citadel of Left Communism." 17 The Bureau's youthful 
leaders of 1 9 1 7  (Bukharin, Osinskii, Smirnov, Lomov, Iakovleva, 
Stukov, and Kizelshtein) were always in the forefront. The move
ment's roots in the more distant past were underscored by yet an
other appearance " of the Bukharin-Osinskii-Smirnov troika (now 
supplemented by Karl Radek) ,  which dated back to 1 909, as the 
editorial board of the opposition'S journal Kommunist, published 
by the Bureau.1s As Left Communism grew in�o a nationwide 
movement, the Bureau began to function as its "Central Commit
tee," its "organizing center." In this sense, despite its national 
strength, it was a native Moscow movement, with Bukharin, its 
indigenous leader, surrounded by political friends, many of whom 
he had known since his 1 906- 10  days as a Moscow committeeman. 
Understandably, the advocacy of revolutionary war came to ' be 
known as the "Moscow point of view." 19 

The generational motif also made itself felt again. Several 
older party figures-among them, Pokrovskii and Ivan Skvortsov
Stepanov, two of the most venerable-were Left Communists. But 
the opposition's leadership was strikingly youthful; the division that 
had characterized the left-right spectrum in Moscow in 1 9 1 7  was 
now being duplicated in the party at large. While youthful righ
teousness fired the Left's opposition to Lenin and those Bolsheviks 
on whom he was relying for support, the leader adopted the stance 
of a sober-minded elder statesman, turning the youthfulness of the 
opposition leaders against them. "Youth," he said sardonically of the 
"young Muscovites," "is one of the most outstanding qualities of 
this group." The Muscovites were no less aware of the generational 
issue. Looking back at the controversy seven years later, Bukharin 
described himself and his allies as "we, 'the young,' 'the Left' . . . . " 20 

In important respects, then, Left Communism was also the revolt of 
the generation of 1905 headed by its titular leader, Bukharin. 

Indeed, the father-son element in the controversy probably -
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helps explain the opposition's eventual defeat. At the peak of their 
political strength against the peace treaty, the Left Communists 
represented an enthusias�ic .mass movement, probably a majority in 
the party. Although the threat of the German army increasingly 
undercut their position, ,theirs was really a failure of leadership, not 
of popular support. Left-wing Socialist Revolutionaries, who had 
j oined the Bolsheviks to give the original government a semblance 
of coalition, for example, also opposed the treaty and offered their 
support in forming a new government to replace Lenin's . . Left 
Communist leaders refused to do so, partly because of party loyalty 
but also because none among them regarded himself as an alterna
tive leader of the Bolshevik revolution.21 Bukharin complained bit
terly that Lenin's policy was ·"fatal for the Revolution," and that a 
majority opposed him. But when asked by an acquaintance why he 
did. not move decisively against Lenin, he reportedly exclaimed: 
"Am I of sufficient stature to become leader of a party and to de
clare war on Lenin and the Bolshevik Party? No, don't let us de
ceive ourselves! "  22 

Despite the coherence of the Left Communist movement, the 
political inclinations of its leaders were not identical. In particular, 
as the controversy developed, significant differences of outlook 
between Bukharin an� more extreme Left Communists such as 
Osinskii and Stukov began to be apparent.23 Obscured by the acri
mony over the peace treaty, they were to be important in the second 
stage of the opposition. Nor did Lenin always share the views of his 
adherents. He was notably less pessimistic, for example, than those 
pro-treaty Bolsheviks who saw no prospect of revolution in the 
West and were already eulogizing Russia's revolutionary leadership. 
Indeed, beneath the mutual recriminations, Lenin and Bukharin 
shared "one and the same general premise: Without a world revo
lution we will not pull through." 24 What truly divided them lay 
elsewhere. 

. 

Historians usually record the advocacy of revolutionary war 
as Bukharin's folly, a "suicidal," "foolhardy" proposal born of emo
tion and ideological faith rather than sober judgment. Bukharin, 
however, insisted repeatedly that his conclusions, unlike Lenin's, 
were t,he, product of "cold calculation." 25 In fact, both elements
an emotional commitment to cherished ideals and a logic grounded 
in Russian conditions-were combined in Bukharin's argument. 
The impassioned, quixotic features of his opposition to the peace 
treaty derived from his belief that European revolution was im
minent and that without it the Bolshevik regime could not long 
survive. Most Bolsheviks shared this view, but Bukharin infused it 
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with a desperate urgency: "The Russian revolution will either be 
saved by the international proletariat or it will perish under the 
blows of international capital." He saw no alternative: "Everything 
depends on whether or not the international revolution is victorious 
. . . the international revolution-and that alone-is our salva
tion." 26 

In the light of later controversies, it is significant that Bukharin 
explained this dire proposition not in terms of Russia's economic 
backwardness but of an external military threat. He drew an even 
more alarming picture of the external menace than did Lenin, argu
ing flatly that mutual antipathy to Bolshevism would inevitably 
unite the warring Western powers in a campaign to depose the Bol
sheviks and "transform Russia into their colony." "Many facts," he 
maintained, "indicate that this agreement between the two hostile 
coalitions has already occurred." While Lenin emphasized the im
mediate threat of the advancing German army, Bukharin worried 
about a "union" of imperialist powers which would render . mean
ingless any unilateral treaty. Only an international revolutionary 
front, he insisted, could withstand the inevitable united imperialist 
front against Soviet Russia.27 

Despair for the Bolsheviks' survival-and it was widespread in 
the party in early 1 9 1 8  28-and faith in an impending European 
revolution led Bukharin to regard the Russian proletariat as only 
"one of the detachments" of the international movement. Again, 
most Bolsheviks professed to share this vie�. Bukharin, however, 
implied that the broader movement should have priority over the 
Russian "detachment." Encouraged by strikes and civil disorders in 
Berlin, Vienna, and Budapest, he demanded that Soviet Russia abet 
revolution in Europe by an act of valiant defiance, "a holy war 
against militarism and imperialism." Negotiating with imperialist 
Germany, on the other hand, meant "preserving our socialist re
public" by "gambling with the internationa:l movement." Not 
Russia's negligible military force, but the symbol of the Russian 
revolution was at issue. To stain its banner would be to undermine 
revolution abroad; to cease foreign revolutionary propaganda, as 
the German terms demanded, would be to silence the "bell resound
ing throughout the world, " to "cut off our tongue." 29 

Bukharin's conviction that Soviet Russia's power to influence 
European events derived from its ideals, not its army, produced his 
most quixotic gesture. In February, there appeared a slight chance 
that the allies would supply Russia to fight on against Germany. 
Acceptance was urged by Lenin and Trotsky when the issue came 
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before the Central Committee. Bukharin opposed it as "inadmissi
ble." He wanted a revolutionary war, but not with '\he support of 
the imperialists." When the motion passed (6 votes to 5 ) ,  he re
ponedly cried: "What are we doing? We are turning the party 
into a dung heap." 30 Lenin's willingness to deal individually with 
capitalist countries suggested temporary cohabitation with them. 
Bukharin, on the other hand, regarded "peaceful co-existence . . . 
between the Soviet Republic and international capital" as both im
possible and inappropriate. A final reckoning could not and should 
not be avoided: "We always said . . . that sooner or later the 
Russian revolution would have to clash with international capital. 
That moment has now come." 31 

Two unspoken considerations probably also influenced Bu
kharin's willingness to wager everything on revolution in the West. 
The first was his understanding of modern capitalism, which implied 
the unlikelihood of revolution in mature capitalist societies without 
the external strains of war. Those strains were now present, and 
Bukharin may have worried that an abatement of hostilities ,would 
enable "state capitalist" regimes to stabilize themselves. Second, like 
many of his non-Marxist contemporaries, Bukharin had come to see 
in the continuing carnage of the European war a threat to civiliza
tion itself. Socialist revolution, which alone could end imperialism 
and militarism forever, was therefore the hope of "saving mankind's 
culture." 32 Internationalizing the revolution was for Bukharin not 
only Soviet Russia's salvation, but mankind's. If proposing revolu
tionary war to end imperialist war seemed contradictory, it was not 
unlike the sentiment expressed by the poet Kenneth Patchen: "Let 
us have madness openly, 0 men of my generation. Let us follow 
the footsteps of this slaughtered age . . .  " 

When Bukharin's case rested on appeals to world revolution, 
rhetoric prevailed. At the center of his argument, however, ,there 
was a hard kernel of logic derived from Russian conditions and the 
nature of the Russian revolution. It involved his understanding of 
the nature of revolutionary war as opposed to the notion of a 

. "breathing spell," which by February had become the raison d'etre 
of Lenin's peace proposal. Lenin insisted that the remnants of 
Russia's army were in no condition to fight the German war ma
chine; the country first had to organize its will and repair its forces. 
The treaty, he hoped, would provide the necessary time: "I want 
to concede spa�e . . .  in order to win time." 33 

But Lenin and Bukharin were not talking about the same kind 
of warfare .. The former thought in terms of conventional military 
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operations, of w�ll-organized armies confronting each other in 
traditional combat. Bukharin envisaged something very different, 
in effect guerrilla war: 

Comrade Lenin has chosen to define revolutionary war only and ex
clusively as a war of large armies with defeats in accordance to all the 
rules of military science. We propose that war from our side-at least 
in the beginning-will inevitably take the character of a partisan war 
of flying detachments.34 

Lenin sought a respite of weeks, . even days. Bukharin maintained 
that in such a brief period Russia could neither repair her trans
portation system, establish supply lines, nor rebuild her army, and 
 that therefore the military benefits of a "breathing spell" were 
"illusions." 35 

If the possibility of building a conventional army was closed 
to Soviet Russia, Bukharin argued, the development. of a n'ew kind 
of army was not. It would be a partisan force, emerging "in the 
very process of this struggle, during which more and more of the 
masses will gradually be drawn to our si�e, while in the imperialist 
camp, to the contrary, there will be ever increasing elements of 
further distintegration." Severe defeats at the outset were likely; 
but, he continued, not even the fall of major cities could destroy 
the revolution. Soviet power lay not merely in the Council of 
People's Commissars, but in countless local organizations of work
ers and peasants: "If our power is really of this type, then the 
imperialists will have to yank it by the roots from every factory, 
from every plant, from every rural hamlet and village. If our Soviet 
power is such a power, it will not perish with the surrender of 
Petrograd and Moscow . . . .  " Bukharin did not contest Lenin's 
argument that the Russian peasant, the majority class, did not want 
to fight. He countered, however, that the peasant would fight when 
he saw that his newly acquired land was threatened: "These peas
ants will be drawn into the struggle when they hear, see, and know 
that their land, boots, and grain are being taken from them-this is 
the only real perspective." Others said that the pacific mood of the 
peasantry precluded revolutionary war. Bukharin answered: "But 
just this muzhik will save us . . . .  " 36 

Bukharin's conception of irregular partisan forces encircling 
and defeating a conventional military invader reflected his faith in 
the popular base of the Bolshevik revolution. It also anticipated 
Soviet resistance to another German army two decades later, as 
well as the kind of guerrilla warfare that would become common-
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place in other peasant societies. Even in 1 9 1 8, as Bukharin's cause 
went down to defeat, it became clear that his judgment had merit. 
At that ,moment; -Vkrainian peasants were resisting the German 
army in a similar fashion. Nor did the Brest peace treaty bring the 
kind of respite Lenin hoped for; in the end, a Soviet army had to be 
improvised in the course of combat.37 Finally, the Bolsheviks' civil 
war victory eventually confirmed Bukharin's underlying assump
tion: The peasant would defend the revolutionary government as 
long as it guaranteed his tenure on the land. 

The advocacy of partisan war-led by the proletariat but 
fought primarily by peasants-represented a new element in Bu
,kharin's thinking. Previously, in traditional Marxist fashion, he had 
regarded the peasantry as a socially retrograde class whose support 
would expire as the revolution deepened into a proletarian or social
ist phase. Now he seemed to be taking into account the central 
(and iconoclastic) fact of I 9 I 7-an agrarian revolution equal to 
if not greater than that in the cities. In looking to the peasantry to 
"save us" in 1 9 1 8, Bukharin suggested that he was neither oblivious 
to nor disdainful of its class role, though it would be several years 
before he 'reinterpreted this role as part of a revised understanding 
of the Bolshevik revolution itself. 

With the ratification of the Brest treaty in early March, the first 
, phase of Left Communism came to an end. Throughout the next 
two months, the controversy focused on domestic issues as the em
bittered opposition turned against Lenin's proposal to moderate the 
Bolshevik government's initial economic policies. These policies 
had them'selves been relatively moderate. In addition to limited 
nationalization, steps had been taken to eliminate inequities in hous
ing and food ' distribut�on, an eight-hour working day was legis
lated, and private ownership of land terminate'd, though with the 
peasant's right to occupy and work his new holding affirmed. In 
the beginning; Bolshevik political radicalism did not further affect 
the economy, where the party was still cautious and' in some re
spects reformist.3s 

At first, two of these initial policies-workers' control of indus
trial enterprises and selective nationalization-represented a happy 
coupling of expediency and ideology from the party's point of 
view. They at once gave legal sanction to the factory seizures of 
19 1 7, satisfied the party's commitment to the "expropriation of the 
expropriators," _ and struck at political and economic resistance to 
the Bolshevik government. By March I 9 I S, however, they had 
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seriously compounded the economic chaos and destruction wrought 
by four years of war and revolution, further crippling Russia's 
industrial production. 

Lenin reacted to the worsening situation with characteristic 
decisiveness, announcing in early April 1 9 1 8  his determination to 
change course. His plan called for an end to nationalization and 
expropriation, and a modus vivendi with large private capital. The 
new economic order would rely on limited state ownership, while 
preserving private (or joint) ownership and management in most 
enterprises. The Soviet state would regulate the private sector 
through financial and political suasion. The survival of his govern
ment, Lenin reasoned, required the technical collaboration of the ' 
large bourgeoisie, the termination of the revolution's destructive 
phase, and the reimposition of managerial authority. Centralized 
control was to be established over local soviets; labor discipline was 
to supplant workers' control. Lenin's commitment to economic 
recovery was absolute: wage incentives were to be restored. In 
short, as he frankly acknowledged, there was to be a "suspension 
of the offensive against capital." 39 

Searching for a conceptual definition of his proposals, Lenin 
described the projected mixed economy as "state capitalism," his 
model being Germany's wartime economy. State capitalism, he 
argued, would represent an enormous step forward for backward, 
petty bourgeois Russia, a giant step toward socialism: 

I said that state capitalism would be our salvation; if we had it in Russia, 
then the transition to full socialism would be easy . . . because state 
capitalism is something centralized, calculated, controlled and social
ized, and we lack this. We are threatened by the petty bourgeois ele
ment, which more than anything else has been prepared by Russia's 
history and her economy, and which prevents us from taking the very 
step on which the success of socialism depends. 

To Lenin, state capitalism meant modern, efficient, and centralized 
industry; if Soviet Russia could attain it, it would be "three-fourths 
of socialism." 40 

The Left Communists responded to his proposals \vith an 
angry set of theses condemning them generally and specifically. Be
hind the new policies they saw the recreancy of "the right wing of 
the party" and "the psychology of, peace." 1\11 of Lenin's proposals 
-his labor and wage policies, freezing of nationalization, agree
ments with "captains of industry," and his underlying idea of a 
rapprochement with private capital and the old administrative order 
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-were denounced as opening the way for "the complete suprem
acy of finance capital." Lenin's plan, they predicted, would lead to 
"bureaucratic centralization, the supremacy of various commissars, 
the loss by local soviets of their independence, and . . .  the abandon
ment of . . .  government from below-of the (comm�ne state. ' " 
Scornful of compromise, the Left's theses demanded an entirely 
different course: relentless hostility to the bourgeoisie; an assault 
on capitalist economic relations; nationalization and "socialization" 
of industry; workers' control and preservation of the authority of 
local economic soviets; and support for poor peasants against rich, 
as well as the development of large-scale collective farming. In their 
criticisms and policy preferences, the Left Communists anticipated 
the platforms of other leftist oppositions to come. Their warning 
against traveling "the ruinous path of petty bourgeois policies" 
would be heard in the party many times again.41 

Although short-lived, Lenin's "state capitalism" of April-May 
1 9 1 8  acquired retrospective significance because of its resemblance 
to what became known officially after 1 92 I as the New Economic 
Policy or simply NEP. Both were conceived as a mixed economy 
combining a limited public sector with a large private one. And 
even 'though the country and economy were very different in 1 9 1 8  
and 1 92 I ,  Bolsheviks who later sought to l�gitimize NEP in the 
party mind could reasonably point out its similarities to Lenin's 
"state capitalism." 42 Since Bukharin was to be NEP's greatest de
fender, his position in this second phase of Left Communism is 
especially significant. 

The ambiguity of Bukharin's political role and views thr�>ugh
out the economic controversy indicate that he lacked the fanatical 
certainty that had characterized his opposition to the Brest peace 
treaty. During the almost three-month-Iong economic debates, he 
published only one article directly related to the dispute, and this 
raised a theoretical, not a practical, objection to Lenin's policies.43 
Given the literary rather than organizational nature of the con
frontation, his comparative silence was telling. Furthermore, during 
the controversy he completed a long pamphlet entitled The Com
munist Program, apparently designed to be the first popular exposi
tion of Bolshevism in power. While it set out the radical aspirations 
of militant communism, its statements on immediate economic 
policy were strikingly moderate. The pamphlet's success-it was 
widely circulated as an official document and reprinted in most 
Western languages-suggests that its views reflected the m�in
stream of party thinking, as well as Lenin'�.44 

Thus Bukharin had ceased to be the leading spokesman and 
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chief animator of Left Communism. With the" ratifiditiori of the 
peace treaty, the movement lost much of its nationwide following 
and became even more a Moscow operation. At the same time, 
Bukharin retired to the sidelines, issuing only sporad�c objections to 
Lenin's proposals, while Osinskii took over the leadership of the 
Left Communists in the economic. controversy. Always more radi
cal than Bukharin on domestic affairs, he became Lenin's most 
implacable and extremist opponent.45 It is clear that this juncture 
began the end of the Bukharin-Osinskii-Smirnov alliance; Osinskii 
and Smirnov were to be mainstays in party oppositions during most 
of the following decade. 

Critical of conciliatory economic measures since December 
1 9 1 7 , Osinskii now' emerged as the chief advocate of radicalism. He 
wrote the Left Communists' programmatic theses, their most ex
tensive and uncompromising indictment of Lenin's proposals. The 
document embodied his views, which he reiterated throughout 
April and May, and indeed long after the dispute had ended. He 
provided the impassioned tenor of the Left's accusation and de
mands, railing against any accommodation with the old order, 
against all centralized authority, labor discipline, and employment 
of bourgeois specialists, and demanding maximum nationalization 
and "socialization" of production. Osinskii, by his own account, 
"occupied the most 'left' position." 46 

Bukharin now found it necessary "to disassociate myself from 
t�ose who embrace me." Acutely aware of the difficult problems 
created by the economic disorder, he refused to emulate the ex
tremism of other Left Communists. On - the issue of employing 
bourgeois specialists, for example, he saw no principle involved, 
announcing that he was "farther to the right than Lenin." Those 
oppositionists whose advocacy of workers' control bordered on 
syndicalism did not speak for Bukharin; he had sternly warned 
against the tendency in January. Nor did he sympathize with the 
semi-anarchistic resistance to a strong Soviet state, arguing instead: 
"In the interval between capitalism and communism . . .  the work
ing class will have to endure a furious struggle with its internal and 
external foes. And for such a struggle a strong, wide, well-con
structed organization is required . . .  the Proletarian State . . . .  " 47 
As for agriculture, Bukharin, like most Bolsheviks (including Le
nin) ,  endorsed the 1 9  I 7 revolutionary redistribution of the land, 
but asserted that future progress required large-scale collective 
cultivation; he suggested no way of reconciling these two positions. 
Not surprisingly, midway in the economic dispute Lenin informed 
Bukharin that he was "nine-tenths in agreement with him." 48 
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Nonetheless, Bukharin continued to  side with the Left, speak
ing for" them, however constrainedly, remaining an editor of K011Z-
1J1unist, and lending his name to their theses.49 In part, this probably 
reflected his friendship with the young Muscovites, as well as the 
bitterness generated by the Brest controversy. But it also reflected 
his concern that the political outlook underlying the treaty decision 
would endanger "the" economic program of October," that Bolshe
viks who professed allegiance to proletarian revolution but who 
"instead of raising the banner 'Forward to Communism,' raise the 
banner 'Back to Capitalism,' " were getting the upper hand.50 Al
though Bukharin's rhetoric, and presumably his mood, were still 
more radical than Lenin's, the recriminatory animus of the peace 
controversy was absent, and compromise on secondary issues had 
become possible. 51 

Bukharin did have practical objections to Lenin's economic 
proposals. The most important stemmed from his understanding of 
the nature of Russia's backwardness and how to cope with it: 

The backwardness of Russia is not in the small number of large enter
prises--on the contrary, we have quite a number. . . .  Its backwardness 
consists in the fact that the whole of our industry occupies too little 
place in comparison with the vast areas of our rural districts. But . . . 
we must not belittle the importance of our industry . . . .  

Therefore, he argued, if the parry was to organize anything, the 
large-scale economic complexes, particularly the industrial and 
financial syndicates, had to be nationalized immediately. These 
"principal economic fortresses of capital" would serve as "the basic 
economic nerve"-"the basic bastions"-of the new Soviet eco
nomic system. The only "modern and centrally organized com
ponents of the Russian economy, they had to be transformed into 
a state or socialist sector . 52 

Though critical of Lenin's plan to regulate large private capi
tal, Bukharin did not advocate indiscriminate nationalization. "He 
proposed to begin "with that which is not only easier to take, but 
easier also to organize . . . and which can be arranged in the 
smoothest way." Compared to Lenin's proposals, Bukharin's argu
ment may have sounded radical, particularly in such slogans as "a 
socialist revolution, i.e., a revolution which expropriates capital," or 
"through the socialization of production toward socialism." 53 In 
fact, he apparently envis"aged something similar to the future NEP, 
where state control would encompass only key sectors, or what 
was later called the "commanding heights." He specifically ex-
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empted small -enterprises and subsidiary industries from nationaliza
tion, pointing out that the "economic fortresses" were sufficient, 
since "less important industries will also become dependent to a 
great extent on the greater ones even before any nationalization 
takes place." 54 The idea that an island of state industry could exer
cise influence throughout the economy was to be the basic concept 
of NEP. And in this sense Bukharin's proposals of 1 9 1 8, more than 
Lenin's, anticipated the party's economic policies of the 1 920'S. 

His attitudes toward workers' control, labor discipline, and 
managerial authority were less clear. These emotional issues were 
complicated by two factors. First, the tone of the original decree 
countermanding workers' control and giving "dictatorial powers" to 
the appropriate commissar was sufficiently extreme to provok� even 
the mildest critic of centralized authority. 55 Second was the am
biguity of the term "workers' control" itself: did it mean man
agement by factory committees, local soviets, trade unions, the 
Supreme Economic Council, or merely a "workers' state"? There 
were almost as many Bolshevik opinions as possibilities, and Bu
kharin himself seemed to hold different ones on different occasions. 
Knowingly or not, for example, he had adumbrated the eventual 
statist solution as early as October 1 9 1 7, when he defined workers' 
control as meaning that "state power is in the hands of another 
class," the proletariat. Similarly, he did not share the Left's un
equivocal rej ection of labor discipline, and in May 1 9 1 8  even urged 
some form of "compulsory labor service." 56 

Here, too, however, Bukharin resisted Lenin's new course. He 
denied that responsibility for the economic chaos lay exclusively 
with factory committees and workers' control, pointing instead to 
the general breakdown in transportation and supply. Opposing the 
initial decree but offering no alternative solution, he could only 
plead for "the self-activity of the working class," and stop short 
before the dilemma: "There must be a conductor's baton, but it 
must be moved by the workers themselves." 57 Something other 
than pragmatism, it is clear, was behind his continuing opposition. 

After the signing of the peace treaty, Bukharin's Left Com
munism was less a commitment to actual policies than to a vision of 
the new order as the antithesis of the old. In particular, the revolu
tion promised the destruction of the monster Leviathan state and 
all that it represented in modern society. Whatever the outlook of 
other Bolsheviks, Bukharin took seriously the idea of a revolution
ary "commune state"-a state "without police, without a standing 
army, without an officialdom," as Lenin (to Bukharin's enthusiastic 
applause) had sketched it in State and Revolution. The definitive 
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feature of the "commune state" was to be its' repudiation of bureau
cratic political and economic authority. It would be a state without 
bureaucrats, "that is, privileged people alienated from the masses 
and standing over the masses." In short, it was to be a state without 
elites, the masses themselves becoming society's administrators so 'that "all will become 'bureaucrats' for a time in order that nobody 
will be able to become a 'bureaucrat.' . . . " 58 

In this vision, the soviets were to serve as the political structure 
of the "commune state," while workers' control, by creating a kind 
of grass roots industrial democracy, would function similarly in 
economic life. 59 With bureaucracy el�minated, the working class 
would have freedom and self-government at the most basic level- , 
its place of labor. Thus, when Lenin moved to curtail the factory 
committees and reimpose bureaucratic authority from above, Bu
kharin evoked the dictum of the everyman administrator, the 
central image in State and Revolution. "It is good," he said, "that 
the cook will be taught to govern the state; but what will there be 
if a Commissar is placed over the cook? Then he will never learn to 
govern the state." G O  Here was the dilemma: an apparatus of every
men or of bureaucratic elites. It underlay two enduring fears of 
idealistic Bolsheviks: the potential emergence of a new ruling 
class, and the "bureaucratic degeneration" of the Soviet system. 

The goal of a "commune state" reflected the utopian aspira
tions of Bolshevism. Arguably, it was doomed from the outset be
cause it implied that a modern industrial society (to which the 
Bolsheviks, as Marxist socialists, were committed) lent itself to a 
simple, uncomplicated administrative order easily operated by non
specialists. I-Iowever, the process of economic modernization, in the 
Soviet Union as elsewhere, has accelerated quite the opposite de
velopment by promoting specialization and the formation of man
agerial elites. In I 9 I 8, this contradiction had not become apparent 
to many Bolsheviks, including Bukharin. The dream of a "com
·mune state" still captivated its dreamers, of whom it could be said, 
as Goethe remarked of another crusader: "Napoleon went forth to 
seek Virtue, but, since she was not to be found, he got Power." 

A combination of realism and idealism had placed Bukharin 
sOmewhere between Lenin and the extremist Left Communists in 
the controversy over economic policy. In the end, however, it was 
not actual policy but a theoretical issue that provoked his sharpest 
outcry against Lenin. The argument centered on Lenin's de
scription of the Soviet economy as "state capitalist," a semantic 
conflict which demonstrated orice again that the two men had 
different understandings of mod�rn capitalism. In applying the term 
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to his policies, Lenin used "state capitalism" as a synonym for state 
regulation of private capital and modern economic management. 
He thus gave "state capitalism" a neutral connotation, devoid of 
class or historical content, and saw no contradiction in the proposi
tion that a proletarian state might preside over a state capitalist 
economy. 

Whatever the merits of Lenin's concept, it violated a theoreti
cal understanding central to Bukharin's Marxism. For him, state 
capitalism was modern capitalism; it had defined his thinking about 
imperialism and, above all, the modern Leviathan state and its 
upenal capitalism" since 19 1 5 .61 In Bukharin's mind, Lenin's appli
cation of the term to Soviet Russia was therefore outrageous. His 
single literary polemic after the treaty debates-pedagogically en
titled "Some Fundamental Understandings of Contemporary Eco
nomics"-attacked the leader on this point. State capitalism, he 
explained, was not technique, but "a quite specific and purely his
torical category"; it was "one of the varieties of - capitalism . . .  a 
-definite form of the power of <:apital." Lenin's usage made no sense: 

State capitalism under the dictatorship of the proletariat-this is an 
absurdity, soft-boiled boots. For state capitalism presupposes the dicta..: 
torship of finance' capital; it is the transfer of production to the dic
tatorially organized imperialist state. State capitalism without capitalists 
is exactly the same sort of nonsense. "Noncapitalist capitalism"-this is 
the height of confusion . . . . 62 

Bukharin's understanding of state capitalism had not · changed 
since 1 9 1 5, nor was it ever to do so. Underlying as it did his think
ing about the contemporary world, about capitalism and socialism, 
it could not be compromised: "Because state capitalism is the fusing 
of the bourgeois state with capitalist trusts, it is obvious that one 
cannot speak of some kind of 'state capitalism' under the dictator
ship of the proletariat, which in principle excludes such a possibil
ity." 63 This seems to have been Bukharin's real quarrel with Lenin 
after the ratification of the peace treaty, and the main reason for his 
lingering presence among the Left Communists. A theoretical ques
tion exaggerated their actual policy differences and obscured Bu
kharin's thinking on the practical issues involved. For while he 
rejected Lenin's application of the term "state capitalism" to Sov�et 
Russia, he clearly did not oppose in toto the moderate policies 
Lenin had assembled under that title. 

The squabble over definitions also touched on a problem that 
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would trouble Bolsheviks repeatedly. Bukharin and many others 
regarded socialism as "the antithesis of state capitalism." 04 How, 
then, was the new Soviet order to be described? Not even the most 
fanciful suggested that it was already socialism. Lenin's proposal, 
state capitalism, was widely unacceptable. Other possibilities in
cluded "a transition society" and simply "dictatorship of the pro
letariat." But the first was too imprecise, and the second a misnomer 
(not only because it ignored the increasing role of the vanguard 
party) . More than a semantic question was involved. Behind the 
words lay a real uncertainty about the nature of the social order 
emerging out of the October revolution-an awkward, sometimes 
painful question that Bolsheviks would argue for yea'rs to come. In 
1 9 1 8, as later, however, the semantic issue served mostly to confuse 
things. In Bukharin's case, it made his views on domestic policy 
seem more radical than they actually were, leaving him open to the. accusation that he ignored the "variety of social-economic struc
tures which now exist in Russia." 65 Though unjust in general, the 
charge did illuminate an important truth: Bukharin's Marxism still 
had little to say about "building socialism" in backward peasant 
Russia. 

Indeed, the striking feature of his opposition, and that of Left 
Communism generally, was its marginal relevance to the party's 
many internal problems. Bukharin's real cause was revolutionary 
war and opposition to the Brest peace treaty. At issue was whether 
a revolutionary socialist government could negotiate with a capital
ist power. This principle, he later recalled, "shook our international 
conscience to the depths of our souls . . . .  " 66 But when the contro
versy turned to economic policy, about which the party had 
thought much less, fewer clear-cut programmatic certainties were 
at stake. Most Bolsheviks were only beginning to think about work
able economic policies.67 Lenin's "state capitalism" sought to fill . 
this vacuum, bu� his proposals amounted to little more than stopgap 
measures to halt the disintegration of the economy. They said little 
about the party's longer-range problems of industrialization and 
agricultural . development, and still less about "building socialism." 

Apart from elliptical comments on nationalization, Bukharin 
contributed almost nothing to the search for viable economic poli
cies. He spoke vaguely of an end to market relations and the advent 
of planning, while virtually ignoring agriculture. Both components 
of his Left Communism-fervent advocacy of revolutionary war 
and halfhearted opposition to Lenin's economic proposals-re
flected his own uncertainty and frustration over the party's do-
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mestic goals and problems. He suggested as much ten years later: 
"The external burdens, the greatest difficulties within-all this, it 
seemed to us, had to be cut with the sword of revolutionary war." 68 

In the early summer of 1 9 1 8, the controversy over economic policy 
-and the Left Communist movement-suddenly ended. Lenin's 
moderate policies were discarded and a radically different course, 
known in retrospect as "war communism," was launched. The con
ciliatory "state capitalism" of early 1 9 1 8  passed into history, a half
forgotten "peaceful breathing spell." 69 

The party's new economic radicalism did not originate,. as is 
occasionally assumed, as a concession to the Left, but in response to 
pressing and perilous circumstances. In late June, fearful that large 
enterprises in occupied territories would be transferred to German 
ownership, the Soviet government resolved to nationalize "every 
important category of industry." Similarly, its new agrarian policies 
of i\1ay and June, based on promoting class strife and on forcible 
grain requisitioning, were spurred by a mounting threat of hunger 
in the cities.70 i\10st important, June and July brought the onset of 
civil war and foreign military intervention. For the next two and a 
half years, encircled by White armies and the troops of Japan and 
the \tVestern powers, blockaded and in control of only a truncated 
Russia, the Bolsheviks fought to survive by extending the party
state's control over all available resources. 

The result was war communism, an extreme example of the 
economy of total war. In seeking to direct all resources toward 
military victory, the party-state abolished or subordinated auton
omous intermediary institutions: thus trade unions were employed 
to accelerate production, the widespread network , of consumer co
operatives to control distribution. Rationing, requisitioning, and 
primitive bartering replaced normal trade; the market, except for 
the black market, ceased to exist. Officially promoted, inflation 
spiraled, turning Soviet Russ�a into a "country of millionaire pau
pers": money ceased to have value or function. War communism, 
as described by a former Bolshevik, was above all the economics of 
military siege and political survival: "firstly, requisitioning in the 
countryside ; secondly, strict rationing for the town population, 
who were classified into categories; thirdly, complete 'socialization:, 

of production and labor; fourthly, an extremely complicated and 
chit-ridden system of distribution . . . .  " 71 

The most characteristic feature of the 1 9 1 8-2 1 period was the 
extensive "statization" of economic life, a term widely and accu-
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rately used to describe what was occurring. The state grasped every 
economic lever within reach, and a vast, cumbersome bureaucracy 
mushroomed into being. Cooperatives, trade unions, and the net
work of local economic soviets were transformed into bureaucratic 
appendages of the state apparatus. The Supreme Economic Council, 
now responsible for virtually all industrial production, created 
agency upon" sub-agency. By 1 920, the number of bureaucrats in 
relation to production workers was twice that of 1 9 1 3 .72 The dream 
of a "commune state" expired in the fire of civil war, the only 
lingering similarity between the Soviet Republic and the Paris Com
mune being their beleaguered condition. 

The experience of civil war " and war communism profoundly 
altered both the party and the emerging political system. The 
party's democratic norms of 1 9 1 7, as well as its almost libertarian 
and reformist profile of early 1 9 1 8, gave way to a ruthless fanati
cism, rigid authoritarianism, and pervasive "militariZation" of life on 
every level. Victimized was not only internal party democracy, but 
also t�e decentralized forms of popular control created throughout 
the country in 1 9 1  7-from local soviets to factory committees. Bol
sheviks professed to see no choice because, as Bukharin declared, 
"The republic is an armed camp." 73 As part of this process, the 
party's attitude toward its political rivals changed, moving from 
reluctant tolerance at the outset, to expulsion of other socialist 
parties from the soviets in June 1 9 1 8, and finally to an outburst of 
terror " following the assassination of several Bolsheviks and an at
tempt on Lenin's life on August 30, 1 9 1 8. Repression by the secur
ity police, the Cheka, added a new dimension to Soviet political 
life. Quoting St. Just several years later, Bukharin drew the apt 
analogy: "One must rule with iron when one cannot rule with 
law." 74 

These traumatic years also established a new reference point 
for future policy debates. All Bolsheviks, even those who later 
repudiated the measures of war communism, took pride in this era, 
when seemingly certain defeat was turned into victory. Bukharin 
captured the feeling of this moment when he wrote: "The pro
letariat stands in splendid isolation; everyone's hand is raised against 
it." Henceforth, 1 9 1 8-2 1 would be "the heroic period," establishing 
a tradition of martial defiance in the face of the allegedly impossi
ble, and . of mobilized "mass upsurge and revolutionary enthusi
asm." 75 A decade later, Stalin would call upon this .tradition to 
storm other fortresses. " 

The coming of civil war and the disbanding of the Left Com
munists marked a turning point in Bukharin's party career. It ended 
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his long political alliance with the young Moscow Left.-Oppositio� 
movements in 1 9 1 8-20 fluctuated according to the Bolsheviks' mili
tary situation. (Franklin's advice to American revolutionaries, "We 
must all hang together, or assuredly we shall all hang separately," 
was generally heeded.) Two significant oppositions did develop 
when military circumstances appeared less dire. In March 1 9 1 9, a 
group called the Military Opposition attacked the reintroduction of 
traditional military discipline, privileges, and rank in the Red army. 
And beginning in 1 9 1 9  the Democratic Centralists protested the 
reimposition of one-man managerial authority and the general 
bureaucratization and centralization in party and state affairs. Both 
factions were led by former Left Communists, notably Osinskii 
and Smirnov, and had their organizational base in Moscow.76 Bu
kharin, however, was conspicuously absent from both oppositions, 
and at the Ninth Party Congress in 1 92 0  he spoke against Osinskii 
in the name of the Central Committee.77 

In February · 1 9 1 8, Bukharin and the Left Communists had 
resigned their party and state posts to go into open opposition 
against the Brest treaty.78 Bukharin resumed his position on the 
Central Committee in May or June, and the editorship of Pravda 
immediately following an abortive uprising by Left Socialist Revo
lutionaries in early July. He later · claimed to have been the first 
Left Communist "to admit my error," though a published state
ment to that effect did not appear until October.79 By then revolu
tion in Germany, and perhaps Vienna, seemed imminent, and the 
Brest treaty less onerous. With this in mind, Bukhatin spoke with 
the admixture of hop�ful expectation and prudence that was to 
characterize Soviet foreign policy for several years: 

I must frankly and openly admit that we . . .  were wrong, that Lenin 
was right, because the breathing spell gave us the opportunity to con
centrate forces, to organize a powerful Red army. Now every ' good 
strategist must understand that we must not splinter our forces, but 
direct them against the strongest enemy. Gennany and Austria are no 
longer dangerous. The danger comes from . . . the former allies-
mainly England and America. 

. 

The German proletariat would be supported with "that which is 
dearest to us-our blood and our bread." But Soviet Russia was not 
to be risked; the main battleground was now the Russian civil war.80 

From the summer of 1 9 1 8  until late 1 92 0, no important ques
tion divided Bukharin and Lenin. Two secondary disputes from the 
past were revived briefly, one over a theoretical description of 
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modern capitalism, the other over Lenin's slogan of self-determina
tion. The first was beyond resolution and simply dropped, the 
second finally settled by compromise, albeit a compromise weighted 
in Lenin's favor. Neither of these once-bitter issues, however, ex
cited much passion because the two men again agreed on major 
decisions before the party.81 

This ability to heal wounds after prolonged and bitter disputes 
reflected an important aspect of their relationship. No leading Bol
shevik challenged Lenin's views more often than Bukharin; yet he 
had become · Lenin's favorite. Affection, even love, and mutual re
spect bound them together.82 The aftermath of Left Communism 
was no exception, though Lenin's full confidence in Bukharin's 
political wisdom was not immediately restored. On June 2, 19 1 8, 
before Bukharin's departure for Germany to establish contact 
with radical Communists, Lenin warned the Soviet representative 
in Berlin: "Bukharin is loyal, but he went to sickening extremes in 
'left-foolishness.' • . .  Prenez garde!" 83 Nonetheless, his estimation 
of the youngest oligarch remained remarkably high, as evidenced 
by his remark to Trotsky early in the civil war: "If the White 
Guards kill you and me, will Bukharin and Sverdlov be able to 
manage? " Lenin may have worried, but he apparently thought of 
Bukharin as his replacement and of Iakov Sverdlov, then the party's 
chief organizer, as Trotsky's.84 . . 

Nor did Bukharin's brief opposition injure his standing in the 
party leadership. Unlike later times, a prodigal could return. At the 
Sixth Party Congress in 19 I 7,  he had been tenth in the voting for 
Central Committee members; at the Seventh Congress, at which he 
spoke for the Left Communists against the treaty, he had been 
fifth, evidence 'of his prestige even in opposition. One year later, at 
the Eighth Congress in March 19 I 9, only six names appeared on 
every delegate's voting list: Lenin, Zinoviev, Trotsky, Bukharin, 
Kamenev, and Stalin, reflecting at least the party elite's feelings 
as to who rightfully comprised its high leadership. The Eighth 
Congress also created the first functioning Politburo, thereby in
stitutionalizing the party oligarchy. It was composed of five full 
members-Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Kamenev, and Krestinskii-and 
three candidate members-Bukharin, Zinoviev, and Mikhail Ka
linin.85 These eight men were the real government of Soviet Russia. 

. Unlike Trotsky (for example) ,  who as War Commissar was 
always center stage, it is difficult to get a precise picture of Bu
kharin's official activitIes during the civil 'war years, partly because 
he played several roles. His major responsibility was the editorship 
of Pravda, a position of great importance. In addition to being the 
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ruling party's official voice at home and abroad, Pravda served as 
the definitive organ of internal party communication, a daily (ex
cept Monday) chronicle publishing official but also divergent ·points 
of view. Bukharin wrote most of the editorials and set the paper's 
general tone. And as Pravda's offices gradually came to house a 
variety of party and nonparty publications, he assumed de facto 
responsibility for the Soviet press in general as well as overall Bol
shevik propaganda.86 

By late 1918, Bukharin was also deeply involved in interna
tional Communist affairs. His credentials as an internationalist made 
him a leading representative of the Russian party as foreign Marx
ists began their hopeful pilgrimages to the seat of successful revolu
tion. In October 1918, on the eve of the abortive German uprising, 
he again journeyed to Berlin to confer with Karl Liebknecht and 
other German Communists. (The nature of his mission remains un
clear.) 87 The German failure, however, did not thwart Lenin's 
191 5  aspiration for a new, Third International. On his instructions, 
Bukharin prepared a document outlining "the theory and tactics of 
Bolshevism";  it became a charter manifesto of the inaugural con
gress of the Communist International, or Comintern, in Moscow on 
March 4, 19 I 9.88 Henceforth, much of Bukharin's time was devoted 
to Comintern affairs. A member of its Executive Committee and 
deputy chairman of the "small bureau" which governed the organi
zation, he and Zinoviev, its first chairman, shared responsibility for 
day -to-day operations.89 

. The fact that he combined these duties with a variety of other 
official and "semi-official activities suggests that Bukharin played a 
special role within the Politburo. A remark attributed to Lenin 
implies what this was. When asked why Bukharin did not hold a 
formal state position, Lenin reportedly explained that the party 
needed at least one person "with brains without bureaucratic dis
tortions." 90 Bukharin's reputation for honesty, fairness, and incor
ruptibility was a valuable asset in those days of unchecked authority 
and sometimes indiscriminate terror. He apparently assumed, or 
was delegated, the role of Politburo troubleshooter and righter-of
wrongs. He turned up constantly as the leadership's representative 
in troublesome situations: on a committee to combat anti-Semitism, 
at the Cheka to investigate questionable arrests of "bourgeois intel
lectuals," and at the trade unions when the party's labor relations 
became strained.91 Not everyone thought that Bukharin performed 
this function well, one Bolshevik complaining that he had wrought 
more confusion than he resolved in the trade union affair. W4at
ever the case, he served enthusiastically, and "fluttered" ubiqui-
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tously about Moscow: "There is a saying about him. 'One can 
never tell where he will turn up next.' " 92 

None of these functions, however, compared with Bukharin's 
most influential role-that of Bolshevism's leading, and eventually 
official, theorist. Then, and for a few years to come, theorizing
and ideology in general-remained an important and meaningful 
endeavor. While the party's composition was changing rapidly, its 
leaders still regarded themselves as intellectuals. Political arguments 
were judged partly by their theoretical consistency and persuasive
ness, and Bolsheviks took pride in their written work. Thus Lenin 
still gave "litterateur" as his profession, and Bukharin described 
himself and Lenin as "Communist ideologists." 93 The vaunted 
unity of theory and practice had not yet become jingoism. Bolshe
viks respected theory and ideas as passionately as truth because they 
believed that the two were synonymous, and saw in this their ca
pacity for leadership. Like Marx, they believed that "to be radical 
means to grasp the root of things." 94 

The body of theoretical work that earned Bukharin Lenin's 
praise as the party's "biggest theoretician" was largely completed 
by 1920. (Historical Materialism was published in 192 I. ) His two 
books written in emigration, Imperialism and W o rid Econo'my and 
The Economic Theory of the Leisure Class, finally appeared in full 
in 1918 and 19 I 9, bringing to a larger public the nature and extent 
of his achievements. Together with his other writings, they distin
guished him as the party's leading student of neo-capitalism, a pre
eminence acknowledged by Lenin in 19 I 9, when, bemoaning the 
impossibility of constructing "an integral picture of capitalism's 
collapse," he added: "1 am completely certain that if anyone could 
do this, it is most of all Comrade Bukharin .. . . " 95 In 1920, in The 
Economics of the Transition Period, Bukharin extended his theo
retical purview to contemporary Soviet Russia; and while the book 
was highly controversial, it established his claim as the foremost 
(and most audacious) theorist of the post-capitalist era as well. 

Bukharin always distinguished between his "theoretical" and 
his "popular" writings, and it was one of the latter that brought him 
his greatest fame. Following the adoption of a new party program 
in March 19 I 9, Bukharin and Evgenii Preobrazhenskii, another 
young theorist and former Left Communist, undertook "A Popular 
Explanation of the Program of the Communist Party of Russia." 
Completed in October, it was called The ABC of Com1l1unism, the 
best-known and most widely circulated of all pre-Stalinist exposi
tions of Bolshevism. Preobrazhenskii's co-authorship half-forgotten, 
The ABC soon became inextricably associated with Bukharin, 
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spreading his fame and giving rise to his reputation (in Communist 
circles) as "the golden child of the revolution." 96 

The ABC was notable less for its theoretical originality than 
for its encyclopedic coverage, reaclability, and extraordinary popu
larity. Observing that "older Marxist literature . . . is largely 
inapplicable to present needs," its authors tried to provide "an 
elementary textbook of communist knowledge" for party schools 
and "for independent study by every worker or peasant." Their 
text followed that of the program, expounding each point, omitting 
no contemporary question, foreign or domestic. Apart from its 
treatment of imperialism and state capitalism, it was not a specifi
cally Bukharinist document.97 Its views reflected those of the party 
as a whole and its novelty lay in its chronicling of almost every 
Bolshevik assumption in the year 1919. 

For this reason, the book had and -still retains consIderable 
power. Its mood was that of war communism, a militant optimism' 
invigorated by the belief that "what Marx prophesied is being ful
filled under our very eyes." 9 8 It was a statement of Bolshevik 
aspirations and -qtopian hopes in 1919, of party innocence, not 
Soviet reality. And although much of it was outdated by 192 I ,  

because The ABC spoke with the voice of "the heroic period," it 
became an instant and continuing success-eta party canon." By the 
early thirties, it had gone through no less than eighteen Russian 
editions and twenty foreign translations. For Russian and foreign 
Communists, The ABC, along with Historical Materialism, became 
"the two most standard books of Communist propaganda," carry
ing Bukharin's name to every corner of the earth, to wherever men 
and women were drawn to the revolutionary movement.99 After 
The ABC, his fame approached that of Lenin and Trotsky. 

At the same time, this eminence began to bring Bukharin an 
unfortunate sort of recognition. "Super-popular" writings like The 
ABC entitled him to praise as "one of the ablest pamphleteers . . .  
of our age." 100 But the longer the Bolsheviks ruled� and the more 
frequent dissent within the party, the more the leaders felt obliged 
to systematize and institutionalize their ideology. In the twenties, 
when party politics dictated the establishment of a well-defined 
fundamentalism, Bukharin's theoretical reputation and the biblical 
aura of writings like The ABC thrust him willy-nilly into the role 
of high priest of "orthodox Bolshevism." 101 

The pattern emerged even during the civil war. A charter 
member of the newly founded Socialist Academy, he acquired in
creasing responsibility and influence in shaping the ideological edu
cation of party members and the training of a party intelligentsia. 
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His works became r�quired textbooks in party schools, and, begin
ning in 19 I 9, he personally conducted seminars in economics and 
historical materialism at Sverdlov University. Though expressing 
Bukharin's natural proclivities, these pedagogical undertakings in
creasingly attained the status of official functions. 10 2 Still in his early 
thirties, he found himself surrounded by a growing number of dis
ciples, many of whom would rise in the party and promote his 
enshrinement as keeper of the orthodoxy, a mantle Bukharin neither 
sought nor wore with ease. 

An awareness that he was becoming responsible for the theo- . 
retical integrity of Bolshevism may have prompted Bukharin's de
cision, after two years of revolution, to undertake an analysis of 
the current transition from capitalism to socialism. No such effort 
had yet been made, partly because of the general party bewilder
ment over the improvised measures of war communism, and partly 
because Bolshevik attention remained fixed on Europe, where fur
ther revolutions were awaited "literally from day to day." 10 3 
Bukharin's own fierce optimism about European prospects began 
to wane only in 1919, when he started to caution that international 
revolution should be viewed as a lengthy historical process made up 
of many parts, including anti-colonial rebellions in Asia, and that 
Communists should not seek "to force historical developments." 10 4 
Though he would be hopeful again, particularly in the winter of 
1920-1, Bukharin's euphoric certainty about the imminence of 
revolution in the West had passed. As a result, he and other Bol
sheviks began to think more seriously about the economics of an 
isolated Soviet Russia. 

In the economic debates of April-May 1918, Bukharin had 
been to the left of Lenin, but neither had foreseen or advocated 
policies like those of war communism. Indeed, some .of these poli
cies were contrary to what Bukharin had urged-for example, that 
only large, easily managed enterprises be nationalized. Nonetheless, 
within the year, he came to see in these extreme measures a validity 
beyond that imposed by military ne<;essity. In the far-reaching 
"statization" of the economy, in the withering of intermediary 
institutions between state and society, he perceived a road along 
which Russia was speeding from capitalism to socialism. In March 
1919., he put socialism "on the agenda of the day," and worried 
that the rapid tempo might shortly outdate sections of the party's 
new program.10 5 

This expectant outlook brought an important change in 
Bukharin's thinking about the new Soviet state. Its "fundamental 
meaning," he now decided, "is precisely that it is the lever of 
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economic revolution." 106 While the acceptance of the state as the 
instrument to transfonn a backward society was essential for a 
Marxist modernizer, it called into question Marx's celebrated 
dictum that superstructural phenomena (including the state) were 
subordinate to the economic base of society. Bukharin's answer 
derived from his understanding of state capitalist societies, and 
constituted an important revision of Marxism: . 

If the proletariat's state power is the lever of economic revolution, then 
it is clear that "economics" and politics must merge here into a single 
whole. Such a merging exists under the dictatorship of finance capital 
. . . in the form of state capitalism. But the dictatorship of the prole
tariat reverses all the relations of the old world-in other words, the 
political dictatorship of the working class must inevitably be its eco
nomic dictatorshi p.107 

In 1919-20,. this proposition rationalized war cOp1munism; later� it 
would lead Bukharin to a very different conception of "the road to 
socialism." In both instances, however, it meant postponing the 
state's "withering away" in favor of "strengthening the Soviet 
state," a tolerable perspective if it was a "workers' state." And in 
this, Bukharin's faith was unshakable. lOS 

His enthusiasm for "statization" and war communism as the 
birth of an organized socialist economy was clearly based solely on 
the state's success in extending its control over industrial produc
tion, however meager, and the distribution of manufactured 
goods.loO That this was a one-eyed view of a predominantly agrar
ian society was evident from Bukharin's own less fanciful remarks 
about peasant agriculture. Small peasants, he emphasized repeatedly, 
were not to be expropriated nor forcibly collectivized; "many 
intermediary forms and levels of agricultural production" were 
necessary. Acknowledging that "for a long time to come small
scale peasant farming will be the predominant form," he warned 
against the Bolshevik tendency '·'to spit on the muzhik," although 
spitting on the muzhik {forcible requisitioning) was in fact the 
linchpin of war communism. From the outset, then, Bukharin 
insisted that the country's millions of private peasant hqldings 
should not be forcibly integrated into the new, organized economy, 
but "drawn in" through "a slow process, by peaceful means . . . .  " 
How this would occur he left temporarily unanswered, urging 
only patience and pedagogy. 110 

If the economic reasoning behind Bukharin's acceptance. of 
the policies of war communism as a viable road to socialism re-
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mains obscure, the historical circumstances influencing his thinking 
seem clear enough. Having come to office with no preconceived 
economic program, Bukharin, and Bolsheviks generally, embraced 
the first one that appeared to arise out of and correspond to actual 
events. An internal logic-what Marxists called lawfulness or 
"regularity"-seemed discernible in the kaleidoscopic develop
ments of 1918-20 and the measures adopted to cope with them. 
Class war, civil war, foreign intervention, the economic and po
litical monopoly of the "dictatorship of the proletariat"-each in 
its own way could be reconciled with the party's pre-1 9 1 7 expecta
tions. And if war communism was the product of improvisation, 
it meant only that reality was validating "gray theory." 111 

Bukharin was not alone in this. The notion (promoted by the 
Bolsheviks themselves after 1921) that only a few dreamers and 
fanatics accepted war communism as an enduring policy, as a 
direct route to socialism, is incorrect. It was the sentiment of the 
party majority; few resisted the general euphoria. Most notably, 
Lenin, despite his fabled pragmatism and subsequent deprecation of 
the follies of war communism, was no exception. "Now the or
ganization of the proletariat's communist activities, and the entire 
policy of the Communists," he said in 1919, "has fully acquired a 
final, stable form; and I am convinced that we stand on the right 
road . . . .  " 112 What set Bukharin apart from the others, what made 
him seem to be the most convinced, was his literary monumen� to 
the collective folly, The Econo'mics of the Transition Period, a 
tract grounded in the worst error of the period, the belief that 
"Civil war lays bare the true physiognomy of society . . . . " 113 

The Economics appeared in May 1920, just as war communism 
was approaching its apogee. Bukharin intended it to be the theoreti
cal half of a two-volume study of "the process of the transforma
tion of capitalist society into communist society." The second 
volume, projected as "a concrete, descriptive work on contem
porary Russian economics," never appeared. Originally, he planned 
to co-author the book with Piatakov; but "practical tasks" (Piata
kov was at· the front during most of the civil war) made this 
impossible and the latter contributed directly to only one chapter. 
Written rapidly and in extremely abstract language-as Bukharin 
noted apologetically, "almost in algebraic formulas"-key ideas and 
concepts were frequently not fully explained and occasionally 
inconsistent. 114 But as a first and audacious attempt to go beyond 
the existing body of Marxist thought the book was an immediate 
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and lasting succes d' estime� And although its d�mestic policy· im
plications were largely obsolete by March 192 I, it continued!o be 
a highly influential (and controversial) work. In 1928, Pokrovskii, 
the doyen of Soviet historians, cited it as one of the three great 
Bolshevik achievements in "social science" since the revolution.1 l5 

Western historians have tended to dismiss The Economics as 
a theoretical apology for war communism, which it was, though 
Bukharin's notion that it was a Marxist duty to analyze contem
porary reality is surely a mitigating factor. Something more, how
ever, accounted for the book's enduring esteem and for the fact 
that several of its arguments outlived war communism. Very 
generally, Bukharin dealt with three broad subjects or themes: 
the structure of modern capitalism on the eve of proletarian 
revolution; society in the midst of revolutionary breakdown, or the 
revolutionary "disequilibrated" society; and the process of estab-. 
lishing a new societal equilibrium out of the chaos as a phase in 
the transition to socialism. He mentioned Russia very rarely, · but 
it was clear from his treatment of the second and third subjects 
that the Bolshevik experience was foremost in his mind. Just as 
Marx had posited his findings on English capitalism as general laws, 
so did Bukharin believe that he was formulating universal laws of 
proletarian revolution. 

Bukharin's treatment of neo-capitalism in The Economics was 
largely a restatement of his views on state capitalism and im
perialism. It occupied a large part of the book and generally fol
lowed his writings of 1915-17.116 As earlier, he portrayed the state 
capitalist economy as an imposing assembly of productive, tech
nological, and organizational achievements. This, however, raised 
a serious question about the desirability of revolution, which in 
Russia had reduced economic production to a virtual fraction of 
the 1913 level. In addition to the direct casualties of the civil war, 
thousands were dying from the most primitive of causes, hunger 
and cold. Consequently, the Bolsheviks were being assailed by 
European social democrats, particularly Karl Kautsky, as de
stroyers not builders. Marxists regarded theI11selves as harbingers 
of a socially just abundance, and this -accusation hurt. A number 
of Bolshevik polemics had been produced in response,1 l7 but the 
charge required a more substantial and reasoned answer. The 
Economics sought to provide that answer by formulating "the costs 
of revolution" as a law of revolution. 

Bukharin had observed earlier that the charge was reminiscent 
of the one leveled by the Girondins against the J acobins, and which 
had driven Charlotte Corday to murder Marat. His point was that 
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great revolutions were always accompanied by destructiv� civil 
wars, his favorite illustration being that when barricades are con
structed out of railway cars or telegraph poles, the outcome is 
economic destruction.llS But he was more intent on proving that a 
proletarian revolution inevitably resulted in an even greater tem
porary fall in production than did its bourgeois counterpart. 
Lenin's State and Revolution (and Bukharin's own writings before 
1917) had established the doctrine that the bourgeois state ap
paratus had to be destroyed during the revolutionary process. 
Bukharin now argued that the merger of political and economic 
functions under capitalism, and the proletariat's desire to restruc
ture "production relations," meant that the onslaught against the 
state had to become an onslaught against the economic apparatus 
of capitalism. "The hierarchical relations of capitalist society" are 
undone; "the disorganization of the 'entire apparatus' " results.119 

Bukh.arin specified several "real costs of revolution," including 
the physical destruction or deterioration of material and human 
elements of production, the atomization of these elements and of 
sectors of the economy, and the need for unproductive consump
tion (civil war materials, etc.) . These costs were interrelated and 
followed' sequentially. Collectively, they resulted in "the curtail
mellt of the process of reproduction" (and "negative expanded 
reproduction") and Bukharin's main conclusion: "The production 
'anarchy' . . .  , 'the revolutionary disintegration of industry,' is a 
historically inevitable stage which no amount of lamentation will 
prevent." 120 

This may appear to have been an obvious point, but it appar
ently came as a revelation to many Bolsheviks. It was directly 
opposed to the prevailing social democratic assumption that the 
transition to socialism would be relatively painless. Kautsky and 
Hilferding had fostered this belief, particularly the latter with his 
argument that if the proletariat seized the six largest banks it would 
automatically control the economy.121 Even some "older" Bol
sheviks accepted Bukharin's law only in connection with Russia, 
arguing that in England, for example, no serious fall in production 
would occur.12 2  Bukharin disagreed, insisting on its universal ap
plicability. After the introduction of NEP in 192 I, he claimed that 
this was the basic point of The Economics: "The central thought 
of the whole book is that during the transition period ' the labor 
apparatus of society inevitably disintegrates, that reorganization 
presupposes disorganization, and that therefore the temporary 
collapse of productive forces is a law inherent to revolution." He 
had proved, he said in summary, "the necessity of breaking an egg 
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to obtain an omelette." ·  Profound or not, Bolsheviks generally 
came to accept the "law" and to regard it as a significant discovery 
by Bukharin. l2 3 

Bukharin's law solved another problem as well. Marxists were 
accustomed to believing that the "objective prerequisites" of 
socialism "ripen" within the seedpod of capitalist society, and that 
revolution occurs only after considerable ripening. Maturation was 
measured in terms of "the level of concentration and centralization 
of capital" of "the aggregate 'apparatus' " of capitalist economy; 
the new society, it seemed, arrived as a "deus ex 111achina." By 
arguing that this apparatus was invariably destroyed in the process 
of revolution, and that therefore "in toto it cannot serve as the 
basis of the new society," Bukharin subtly dismissed the nagging 
question of Russia's relative backwardness (unripeness) . He em
phasized the "human" rather than the "material" apparatus as the 
essential criterion of maturity, the decisive prerequisite being a 
certain level of "the socialization of labor" (the existence of a 
proletariat) and the revolutionary class's capacity to carry out 
"social-organizational" tasks.12 4  

This argument led Bukharin to the heart of the dilemma of 
Bolshevik rule in an underdeveloped society, and to the previously 
unarticulated proposition that was to be at the center of party 
controversies in the twenties-"building socialism." He rejected 
the traditional Marxist assumption that socialism attains almost full 
maturity in the womb of the old order, and thus adapted Marxism 
to backward Russia. He contrasted the growth of socialism to the 
growth of capitalism: 

They [ the bourgeoisie ] did not build capitalism, it built itself. The 
proletariat will build socialism as an orga,nized system, as an organized 
collective subject. While the process of the creation of capitalism was 
spontaneous, the process of building communism is to a significant 
degree a conscious, i.e., organized process ... . The epoch of Commu
nist construction will therefore inevitably be an epoch of planned and 
organized work; the proletariat will solve its task as a social-economic 
task of building a new society . . . . 125 

Up to this point, Bukharin was describing a ·"disequilibrated" 
society, presenting a sophisticated and frequently ingenious ac
count of the multiple rupturing of the social fabric. Now he had 
to treat the emergence of a new equilibrium. The concept of 
equilibrium runs through most of Bukharin's theoretical work, 
from The Economics to Historical Materialism, where he ex-
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plained Marxist dialectics and social change in 
. 
terms of the estab

lishment and disturbance of equilibrium, to his famous 1928 attack 
on Stalin's five-year plan in "Notes of an Economist." It is im
ponant to note here only that he meant a "dynamic" or "moving" 
equilibrium, not a static system, and that the practice of viewing 
society (or at least economic systems) as being in a state of 
equilibrium had a genealogy, albeit a somewhat subterranean one, 
in Marxist thought.1 26 

Bukharin's reliance on this precedent, and his understanding 
of equilibrium as a state of "evolution and growth," was spelled 
out in The Economics: 

In theoretically mastering the capitalist system of production relations, 
Marx proceeded from the fact of its existence. Once this system exists 
it means . . .  that social demands are being satisfied, at least to the de
gree that people are not only not dying off, but are living, acting, and 
propagating themselves. In a society with a social division of labor . . .  
this means that there_must be a certain equilibrium of the whole system. 
The necessary quantities of coal, iron, machines, cotton, linen, bread, 
sugar, boots, etc., etc:, are produced. Living human labor is expended 
in accordance with all of this in the necessary quantities in relation to 
production, utilizing the necessary means of production. There may 
be all sorts of deviations and fluctuations, the whole system may be en
larged, complicated, and developed; it is in constant motion and fluctu
ation, but, in general and in its entirety, it is in a state of equilibrium. 

To find the law of this equilibrium is the basic problem of theo
retical economics.127 

Analyzing an e�isting equilibrium (or disequilibrium), however, 
was not the same as explaining how a new one could be forged 
out of the wreckage of -the old. 

Bukharin's answer was to endorse the coercive measures of 
war cOI1!munism and give them theoretical expression. The new 
equilibrium was established by replacing the destroyed links be
tween elements of production with new ones, by restructuring 
"in a new combination. the dismantled social layers. . . ." This 
operation was performed by the proletarian state, which "statizes," 
militarizes, and mobilizes the productive forces of society. "The 
process of socialization in all of its forms" was "the function of 
the proletarian state." 1 28 Bukharin carefully pointed out that while 
there was a "formal" similarity between the proletarian system 
and state capitalism,· since capitalist property was being trans
formed into "collective proletarian 'propeny,' " they were "dia
metrically opposite in essence." Because it was no longer "surplus 
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profit" but "surplus product" that was being created, any son of 
exploitation was "unthinkable" under the dictatorship of the pro
letariat. Labor conscription, for example, which under state capi
talism was "the enslavement of the working masses," was now 
"nothing other than the . . .  self-organization of the masses." 129 

Beneath this elaborate construction was the crux of Bukharin's 
argument: Force and coercion were the means by which equilib
rium 'Yas to be forged out of disequilibrium. He did not avoid the 
harsh conclusion; an' entire chapter on " 'Extra-Economic' Coer
cion in the Transition Period" defended the proposition: 

In the transition period, when one productive structure gives way 
to another, the midwife is revolutionary force. This revolutionary 
force must destroy the fetters on the development of society, i.e., on 
one side, the old forms of "concentrated force," which have become a 
co�nterrevolutionary factor-the old state and the old type of produc
tion relations. This revolutionary force, on the other side, must actively 
help in the formation of production relations, being a new form of 
"concentrated force," the state of the new class, which acts as the lever 
of economic revolution, altering the economic structure of society. 
Thus on one side force plays the role of a destructive fa'ctor; on the 
other, it is a force of cohesion, organization, and construction. The 
greater this "extra-economic" power is . . .  the less will be "the costs" 
of the transition period (all other things being equal, of course) , the 
shorter will be this transition period, the faster will a social equilibrium 
be established on a new foundation and the quicker will the . . . pro
duction curve begin to rise. 

Here, too, revolutionary coercion was unlike previous " 'pure 
force' of the Diihring type," because it "led toward "general eco
nomic development." 130 

It is easy to emphasize the ugly potenti:�.lities of Bukharin's. 
reasoning that "proletarian coercion in all of its forms, beginning 
with shooting and ending with labor conscription, is . ; . a method 
of creating communist mankind out of the human materials of the 
capitalist epoch . . . .  " 131 All kinds of abuses could be and were 
rationalized with the argument, for example, that exploitation of 
the working class was impossible under a dictatorship of the pro
letariat. To argue that a workers' state could not by definition 
exploit a worker was to condone one set of evils because they were 
"progressive." Less obvious, pefhaps, is the cogency and historical 
validity of his statement on the role of coercion in laying the 
foundations of a new social order. History provides few examples· 
of a society in revolutionary upheaval being stilled or restored to 
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order without the use of considerable force. Unfortunately, Bu
kharin's argument was obscured and weakened by a supplementary 
theoretical digression and also by an omission. 

The digression dealt with his belief that political economy and 
its traditional categories were not applicable to post-capitalist 
society, an assumption which gave his treatment of the economics 
of the transition period an ultra-radical gloss. Marxism, in other 
words, employed "a _ dialectical-historical" methodology: cate
gories and economic laws discussed by Marx related only 'to 
capitalist commodity production. Bukharin explained: 

as soon as we take an organized social economy, all the basic "prob
lems" of political economy disappear: problems of value, price, profit, 
and the like. Here "relations between people" are not expressed in 
"relations between things," and social economy is regulated not by the 
blind forces of the market and competition, but consciously by a . . . 

plan. Therefore here there can be a certain descriptive system on the 
one hand, a system of norms on the other. But there can be no place 
for a science studying "the blind laws of the market" since there will 
be no market. Thus the end of. capitalist commodity society will be 
the end of political economy.132 

This understanding of political economy was shared by many 
Marxists and, by the mid-twenties, by a majority of Bolshevik 
economists. It remained something of a "dogma," but also a topic 
of lively debate, until the thirties when it was officially repudiated 
in the search for "a political economy of socialism." 133 But, despite 
its currency, Bukharin's attempt to apply the proposition in 1920 
caused considerable headshaking. In the chapter written with 
Piatakov, he observed that in analyzing the transition period, "the 
old understandiY{gs of theoretical economics instantly refuse to 
serve"; they 'even "begin, to misfire." Examining each category 
(commodity, value, price, wages) , and finding each theoretically 
obsolete, he proposed new concepts (instead of wages, "a_ social
labor ration"; instead of commodity, "product"; and so forth) .13 4 

As a result, The Economics sounded more radical than it was. 
For while Bukharin carefully stressed that the subject of political 
economy-commodity production-still existed in the transition 
period, and that therefore the old categories were still of practical 
value, his theoretical glimpse into the future seriously disturbed 
some readers. Two problems were involved: by discarding political 
economy, Bukharin seemed to be saying that man was no longer 
constrained by objective economic laws. Although not arguing 
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this point, his failure to specify new objective regulators opened 
him to the charge of "voluntarism." Second and -related was his 
disconcerting habit of discussing the future in the present tense.135 
In both respects, his presentation reflected the "leap-into-socialism" 
ideas associated with war communism. 

But the most serious flaw so far as the programmatic implica
tions of The Economics were concerned was Bukharin's failure to 
distinguish clearly between the period of disequilibrium and the 
period following the establishment of equilibrium. He spoke of the 
transition period as the transition to socialism, and also as the transi
tion to a new social equilibrium, from which society would move 
on to ·socialism. Left unclear was whether the extreme measures 
used to forge a new equilibrium would continue to be the norm 
after equilibrium was established. Occasionally he implied that this 
would be the case.136 But his breakdown of the transitional process 
distinguished between an initial period of mobilizing the frag
ments of the collapsed order, 'which he called "the economic revo
lution" or "primitive socialist accl:lmulation" (a term borrowed 
from Vladimir Smirnov and later made famous in a different con
te�t by Preobrazhenskii), and a subsequent period of "technical 
revolution," which would witness an evolutionary, harmonious 
flowering of production.137 

Put another way, Bukharin's understanding of equilibrium 
seemed to be in conflict with his analysis of the transition period. 
If a state of equilibri�m, capitalist or otherwise, implied propor
tionality between elements and spheres of production, then the 
measures of war communism would have to become obsolete at 
some stage in the transition period. Bukharin's explanation, In 
which he tried to have it both ways, illustrates the confusion: 

The postulate of equilibrium is invalid . ... There is neither pro
portionality between production and consumption, nor between differ
ent branches of production ... nor between human elements of the 
system. Therefore it is radically wrong to transfer to the transition 
period categories, concepts, and laws adequate to a state of equilibrium. 
One may object that insofar as society has not perished, there is equi
librium. Such reasoning, however, would be correct if the period of 
time we are examining was conceived of as being of great length. A 

society cannot live long outside equilibrium, it dies. But this social 
system for a certain time can be in an "abnormal" state, i.e., outside a 
state of equilibrium. 

This was open to two interpretations. Either the transition to so
cialism would be relatively brief; or Bukharin meant only the 
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transition to a stabilized state from which socialism would evolve. 
It is reasonable to assume that in 1920 he believed the former. 
After 1921, however, he offered the second interpretation.13 s 

The dilemma implicit in Bukharin's reasoning was again evi
dent in his remarks on agriculture. The enormity of the agrarian 
problem was now clear to him. The need to re-establish equilibrium 
between town and country, he explained, was ,"decisive for the 
fate of mankind . . . . the most important and complex question." 
His solution hardly suited this description of the problem. Here, 
too, he forf!1ulated the key role of coercion, especially in the 
forcible requisitioning of grain. It was most crucial, however, at an 
early stage of the revolution, when the transition period as a whole 
was characterized by "a secret or more or less open struggle 
between the organizing tendencies of the proletariat and the 
c011111lodity-anarchical tendencies of the peasantry ." He did not 
specify the form of this struggle or its arena. Significantly, how
ever, he did exclude collective forms of agricultural production as 
the primary means of bringing the peasantry into the "organizing 
process," arguing instead that "for the main mass of small pro
ducers, their drawing into the organized apparatus is possible 
mainly through tbe sphere of exchange . . . . " 13 9 

The remark was a tantalizing adumbration of Bukharin's later 
theory of "growing into socialism" through the market-but with-
out its essential mechanism. For, while he excluded significant 
collectivization, he also excluded market and "monetary-credit" 
links between town and country. In 1920, he still accepted the 
state "organs of distribution and procurement" as the basic inter-
mediary between the industrial city and the small-peasant country
side.1 4° The problem should have been clear: Without a commodity 
market, what was to encourage the peasant to produce and deliver 
a surplus? Bukharin spoke of the average peasant's "two souls"-
one inclined toward capitalism, one toward socialism-and pre
sumably hoped that the good _would volunteer surplus grain. The 
alternative to this dubious likelihood was a system of permanent 
requisitioning. One of the book's rare pessimistic notes suggested 
that Bukharin saw the quandary: "The Revolution [in Russia] 
triumphed easily because the proletariat, striving toward com
munism, was supported by the peasantry, who moved against the 
landlord. But this same peasantry turns out to be the greatest brake 
in the period of constructing communist production relations." 141 
That, .of course, was the Bolshevik dilemma, and the blind side of 
war commUnIsm. 

Final judgment on a book like The Economics-so much a 
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product of its time-should take into account its contemporary 
reception. That its ��putation outlived war communism was due to 
Bukharin's innovative treatment of themes which were compatible 
with the post-1921 view of war communism as a regrettable but 
necessary episode: the structure of neo-capitalism, the "costs of 
revolution," the concept of "building socialism," and the historical 
limitations of political economy. Although some Bolsheviks' re
garded parts of the book as "debatable from· a Marxist point of 
view," none questioned its considerable influence.142 

Indeed, in one quarter of the party it was greeted with un
disguised hostility, because it did promise to be influential. A 
scathing attack by Mikhail Olminskii, one of the older Moscow 
committeemen edged aside by the young Left in 1917, appeared 
shortly after the introduction of NEP. Olminskii accused Bukharin 
of having abandoned Marxist political economy for "the Bukharin
ist method of penal servitude and shooting," and of "revising 
Marxism from the left." In the campaign to give the book the status 
of The ABC, he saw the further machinations of "that part of the 
party" who were delirious with "the enthusiasm of power," and 
for whom "nothing was impossible." Bukharin responded in a 

- light vein, reprimanding Olminskii for his charges of "revision
ism." 14 3 

With wa� communism then in the process of being dismantled 
and discredited, Olminskii scored some easy points. But he was 
mistaken or disingenuous in identifying the book's stance' on war 
communism with Bukharin's generation, as was vividly illustrated 
by Lenin's private notes on The Economics and his "recensio 
academica," written on May 3 I, 1920, for the Communist Acad
emy, which had published the book. Lenin's generally favorable 
evaluation was subsequently distorted by the circumstances sur
rounding the publication of his notes, which rested in an archive 
until Stalin's victory over Bukharin in 1929, when they were dis
interred as part of the campaign to destroy Bukharin's theoretical 
credentials.14 4  Stalinist commentators naturally dwelt on the nega
tive comments, of which there were many, but which spoke more 
of the dissimilarities between Bukharin and Lenin as intellectuals 
than of the book itself. 

The great majority of Lenin's objections centered on Bukhar
in's terminology. He particularly disliked what he called the use of 
"Bogdanovist gibberish" instead of "human language," and, closely 
related in Lenin's mind, Bukharin's penchant for the words "socio
logical" and "sociology." Over and over again he greeted them 
with "ugh!", "ha, ha," "eclecticism," and at one point: "it is good 
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that the 'sociologist' Bukharin finally puts the word 'sociologist' in 
ironical quotation marks! Bravo!" 145 Lenin's reprimands reflected 
the very different intellectual orientation of the two men. Bu
kharin was deeply interested in contemporary sociological thought 
(as Historical Materialism would show) and regarded Bogdanov's 
more recent work on "organizational science" as interesting; Lenin 
instinctively distrusted modern schools of social theory and had an 
abiding dislike for anything associated with Bogdanov.146 When -
Bukharin said something was "theoretically interesting," Lenin° 
retorted scornfully. Lenin's other objections were more substan
tial. Some related to previous areas of disagreement such as the 
structure of modern capitalism; and some rightly focused on those 
parts of Bukharin's argument which were too abstract and in need 
of clarification or empirical evidence. They were pertinent com
me!1ts from a friendly and sympathetic critic. 

But all Lenin's reservations paled against his ecstatic praise for 
the most "war communist" sections of The Econo'mics. Almost 
every passage on the role of the new state, on "statization" in gen
eral, and on militarization and mobilization met with "very good," 
often in three languages, as did Bukharin's formulation of dis
equilibrium and "building socialism." Most striking, Lenin's great
est enthusiasm was reserved for the chapter on the role of coercion. 
He filled these margins with superJatives and at the end wrote: 
"Now this chapter is superb!", a judgment more representative of 
his overall evaluation. He concluded his summary review with the 
hope that "small" shortcomings "will disappear from following 
editions, which are so necessary for our reading public and which 
will serve to the even greater honor of the Academy; we con
gratulate the Academy on the splendid work of its member." 147 
Olminskii feared the book's influence; Lenin looked forward to 
future editions. There were to be no other - Soviet editions, and 
Lenin's review remained unpublished. 

Bukharinoonce said of Pokrovskii's historical w,ork: "he who 
makes no mistakes, does nothing." 14 8 This was a fitting epigram 
for The Economics. Its critical shortcomings reflected the defect 
in war communism. Bukharin's analysis was mute on what were to 
be the long-term economic problems of Soviet Russia: those of 
investment and accumulation, of the relationship between industry 
and agriculture, and of expanding the entire economy, quantita
tively and qualitatively. The "prose of economic development," as 
Olminskii put it, was 'absent. Hosannas to the advent of a "con
scious regulator" did not constitute an economic program. The 
Economics was, really about disequilibrium and the costs of revolu-
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tion; and Bukharin's error, as he would soon realize, was to gen
eralize on this experience for the entire transition period.' His 
charge against social democrats applied to himself as well; for while 
he added a destructive stage in the transformation process, he, too, 
left the impression that socialism would come as a deus ex machina. 
It was indeed "as if ivied maidens and garlanded youths were to 
herald the four horsemen of the Apocalypse." 149 

Anyone impressed that the Bolsheviks, unlike traditional politicians, 
could act with political cunning and collective decisiveness when
ever necessary should consider the demise of war communism. At 
least six months, if not more, intervened between the obvious 
bankruptcy of those policies and March 1921, when they were 
finally discarded.15 0 Ultimately, war communism ended as it had 
begun-in response to crises and amidst an acrimonious party con
troversy, this time over the role of Sovi�t trade unions. 

Anxiety about "economic construction" actually began in 
early 1920, when civil war victory seemed certain, only to be 
interrupted in the summer and autumn by a brief, unexpected war 
with Poland and a final campaign against the White armies. The 
dimensions of Soviet economic ruin, however, had been officially 
recognized as a catastrophe by January 1920.151 By autumn, severe 
industrial and agricultural shortages were growing into a nation
wide social crisis. The major cities, plagued by hunger, were half
deserted; rural unrest was turning into open hostility to the gov
ernment, as peasant violence against requisitioners and other offi
cials became more frequent and marauding peasant bands roamed 
the countryside. A new kind of civil war lpomed before the party, 
which felt increasingly isolated from its one-time supporters, the 
toilers.152 

Bolshevik leaders reacted with kaleidoscopic spurts of bold
ness and semi-paralysis. Unlikely people made unlikely suggestions. 
In February 1920, Trotsky proposed that arbitrary grain requisi
tioning-the linchpin of war communism-be replaced by a fixed 
tax in kind. (While not advocating the restoration of market ex
change, his proposal predated the inaugural step of NEP by a 
year.) Rebuffed by Lenin and the Central Committee, he promptly 
"plunged back into the accepted folly," becoming the champion of 
the "militarization" of labor as a way out of the impasse.153 Osinskii, 
now the great critic of undemocratic norms in party and state 
institutions, advocated intensifying coercive measures in the coun
tryside, caliing for compulsory, state-controlled sowing areas. 
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Lenin received worsening reports from provincial officials about 
the situation in the villa�es and the impact of bureaucratic mis
management, only to respond by giving qualified approval to 
Osinskii's plan. Later, he appointed a Politburo commission to 
consider the "crisis in the peasantry," but otherwise did nothing. 
Abandoning requisitioning for a fixed tax with the peasant retain
ing his surplus seems not to have been discussed in the Politburo 
until early February ' 1 92 1 .154 The leaders still regarded war com
munism "as the universal, general, and . . .  'normal' . . .  economic 
policy of the victorious proletarian." 155 As if to reaffirm their 
faith by compounding its fallacy, in ' late November 1 9 2 0  they 
nationalized all but the very smallest remaining private enterprises. 

Like most rulers, the Bolsheviks preferred the status quo to 
the unknown. Skepticism may have been on the rise, but they 
remained committed to the existing system, which had produced 
military victory against great odds. They now hoped it would do 
the same for "peaceful construction." Despite everything, optimism 
prevailed, and no one was seemingly more its captive than Bu
kharin. The Economics, his ode to war communism, coincided 
with the deepening crisis, and projected him as a supreme optimist 
whose faith was undiminished. A closer look suggests this was not 
the full story. 

Though Bukharin customarily showed sanguine confidence 
throughout his official career, we shall regularly encounter evi
dence of his private doubts and political anxieties. He was often a 
man of public optimism and private fears. Like the poet Heine, 
himself drawn to the apocalyptic radicalism of his own age and 
whom Bukharin admired, Bukharin was "prey to the secret fear 
of the artist and scholar." 156 After fervently lecturing an English 
acquaintance in 1 9  I 9 on the certainty of world revolution, he · 
suddenly confided: "Sometimes I am afraid that the struggle will 
be so bitter and so long drawn out that the whole of European 
culture may be trampled underfoot." 157 Without access to his 
private papers, it is never easy to judge Bukharin's private thoughts 
about Soviet developments. It is clear, however, that he had been 
troubled by aspects of war communism for a long time. 

During these years, Bukharin 'produced some of the most 
gruesome statements legitimizing Bolshevik violence. Among them: 
"In revolution he will be victorious who cracks the other's skull"; 
and, dismissing people who did not distinguish between capitalist 
acts and those of a proletarian dictatorship-"humpbacks are only 
cured by death." 158 Personally, however, he had little taste for 
cracking skulls, . on one occasion characteristically refusing to 
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authorize the execution of an army deserter. More significant, he 
was frightened by the extent of Soviet police terror, and in 1 9

'
1 9  

urged that the Cheka's power of execution be curbed. A s  a result, 
Lenin appointed him to the colleg�um of the Cheka with "the right 
of veto." Worried about the recurring mistreatment of non
Bolshevik pqlitical figures and intellectuals, Bukharin often acted 
on their behalf and became known as a "liberal" among Bolsheviks, 
an "intercessor." 159 Ironically, he was speaking on this general 
subject at a Moscow meeting on September 25, 1 9 1 9, when an
archists and dissident Left Socialist Revolutionaries exploded a 
bomb, killing twelve in attendance and wounding fifty-five, in
cluding Bukharin.16 0 

Despite his rationalization of revolutionary coercion and vio
lence, Bukharin had remarkably little to say about "class struggle," 
the rubric under which most Soviet acts of mass repression and 
terror would later be committed. Apart from his remarks on the 
Red army against the White, and proletarian states against capital
ist ones, the concept of class struggle barely figured in his discus
sion of the transition to socialism. While allowing for an initial 
"de-formation of classes," he did not anticipate an. enduringly 
hostile class enemy within nor permanent internal warfare.161 His 
political opponents would later charge that this "error" stemmed 
from his conception of classes, which stressed their "general role 
in the production process" rather than their innate, mutual hostil
ity.l62 Whatever the reason, Bukharin never shared the later 
Stalinist view of an "inevitable intensification of the class struggle" 
as socialism approached. 

A similar ambivalence underlay his attitude toward the mush
rooming Soviet state. Though the apostle of "statization," he 
understood the dangers of rampant bureaucratization in ' a back
ward, predominantly illiterate society. In that supremely optimistic 
document The ABC, he wrote: "This is a grave danger for the 
proletariat. The workers did not destroy the old official-ridden 
state with the intention of allowing it to grow up again from, new 
roots." 163 Indeed, he was already troubled by what would become 
an abiding concern, that a new bureaucratic elite, a ."caste," might 
grow out of a division between the laboring masses and a privileged 
"workers' aristocracy." Alert to the elite theories of Michels and 
Pareto, he quickly protested measures fostering stratification within 
the working class. One such proposal, he charged bitterly, would 
lead not to socialism but to Jack London's "Iron Heel." 164 

Optimism, however, drowned out any doubts during the civil 
war because the peril of the times permitted no despair, and be-
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cause Bukharin had endowed the proletariat as a class with ideal
ized powers of political consciousness and creativity. His own 
warning in March 1918 . that the proletariat was "disintegrating" 
had quickly been forgotten.lG 5 Central to his conception of the 
"transformation process" was the belief that while other social 
groups decomposed, the proletariat preserved its internal "links," 
becoming even more united and thus "an inexhaustible reservoir 
of organizational energy." A believer in masses rather than elites, 
this assumption (or hope) allowed Bukharin to maintain that be
tween "the vanguard" (the party) and the class there "is not a 
grain." 166 MeanwhileJ the Russian proletariat shrunk by half, as 
industrial workers returned to the village and to a "petty bour-
geois" way of life in order to exist. His disillusionment in this 
respect became clear only in March 1921, when he admitted: "the 
petty bourgeois element does not simply beat against the prole
tariat . . . , this petrY bourgeois element runs through .the prole
tariat." The working class had been "peasantized." 167 

By early 1920, Bukharin's faith in war communism began to 
erode. He now emphasized "socialist construction" in a way that 
he had not done earlier; he seemed weary and sick of civil war. To 
theorize about the "costs of revolution" was one thing, to experi
ence them another. The Polish war caught the Bolsheviks by sur
prise, and though Bukharin wished for the resources to carry the 
campaign beyond Warsaw "right up to London and Paris," he 
was glad when it ended, freeing the government to cope "with 
our internal situation, with hunger and cold." For the first time he 
wondered where future sources of economic development were 
t,? be obtained, observing that the era of construction was "the 
real period of social revolution" and "the greatest epoch." 168 His 
discontent deepened. That officials produced optimistic reports 
amidst a worsening situation was "a scandal"; he was pessimistic 
about the prospects of a meaningful economic plan. Most of all, 
the ever-growing bureaucratic apparatus appalled him. Control 
was placed over control, he said, but served only to create a 
"colossal ballast on the whole Soviet organism." He proposed a 
new slogan: "It is better not to control a bad apparatus, but to 
improve the bad so that it will become good," an interesting fore
runner of Lenin's celebrated "Better Fewer, But Better." 169 

The basic crisis, however, involved agriculture, as Bukharin 
began to emphasize in the second half of 1920. For the first time, 
both aspects of the peasant problem figured prominently in most 
of his major statements: how to establish stable economic relations 

I
· between the cities and the countryside; and how to reverse the 
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drastic fall in agricultural output. He still had no answer. While 
advis�ng party officials to stop approaching the peasant with slogans 
about world revolution and appeal instead to his "reason," Bu
kbarin continued to speak against "free trade," as did . all the 
leaders.17o But by January 1 92 I ,  he saw the situation as clearly as 
anyone and was probably· prepared to accept almost any solution: 
"Our situation is much more difficult than we think. We have 
peasant uprisings which must be suppressed with armed force and 
which will intensify in the future . . . .  I maintain that the moment 
which the Republic is experiencing is the most dangerous that 
Soviet power has ever expe.rienced." 171 

But at this critical moment the party leadership's attention was 
elsewhere. During the winter of 1 9 2 0- 1 ,  as disaster threatened to 
engulf it, the Central Committee divided bitterly into opposing 
factions over the role of the trade unions after the civil war. The 
controversy was a model of obfuscation, only peripherally related 
to the real crisis in the country, and serving mainly to reveal the 
confusion, indecision, and dissension that permeated the party on 
the eve of NEP. Its full history need not concern us, only that it 
had roots in the widespread dissatisfaction with bureaucratic and 
authoritarian procedures. The argument contained a variety of 
elements, including concern over future economic policy, the 
desire of some trade union leaders to realize the promise of the 
1 9 1 9  party program that unions would gain authority in economic 
administration, and, behind the scenes, personal rivalries and re
sentments involving Zinoviev, Stalin, and Trotsky.172 

The open dispute was triggered by Trotsky, whose plan to 
militarize the labor force and transform the trade unions into 
docile production units of the state enjoyed Lenin's support until 
the fall of 1 920.  The antipathy of Bolshevik trade unionists to 
militarization had been evid�nt earlier, but erupted into open 
opposition in November, when Trotsky, never a diplomatic 
figure, called for a reorganization of the recalcitrant union leader
ship. Lenin now abandoned Trotsky and adopted a more moderate 
position, which recognized a role for the unions as links between 
the state and the masses ("schools of communism") ,  and which 
acknowledged that workers required union protection against the 
Soviet state. At this point, the Central Committee was so badly 
divided on the question that eight separate platforms were ad
vanced. When the air cleared, the main antagonists were Lenin 
and his followers; Trotsky; and a group known as the Workers' 
Opposition, who spoke in a strong syndicalist voice against party 
and state domination of the unions and for independent union con-
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trol over industry.173 The compelling feature of the bitter con
troversy, however, was the deep split in Politburo ranks, most 
notably between Lenin and Trotsky. 

Bukharin's ambiguous position in the affair reflected his 
troubled uncertainty on the eve of NEP. He reiterated some old 

" ideas, but also groped for new ones. It also marked his debut as a 

political lone wolf in internal party struggles, having disassociated 
himself politically from his former Moscow allies. The Democratic 
Centralists, led by Osinskii and Smirnov, whose criticism of party 
bureaucracy was similar to that of the Workers' Opposition, were 
still entrenched in the Moscow organization. In November 1 92 0, 

Bukharin made the .JJreak complete by calling publicly for "fresh 
forces" from outside Moscow to make the city organization 
"healthy" and establish a "businesslike" committee that would 
enforce the party line "in the present difficult" conditions." 174 He 
spok� now as a representative of the party's high leadership. At 
the same time, he was neither insensitive to the Left's call for 
internal party democracy nor in full agreement with Lenin or 
Trotsky on the trade union issue. He therefore emerged as a com
promiser, or, as he was characterized when he tried the role with 
equally disastrous results in 1 9 2 3 ,  a "peacemaker." 175 

Until the fall of 1 92 0, Bukharin had advocated labor armies 
and "statization" of the trade unions, meaning by the latter that 
state and trade union organs would j ointly manage the economy. 
He saw an important role for unions, but not one independent of 
the state. This had been the party�s official attitude and, like 
Lenin, he had endorsed Trotsky's initial proposals. When the con
troversy broke out, he stopped speaking of militarization and took 
a stand between Trotsky and Lenin, combining elements of their 
program. He defined his conception of "statization" as a gradual 
process to distinguish it from Trotsky's "shaking up" by decree. 
In addition, he took seriously the party's pledge of September 
1 9 1 9 to encourage democratic procedures. Thus, when Lenin pro
tested against the publicizing of the trade union dispute before a 
broader audience, Bukharin replied: "We have proclaimed a new 
sacred slogan-workers' democracy, which consists in the fact that 
all questions are discussed not in narrow collegiums, not in small -
meetings, not in som� sort of corporation of one's own, but that all 
questions are carried to wide meetings." The open discussion, he 
insisted, was "a step forward." 176 

Bukharin first tried to mediate " the dispute in the Central 
Committee by offering a compromise resolution. When this failed, 
he produced his own theses on the trade unions, which became 
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known as the "buffer" platform. He explained: "when a train 
shows certain inclination toward a crash, then a buffer is not such 
a bad thing." The programs of Lenin (supported by Zinoviev) 
and Trotsky, he argued, were compatible and should be com
bined. Both production and democracy could be served; the trade 
unions were to be part of "the technical administrative apparatus," 
as well as "schools of communism." At the same time, his platform 
was a ringing endorsement of "workers' democracy," and""'called 
for a gradual "fusing" of trade union and state organs in a way 
that would not denigrate the unions: 

If the general progressive line of development is the line of fusing the 
trade unions, then from the other side this same process is a process of 
"unionizing" the state. Its logical and historical end will not be the 
absorption of the unions by the proletarian state, but the disappearance 
of both categories, state and union, and the creation of a third-the 
communistically organized society. 

To ensure equal standing for union officials, Bukharin proposed 
that trade union nominations for economic posts should be obliga
tory on the state, but that once in office these officials would be 
bound by state instructions. l77 

Compromise is usually regarded as a valuable part of politics, 
but Bukharin had offered the wrong program at the wrong time. 
A furious Lenin quickly singled him out as the 'leading villain: "Up 
to now Trotsky was the 'chief' in the struggle. Now Bukharin has 
far 'outstripped' . . . him . . .  and has [achieved] a mistake one 
hundred times greater than all of Trotsky's mistakes taken to
gether." He accused Bukharin of "syndicalism," of advocating 
workers' democracy at the expense of "revolutionary expediency," 
and of having "slipped into eclecticism." The last sin particularly 
impressed Lenin, who devoted part of an article to lecturing 
Bukharin on the meaning of dialectics. After a lengthy discourse 
including references to Hegel and Plekhanov, he concluded that 
by taking pieces from different platforms Bukharin had substituted 
"eclectics f9r dialectics." 17 8 Bukharin was probably surprised to 
learn that compromise ,was "undialectical," a pejorative usually 
confined to philosophical or at least theoretical discussions. Lenin, 
however, was serious. Three years later, in his "testament," he 
observed that Bukharin "has never studied and, I think, never fully 
understood dialectics," presumably an oblique reference to the 
trade union controversy. 171l 

Rarely, if ever, had Lenin reacted with such bitterness toward 
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Bukharin. Before November 1 92 0, they had collaborated closely 
on major political questions, including trade union affairs. Now 
Lenin evidently believed that Bukharin had failed as a loyal, un
wavering supporter (a role currently being over-fulfilled by 
Zinoviev) , and worse, that he was partial to Trotsky. Explaining 
Bukharin's "rupture with communism," he said: 

We know all the softness of Comrade Bukharin; it is o ne of the char
a cteristics for which he i s  so loved a nd cannot help being loved. \Ve 
know that more than once i n  jest he was called " so ft wax." It turns 
out that on thi s " soft wax'.' any "unprincipled" pe rso n, a ny "dema
gogue," can write whatever he plea ses. ISO 

Bukharin tried to prevent a split in the party leadership, an act 
Lenin viewed as disloyalty. Compromise no longer possible, Bu
kharin published a hurt rejoinder and shortly united with Trotsky 
in a common platform for the upcoming Tenth Party Congress, 
which was to decide the matter.lSI By January 1 9 2 I ,  having aban
doned militarization and moderated his other demands, Trotsky's 
revised position was similar to Bukharin's. Their joint platform 
endorsed "workers' democracy" and union management of indus
try, called for "statization" but defined it as a "long process," and 
agreed that trade unions should be "schools of communism" as 
well as production units. For his part, Bukharin dropped the idea 
of binding nominations and reaffirmed party control over trade 
union personnel. Some saw in this a capitulation to Trotsky, but 
Bukharin was satisfied that "we did not join Trotsky, Trotsky 
joined us." 182 

Here the matter stood in February 1 92 I -surrealistically 
irrelevant to the real situation in the country. In terms of the 
actual crisis, the difference between Lenin on the one side and 
Bukharin and Trotsky on the other was minimal. Lenin's argu
ment that unions had to protect their members from the state, a 
proposition Bukharin and Trotsky did not accept as formulated, 
was more in accord with the imminent end of war communism 
and the rebirth of private enterprises. Both sides, however, still 
thought in terms of the existing system; in this context, Bukharin 

_ and Trotsky at least tried to come to grips with the economic 
crisis through a restructuring of the administrative framework. 

/ But, by February 1 5 , Bukharin was sufficiently exasperated by the 
irrelevancy of the discussions to editorialize in Pravda that the 
party should direct its attention to the real problem, "the crisis in 
agriculture" and the "fate of OUT economy." 183 
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Gripped by "the great force of inertia,'" however, the leader
ship continued to procrastinate, as if inviting outside pressures to 
force its hand.ls4 In late February, wildcat strikes swept Petrograd 
where, as in the new capital of Moscow, Socialist Revolutionary 
and Menshevik agitation began to find a receptive audience. As 
peasant uprisings in the countryside began to echo in the cities, the 
specter of a worker-peasant alliance against the party rose up to 
haunt the Bolsheviks. The denouement came on March 2,  when 
open rebellion against the government broke out at the Kronstadt 
naval base near Petrograd, once a Bolshevik stronghold. Speaking 
for "the toilers" of Russia and evoking the popular watchwords of 
1 9 1 7 against "the policeman's club of the Communist autocracy," 
the rebels charged the party with having betrayed the revolu
tion.ls 5 

The Tenth Parry Congress convened in the second week of 
March, as the Kronstadt uprising was being suppressed by govern
ment troops. On the eighth day, Lenin announced that grain 
requisitioning would be replaced by a fair tax in kind, leaving all 
surplus produce to the individual peasant.lS6 Almost no debate 
attended this momentous change which, by abolishing requisition
ing and necessitating some form of regularized trade between town 
and country, put an end to war communism. Though hotly de
bated for a month in the Politburo,ls7 no one apparently under
stood that the decision would quickly lead to a radically different 
economic system-to the restoration of private capital, market and 
monetary exchange, the denationalization of many enterprises, and 
thus the diminishing of the socialist or state sector. 

The system to be known as NEP entered surreptitiously, few 
at the party congress appreciating the enormity of what was hap
pening. Lenin's trade union platform won easily, also with little 
debate. (A new resolution commensurate with the changed social 
circumstances would have to be drafted at the next party con
gress.) The delegates' attention was riveted on the traumatic events 
at Kronstadt. · What should have been a triumphant congress of 
civil war victors was informed by one of its leaders, Bukharin: 
"now the Republic hangs by a hair." 1SS 
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Marxist Theory 

and Bolshevik Policy: 

Bukharin' s  Historical 

Materialism 

It would be strange if Marxist theory eternally 
stQod still. 

-BUKHARIN 

THE EVENTS OF EARLY 1 92 1  mark a turning point in the. history of 
Soviet Russia, the revolution, and in Bukharin's thinking about 
Bolshevism. In the wake of what he later called this "collapse of 
our illusions," 1 he and other Bolsheviks began the painful process 
of rethinking their . basic assumptions about the revolution. The . 
new social conditions soon gave rise . to new patterns of thinking, 
which for the next eight years commingled and competed with the 
ideological legacy of 1 9 1 7-2 o. The superficial party unanimity 
evoked by civil war quickly dissolved into waves of profound 
disagreement and prolonged disunity. Until 1 92 9, when dissent 
became dangerous and a harsher unity ·was imposed, instances of 
real party consensus were rare and fleeting. The underlying 
heterogeneity of the Bolshevik elite, partly subdued for three years, 
again emerged. Once, Bukharin lamented (the myth of an original 
Bolshevik unanimity was already entrenched) there had been "a 
single party, with a single psychology and a single ideology"; now 
the _party. was divided into "different pans, with different psy
chologies, with different deviations." 2 
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Partly because of the party's great ideological and program
matic disunity, the Soviet twenties-the years between the intro
duction of NEP and the coming of Stalin's "revolution from 
above" in 192<)-were to be a conspicuously rich and diverse 
decade of intellectual ferment. In philosophy, law, literature, 
economics, and other fields, wide-ranging theoretical controversies, 
both related and unrelated to the political debates under way in 
the party leadership, made this the most vital period in the history 
of Bolshevik thought and among the most interesting in the history 
of Marxist ideas. 

Students of the era have naturally· searched for patterns in the 
diversity, but often by positing dubious relationships between rival 
viewpoints in the various areas of intellectual controversy and 
political factions in the party. At its least pers_uasive, this approach 
has meant defining the equivalent to a left and right wing in each 
discussion, no matter how I?-onpolitical the topic. In the same vein, 
efforts have been made to establish a rigid correlation between an 
individual Bolshevik's interpretation of Marxism-his social or 
philosophical theory-and his politics. Always a difficult under
taking, this has been especially misleading in the case of Bukharin. 

A widely held view maintains that the cautious evolutionary 
policies that Bukharin was to advocate in the twenties, which set 
him first against the Bolshevik Left and then against Stalin, may be 
explained largely by his mechanistic understanding of Marxist 
dialectics and his companion theory of equilibrium. His Marxism, 
it is argued, was sternly deterministic, emphasizing the hegemony 
of objective conditions over the interventionist capabilities of man. 
This view is contrasted with the voluntarism embedded in the 
Left's programs of the twenties and subsequently in Stalin's "great 
change" of 1929-3 3 .  Political and economic voluntarism is seen as 
being intimately related to the anti-mechanistic school in Soviet 
philosophy, centered around Abram Deborin, which unlike the 
mechanists (who disliked the Deborinist formulation of the propo
sition and its transcendent implications) argued that dialectics 
implied self-movement of matter and leaps from quantity to qual
ity. Where Bukharin is involved, this view represents a rare in
stance of agreement between Western scholars and Soviet writers. 
The latter also insisted, beginning with Bukharin's fall in 1929, 
when an official post facto campaign was launched to associate 
Stalin�s defeated rivals with disfavored philosophical schools, that 
Bukharin's "right-wing" program was the logical outcome of his 
mechanism. In fact, the basic sources and inspiration of the Western 
interpretation were Stalinist critics of Bukharin.3 
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Of the several difficulties with this argument, the most trou
blesome is the most obvious: Bukharin's famous Historical 
Materialism, the systematic exposition of his social theory, appeared 
in the autumn of 192 I, only months after the end of those ex
tremist war communist policies he had supported enthusiastically.4 

. Moreover, its writing coincided with his writing of The Economics 
of the Transition Period, a theoretical justification of voluntarism 
and social leaps. Overlooked is the fact that both The Economics 
and Historical iWaterialism contained Bukharin's celebrated mech
anism and equilibrium theory, even though the former work 
exuded a cataclysmic ethos, the latter an evolutionary one. 

As this suggests, the argument has rested less on the actual 
substance of Bukharin's social theory than on two false assump
tions. The first is that there were "consciously formed connections" 
between the mechanist philosophers and the right wing in the 
party. This "legend" has since been disproved and the opposite 
shown to have been the case: there was "a widespread, conscious 
effort to keep the philosophical discussions separate from the Party 
factional quarrels," and specifically "to keep Bukharin out of the 
philosophical controversy." 5 The second is the assumption that 
Bolsheviks ( or Marxists generally) who shared one theoretical 
position would likely agree on other issues, a misconception which 
ignores the diversity of Marxist thought, the intellectual hetero
geneity of pre-Stalinist Bolshevism,' and in this instance the maver
ick, contentious quality of Bukharin's Historical Materialism. The 
book contained something to please and displease almost everyone. 
Both Soviet and Western Marxists gave it a widely mixed recep
tion; but Bukharin's least friendly Bolshevik critic was a fellow 
mechanist, who found much in the book that was "un-Marxist" 
and "undialectical." To confound the matter further, Bukharin 
and his critic accused each other of "determinism." 6 

Before the unanimity imposed by Stalinism in the thirties, 
agreement among Bolsheviks on one theoretical issue did not 
ensure affinity elsewhere, in theory or in politics. Many examples 
could be given, but suffice it to point out that while Trotsky, 
avatar of the party Left, rarely expressed himself on philosophical 
questions, when he did it was as a mechanist; and that Preobrazh
enskii, later the foremost economist of the Left, employed the 
equilibrium model in analyzing capitalist and Soviet economics.7 
In short, one does best to heed the 1909 lament of a party leader 
that no two Bolshevik philosophers could agree.8 

None of which is to say that Bukharin's social theory was 
wholly unrelated to his political and economic policies. Rather, it 
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is to point out that in addition to misrepresenting the origins and 
nature of his subsequent gradualism, a simplistic formulation of 
the relationship between his social theory and his policies 'obscures 
what was truly interesting about his Historical Materialism, a book 
on which a generation of Bolshevik intellectuals were educated 
and which, in translation, was widely read outside the Soviet 
Union. 

Although Historical Materialism originated as a textbook
there being "no systematic exposition of this 'basic of basics' of 
Marxist �heory" -it was designed to break fresh theoretical ground. 
Aware that presenting new ideas in the form of semi-official 
pedagogy would again provoke the "conservatism" of his party 
critics, Bukharin operied with the assurance that, while he intended 
to "depart from the usual treatment of the subject," he remained 
faithful to "the tradition of the most orthodox, materialist, and 
revolutionary understanding of Marx." He wanted to systematize 
and make more precise a variety of Marxist tenets, but also to 
introduce "innovations." 9 Most of his reformulations and innova
tions were responses to contemporary social theorists critical of 
Marx. Historical Materialism was an extended intellectual counter
punch, and in this sense an important chapter in Bukharin's lifelong 
project to answer Marx's critics. As was his custom, in answering 
the challengers he borrowed from them. 

It is curious that a rigid economic determinism should have 
been attributed to Historical Materialism, because Bukharin went 
to great lengths to exorcise this allegation and the notion of monistic 
causality from Marxism. An astute non-Marxist reviewer rightly 
observed that Bukharin strained toward monism but approached 
pluralism.10 Indeterminism, historical teleology, and inexplicable 
accidents are rej ected; but the book is studded with examples of 
the "if" in history, of instances where different historical develop
ments are possible depending on a variety of factors, and of the 
multi-causal nature of change in general. "Social determinism" is 
not fatalism; it is "the doctrine that all social phenomena are con
ditioned, have causes from which they necessarily flow . . . .  " 
Bukharin's Marxism, for example, does not aeny human will or the 
superstructure; "it explains them." 11 

His pluralistic approach is most evident in the section on the 
superstructure, which Bukharin sees as "the widest possible" cate
gory-"as meaning any type of social phenomenon erected on the 
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economic base." It is a complex, differentiated conception, in
cluding, in addition to the "social political order, with all its ma
terial parts," social psychology and ideology. The base defines and 
explains these phenomena; but, Bukharin points out (as had 
Engels earlier ) ,  they have a life and dynamics of their own as well, 
particularly during the long transition from one social structure to 
another, when there is "the process of a reversed influence of the 
superstructure . . . .  " 12 It was hardly possible to argue otherwise, 
given the Soviet .experience since 1 9 1 7 . 

But Bukharin was equally aware that the superstructure plays 
a functional role in existing societies and in bringing about social 
change. He wanted to meet the challenge of psychologically 
�riented schools of economics and sociology, to show that Marx
ism takes less tangible factors into account. While .he rej ected 
Robinson Crusoe concepts then popular in the West, he ' acknow
ledged the major importance of psychology, ideologies, morality, 
and customs. They hold s'ociety together: they "coordinate men's 
actions and keep them within certain bounds, thus preventing 
society from disintegrating." And just as they are an adhesive force 
at one time, so the displacement of the prevailing psychology and 
ideology (the "mental revolution") marks the first stage in the 
collapse of the old social order. In short, Bukharin offered a 
variegated conception of causality: "a constant process of mutual 
cause and effect is in operation between the various categories of 
social phenomena. Cause and effect change places." 13 

Bukharin's treatment of the diverse components of the super
structure proved to be one of his most influential contributions. 
Apart from enhancing the role of the superstructure vis-a-vis the 
base, a proposition many Bolsheviks naturally welcomed, his 
formulations on science, philosophy, psychology, and the "accumu
lation" and "materialization" of culture were considered highly 
successful. Also satisfying and popular, for obvious reasons, was 
his treatment of class, party, and leaders, which gave positive 
theoretical expression to the important role of the latter twO.14 
More than any other single work, Historical Materialism estab
lished Bukharin as the party's major theorist and probably the 
foremost Soviet systematizer of Marxism in the twenties.15 But 
his most original contribution lay elsewhere. 

Since the 1 890'S, the' most formidable intellectual challenge to 
Marxism had .come from the emerging schools of .modern sociol-
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ogy. Sociology then, unlike its narrower and more empirical turn 
later, was directed toward broad social theorizing. Like Marxism, 
it was theory on a grand, often historical, scale, and it, too, viewed 
itself as science. Major figures of the new science-Durkheim, 
Pareto, Croce, Weber, Michels, to name a few-varied in their 
critical responses to Marxism; but each in his own way had to 
confront this imposing body of thought. Marx had posed central 
questions about society, and he had developed important analytical 
concepts. His conclusions could be dismissed, as could the rem
nants of German philosophy embedded in his thinking, but he' 
could not be ignored. Said Pareto: "There is in Marx a sociological 
part, which is superior to the other parts and is very often in 
accord with reality." 16 Marx's contribution to sociology is now 
acknowledged, his reputation as a sociologist having become more 
commanding in some quarters than as either economist or prophet.17 
But his impact on the early theorists needs to be stressed. As 
H. Stuart Hughes has written: "The study of Marxism . . .  offered 
them a kind of proving-ground . . . .  " Marx's work was "the mid
wife of twentieth-century social thought." 18 

The new sociology had a profound impact on Bukharin, who, 
unlike many Bolshevik leaders, was in every respect a twentieth
century intellectual. It was evident in his emigre writings before 
1 9 1 7  and in much of his subsequent theoretical work. He recog
nized that contemporary scientific theories of society, many of 
which were formulated as critiques of Marxism, threatened to 
revise Marxism as social science and, presumably, to emasculate it 
as Weltanschauung. But he also appreciated their achievements. 
Contrary to later Soviet practice, Bukharin did not simply dismiss 
sociological thought; if?stead, he tried to meet it on its own ground. 
For him, historical materialism was sociology. In his book-the 
Russian edition of which was subtitled A Popular Textbook of 
Marxist Sociology-19 he s�t out his understanding of the proposi-
tion: 

. 

Among the social sciences there are two important branches 
which consider not a single field of social life, but the entire social life 
in all its fullness . . . .  One of these sciences is history; the other is soci
ology . . . .  History investigates and describes how the current of social 
life flowed at a certain time and in a certain place . . . .  Sociology takes 
up the answer to general questions, such as: What is the relation of the 
various groups of social , phenomena (economic, legal, scienti.fic, etc. ) 
with each other.; how is their evolution to be explained; what are the 
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historical fonns of society . . .  etc.? Sociology is the most general (ab
stract) of the social sciences. . . . History furnishes the material for 
drawing sociological conclusions and making sociological generaliza
tions . . . . Sociology in its tum fonnulates . . .  a method for history. 

Thus historical materialism "is not political economy, nor is it 
history; it is the general the�ry of society and the laws of its 
evolution, i.e., sociology." 20 

_ 
Bukharin believed (or said he believed) that all "social sciences 

have a class character" and that "proletarian sociology" therefore 
, would be superior by definition. Bourgeois thinkers were limited 

by their class orientation. While they saw social interrelationships, ' 
they failed to emphasize society's contradictions. Still he regarded 
the entire school of "bourgeois sociology" as "very interesting." 
Historical Materialism was largely a tribute to its influence on him, 
and the book showed Bukharin locked in combat with its criticisms, 
striving to express orthodox Marxist tenets in sociological terms?l 

He was not, of course, the first Marxist to promote the socio
logical component in Marxism. A pronounced movement in this 
direction and away from Marx's lingering metaphysics having 
been under way in Europe for more than two decades, several 
schools of Marxist sociology were already in existence by the time 
Bukharin's Historical Materialism appea.red. The tradition was 
particularly strong in Vienna, as represented by' the .work of Max 
Adler and Karl Renner, where "Marx was discovered to have been 
primarily a sociologist-indeed the founder of modern scientific 
sociology." 22 In addition, nineteenth-century Russian radical 
thought" in its populist and Marxist manifestations, boasted a long 
and rich history of sociological theory. Even though the sociology 
associated with political movements dominated the scene, by 1 9 1 7  
academic sociology had established itself i n  the major universities 
of czarist Russia.23 . 

Despite these credentials, contemporary sociology did not fare 
well among Lenin's Bolsheviks. Interestingly, Lenin's early study 
on The Development of Capitalism in Russia was not without 
sociological value, and he himself had argued in 1 894 that Marxism 
"first made a 'scientific' sociology possible." 24 But the bitter 
1 908-9 philosophical battle with Bogdanov, who in his eyes had 
revised Marxism precisely by mixing it with bourgeois ideas, seems 
to have permanently prejudiced Lenin against all Western social 
theory. From that time onward, sociology (now always written in 
quotation marks) received only his derision. In rejecting Bukharin's 
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1 9 1 6  article on the state, he had singled out for CrItiCism the 
notion of a " 'sociological' (? ? ? ) "  theory,25 and, as illustrated by 
his comments on Bukharin's The Economics, had grown still 
more hostile to. sociological terminology by 1 92 0. Although no 
reference to Historical Materialism appears in Lenin's published 
writings, we may be fairly certain that his objections began with 
the subtitle. 

Not all Bolshevik intellectuals shared Lenin's disdain for so
ciology, though neither did they always agree with Bukharin's 
understanding of its role. Many pr.eferred it to the argument that 
dialectical materialism was basically philosophy, a view held by 
the Deborinists and opposed by mechanists, who believed that 
positive science had virtually eliminated the need for philosophy. 
And, while non-Marxist sociology was excluded from Soviet uni
versities in 1 92 2 , Bolshevik sociologists continued to publish serious 
theoretical and. empirical work until the early thirties, when sociol
ogy suffered the fate of most social science under Stalin.26 Even 
during the twenties, however, suspicion if not outright hostility to 
contemporary sociology appears to have been . predominant among 
party intellectuals. Bukharin's designation of historical materialism 
as sociology was itself sufficient to outrage his early Bolshevik 
critics,27 many of whom undoubtedly agreed with the verdict 
issued during the anti-Bukharin campaign in 1 9 30:  

Marx of course did not have a special "sociological method." . . .  Marx's 
. method was the method of dialectical materialism. . . . The represen

tation of Marx as an advocate of a "sociological method" can only lead 
to a rapprochement of his teaching with the teaching of bourgeois 
"sociologists," which has nothing in common with Marxism.28 

This was to be a constant refrain in Stalinist ideology, and only 
after the dictator's death were Soviet scholars again able to formu
late a sociology. Against this background, Bukharin's attempt to 
develop a Marxist sociology takes on a unique boldness of concep
tion and inquiry. He was referred to in the twenties by one Soviet 
writer as the "theoretician of proletarian sociology." And it is 
revealing that a reasonably friendly review of Historical Material
ism came from Pitirim Sorokin, then living in Russia, who wrote 
that compared to other Bolshevik works it was "far more literate, 
interesting, and scientific." 29 An American sociologist has more 
recently confirmed Sorokin's appraisal: "It represents the one so-. 
phisticated effort by a major Marxist to come to terms with the 
emerging body of sociological theory and research." 30 
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Of the various ways that contemporary sociology challenged 
Marxism as science, the most generally troublesome for Marxists 
involved the question of dialectics. Whether as method or as sup
posed presence in reality, the dialectical concept was deeply rooted 
in Marxist teaching about the nature and direction of social change. 
Its lingering Hegelianism made Marxism vulnerable. Moreover, 
the meaning of Marxist dialectics remained unclear. Marx, con
vinced tha't he had rendered dialectics consistently materialist, 
wrote little on the subject, confining himself to its application to 
history. It fell to Engels, late in Marx's life and after his death, to 
extend and systematize an understanding of the dialectic in history, 
nature, and human thought. In doing so, he laid the groundwork 
for an orthodox, universalistic doctrine of dialectical materialism. 
While several scholars have argued that Engels's finished system . 
represented a sharp break with Marx's own philosophical material
ism, it is generally agreed that in the end Engels's writings served to 
resurrect Hegel's idealist dialectics in a revised form, and to en
cumber Marxism with a vaguely metaphysical explanation of 
movement-a semi-mystical unfolding of the dialectic in history 
'and in nature. The reborn Hegelianism strongly influenced Lenin's 
thinking about dialectics (as became clear when his Philosophical 
Notebooks were published in 1 9 3 3 )  and became a central element 
in the dialectical materialism of the Deborinists.31 

Bukharin turned his back on this tendency, stating his objec
tions frankly: "Marx and Engels liberated the dialectic from its 
mystical husk in action . . .  ", but it retains "the teleological flavor 
inevitably connected with the Hegelian formulation, which rests 
on the self-movement of 'Spirit.' " Bukharin's quest for a scientific 
("radically materialist") sociology, his desire to counter the charge 
that Marxism embodied an ultimate idealism, led him instead to 
mechanism. Previously, he explained, Marxists had opposed mech
anistic explanations in the social sciences; but this had derived from 
the old and discredited conception of the atom as "a detached 
isolated particle." The electron theory, with its new findings on 
the structure and movement -of matter, disproved this and validated 
the language of mechanics as a means of expressing organic con
nections. Whether or not Bukharin fully understood modern 
physics is less important than his belief that the "most advanced 
tendencies of scientific thought in all fields accept this point of 
view." 32 

Mechanics, it seemed to him, demonstrated the scientific basis 
of Marxist materialism, and mechanistic materialism refuted those 
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thinkers who persisted in "spiritualizing" and "psychologizing" 
social concepts. Bukharin defined each social category with an eye 
to preserving the imagery: society is viewed as "a huge working 
mechanism, with many subdivisions of the divided social labor"; 
production relations are "the labor coordination of people (seen 
as 'living machines') in space and in time"; and so on. All that 
remained was to give a "theoretical-systematical exposition" of the 
dialectical method in mechanistic terms.-- "This," Bukharin be
lieved, was "given by the theory of equilibrium." 33 

At the heart of Historical Materialism is his contention that 
dialectics and hence social change are explained by the equilibrium 
theory. His broad conception, not the multitude of subarguments 
he presents along the way, concerns us here.34 According to Bu
kharin, the dialectic (or dynamic) point of view is that all things, 
material and social, are in motion and that motion derives from 
the conflict or contradiction internal to a given system. Equally 
true is that any system, again material or social, - tends toward a 
state of equilibrium (analogous to adaptation in biology) : 

In other words, the world consists of forces, acting in many ways, 
opposing each other. These forces are balanced for a moment in excep
tional cases only. We then have a state of "rest," i.e., their actual 
"conflict" is concealed. But if we change only one of these forces, im
mediately the "internal contradictions" will be revealed, equilibrium 
will be disturbed, and if a new equilibrium is again established, it will 
be on a new basis, i.e., with a new combination of forces, etc. It follows 
that the "conflict," the "contradiction," i.e., the antagonism of forces 
acting in various directions, determines the motion of the system. 

By locating the source of motion in the conflict of forces and not 
in "self-development," Bukharin believed that he had purged 
Hegel's famous triad (thesis, antithesis, synthesis) of its idealist 
elements. His corresponding formula is original equilibrium, dis
turbance of equilibrium, and re-establishment of equilibrium on a .  
new basis.35 

Every system, he continued, is . involved in two states of 
equilibrium: internal and external. The first refers to the relation
ship between different components within a system, the second to 
the entire system in its relationship with its environment. In neither 
case is there ever an "absolute, unchanging equilibrium"; it is 
always "in flux"-a dynamic or moving equilibrium. The key to 
Bukharin's theory is the relationship between internal and external 
equilibrium: 
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the internal structure of the system . . .  must change together with the 
relation existing between the system and its environment. The latter 
relation is the decisive factor . . .  the internal (structure) equilibrium 
is a quantity which depends on the external equilibrium (is a "func
tion" of this external equilibrium) .36 

Applied to society, Bukharin's theory reads as follows: An 
existing society presumes a certain equilibrium between its three 
major social elements-things, persons, and ideas. This is internal 
equilibrium. But "society is unthinkable without its environment," 
that is, nature. Society adapts itself to nature, strives toward equi
librium with it, by extracting energy from it through the process 
of social production. In the process of adaptation, society develops 
"an artificial system of organs," which Bukharin calls technology 
and which constitutes "a precise material indicator of the relation 
between the society and nature." It is by identifying social tech
nology with productive forces ("the combinations of the instru:.. 
ments of labor") ,  and by making the internal structure a function 
of the external equilibrium, that Bukharin is able, despite his 
pluralistic analysis of. social development, to preserve monistic 
causality in economic determinism. Or as he acknowledges: 

the productive forces determine social development because they ex
press the interrelation between society . . . and its environment. . . . 
A nd the interrelation between environment and system is the quan
tity . which determines, in the last analysis, the movement of any 
system.37 

This theoretical model conveys Bukharin's historical material
ism, systematizing social development. Social equilibrium is con
stantly being disturbed. It can move toward restoration in two 
ways: either by "a gradual adaptation of the various elements in 
the social whole (evolution) "; or by "violent upheaval (revolu
tion) ." As long as the envelope -of social equilibrium, primarily the 
production relations as embodied in the classes directly participat
ing in production, is sufficiently broad and durable, evolution oc
curs. In this way, for example, capitalism progressed through its 
several historical phases. But when the forces of production de
velop to where they come into conflict with "the fundamental web 
of these productive forces, i.e., property relations," revolution takes 
place. The "envelope is burst asunder." A new social equilibrium 
is established; "i.e., a ' new and durable envelope of production 
relations . . . capable of serving as an evolutionary form of the 

. productive forces . . . .  " 38 
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I� this abstract theory is pregnant" with logical programmatic impli
cations, as Bukharin's political opponents suddenly discovered in 
1 929, it is not immediately evident. A standard charge against 
mechanism was that its understanding of motion precluded the 
transformation of quantity into quality and "leaps" in general. 
Here, allegedly, was the philosophical basis of political gradualism. 
Bukharin, however, argued otherwise: "The transformation of 
quantity into quality is one of the fundamental laws in the motion 
of matter; it may be traced literally at every step both in nature and 
society." He even drew the same political conclusion as his critics: 
"the notion that nature permits of no such viole,nt alterations is 
merely a reflection of the fear of such . shifts in society . . . .  " 39 
Equally unconvincing is the claim that Bukharin's "naturalistic" 
materialism-so designated because of his emphasis on society's 
interaction with nature-could lead only to passive capitulation be
fore objective conditions. This same "naturalism" was present in 
The Econo71zics, where he argued that internal and external equi.:. 
librium would be restored by willful force.4o 

When logic faltered, Stalinist critics tried to bolster their thesis 
by proving deviation by association. They pointed to the fact that 
Bogdanov, by now an official example of notorious political devia
tion, earlier had also rejected the Hegelian tradition of dialectics in 
favor of a mechanical equilibrium model. They ignored, however, 
the definitive dissimilarities between Bukharin's and Bogdanov's 
theories, as well as Bukharin's, long history of theoretical and politi
cal opposition to Bogdanov, before and after I 9 I 7Y The interesting 
intellectual kinship between the two men is a separate issue, but the 
commonplace view that Bukharin was his disciple should not 'go 
unchallenged. Not only was there little of the elder thinker's influ- _ 

ence apparent in Historical Materialism, but the book's long argu
ment against "psychologized Marxism" as "a clear deviation from 
the materialism in sociology emphasized con amore by Marx" was 
aimed specifically at Bogdanov.42 

It is more fruitful to recall that by the early 1 900'S, mechanical 
equilibrium models (especially dynamic ones) had spread from 
physics and biology to the social sciences, where they were widely 
accepted and employed. It seemed to be the last word in science; 
and then, as. today, equilibrium theory was an important part of 
vVestern sociological and economic thought. Sorokin noted one 
relevant example in 1 92 2 :  Bukharin's trea�ment of social equilibrium 
was similar in several ways to Pareto's presentation in the second 
volume of Trattato di Sociologia generale.43 The "Bogdanovist 
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terminology," which so offended Bukharin's critics, was to a con
siderable extent the language of contemporary social theory, a fact 
which suggests the genuine underlying affinity between Bukharin 
and Bogdanov. Both regarded Marxism as an open-ended body of 
thought, vulnerable and receptive to new intellectual currents. Both 
believed it legitimate to refer their Marxist critics to the work of 
non-Marxists. Bogdanov's declaration of 1 908, "The tradition of 
Marx-Engels must be dear to us not in its letter but in its spirit," 
was echoed by Bukharin in the preface to Historical Malerialism: 
"It would be str�nge if Marxist theory eternally stood still." 44 

Nonetheless, Historical Materialism can throw some light on Bu
kharin's subsequent thinking about Soviet society. His sociology
his interest in the dynamics of social evolution and how existing 
societies function-presented a different dimension of his mind, 
which until 192 I had seemed to be tuned mainly to revolutionary 
disorder and cataclys'mic change. To put it another way, the dis
similar tempers of The Economics and Historical Materialism, the 
latter an almost quietist tract by comparison, derived in part from 
the fact that they focused on different periods in society�s life: the 
first portrayed a transitory state of revolutionary disequilibrium, the 
second the more usual state of equilibrated society. And it is here, 
in his discussion of equilibrated society, that Bukharin revealed an 
awareness that any stable, growing society must be a cohesively 
integrated aggregate, with at least a minimal harmony of its com
ponents. 

Many radical Marxists, having dwelt on the apocalyptic vision 
in MarXism, tended to view pre-utopian society as little more than 
a battleground of irreconcilable forces and warring classes. Always 
searching for crises and omens of breakdown, they saw only a dys
functional malformation. Usually, as one sociologist observed, they 
' ' 'shunned and even ridiculed" bourgeois notions of social inter
action and cooperation.45 While this image sustained revolutionary 
fervor, it did not advise social construction. As a Marxist, Bukharin 
naturally accented instances in which social conflicts were in the 
foreground, but he also understood that elements of harmony and 
"moments of cooperation" normally prevail. He saw society as a 
real totality, and marveled at "how truly tremendous is the Baby
lonian confusion of influences and mutual interactions in social 
life." The very fact that society was an aggregate of conflicting 

- forces suggested to him the importance of adhesive elements, of 
"social bonds" and "rivets" that preserve the community. Nowhere 
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was this clearer than in his picture of society's collective confron
tation with nature: "It has taken man centuries of bitter struggle to 
place his iron bit in nature's mouth." 46 

This awareness of the prerequisites of a properly functioning 
society was to be reflected in Bukharin's thinking about domestic 
policy throughout the twenties. He believed that the Bolsheviks' 
initial task involved reconstructing the social fabric of a society torn 
and divided by revolution and civil war. Social integration meant 
"normalizing" Soviet authority and making it acceptable to as many . 
segments of the population as possible. "Bridges" apd "links," in the 
form of voluntary institutions, had to be built between the party
state and the masses, as well as among the atomized elements of the 
population itself. Beneath this emphaSis on integration was Bukhar
in's basic asSumption in the programmatic controversies that fol
lowed: that real growth, economic and otherwise, is predicated on 
civil peace, on cooperation and harmony; that a society at war 
against itself cannot be productive or prosperous. Hence his in
sistence, so characteristic of his policies in the twenties, that all 
classes and strata in Soviet society could, consciously or uncon
sciously, contribute to the building of socialism. And hence his 
relentless opposition to those Bolsheviks whose programs promised 
new discord and civil strife. 

. 

More difficult to assess is how the equilibrium theory itself 
conditioned Bukharin's way of looking at real social problems. The 
macro-sociological use of equilibrium in Historical Materialism 
must be distinguished from his advocacy of "dynamic economic 
equilibrium" during the planning controversy of the late twenties. 
This narrower (though related) argument spoke only of his belief 
in balanced or proportional economic development as opposed to 
the selective "leaps" and disproportions implicit in Stalin's first 
five-year plan.47 That a growth model based on conditions of eco
nomic equilibrium could be derived from Volume II of Capital was 
not a unique point of view, and occasionally was even acknowl
edged obliquely by Bukharin's opponenrs.48 What was more easily 
denounced as un-Marxist was Bukharin's extrapolation of this lim
ited concept into a macro-sociological model, and his claim that 
"Marx already gives hint of such a formulation (the doctrine of 
equilibrium between the various branches of production, the theory 
of labor value based thereon, etc. ) ." 49 

This made his orthodoxy suspect from a number of perspec
tives. By giving a universal definition to society, and by applying 
the equilibr-ium model to all social formations, for example, he was 
open to the charge of having abandoned Marx's cherished histoii-
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cism, which stressed the unique features and specific laws of differ
ent historical societies. Even though Bukharin insisted on the study 
of "each form of society in its own peculiar terms," he had acquired 
the sociological habit, which in his own words deals "not with the 
individual forms of society, but with society in general." 50 Further
more, if the equilibrium model could be generalized, did this not 
imply the existence of a universal regulator or law operating in all 
societies? Bukharin only hinted at the answer in Historical Material
ism when he spoke of "t�e expenditure of labor" as the law govern
ing society's relations with nature; later, however, he would formal
ize "the law of labor expenditure" as "the necessary condition of 
social equilibrium in each and every kind of social-historical forma
tion." 51 

But the fundamental criticism of Bukharin's sociological theory 
and its political implications was that equilibrium presupposes social 
harmony, while orthodox Marxism proves the prevalence of social 
conflict. Soviet writers are not alone in having contrasted a Marxist 
conflict model to an equilibrium model of society. A parallel can be 
found in recent criticisms of the present-day structural-functionalist 
school of sociology. Dissident Western sociologists have argued that 
(unlike Marxism) functionalism, with its homeostatic equilibrium 
concept, is unable to accommodate real social change from within 
and therefore puts a premium on harmonious stability. They have 
further suggested that equilibrium implies a normative (conserva
tive) orientation, which looks askance on social conflict and regards 
disequilibrating elements as abnormal and pathological. One 'his
torian has even concluded that the "choice of an equilibrium model 
logically precludes a revolutionary ethic . . . .  " 52 The association of 
political conservatism with equilibrium theory (even today a stable 
item in Soviet thought) ,53 then, is not limited to Soviet iVlarxists. 

Although he neyer seriously came to grips with it, Bukharin 
seems to have been aware of the paradox. He made a conscious 
effort to disclaim any notion of "perfect harmony," and a tinge of 
discomfort was discernible in his rejoinder to potential critics: 
"Examining a social system, and an irrational, blind one at that, 
from the point of view of equilibrium has nothing in common, of 
course, with . harmonia praestabilitata, for it follows from the fact 
that this system exists and also from the fact that it develops." De
velopment means that this is a "moving equilibrium, and not a 
static one." 54 Viewing equilibrium as a dynamic concept seemed 

/ to be fully compatible with the assumption that conflict and change 
are always present in society. Indeed, Bukharin believed that me
chanics wedded to Marxism provided a powerful rebuttal to the 



biological organism model of society, which did represent dis- 
equilibrating elements as pathologicaJ.55 Finally, he saw no contra
diction between revolutionary MarxisIl) and the view that social 
harmony will prevail during certain historical periods, because in 
pre-socialist societies the restoration of equilibrium would always 
be temporary and progressively less stable. Increasingly severe in
stances of disequilibrium will ensue until revolution occurred. In 
other words, here the prevalence of harmony, and the presence of 
homeostasis, is historically limited; only c091munism could provide 
the conditions for an enduring social equilibrium. 

Still, it is questionable whether Bukharin's abstract theory 
really could account for deep-rooted social change originating froin 
within. In the last analysis, as reflected in his treatment of technol
ogy, he made internal equilibrium dependent .on the interrelations 
between society and nature. The impetus of pervasive change was 
external to the social system. In this and other respects, his "Marxist 
sociology" was frequently inconsistent and sometimes· crude, 
though the validity of the mechanical equilibrium model continues 
to divide sociologists. 

All this says little directly about Bukharin's politics. _His abid
ing conviction that in the absence of harmony, "sociery will not 
grow but decline" 56 informed both Tbe Economics and Historical 
Materialism, as "did his faith that socialist revolution would bring an 
ultimately harmonious, productive, and durable equilibrium. Until 
192 I ,  he saw this promise emerging out of the policies of war com
munism. Shortly afterwards, he came to believe the opposite. 

What" Historical Materialism really illustrates is that Bukharin, 
like other "seeking Marxists" of the Soviet twenties, viewed Marx
ism not only as the ideology of the party-state, but as a system of 
living ideas competitive with and alert to the accomplishments of 
contemporary Western thought. With the eventual departure of 
these "seeking Marxists," politically in the late twenties and physi
cally in Stalin's purges of the thirties, the tension between ideology 
and social science that had characterized Marxism from the outset 
was resolved in Russia in favor of the former, and the questing 
spirit went out of Soviet Marxism for many years to come. 



C H A P T E R  V 

Rethinking Bolshevism 

When I was a child, I spake as a child, I under
stood as · a child, I thought as a child: but when 
I became a man, I put away childish things. 

-/ Corinthians ( 1 3 :  I I ) 

The transition to the new economic policies 
represented the collapse of our illusions. 

-BUKHARIN 

IN 1 92 1 the Bolsheviks surveyed the bitter fruits of victory. Civil 
war had brought, said one, an economic collapse "unparalleled in 
the history of humanity." 1 The country lay in ruins, its national · 
income one-third of the 1 9 1 3  level, industrial production a fifth 
(output in some branches being virtually zero) ,  its transportation 
system shattered, and agricultural production so meager that a 
majority of the population barely subsisted and millions of others 
failed even that. Preventive measures came too late to avert the 
final disaster. In the spring, famine descended upon once rich grain 
areas, bringing more death, disease, .and even incidents of cannibal
ism. Nor had the second horseman quit the land. War continued, 
now against peasants who were rising in large numbers against the 
government. The Kronstadt rebellion paled by comparison; and it 
was only by the concessions of NEP and the military force of the 
Red army that the rural insurrections were· finally subdued in 1 9 2 2 .  

It was in  these unhappy circumstances that the party began to 
discard the economic policies of war communism and to develop 
willy-nilly over the next two and a half years a new course. The 
new economic policies, known collectively as NEP, and the social 
order to which they gave rise, "NEP Russia," as Lenin dubbed it, 
lasted severi years, until the onset of Stalin's "great change" in 
1 92 8-9. Though the NEP years seem only a peaceful and, for most 
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of the _population, increasingly beneficial interlude between up
heavals, they comprised distinct periods with different official aims, 
achievements, and developments. Above all, NEP was the great 
discussion period in party history, when the course of the Bolshevik 
revolution, the direction of Soviet society, and the fate of individual 
Bolshevik leaders were decided. 

NEP constituted a 'major turnabout in party policy, but like 
war communism it did not develop in accord with a preconceived 
plan. Indeed, its spontaneous unfolding, according to , its own in
ternal logic, later caused some Bolsheviks to fear that a Pandora's 
box had been inadvertently opened. The inaugural establishment of 
a fixed tax in kind replacing grain requisitioning in March 1 9 2 1 was 
conceived of as a limited step to encourage the peasant to produce 
and deliver a surplus, on which depended the revival of industry 
and the cities. Lenin's original intention was to confine normal 
market relations to the "localities," which would exchange or barter 
goods directly with the state. It failed immediately; by fall, "ordi
nary buying and selling" had swept across the country. As a result, 
restrictions on free trade were soon removed and, properly speak
ing, NEP truly born.2 The multitude of new policies that evolved 
through 1 92 3  logically followed, as nationwide free trade and mar
ket relations became the hallmark of NEP. 

Gradually the tax in kind was reduced, then replaced entirely 
by a monetary one. To encourage the peasant further, his tenure on 
the land was guaranteed, though public ownership was maintained 
in principle. Hiring labor and leasing land, with some resfrictions, 
was sanctioned. But the peasant's willingness to market his surplus 
depended on the availablility and relative cost of manufactured 
goods, and thus on the revival of industrial production, particularly 
of consumer goods, and a stable currency. The principles of NEP 
therefore came to permeate the whole economy. Small enterprises 
were denationalized and returned to private ownership (or in some 
cases leased) . Remaining state enterprises underwent a process of 
decentralization, trustification, and commercializatIon; cost ac
counting was introduced to prepare them for entry into the market 
on a competitive basis. The return to financial orthodoxy began in 
November 1 92 1 with the resurrection of the State Bank (it had 
been abolished in 1 92 0) and continued through the development 
of traditional fiscal, credit, and savings institutions and practices. 
Hard currency policies became the norm, especially after the stabi
lization of the ruble in 1 92 3 . NEP had become the antithesis of war 
commUnIsm. 
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Thus, by late 1 92 3 , Soviet- Russia had developed one of the 
first modern, mixed economic systems. The state sector, in the 
terminology of the time, controlled the "commanding heig�ts"
most large enterprises, including all heavy industry, the transporta
tion system, the central banking system, and insofar as the country 
was now trading with the outside world, a foreign trade monopoly. 
The predominance of the state sector in industrial production was 
assured: while private enterprises accounted for 88,5  per cent of the 
total number, they were extremely small, employing only I 2 .4 per 
cent of the industrial labor force while state industries employed 
84. I per cent.3 Private capital, however, was ensconced in retail and 
wholesale trade in the form of the so-called nepman or private 
merchant, though as the twenties progressed, state and cooperative 
organs gained the upper hand in the former area. The great pre
serve of free enterprise, private capital, and anti-socialist tendencies 
was the countryside, where 1 00 million peasants reaped the fruits 
of the agrarian revolution on what grew to be 2 5  million small 
holdings.4 The party's frequent reference to the state or socialist 
sector as an island in a sea of petty capitalism-an image reflecting 
the worry that the continuation of NEP might bring about a total 
submersion of the socialist sector-derived from this situation. As 
industrial and agricultural production climbed steadily toward pre
war levels, the dimensions of NEP varied somewhat with changes 
in official policy, - from the more permissive in 1 924-6 to the more 
restrictive in late 1 9 26  and 1 92 7 ;  but the general economic frame
work erected by 1 92 3  remained until the end of the decade. 

At the same time that the party-state began relinquishing its 
control over much of the country's economic life, it moved to 
solidify its political monopoly. Dangers inherent in the economic 
concessions were to be counterbalanced by political safeguards. 
The Cheka and the blandishments of NEP brought an end to the 
scattered activity of Mensheviks and Socialist Revolutionaries; some 
emigrated, others served the government as specialists, a few were 
imprisoned. The legitimacy of the one-party dictatorship, estab
lished and made more authoritarian by civil war, was no longer 
open to public question. But short of outright counter-revolution
ary activity (anti-Bolshevism) ,  a considerable degree of nonpoliti
cal freedom remained. Economically, intellectua:lly, and culturally, 
NEP Russia became a relatively pluralistic society. Indeed, apart 
from the suppression of uprisings and of the other socialist parties, 
the harshest measures instituted in 1 92 I were directed against dis
sident Bolsheviks, present and future. 
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The Tenth Party Congress in March 1 92 1 marked the begin
ning of a far-reaching change in internal party politics. At the in
stigation of Lenin and other party leaders-themselves bitterly and 
publicly divided until t_he Kronstadt rebellion-the Congress en
dorsed two resolution� virtually banning dissent from below: one 
denounced the Workers' Opposition as a "petty bourgeois anarchist 
deviation" and "objectively" a counter-revolutionary element; the 
other, in the name of party unity, ordered the end of . all factions at 
the risk of disciplinary action, including expulsion.5 Though the 
ban on factions would be honored in the breach for years to come, 
the leadership's attempt to reassert its control gave the growing 
central party apparatus, whose head Stalin became in 1 92 2 ,  far
reaching punitive powers over individual members. The atmosphere 
of relaxation fostered in the country by NEP triggered an opposite 
course inside the party. 

These two developments-the emergence of an uncertain eco
nomic policy and an increasingly authoritarian, bureaucratic pat
tern of oligarchical decisionmaking-set the stage for the great 
party controversies of the twenties. Both had provoked opposition 
by 1 92 3 . After Lenin's first stroke in May 1 92 2, and his death in 
January 1 924, they became the dominant issues in the succession 
struggle, a four-act drama of successive confrontations between 
shifting official majorities and dissenting oppositions led by Lenin's 
heirs: the triumvirate of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Stalin against 
Trotsky in 1 92 3-4; Stalin and Bukharin against Zinoviev and Ka
menev in 1 92 5, and then against the united opposition of Trotsky, 
Zinoviev, and Kamenev in 1 92 6-7 ; and finally, Stalin's majority 
against Bukharin, Rykov, and Mikhail Tomskii in 1 92 8-9. Each 
opposition found it necessary to combine its criticisms of party 
policy with an attack on the workings of the party apparatus; each 
fell victim to the apparatus. But the history of the prolonged strug
gle inside the party for Lenin's mantle, for political power, should 
not obscure the underlying issue. Whither the Bolshevik revolution 
and Soviet Russia? , Trotsky and the others asked. Where was NEP 
leading, to capitalism or socialism? 6 Indeed, could socialism be built 
in Soviet Russia; and if so, how? These were parts of a single ques
tion that structured the debates, which were regularly expressed as 
a search for "orthodox Bolshevism." 

The Bolsheviks were distinguished by their belief in a revolution 
which "does nor" come to an end after this or that political con
quest" but whose "only boundary is the socialist society." 7 After 
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- four years' of upheaval and civil war, they could now reflect and 
act with premeditation on this commitment. Great but largely un
planned changes had shaped Soviet society since 19 1 7. In the cities, 
the old ruling elites and the large bourgeoisie had been broken or 
driven from the country. The landlord had been swept from the 
countryside, the land divided, and the peasantry significantly 
equalized-the kulak (the most prosperous peasant, and the village 
exploiter in official eyes) greatly diminished, the poor enhanced, 
and the middle peasant (neither rich nor poor, neither exploited 
nor exploiter) established as the predominant figure. The party had 
presided over many of these changes, but it had not controlled 
them. Some could only be viewed as mixed blessings: how could 
the revolutionary division of the land be reconciled with the Marx
ist belief in large-scale agricultural production; and would this sea 
of small private holdings inevitably generate a new cycle of capital
ist relations? All these developments profoundly altered property 
relations, but they did not basically affect the nature of the econ:" 
omy. Even at prewar levels, which were generally regained by 
1 92 6, the Soviet Union remained an underdeveloped, agrarian so
ciety. The party's commitment to socialism, therefore, had to be 
first a commitment to industrialization and modernization. 

After decades of national revolutions arising out of and di
rected against the conditions of social backwardness, it has become 
commonplace to view the Bolshevik revolution as the opening 
chapter in this still continuing process in the underdeveloped 
world. In some respects, czarist Russia was not a representative 
pre-modern society, having a European cultural and diplomatic 
history, an imperialist past, and a significant level of industrializa
tion. But neither was she entirely atypical-a semi-Asiatic country, 
predominantly agrarian and largely illiterate, where foreign capital 
had played a major role, ruled now by a party whose leaders were 
from the intelligentsia and looked upon the industrial West with a 
mixture of hatred and envy.s The situation has since become fa
miliar: the revolutionary party yearned for modernity, it wanted to 
"catch up"; the country was afflicted with "accursed poverty." On 
hearing a plan for the country's .electrification, Bukharin dreamed 
the dream of future modernizers everywhere: 

Poor; starving and sheep-skinned Old Russia, Russia of primitive light
ing and the repast of a crust of black bread, is going to be covered by 
a network of electric stations. . . . it will transfonn Russia into a 
unique economy, and the dismembered nation into an intelligent and 
organized section of humanity. The horizon is endless and beautiful.9 
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The transfiguration of Bolshevism from a movement of insur
rection and revolutionary internationalism into a movement for 
social transformation was not instant. Bolsheviks understood the 
role played by Russia's backwardness in their political success, but 
they did not immediately grasp its future implications. Civil war 
and the hope of European revolution blurred their vision for a 
while. In addition, the prospect of performing the modernizing 
work of a bourgeois revolution went against their Marxist grain; 
like Bukharin, many initially saw the. chance circumstance of a vic
torious socialist party in a backward peasant country only as 
"tragic." 10 But the failure of revolution in Germany in 1 92 I (and 
again in 1 92 3 )  turned their attention inward even more, and after 
1 92 ,1 ,  as "the prose of economic development" began to dominate 
party discussion, the modernization theme impressed itself on the 
Bolshevik mind. With the introduction of NEP, it became the 
overriding motif in Lenin's statements. To the party he said: We 
have made a political revolution, now we must make an economic 
and cultural revolution that will lead Russia from her i'patriarchal
ism, Oblomovism, and semi-savagery" to modernity.ll 

Not all Bolsheviks were ever fully reconciled to the national 
task. Some sensed it in' the end of revolutionary internationalism. 
Others simply did not believe that an isolated country could over
come such backwardness. But many were able to fuse their ' Com
munist faith with their role as modernizers, as indicated in a 1 924 
editorial (probably written by Bukharin) :  

It is as if history [were ] saying to the communists: here is a country, 
backward, illiterate, impoverished, ruined, with a gigantic predomi
nance of nonproletarian elements-here you will build socialism, here 
you will prove that even under such unprecedentedly difficult condi
tions you can lay firmly the foundation of a new world. If the future 
is yours-go toward your goal, in spite of everything.12 

Once the task was acknowledged, however, the question became 
how to accomplish it. Not just industrialism but a socialist society 
was desired, a condition that complicated the debates of the twen
ties by making the nature of the program as important as its eco
nomic feasibility. It had to be "orthodox," that is, compatible with 
the ethos of the party's history. Bolsheviks, as Stalin reportedly de
clared, did not want "a modernizing Bolshevism without Lenin
ism." 13 

But as the search for a domestic program began, the party 
quickly discovered that there was no orthodox Bolshevism related 
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to building socialism, and that here its ideology was in total dis
array. The absence of a consensual fundamentalism stemmed in 
part from the party's original heterogeneity, from a tremendous 
growth in membership, and (as Bukharin sadly observed) a speciali
zation inside the ruling party which had created a ·  multitude of 
occupational groups and tendencies, each viewing issues from dif
ferent vantage points.14 Lenin's stern resolution on party unity at 
the Tenth Congress was both an admission of this diversity and a 
quixotic attempt to suppress it. The main source of the doctrinal 
crisis, however, harked back to 1 9 1 7, when the Bolsheviks had 
taken power without an authentic domestic program. Two had 
since been hastily improvised and failed: Lenin's state capitalism of 
early 1 9 1 8  was half-born, then 'half-forgotten; war communism was 
thoroughly discredited (though for different reasons to different 
people) . Even the official 1 9 1 9  party program was outdated and 
irrelevant, as Bukharin bluntly informed the faithful in the editorial 
columns of Pravda. I5 Nor were pre-Bolshevik classics of much 
help, it now being thought the highest mark of realism to point 
out that lVlarx and Engels offered little advice on the transition 
period.I6 

Bolshevism after 1 92 1 was a movement bifurcated by two con
flicting ideological (and emotional) traditions, both embedded in 
"historical Bolshevism:" The first, what may be termed the "revo
lutionary-heroic" tradition, derived its legitimacy and inspiration 
from the party's daring coup in October 1 9 1 7  and its valiant de
fense of the revolution during the civil war. These successes seemed 
to verify the "fierce assault" as a fundamental Bolshevik modus 
operandi. Consistently revolutionary and uncompromisingly radi
cal, the - heroic strand exuded what one contemporary observer 
called "revolutionary romanticism." 17 The other tradition, more 

' cautious and moderate, was only faintly articulated before 1 92 I, 

though it found historical legitimacy and precedent in Lenin's lim
ited- economic policies of early 1 9 1 8  and in the strategic concessions 
of the Brest peace treaty. It came of age, and became frankly evo
lutionary and reformist, with the introduction of NEP, whose 
prudent pragmatism was"'the antithesis of revolutionary heroism. In 
a limited way, the bifurcation of Bolshevism echoed a duality in 
Marxism itself, �here voluntarism and determinism had been subtly 
interwoven. IS In the Soviet twenties, the two traditions were to be 
reflected in the party's left and right wings. 

The themes of the heroic tradition were sounded most often 
by left oppositionists. Trotsky, creator of the Red army and archi
tect of the civil . war victory, was its living symbol; his haughty 
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demeanor and penchant for administrative solutions reflected the 
conquering spirit of the revolution. Though something of a reform
ist in domestic policy, more than anyone else he gave literary ex
pression to the mystique of October. In his 1 924 essay "Lessons of 
October" and elsewhere, he promoted 191 7 as Bolshevism's moment 
of truth, insisting that the revolutionary audacity v,alidated then 
was still relevant. In the official interpretation of NEP, he saw the 
first signs of Bolshevism's "degeneration." He sensed, and rightly, 
that Bolshevik doctrine was being deradicalized, and warned that a 
previous deradicalization of Marxism had produced the hated re
formism of social democracy. While Trotsky's proposal for a single 
economic plan and the "dictatorship of industry" was mild com
pared to what one day followed, he prepetuated the heroic tradition 
by calling on the working class to sacrifice "blood and nerves" at 
home, and by linking the fate of Bolshevism in Russia inextricably 
to an international revolution. Though demagogically distorted by 
his opponents, his concept of "permanent revolution" was the meta
phor that best captured his political personality. "We are � . . 
merely soldiers in a campaign. We are biv:ouacking for a day," he 
wrote in 1923 . Heroic battles were ahead. When the civil war 
ended, Trotsky sensed an "anticlimax in his fortunes," and he was 
right.19 

Other party leftists conveyed the legacy of October more 
clearly in economic policy. Economists like Preobrazhenskii and 
Piatakov were soon expressing their distrust of NEP, protesting the 
blanket denigration of war communism, warning of an inevitable 
clash with the petty bourgeoisie, and calling for new revolutionary 
offensives. Preobrazhenskii's theory of "primitive socialist accumu
lation," despite its insightful economic analysis and professed com
patability with the political tenets of NEP, was a clarion call for a 
herculean effort to hurdle the dangerous "breathing spell between 
two battles." He was disdainful of reformist policies that weakened 
the proletariat's will "when it needs to continue to wage the heroic 
struggle of October-only now against the whole of world econ
omy, on the economic front, under the slogan of industrializing the 
country." 20 To Piatakov, the concessions of NEP were alplOst a 
betrayal of October, when "the real spirit of Bolshevism" had been 
revealed. His Bolshevism recognized no restraining objective con
ditions, that being the difference between Bolsheviks and non-
Bolsheviks: "What is impossible for them, for us is possible." 21 The 
heroic tradition tended to produce a military outlook-direct as
saults and great campaigns; many left oppositionists had served at 
the front during the civil war. But the legacy of October knew no 
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political boundaries, inspiring diverse men and varied programs. 
Advocates of teleological planning disarmed their more cautious 
colleagues in the late twenties with the argument that the primacy 
of teleology had been established in October, when the laws of 
capitalist development had been circumvented. And in 1 92 9, Stalin's 
collectivization drive would be officially termed "a plan to realize 
the program of October in the countryside." 22 

Closely associated with the heroic tradition were two ideas that 
lingered on the periphery of party thinking throughout the twen
ties: the dream of a "third revolution" "" and the specter of Thermi
dor. Revolutionary movements have usually embodied groups, who 
after apparent victory urged "one more final revolution" to settle 

. tasks left undone. Babeuf was the voice of "second revolution" in 
France, and German fascism had its "second revolutionists" in 
Ernst Rohm and his Sturmabteilungen.23 After October, anarchists 
in the Ukraine, the Kronstadt rebels, and the Workers' Truth (an 
un.derground Communist opposition) had raised the banner of 
"third revolution" against the Bolsheviks. But only during NEP, 
when the problem of acquiring new capital was acute, could talk 
of a third revolution-a sweeping expropriation of the rural bour
geoisie and the nepman, a final solution to political and economic 
problems-be heard in the party itself. Until Stalin adopted it in 
1 92 9, it remained outside the mainstream of party thought, the 
fantasy of people commonly regarded as the party's madhatters.24 
Leading Trotskyists shunned it, though their ambiguous attitude 
toward Stalin's revolution suggests that it was not wholly alien to · 
their thinking. Most important, they haunted the party with proph
ecies of a Thermidorian degeneration, the hobgoblin of third revo-
lutionists. 

. 

The analogy to the French revolution impressed almost every
one involved in the Russian experience. Bolsheviks advertised them
selves as proletarian Jacobins; a Socialist Revolutionary wondered: 
"Who are we but Russian Girondists?" ;  and the historian of the 
French example, Albert Mathiez, lent his authority to the historical 
analogy in 1 92 0.25 The grip of French history on the Bolshevik 
mind is demonstrable: Trotsky resigned as War Commissar in 1 925 

to counter charges that he harbored Bonapartist ambitions.26 It was 
natural, then, that various observers saw in NEP a disguised 
Thermidor.· A British journalist regarded NEP approvingly, the 
Smenovekhovtsy (a group of pro-Soviet but non-Bolshevik spe-

• February 19 17  being the first, and October the second. Occasionally it was 
referred to as a "second revolution/' the count beginning with October. 
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cialists) hopefully, and the Mensheviks gloatingly.27 To a Bolshevik, 
however, the prospect of Thermidor was a fearful apparition, the 
first step toward the end of revolution. A Zinovievist in 1925 seems 
to have been the first Bolshevik to raise the Thermidorian specter 
against the party's ruling majority, but .again .it was Trotsky who 
elevated it to a heuristic principle. After 1926, it stood at the center 
of his understanding of Soviet society and his opposition. He meas
ured every omen of deradicalization, every policy, domestic and 
foreign, by a Thermidorian yardstick. "The odor of the 'second 
chapter' assails one's nostrils," he exclaimed in 1926.28 The analogy 
would obsess and finally mislead Trotsky, blunting his perception 
of what was happening in the Soviet Union. But if permanent 
revolution captured the optimism of the heroic tradition, Thermi
dor symbolized its despair when reformism seemed to have seized 
the party. 

. 

In 192 I, the revolutionary-heroic outlook dominated party 
thinking. The spirit of October and. civil war, as well as the older 
image of Bolshevism as synonymous with maximalism, were still 
strong. Moreover, NEP, which was to give substance ,to the evo
lutionary-reformist position, had an ignominious birth. Forced on 
the party by internal uprisings and the failure of revolution abroad, 
consistently described by the leadership as a "retreat," it began in 
an aura of illegitimacy. Despite Lenin's insistence that no high-level 
disagreement attended their promulgation, the new policies gener
ated widespread "despair," "demoralization," "indignation," and 
opposition in party and Komsomol ranks.29 One prominent Bolshe
vik bitterly complained in 1921 that there were "no elements of 
socialism" left in the economy.30 At the outset, it was possible at 
best to see in NEP an expedient maneuver, hardly sufficient to 
arouse enthusiasm or to inspire a long-term program. Two things, 
however, soon worked to make reformism and NEP more accept
aole. First, the pacific mood of the party rank and file and the 
country, whose desire for civil peace after years of convulsions was 
manifest. Second, in the last years of his life, Lenin 'placed his im
mense authority behind the reformist tendency; then the party's 
leading theorist, Bukharin, developed it into a program and made 
it his own. 

Lenin frankly presented the new economic policies to his followers 
as a retreat born of the failure of war communism. But he tried to 

legitimize them by stating that they had been adopted "seriously 
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and for a long time," by describing them as a return to his correct 
aborted policies of early 1918, and, as if to convince the party that 
it was no longer in rout, by announcing shortly that the retreat was 

--at an end (even though no change in policy accompanied the an
nouncement). Meantime, he began debunking methods associated 
with war communism: the time of "furious assaults" was past; the 
notion that "all tasks . . .  can be solved by Communist decree" was 
"Communist conceit." 31 And on the fourth anniversary of the 
revolution-twenty-five years after Eduard Bernstein, the father of 
deradicalized European i\1arxism, had made it anathema for radical 
Marxists-Lenin rehabilitated the concept of reformism. Condemn
ing "exaggerated revolutionism" as the greatest danger in domestic 
policy, he wrote: "What is new at the present moment for our 
revolution is the need to resort to a 'reformist,' gradualist, cau
tiously roundabout method of activity in the fundamental questions 
of ecoriomic construction." He juxtaposed the new method and the 
old Bolshevik tradition: "Compared with the previous revolution
ary one, this is a reformist approach (revolution is a transformation 
which breaks the old fundamentally and radically, and which does 
not remake it cautiously, slowly, gradually, trying to break as little 
as possible)." Lenin expounded reformism until he died. In 1922, he 
sent a brief greeting to Pravda in the form of a wish: "My wish is 
that in the next five years we will conquer peacefully not less than 
we conquered previously with arms." 32 

Neither Lenin nor Bukharin, who soon followed and went be
yond his initiative, construed their evolutionism as a departure from 
the revolutionary precepts or ideals of October. Both, for example, 
would also find an enduring lesson in October: the need to preserve 
in a constructive form the historic smycbka (alliance or union) 
between the working class and the peasantry, which in 1917 had 
been victorious in "the combination of a proletarian revolution and 
a peasant war." 33 Radical social transformation was still the goal. 
"Our revolution has not ended," Bukharin would promise. Evolu
tionism meant economic revolution not "by one stroke of the revo
lutionary sword," but by organic evolution along the "rails" of 
NEP.34 Together Lenin and Bukharin had been largely responsible 
,for radicalizing Russian Marxism bef<?re and during the world war; 
their .writings on imperialism and the bourgeois state had given Bol
shevism a militant ideological posture distinct from that of social 
democracy, and neither man ever openly repudiated the radical 
tradition. But while the main work of making reformism theoreti
cally compatible with radicalism fell to Bukharin, only Lenin could 
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have initiated what must have seemed to be a prof ound rev ision. 
F or, in addition to the Thermidorians, Bolsheviks remembered 
Eduard Bernstein. 

After Bukharin's defeat in 1 929, Stalinist critics began ref er
ring to him as th e Soviet Bernstein,35 an interesting analogy but one 
which should have caused its supporters some discomfort. Shortly 
before his death, Engels, the surviving founder of Marxism and 
Bernstein's mentor, completed, a prefatory essay which seemed to 
revise orthodox doctri ne by suggesting, that in certain countries the 
proletariat might come to power through legal processes, without 
revolution. Bernstein used this "last testament" defensively in his 
sweeping revision and deradicalization of Marxism.36 Between Jan
uary 2 and February 9, 1 923, after suffering a second stroke in 
late December 1 922, Lenin dictated five short, thematically c on
nected articles: "Pages from a Diary," "On Cooperation," "Our 
Revolution," "How We Should Reorganize Rabkrin," and "Better 
Fewer, But Better." They were his last. Bukharin soon argued that 
they constituted a "political testament," a set of "directives," and 
that they marked an important change in Lenin 's thinking about 
NEP Russia and building socialism: "Ilich . . .  saw the inevitable 
end . . . he began to dictate his political testament and on the edge 
of the grave originated things which for decades will determine the 
policy of our party." 37 His own program, said Bukharin, was based 
on this "testament." The meaning of the five articles was debated 
throughout the decade, some Bolsheviks agreeing with Bukharin, 
others denying that Lenin had changed his mind on vital issues and 
quoting instead from an earlier Lenin. Still others insisted that his 
reformism was the work of a depressed, sick man and ought not to 
be taken seriously.3s The bifurcation of Bolshevism was due in no 
small part to Lenin's ambiguous legacy. 

Lenin set down his original understanding of NEP in May 
1 92 1  in an article called "The Tax in Kind." He defined the new 
course as a return to state capitalism, underlining its pedigree by 
quoting a lengthy extract from his May 1 9 1 8  defense of state capi
talism against the Left Communists. Once again, large capital, 
public and private, was to be aligned against less progressive petty 
bourgeois elements. This was the only feasible transition to social
ism in a peasant country. He enumerated four forms of state capi
talism present in the 1 92 I economy: foreign concessions (L enin 
was optimistic that Western capitalists would invest generously in 
Soviet Russia) ;  the cooperatives; ,  private persons marketing state 
p roducts; and the leasing of state property. He implied by omission 
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that state-owned and operated enterprises were socialist, later de
scribing them as being "of a consistently socialist type. " 39 

Lenin's comparison of 192 I to 1918, when he had visualized 
a rapprochement between the new Soviet state and the private 
industrial establishment, was superficial and shaky. Unlike them, 
the state now controlled most industrial facilities, while large pri
vate capital was nonexistent. Moreover, in 1918 Lenin had not 
thought in terms of free trade, so his initial version of state capital
ism had been silent on the question of market relations. 40 When he 
wrote "The Tax in Kind," trade was still restricted; but in 1922, 

when it had become a national phenomenon, he was forced to 
label ordinary trade as capitalism and include it in the overall 
system of state capitalism. Apart from rendering his theoretical 
conception inconsistent and all but incomprehensible, it drew a 
dire picture of Russia after four years of revolution. According to 
Lenin, as Bukharin later remarked, there seemed to be "a tiny 
island of socialism, and all the rest was state capitalism . . . .  " 41 

This remained Lenin's general view of NEP Russia during 
the next year and a half. Bukharin (among others) immediately 
raised his previous objection that state capitalism was theoretically 
impossible under a proletarian dictatorship, again informing Lenin 
both publicly and privately, "you misuse the word 'capitalism.' " 
But because they concurred on the policies involved, and because 
each· was unable to convince the other, both dismissed the termi
nological disagreement as abstract and unimportant. 42 Again 
fiercely pragmatic, Lenin was less concerned in 192 I and' 1922 

with theoretical definitions than with impressing on the party the 
importance and objectives of NEP: to appeal to the peasant's' 
private initiative in order to set industry, large and 'small, into 
motion; to create through the medium of trade a durable economic 
and political smy chka or union between the proletariat and the 
peasantry, between industry and agriculture; and to make state 
economic institutions efficient and capable of competing with their 
privately owned counterparts. To Bolsheviks who worried about 
where all this was leading, Lenin vaguely promised "to build solid 
gangways . . .  to socialism through state capitalism" and "to build 
communism with non-Communist hands. " 43 He did not explain 
how this would come about and it is doubtful that he knew how 
before late 1922, when his thinking began to change. 

Three developments after May 192 I compelled Lenin to 
rethink his ideas on NEP and state capitalism. The ravages of war 
and famine were notably aJPeliorated and the economy, including 
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the state sector, showed a st�ady advance, though heavy industry 
lagged seriously behind. The government's position was much im
proved. Second, Lenin had placed his hopes for new capital on 
foreign loans and concessions; it was his formula for recovery and 
industrialization. The plan proved to be an almost total failure. In 
September 1922, he admitted that sufficient foreign capital would 
not be forthcoming and concluded that the country would have to 
dev�lop on its own resources through economizing measures and 
increased taxation. In addition to turning .his attention inwar�, this 
development eliminated the major element of state capitalism in his 
original analysis. Third, as ordinary market relations unfolded, the 
cooperative societies, which had been numerous and very signifi
cant before October, and which had been transformed into state 
distribution organs during war communism, were gradually re
stored to autonomous status and began to capture an increasing 
amount of retail and wholesale trade. Bolsheviks were in the habit 
of scorning these producer and consumer societies as semi-capital
ist, peasant, reformist institutions, dominated earlier by Socialist 
Revolutionaries and Mensheviks. In "The Tax in Kind," Lenin 
classified them as "a kind of state capitalism." 4 4  

Thus, by 1922, the. cooperatives seemed to be the foremost 
element of state capitalism in Russia, wholly unlike the large in
dustrial capital originally envisaged by Lenin. Since free trade was 
being assiduously and officially encouraged, marketing coopera
tives were certain to develop further. Lenin probably began to 
change his mind just before his second stroke in late December 
1922. On November 20, he delivered what was to be his final 
public speech. After a matter-of-fact appraisal of the country's 
situation, he concluded on a startlingly optimistic note: "Socialism 
is now no longer a question of the distant future . . . "; he was 
confident that "not tomorrow, but in a few years . . . NEP 
Russia will become socialist Russia." Within a month, he began 
preparing his last five articles, which (many would argue) trans
lated this promise into a program. 45 

Taken as a whole, the articles rested on a single basic socio
political assumption-"in our Soviet Republic the social order is 
based on the collaboration of two classes: the workers and the 
peasants." A "split" between these classes, Lenin concluded, "would 
be fatal for the Soviet Republic." This unorthodox class alignment 
derived from the fact that the first socialist revolution occurred in 
a backward peasant country. But, Lenin insisted, the deviation 
from the expected historical pattern ("the German model") did 
not, as Mensheviks believed, preclude the construction of socialism 
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in Russia. First, we will "create the prerequisites of civilization" 
and then "begin the movement toward socialism." Where is it 
written, he asked rhetorically, "that such modifications of the usual 
historical sequence are impermissible or impossible?" Quoting 
statistics putting the illiteracy rate at over 65 per cent, Lenin 
urged the party to begin with a "cultural revolution" to eliminate 
this "semi-Asiatic ignorance," and to expose the rural population 
to the pedagogical influence of the cities, but without "the pre
conceived goal of instilling communism in the countryside." This, 
too, would be "fatal for communism." 46 The peasant must be 
approached cautiously and patiently, on his own level of interest. 
And this admonition brought Lenin to the subject of cooperatives. 

The article "On Cooperation" contained a statement of self
'criticism: "we forgot to think about the cooperatives . . . .  " Having 
now done so and decided that these societies represented the ideal 
combination of private interest and state regulation, Lenin con
cluded that they were the building blocks of Soviet socialism, the 
institutions' which would allow "every small peasant'. . . to 
participate in this construction": 

Indeed, the power of the state over all large-scale means of production, 
state power in the hands of the proletariat, the alliance of this prole
tariat with the many millions of small and very small peasants, the 
guaranteed leadership of the 'proletariat in relation to the peasantry, 
etc.-is this not all that is necessary for constructing a fully socialist 
society out of the cooperatives . . . ? This is not yet the construction 
of socialism, but it is all that is necessary and sufficient . ... 

He envisaged at best "one or two decades" before the whole popu
lation would be participating in cooperatives, and before the 
peasant. could be culturally transformed into "an intelligent and 
literate tradesman." But in Soviet conditions that would be so
cialism: "a system of civilized cooperators is the system of social
ism." 47 

Lenin had executed a remarkable about-face in his own think
ing as well as in the context of Marxist thought. He was speaking 
throughout of exchange or market societies, not (as Stalinists would 
later claim) production cooperatiyes. He was drawing on an old, 
pre-Marxist, "utopian" socialist tradition. Recognizing the depar
ture, he added that the revolution had brought about a change in 
the nature of cooperatives. The cooperative socialism of Robert 
Owen and others had been a "fantasy, something romantic" be
cause it failed to see the preliminary task of political revolution; in 
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Soviet Russia the fantasy "is becoming the most unvarnished 
reality. " This, of course, was directly contrary to his position in 
"The Tax in Kind," where he had written: "Under existing Rus
sian conditions, freedom and rights for cooperatives mean freedom 
and rights for capitalism. To close one's eyes to this obvious truth 
�ould be foolishness or a crime. " Now he argued that (with "the 
'small' exception" of concessions) "for us the simple growth of 
cooperatives is identical . . .  with the growth of socialism. " 48 He 
had turned the island of socialism into a sea, and little, if anything, 
remained of state capitalism. 

It is not necessary to interpret these last articles as a "testa
ment" to appreciate the profound change they represented. To be 
sure, interqlingled with the positive themes was Lenin's growing 
disenchantment with the state and parry bureaucracies; his last 
two articles were mainly an anxious warning against "repellent 
chinovnik * realities." But it was his optimistic evaluation of NEP 
as an ad�ance toward socialism that stood out. He again expressed 
confidence that by diligent economizing, Russia's internal re
sources could provide the basis for industrialization. Equally 
important, by formulating, however sketchily, a type of indigenous 
cooperative socialism, and by raising this question separately from 
that of international revolution, Lenin implied that socialism in an 
isolated Soviet Russia was possible. His final directives to his party 
seemed neither internationalist nor radical, the heroic tradition 
being all but repudiated by his explicit acknowledgment of the 
new reformism: 

we are forced to admit a radical change in our entire view of socialism. 
This radical change consists of the fact that earlier we placed, and had 
to place, the main emphasis on the political struggle, on revolution, on 
conquering power, etc. Now the main emphasis is being changed to 
such an extent that it is being shifted to peaceful organizational "cul
tural" work. 49 

Bukharin, too, was rethinking his Bolshevism during the early 
years of NEP. He published notably less in 1921 and 192.2 (itself 
a sign of his silent deliberation); for the most part his tone was 
reflective and tentative. He brooded publicly on the great com-

• A literal translation of cbino'l.!l1ik, a term .derived from the czarist system of 
bureaucratic hierarchy, would be simply "bureaucrat" or "functionary." For Bol-
sheviks, however, the word had an extremely pejorative connotation, meaning a·
state bureaucrat in the most obnoxious sense. To retain this important political 
meaning, I shaH leave the term untranslated. 
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plexities facing a revolutionary party in power, comparing them 
wistfully to the simple, clear-cut decisions of an earlier period.50 
Evidence of his rethinking soon appeared, and by 1923 he had 
articulated most of the major themes associated with his domestic 
policies for the remainder of the decade. A year later, in a sort of 
collective party mea culpa, he explained how the new wisdom had 
dawned. Recalling Marx's statement that proletarian revolutions 
would discover the correct policy through constant self-criticism, 
he continued: 

In the fire of this self-criticism the illusions of the childhood period are 
consumed and disappear without a trace, real relations appear in all 
their sober nakedness, and proletarian policy acquires in appearance 
sometimes a less emotional, but therefore a more assured, character
a solid one, adhering closely to reality and therefore much more truly 
changing this reality. 

From this point of view, the transition to the new economic poli
cies represented the collapse of our illusions. 51 

Bukharin's own illusions about war communism had begun to 
collapse in 1920, and by February 1921 he had accepted the need 
for a drastic change. The end of grain requisitioning apparently 
met with his full approval, his only objection during preliminary 
Politburo discussions of the new course involving Lenin's insistence 

. on the term "state capitalism. " In this respect, Bukharin was per
haps more easily able to incorporate the subsequent development 
of free trade into his thinking than was Lenin. The essence of 
capitalism, he argued, was "capitalist property," not market rela
tions alone.52 He seemed to be less enthusiastic about foreign 
concessions (whether because he disliked the idea or thought it 
unfeasible is not clear), and therefore quicker to emphasize the 
importance of internal and foreign trade. But his full endorsement 
of the new policies was evident; the official materials circulated in 
the· party to popularize them included his article, "The New 
Course in Economic Policy. " 53 

Though Bukharin did not mention it, the emerging economic 
system resembled what he had advocated in early 1918. In the 
beginning, however, he did not embrace NEP with a sense of its 
enduring rationality or rightness. Like other leaders, he defended 
it apologetically for several months, stressing the strategic expedi
ency of the change and arguing that, while NEP involved risky 
concessions, it was a -response to a greater threat. Kronstadt and 
the rural uprisings were omens of "a peasant Vendee"; economic 
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concessions were made to avoid political .concessions--to restore a 
favorable social equilibrium and revive the economy. He encour
aged his listeners to think of the move as "a peasant Brest." 54 But, 
while evasive as to the legitimacy and permanency of NEP, 
Bukharin flatly excluded a return. to requisitioning and war com
munism. Commenting indirectly on his own justification of force 
in The Economics, he now stated that "extra-economic coercion" 
was limited to the destructive era of the revolution; once the old 
order was shattered, it lost "nine-tenths of its meaning." The 
constructive era was to be peaceful. 55 

. 

Bukharin's .enthus�asm for NEP began to emerge as his criti
cism of war communism broadened. In August 192 I, he admitted 
that while the old policies had been militarily necessary, they were 
incompatible with economic development.fi6 In December, he tied ... 
the economic irrationality of war communism to bureaucratic 
overcentralization. An "all-embracing apparatus" had been estab
lished to control the entire economy of a peasant country, but it 
had turned out to be economically "less rational than the anarchis
tic commodity structure. " Bukharin now believed that there were 
severe limitations on what the proletariat could and should try to 
organize: . 

Taking too much on itself, it has to create a colossal administrative ap
paratus. To fulfill the econonUc functions of the small producers, 
small peasants, etc., it requires too many employees and administrators. 
The attempt to replace all these small figures with state chinovniki
call them what you want, in fact they are state chi12ovniki-gives birth 
to such a colossal apparatus that the expenditure for its maintenance 
proves to be incomparably more significant than the unproductive 
costs which derive from the anarchistic condition of small production; 
as a result, this entire form of management, the entire economic appa
ratus of the proletarian state, does not facilitate, but only impedes the 
development of the forces of production. In reality it flows into the 
direct opposite of what was intended, and therefore iron necessity com
pels that it be broken . . . .  If the proletariat itself does not do this, then 
other forces will overthrow it. 

This was to be Bukharin's position throughout the twenties, the 
origin of his conviction that in some areas the market performed 
more efficiently than the state and of his opposition to proponents 
of a "Genghis Khan plan. " 157 

The argument was directly contrary to that in' The Econom
ics, where he had glorified the proletariat's organizing capabilities. 
Limitations on the efficiency of state control could be explained in 
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part by referring to Russia's. atomized peasant economy; but the 
problem ran deeper. It raised the question of the maturity of the 
Russian proletariat and therefore a larger one: Had Russia in fact 
been "ripe" for a socialist revolution? The possibility that they had 
acted prematurely in 1917, that their social revolution was doomed, 
haunted the Bolsheviks; it was on this premise that Marxist critics, 
from Bogdanov to the Mensheviks, challenged their right to speak 
and act in the name of Marxist socialism. In The Economics, 
Bukharin had dismissed Russia's relative backwardness by maintain
ing that since the old economic structure was destroyed in the 
process of revolution, the essential determinant of "ripeness" was 
the existence of a developed proletariat as a "social-organizing" 
class. The argument was no longer feasible. Everyone conceded 
that the proletariat had become "peasantized," a significant portion 
having rejoined the peasant in outlook and often in occupation. 
Bukharin therefore had to rethink the whole question of "ripeness." 
The product was a long article, "The Bourgeois Revolution and 
the Proletarian Revolution," written in late' 1921 and published in 
the summer of 1922, which once again revised this crucial Marxist 
doctrine. 58 

' 

Marxist expectations about socialist revolution were patterned 
on the historical example of capitalism's emergence from feudal
ism. As capitalism had ripened in the womb of feudal society, so 
socialism was expected to mature within the old capitalist order. 
Bukharin declared that the analogy was entirely wrong. The 
kernel of his argument was simple. In feudal society, the nascent 
bourgeoisie had an autonomous base in the new cities, where it 
could grow independently of and in opposition to the .feudal land
lord class, to create its own material, technical, and cultural foun
dations, and to develop its own administrative elites. The bour
geoisie was not an exploited or deprived class, and thus became in 
every way a qualified ruling and organizing class prior to its politi
cal revolution. The position of the proletariat in capitalist society, 
Bukharin continued, was altogether different. Lacking an inde
pendent economic base, its mass remained an economically and 
culturally oppressed and exploited class, despite the fact that it 
represented a potentially higher cultural principle. The bour
geoisie monopolized not only the means of production, but also of 
education (a. point Bukharin thought had been overlooked). 
Throughout its pre-revolutionary history, the proletariat neces
sarily remained a backward class within a developed society. And 
therefore, unlike the bourgeoisie, it was unable "to prepare itself 

- for- organizing all of society. It is successful in preparing itself for 
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'the destruction of the old world' " ;  but "it ripens as the organizer 
of society only in the period of its dictatorship." 59 Thus, class · 
immaturity was not a peculiarity of the Russian proletariat, but a 
characteristic of proletarian revolutions in general. 

By a single stroke, Bukharin had vanquished an assortment of 
ideological vexations confronting the Bolsheviks. Combined with 
his previous treatment of economic backwardness, the argument 
answered their Marxist opponents, provided a further explanation 
of the high "costs" of the Russian revolution (the inexperienced 
proletariat committing "a tremendous number of mistakes") ,  and 
presented economic and cultural modernization as a legitimate task 
of a Marxist party. It justified the employment of the old "techni
cal intelligentsia" as a transitional measure pendjng the develop
ment of proletarian specialists. And above all, it rationalized on a 
higher level wha� Bolsheviks no longer bothered to disclaim-that 
the dictatorship of the proletariat was the "dictatorship of the 
party." The largely unqualified proletariat had to rule through its 
most advanced segment, the party, which was to the class what the 
head was to the body. The vanguard, however, was also hetero
geneous and therefore required leaders, "through which the party 
expresses its will." Bukharin had traveled a long way from the 
myth of proletarian hegemony, and he did not shrink from the 
final fillip: because the working class was unable to cultivate its 
own intellectual elite in the womb of capitalism, initially its tank
ing leaders were necessarily drawn "from a hostile class . . .  from 
the bourgeois intelligentsia." 60 Soviet reality had been given 
theoretical expression. 

. 

Bukharin's argument could be dismissed as an ingenious piece 
of ideological chicanery were it not for two things. First, his treat
ment of "ripening" and the feudalism-capitalism analogy was more 
convincing than the orthodox doctrine, which was only an un
studied assumption. Second, he took his disc;overy seriously and 
did not ignore the peril to which it pointed. If, during the transi
tion period, a slowly maturing but largely undeveloped proletariat 
remained politically, culturally, and administratively subordinate 
to a host of higher authorities, then the danger of a perversion of 
the socialist ideal was very great. Many Bolsheviks spoke during 
NEP of the danger of degeneration, usually thinking in terms of 
Russia's petty bourgeois economic base and the restoration of 
capitalism through the agency of the kulak and the nepman. It 
became a favorite augury of left oppositions and of Trotsky, who, 
somewhat incoherently, mingled it with his premonitions of 
Thermidor and "bureaucratic degeneration." Bukharin was among 

, 
I 
. 
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the first (if not the first) Bolshevik leaders to raise the question; 61 

and while he occasionally referred to the "petty bourgeois danger," 
his real concern was more pertinent and less orthodox. 

He feared that the "cultural backwardness" of the working 
masses might allow a new class to develop. If the advanced strata 
of the proletariat (its leading cadres) were to become "alienated 
from the masses" and "assimilated" with prevailing administrative 
elites, they could coalesce into a privileged and "monopolistic 
caste" and together "turn into the embryo of a new ruling class." 
Bukharin was not consoled by the usual Marxist homily: "Appeal
ing to working-class origins and proletarian virtue cannot in itself 
serve as an argument against the possibility of such a danger." He 
looked to two developments to undermine this "tendency to 
'degenerate' "; the growth of the forces of production and the end 
of an educational monopoly. A "colossal overproduction of or
ganizers" drawn from the working class wo·uld "nullify the stabil
ity of the ruling groups" and subvert "this possible new class 
alignment." 62 

Apart from its forthrightness, Bukharin's analysis was note
worthy for its implicit departure from the orthodox Marxist defini
tion of class. The narrow association of class dominance with legal 
ownership of property would later hamper the critiques of anti
Stalinist Communists for decades. Even Trotsky, in his bitterly 
pessimistic The Revolution Betray ed, denied that the Stalinist 
bureaucracy constituted a social class. But thirty years before 
Milovan Djilas's The New Class revised the category and applied 
it to Soviet society, Bukharin was warning against "a new ruling 

. class" ba�ed not on private property but on "monopolistic" au
thority and privilege. It was this problem-later expressed in 
Western theory in terms of "the managerial class" and "power 
without property" -that he had ignored in his 1 9  I 5- 1 6  study of 
modern capitalism, an� which he now saw: an exploiting organiza
tional class could emerge on the basis of nationalized property. 
How much this "enormous danger" alarmed him is illustrated· by 
the fact that his discussion was prompted by the different elite 
theories of Bogdanov and Robert Michels. 

Bogdanov long had argued that the ruling class in any given 
society is that group which organizes the economy, whether or 
not it actually owns the means of production. For him the essential 
source of exploitation lay in the relationship between organizer 
and organized.63 Bukharin's contention that "the difference between 
technician and worker" cannot be eliminated within a capitalist 
society was directed against Bogdanov's conclusion that until the 
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proletariat ripened into a capable organizing class, socialist revolu
tion was premature.64 He did not, however, challenge the older 
thinker's redefinition of class. Nor did. he dispute the findings of 
Michels's "very interesting- book" (Zur Soziologie des Parteiwesens 
in der modernen Demokratie), which showed-that the "administra
tion of boundless capital . . .  assigns at least as much power to the 
administrators as would possession of their own private property." 
Instead, he tried to counter the conclusion that "socialists may be 
victorious, but not socialism" by arguing that, in the future society, 
"what constitutes an eternal category in Michels's presentation, 
namely, the 'incompetence of the masses' will disappear . . .  �" This 
was his hope, but he was less than fully confident about the out
come. Class exploitation without private property was possible, 
and he warned the party: "Our task generally is not to allow such 
an 'evolutionary' return to exploitative relations." 6 5 

To characterize Bukharin's elliptical remarks on a new class 
as a theory would be to exaggerate their substance. As though 
fearful of pushing his logic further, he only hinted at this poten
tially "tragic outcome" of the revolution. But in various forms it 
became perhaps his most serious private fear, offsetting to some 
extent his public dogma that exploitation of the working class was 
impossible in a "workers' state." Evolution of the revolutionary 
regime into a new kind of exploitative bu�eaucratic state became 
his personal bogie in the twenties, much as "petty bourgeois de
generation" became that of the Bolshevik Left.66 In the Left's 
economic programs he professed to see an institutionalization of 
the official "arbitrariness" of war communism and the rise of 
"privileged Communist groups"-a "new state of chinovniki"
indifferent to the needs of the masses and enjoying "absolute 
immunity" from recall. A rebirth of exploitation came to concern 
him more than the fate of the urban masses alone: programs that 
would "plunder" the countryside would lead, he predicted, not to 
a classless socialist society but to "the eternal 'reign of the prole
tariat' " and to "its degeneration into a real exploiter class" in 
relation to the peasantry. While others scanned the horizon for 
ghosts of the French revolution, listening for "the footsteps of 
history," Bukharin worried about a form of degeneration without 
historical precedent.67 

That he chose the first year of NEP to brood over this 
gloomy possibility was not accidental. Kronstadt and the rural 
uprisings had produced in him a profound sense of the party's 
isolation, an awareness that the Bolsheviks now ruled as a tiny 
minority, bolstered by armed force and lacking even the whole 
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support of the class they claimed to represent.68 Once the leader 
and voice of revolutionary workers and peasants, the party was 
now "alienated from the masses." The people say, Bukharin told 
the Tenth Party Congress, "There is no bread and no· coal-for 
this the Communist Party is to blame." In July 1 9 2  I ,  he expressed 
uncertainty that the regime would survive, a situation starkly 
unlike 1 9  1 7, when "all the soldiers and all the workers were on 
our side" and "it was j oyous to live . . . .  " 69 Although he continued 
to eulogize the party's dictatorship, sometimes quite unabashedly, 
elitism did not rest comfortably on him; henceforth, his thinking 
was predicated on the need to overcome the isolation that was the 
legacy of the civil war-to regain popular support and secure for 
the party's program the greatest number of allies. 

From 1 92 I onward, Bukharin's attention focused on the "non
party masses," and his previous enthusiasm for revolutionary coer
cion shifted to an emphasis on persuasion and education.70 He 
began to see in the "colossal" bureaucracy erected during war com
munism all that was symptomatic of the party's isolation, associat
ing its growth with the "vacuum" that had opened between the 
Bolshevik government and the people. The equation resulted in 
one of his basic ideas. The antidote against bureaucracy consisted 
in filling this void with "hundreds and thousands of small and large 
rapidly expanding voluntary societies, circles, and associations," 
which would provide a "link with the masses." They would pro
mote "decentralized initiative" and collectively constitute a "trans
mission mechanism" through which the party could influence, but 
also be influenced by, public opinion. Their proliferation would 
express what Bukharin called "the growth . . . of the Soviet social 
structure (sovetskaia obshchestvennost')," and would restore the 
disintegrated "social fabric." 71 This belief in voluntary organiza
tions and "mass initiative at the lower levels," as opposed to "stati-
zation," was a characteristic part of Bukharin's rethinking. . 

The "masses," of course, meant the peasantry. Never having 
been an extremist among Bolsheviks on the "peasant question," 
Bukharin now accepted the fact that the party's stability depended 
on a lasting rapprochement with the rural population. The other 
problems that concerned him in 1 92 I to 1 92 3-Russia's backward
ness, bureaucratic over centralization, and the Bolsheviks' isolation 
-were each a part of this larger one. The idea of a historic 
smy chka between the proletariat and the peasantry (a euphemism 
for the party's relations with 'the peasant) quickly impressed him 
as "the fundamental question of our revolution," the "slogan of 
slogans," "a conditio sine qua non of the proletarian revolution." 
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After 1 92 I, it was the basic factor in his policy thinking; and by 
April 1 92 3 ,  he could be identified in the Bolshevik leadership as 
the most convinced and consistent defender of the inviolability of 
the smy chka.72 

The insistence on the need to conciliate the peasant was not in 
itself unusual. Most Bolsheviks at least· paid it. lip service in the 
early twenties. What was distinctive about Bukharin's remarks on 
the srny chka was his growing tendency to speak of the peasantry 
as a whole, as an undifferentiated class, and to skirt the onhodox 
Bolshevik distinction between peasant strata, between �al friends 
and enemies. In an address at Sverdlov University in early 1 9 2 3, he 
admitted that the party knew little about contemporary village 
life and urged that new studies be undenaken and "cliches" 
avoided. He suggested that one such cliche involved the question 
of rural leveling and "the degree of stratification of the peasantry," 
to which, he added, there was "not a single answer." 73 How far. 
his thinking had progressed at this stage is unclear. But his already 
pronounced habit of speaking of the proletariat and the peasantry 
as "two laboring classes" was the beginning of his hotly contested 
theory of Soviet Russia as "a two-claSs society" and his notion 
that "a worker-peasant bloc" had replaced the old ruling "land
lord-bourgeois bloc." 74 Both concepts were to be important in his 
domestic program. 

Like Lenin, then, Bukharin had come to see in NEP the 
proper framework for Bolshevik economic policy and the condi
tions of social equilibrium in which the country might move 
toward socialism. He presented his views to the Fourth Comintern 
Congress in November 1 92 2 , where Lenin and Trotsky had em
phasized the tactical considerations of NEP. Bukharin thought 
another perspective was needed. NEP, he said, 

is not only a strategic retreat, but the solution to a large social, organi
zational problem, namely, the correlation between spheres of produc
tion which we must rationalize and those which we cannot rationalize. 
We will say frankly: we tried to take on ourselves the organization of 
everything-even the· organization of the peasants and the millions of 
small producers . . .  from the viewpoint of economic rationality this 
was madness.75 

A few weeks later, he implicitly contrasted his new ideas with the 
still prevailing parry sentiment; he called for a new party program, 
arguing that the 1 9  I 9 program, as well as his own ABC, "which 
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became a party canon," had been outdated by NEP. And shortly 
afterwards he declared: "we now see how we shall come to so
cialism .. . not as we thought earlier, but by a mUCh more firm and 
solid path." 76 

In the process of rethinking, Bukharin also sounded three 
other principles of a new reformist Bolshevism. First and most 
general was that "civil peace under the command of the prole
tariat" should replace civil strife as party policy. From this fol
lowed his argument that class struggle in Russia would now be 
waged, not violently, but by peaceful market competition between 
socialist economies and private economies, and on the ideological 
and cultural fronts. Finally, in 1 922 appeared the quintessential 
expression of Bukharin's gradualism, the theory of "growing into 
socialism." He launched it tentatively at the Comintern congress, 
dissociating it from "the revisionist understanding that . . .  capital
ism grows into socialism": 

We shall not be able to fulfill our task by single decrees, by single com
pulsory measures ... a prolonged organic process . . .  a process of real 
growing into socialism will be required. But the difference between 
them and us is establishing when growing in begins. The revisionists, 
who do not want any kind of revolution, maintain that this process 

. . . occurs already in the bosom of capitalism. We maintain that it 
begins only together with the dictatorship of the proletariat. The pro
letariat must destroy the old bourgeois state, seize power, and with the 
help of this lever change economic relations. We have here a lengthy 
process of development, in the course of which socialist forms of pro
duction and exchange obtain an ever wider dissemination and, in that 
way, gradually displace all the remnants of capitalist society . . . . 77 

By 1 92 3, he had specifically included peasant economies in this 
development "through the process of circulation," and was ener
getically expounding the "evolutionary path" as a reality of Soviet 
life. "For many decades we will slowly be growing into socialism: 
through the growth of our state industry, through cooperation, 
through the increasing influence of our banking system, through 
a thousand and one intermediate forms." 78 

The appearance of this theory as early as November 1 92 2  
calls into question the impression that the idea of "socialism in one 
country" resulted from the German fiasco of October 1 92 3 . While 
it is true that the German disappointment finally shattered Bolshe
vik hopes of an early European revolution, and that the idea of 
building socialism in isolation was first expressed formally by 
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Stalin in December 1 924,79 Bukharin's "growing-in" proposlOon 
indicates that the requisite reasoning had been expressed earlier. 
Though not yet facing the hard problems of industrialization (that 
began in 1 924), his theory addressed the question of moving 
toward socialism in Russia, and was at no point dependent on I 
internationalizing the revolution .... (The same was true of Lenin's 
"On Cooperation," where he found "all that is necessary 'and 
sufficient.") Bukharin may have sensed the heretical implication of 
his argument; he hastened to assure his Comintern, audience that 
"Russian socialism, in comparison with others, will look Asiatic," 
and that Russia's economic backwardness "will find expression in 
the backward forms of our socialism." 80 

He was not contrasting socialism in Russia with international 
revolution; nor, however, was he any longer making the former 
dependent on the latter. Like Leni!1, he was groping for a vision of 
Bolshevism's future in peasant Russia. European revolution or no, 
the party had power, and one of two conclusions was possible: 
either it was building a socialist society or it was presiding over the 
evolution of capitalism. As Bukharin exclaimed in 1 926, if the first 
was untrue, "then we went to the barricades in October for 
nothing." 81 In this sense, Stalin's future slogan of "socialism in one 
country" was far less innovating than is assumed. Indeed, in April 
1 924, eight months before Stalin's statement, Bukharin explained 
his theory of the "peaceful-economic-organic" class struggle as 
follows: "A victory in this type of class struggle (we abstract here 
from the problem of the external order) is the final victory of 
socialism." 82 Much of the controversy of the twenties revolved 
around the permissibility of just such an abstraction. 

Bukharin's views on the outside world also changed in 1 92 1 -3 ,  
but less abruptly than on internal matters. Reluctant to  conclude 
that the direct assault on European capitalism was over, in June 
1 92  I ,  with Zinoviev and Radek, he briefly opposed in preliminary 
meetings Lenin's proposal to introduce united front tactics at the 
Third Comintern Congress. Though offering no further opposi
tion, in December he was still contesting assertions that European 
capitalism was overcoming its crisis. In 1 92 2  and early 1 9 2 3 ,  he 
recognized ,that the "decelerated tempo" of European revolution 
meant it was "many years" away, but he continued to portray 
capitalism in a state of "economic chaos, social chaos, ideological 
chaos." 83 This outlook did not stem from a congenital leftism (it 
was Bukharin who informed-and scandalized-the Fourth Com
intern Congress that the Soviet Union was sufficiently mature "to 
conclude a military alliance with one bourgeois country in order 
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to crush with its help another bourgeois country" 84) . Rather, it 
probably related to what stabilization meant in terms C?f his under
standing of state capitalism-a more powerful European capitalism 
vulnerable only to world war. 

The new element in his thinking was the "world peasantry." 
Having abandoned his "foolish" position on the national question, 
and embraced the proposition that Soviet Russia was the defender 
"of all the oppressed and colonial peoples, the peasant class, the 
petty bourgeoisie, etc.,"  Bukharin discovered that the ratio be-' 
tween workers and peasants in Russia reflected a world phenome
non.85 In April 1 92 3 , at the Twelfth Party Congress, he emerged 
as the Bolshevik leader most interested in the Eastern nationalist 
movements. Lenin had pointed in this direction earlier, and Bu
kharin followed enthusiastically. His congressional report on inter
national revolution, including a detailed country-by-country 
analysis of a "whole Eastern world . . .  in a period of the deepest 
revolutionary ferment," presented the awakening colonial peas-

_ antry as "a gigantic reservoir of revolutionary infantry," marching 
with the Western proletariat against world capitalism. The lessons 
of the Russian smy chka were international, as his imagery sought 
to suggest: "If the state of things is examined on its universally 
historic scale, it may be said that the large industrial states are the 
cities of world economy, and the colonies and semi-colonies its 
countryside." The conclusion was obvious: "a great united front 
between the revolutionary proletariat of the world 'city' and the 
peasantry of the world 'countryside.' History has entered irrevoc
ably upon this path." 86 Shortly thereafter, when he accepted the 
reality of European .stabilization, this image became the pivot of 
his revised theory of international revolution. 

Bukharin remarked in 1 92 3  that he now thought differently 
than when in "swaddling clothes," implying that his rethinking was 
nearing completion and his illusions dispelled.87 (Some would soon 
argue that he had exchanged one set of illusions for another. ) The 
remark also reminds us that when war communism ended and NEP 
began, he was only thirty-two, not remarkably young in an era of 
revolutionaries, but sufficient for his opinions not yet to have hard
ened and become unshakable. On neither domestic nor foreign 
issues had Bukharin fully developed the new theories and programs 
which his party opponents would decry as neo-populism. But by 
1 923, when these issues became involved in the struggle for power, 
he had already developed a distinct orientation. He would choose 
allies-accordingly. 
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The Politburo of the early twenties was a form of coalition govern
ment, and like most such arranf:;ements serviceable in a time of crisis 
but unstable when danger passed. Lenin's uniquely authoritative 
presence gave its fractious membership a semblance of unity until 
his first stroke in May 1 92 2, when a muted struggle for a ruling 
Politburo majority and, inevitably, the rank of primus inter pares 
began. 

A triumvirate of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Stalin was formed in 
late 1 92 2  against the more illustrious Trotsky. Personal animosities 
and "biographical investigations," not policy, underlay the strife at 
the outset.88 Zinoviev and Stalin despised and feared Trotsky, and 
inspired "whispering campaigns" to remind the party of his past 
Menshevism and potential Bonapartism. Trotsky, himself not above 
biographical politics, procrastinated, compromised, and guarded his 
political fortunes with unbelievable ineptitude. By 1 92 3, he had been 
isolated from the effective sources of power. Later that year, he 
finally attacked, becoming the champion of internal party democ
racy and chief critic of the system of secretarial appointment and 
party bureaucracy now headed by Stalin. (The party's original 
doctrine of "democratic centralism," whereby centralized authority 
inside the party was to be combined with the election of lower and 
higher bodies, had become a rigid authoritarian system-largely as a 
result of the civil war. ) He was soundly defeated in December and 
January 1 924, his authority further diminished. Though he later 
rose again in opposition, Trotsky's real political opportunity had 
passed.89 

Bukharin was a non contender in this opening round of the suc
cession struggle. Until December 1 92 3 , when he conditionally 
threw his support to the triumvirs, he remained unaligned with 
either faction, an aspiring "peacemaker." His position in the Bol
shevik oligarchy was anomalous. The senior members regarded him 
as their junior in age and tenure: "Our Benjamin," said Zinoviev; 
"the most distinguished forces (among the youngest forces) ," said 
Lenin in characterizing Bukharin and Piatakov.90 But, though for
mally only a candidate member of the Politburo between 1 9 1 9  and 
1 924, along with Lenin, Trotsky, and the triumvirs, Bukharin was 
recognized by insiders and outsiders alike as one of the party's six 
"big" leaders. A foreign Communist visitor reported in 1 92 2  that 
he was spoken of "as the eventual successor of Lenin." 91 The re
port was erroneous, but it testified to Bukharin's stature, as did the 
fact that after Lenin's stroke he functioned as a full Politburo mem
ber and then inherited Lenin's seat. His prestige rested less on 
powerful offices (though the editorship of Pravda was important) 
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than on his reputation as the theoretical voice o f  Bolshevism, his 
great personal popularity in the party and CominterQ, and his "tre
mendous authority" among the party youth.92 Consequently, while 
he was not an immediate threat to any of the contending oligarchs, 
he was a valuable potential ally. 

" 

In an angry moment during the trade union debates, Lenin 
had described Bukharin as "soft wax," on which "any 'demagogue' 
can write whatever he pleases." Trotsky, the "demagogue" in ques
tion, repeated the remark many years later to explain Bukharin's 
subsequent alliance with Stalin. It has since become a familiar char
acterization, although it was inappropriate. In his political career to 
1 92 3, Bukharin had been singularly and fiercely independent, a 
maverick in ewigration, leader of the young Left" in 1 9 1  7, head of 
the Left Communists in 1 9 1 8, and a futile "buffer" between Lenin 
and Trotsky in 1 920-2 I. No maj or leader had opposed Lenin so 
often. In the various factional disputes, only once had he aligned 
himself with another Politburo member (Trotsky in the second 
phase of the trade union controversy) ,  his stand being determined 
each time by the issue, not the personalities. Bukharin's attempt to 
steer a course independent of the triumvirs and of Trotsky in 
1 92 2-3 was therefore characteristic. He was again a loner, but this 

" time without ranking supporters. His personal friends and former 
political allies, among them Osinskii, Smirnov, Piatakov, and Pre
obrazhenskii, were in various ways becoming critics of the new 
policies and moving into opposition, for which Moscow would 
again provide organizational strength.93 

If Bukharin was personally close to any senior Bolshevik at 
this time, it was the stricken Lenin. Evidence that by 1 92 2  an un
usually warm friendship existed between them is fragmentary but 
significant. Naturally, they continued to disagree on secondary 
matters, such as the meaning of state capitalism and proletarian cul
ture, as well as on two points of greater importance. The first of 
these arose in April 1 92 2 , when Bukharin and Radek led a Comin
tern delegation to a Berlin conference of the three socialist interna
tionals to explore the possibilities of united labor action in Europe. 
At the meeting, social democrats insisted on the condition that the 
Bolshevik government promise not to execute Socialist Revolution
ary prisoners who were to be publicly tried in June for "terrorism" 
and "counter-revolution." Bukharin and Radek agreed. Lenin im
mediately protested the concession as a capitulation to "blackmail," 
though he conceded "that the promise had to be honored. A sharply 
divided Politburo arrived at a compromise solution: the death 
penalty would be withheld as long as underground Socialist Revo-
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lutionaries refrained froni "terrorist" activity.94 A second and more 
abrasive agreement between Bukharin and Lenin developed in Oc
tober 1 922, when Bukharin, Stalin, and other Politburo members 
supported a proposal to relax the state's foreign trade monopoly. 
Lenin angrily intervened, castigated Bukharin, and blocked the 
proposal. 95 

Political dissension, however, was an integral part of their rela
tionship. It had not spoiled their friendship earlier, and did not do 
so now. In his autobiography, Bukharin wrote of his relations with 
Lenin after 1 9 1 8 : "I had the good fortune . . .  to stand close to him 
generally, as a comrade and a person." This personal note was un
usual in the formal decorum of Bolsheviks, but it also appeared in 
Lenin's "testament," written on December 24, I 9i2: 

Bukharin is not only the party's most valuable and biggest theoreti
cian, he is also rightfully considered the favorite of the whole party; 
but his theoretical views can only with very great doubt be regarded 
as fully Marxist, for there is something scholastic in them ( he has never 
studied and, I think, never fully understood dialectics) .96 

The leader's seemingly contradictory appraisal of Bukharin as the 
party's most valuable theorist, but one who did not understand 
dialectics, is open to various interpretations. It may have referred to 
what Lenin had regarded as Bukharin'.:i unrelia,ble political role in 
the trade union dispute of 1 920-1 .  Or it may simply have reflected 
Lenin's passionate concern with Hegelian and Marxist philosophi
cal dialectics (which he had "studied" intensely) , a subject scorned 
by Bukharin for "sociology." Most important, however, was Lenin's 
unusual judgment of Bukharin as a person, the only such favorable 
appraisal in his "testament." It spoke less of Bukharin's general 
popularity in the party than of his position as Lenin's "favorite." 

This lends further credibility to unofficial accounts of a letter 
Lenin is said to have written in early 1 922 about their relationship. 
Bukharin was ill in 1 92 I ,  and during the course of the year, Lenin 
dictated several concerned notes to different people on his behalf. 
One read : "Send the best doctor to examine the health of N. I. 
Bukharin . . .  and inform me of the results." Doctors recommended 
medical treatment in Germany, but Bukharin was unable to obtain 
a visa. At this point, Lenin reportedly wrote to Krestinskii, the 
Soviet ambassador to Germany, asking him to approach Chancellor 
Wirth with a message that went something as follows: "I am an old 
man and I have no children. Bukharin is like a son to me. And I ask 
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as a personal favor . . .  that Bukharin be given a visa and the oppor
. tunity to receive treatment in ·Germany." 97 The visa was issued. 

The letter cannot be verified, though circumstantial. evidence 
of its existence can be found in official sources.98 It is clear, how
ever, thaf something approximating filial love bound the two men, 
and that this was particularly evident toward the end of Lenin's 
life. In the latter part of 1 92 2 , when the ailing leader had retired to 
his Gorki retreat, Bukharin was the only Politburo member who 
visited him frequently. He later recalled how "Lenin would summon 
me to come to see him . . .  take me by the hand and lead me into 
the garden" to discuss political -matters forbidden by the doctors. 
They spoke of "leaderology" and of Lenin's last articles, which 
Bukharin soon would interpret as a testament. Their views on NEP 
were now similar, and these confidences "

011 the edge of the grave" 
clearly fortified Bukharin's belief that he spoke for Lenin after 
1 924.99 The meetings were not of great political importance, but 
rather a moving personal episode that probably prompted Bukharin 
to look with dismay upon the unseemly struggle among senior 
oligarchs to replace a leader who still lived. 

His aloofness from the triumvirs, who were ' sanctimoniously 
wrapping themselves in the mantle of Leninism and "old Bolshe
vism," was revealed dramatically at the Twelfth Party Congress in 
April 1 92 3 . Since the autumn of 1 92 2 , a bitter struggle had been 
going on between Stalin and a dissident group of Georgian Bolshe
vik leaders who were protesting the mechanism through which the 
Georgian Republic would be federated into the new Soviet Union. 
Lenin supported Stalin's plan until late December 1 92 2 ,  when he 
discovered that the general secretary's representatives had brutally 
run roughshod over the dissenters. Lenin abruptly reversed his 
position. In a postscript to his "testament," dated January 4, 1 92 3, 
he declared that Stalin was "too rude" to be entrusted with great 
power, and called for his removal as general secretary. He notified 
the Georgians, "I am with you . . .  with all my soul," and prepared 
a set of notes denouncing this "Great Russian chauvinism." He 
dispatched the notes to Trotsky, asking him to take up the defense 
of the Georgian oppositionists. Trotsky suddenly had a weapon to 
strike back at the triumvirs by destroying the man on whom they 
relied for organizational power. He compromised instead. In return 
for empty gestures of repentance, he agreed to j oin Stalin, Zinoviev, 
and Karnenev in a conspiracy of silence at the Twelfth Congress. lOO 

Only one Politburo member, Bukharin, refused to remain si
lent and rose at the congress to defend the doomed Georgians, who 
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found themselves the victims of a well-orchestrated denunciation of 
"local chauvinism." His sympathy for their cause and inrervention 
on their behalf had been known as early as October 1 92 2 ; 101 now 
he,. not Trotsky, spoke as Lenin wished. Criticizing Stalin and 
Zinoviev by name, and alluding to Lenin's suppressed notes, he 
exposed the official campaign against "local deviators" as a fraud. 
Why, he asked, did Lenin "sound the alarm" only against Russian 
chauvinism? Because that is "the main danger . . . .  If Comrade Lenin 
were here he would give it to the Russian chauvinists in a way 
that they would. remember for ten years." Bukharin appealed to 
the deaf assembly on two grounds: first, the Soviet nationalities 
were essentially peasant areas and centralist oppression threatened 
the s1ny chka; second, this was a problem of international signifi
cance, which had to be solved j ustly if the Soviet Union were to 
appeal successfully to colonial peoples.102 A few days after the con
gress had pilloried the Georgians, he exclaimed: 

It is only people confirmedly myopic who will not see the whole vast 
gravity of the problem of nationalities . . . .  In what manner can the 
Russian proletariat . . . gain the full confidence of the national and 
primarily the peasant sections? 
. . .  First and foremost, by ruthlessly combatting any survivals or resur
rections of Great Russian chauvinism. 

Throughout the twenties, non-Russian nationalities had few greater 
protectors than Bukharin, who saw in them a "bridge to the op-
pressed peoples of the East . . . .  " 103 . 

His indepeI?-dent political posture was demonstrated again in 
1 92 3. In the fall, Trotsky belatedly raised the banner of internal 
parry democracy against Stalin's manipulation of the party ma
chinery. Here, too, Bukharin seemed to be out of sympathy with 
the triumvirs. He had made workers' democracy a "holy slogan" in 
1 920-1 and, probably because of his identification as a "liberal," 
had been chosen by the leadership to conciliate the opposition at 
the Tenth Party Congress. It was he who quipped irreverently in 
1 92 1 :  "the history of humanity is divided into three . periods: the 
matriarchate, the patriarchate, and the Secretariat." 104 Not surpris
ingly, then, Bukharin appeared before a Moscow party meeting in 
1 92 3  to deliver a far-reaching criticism of the extensive bureaucrati
zation of party life. He understood the "discontent" in lower party 
organs, attributing it to the system of secretarial appointment from 
above. The members of a party organization gather and are asked, 
he explained: " 'who is against? ', and because they more or less 
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fear to speak against, the designated individual i s  appointed secre
tary . . .  in the majority of instances elections in party organizations 
are turned into elections in quotes . . . because to speak against 
authority is bad . . . .  " The same was true of "so-called discussion" 
of policy: "The chairman asks: 'Who is against? ' ;  no one is against. 
The resolution is unanimously accepted. That is the customary type 
of relations in our patty organizations." 105 

On the surface, Bukharin seemed to be Trotsky's most likely 
ally. Apart from the issues involved, they were the party's most 
intellectual and cosmopolitan leaders, and were on good personal 
terms when the struggle began.l06 Unlike other long-time Bolshe
viks, Bukharin showed no j ealousy of Trotsky'S rapid rise; he had 
urged Lenin to collaborate with him in 19 1 5, welcomed him into 
the party in 19 1 7, and since defended him against detractors. More
over, Bukharin seems to have disliked the senior triumvir Zinoviev, 
whose ambition was exceeded only by his legendary vanity. Ini
tially, however, Bukharin refused to side with either faction, seek
ing instead to reconcile them. He apparently believed that a unity 
of all the successors was possible, and naIvely thought that personal 
animosities and ambitions could be set aside.l07 Thus, in the summer 
or early fall of 19 2 3 , when Zinoviev became envious of Stalin's 
growing power, Bukharin "played the role of peacemaker" at a 
bizarre meeting of vacationing Bolsheviks in a cave in the Caucasus. 
There a plan was devised to "politicize" the Secretariat by recon
stituting it with a membership of three top leaders-Trotsky, Sta
lin, and either Bukharin, Zinoviev, or Kamenev. Like Bukharin's 
other "buffer" attempts, this one failed; but it again revealed his 
studied neutrality in the worsening conflict. IDS 

Why then did he j oin in the anti-Trotsky campaign when the 
public confrontation came in December? The editorship of Pravda 
clearly made further neutrality difficult; however equitably Bu
kharin tried to conduct the Central Committee's official organ, 
ther'e was mounting pressure from the triumvirs for selective edit
ing in their favor.lO!) But his decision to side with the triumvirate 
requires a more complex explanation. First, Trotsky'S own motives 
and ambition were not above suspicion, his sudden commitment to 
democratic procedures being suspect if only because previously he 
had been among the most authoritarian of Bolshevik leaders. i\10re
over, Lenin had repeatedly asked him to become one of his deputy 
premiers in 19 2 2 ,  and Trotsky had repeatedly refused. (Nor could 
Trotsky's behavior in the Georgian affair have impressed Bukharin 
with his commitment to principle or his sense of loyalty. ) To 
many, this was evidence of the haughty War Commissar's disdain 
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for collective leadership and proof that he coveted only' the su
preme position-"all or nothing." 110 

Trotsky was further compromised in Bukharin's eyes in Oc-
. tober 1 923, when forty-six prominent Bolsheviks, many of them 
former Left Communists and Democratic Centralists, submitted to 
the Central Committee a secret memorandum harshly critical of 
official policies. The signers included several of Trotsky's friends 
and supporters, and whether he desired it or not, the circumstances 
surrounding the document (it called for a new leadership) gave it 
a "Trotskyist" flavorYl It portended the emergence of a new left 
opposition and another major division in the party.' By now, Bu
kharin had strongly repudiated his own earlier factionalism and 
become consistently hostile toward fresh moves in this direction, 
equating organized dissent within the party with a threat to the 
party's stability in the country. When opponents of the triumvirate 
pointedly compared current norms with -the free discussions during 
the Brest controversy, Bukharin tried to discredit the earlier period 
by disclosing that Lenin's arrest had been discussed by Left Com
munists and Left Socialist Revolutionaries in 1 9 1 8, and asserting 
that it had been "a period when the party stood a hair from a split, 
and the whole country a hair from ruin." 112 Factionalism, ,he was 
saying, is an evil in itself. 

This new intolerance was related to the main reason behind 
Bukharin's decision to support the triumvirate: personal rivalries 
inside the leadership had been superseded in importance by far
reaching policy issues. Despite the country's overall improvement, 
an economic crisis had been deepening since 1 923. Its most charac
teristic feature was the growing disparity between high industrial 
prices, arising in part from the monopolistic position of state in
dustry, and low agricultural prices (the so-called scissors crisis). 
Peasant demand for manufactured products fell, industrial goods 
stockpiled, unemployment increased, and in the summer and fall a 
series of menacing strikes occurred in large cities. The response of 
the coalescing Left, notably Preobrazhenskii and Piatakov, was to 
accuse the leadership of lacking a long-term industrial policy and to 
demand an energetic and planned development of industry more or 
less independently of the current rural market. Though positions 
were not yet fully defined, Preobrazhenskii and Piatakov , were al
ready identified with the view that investment capital could be 
accumulated only through central planning and a policy of monop
olistically inflated industrial prices. In this respect, their views were 
similar to Trotsky'S, who since March had consistently urged the 
formulation of a single plan and an industrial "offensive." 113 
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The Left's economic proposals propelled Bukharin into the 
anti-Trotsky campaign. For while endorsing Trotsky's emphasis on 
planning and industrialism at the Twelfth Congress, the triumvirs' 
policy of raising agricultural prices and lowering industrial prices 
reaffirmed economic concessions to the peasant as a definitive part 
of NEP. With Zinoviev and Kamenev in the "pro-peasant" phase 
of their erratic careers (it lapsed a year later) , the majority's official 
position was that a prosperous peasant economy and expanding 
rural market were the prerequisites of industrial development. This 
corresponded fully to Bukharin's understanding of NEP and the 
smy chka.114 In his one important literary contribution to the anti
Trotsky campaign, he identified economic policy as the decisive 
question, dismissing- the opposition'S other charges as tactical sub
terfuges. The opposition really sought to institute their economic 
program, one based on a "paper" plan and "the dictatorship of in
dustry." The "deviation" of Trotsky and his followers, Bukharin 
argued, stemined from their failure to digest Lenin's "new" teach
ing on the worker-peasant bloc: "that we must . . .  for a long time 
yet ride on a skinny peasant horse, and only tbat way save our 
industry and secure a solid base for the dictatorship of the pro
letariat. That is the root of the present disagreements." 115 

Having decided that "behind this struggle of people stands a 
struggle of political tendencies," Bukharin acted on what he saw as 
the overriding issue, while in effect closing his eyes to what he knew 
were the opposition's legitimate grievances about the bureaucratiza
tion of party life. Given his understanding of NEP and of the Left's 
economic proposals, he had perhaps no other choice. But five years 
later, when Stalin's apparatus was turned against him, he, like 
Zin?,viev and Kamenev before him, would parrot Trotsky's accusa
tions of 1 92 3 . Part 'of the tragedy of the old Bolsheviks lay here: 
for seven years they fought among them�elves over principles, 
while an intriguer gradually acquired the power to destroy them all. 

Bukharin's support of the triumvirate, however, was not un
conditional. Significantly, his only major polemic against the op
position, a mammoth article beginning on December 2 8, 1 92 3 , and 
running through five issues of Pravda, appeared not under his name 
but as "the answer of the editorial board of the Central Organ to 
Comrade Trotsky." Though he was easily recognized as the author, 
it reflected his desire to intervene in the struggle impersonallyY6 
Then, as again in the second anti-Trotsky campaign of October
December 1 924, and later against the united opposition, Bukharin 
disclaimed "any personal appraisals, any personal sympathies or 
antipathies." The article itself, while not without outrageously dem-
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agogic passages (he diligently recited the history of Trotsky's fac
tional sins, each of which he also had committed), was in sharp 
contrast to what he called "the foul-smelling" attacks of the Zino
vievistsY7 More important, he repeatedly opposed the demand of 
Zinoviev and Kamenev that Trotsky be expelled from the leader
ship and even arrested.118 This restraint kept his relations with 
Trotsky from being fully severed, and in early 1 92 6  they again 
established a short-lived, friendly "private contact." 119 But, as in 
1 923, it came to nothing, partly because Bukharin's politics were 
now influenced by his new vision of Bolshevism's "historic role." 

On Janu:try 2 I, 1 924, Lenin died, and the official cult of his person 
and words began in earnest. The quality of Soviet politics was 
changed forever. "Leninism" became not bnly a course of instruc
tion in educational institutions, but a largely undefined Scripture to 
which every political proposal had to claim allegiance and make 
reference. All Bolshevik leaders promoted the emerging cult in one 
degree or another, though some objected to its more idolatrous and 
sacerdotal manifestations. (Bukharin enthusiastically preached "or
thodox Leninism," but protested the plan to mummify Lenin and 
put his sarcophagus on permanent display, remarking of a similar 
proposal to disinter Marx's remains for burial in Russia: "a strange 
odor is coming from somewhere . . .  in the party.")120 As part of 
the political ritual, each successor took occasion during the next 
few months to memorialize Lenin and Leninism formally and at 
length, and in so doing to establish his own fidelity and credentials. 
Bukharin, as befitted his position as party theorist, presented his 
memorial reflections on February 1 7  to the Communist Academy. 
Entitled "Lenin as a Marxist," the speech contained his first explicit 
attempt to associate his evolutionary theory with Lenin's last 
articles. 121 

His ostensible purpose was to correct the "insufficient appreci
ation of Comrade Lenin as a theoretician." To do so� he divided the 
history of Marxism into three eras: the radicalism of Marx and 
Engels; the "Marxism of the epigones," that is, the reformism of the 
Second International, in which "Marxist symbolics were preserved" 
but from which "the revolutionary soul took flight"; and, finally, 
the era of "Leninist Marxism," which represented an enrichment of 
the original doctrine because it treated questions Marx could not I 
have foreseen, but which in its radical "methodology" was "a com
plete return" to Marx. Bukharin (partly to his own belittlement) 
cited as Lenin's major theoretical contributions those on imperial-
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ism, the national and colonial questions, the bourgeois and prole
tarian state, and the worker-peasant alliance. So far no one could 
take exception, though his contention that the "best pages" of 
Lenin's work were those on peasant matters may have raised a few 
eyebrows.l22 

But it was in a final section on "fundamental theoretical prob
lems which V.l. projected and which we must work out," that his 
opponents later found the end of Leninism and the beginning of 
Bukharinism. Sandwiched between unobjectionable remarks were 
the two main theoretical innovations of Bukharin's rethinking: 
Soviet Russia was "a two-class society" (this being his first public 
mention of the idea, which he attributed to one of his seminar stu
dents); and NEP Russia would "grow into socialism" through "an 
organic period of development" and "the evolutionary struggle of 
economic forms." Neither had been "formulated exactly" by Lenin, 
out both, Bukharin insisted, were implicit in his writings, "especially 
in his last articles." Here Bukharin returned to a thought he had 
expressed in 1 92 2 :  "different types" of socialist societies were to be 
expected because "socialism is built on tbat material wbicb exists," 
prelude to his argument several months later that Lenin had be
queathed "an original theory of 'agrarian-cooperative' socialism." 123 

On the eve of the great programmatic debates, then, Bukharin 
already was committed to the proposition that the country's further 
development toward socialism "proceeds along an evolutionary 
path" and "cannot proceed otherwise." His acceptance of NEP and 
opposition to revolutionary ("catastrophic") programs were now 
unequivocal: "Here there can be no kind of third revolution." 124 

His reformist gradualism was still only a skeletal theory, but during 
the next two years- he would translate it into a comprehensive doc
trine of Bolshevism and a program for the modernization of Soviet 
Russia. 
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Bukharinislll and the 

Road to Socialislll 

Accumulate, accll'lltulate! That is Moses and the prophets! 
. . .  save, save, i.e., reconvert the greatest possible portion 
of surplus value or surplus product into capital! Accumula
tion for accumulation's sake: by this formula classical 
economy expressed the historical mission of the bourgeoisie, 
and did not for a single instant"deceive itself over the birth
throes of wealth. But what avails ICl'11zentation in the face 
of historical necessity ? 

-KARL MARX, Capital 

THE ECONOMIC CRISIS of 1 92 3  revealed that the party was again 
sharply divided on basic questions of economic policy and by im
plications on the future course of the Bolshevik revolution. At first, 
the conflicting responses and tendencies were overshadowed by the 
novelty of a public struggle for power among ranking Bolshevik 
leaders. But in the autumn of 1 924, events reaffirmed and broadened 
this division between a cautious Central Committee majority and a 
left opposition: policy differences among the leaders and contradic
tory impulses within the revolution, international and national, 
urban and rural, came into the open. The great debates of the twen
ties, and most of all the industrialization debate, began in earnest. 

The Left's ideological and programmatic features, real and 
alleged, took shape first. Trotsky's preachment about the "lessons 
of October" turned the wrath of the majority against his twenty
year-old theory of permanent revolution, now officially said to be 
the difference between "Trotskyism" and Leninism. Trotsky stood 
accused of "underestimating the peasantry" and of lacking faith in 
Russia's indigenous socialist potential, a pessimism countered in 1 9 2 5  
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by the officially professed belief in the possibility (if necessary) 'of 
building "socialism in one country." 1 Meanwhile, Preobrazhenskii 
presented his new "law of primitive socialist accumulation," in es
sence a case for the need to expand state industrial capital rapidly at 
the expense of the peasant sector. Incongruously, perhaps, his argu
ment �as quickly identified as "the economic basis of Trotskyism." 2 
(Few were struck by the contradiction between Preobrazhenskii's 
reasoning on socialist industrialization in an isolated Russia and 
Trotsky'S emphasis on the crucial role of a European revolution.) 
Neither man seriously discouraged the association, and henceforth 
Preobrazhenskii's analysis was at the center of the, Left's economic 
program. 

The chasm between the Left's so-called super-industrialism and 
the majority leadership's position was dramatized in 1 924-5, when 
the new economic policies were considerably extended. A dis
appointing crop and serious peasant unrest prompted the leadership 
(in the slogan of the day) to turn its "face to the countryside." Four 
economic concessions to the peasantry, above all to its middle and 
upper strata, were enacted in the spring of 1 9 2 5 :  state fixing of 
grain-purchasing prices was relaxed and the agricultural tax re
duced; the period of sanctioned land leasing was extended; wage 
labor, previously limited to the harvesting season, was legalized; and 
various administrative impediments to free trade were removed.3 
The measures were designed equally to pacify the peasantry and to 
stimulate further the economic revival brought by NEP. To their 
sponsors, they seemed a common sense extension of the 'permissive 
principles of NEP to the countryside. To the Left, they were evi
dence that "pro-peasantism," even a "kulak deviation," was in con
trol. 

This fundamental division over industrial and peasant policy, 
soon exacerbated by raucous disputes over foreign matters as well, 
structured the party debates of the twenties. Personal resentments, 
the struggle for power, and genuine disagreements about the nature 
and direction of the revolution were now thoroughly interwoven. 
Reconciliation between the left opposition and the official leader
ship was perhaps still possible as late as 1 9 2 6-7, when both modified 
their positions, .but it was never seriously attempted. As the contro
versy broadened, both sides escalated their polemics and disdained 
avenues of compromise, each portraying the conflict as a historic 
choice between alternative understandings of the revolution. Ac
cordingly, each grew increasingly less tolerant and more certain of 
the . other's apostasy. 

This exclusive attitude �as equally true of Bukharin, whose 
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part in the party's internal battles was radically altered by the events 
of 1 924-5. From a supporting role in the anti-Trotsky campaigns, 
he moved to center stage when the triumvirate suddenly fell apart. 
Zinoviev and Kamenev, previously second to none in advocating 
co�ciliation of the peasantry, initially endorsed the new agrarian 

. policies. But disturbed by second thoughts about their implications, 
and jealous of Stalin's growing power, they went into opposition in 
the fall of 1 92 5. Like the Trotskyist Left, with whom they united 
the following year, they assailed Stalin's' management of the party 
apparatus, the majority's economic policies, and the official inter
pretation of NEP, including the idea of socialism in one country.4 

The end of the triumvirate thrust Bukharin into the co-leader
ship of the majority with Stalin, a natural development since Bu
kharin was the principal author of the controversial policies. By the 
summer of 1 92 5, they had become integral to his own revised 
understanding of the revolution and building socialism in Soviet 
Russia. His economic program, and to some extent his broader pro
grammatic theories, had become official party doctrine. Elevated to 
an exposed political position, identified as the architect of the ma
jority's policies, and doubly conspicuous as official interpreter of 
the prevailing orthodoxy, he became the major target of opposition 
attacks. From 1 9 2 5  onward, he was constantly embattled, a key 
participant in the factional conflicts, in which Bukharinism-the 
"Bukharin school," as it was called-was a central issue.1i 

These intensely political circumstances obviously affected both 
the presentation and substance of Bukharin's thinking about the 
great questions under discussion. Between 1 924 and mid- 1 9 2 6, he 
developed a distinctive industrialization program and a theoretical 
explanation of how it would lead to Soviet socialism. Alone among 
the protagonists, he strove for a general theory of economic, politi
cal, and social development. His ideas, however, were rarely set out 
systematically or dispassionately, being scattered instead throughout 
dozens of hotly polemical speeches and articles.6 As a result, as 
Bukharin tacitly acknowledged in 1 92 6-7 when he introduced 
significant revisions, the initial version of his economic program, 
that of 1 924 to 1 92 6, was deficient in important respects. Some 
were the result of miscalculation; others, however, resulted from 
the belligerency of the debates. Determined to establish and defend 
what he now believed were a few rudimentary truths, Bukharin 
overstated his arguments and dismissed counterarguments. Caught 
up in the passions of revolutionary vision and righteousness, he, like 
the others, often responded to the challenges of his opponents rather 
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than to the country's real economic conditions. And of these rival 
challenges, Preobrazhenskii's "law of socialist accumulation" was 
the most important. 

Preobrazhenskii's "law" was an ambitious medley of far-sighted 
analysis, grand historical analogy, theoretical innovation, and eco
nomic policy. The first element made it a major contribution to the 

. industrialization debates. Since 1 92 I ,  official aspirations had centered 
on restoring the shattered economy, particularly industry, to its 
prewar ( 1 9 1 3 )  levels, that is, on reactivating damaged and dormant 
productive facilities. Preobrazhenskii looked beyond this short-term 
goal to the time when the existing industrial plant would be operat
ing at its full capacity. Arguing that the fate of socialism in the 
Soviet Union depended on rapid industrialization, he raised the 
problem of acquiring resources for intensive investment, especially 
in the capital goods sector. A large investment program was re
quired not only to offset unproductive consumption and normal 
depreciation of fixed capital since 1 9 1 3 , but to provide for the ex
pansion and technological reconstruction of the industrial base in
herited from the old regime:7 

Soviet Russia's underlying backwardness rather than her tem
porary destruction, further industrialization rather than simple 
recovery, were Preobrazhenskii's central concerns. For this reason, 
he formulated the long-term problems of industrialization more 
clearly than had previously been done, and forced a gradual re
orientation in the discussions of economic policy. He interpreted 
official economic thinking as an illusory belief-fostered by the 
relative ease and low costs of the recovery period-that a surplus 
sufficient for extensive industrialization could be generated within 
the state industrial sector itself. He argued otherwise: before self
sustained, intra-industrial accumulation could ensue, there had to be 
an initial phase during which large sums of capital, derived mainly 
"from sources lying outside the complex of state economy," must 
be concentrated in state hands. Surveying the meager alternatives 
available to an isolated Soviet Russia, Preobrazhenskii concluded 
that the essential source of investment resources could only be the 
peasant economy. His solution for raI;id industrialization was a 
massive preliminary transference of surplus value from the peasant 
to the state industrial sector.s 

To dramatize his argument and give it theoretical coherence, 
Preobrazhenskii drew an analogy between this period of "primitive 
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socialist accumulation" and the initial stage in capitalism's develop
ment which Marx had termed "primitive capitalist accumulation." 
He faithfully recalled · Marx's account of how nascent capitalism 
had parasitically nurtured itself · through "systematic plundering" 
(colonial robbery, expropriation, crushing taxation) of noncapital
ist econo�c forms, acquiring surplus capital by "all methods of 
compulsion and plundering." Preobrazhenskii did not advocate the 
same methods for socialist accumulation; some were disqualified 
"on ·principle." 9 But he retained the terms "exploitation" and "ex
propriation" to characterize the extraction of surplus value from 
the peasantry, maintaining that one sector, socialist or private, must 
"devour" the other. Even less tactfully, his argument strongly im
plied that the relationship between state industry and the peasant 
economy was comparable to that between an imperialist metropolis 
and its colonies. The peasantry as an internal colony of the workers' 
state, his ·opponents charged, was Preobrazhenskii's vision. He later 
toned down the suggestive terms and images; but they were not 
forgiven or forgotten. 

In fact, Preobrazhenskii's actual plan was less brutal than his 
analogy implied. Having rejected violence and confiscation as un
acceptable methods, he proposed that new capital be accumulated 
through "nonequivalent exchange" in market relations between the 
two sectors, a means he considered more effective and less offensive 
than direct taxation. State industry should use its unique super
monopolistic position to pursue "a price consciously aimed at the 
exploitation of the private economy in all its forms." 10 The prices 
of industrial products would be artificially inflated while agricul
tural prices . were relatively depressed, the state buying low and 
selling high. This proposal, in effect the Left's platform since 1 9 2 3, 
was aimed directly at official policy. Preobrazhenskii scorned the 
leadership's efforts to close the discrepancy between industrial and 
agricultural prices. On the contrary, he endorsed the "scissors crisis" 
price structure of 1 9 2 3  as a key device of social accumulation. 

Independent of his recommendations and ill-fated analogy, 
Preobrazhenskii's analysis of the need for and sources of new fixed 
capital was an important insight into the problems of industrializa
tion. The question had been all but ignored before his contribution 
in late 1 924. His diagnosis seemed even more perceptive after 1 925 ,  
when the leadership slowly perceived that the chronic malady of 
the Soviet economy was not the under-consumption evidenced in 
1 92 3 , but a recurrent "goods famine"-state industry's inability 
to meet consumer demand effectively. Viewed in this light, the 
analogy was not essential to his underlying argument. Although 
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. Preobrazhenskii probably thought it expressed his hard-headed ap
proach to the problem, it really served his theoretical ambition to 
formulate "primitive socialist accumulation" as the "fundamental 
law" or regulator of the socialist sector, as opposed to the law of 
value governing the private sector.ll This was a separate and theo
retical issue related, as we shall see, to the discussion of political econ
omy initiated by Bukharin in 1 920. But Preobrazhenskii chose to let 
his model stand as a ·piece, and as such it was a formidable achieve
ment, providing the Left with powerful ideas and an economic 
spokesman of the first rank. Understandably, Bukharin struggled 
with Preobrazhenskii's "law" for the rest of his career as a policy
maker, even in 1 92 8-9 ,when he thought Stalin had adopted it. 

Though Bukharin's belief in a different method .and pattern of 
economic development had been evident before the autumn of 1 924, 

the publication of Preobrazhenskii's arguments forced him to spell 
it out. The task of defending the majority's extempore policies and 
providing them with a sense of purpose and coherency fell to Bu
kharin, the only accomplished economist in the leadership. In the 
process of answering Preobrazhenskii and the Left generally, his 
own program emerged.12 Because he presented it largely as a cri
tique, Bukharin tended to express it in terms of his obj ections to 
Preobrazhenskii's proposals. Viewed broadly, he 'raised three objec
tions, all interrelated: an economic, a political, and what may be 
understood 'as a moral or ethical Qbj ection. While economic argu
ments naturally dominated the discussions, the latter two strongly 
influenced Bukharin's ecopomiG reasoning and will be discussed 
first. 

His political obj ection was stated in a dictum: "A proletarian 
dictatorship which is in a state of war with the peasantry . . . can in 
no way be strong." 13 Preobrazhenskii's program, he insisted, would 
alienate the peasantry, undermine the smy chka, and endanger the 
regime's survival. By 1 924, everyone accepted that peasants would 
not voluntarily produce or deliver surplus grain without adequate 
incentives. The introduction of NEP was tangible recognition of 
this fact of Soviet life. Yet Preobrazhenskii's "nonequivalent ex
change" seemed to eliminate market incentives, leaving unanswered 
what would-happen when the peasant, confronted with a manifestly -
unfavorable price structure, refused to market a surplus. Bukharin 
believed that it would necessitate a return to requisitioning and 
again set the parry ' on a collision course with the rural population. 
That, he maintained, was whe,re the Left's " 'ferocious' logic"-"the 
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psychology of desperate gestures, superhuman pressures, and will
ful impulses"-ledY Preobrazhenskii's historical analogy only fur
ther convinced him that the Left's programs promised civil strife 
and disaster. 

Any policy that risked a conflict with the peasantry, no matter 
how compelling its economic reasoning, was unacceptable to Bu
kharin. He was certain that the party would be the loser in such a 
confrontation. The indispensability of the peasantry's support-the 
inviolability of the smy chka-he now saw as the cardinal lesson of 
Russia's revolutionary history: "The revolution of 1 905 was a fail
ure because there was not a smy chka between the urban movement 
and the agrarian-peasant movement." That was "the supreme lesson 
for us all," underlining "the whole importance of the union of 
workers and peasants." The events of 1 9 1 7  validated this historic 
truth, success having resulted from a happy combination of "a 
peasant '1.L'ar against the landlord and a proletarian revolution." This 
"quite peculiar and original situation was the basis for the entire 
development of our revolution." Initially a destructive smychka, 
NEP had translated it into a constructive alliance, without which 
the party's dictatorship was doomed: "If this especially favorable 
combination of class forces is lost, then the whole basis for develop-
ing the socialist revolution in our country collapses."' 15 . 

Bukharin's peasant war-proletarian revolution interpretation 
of 1 9 1  7, developed from an aside by Lenin, served three collateral 
purposes. It presented the "great agrarian revolution" of that year 
as a constituent and salutary part of "our revolution," not as an alien 
movement as had been Bolshevik custom earlier. It thus, secondly, 
countered the interpretation of 1 9 1 7  associated with Trotsky's the
ory of permanent revolution. And, finally, it enabled Bukharin to 
argue that the relationship between the proletariat and the peasantry 
was analogous to the earlier collaborative alliance between the in
dustrial bourgeoisie and the landlords, not, as Preobrazhenskii sug
gested, to the relationship between an exploiting and an exploited 
class.16 But the central instruction of the interpretation was caution 
and conciliation-the watchwords of Bukharinism. It taught that 
anti-peasant policies were suicidal and underlay Bukharin's repeated 
warning that his party had to "walk on the razor's edge." 17 

It is perhaps curious that Bukharin, who in 1 9 1 5- 1 6  had por
trayed the modern capitalist state as an omnipotent Leviathan, 
should now have seen the Soviet state as resting precariously on the 
continued tolerance of the peasantry. Impressed by the fierce inde
pendence of private peasant farmers during the rural uprisings .of 
1 920- 1 ,  he did not clearly perceive that their very dispersal and 
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individual autonomy was their collective weakness. Between 1 929 
and 1 93 3, the Soviet state would wage and win a determined civil 
war against the rural masses, proving that their alienation was not 
fatal to the regime. And yet Bukharin's was only a partial error. He 
understood, or at least sensed, what a forced confrontation with the 
peasantry would entail, a prospect that horrified him and became 
another of his enduring fears. As even an unsympathetic writer has 
said: "he had a strong premonition of the furies that would de
scend upon the land" 18 if "willful impulses" were to prevail. 

Bukharin's analysis of the party's political situation was, how
ever, only a part of his opposition to anti-peasant policies, and he 
never relied on it alone. Between 1 924 and 1 929  he also sounded, 
not consistently or always clearly it is true, a moral objection to any 
systematic political or economic mistreatment of the peasantry. 
This element in his thinking is to be approached cautiously, if only 
because Bukharin conceivably would have denied its importance, 
and because there was a strong tradition in original Marxism and in 
Bolshevism against injecting moral values into social j udgments. 

The tradition derived from Mane himself. Despite the unIT!is
takable moralism that infused much of his writing, Marx insisted 
formally on a rigidly nonethical approach to the study of society 
and to history generally. His stern refusal to reason other than in 
terms of the laws of a given epoch was expressed in his famous 
statement: "Right can never be higher than the economic structure 
of society and its cultural development conditioned thereby." This, 
he believed, distinguished his scientific socialism from the fantasies 
of utopian socialists. Early l\t1arxists, familiar with Marx's scathing 
ridicule of the 1 87 5  Gotha Program-whose demands for "equal 
right" and "fair distribution" he dismissed as "verbal rubbish" and 
'.'ideological nonsense about right and other trash so common among 
the democrats and French Socialists"-were strongly influenced by 
this bias against ethical judgments.19 Bernstein's later revisionist ef
fort to wed a Marxist socialism purged of "scientific" certainties 
with Kantian ethics showed the close connection between the anti
ethical and scientific assumptions in original Marxism, and made 
further moves in this direction doubly suspect. 

In this respect, Bukharin's pre-October /position was entirely 
orthodox. He reminded his readers in 1 9 1 4: "There is nothing more 
ridiculous . . .  than the attempt to make Marx's theory an 'ethical' 
theory. Marx's theory knows no other natural law than that of 
cause and effect, and can admit no other such law." "Ethical rhet
oric," he added, was something "which we need not take seri
ously." 20 After 1 9 1 7, the anti-ethical tradition became involved 
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with Bolshevik decisionmaking, frequently being expressed in a dis
dain for moral inhibitions in the face of "objective conditions." 
Reasoning of this sort was commonplace during the civil war, when 
the party's excesses were consolingly rationalized as historical ne
cessity or as means justified by socialist ends (a mode of rationaliza
tion encouraged in no small way by Bukharin's The Economics) . 
This outlook did not end with the civil war. Speaking for the de
fense at the trial of Socialist Revolutionaries in 1 92 2 ,  Bukharin 
refused to base his acquittal plea on "monil" grounds, resting his 

_ case instead on the only admissible standard, "political expediency." 
And in 1 924, responding to anti-Bolshevik statements by Ivan 
Pavlov, he proclaimed his allegiance "not [to] the categorical im
perative of Kant and not [to]  a Christian moral commandment, but 
[to ]  revolutionary expediency." Some people, he complained a year 

later, "very often replace sober reasonings with moral ones, which 
have nothing to do with politics." 21 

The same complaint was to be leveled at Bukharin himself dur
ing the twenties. For, contrary to the old tradition, and his own 
statements notwithstanding, an ethical standard began to figure 
prominently in his position on domestic policy. From the mome�t 
in December 1 924 when he first denounced -Preobrazhenskii's law 
as "a monstrous analogy" and "a frightful dream," to his charge in 
1 929  that Stalin's program amounted to "military-feudal exploita
tion of the peasantry," "ethical rhetoric" was part of his opposition 
to anti-peasant policies. It was to this that Preobrazhenskii referred 
when he reproached Bukharin for an "outburst of moral indigna
tion." 22 Nlarx once said of the working class: "they have no ideals 
to realize . . . .  " For Bukharin, an ideal had become central to Bol
shevism's historical task. 

This new element in his thinking related to his awareness, evi
dent already in 1 92 3 , that the Soviet proletariat'S minority status 
was not a national peculiarity. With the enthusiasm of a man who 
has belatedly uncovered an overlooked truth, and armed with sup
porting statistics, Bukharin seized every opportunity in 1 924 and 
1 92 5  to impress on his audiences that globally "the proletariat . . .  
constitutes an insignificant minority," while peasants, mostly in 
agrarian countries of the East, "are the huge majority on our 
planet." His revised understanding of international revolution was 
based on an extrapolation of the Russian experience; hence his re
peated image of "a world city and a world countryside," of a world 
"S11lY chka between the Western European and American industrial 
proletariat and . . . the colonial peasantry," and of a global version 
of "proletarian revolution and peasant war." 23 Given the leadership 
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of the proletariat, he prophesied in 1 92 5, the peasant "will become 
-is becoming-the great liberating force of our time." But, as in 
the Soviet Union, "the decisive problem" would remain: a victori
ous world proletariat still would be a minority, and "after its vic
tory will have to get along with the peasantry no matter what, for 
it is the majority of the population with great economic and social 
weight." 24 

On one level, Bukharin's remarks represented an effort to ad
just Marxist theory, which traditionally viewed the peasantry as a 
reactionary relic of feudalism, to the revolutionary agrarian move
ments initiated by the First World War. They were also directed 
against the resurgence of anti-:-peasant sentiment within the party. 
He was challenging the conviction, his own in 1 9 1 7  and now of
ficially attributed to Trotsky, that the peasantry served the revolu
tion "only as cannon fodder in the struggle with the · capitalist and 
the large landowners." Instead, the proletariat required peasant 
support throughout the whole transition period: "it is compelled, in 
building socialism, to carry the-'peasantry with it." 25 While Bu
kharin's position was not "pro-peasant" in the populist sense of a 
glorification of the muzhik and village life, but rather a pragmatic 
appraisal of class forces, he did want the urban Bolsheviks to regard 
their ally sympathetically ' and appreciate that social backwardness 
"is not the peasant's 'guilt,' but his misfortune." Approach the 
peasant, he urged, not with "disgust and contempt" but "seriously 
with love.". Anti-peasantism was incompatible with "proletarian 
duty," especially in an age when the proletariat and the bourgeoisie 
were competing "for' the soul of the peasant." 26 

This view of Soviet Russia as a microcosm :of world classes 
spurred Bukharin's imagination in another, more important direc
tion. His reflections on the "world countryside" coincided with the 
Bolsheviks' growing perception of themselves as modernizers. By 
1 924-5, "capitalist stabilization" had dashed their hopes for an early 
European revolution, and the onset of the economic controversies 
reflected the party's realization that, for the time being anyway, 
Soviet Russia would have to industrialize on its own. Bukharin re
lated these two questions and found a larger implication: economic 
backwardness was an international phenomenon, and great parts of 
the world, like Soviet Russia, were mainly pre-industrial. The Bol
shevik experiment thus acquired for him an additional significance. 
Not only was it the first proletarian revolution, but for the first 
timein history a country had embarked on a "noncapitalist path" 
to industrialism. The question of whether Russia's peasant masses 
and their pre-capitalist economies could "bypass the capitalist path" 
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was therefore relevant to all backward countries. In this, and in the 
"unheard-of and unprecedented" fact that the experiment was be
ing undertaken "without those who have commanded for tens and 
hundreds of years," Bukharin saw "the most enormous signifi
cance not only for us, but for the toilers of the whole world." 27 

His ethical objection to anti-peasant policies took shape in this 
context. The Bolshevik revolution had shattered the old Marxist 
assumption that industrialization was the exclusive task of capital
ism. In its place, Bukharin advanced the idea of a historic com
parison between the process of "socialist industrialization" ( or 
"socialist accumulation") and the past history of "capitalist indus
trialization." The former was to prove radically different in nature. 
His conception of an atrocious capitalist example was borrowed 
from Marx. It originated in the period of "primitive capitalist ac
cumulation" and the merciless expropriation of noncapitalist pro
ducers, when "conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, briefly 
force, play the great part." This, capitalism's equivalent of "original 
sin," was "the historical process of divorcing the producer from the 
means of production," the "transformation of feudal exploitation 
into capitalist exploitation," out of which, in Mar?C's words, "capi
tal comes dripping from head to foot, from every pore, with blood 
and dirt." The subsequent history of capitalist accumulation, ac
cording to Bukharin, followed a similar pattern: its "driving mo
tive" was "ever higher profits-exploitation, destruction, and ruin, 
that is the real mechanism of relations between the capitalist and the 
noncapitalist milieu"; imperialism based on "colonial exploitation is . 
only the world scope of this phenomenon." 28 

The essential feature of capitalist industrialization was for 
Bukharin its "parasitic" impact on agriculture and the peasant . 

. Cities had enriched them�elves by "devouring" and impoverishing 
the villages: 

� 

Capitalist industrialization-this is the parasitism of the city in relation 
to the countryside, the parasitism of a metropolis in relation to colo
nies, the hypertrophic, bloated development of . industry, serving the 
ruling classes, along with the extreme comparative backwardness of 
agricultural economics, especially peasant agricultural economics. 

Hence the "accursed legacy" of this "bloodsucking process"
"poverty, ignorance, cultural backwardness, inequality," what Marx 
called "the idiocy of rural life." 29 And it was in this regard that 
there was to be a fundamental difference "in the type of our in-
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dustrialization." As Bukharin insisted repeatedly between 1 924 and 
1 929:  

we must constantly keep in mind that our socialist industrialization 
must differ from capitalist industrialization in that it is carried out by 
the proletariat, for the goals of socialism, that its effect upon the peas
ant economy is different and distinct in nature, that its "attitude" to
ward agriculture generally is different - and distinct. Capitalism caused 
the debasement of agriculture. Socialist industrialization is not a para
sitic process in relation to the countryside bu� the means of its 
greatest transformation and uplifting.30 

It was this vision that he tried to convey in constant references 
to Bolshevism's "historic task." Soviet industrialization, unlike its 
capitalist predecessor, was obliged to develop the rural sector eco
'nomically and culturally, to "open a new epoch in relations be
tween the city and the village, one which puts an end to the 
systematic retardation of the village . . . which turns industry's 
'face to the. countryside' . . .  leading it from history's backways to 
the proscenium of economic history." The venture was historic be
cause it was unprecedented, a theme on which Bukharin rhapso
dized before a Komsomol gathering in January 1 9 2 5 :  

I t  stands . for the first time i n  human history . . .  because i n  not a 
single period, in not a single cycle of human history-not in the epoch 
of Oriental despotisms, nor in the period of the so-called classical 
world, nor in the Middle Ages, nor under the capitalist regime-never 
was there such an example where the ruling class posed as its funda
mental task the overcoming and destruction of the difference between 
the predatory city and the village on which it preys-between the 
city, which reaps all the benefits of culture, and the village, which is 

. sacrificed to ignorance.31 

Bukharin was groping toward an ethic of socialist industriali
zation,' an imperative standard delineating the permissible and the 
impermissible. Believing that the Soviet experience would be viewed 
in the mirror of capitalist history, and wanting the reflection to be 
more humane and beneficial as well as more productive, he saw an 
epic judgment in the making. Could Soviet Russia industrialize 
without emulating the atrocities of the capitalist model? If not, he 
seemed to suggest, the outcome would not be socialism. The means 
would shape the end. " We do not want to drive the middle peasant 
into communism with an iron broom, pushing him with the kicks 
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of war communism," he explained in January 1 92 6. This had been 
and was now "untrue, incorrect, unsuitable from the point of view 
of socialism." Bolsheviks were "pioneers, but we do not carry out 
experiments, we are not vivisectionists, who . . .  operate on a living 
organism with a knife; we are conscious of our historic responsi
bility . . . .  " 32 

This special understanding of Bolshevism's role in history ac
counts significantly for the intensity of Bukharin's opposition to 
anti-peasant policies (and, as we shall see, for his initial economic 
complacency) .  He emotionally denounced "third-revolutionists" as 
advocates of a "pogrom"-"cranks who would propose to declare 
'a St. Bartholomew's night' for the peasant bourgeoisie." 33 It also 
illuminates his outraged reaction to Preobrazhenskii's ideas, in 
whose invocation of bygone plundering and expropriation he saw 
not an interlude of "primitive socialist accumulation" but a perma
nent system of exploitation "on an expanding basis." Preobrazhen
s�ii's formulation, B�kharin contended, would apply in only one 
CIrcumstance: 

if the discussion was not about moving toward a classless Communist 
society but toward strengthening forever the proletariat dictatorship, 
toward conserving the supremacy of proletariat, and toward its degen
eration into a real exploiting class. Then the conception of exploitation 
would correctly apply without reservation to such an order; Equally, 
it would also be correct to designate the petty bourgeois peasant 
economy . . .  as a "proletarian" colony. 

� 
But, he asked rhetorically, "May one call the proletariat an 
exploiting class . . .  ? No! And a thousand times no! And by no 
means because this 'sounds bad.' . . .  But because such a 'name' does 
not correspond . . .  to objective reality and to our historic task." It 
was "to lose sight of the originality of the process" of socialist in
dustrialization; "it means not to understand its historic essence." 34 

Apart from its ethical underpinnings, Bukharin's juxtaposition 
of capitalist and socialist accumulation concealed a significant in
consistency. Despite his bleak portrayal of the capitalist model, he 
was aware that in at least one country, the United States, industriali
zation ha,d been accompanied by a prospering agriculture.35 What 
really seems to have provoked his generalization about previous 
exploitation of the countryside was the unhappy history of the 
Russian peasantry. The image of a rapacious autocracy preying on 
the muzhik had been a powerful theme in pre-Marxist Russian 'radi
cal thought, and Bukharin adopted it. Before .the February revolu-
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tion, he recalled, "a half-destitute peasantry," subject to "medieval 

forms of exploitation," had suffered "under the iron heel of the 
landlord" and an autocracy which "constituted nothing but an 
enormous parasite on the body of the nation." Czarism rather than 
capitalism itself seems to have been the real source of Bukharin's 
"parasitic" model. As he warned in an angry and revealing polemic, 
super-industrialist programs would "put the USSR in the historical 
line . . . of old Russia," with its "backward, semi-serfdom agri
culture, pauper-peasant . . .  and merciless exploitation of the 
muzhik. . . ." 36 

While, for obvious reasons, he never isolated it from his other 
arguments or called it by its proper name,37 this ethical considera
tion influenced Bukharin's economic thinking throughout the dis
putes o( the twenties. Bis conviction that socialist industrialization 
must benefit the peasant masses was reflected in his central eco
nomic proposition that "mass · consumption"-the "needs of the 
masses"-was "the real lever of development, that it generates the 
most rapid tempos of economic growth." Or, as he expressed it 
programmatically: · "Our economy exists for the consumer, not the 
consumer for the economy. This is a point which must never be 
forgotten. The 'New Economy' differs from the old in taking as its 
standard the needs of the masses. . . ." 38 This proposition subtly 
combined an ethical and an economic argument. As a Bolshevik, 

. however, Bukharin had to convince the party that it was economi
cally sound, not ethically preferable. 

Economics naturally for�ed the main substance of the debates. 
Here we must begin by understanding that Bukharin agreed with 

\ Preobrazhenskii and the Left in two important respects. First, like 
all leading Bolsheviks, he accepted industrialization as the party's 
foremost goal. This was for a variety of reasons, including national 
pride and security, the Marxist association of industrialism with 
socialism, and the attendant worry that a proletarian regime would 
be forever insecure in a ·predominantly agrarian society. And, like 
the Left, he wanted in particular an industrialization process that 
wO'uld yield a large capital goods sector: "metal industry . . .  this is 
the basic spine, the backbone of our industry." 39 

Second, Bukharin and Preobrazhenskii agreed that Soviet in
dustrialization would have to rely mainly on internal resources.40 
l\10reover, Bukharin concurred that industrialization required a 
transfer of resources from the agrarian to the state industrial sector, 
or what Preobrazhenskii called "pumping over" from the peasant 
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economy. The real disagreement, Bukharin insisted, was over meth
ods and limits: 

It would be wrong to argue that industry should 
-
grow oilly on what 

is produced within the limits of this industry. But the whole question 
involves how much we can take from the peasantry . . . to what extent 
we can carry this pumping over, by what methods, where are the 
limits of this pumping over, how . . . to receive the most favorable 
result. . . . Here is the difference between us and the opposition. . . . 
Comrades of the opposition stand for pumping over excessively, for 
such intense pressure on the peasantry which . . .  is economically irra
tional and politically impermissible. Our position in no way renounces 
this pumping over; but we calculate much more soberly . . . . 41 

The crux of Bukharin's economic objectIons to Preobrazhen
skii's proposals, and the basis of his own program, was his belief 
that industrial growth depended on an expanding consumer market. 
He first broached the argument in a roundabout way in the spring 
of 1 9 2 4, in a series of theoretical articles ostensibly unrelated to the 
emerging party debates. Among his targets was the . economist 
Mikhail Tugan-Baranovskii, whose earlier theory of economic crises 
was relevant to the party discussions. In arguing his "disproportion
ality" explanation of crises, Tugan-Baranovskii had denied a nec
essary dependency between production and mass consumption, 
maintaining that, given the planning of correct proportions among 
different branches of production, capital accumulation could grow 
regardless of the level of social consumption. Industry, he said in 
effect, could provide the effective demand for its own output. 
Bukharin flatly rejected Tugan-Baranovskii's "lunatic utopia," in 
which production was isolated from consumption. The "chain" of 
production, he insisted, must always "end with the production of 
means of consumption . . .  which enter into the process of personal 
consumption . . . .  " 42 

At first glance, his inflexible approach to Tugan-Baranovskii's 
arguments seems curious. Bukharin himself, after all, had frequently 
emphasized the regulatory powers of state capitalist systems, later 
even theorizing that under "pure" state capitalism (without a free 
market), production could continue crisis-free while consumption 
laggeq behind.43 The presence of a hopeful "ought" is perhaps dis
cernible in his insistence that production must in the end be ori
ented toward satisfying social wants. Whatever �he cas�, it became 
evident a few months later that Bukharin was speaking less to old 
controversies than to new ones when he set out his major economic 
axiom: "if there is given such a system of economic relationships 
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where industry has already worked for the peasant market, where 
it cannot exist without a connection with this market, then the situ
ation in indu

·
stry, the tempo of accumulation, etc., cannot be inde

pendent from the growth of the pro·ductive forces of agriculture." 
He was referring, of course, to Russia, going on to suggest that 
Preobrazhenskii's "law" constituted a program based on "applied 
Tuganism," a charge he repeated throughout the twentiesY 

Bukharin believed that the Leffs call for "a dictatorship of 
industry" ignored the crucial problem of peasant demand. (This 
problem, he added, had been instrumental in the downfall of 
czarism.) 45 Hence his main economic argument, tirelessly reiterated 
between 1 924 and 1 926 :  "Accumulation in socialist industry cannot 
occur for long without accumulation in the peasant economy ." 
Thus Hthe capacity of the internal market . . .  is the central question 
of our economics." If the problem was properly resolved, the out
look was hopeful: "the greater the buying powers of the peasantry, 
the faster our industry develops." Or as Bukharin succinctly prom
ised: "kopeck accumulation in the peasant economy is the basis for 
ruble accumulation in socialist industry." 46 

The Left's "super-industrialism" suggested to Bukharin the 
opposition'S failure to see that the urban and rural sectors were "a 
single organism." If agriculture and industry were prevented from 
interacting, "you will have silent factories . . .  you will have a de
clining peasant economy; you will have general regression." Ac
cordingly, he insisted that the true indicator of growth was not 
industrial investment alone, but "the sum of the national incomes, 
on the basis of which everything grows, beginning with production 
and ending with the army and the schools." 47 NEP had solved the 
crucial problem of linking the two sectors by creating "an economic 
smy chka between socialist state industry and the millions of peasant 
economies." That economic smy chka was trade, through which "a 
bridge is erected between the city and the countryside." 48 

The reciprocity of the two sectors was expressed for Bukharin 
in mutual demand and supply. Rural demand was twofold: the 
peasant desired first of all consumer goods and simple agricultura1 
implements; but as accumulation in the pe�sant economy pro
gressed, he would also require complex producer goods such as 
tractors. Peasant demand therefore served to stimulate all branches 
of industry, light and heavy. At the same time, the technological 
advancement of peasant agriculture depended on the availability of 
industrial products, especially fertilizers and machinery.49 Viewing 
the process from the city, Bukharin continued, state industry re
ceived in return its prime essentials: grain and industrial crops, the 
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former to feed urban workers and to export abroad in exchange for 
needed equipment, the latter to supply further industrial produc
tion.50 Thus did the interdependence of the two sectors work to 
solve what he thought were the major problems of Soviet economic 
growth-grain collection and the weak capacity of the internal 
market. 

It was this rationale that Bukharin offered for the controversial 
agrarian reforms of 1 92 5, which extended NEP in the countryside 
by eliminating most of the remaining legal barriers to peasant farm
ing.51 The linchpin of his program was the encouragement of pri
vate peasant accumulation, thereby broadening the rural demand 
for industrial products and increasing "the marketable surplus of 
peasant agriculture. He hoped that the peasant sector could be 
transformed from "a natural consumer economy into a commodity
producing economy." This meant encouraging the prosperity of all 
rural strata, but particularly the middle and better-off peasant, a 
prospect that the Left, whose sympathies went out only to the poor 
peasant, considered politically dangerous and ideologically repug
nant. Bukharin's ddense of the reforms also reflected his ethical 
understanding of Bolshevism's "historic task." The party's goal, he 
maintained, was not "equality in poverty," not "reducing the more 
prosperous upper stratum, but . . .  pulling the lower strata up to 
this high level." Taking aim at the Left, he added: "poor peasant 
socialism is wretched socialism . . . .  Only idiots can say there must 
always be the poor." 52 

His essential argument, however, was pragmatic. A meaning
ful increase in rural demand and marketed produce would neces
sarily rest, at least in the beginning, on those stronger peasants capa
ble of monetary accumulation and expanded production. But these 
were the peasant households, whose economic development was 
specifically fettered by legal restrictions and capricious administra
tive practices left over from war communism. As Bukharin ex
plained: 

the prosperous upper stratum of the . peasantry and the middle peasant 
who also aspires to become prosperous are at present afraid to accumu
late. There is a situation where the peasant is afraid to install an iron 
roof for fear of being declared a kulak ; if he buys a machine, then he 
does it in such a way that the Communists will not notice. Higher 
technique becomes conspiratorial. 

The reforms were to remedy this situation. They would apply to 
all segment� of the rural population, as Bukharin made explicit in � 
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proclamation that provoked the political scandal of 1 92 5 :  "we must 
say to the whole peasantry, to all its strata: enrich yourselves, ac
cumulate, develop your economy." 113 Politics compelled him to 
retract the "enrich yourselves" slogan, but not its meaning. It was, 
he said: �'a mistaken formulation of an entirely · correct position." 
And that position was: "we do not hinder kulak accumulation and 
we do not strive to organize the poor peasant for a second expropri
ation of the kulak." 54 

The larger aim of the reforms was "unleashing commodity 
turnover," a goal which Bukharin termed "the general line of our 
economic policy." He believed that a flourishing of trade would 
result in the fastest and surest economic growth. Broadening the 
absorption ca.pacity of the market, raising the total volume of com
modities, and accelerating their circulation between industry and 
agriculture, and within industry and agriculture, "is the main 
method of accelerating the tempo of our economic life." It "would 
provide 'space for the fullest development of productive forces." 55 
For this reason, manufactured goods originating outside the state 
sector were to be welcomed. The reforms applied not only to 
peasant farming but also to the vast network of small handicraft 
industries, which manufactured a great variety of goods and whose 
development would contribute to the total national income. Simi
larly, Bukharin urged that industrial products be imported if nec
essary to meet internal demand, because an imported tractor, to 
use his example, would increase the capacity of the home market 
and eventually generate additional demand for Soviet industrial 
products. 56 

Bukharin rightly observed that his program differed from that 
. of the Left, who put the first emphasis on production, in that it 
meant moving "from circulation ( money, prices, trade) to produc
tion." This was the substance of his hotly contested theory (to be 
discussed in more detail below) of "growing into socialism through 
exchange." As he explained in 1 92 5 :  "Accelerating turnover, ex
panding the market, and on this basis expanding production-from 
this comes the possibility of further lowering prices, further expand
ing the market, etc. That is the path of our production." 57 A pro
gram of this sort required that the party follow three basic policies: 
promulgating and enforcing the agrarian reforms; restoring normal 
conditions and minimizing state interference at places of trade, 
from central markets to local bazaars; and constantly forcing down 
industrial prices. 

Controversy over the large questions of the revolution in 
1 924-6 frequently centered on the immediate, practical matter of 
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official price policy. The ratio between industrial and agricultural 
goods related not only to the prospect of rural unrest, but also to 
the question of which class woud bear the burden of industrializa
tion and to the level of "pumping over" from: the peasant sector. 
Thus while Preobrazhenskii and the Left demanded relatively high 
industrial prices, Bukharin offered two arguments for the opposite 
policy. 

First, he assumed (apparently unlike Preobrazhenskii) that 
peasant demand for industrial goods was highly elastic. Lower 
prices would result in a larger volume of sales and greater . total 
profits. In addition, they would allow for faster capital turnover 
and a variety of cost reductions derived from maximizing output 
and rationalizing production. Conversely, Bukharin warned that an . 
artificially high price policy would have disastrous effects, dimin
ishing the capacity of the peasant market, creating a repetition of 
the 1 92 3  "selling crisis," and-having deprived industry of its mar
ket and raw materials-leading to "industrial stagnation." Pre
obrazhenskii's proposal meant "killing the goose that lays the golden 
egg.". 58 Although Bukharin once declared that "it would be non
sensical on our part to renounce the utilization of our monopolistic 
position," during the mid-twenties he plumped solely for "cheaper 
prices in each successive cycle of production," promising that the 
most rapid tempo of industrial growth emanated not from "cartel 
super-profits" but from "the minimum profit per- unit of mer
chandise." 59 

To this argument against high industrial prices he added an
other: "Any monopoly conceals within itself . . .  the danger of 
decay , of resting on its laurels." The capitalist firm had been 
"spurred by competition" to produce more cheaply and more ra
tionally. Soviet industry lacked this inner dynamic: 

if we, who in essence . . .  have a state super-monopoly, do not push, 
press, and whip our cadres, spurring them to cheapen production, to 
produce better, then . . .  we have before us all the prerequisites of mo
nopolistic decay. The role played by competition in capitalist society 
. . .  must with us be played by the constant pressure arising from the 
needs of the masses.60 

Bukharin's remarks on this danger, sometimes referred to as 
"monopolistic parasitism" and "bureaucratic degeneration,'"  were 
prompted by more than the economic costs of "bureaucratic mis
management." They reflected, as we have seen, his abiding fear of 
a new class-"our managers are proletarian fighters but they are 
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also subject to human weakness," he told Preobrazhenskii. A mo
nopolistic price policy was "a false philosophy," partly because it 
promoted another standard, what he later described as "the people 
for the chino'VTlik, and not the chino'VTlik for the people." 61 

Thus, in answer to the crucial question of where Soviet indus
trializing funds were to be obtained, Bukharin pointed to thx:ee 
sources. First was the growing profitability� based on increasing 
sales and decreasing costs, of state industry itself. Second was the 
new revenue resulting from the progressive income tax levied on 
prospering capitalist elements, a gain which justified the permissive 
policies toward these segments of the population. Third were vol
untary savings in Soviet bank and credit institutions, initially 0t?- the 
part of kulak-capitalist depositors, and later, Bukharin hoped, on 
the part of small peasants. He regarded the first two as "basic 
sources," mentioning voluntary savings only parenthetically in 1 924  
and 1 92 5 .62 But b y  early 1 92 6  h e  -was stressing the third a s  well: "I 
maintain that one of the maj or ways of drawing additional capital 
into our socialist construction is a policy of concentrating the small 
accumuhitions of the\peasantry in our credit, cooperative, and simi
lar institutions." Observing that in c;apitalist countries the bour
geoisie had employed th� savings of small depositors, he asked: 
"why cannot we do the same, only in the interests <;>f socialist 
construction? "  63 

His concern with voluntary savings illustrate� an important 
difference between Bukharin's program and that of the Left, who 
were in search of devices of forced savings. While the Left empha
sized the urgent need for vigorous state intervention in the indus
trialization process, Bukharin, especially during the middle twenties, 
looked to the spontaneous, automatic, and voluntary contributions 
of economies outside the state sector. Aside from the issue of its 
economic feasibility, this approach had the virtue of familiarity, 
drawing in part upon conventional economic ideas and practices. 
(Bukharin's adversaries branded his ideas "our Soviet Manchester 
school of thought.")  64 It was therefore simply expounded and easily 

- comprehended, no small merit when the debates were carried to the 
provinces. A good example is Bukharin's summary of his position 
(now that of the official leadership ) before a local party organiza
tion in February 1 926 :  

First, if corr:m0dity turnover in the country grows, this means 
that more is produced, more is bought and sold, more is accumulated : 
this means that our socialist accumulation is accelerated, i.e., the devel
opment of our industry . . . . If general commodity turnover . . .  is ac-
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celerated, blood runs more lively through our economic organism; 
this means that turnover in our industry is accelera�ed. If I sold once 
a month but now sell four times, it means that I receive in my pocket 
not one profit but four; this means that we accumulate more in our 
industry, that we accelerate the tempo . . .  of development of our so
cialist industry. Second, from the capitalist elements which grow on
this soil, we receive additional income in the form of growin'g tax reve
nue., . . .  And these two basic sources which we receive additionally in 
our hands, give us additional me,ans with. which we materially help all 
the socialist forms, including the village poor, against the capitalist 
ones.65 

This, then, was Bukharin's economic program between 1 924 
and the latter half of 1 926. It was built around an unequivocal 
acceptance of the mixed NEP economy as the proper t!ansitional 
structure from which socialism could evolve. He viewed the NEP 
economy as a two-sector system, composed of a public (state, so
cialist, or socialized-he used the terms interchangeably) and a 
private part. The public sector included those comp'onents com
monly designated "the commanding heights"-large industry, the 
banks, transportation, and foreign trade-and two that Bukharin 
included at times, cooperatives and domestic trade.66 His inclusion 
of cooperatives in the socialist sector was (as we shall see) a theo
retically motivated and contested decision, while the inclusion of 
domestic trade varied with his optimism about the competitive suc
cess of state and cooperative agencies in the market. The private 
sector encompassed peasant farming, home industries, private trade, 
and other pockets of private capital. As this suggests, Bukharin's 
tendency to equate the two · sectors with state in,dustry and peasant 
agriculture was not exact, the economy being, he once observed, 
more like "an enormous socioeconomic salad." 67 The equation did, 
however, reflect the system's fundamental dichotomy. 

Bukharin was careful to point out that the dual systein began 
to function fully only in 1 924-5, when restrictions on the private 
sector were relaxed. He explained that in 1 92 1 to 1 9 2 3  the war-torn 
state sector had been competitively impotent, and that free devel
opment of the private sector would have swamped the latter eco
nomically. By 1 924-5, however, the state sector had ceased to be a 
vulnerable "oasis" and had emerged as "the decisive factor in our 
economic life," a fact Bukharin argued was becoming truer and 
more clear-cut with each passing year. While regarding the mixed 
economy as a transitional arrangement, he insisted that it was a 
long-term one which would serve for "decades." 08 And during the 
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transition to socialism, relations between the private and public 
sectors would be maintained and governed through the operation 
of the semi-free market, whose functioning varied with the exercise 
of the state's regulatory powers. 

In addition to linking the two sectors, distributing commodi
ties, and helping to allocate resources, the market permitted the 
Soviet state to benefit from the private pursuits of its "mass of semi
friends and semi-enemies and open enemies in economic . life." 69 
According to Bukharin, the NEP market economy had established 
"the correct combination of the private interests of the small pro
ducer and the general interests of socialist construction." By stimu
lating the personal incentives of peasants, artisans, workers, "and. 
even the bourgeoisie . . .  we put them obj ectively to the service of 
socialist state industry and the economy as a whole." His attitude 
toward the kulak peasant ("we help him but he helps us") typified 
his attitude toward private capital generally. Its development served 
willy-nilly-"independent of its will"-the interests of socialism.io 
And in the end, the state sector stood to benefit most; through its 
greater market competitiveness, efficiency, and resources it would 
gradually displace private capital from trade and production. How 
Bukharin envisaged "overcoming the market through the market" 
will be discussed below; what is important here is that his accep
tance of the mixed economy and the market determined his position 
on three key issues under debate: planning, growth proportions 
between branches of industry, and the rate of economic growth 
itself. 

The idea of planning, with its promise of "economic rational
ity," agitated every Bolshevik's imagination. All were agreed on its 
virtues and desirability, few on its meaning or implementation.i1 A 
single industrial plan was the Left's great cause, so compelling that 
it u,nited the several different tendencies within the opposition .. 
Partly for this reason, and partly in reaction to the centralizing 
excesses which had passed for planning during war communism, 
Bukharin's remarks on the subject were frequently negative be
tween 1 924 and 1 926. He ridiculed the notion of an instant general 
plan imposed from above-materializing "like a deus ex 'l11achina" 
-as a remnant of those war communist illusions which should have 
expired "when the proletarian army took Perekop." More to the 
point was his criticism of an industrial plan calculated indepen
dently of market forces, of .the demand and supply of the peasant 
sector, as "unthinkable" :  "the correlation . . .  inside state industry 
is determined by the correlation with the peasant market. That 



'plan' which misses this correlation is not a plan, . because this cor
relation is the basis of the entire plan." 72 

His positive remarks, on the other hand, drew upon the new 
wisdom of NEP. A "real" or "exact" plan could be formulated 
only gradually, as state economies ousted private ones through 
market competition and as large socialist production grew. The 
road to a planned economy was "a long process." Meantime, how
ever, Bukharin saw a "planned beginning" in the state's regulation 
of the economy through manipulation of its "commanding heights," 
and in the planning of wholesale and retail prices. And while his 
hostility to "economic futurism" tended to give his thinking on the 
subject a negative cast, he did adumbrate the philosophy behind his 
more ambitious planning proposals after 1 92 6. In April 1 92 5 ,  he 
explained the direction of genuine planning: "Toward establishing 
the proportions between various branches of production within in
dustry on the one hand, and the correct relations between industry 
and agriculture on the other." The two were inseparable: "Propor
tionality of the separate parts of production without the establish
ment of a certain proportionality between industry and agriculture 
is a complete abstraction, merely noise." Planning, he believed, 
began by maintaining proportionality, not, as he thought the Left 
was advocating, "by systematically breaking socially necessary pro
portions." 73 

The Left viewed planning as a way to promote immediate and 
extensive investment in heavy industry. Bukharin's program en
visaged a different pattern of industrial growth. Looking to mass 
consumption as the spur, and to the capacity of the internal market 
to determine proportions within industry, made necessary "the 
adaptation of industry to the peasant market." 74 It meant beginning 
with the development of industries producing for personal con
sumption (textiles, for example) ,  and allowing heavy industry to 
grow as a result of the chain process. Bukharin argued that this 
pattern, which he also contrasted to the follies of war communism, 
had been proved viable by the industrial recovery attained since 
1 92 I : "We began by raising the lightest branches of indusv-y, with 
those that obtained a commodity S111Y chka with the peasant econ
omy; through it light industry began to pick up, then middle, and 
the end of this process reached the basic production link, the pro
duction of basic capital, i.e., metal." He projected this balanced 
growth pattern into the future, foreseeing a steady development of 
light industry and the continued dependency of heavy industry on 
a "full smychka with the peasant economy." 7 5  
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Finally, there was the question o f  tempo. Its importance i n  the 
debates fluctuated with the party's perception of Soviet Russia's 
security among nations, and it was usually discussed in terms of 
speculative philosophy. Everyone, of course, wanted" the fastest at
tainable rate of industrial growth. The Left exhibited a particular 
sense of urgency, while being as imprecise in its pronouncements as 
the majority leadership. Bukharin's public statements added to the 
confusion. Throughout 1 924 and 1 92 5, he insisted that his program, 
not the Left's, would "achieve a very rapid tempo of development," 
contrasting Soviet development to the economic situation in Euro
pean capitalist c9untries. Thus, in early 1 924, he declared: "in five 
or six years the USSR will be the most powerful European state." 76 
The "stabilization" Dr European capitalism by mid- I 92 5, however, 
prompted a second and more sober thought: "we are growing and 
they are growing, this is something new . . .  "; "we therefore must 
grow faster, significantly faster, than a number of our neighbors." 
This would be guaranteed by "unleashing commodity turnover." 77 

During the same period, however, Bukharin repeatedly em
ployed imagery that seemed to imply a much slower growth rate. 
Seeking to emphasize the need to progress industrially in conjunc
tion · with the peasant sector, he expressed it variously: as "moving 
ahead slowly . . .  dragging behind us the cumbersome peasant cart," 
or "dragging behind . . . the enormous heavy barge of the entire 
peasantry." 78 How could this image of "tiny steps," as he put it 
elsewhere, be reconciled with his simultaneous promise of a "very 
rapid tempo"? Partly because the imagery referred to the prolonged 
process ( "decades") of preparing the peasantry, economically and 
psychologically, for socialism, while "rapid tempo" referred only 
to economic growth. But the distinction was neither clear nor satis
factory. The Left's polemics predictably focused on the implication 
of "tiny steps," especially after Bukharin · told a party congress in , 
December 1 92 5  (two weeks after reiterating that "we will grow 
very rapidly") : "we can build socialism even on this wretched 
technical base . . .  we shall creep at a snail's pace . . . .  " 79 If this 
meant that industrialization would proceed at a "snail's pace," it 
satisfied no one, including Bukharin. 

He was on firmer ground when he chose, as he often did, to 
combine the issues of tempo and "pumping over," and to take a 
more long-range perspective. Preobrazhenskii's plan of "pumping 
over inordinately," contended Bukharin, might bring an initial up
surge in capital expenditures, but · a "sharp" fall would certainly 
follow. Instead, "our policies must be calculated not on the basis of 
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one year, but a number of years," in order to "guarantee every _year -
a greater broadening of the whole economy." He summarized this 
more tenable argument in July 1 92 6 :  

The most rapid tempo o f  industrial development i s  i n  n o  way ensured 
by taking the maximum amount from agriculture. It is not at all that 
simple. If we take less today, we thereby promote a larger accumula
tion in agriculture and thus ensure for ourselves tomorrow a larger 
demand for our �ndustry's products. By ensuring a larger income for 
agriculture, we shall be able to take more from this larger income next 
year than we took last year, and to ensure for ourselves in future years 
even greater growth, even greater revenue for our state industry. If in 
the first year : . .  we move at a somewhat less rapid tempo, in return 
the curve of our growth will then rise more rapidly.80 

The discussion of tempo -underlined a significant fact about 
the economic debates generally. They were intimately connected 
with and influenced by noneconomic considerations, among them 
domestic and foreign politics, and, equally important, Bolshevik 
ideology. This was especially true in the case of the theoretically 
minded Bukharin. For, while he raised political, ethical, and eco
nomic arguments against the Left, his own program was only part 
of a broader theory of social change in the Soviet Union. 

The public Bolshevik ideology that had served so well from 1 9 1 7  
to 1 92 0  was in shambles by 1 924. The rude dismantlement of war 
communism, the emergence of NEP with its "extraordinary con
fusion of . . .  socioeconomic relations," the "psychological depres
sion" caused by the failure of European revolution, Lenin's death, 
and the spectacle of his successors claiming allegiance to different 
Leninisms-all shattered or seriously undermined earlier beliefs and 
certainties.81 The "collapse of our illusions" had been the collapse 
of dearly held assumptions, of old theories. Disenchantment and 
pessimism came in the aftermath. There were many signs, some 
petty, some portentous: workers resented the finery ot the nep
man's wife; rural Communists were disoriented by the permissive 
agrarian policies; and, most serious, among the party faithful, espe
cially the youth, NEP brought "a sort of demoralization, a crisis 
of ideas." 82 , 

In a sense, the sequence of disillusionments put an end to the 
Bolsheviks' innocent faith in the omnipotence of �heory. Even 
Bukharin now liked to quote: "Theory, my friend, is gray, but 
green is the eternal tree of life." 8:l Nonetheless, party leaders felt 
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strongly the need to rebuild and reassert Bolshevism as a coherent 
ideology. The literate public, Bukharin warned in 1924, was ex
pressing growing "demand � . .  and inquiries in the sphere of 
ideology"; if the party did not provide answers, others would.84 
Answers were particularly important in the context of the party 
debates, where rival factions sought to appeal to the party's broader 
membership and to its labor constituency at large. Both the official 
leadership and the opposition were committed to ideological com
munication, each claiming that its program alone was inspired by 
and consistent with "orthodox Bolshevism" (Leninism) ,  or what 
Bukharin disingenuously called "historical Bolshevism." Content to 
wrap its proposals in the existing ideological banner of the revolu
tionary-heroic tradition, the Left appealed largely to previous 
values and understandings. It saw no need for extensive theoretical 
innovation, preferring- instead to scorn the majority's "spiteful dis
belief in bold economic initiative" as opportunism in practice and 
revisionism in theory.85 

On the other hand, the "crisis of ideas" presented Bukharin 
with a special responsibility. As official theorist and chief defender 
of the new economic policies, he was doubly responsible for the 
reconstruction of Bolshevik ideology, at least where large contested 
questions were involved. After 1 92 3 , he contributed little to intel
lectual discussions unrelated to the party dispute, devoting his 
attention instead to explaining the new policies and his program
theoretically, and in the process trying to to prove them compatible 
with "historical Bolshevism." Here again he faced a special prob
lem. While the Left could effectively evoke established (if tar
nished) ideas, Bukharin was busy debunking many of those ideas as 
past illusions. He dismissed, for example, three years of Bolshevik 
fer,:or with the judgment that in economic practice war com
munism had been "a caricature of socialism." 86 His constant con
tempt for ideas gained from "old books" meant that he had to build 
anew. For if it was true that the party's essential understandings 
had radically changed, new theories were required. And though 
Bukharin, too, could refer effectively to Lenin's writings, especially 
the reformism of his last articles, he was quick to admit that to 
intone magister dixit was not enough.87 

Nor were statesman.,.like apothegms a solution. Consistent with 
his new pragmatism, Bukharin now inveighed regularly against 
"hysterical" policies, praising a course that was "neither right nor 
left, but . . .  correct." -The trouble with this kind of middle-of-the
road maxim, and declarations such as "I say 20,000 times that we 
absolutely must not depart from the principles of NEP," 88 was 
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that they smacked of conservatism and thus fed the suspicion that 
the majority's policies were a betrayal of revolutionary ideals. The 
hopeful prognosis of some non-Bolsheviks, "the angel of revolution 
is flying quietly from the country," had to be refuted, because it 
was also the opposition's opinion.89 Bukharin himself had reflected 
in 1 92 2 :  "History is full ' of examples of the transformation of 
parcies of revolution into parties of order. Sometimes the, only 
mementoes of a revolutionary party are the watchwords which it 
has inscribed on public buildings." 90 The opposition called this 
"Thermidorian reaction." 

In short, not only new theories but optimistic ones were 
needed. Bukharin understood that NEP had generated pessimism 
partly because it was not outwardly heroic.91 The surface tawdri
ness of the mixed economy made him vulnerable to the charge that 
his ideas were "an idealization of NEP," that he was not the theorist 
of revolutionary socialism but, as one opposition 'Yit dubbed him, 
"the Pushkin of NEP." 92 Having originated as a retreat, the new 
policies seemed to many to remain only that. It was necessary to 
convince party members that in fact they represented the forward 
march of socialism, not "backward movement." All those "con
cealed skeptics" who "consider it a mark of bad form to speak of 
our forward advance," had to be refuted.93 In 1 92 3 , on the twenty
fifth anniversary of the party, Bukharin had written: "We set out 
upon a voyage the like of which not even Columbus ever dreamt." 94 
Now he had to show that the voyage continued, that his acknowl
edged reformism, his "new economics," were leading to socialism. 

Before the details of socialist development could be broached, 
it was still necessary to establish whether it was permissible even to 
aspire to socialism in an isolated agrarian country. As we have seen, 
earlier Marxist-Bolshevik theory, with its central expectation of an 
international proletarian revolution arising out of the contradictions 
of mature industrialism, clearly suggested otherwise. The parry's 
Left, not always consistently or comfortably, defended the old 
position, even though its spokesmen carefully allowed that the pro
cess of building, socialism in Soviet Russia was possible. They pas
sionately rejected, however, the assertion that the, process could be 
completed in a single, economically backward country. Their posi
tion, they insisted, \vas orthodox, realistic, and unflaggingly inter
nationalist.!l5 But the logic of events since 1 9 1  7-the Bolsheviks' 
national success in October and in the civil war, the widespread 
succumbing to "leap into socialism" ideas during war communism, 
and the encouraging reappraisal of NEP initiated by Lenin in I 92 2-3 
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-pointed to a different conclusion.96 This was drawn by the Stalin
Bukharin majority, in the doctrine of "socialism in one country." 

Stalin, in the campaign against the "permanent revolutionists," 
was the first to advance the doctrine explicitly; but it was Bukharin 
who turned it into a theory and thus defined the official under
standing of "socialism in one country" in the twenties.97 As we 
have seen, he had been a"pproaching such a conception since No
vember 1 92 2 , it being the implicit assumption of "growing into 
socialism." But only in April 1 92 5 ,  three months after Stalin's 
statement, did Bukharin begin to address the question publicly and 
explicitly.98 He occasionally denied that the doctrine represented a 
revision of earlier views, though his disclaimers were halfhearted, 
and properly so: from 1 9 1 7  to 1 92 I ,  he, like everyone else, had 
been on record as believing that socialism in Russia alone was im
"possible.99 Although the logic of "socialism in one country" could 
be traced to the October coup, and legitimate paternity to Lenin's 
1 92 2-3 articles, formal expression of the doctrine did constitute a 
radical departure in official Bolshevik thought, as Bukharin tacitly 
acknowledged: "it turned out that the question was not so simple 
as it seemed earlier, when we thought less about it." 100 

Having thought about it, he now presented a two-part formula 
in answer to the question, Can socialism be built in Soviet Russia in 
the absence of European revolution? The first part of the formula 
dealt with the country's internal circumstances, her resources and 
classes. Here Bukharin's conclusion was unequivocally affirmative. 
Rejecting the supposition that "we must perish because of our tech
nical backwardness," he issued his famous assurance: "we can build 
socialism even on this wretched technical base . . .  we shall creep at 
a snail's pace, but . . .  all the same we are building socialism and we 
shall build it." 101 This, he argued, was Lenin's position in his "testa
ment," where he had found "all that is necessary and sufficient" for 
socialism. If true, it meant that "there can be no . . .  point at which 
this construction can become impossible." One potential obstacle 
did exist and was 'accounted for in the second part of Bukharin's 
formula: the Soviet Union would be secure from foreign capitalist 
intervention and war only when the revolution became interna
tional. Thus, in terms of a guarantee from external threat, "the 
FINAL practical victory of socialis1tl in our country is not possible 
without the help of other countries and the world revolution." 102 

This formula was Bukharin's way of reaffirming his interna
tionalism while responding optimistically to the immediate question, 
Where are we going? By distinguishing between internal potential 
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and external menace; he was focusing in effect on the prospects of 
economic modernization, �a reasonable approach. For beneath the . 
rhetoric about "building socialism" stood the essential, nondenomi
national issues of industrialization and modernization. It required no 
special vision of socialism to argue, as Bukharin did, that "we can 
stand fumly on our own feet," that "daily, monthly, and yearly we 
will be overcoming this technical-economic backwardness." 103 In 
other words, "socialism in one country" was in large measure a 
debate about the possibility of industrializing without foreign assis
tance, whether from a victorious European proletariat or, in 
present-d�y terms, from a wealthy patron nation. 

Although Bukharin defended his formula throughout the con
troversy, its unavoidable whiff of nationalism clearly made him 
uneasy. · He apparently believed that he had reconciled "socialism in 
one country" with his own abiding commitment ( "not platonic . . .  
but real") to international revolution; 104 but he also knew that the 
Left's charge of "national narrow-mindedness" pointed to a real 
and growing danger. Though personally free of nationalistic fervor, 
he did not speak for the average party member, many of whom saw 
in the doctrine primarily a promise of Russia's national destiny. 
Recognizing this, Bukharin tried to discourage the nationalist ten
dency in three ways. First, by stressing that socialism was "several 
decades" away "at a �minimum." Second, by repeating that even 
then Soviet socialism would be "backward socialism." And, finally, 
by lashing out at the view that the Soviet undertaking "is what 
might be called a (national' task," and warning against the danger 
inherent in his own ideas about building socialism: 

if we exaggerate our possibilities, there then could arise a tendency . . .  
"to spit" on the international revolution; such a tendency could give 
rise to its own special ideology, a peculiar "national Bolshevism" or 
something else in this spirit. From here it is a few small steps to a 
number of even more harmful ideas.105 

Discomforting or not, the doctrine cleared the way for a theo
retical explanation of how NEP Russia would evolve into socialist 
Russia. Bukharin always insisted that the debate over "socialism in 
one country" was really about the "nature of our revolution," that 
is, the nature and mutual relations of those classes involved in the 
revolutionary drama. This Marxist perspective meant that Bukhar
in's theory had to begin with an analysis of Soviet Russia's classes. 
Three were said officially to be present in NEP society, landlords 
and large capitalists having been eliminated as forces during the 
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civil war: the proletariat, the peasantry, and the "new .bour
geoisie." 106 The urban population caused no theoretical problem 
or serious disagreement, all Bolsheviks assenting that the industrial 
proletariat was the progressive class, the carrier of socialism. Nor 
was there difficulty in defining the urban reactionary, the nepman, 
who traded and speculated for "anti-social gain" within officially 
proscribed limits: he, along with his rural counterpart the kulak, 
was part of the "new bourgeoisie." Unanimity ended, however, at 
the city limits. 

Disagreement centered on the differentiation within the peas
antry, on applying the old tripartite classification of poor peasants, 
middle peasants, and kulaks to a countryside . drastically trans
formed .. and leveled by the revolutionary events of 1 9 1 7 to 1 920. 

Not only were the categories vague (kulak, for example, had be
come more of a pej orative than a precise sociological category) but 
the statistical evidence was unreliable, conflicting, and regularly 
subjected to political manipulation. An official 1 925  calculation 
estimated poor peasant households at 45 per cent of the total, 
middle peasants at 5 1 per cent, and kulaks at 4 per cent. Each 
figure was challenged and widely' revised during the twenties, but 
especially the last. Opinion as to the percentage of kulaks ranged 
from zero (some arguing that the hated pre- 1 9 1 7 type of village 
exploiter had ceased to exist) to 14. Since 20 to 2 5  million house
holds were involved, even small variations in informed estimates, 
which put the kulak at about 3 to 5 per cent of the village r 
population, had important implications for political and economic 
policy.107 

The Left habitually accepted and polemicized on the basis of 
the higher kulak figure. This was true of the few extremists who 
anticipated an anti-kulak expropriation, as well as of the mainstream 
oppositionists who believed that NEP had unleashed a new process 
of rural differentiation similar to that under capitalism. They fore
saw increasing polariiation between rich and poor peasants, the 
emergence of the exploiting kulak as the dominant force in the 
village, and a spreading of capitalist rdations which would en
danger not only revolutionary gains in the countryside but a�so in 
the cities. This was the heart of the Left's repeated contention that 
NEP, particularly its extension in 1 924-5, threatened to bring 
about a restoration of capitalism. lOS 

Not all of the opposition's claims were rej ected outright by 
Bukharin . . He agreed .that since 1 92 3-4 differentiation had again 
been under way in the village. But he maintained that the national
ization of the land structurally limited the process of differentiation 
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and that the constraints associated with the state's "commanding 
heights" guaranteed that the process would not acquire serious 
dimensions.10H Also like the Left, though with some qualification, 
he accepted in theory the crucial dogma that poor and landless 
peasants, regarded as an agricultural proletariat, were the party's 
natural rural "support" and the kulak "our enemy." 110 But his 
treatment of the kulak and, equally important, of the middle 
peasant, a category which tended to disappear in "the Left's analysis 
of polarization, suggested a very different understanding of village 
stratification and its implications. 

. 

The term "kulak" typified a larger problem faced by Bu
kharin in trying to adapt existing Bolshevik theory to a reformist 
program. The lexicon of the ideology-"dictatorship of the pro
letariat" and "class war" being examples-was provocatively 
bellicose. Bolshevism's watchwords had been born in the anticipa
tion and conduct of civil strife, and were not easily adaptable to 
policies based on peace. Most of the radical terminology came 
from original Marxism, or more properly, French revolutionary 
�istory; part, as in the cas� of the term "kulak," came from Russian 
tradition. During the party's brief promotion of rural class war in 
1 9 1 8, Lenin had declared a "merciless war" against kulaks, de
picting them as "bloodsuckers, vampires, robbers of the people." 
In his 1 92 2-3 "testament," however, he did not even mention the 
kulak, recognizing presumably that civil war had reduced the rural 
population to a largely undifferentiated mass of poverty-stricken 
peasants. 111 Still, the heinous connotation of kulak lived on, con
jured up by the Left to hint darkly that Bukharin proposed a 
recreant economic collaboration with "bloodsuckers" and "robbers 
of the people." 112 

Bukharin understood the problem. From 1 924 onward, he 
methodically prefaced his policy statements with somber warnings 
about a potential "kulak danger" in the party, claiming (justly, it 
would appear) to have been the first to define this danger and to 
caution against translating the new policies into a "wager on the 
kulak," and asserting that he saw the kulak "perfectly well." 113 
Behind these strictures, however, he was seeking to I reorient the 
party's think!ng on the subj ect. He seems to have toyed briefly 
with the idea of arguing that the Soviet kulak was unlike the "old 
type." Instead, he chose the safer argument that the kulak and 
w'ell-to-do peasant constituted only "about 3, not more than 3 to 
4 per cent" of the total, while at the same time distinguishing be- . 
tween the rapacious "well-to-do innkeeper, village usurer, kulak" 
and the "strong proprietor who employs some agricultural work-
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ers . . . .  " The distinction reflected his unwillingness to label every 
enterprising peasant a kulak.114 

Most important, however, was his argument that the kulak 
alone did not represent a serious economic or political threat. While 
rural c�pitalists might temporarily flourish, they could do so only 
alongside the expanding state sector, whose "commanding heights" 
contained and directed their economic development. For this 
reason, insisted Bukharin, the advantageous policy of encouraging 
kulak production was not in itself dangerous. And "in the end, the 
kulak's grandson will probably thank us for having treated his 
grandfather this way." 115 The political threat, if misunderstood, 
was more serious, since it involved whether or not the kulak could 
exercise influence and leadership over the peasant masses, particu
larly the middle peasantry. The danger, Bukharin explained, was 
in direct proportion to rural satisfaction or dissatisfaction with 
Soviet power. When official malpractices generated widespread 
dissatisfaction, "the middle peasant sees in the kulak, expressing it 
patriarchically, a father.-benefactor . . . .  " Occasional kulak suc
cesses in local soviet and cooperative elections were attributable to 
this kind of middle-peasant disgruntlement, which, if allowed to 
become a mass phenomenon, would give the kulak hegemony over 
an "overwhelming majority of the population." 116 

Bukharin was arguing, as he would throughout the twenties, 
that the party's primary concern should be not the so-called kulak 
danger but the uncertain sympathies of the middle peasantry. The 
old militant Bolshevik adage Kto kogo? (Who will do in whom? ) ,  
he said, no longer applied;  now i t  was Kto s kem? (Who will be 
allied with whom? ) 117 The party's strategic need to reconcile 
those peasants who were neither rich nor poor had been emphasized 
since 1 9 1 8. But the coming of NEP infused the issue with a new 
urgency, as evidenced by Lenin's declaration that the middle peas
ant had become "the central figure of our agriculture." This 
sociological perspective was the alpha and omega of Bukharin's 
thinking. His agrarian program, he once remarked, was in part a -
"wager on the middle peasant." The opposition retorted, not 
inappropriately, that Bukharinism was "middle-peasant Bolshe-
vism." 118 ' 

In describing the �iddle peasant as the "most important 
stratum" and "basic mass," Bukharin wanted to convey three re
lated ideas to the party. The first was sociological: the destruction 
of landlords and kulaks and the redistribution of land during "our 
great agrarian revolution" had resulted in the "middle-peasantiza
tion of the countryside"-the middle peasant had become the 
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majority figure on the land. The second was economic: middle
peasant economics were the backbone of Soviet agriculture. And, 
finally, a political idea: the allegiance of the middle peasant 'was 
the pivotal factor in the contest for hegemony in the countryside. 
These, Bukharin thought, were empirical observations pointing to 
an irrefutable conclusion: "the basic line of our policy consists in 
winning this stratum to the side of Soviet power." 1 19 In his mind, 
peasant policy meant policy toward the middle peasantry. And on 
this equation, he built his theory of socialism and the peasant. 

Bukharin saw the middle peasant standing at a historic "cross
roads." One led ' to capitalism (kulak economics) ,  the other to 
socialism. Opposition spokesmen had implied that middle-peasant 
undertakings were capitalist, a suggestion Bukharin contested 
vigorously. In Marxist analysis, he explained, the middle peasant 
was a "simple commodity producer": "he engages in trade but he 
does not exploit wage labor." Therefore, he was not a capitalist, 
but, in class terms, petty bourgeois. Under capitalism, petty bour
geois economies tended to grow into capitalist ones, the simple 
commodity producer becoming a small capitalist, or, failing that, 
a proletarian. In Soviet society, however, his future evolution was 
open, because there existed the possibility of a "noncapitalist 
path." 120 This unprecedented option was conceivable because, as 
Bu�harin put it, the peasant had "two souls": a ."laboring soul," 
identifying with socialist aspirations, and a "nonlaboring soul," 
residing in the small owner who "has a certain respect for the 
large o\vner." Which soul would prevail depended on the "social
economic context." 121 

It is clear that for Bukharin the middle peasant had become 
not just the "most important stratum" but a symbol of the peasan
try as a class. The ambi-tendency within the middle peasant's 
"soul" was characteristic of the peasantry generally, "even the 
laboring peasant." 122 ThIS unorthodox association found reflection 
in Bukharin's habit of dropping "middle" and speaking of "the 
peasantry," as, for instance, when he elaborated on the worldwide 
"struggle for the peasantry's soul." Similarly, neither his analogy 
with the "landlord-capitalist bloc" nor his contention that the 
Soviet worker-peasant S711Y cbka originated in a "combination of 
prolet�rian revolution and peasant war", left room for traditional 
Bolshevik differentiation between peasant strata. 

But the clearest evidence of his tendency to think in terms of 
an undifferentiated village population was his conception of NEP 
Russia as "basically a two-class society." Despite pro forma refer
ences to three classes, the theory of a "two-class society" -a social 
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order based on the "collaboration of tWo laboring classes"-re
vealed his underlying understanding of the transition period and 
its main problems: "the problem of the city and the countryside, 
industry and agriculture, large and small production, the rational 
plan and the anarchistic market, and . . . relations between the · 
working class and the peasantry." 123 What each of these dualisms 
omitted, his opponents. quickly pointed out, was any perception of 
capitalist economies and the "new bourgeoisie," particularly the 
kulak. Equating the middle peasant with at least the "peasant 
masses," however, was theoretically indispensable to Bukharin. It 
explained, for example, his obj ection to Bolsheviks who urged 
"neutralization" rather than · a "firm alliance" with the middle 
peasant. This, too, was contrary to Bolshevism's "historic task" of 
"guaranteeing to every small peasant the possibility of participating 
in the . construction of socialism." 124 

The reverse side of class theory was - economic. In Marxist 
thought, social classes evolved and acted as representatives of dif
ferent forms of economic activity, each prevalent in different 

. l!istorical societies. Collective labor, epitomized by the industrial 
factory, was embryonically socialist, while private ownership and 
individual labor were thought to be incompatible with socialism. 
Of Bukharin's two "basic classes,'.' the proletariat therefore should 
have posed no theoretical or organizational problem, since it repre
sented the economic future of socialism. BlJ.t in 1 925 ,  determined 
to counteract what they regarded as the majority's idealization of 
NEP, the Zinovievists suddenly inferred that Soviet state industry 
was not socialist but state capitalist.125 

Why they chose this self-defeating tactic is something of a 
mystery. As Bukharin pointec!. out, the earlier controversy over 
state capitalism had been "another question entirely ."  It had con
cerned the presence of large private capital in the Soviet economy 
and not the nature of nationalized industry, which Lenin described 
as being of "a consistently socialist type." The opposition appar
ently failed to perceive the ramifications of its own criticism, 
because, as Bukharin asked, if state industrial enterprises were state 
capitalist, "where is our hope? "  It would mean that the Bolshevik 
regime was an "exploiting system and not at all a proletarian dic
tatorship." Were this true, he added with dramatic flourish, "I 
would quit the party, begin building a new party, and begin propa
gating a third revolution against the present Soviet power . . . .  " 126 
From the Bolshevik point of view, his argument was unassailable, 
because it rested on an assumption crucial to leadership and oppo
sition alike: "speaking in Hegelian language, socialism does not 
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'exist' here but it 'is becoming,' is inz Werden,_and it already has a 
strong foundation, our socialist state industry." 127 Bukharin won 
this exchange easily. 

Peasant agriculture was a more troublesome matter. The 
Bolsheviks had come to power believing in the doctr�nal sanctity 
and economic superiority of large-scale, collective agricultural pro
duction. The 1 9 1 7  revolution, however, had the opposite effect, 
breaking up large estates and creating millions of new, minuscule 
peasant holdings. War communism witnessed a brief and unsuccess
ful campaign for various types of collective farms; but with the 
coining of NEP, the immediate feasibility of such endeavors on a 
broad scale was dismissed as another illusion, though the verbal 
commitment to a future collectivized agriculture continued, most 
pronouncedly among Left Bolsheviks. After 1 92 I ,  official disin
terest combined with peasant hostility to reduce the amount of 
land under collective. cultivation to around 2 per cent in 1 92 5 .  That 
same year, however, in connection with the debates over "building 
socialism," and with the desire to offset the growth of rural 
capitalism by establishing a socialist "commanding height" in the 
countryside, collective farming again came under discussion and 
found a small group of enthusiastic supporters"-in the party.128 

Proponents of the collective farm suffered a resounding 
(though temporary) defeat, no one contributing to this defeat and 
the generally "anti-collective farm mood" in the party 129 more 
than Bukharin. Not all of his remarks were flatly negative. He 
insisted, for example, that Bolsheviks still believed that large enter
prises were "more rational than small ones" in agriculture as well 
as in industry. And, conceding that "the collective farm is a power
ful thing," he held out the prospect that some poor and landless 
peasants, because of their destitution, would "gravitate" spontane
ously toward collective farming. But, he added, even where these 
lowest strata were concerned, the peasant's traditional proprietary 
soul-"old habits inherited from grandfathers and fathers"
worked against the acceptability of collective farming. It was 
therefore "scarcely possible to think that the collective farm 
movement will capture the whole wide mass of poor peasants." 130 

That the movement would have any success whatsoever in 
the foreseeable future, among Soviet Russia's "basic peasant mass" 
-the middle peasantry-was unthinkable. This was for Bukharin 
"an arithmetic truth." Collectivized agriculture was at best a dis
tant prospect, whose eventuality depended on the ability of volun
tary, mechanized, self-sustaining collective farms to prove their 
economic superiority in competition with private farming on the 
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open market. It would be a mistake, he warned, to create collective 
farms artificially; they would become "parasitic Communist in
stitutions," living off state funds and serving only to reinforce the 
peasant's conviction "that private economy is a very good 
thing." 131 Having set out the obvious case against collective farm
ing, Bukharin proceeded to abandon an entrenched Bolshevik 
assumption: "Collective economics is not the main highway, not 
the high road, not . the chief path by which the peasantry will 
come to socialism. " To emphasize its importance, he restated this 

. pronouncement almost verbatim at four auspicious official gather
ings in March and April of 1 92 5, one of them the inaugural con
ference of collective farmers.132 

Since state farms were even less attractive to the peasant, 
Bukharin's declaration meant that socialism in the village would 
"not begin . . . from . the angle of production." 133 Given the 
Marxis(understanding of the decisive role of the mode of produc
tion in shaping social · relations, this was a novel assertion. How, 
then, would the peasant come to socialism? Bukharin answered:  
through "ordinary cooperatives-marketing, buying, credit." Here 
he was greatly dependent for theoretical legitimacy on Lenin's 
"original theory of 'agrarian-cooperative' socialism," the "Leninist 
plan which was bequeathed to us as directives, as a route, as a high 
road . . . .  " 134 For although an official rehabilitation of the coopera
tives had been under way since I 92 I, they remained in the eyes of 
many Bolsheviks essentially capitalist institutions. To Bukharin, 
however, they were the key to the peasantry's "non capitalist evolu
tion," and the "high road to socialism" in the countryside. His 
program, as he pointed out regularly from 1 924 onward, was also 
"a wager on the cooperatives." 135 

The common wisdom of NEP taught that the proprietary 
intere�t of the peasant had to be accommodated. This, according 
to Bukharin, was the great virtue of cooperatives. They appealed 
to the peasant "as a small owner" and gave him "immediate 
benefits" : 

If it is a credit cooperative, he should receive cheaper credit; if it is a 
marketing cooperative, he should sell his product more advantageously 
and emerge from this the gainer. If he wants to buy something, he 
should do it ·through his cooperative and . . . receive a better and 
cheaper commodity. 

In pursuing his private ·interests, the peasant would discover that "it 
is more advantageous to be organized in cooperatives . . . than to 
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remain outside cooperatives," and would thus become amenable to 
other collective ventures, including collective farming.136 

But agricultural cooperatives also performed a higher func
tion in Bukharin's scheme of things. With their "innumerable 
threads leading to the individual peasant undertakiI?-gs," they served 
as "the organized bridge . . .  by which state industry is united with 
the peasant economy." In other words: 

the intermediate link between the prolefarian city mzd the laboring vil
lage is the cooperative, which stands precisely at the j unction where 
the city and the village meet, embodying first of all the economic 

5my chka between the working class and the peasantry . . . .  

By their close association with state economic organs, cooperatives 
provided a means of "linking up," through the market, centralized 
state industry and millions of scattered peasant economies, and of 
setting the latter on a socialist course. Calling� upon yet another 
metaphor, Bukharin explained :  "Our proletarian steamer, i.e., our 
state industry, will drag behind it first the cooperative; and the 
cooperative, which will be . a barge heavier than -this steamer, will 
drag behind it by millions of threads the enormous heavy barge of 
the whole peasantry." 137  

Few Bolshevik sensibilities were seriously offended by the 
suggestion that market and credit cooperatives, unlike collective 
farms, could appeal successfully to the peasant. They had done so 
on a very broad scale before the revolution. More novel, and to 
many shocking, was Bukharin's contention that the whole "ladder" 
of these formerly bourgeois (at best, petty bourgeois) institutions 
would "grow into socialism," that their growth was "the continu
ous and systematic growth of th.t:! cells of the future socialist 
society." 138 While continuing to profess optimism that "ordinary 
cooperatives" would one day lead the peasant to collective cultiva
tion, his main point was : .  "we will come to socialism here through 
the process of circulation, and not directly through the process of 
production ; we \vill come there through the cooperatives." This, as 
a Stalinist critic later said, _�vas "the alpha and omega of Bukharin's 
cooperative plan." 139 It was controversial not only because it 
seemingly ignored the exalted role of production in 1Vlarxist 
thought, but because of the cooperatives' long association with 
Russian populist socialism and Western Marxist revisionists. . 

Bukharin tried to turn the suspect past of the cooperatives to 
his advantage, arguing as follows: Populists and Marxists who had 
projected a noncapitalist path for agriculture in the theory of "so-
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called 'agrarian-cooperative socialism' " were purveyors of "a 
miserable reformist Utopia" because they had imagined a socialist 
evolution of cooperatives within the capitalist system. In fact, 
cooperatives existing alongside and dependent on capitalist banks, 
industry, and the bourgeois state inescapably "fall under the influ
ence of capitalist economics"; they "gradually become fused to 
capitalist economic organizations," and finally themselves "are 
transformed into capitalist enterprises." In short, "they grow into 
capitalism." Through the same process, however, Soviet coopera
tives, functioning within the dictatorship of the proletariat, relying 
on and connected with socialist industry and banks, inevitably 
"become part and parcel of the proletarian economic body." 
"Independent of their will," they must "grow into socialism": 
"The cooperatives will grow into the system of our institutions, 
just as in capitalist society they grew into the system of capitalist 
relations." Thus agrarian-cooperative socialism "becomes a reality 
under the dictatorship of the proletariat." 140 

Bukharin's theory of NEP as the road to socialism rested 
heavily on this analogical reasoning. Positing the cooperative as 
the vehicle of transition, it enabled him to argue that, again parallel
ing the process in capitalist society, "the small owner inevitably 
will grow into our state-'socialist system . . . .  " 141 This theory of 
"growing in" clearly derived from his decade-old conception of 
modern state capitalism, in which a dominant state sector absorbs 
and subordinates smaller and formerly autonomous economic units 
through a centralized amalgam of bank and finance capital. Indeed, 
his earlier implicit revision of the Marxist proposition that the 
productive base of society governs its · superstructure was now 
made explicit in his discussion of the Soviet case. The proletarian 
state, he reasoned, was "not merely a political superstructure," but, 
because it included the "economic commanding heights," a "con
stituent part of the productive relations of Soviet society, i.e., a 
part of the 'base.' " Hence, "the originality of the relationship 
between base and superstructure" in Soviet society: "the 'secon
dary' (the superstructure) regulates the 'primary' (the base) . 
• • • " 142 This logic underlay Bukharin's argument that the state 
socialist sector would through natural evolution bring "the seeth
ing, unorganized economy under socialist influence." Given the 
"socialist commanding heights," Soviet petty bourgeois and coop
erative economics would evolve along socialist lines. More specifi
cally, it rationalized his insistence that no separate "commanding 
height" ( the collective farm, for example) was required in agricul
ture: "the commanding height in the countryside . . .  is the city." 143 
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The essential mechanism in this "growing in" proce�s was the 
Soviet banking and credit system. The "threads" of financial and 
credit dependency assured the economic hegemony of the state 
sector, "knitting" nonsocialist organizations to the socialist sector 
and creating a " 'community of interests' " between cooperatives 
and "tbe credit orgcms of the proletarian state." 144 Faith in the 
economic omnipotence of the state's bank credit "commanding 
height" brought Bukharin to pis most controversial conclusion: 
"even the kulak cooperative [credit cooperatives] will grow into 
our system." Anticipating the objections this idea would provoke, 
he first broached it tentatively in the spring of 1925. A few weeks 
later, however, summing up his cooperative theory, he wrote with 
greater certainty: 

the basic network of our cooperative peasant organization will consist 
of cooperative cells not of a kulak but of a "laboring" type, cells grow
ing into the system of our general state organs and thus becoming 
links in a single chain of socialist economy. On the other hand, the 
kulak cooperative nests will in exactly the same way, through the 
banks, etc., grow into this same system; but they will be to a certain 
extent an alien body .... What will become of this type of kulak co
operative in the future? ... If it wants to prosper, it must inevitably 
be linked .. . with state economic organs; it ... will deposit its spare 
cash in our banks in order to receive a fixed interest. Even if their own 
banking organizations should arise ... they unavoidably would have 
to be linked with the powerful credit institutions of the proletarian 
state, which have at their disposal the country's basic credit resources. 
In any event, the kulak and the kulak cooperative will have nowhere 
to go,· for the general pattern of development in our country has 
been determined beforehand as the system of the proletarian dictator
ship ... . 1 45 

F our years later, this passage would be cited as supreme evidence of 
Bukharin's heresy. 

One important Marxist concept, that of class struggle, re
mained to be integrated into his theory of the evolutionary road 
to Soviet socialism. From a vaguely ethereal notion about the 
exploitative nature of nonsocialist economics, it had been trans
formed by the events of 1917 to 1920 into a euphemism for civil 
war. The most Sorelian image in Bolshevik ideology, it pictured 
society as a battlefield of warring and irreconcilable classes, a 
divided, strife-ridden arena in which only a single victor could . 
emerge. In the context of the Soviet twenties, class struggle was 
a potentially explosive idee fixe, the antithesis of civil peace. Refer-
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ences to its continuing presence and inevitable intensification came 
naturally and frequently from the Bolshevik Left, particularly its 
anti-kulak wing. On the other side, Bukharin tried to defuse the 
dogma by making two revisions in its understanding. 

First, he maintained that the advent of Soviet society made 
possible a new relationship between antagonistic classes: "the dic
tatorship of the proletariat serves as an envelope for a certain 
�collaboration of classes,' which expresses the unity of the social 
whole .. . . " 146 This proposition combined two of Bukharin's basic 
ideas. Soviet society (and its economy) was a single entity or a 
"unity of opposites," a truth he thought the Left did not perceive: 
"Preobrazhenskii sees the contradictions but does not see the unity 
of the national economy, he sees the struggle but he does not see 
the collaboration . . . .  " Social "unity" implied a significant degree 
of class harmony or collaboration, whi�h for Bukharin' meant that 
the proletariat and the peasantry were joined in a maximum eco
nomic collaboration in which the new bourgeoisie could partici
pate "within limits" to perfonn a "socially useful function." 147 
Thus,· economic class collaboration prevailed over, or at least 
tempered, the disruptive aspects of class struggle. 

Collaboration did not mean, Bukharin explained in his second 
revision, that class struggle had ended in Soviet Russia. Rather, it 
meant that its previous violent forms-"the mechanical 'knocking 
out of teeth' "-no longer applied, and that class struggle now 
expressed itself as "an economic competition" between socialist 
(state and cooperative) enterprises and capitalist ones. In this 
"unprecedented and extremely original" process, socialist victory 
appeared in many guises: in the displacement of private trade 
through market competition; in providing the peasant with cheaper 

\ credit than did the village usurer; and, generally, in winning over 
the "soul" of the peasantry. In all respects, the new class struggle 
differed from the old in being "peaceful" and "bloodless"; it was 
conducted "without the clanging of metal weapons." To war 
against the private merchant, Bukharin cited as an example, was 
"not to trample on him and to close his shop� but . . .  to produce 
and to sell cheaper and better . . .  than he." Cheaper and better 
goods, cheaper and larger credit were "the weapons we should 
bring to . .  . our struggle with the exploiting elements in the 
countryside." 148 

Both revisions were expressed in angry objections to the idea 
that socialist development presupposed a deepening of class con
flict, particularly in the countryside. Conceding that class struggle 
might intensify sporadically in the near future, Bukharin insisted 
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that progress meant "the class struggle would begin to subside," 
begin "dying out." Incidents of violent confrontation would not 
proliferate, but "become ever more rare and finally will disappear 

. without a trace." 1 4 9  Above ail, he denounced the argument that 
the party should "kindle the class struggle" rather than seek its 
"softening." As he declared at a party conference in 1925: "Can it 
be said that our general line, the Bolshevik line . . . consists in. a 
conscious forcing of the class struggle? I do not think so . . . .  " Or, 
as he said elsewhere: "I am not at all in favor of sharpening the 
class war in the countryside." 150 In his mind, movement toward 
socialism presupposed an easing of "Class conflict. 

_ Rendering the class struggle as a depersonalized competition 
between economic forms capped Bukharin's evolutionary theory 
and resolved what seemed to be its internal contradiction. Marxist 
socialism anticipated a planned marketless economy, but Bukharin's 
program called for "economic growth on the basis of market 
.relations." 151 To reconcile the two propositions, he again referred 
analogically to capitalist societies where, through market competi-
tion, "large production finally ousts small, medium capital retreats 
before larger capital . . .  the number of competitors decreases," and 
there is "a vanquishing of the market by the market itself, free 
competition changing into monopoly . . . .  " The process would be 
replicated within the NEP framework. As larger and more efficient 
socialist units displaced private capitalists from their strongholds in. 
retail and wholesale trade, "we will outgrow the market" and 
approach a planned economy: "Through the struggle on the 
market . . .  through competition, state and cooperative enterprises 
will oust their competitor, i.e., private capital. In the end, the 
development of market relations destroys itself . . .  and sooner or 
later the market itself will die off . . . .  " The irony was dialectical: 
"It turns out that we will come to socialism precisely through 
market relations . . . .  " 152 

Whatever else, Bukharin's theory was optimistic. Within the 
discouraging economic pluralism of NEP society, it found an 
"organic evolutionary road" to socialism. The "rails" were laid, no 
cataclysmic upheaval, no final solution, no "third revolution" was 
required; even the kulak's fate was cheerfully predetermined. The 
essential assumption on which this optimism rested was that "ordi
nary" peasant cooperatives were socialist "cells." Identifying 
market cooperatives with the socialist sector allowed Bukharin to 
cite the yearly proportionate increase in state and cooperative trade 
over private trade as proof of socialism's advance, evidence "that 
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despite the absolute growth of private capital . . . the socialist 
elements of our' economy are growing relatively stronger all the 
time." 1 53 The same reasoning promised the spontaneous emergence 
of economic planning as the· socialist sector "keeps increasing its 
strength and gradually absorbs the backward economic units . . . .  " 

_ Together these assumptions meant that the mere "growth of pro
ductive forces . . . in our conditions is movement toward social
ism . . . . " 1 54 

His theory, in the Bolshevik context, also was new because 
while embracing revolutionary ideals, it repudiated the prevailing 
revolutionary-heroic tradition and opted frankly for gradualism 
and reformism. By these methods rather than previous ones, said 
Bukharin, "step by step we will overcome all the evil which still 
exists here." A fundamental alteration in Bolshevik thinking and 
practice was required. As he put it in 1925: "We now see clearly 
our road to socialism, which runs not where, or rather, not quite 
where we searched for it earlier." 1 55 Not only a "new economics" 
and new theory were needed, but a new politics as well. 

In asking the party to travel an evolutionary road in economic 
policy, Bukharin was also calling for a far-reaching change in 
Bolshevik political thinking and practice. Economic policies based 
on social harmony, class collaboration, voluntary perfonnances, 
and reformist measures were by definition incompatible with the 
pre- I 92 I politics -of "mechanical repression" and "bloodletting." 
He summarized the desired changes in domestic politics by de
claring that Bolsheviks were no longer "the party of civil war, but 
the party of civil peace." 1 56 Insofar as Bukharin articulated a 
political program in 1924 to 1926, civil peace was its basic plank 
and constant watchword. He was not, however, advocating funda
mental structural changes in the Soviet political system that had 
emerged by 192 I. Above all, he did not question the Bolsheviks' 
one-party regime. Even a second pro-Soviet party was impermis
sible. The existence of two parties, he said in a famous quip, sug
gested that "one must be the ruling party and the other must be in 
jail." 1 57 Nor was an alteration in the professed class nature of the 
regime thinkable. Soviet power was "supported by the muzhik, but 
it is a proletarian power." The s112ychka-"collaboration in so
- ciety"-did not mean "collaboration in power." In short, Bu-
kharin's political premise was the virtue and legitimacy of the 
Bolshevik dictatorship: "first, a necessary alliance between the 
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workers and the peasants ... second, the leading role in this alliance 
. must belong to the working class; third, the leading role within the 

working class . . . must belong to the Communist Party." 158 

Like other Bolsheviks and most modernizers who followed, 
Bukharin was not a democrat in a recognizable Western sense. 
Indeed, despite his wish to extend the franchise gradually, and (if 
unconfirmed reports can be believed) his preference for some kind 
of bill of rights protecting Soviet citizens against state abuse, he 
accepted the existing prophylactic provisiOIis of the 1922 Soviet 
constitution, which, in addition to excluding "bourgeois" segments 
from political life, favored the minority urban proletariat to the 
disadvantage of the peasantry.159 As would be true of other 
twentieth-century modernizers, democracy was for him first an 
economic' concept; democratization meant "drawing the masses 
into socialist construction." He never publicly challenged the 
Bolshevik dogma that the "dictatorship of the proletariat is at the 
same time the broadest democracy." 160 

Nonetheless, under the slogan of civil peace, Bukharin was 
proposing far-reaching changes in Soviet political life. Most im
portant, the state was no longer. to be chiefly "an instrument of 
repression." Instead, it was to promote the peaceful conditions 
necessary for "collaborati?n" and "social unity,".finding breathing 
room and toleration for the many unwilling but pacific fellow 
travelers of the revolution, its "semi-friends and semi-enemies." 
Only incorrigible protagonists of the old order (and Bukharin 
seemed to see few) would encounter the mailed fist of the state. 
F or the rest of the population, the state was devoted to "peaceful 
organizational work." As for terror, "its time has passed." 161 . 

This formulation of the state's new "function" rested partIy 
on Bukharin's evaluation of the political situation in the Soviet 
Union after 1924. His prognosis differed notably from that of the 
Bolshev:ik Left and, in retrospect, dramatically from that officially 
proffered during the Stalin era, when class struggle and conspiracy 
were said to be intensifying murderously. Convinced that the party 
had broken out of its dangerous isolation of 1921-2 and recaptured 
popular confidence, Bukharin claimed modestly in 1925 that "gen
erally the majority of the population is not against us," and more 
positively: "the peasantry was never so friendly . .. as it is today." 
His essential political argument, however, was that the revolution's 
internal enemies had disappeared or been disarmed: "All is 'peace
ful'; there are no uprisings, no counter-revolutionary acts, no 
conspiracies in the country." }(;2 j\tloreover, he argued, occasional 
acts of violence against Soviet officials were due, not to intrinsic anti-
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Bolshevik sentiment, but to defects in Soviet officialdom itself. 
Episodes of peasant violence, for example, were provoked by 
"lower agents of power"- "little Shchedrin heroes"-who abused 
power in a fashion reminiscent of czarist satraps.1 63 . 

Throughout the twenties, Bukharin never wavered in his con
viction that the main organized forces of counter-revolution in 
Soviet Russia were dead. He was saying in effect that objective 
conditions for lasting civil peace were at hand, and that the party
state should adjust its practices accordingly. He called this adjust
ment "forced 'normalization' of the Soviet regime," 164 by which 
he meant that "revolutionary legality" was no longer to be a 
euphemism for "administrative arbitrariness" and official "lawless
ness." These persistent "remnants of war communism" were to 
yield to "firm legal norms": local party and Komsomol organs 
were to stop issuing decrees-lawmaking was the prerogative of 
the Soviets alone; Communists were to lose their de facto "immu
nity" from prosecution and were to act lawfully, not "outside the 
law." Revolutionary legality meant "introducing revolutionary 
order where earlier there was chaos." The noun, not the adjective, 
was to be operative: "Revolutionary legality should replace all 
remnants of administrative arbitrariness, even if the latter should 
be revolutionary." 165 Bukharin was thinking primarily of the 
countryside: "The peasant must have before him Soviet order; 
Soviet right, Soviet law, and not Soviet arbitrariness, moderated 
by a 'bureau of complaints' whose whereabouts is unknown." 166 

In addition to developing from a "military proletarian dicta
torship" characterized by command, coercion, and official caprice 
to a "normalized" one-party system based on law and order, Bu
kharin demanded a "decisive, full, and unconditional transition to 
the methods of persuasion." The party was to abandon force as its 
modus operandi and henceforth "stand for persuasion and only for 
persuasion" in dealing with the masses.167.No theme better re
flected Bukharin's political thinking and his reformism. In addition 
to industrialization, social revolution involved educating and re
making people, undertakings that required a new kind of political 
leadership which, for Bukharin, was pedagogical. Addressing party 
and particularly Komsomol activists, who outnumbered their elder 
comrades in the countryside and therefore often represented the 
party in the village, he explained that "the task of political leader
ship is in the broadest sense of the word . .. a social pedagogical 
task." 168 If the new economics was evolutionary, the new politics 
was pedagogical-paternalistic, benevolent, and gentle. 

In a real sense, this expressed Bukharin's understanding of the 
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Soviet constitutional order as a whole. He viewed the nationwide 
pyramid of soviets as a grassroots teaching "laboratory"; upper 
levels were to be dominated by party members, assuring "secure 
proletarian leadership from above"; lower levels (village soviets 
mainly), however, were to be populated increasingly by "nonparty 
masses," because local soviets constituted "the laboratory in which 
we convert the peasants, overcome their individualist psychology, 
win them over, teach them to work in harmony with us, educate 
and lead them along the . . . socialist road." 169 

But to be effective, local soviets, which (Bukharin lamented) 
had "died off" during the party's military regime of 1918 to 192 I ,  

had to be resuscitated, again becoming popularly elected, function
ing bodies-"small laboring 'parliaments' " where, the awakening 
peasant could find political satisfaction and guidance.17o Bukharin 
was therefore an enthusiastic advocate of the party's 1924-6 cam
paign to "revitalize the soviets" through new and freer elections. 
That fewer party members were elected did not trouble him. He 
interpreted the results as confirming the virtues of "ideological 
persuasion" over �'administrative pressure," reasoning that one 
genuinely elected Bolshevik enjoyed real support, while ten who 
had been "fictionally elected . . . had no authority among the 
population." 171 

Bukharin's faith in political and .ideological persuasion was 
closely related to his emphasis on competition in the economic 
arena. Both bespoke his certainty that within the pluralism of NEP 
society, Bolshevik goals-economic, political,:and ideological
were advanced best through peaceful, nonadministrative methods 
of "bloodless struggle." Indeed, he had come to see the principle 
of competition between socialist and nonsocialist tendencies as a 
valuable "molecular process," guaranteeing that Bolshevik gains 
would not be the artifices and false victories of monopolism. The 
depth and inclusiveness of his commitment to the competitive 
principle may be judged from Bukharin's stand in a 1924-5 con
troversy over party policy in literature, an issue seemingly far 
removed from coping with private capital and winning local 
elections. 

The party had avoided legislating in literary matters for seven 
years. But, with the flowering of a diverse and popular "nonrevolu
tionary" belles-lettres after 192 I, Bolshevik partisans of proletarian 
literature began calling for a "dictatorship of the party in the field 
of literature," with their writers' organization, known as VAPP, as 
its "instrument." They sought official favor for themselves and war 
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against literary fellow travelers. After months of discussion, their 
demands were rejected by the leadership in a Central Committee 
resolution dated July I, 1925. Written by Bukharin and embodying 
his opinions, the resolution repudiated systematic party interven
tion in literature, endorsed the principle of literary diversity, and 
guaranteed the protection and encouragement of nonparty writ
ers.172 What made Bukharin's position interesting was his long and 
continuing association with the idea of a separate "proletarian 
culture," of which he was the only Politburo sponsor. Though the 
catholicity of his own cultural tastes and attitudes was well known, 
he occupied a radical position on "proletarian culture," eagerly 
welcoming a "proletarian" novel or theatrical production as "a 
first swallow." 173 

Despite his theoretical sympathies for proletarian culture, how
ever, Bukharin vigorously opposed the suggestion that a new litera
ture could be achieved by "methods of mechanical coercion" and 
official favoritism. "If we . . .  stand for a literature which should 
be regulated by the state . . . then . . .' by this we shall destroy 
proletarian literature." Proletarian writers had to "win literary 
authority for themselves" by relying on "the principle of free, 
anarchistic competition" with other movements. While the party 
offered guidance, its role was not to curtail competition but to 
encourage "maximum competition"; to foster "multi-varied groups, 
and the more there will be, the better." Declared Bukharin: "Let 
there be I, OOO organizations, 2,000 organizations; let there be 
alongside MAPP and V APP as many circles and organizations as 
you like." 174 

Though the literary dispute did not relate or correspond to 
political divisions inside the party, Bukharin saw identical princi
ples at stake. The' claimants of V APP, he said, stood for "the 
monopolistic principle" and thus occupied "in literary policy the 
place occupied by Preobrazhenskii in economic policy." And just 
as the "super-monopoly" principle in economics invited industrial 
and agricultural ruin, so was monopolism "the best way'to destroy 
proletarian literature." While advocating a well-defined party 
orientation "in all areas of ideological and scientific life, even in 
mathematics," Bukharin nowhere favored "taking to the cannon" 
or "stifling" rival tendencies. Nowhere was the party "to squeeze 
everybody into one fist"; everywhere it was "to make possible 
competition." As with recalcitrant peasants, Bolsheviks were to 
woo non proletarian ,writers, not "bludgeon them senseless',' or 
"clutch them in a vise." 175 Here, as in other areas of domestic 
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policy, he preached progress through diversity, persuasion, and 
peaceful competition, and against the false gains of political re
pression. 

This emphasis on civil peace, legality, official constraint and 
toleration, and persuasion (all the strictures Bukharin gathered 
under the heading of "normalization") represented a dramatic 
turnabout from his 1920 eulogy of "proletarian coercion in all of 
its forms." Clearly, his new political thinking was strongly influ
enced by his economic program. Growth based on market rela
tions, on transforming the peasant into an efficient market producer 
and consumer, was incompatible with governmental caprice, which, 
he argued repeatedly, "stood in full contradiction to the needs of 
economic development and developing the peasant economy." The 
peasant, who was being asked to farm rationally,_ could no longer 
be subjected to old practices, "when today we took one tax, to
morrow another, when today we issued one decree, tomorrow 
another"; the "development of commodity exchange is possible 
only with the eradication of the remnants of war communism in 
administrative-political work." Bolsheviks had -to understand, in
sisted Bukharin, that "arbitrary . . . interference in the course of 
economic life can have an extraordinarily sad effect on this eco
nomic life." 1 76 

But something more lay behind his new political thinking. 
Again, it was his concern about the potential tyranny latent in the 
Bolsheviks' one-party system. His manifold warnings against official 
"arbitrariness" (proizvol) provides the key. Proizvol, as the image 
of czarist officialdom willfully running roughshod over peasant 
Russia, had been a persistent theme of nineteenth-century Russian 
radical thought. It served Bukharin both as reminder and fore
boding.1 77 He equated proizvol with "remnants of war commu
nism"; with party officials acting as if they had "some kind of 
absolute immunity"; with the psychology of "I can do what I 
please"; with the arrogant "Communist conceit" of Bolsheviks 
"who say we are the salt of the earth"; and with the attitude that_ 
party rule meant "being rude to everyone who is not a member of 
the All-Union Communist Party or the Communist Union of 
Youth." 1 78 Within 'the limits of his commitment to the party's 
dictatorship, Bukharin perceived the dangers inherent in political 
monopoly, fearing a new despotism of institutionalized proizvol. 

The fear was related, as we have seen, to his ethical under
standing of Bolshevism, but also to his distinction between evil 
"bureaucratism" and bureaucracy as an organizational necessity. 
Proizvol or official caprice was for him the psychology and modus 
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operandi of bureaucracy as Lenin had condemned it in State and 
Revolution, an officialdom "alienated from the masses." In the 
twenties, it was the threat of what he had called "a new state of 
chinovniki" ruling by "false mandates." It was the specter of a 
"new class." When the Left spoke of Bolshevism's possible degen
eration, they pointed to "petry bourgeois influences" or to the 
regimentation of party life. Bukharin also worried about the latter; 
but for him it was the proizvol of Bolshevik officialdom that truly 
portended the movement's degeneration: 

For our whole party and for the whole country, the remnants of arbi
trariness on the part of any Communist groups present one of the ma
jor possibilities of real degeneration. When for a group of Communists 
no law is written, when a Communist can . . .  "arrange things," when 
no one can arrest or prosecute him if he commits any crime, when he 
is still able to escape revolutionary legality through various channels
this is one of the largest bases of the possibi lity of our degeneration.179 

Bukharin knew that warning against abuse of power was not 
enough. Insofar as he had a safeguard, it was still promoting inde
pendent "voluntary organizations" to fill the "vacuum" between 
the party-state and the people. From cooperative and literary so
cieties to chess clubs and temperance leagues, these "subsidiary 
organizations" collectively were to provide "direct links with the 
masses," foster "mass initiative at lower levels," open "channels" 
through which popular opinion could influence the government 
and, when necessary, through which the whole population could 
be mobilized around the government. ISO Bukharin apparently hoped 
that thousands of such "associations of people," beyond safeguard
ing against a new bureaucratic tyranny, would repair the "degen
eration of social fabric" witnessed in 1 9 1 7-2 I, bind the fragmented 
nation into a unified society, and broaden and solidify the popular 
basis of the Bolshevik dictatorship,1s1 

Believing in "voluntary organizations" as the "small pieces" of 
Soviet democracy, he was especially concerned, for economic 
reasons as well, that cooperatives be truly voluntary and elective 
societies, not mere replicas of state institutions.l82 His personal 
favorite, however, was the nascent organization of worker and 
village correspondents, amateur j ournalists who contributed re
portage about their places of labor to local and central newspapers, 
,and who numbered over 1 89,000 in 1 92 5. Operating under the 
auspices of Pravda, the movement was the recipient of Bukharin's 
special interest and influ�nce. For five years, he waged an uphill· 
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battle against moves to transform the worker correspondents into 
a "stratum of chinovniki." Conceding that the-y should be more 
than only "a gramophone, a reflector of what is happening below," 
he nonetheless insisted that to "bureaucratize" them would under
mine their "basic job" as "antennae" transmitting popular moods 
and dissatisfactions to the government, and their essential freedom 
to criticize ofTIcialdom.l83 Stalinist opponents would later charge 
that this typified Bukharin's "opportunistic" philosophy of bowing 
to the "backwardness and dissa�isfaction" of the masses. To this, 
and to the bureaucratization of Soviet society then underway, 
Bukharin would again respond with the slogan: "all possible asso
ciations of workers, avoiding by all means their bureaucratiza
tion." 184 

In many respects, Bukharin's political thinking mirrored the 
social reality of NEP society. Believing in the one-party system, 
he hoped for Bolshevik "hegemony" in economic, cultural, and 
ideological life; but he was also tolerant of, and even applauded, 
the pluralism that characterized these areas during the NEP years. 
Sensitive to auguries of a "New Leviathan," alarmed in !etrospect 
by the excesses of war communism, he opposed making the dicta
torship'S "basic organizations" omnipresent and omnipotent, and 
transforming all other social institutions into "organizational 
fists." IS5 No longer a proponent of "statization," he was a most 
un-"totalitarian" Bolshevik. His faith in a leadership that was con
sensual and pedagogical rather than imperious, in "comradely per
suasion" rather than force, and in social harmony spoke of a society 
that was both weary of civil strife and predominantly illiterate. 
His more sympathetic opponents sometimes suggested that Bu
kharin was wrong because he offered gentle solutions to the harsh 
problems of industrialization and modernization. This charge would 
be raised again in 1928-9, when he found himself leader of the 
right opposition. It was not without insight, echoing, after all, the 
prophecy of Matthew: "And he shall set the sheep on his right 
hand, but the goats on the left." 

By the middle of 
-
1926, Bukharin had set out his revised doctrine 

of Bolshevism. It was, as befitted an official Marxist theorist, com
prehensive. He had projected an economic 

-
and a political program 

and related both theoretically to the "broad, general, strategic 
purpose" of building socialism in NEP Russia.ls6 Assuming the 
party wished to pursue peaceful, evolutionary development, 
Bukharin's theoretical achievements were considerable. Most gen-
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erally and importantly, he had reconciled in theory the two revolu
tions of 1917. By presenting the anti-landlord agrarian revolution 
as part of "our revolution," and the dual upheaval of 1 9 1 7  as the 
fortuitous origin of a victorious "worker..:peasant S111Y chka," he 
had laid to ideological rest the specter of a third revolution, either 
as peasant or "proletarian nemesis." 187 If nothing else, his argu
ment that anti-peasantism was politically, economically, and 
ethically alien to Bolshevism's "historic task"-"a song from an 
entirely different opera" 188-gave Bolsheviks a way to reconcile 
their unexpected role as modernizers with their socialist ideals. 

The campaign to ensh�ine his new theory as party orthodoxy, 
however, was certain to encounter resistance, even among non
oppositionists. The revolutionary-heroic tradition was still alive, its 
sympathizers more widespread than the numerically small Left. 
Many rural officials had been educated in the spirit of war com
munism, and some remained hostile to the new agrarian policies 
and skeptical of Bukharin's claim that NEP was not "a departure 
from glorious revolutionary traditions." 189 In addition, much of his 
theorizing-from his treatment of market cooperatjves to his con
cept of organic evolutionism-recalled the heresies of social demo-

. cratic reformism, while his rendering of the smy chka, of workers 
and peasants as· comradely "toilers," impressed some as an unholy 
lapse into Russian populism (narodis112). Though always critical 
of populist thought and never .echoing its idealization of village 
life, Bukharin was trying to adapt urban Marxism to Russia's 
peasant reality, and thus inevitably sounded . pre-Marxist themes. 
That he had perceived the peasantry's role as a revolutionary de
structive force in the twentieth century did not eliminate the 
ideological- suspicion shrouding his ideas nor the charge that he 
espoused a "Communist narodism." 190 

In the end, however, Bukharin's doctrine had to stand or fall 
not on its ideological acceptability but its economic practicability. 
His program called for industrialization through the broadening 
and intensification of commodity exchange between state industry 
and peasant agriculture. A steady incr�ase in peasant demand for 
industry�s goods was to assure grain surpluses and spur continuous 

- industrial growth. Here, at both ends of the "economic smy chka," 
his assumptions were open to serious question. 

Led by Pteobrazhenskii, the Left quick,ly pinpointed the essen
tial weak spot in his industrial program, accusing him of a delusive 
"restoration ideology." 191 While a program of encouraging con
sumer demand to stimulate industrial output may have sufficed 
during the period of industrial recovery, which had started in 1 92 I 
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and was drawing to a dose in 1 92 6, the Left argued that it was 
totally unsuitable for the ensuing period, when the existing indus
trial plant would be operating at full capacity, and when expansion 
and technological retooling of fixed capital ("reconstruction") 
would become the central problem. As the relatively cheap costs 
of recovery were exhausted, the hard problem of new investment 
could no longer be avoided. In focusing on demand, his critics 
charged, Bukharin was chasing a deadly chimera. The consumption 
and depreciation of fixed capital in 1 9 1 4-2 I, coupled with the fact 
that the revolution. had freed peasants from their heavy financial 
obligations and enabled them to put greater demands on Soviet 
industry, meant that industry's structural inability to meet con
sumer demand was the real malady, not a weak internal market. 
Until industry was reconstructed, no equilibrium between surply 
and demand was possible. Instead, there would be a chronic 
industrial "goods famine." 192 

The Left's critique was clearly valid in important respects. 
Bukharin had projected a long-term program on the basis of short
term industrial successes. Dazzled by the "stormy economic 
growth" of 1 92 3-6, when industrial output increased one. year by 
60 per cent and the next by 40, he anticipated "enormous perspec
tives for unleashing industry." That his strategy involved reactivat
ing existing facilities rather than creating new ones was evident: 
"The whole art of economic policy consists in forcing into motion 
('mobilizing') the factors of production which are lying hidden as 
'unemployed capital.' " 193 Although 75 per cent of industry's 
"unemployed capital" was "in motion" by 1 92 5 ,  it was not until 
March 1 92 6  that Bukharin began to worry publicly about "addi
tional capital." He was virtually silent on the mild goods famine of 
1 92 5 ,  until February 1 92 6, when he dismissed it as a "spasm of our 
economic development." 194 His disinclination to envisage a radical 
and immediate expansion of industry was also obvious in secondary 
ways. Bolsheviks understood, for example, that the source of their 
mounting urban unemployment was. rural overpopulation. Preo
brazhenskii's solution was new industry to absorb the migration to . 
the city; Bukharin's was to generate new agricultural employment 
in the countryside.195 

His thinking about agriculture was also vulnerable. Bukharin's 
assumption that whetting peasant consumer appetites and com
mercializing the peasant economy would generate grain sufficient 
to feed the cities and support industrialization obscured the in
herent backwardness and low productivity of Russian agriculture, 
�he primitive, fragmented nature of which had been worsened by 
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the revolutionary breaking up of large surplus-producing estates 
and kulak farms in 1917-18. Two solutions were possible. One was 
to allow private consolidation of land and the formation of a 
rural capitalist sector capable of high· productivity. To Bukharin, 
as to most Bolsheviks, this "kulak solution" was ideologically un
acceptable.196 While wanting to spike the kulak bogey, his tolera-

. tion of kulak farming did not include condoning land consolida
tion or the emergence of a rural bourgeoisie. In telling peasants to 
"enrich yourselves, '? he was hoping for a uniformly prosperous, 
middle-peasant countryside, probably a delusive proposal. An 
alternative solution was the creation of larger, productive collective 
or state farms. But consistent with his negative attitude in 19 24-6, 
the period of Bukharin's greatest influence witnessed an official 
neglect and decline of all forms of collective cultivation.197 

Even if Soviet agriculture regained its pre-revolutionary pro
ductivity, there still remained the problem of marketed produce. 
The leveling of the countryside had reinforced the self-sufficiency 
of the peasant economy, and the abolition of the peasant's arrears 
had given him greater freedom in deciding how much and what to 
produce and market.198 Bukharin hoped that favorable prices and 
an abundance of cheap industrial goods would entice a steady in
crease in marketed surplus, a prospect constantly jeop<:lrdized by 
the threat of goods famine. If shortcomings in his industrial pro
gram imperiled his agricultural program, the reverse was also true. 
The first omens appeared in 192 5 ,  when, despite a good harvest, 
grain collections fell considerably below official expectations, 
seriously impairing the government's export-import schedule.199 

All of which is to say that Bukharin's economic thinking in 
1924-6 underemphasized the need for state intervention in both 
industrial and agricultural production.20o Instead of planned capital 
investment, he urged lower industrial costs and prices; instead of 
pointing toward the eventual creation of a supplementary, collec
tive grain sector, he depended wholly on the "collaboration" of 
the small peasant. In each instance, he minimized the interventionist 
capabilities of the state's "commanding heights," relying instead on 
the spontaneous functioning of the market. Throughout 1924-6, he 
posed what were essentially market goals, such as displacing private 
traders and speeding up commodity exchange. These goals were 
often achieved, but the country's productive capacity was left 
untouched. 

This orientation underlay other difficulties associated with 
Bukharin's policies. His thinking on the rate and pattern of !ndus
trial growth also reflected the recovery period, when output surged 
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forward dramatically and light industry was left to- spur heavy. 
But, while speaking of a "snail's pace" movement toward social
ism, and once arguing that. "a slow tempo" need not be "a fatal 
danger," 201 Bukharin, like the Left, strongly desired "a very rapid 
tempo," and one that would not permit heavy industry to "lag 
behind." Finally, to many Bolsheviks his policies seemed to deprive 
the party of its industrializing initiative and to place it in the sus-· 
pect hands of the peasant or the foreign market. For this reason, a 
rankling feeling of political impotence combined �ith economic 
obj ections to generate opposition to his program. 

Why did Bukharin linger with important misconceptions and 
remain stubbornly indifferent to the Left's analysis? Certainly, he 
was misled by the government's dramatic successes during the 
period of economic recovery. In addition, certain that the opposi
tion's policies meant political disaster, and himself engaged in a 
bitter struggle inside the party, he closed his mind to valid criticism 
and, like his opponents, grew more convinced that his· policies
and only his policies-were wise. More than anything, however, 
his ethical understanding of Bolshevism's "historic task" seems to 
have been responsible. It wed him to the proposition that mass 
consumption would be the driving force of. Soviet industrialization. 
This perspective occasionally served Bukharin well, alerting him, 
for example, to the dangers inherent in political and economic 
monopoly. But it also misled him. Outraged by Preobrazhenskii's 
"lunatic Utopia," that would feed industry by exploiting the 
peasantry, he indulged in moral sloganizing when hard-headed 
reasoning was needed. To the Left's call for higher industrial 
prices, he retorted: "our industry must give the village economy 
cheaper products than did the capitalists." 202 However gratifying 
morally, this did not answer Preobrazhenskii. At its worst, the 
ethical understanding led Bukharin to imagine the impossible: 
industrialization without scarcity or terrible burdens-a painless 
road to modernity. 

Whatever the reason, his original economic program was 
already in trouble by 1 92 6, the year industrial recovery drew to a 
close. Within months, he would begin to rethink and revise his 
policies,203 though his revised thinking would remain faithful to 
the general theoretical, political, and ethical arguments he had set 
out in 1 924- 2 6. Then, as before, politics as well as economic condi
tions would influence his proposals, if only because Bukharin and 
his ideas were now at the center of a political storm. 



CHAPTER VII· 

The DUUlllvirate: 

Bukharin as Co-Leader 

I now see, comrades, that Comrade Stalin has 
become a total prisoner of this political line, the 
creator and germine representative of which is 
Comrade Bukharin. 

-LEY KAMENEY, 1925 

We stand, and we shall stand, for Bukharin. 

-IOSIF STALIN, 1925 

IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1 92 5, at the age of thirty-three, Bukharin 
gradually joined with Stalin in a new leadership of the Central 
Committee majority, and entered upon the period of his greatest 
influence on Soviet policy. Their coalition originated in the dissolu
tion of the anti-Trotsky triumvirate, which began to disintegrate 
in late 1 92 4  and collapsed in 1 92 5, when Zinoviev and Kamenev, 
first covertly, then openly, challenged Stalin's management of the 
party apparatus and Bukharin's ideological and policy formula-
tions.1 

. 

The logic of the new duumvirate was arithmetical. Seven 
full members sat on the Politburo in 1 9 2 5: Trotsky, Zinoviev, 
Kamenev, Stalin, R ykov, Tomskii, and Bukharin, who had risen to 
full membership upon Lenin's death. The first three were now 
opposed to official policies, though they did not unite until the 
spr�g of 1 92 6. Rykov and Tomskii were in general agreement 
with those policies, of which Bukharin was the-main spokesman. 
By joining with Bukharin, Stalin reconstructed a Politburo majority 
of four (with Trotsky temporarily in sullen abstention) against his 
former allies, Zinoviev. and Kamenev. In turn, Bukharin secured 
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an official majority for those policies in which he fervently be
lieved. Again disclaiming any personal antagonisms, he commented 
indirectly on the origins and nature -of the duumvirate: "people 
must struggle for a majority if they want to guarantee the execu
tion of their policies, which they consider to be correct." 2 

As this suggests, coalition-or, in the terminology of the 
twenties, "bloc"-best describes the Politburo majority led by 
Stalin and Bukharin. It was a conditional alliance of convenience 
between different "groupings," not-a single group of wholly like
minded oligarchs.3 Like the former triumvirate and later the united 
left opposition of Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamenev, the Stalin
Bukharin majority was held together as- much by fear of common 
foes as by shared views. On this basis, despite signs of internal 
strains, the coalition survived its inaugural contest in 1 9 2 5, as well 
as the bitter factional controversies of 1 92 6-7, which eventually 
encompassed almost every issue of domestic and foreign policy. 
Then, after the organizational destruction of the Left at the Fif
teenth Party Congress in December 1 92 7, it fell apart. 

What Stalin brought to the coalition was organizational power. 
Since becoming head of the party Secretariat, or general secretary, 
in 192 2 ,  he had assiduously and skillfully cultivated the far-reaching 
powers of the central party machinery.- He did not yet control 
the entire party, which in the mid-twenties frequently. resembled 
a federation of "principalities" dominated by baronial leaders.4 But 
through his powers of secretarial appointment and removal, Stalin 
had already laid the foundations of what defeated' oppositionists, 
one after the other, would decry as "the dictatorship of the Secre
tariat." 5 The central party bureaucracy gave him the most for
midable power base of any contending oligarch; through it he 
built and manipulated loyalist voting strength in lower party 
organizations, in the Central Committee, at party congresses, and 
eventually on the Politburo itself. 

Stalin's machine power was demonstrated at the Fourteenth 
Party Congress in December 192 5 .  Zinoviev and Kamenev, their 

.. strength based in what the former believed was his "impregnable" 
Leningrad "fortress," rose at the congress to oppose the duum
virate's policies and leadership. They were crushed, 5 59 congres
sional votes to 65. vVithin the week, representatives of the victorious 
leadership swept into Leningrad, deposing Zinoviev's supporters 
and establishing the "loyalty" of the Leningrad party.6 Stalin had 
p�t down the first major challenge to Bukharin's policies. In the 
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process, he had extended the Secretariat's influence over another 
"principality." This set the pattern for the next three years. 

Bukharin's role in the coalition was more complex but equally 
important, at least at the outset. First and foremost, he developed 
and articulated the general economic policies and ideology of the 
leadership between 1 9 2 5  and 1 92 7. His leading part in the decision 
to expand NEP "was no secret; he referred to it and to his ideologi
cal initiatives openly. He not only inspired the industrial and 
agrarian philosophy of the majority, but personally wrote the 
"principal parts" of the controversial 1 9 2 5  resolutions on agricul
tural policy.7 His theoretical propositions on the disputed issues of 
the day-peasant strata and rural social development, the nature 
of state industry and its proper relationship with agriculture, 
market cooperatives, NEP as a transitional �ystem, and other ques
tions related to "building socialism"-constituted the professed 
ideology of the duumvirate, and hence of the party. Official 
Bolshevism in 1 92 5'-7 was largely Bukharinist; the party was fol
lowing Bukharin's road to socialism.8 Nor was his influence limited 
to the Soviet party and internal affairs. He systematically wrote his 
theories into the resolutions of the Comintern, as for example at 
the meeting of its Executive Committee in April 1 92 5, where he 
presented sixty-three new "Theses on the Peasant Question." 9 
From 1 9 2 6  onward, he, almost alone, shaped official Bolshevik 
understanding of the outside world, of international capitalism and 
revolution. 

There was, generally speaking, a rough division of labor be
tween Bukharin and Stalin, between policy formulation and theory 
on one side and organizational muscle on the other.lO Stalin, of 
course, was neither ignorant of nor indifferent to policy or theory. 
Always the cautious politician, he "disassociated himself from his 
ally's occasional indiscretions, most notably the "enrich your
selves" slogan. Sensitive to the political vulnerability of some of 
Bukharin's theories, he was careful not to identify with him on 
interpretations where Lenin's legacy was particularly uncertain.ll 
But while Stalin sometimes eulogized industrialism (especially 
heavy industry) and the virtues of Soviet economic autarky more 
than did Bukharin, he did not �eem to harbor a separate industrial 
or agrarian program. From the initial elaboration of Bukharin's 
program in 1 92 4-6, through its revision in 1 92 6-7, Stalin was a 
Bukharinist in economic policy.12 With those policies under fierce 
attack at the F ourtee�th Congress in 1 92 5, he declared: "we stand, 
and we shall stand, for Bukharin." Of this the opposition had no 
doubt. Said Kamenev at the same congress: "I now see, comrades, 
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that Comrade Stalin has become a total prisoner of this political 
line, the creator and genuine representative of which · is Comrade 
Bukharin." 13 

Bukharin also contributed more practical political assets to the. 
duumvirate. The most important was his control of the party's 
central publications. To his editorship of the daily Pravda was 
added in April 1924 the Central Committee's new biweekly journal, 
Bolshevik, whose announced purpose was "the defense and 
strengthening of historical Bolshevism against any attempts at dis
torting and perverting . its foundations." 14 Control of the Central 
Comm�ttee's two principal organs of opinion gave Bukharin an 
important weapon in the factional struggle, as evidenced by 
Zinoviev's futile campaign to establish rival publications in Lenin
grad in 19 2 5, and by Stalin's all-out effort to take them from 
Bukharin in 1928.15 Through Pravda and Bolshevik, Bukharin 
reigned over a far-flung press and propaganda empire. Both pub
lished under their auspices a variety of other widely circulated 
periodicals, newspapers, and pamphlets, while Bukharin sat also on 
the editorial boards of numerous other journals, encyclopedias, and 
publishing houses. Most important politically, the local party press 
took its editorial lead and often its articles directly from Pravda.16 
In the 1920'S, the central organs were more than the authoritative 
channels of party communication. Their responsibility for inter
preting party resolutions inevitably gave them a significant role in 
the ultimate formation and implementation of policy. Kamenev 
exaggerated only slightly when he complained that Bukharin and 
his followers (who staffed the publications) exercised a "factual 
monopoly over the political-literary representation of the party" 
and over "all political educational work." 11 -

Bukharin's other institutional post represented a different kind 
of political asset. He and Zinoviev had co-managed the workings, 
policy, and doctrine of the Comintern since 1 92 3. Although 
Zinoviev lingered on formally as chairman until October 1 9 2 6, his 
defeat in December 192 5  soon made Bukharin the actual authority 
in the international organization. Upon Zinoviev's formal dismissal, 
Bukharin became general secretary of the Executive Committee 
and thus the de jure head as well (the chairmanship having been 
abolished) .18 The post added nothing to the duumvirate's organiza
tional power within the Soviet party; but because both the majority 
and the opposition still valued the sympathies of foreign Commu
nist parties, leadership of the Comintern had its advantages� It 
enhanced Bukharin's personal prestige as well as the prestige and 
authority of the duumvirate. It also expanded his sphere of influ-
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ence, enabling him to place his Soviet followers in the Political 
Secretariat of the Executive Committee of the Comintern and ad
vance his foreign sympathizers.19 Throughout the party debates, 
particularly when discussion turned to foreign policy in 1 92 6-7, 
the Comintern provided Bukharin with another. official platform. 

These domains, the central organs and the Co_mint ern, were 
Bukharin's "principalities." They corresponded to his general role 
in the majority's struggle against the opposition: while Stalin con
ducted the organizational war, Bukharin waged the ideological war, 
his ideas and counter-arguments composing the substance of the 
leadership's attack and defense. As an ideological warrior, he was 
indispensable during the early stages of the duumvirate. Neither 
Stalin nor his personal followers were a match for the luminaries 
of the opposition, which had in Trotsky, Kamenev, Preobrazhen
skii', Piatakov, Smirnov, Smilga, and Radek dexterous theorists, 
talented economists, and eloquent publicists. All were men of ideas 
and wit, gifted and comfortable in public debate and ideological 
combat. 

Whenever the debates settled on a reasonably elevated intellcc
.tual plane, only Bukharin among high majority leaders was their 
equal (though R ykov was good at practical economics) . His ac
knowledged theoretical acumen and erudition, his "oratory art," 
and his sometimes abused skills as a "merciless polemicist" 20 gave 
the majority an eminent spokesman capable of coping with the 
oppositionists. It was Bukharin who answered Preobrazhenskii; he 
who at the Fourteenth Party Congress wrecked Zinoviev's belated 
attempt to gain stature as a Bolshevik theorist and virtually de
stroyed whatever ideological authority that fading figure may have 
had; and it was he who journeyed to proletarian Leningrad in 
February 1 92 6  to defend the leadership'S peasant policies.21 In one 
sense, the programmatic debates of the twenties were a prolonged 
political campaign: significant battles, though perhaps not the 

, decisive ones, were won and lost on the hustings. Bukharin did not 
always win these confrontations; but when the majority could 
claim a respectable intellectual victory, the achievement was 
largely his. 

Ideological warfare, like any other, however, requires legions 
as well as field marshals. And it was in these legions, in the young 
party_ intellectuals of what became known as the "Bukharin 
school," that Bukharin had his most unique and controversial 
political instrument. The school was catapulted onto the center of 
the political stage ill· 1 92 5 ,  amidst a cascade of denunciation. 
Labeled variously as the rising incarnation of "petty bourgeois 
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decay," a "kulak deviation," and "a Narodnik spirit," the school, 
together with Bukharin, became the opposition's chief villain at 
the Fourteenth Congress.22 Complaining that its representatives 
controlled the "entire press" and sought "to terrorize anybody who 
points out their distortions and perversions of . . . Leninism," 
Zinoviev and Kamenev charged: "around Bukharin th�re is now 
forming a whole 'school,' which endeavors to conceal reality and 
to retreat from the class point of view." Indeed, concluded 
Kamenev, the "school is founded on deviations from Lenin." 
Krupskaya, temporarily a supporter of the two former triumvirs, 
saw a long-term danger: "the Red Professorate grouped around 
Comrade Bukharin is a succession which is being prepared, a 
training of the theorists who will determine our line." 23 Hence
forth, similar accusations against "the theoretical school under 
Bukharin's patronage" were rarely absent from the Left's account 
of official perfidy. They would be repeated and embellished by 
Stalin in 1928-9.24 

The subject of this anxiety was a small band of young party 
ideologists, most of them graduates of the Institute of Red Pro
fessors, who regarded Bukharin as their intellectual and political 
mentor and themselves as his disciples. Though they became po
litically controversial only in 1925,  the existence of Bukharin's 
"neophytes" had been noted as early as 1922.25 The presence of 
young Bolsheviks around a Politburo member was not in itself 
unusual. Most major leaders-Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Stalin, for 

. example-employed a few young party members to staff their 
personal secretariats and serve as aides. (Comparable arrangements 
exist in all political systems.) These secretaries, as they were usually 
called, were frequently recruited from the leader's special area of 
responsibility. Thus, Bukharin's own personal secretariat was 
headed by Efim Tseitlin, a founder and one-time national leader of 
the Komsomol.26 But what distinguished the men of the Bukharin 
school from an ordinary entourage of aides (in addition to their 
number) was their education in higher party institutions, their 
sought-after. intellectual and literary abilities, their common ideo
logical identity, . and the political role they came to play. This role 
derived from the fact that while they sometimes served as personal 
aides to Bukharin, they performed mainly and increasingly in 
official positions.27 

There seem to have been three reasons why so many able 
young Bolsheviks . clustered around Bukharin. First was his un
rivaled fame as a Marxist thinker; he was to them a "theoretical 
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Hercules," an ido1.28 Second, and closely related, was Bukharin's 
"tremendous authority" among party youth, especially those chosen 
for advanced preparation as future Bolshevik intellectuals. For· sev
eral years, he had been the Politburo member most closely associ
ated with Komsomol affairs, quipping in 1923: "I ask you not to 
think that this has become my speciality or profession." 29 In addi
tion, "hundreds of thousands of people" were being educated on 
the basis of his writings, such as Historical Materialism. He was 
therefore particularly admired and influential, as both a Marxist 
thinker and political leader, in the party's educational institutions.30 

Nowhere was this more true than in the Institute of Red Pro
fessors, one of the great Marxist intellectual centers of the Soviet 
twenties. Offering three-year graduate programs in economics, his
tory, and philosophy, the Institute was established in 192 I with the 
purpose of producing "Red Professors" to replace eventually the 
nonparty academicians who still dominated Soviet universities. In a 
milieu combining aspects of a university, a political salon, and a 
monastery, the party's best older minds met in seminars and lec
tures with a small select group of students. In fact, a considerable 
number of Institute graduates ended up not primarily in academic 
pursuits, but in party political-literary work.31 Many of these 
moved into Bukharin's circle; most of the leading figures of the 
Bukharin school were members of the Institute's first graduating 
class of 1921-4. 

Finally, the Bukharin school is not fully comprehensible apart 
'. from the personality of its inspirer. Those who encountered him 

over the years testify that the gentle, open, good-humored Bu
kharin, who in his traditional Russian blouse, leather jacket, and 
high boots conveyed the aura of Bohemia-come-to-power, was the 
most likable of the Bolshevik oligarchs. (Trotsky remarked that 
"Bukharin remained at bottom an old student.") There was about 
him none of Trotsky's intimidating hauteur, Zinoviev's labored 
pomposity, or the intrigue and mistrust surrounding Stalin. He was 
"lovingly soft in his relations with comrades," and "beloved." Ex
uding an "impervious geniality," he brought infectious gaiety to 
informal gatherings and, in his best moments, an ameliorating charm 
to politics.32 Bukharin, observed Lenin, was among those "people 
with such happy natures . . .  who even in the fiercest battles are 
least able to envenom their attacks." Bolshevik opponents, as if to 
confirm ritually Lenin's deathbed judgment that Bukharin was "the 
favorite of the whol� 'party," prefaced their attacks on him with 

. declarations of personal affection for "Bukharchik." 33 Even Stalin, 
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a malicious enemy in 1929, found it necessary to echo Brutus: "We 
love Bukharin, but we love the truth, the Party, at)d the-Comintern 
even more." 34 

Testi�ony to Bukharin's likeableness is such that it might be 
said, to paraphrase Ford Madox Ford, that here was The Good 
Bolshevik. An older party figure, neither disciple nor hagiographer, 
characterized him as "one of the most beloved figures of the Rus
sian revolution," explaining that he was also a man of many and 
varied enthusiasms: "He is lively and animated, like quicksilver; he 
thirsts for all of life's manifestations, beginning with a new and 
profound abstract thought and ending with a game in town." 35 He 
had "all the attributes to capture and enthrall the imagination of the 
youth," said a foreign Communist admirer, and young Bolsheviks 
were naturally drawn to him. A part of his grace was a warm and 
generous receptiveness to young and subordinate comrades, who 
found him easy to talk to and readily accessible. 'Vhere Bukharin 
presided over promising "neophytes," at Pravda for example, "an 
atmosphere of harmonious, comradely collaboration, of faith in·and 
respect for one another" prevailed.36 Only slightly their senior in 
years, he met and encouraged "my young comrades" ,as equals, 
without the pretense of rank. In return, they were tied to him by 
personal as well as political bonds, regarding him as their "dear 
teacher" and "with love." 37 When his fall became certain in 
1928-9, only one, Aleksei Stetskii, defected to Stalin. 

At the peak of its celebrity, the Bukharin school numbered 
perhaps fifteen easily recognizable members. Among the best 
known were Aleksandr Slepkov, Valentin Astrov, Stetskii, Dmitrii 
Maretskii, Petr Petrovskii, Aleksandr Aikhenvald, D. P. Rozit, E. 
Goldenberg, Tseitlin, and Aleksandr Zaitsev. Except for Stetskii 
and Petrovskii, who became known during the civil war, little is 
recorded of these men's biographies, their careers having been cut 
short by Bukharin's defeat and their lives by Stalin's purges, which 
only Astrov seems to have survived.3s They were. in their middle 
and late twenties; most had joined the party in 1917 or after, and 
had served in minor capacities before entering the Institute of Red 
Professors in 192 I .  Like all but a few Institute students, they were 
of middle-class origins. Their political backgrounds varied. Petrov
skii was the son of the old Bolshevik and Ukrainian party . leader 
Grigorii Petrovskii. Slepkov, whispered the opposition, had been a 
Monarchist-Cadet as late as 19 1 8.39 Aikhenvald was the son of the 
famous literary critic and Constitutional Democrat Iurii Aikhenvald, 
whom he visited in Berlin in the hope of reconciling "my incor-
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rigible father " to the Bolshevik regime. Only Goldenberg seems to 
have had an oppositionist past, having sympathized briefly with 

. Trotsky in 1923.40 Several had established scholarly reputations 
before becoming political figures in the mid-twenties, Slepkov and 
Astrov as historians, Maretskii as an economic historian, and Aikh
envald and Goldenberg as economists.41 

But it was as tireless and ubiquitous publicists for Bukharinism 
that they gained notoriety. In hundreds of monographs, pamphlets, 
articles, and speeches-in the press, schools, party meetings, and 
other public forums-they propagandized and defended (and some
times expanded) Bukharin's ideas and policies.42 They reviewed his 
books, composed his biography, and cried his praise.43 Everywhere, 
sneered one critic, they "sang ... with the voice of N. I. Bukharin." 
In their diverse operations, grumbled another, they functioned as 
Bukharin's personal "agitprop." 44 Above all, they fought the 
Stalin-Bukharin leadership's ideological war against the opposition, 
not, of course, in the name of Bukharinism, but in that of "ortho
dox Bolshevism." Bukharin naturally denied the "screeching about 
a 'new school,' " as did his Stalinist allies, who profited from its ac
tivities. Said one of Stalin's men in its defense: 

Bukharin does not have any kind of special school; the school of Bu
kharin is the Leninist school. Bukharin's service is that he has educated 
in theory and in the spirit of Leninism a large number of young com
rades, who conduct propaganda, agitation, and literary \vork in our 
party.45 

The opposition passionately dissented from the first assertion, and 
bitterly lamented the truth of the last. 

As already noted, what made the young Bukharinists more 
than merely one oligarch's intellectual coterie was their rise to im
portant party and state positions. Foremost was their "monopoly" 
of the party's central publications. Astrov and Slepkov became 
editors of Bolshevik in September 1924, and with Bukharin ruled 
that authoritative Central Committee journal until mid- 1 92 8. All 
published with remarkable frequency in both Bolshevik and Pravda, 
for with Bukharin they also controlled the latter, first informally 
and later formally; by early 1928, Astrov, Slepkov, Maretskii, 
Tseitlin and Zaitsev had become editors of Pravda as wel1.46 These 
were the school's strongholds. In addition, their articles and edi
torials appeared regularly in almost all major party and Komsomol 
publications, especially those edited in the capital. When K0111S0'J1lol 
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Pravda, in effect a new central organ, was created in May 1925, 
Stetskii was its first editor-in-chief. Though the opposition forced 
,his removal a few weeks later, following a series of politically in
discreet articles by himself and Slepkov, one Bukharinist, Maret
skii's brother, remained on the editorial board.47 Their political role 
extended even to Leningrad. After the ouster of Zinovievists from 
Leningrad Pravda in January 1926, Astrov, Petrovskii, and Golde�
berg represented Bukharin at various times as its editors.48 

Nor were their operations confined to the press. In addition to 
the Comintern and the worker-peasant correspondents movement,49 
two of Bukharin's special preserves, they were notably influential 
in the growing network of Communist universities and educational 
institutions. One young Bukharinist was a university rector; others 
supervised curricula, taught courses, and wrote widely used text
books; still others dominated the party cells of such important insti
tutions as Moscow's Industrial Academy, the Institute of Red 
Professors, the Communist Academy, and the Academy of Com
munist Education.50 They were also active in state economic in
stitutions responsible for planning and industrial development. 
Aikhenvald and Goldenberg, for example, occupied high posts in 
Gosplan, the State Planning Commission, the latter rising to deputy 
chairman of its Russian Republic division.51 Only in Stalin's central 
party apparatus was their role less substantial. Two, Stetskii and 
Rozit, sat on the disciplinary body, the Central Control Commis
sion. In addition, Stetskii headed the agitprop bureau of the Lenin
grad party, and became a full member of the Central Committee in 
1927. Slepkov was a "responsible instructor" of the Central Com
mittee, a benign title for powerful ideological Nestors who toured 
the country watching over the fidelity of lower party organizations 
and the local press. 52 

In a variety of ways, the Bukharin school had become an im
portant force in Soviet politics by 1925. Political liabilities as well 
as benefits, however, accrued to its inspirer. The righteous aggres
siveness of his disciples, for example, frequently irritated older party 
intellectuals; and in some quarters Red Professor reportedly was "a 
curse' word." 53 Of greater political consequence, they sometimes 
pushed Bukharin's ideas beyond the point of political discretion 
(though he himself had set this precedent ) ,  thus becoming easy 
targets for oppositionists who offered their excesses as proof of the 
maj ority's heresy. An example was the controversy generated by 
Stetskii and Slepkov when they elaborated on Bukharin's 1925 "en
rich yourselves" slogan in the official press. There was another 
problem. The opposition was quick to identify any offending 
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young publicist with the Bukharin school, as happened in the 
famous Bogushevskii affair of 1925. Bogushevskii, until then an 
obscure journalist, published an article in Bolshevik arguing that 
the kulak was a "bogy." 54 For the next two years, the Left cited 
his faux pas as evidence of the duumvirate's "kulak deviation." In 
fact, Bogushevskii apparently had no association with Bukharin, his 
article appearing uncensored due to a series of editorial mishaps. 55 

Nevertheless, the school gave Bukharin an unusual political 
base that for a time served him well. No other oligarch had his own 
personal "agitprop," least of all one of such size and quality. This 
phalanx of talented men enabled him to place dedicated followers 
in those agencies where policy, ideology, and future cadres were 
being shaped, and to popularize and defend his own policies with 
great effectiveness. He and his disciples, who met every opposition
ist polemic with a dozen Bukharinist retorts, were mainly responsi
ble for the ideological victory of the majority. It was the school' 
that abetted Bukharin's rise to hierophant of orthodox Bolshevism, 
sustaining him there and institutionalizing Bukharinism as official 
party ideology. 

Bukharin brought all these real political assets to his coalition with 
Stalin in 1925. In addition, he contributed somethi�g less tangible 
but of equal importance-the weight of his personal authority, a 
contribution understandable only in the context of the "succession 
struggle" that followed Lenin's death. In one sense, this is a mis
nomer. For, while the internal party battles of 1923-9 constituted 
prolonged attempts to reconstruct the power and authority pre
viously exercised by Lenin, the idea that there could be a successor 
-a "Lenin of today"-was impermissible. Lenin's authority within 
the leadership and in the party generally had been unique. Among 
other things, it had derived from the fact that he was the party's 
creator and moving spirit, from his political judgment which had 
been proved correct so often and against so much opposition, arid 
from the force of his personality, which united and persuaded his 
fractious colleagues. In no way did it derive from an official post. 
As Sokolnikov pointed out : "Lenin was neither chairman of the 
Politburo nor general secretary; but, nonetheless, Comrade Lenin 
. . .  had the decisive political word in the party." It was, as has 
recently been argued, a kind of charismatic authority, inseparable 
from Lenin as a person and independent of constitutional or insti
tutional procedures. 56' 

Some of his heirs intuitively understood this and commented 
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on it  in different ways. "Lenin was a dictator in the best sense of 
the word," said Bukharin in 1924. Five years later; describing Lenin 
as the singular "leader, organizer, captain, and stern iron authority," 
and contrasting his pre-eminence with Stalin's brute machine 
power, Bukharin tried to explain further: 

But he was for us all llich, a close, beloved person, a wonderful com
rade and friend, the bond with whom was indissoluble. He was not 
only '.'Comrade Lenin," but something immeasurably more. Such was 
our bond . . . .  This was not at all simple "command," "admi.nistrative 
fiat," etc.57 

This mixture of sentiment and real insight about Le�in's unique 
role led to a natural loathing, inside and outside the leadership, for 
thinking in terms of a "succession." A delegate at the Fourteenth 
Congress in 1925 obj ecred that "individual representatives . . . are 
beginning to try on his mantle. This mantle does not fit any
one . . . .  " Added another: "I think we should abandon the idea of 
succession and successors." Whatever the secret aspirations, and 
however impractical, it was assumed publicly that the post-Lenin 
leadership should be genuinely oligarchical or, as Bukharin insisted 
in 1925, collective: 

because we do not have Lenin, there is not a single authority. We can 
now have only a collective authority. We have no person who could 
say: I am sinless and can interpret Leninist teachings absolutely to a 
full 100 per tent. Everyone tries, but he who expresses a claim to a full 
100 per cent attributes too big a role to his own person. 58 

A group of inheritors, then, was to replace the dead chieftain. 
In the beginning, collective leadership was an exclusive conception, 
not necessarily including all leading Bolsheviks or even all members 
of the Politburo. Instead, it referred to that "basic nucleus of Lenin
ists," 59 five of the six men discussed by Lenin in his "testament" :  
Trotsky, Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Bukharin. Though rarely 
said publicly, it was nonetheless widely appreciated that these were 
the men who individually represented a part of Lenin's legacy, who 
together embodied the party's legitimate authority, and who there
fore, all or some, should rule collectively. Rykov and Kalinin, to 
take two prominent examples, were high-tanking figures but not 
essential in this respect. Neither conveyed in his person the gestalt 
of Bolshevik or party authority. That a few P�litburo members 
were pri11li inter pares was not advertised but understood. They 
were, as observers sometimes put it, the "Bolshevik Olympia." 60 

Stalin, who possessed a crude but reliable sense of such distinctio�s, 
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alluded to it with a similar metaphor in 1 92 8. Speaking to Bukharin 
about the nine-man Politburo, which no longer included Trotsky, 
Zinoviev, or Kamenev, he declared: "You and I are the Himalayas; 
the others are nobodies." 61 

In 1 925 ,  however, there were five "Himalayas," or what may 
be called "authoritative" Leninist heirs.62 Each qualified by having 
some combination of four legitimizing credentials: (I ) membership 
in Lenin's inner circle before and after 1 9 1 7 ;  ( 2 )  a revolutionary
heroic biography, 1 9 1 7  being the crucial touchstone; (3) stature as 
a revolutionary internationalist ; (4) -recognition as an "outstanding 
Marxist," ,which meant as a theorist. No oligarch's credentials were 
in perfect order. Zinoviev and Kamenev (who were regarded as a 
hyphenated entity) were strongest in the first but weakest in the 
second, �aving opposed insurrection in 1 9 1 7 ;  Trotsky, on the other 
hand, had no peer in the second and third, was second only to 
Bukharin in the fourth, but was critically vulnerable in the first, 
having joined the party lat�. None of Bukharin's credentials was 
deficient : he overshadowed everyone in theory, had great stature 
in connection with 1 9 1 7  and as an internationalist, but could not 
boast Zinoviev's tenure as Lenin's cohort prior to 1 9 1 7, nor his 
fidelity afterward. Stalin's were the least impressive: he had no 
standing whatsoever in the third and fourth, and ranked behind 
Trotsky and Bukharin in the second. 

Though increasingly chimerical (since the least imposing now 
held the most power), these considerations were t;lken very seri
ously, as seen in the fact that the politics of the twenties so often 
revolved around political biography, party history, and efforts by 
various oligarchs to embellish their credentials. Zinoviev and Ka
menev wished desperately to live down their shame of 1 9 1 7 ; their 
opponents would not allow it. Zinoviev labored to emerge as a 
theorist in 1 925 ,  only to be rebuffed by Bukharin. Trotsky tried to 
compensate 

"
for his Menshevik past ; his adversaries used it against 

him and, in addition, challenged the orthodoxy of · his pre- 1 9 1 7 
ideas. Stalin slowly achieved a kind of recognition in the Comintern 
by ousting his rivals; but he was entirely unknown as a man of 
theory. He was painfully aware of this, as Bukharin discovered in 
_1 928 :  "He is consumed with a craving to become an acknowledged 
theoretician. He thinks that this is the only thing he lacks." 63 

Viewed in this context, Bukharin's important role in the du
umvirate is clear. The original triumvirs h·ad united in the fulfilled 
hope that their collective stature would- offset Trotsky's enormous 
authority in the party. ,They succeeded in making him seem to be a 
false and arrogant pretender. Now, however, Zinoviev and Ka-
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menev had abandoned Stalin and were shortly to join with Trotsky. 
The illusion of their collective authority moved Kamenev to assure 
Trotsky: "It is enough for you and Zinoviev to appear on the same 
platform, and the party will find its true Central Committee." 
Trotsky remembers "laughing at such bureaucratic optimism," 64 
but Kamenev's expectation was doubtless Stalin's nightmare. The 
least illustrious, he was now opposed and denounced by three of 
the five heirs: the grave threat of appearing the usurper hung over 
his head, a prospect made more serious by Lenin's still unpublished 
but widely known "testament." 

Bukharin's accession to the co-leadership helped Stalin avert 
this danger. He bestowed at least a semblance of legitimate Lenin� 
ist authority and thus made possible the perpetuation of the ma
jority's "collective authority." Despite his relative juniority and 
the suspicion that his forte was ideas rather than practical politics, 
both of which probably qualified his stature as a political leader, his 
validating role in the duumvirate is not to be minimized. Unlike 
Stalin's, his was an authoritative voice on foreign and domestic 
issues, from the feasibility of soviets in revolutionary China to capi
tal investment and literary policy at home.65 At the same time, he 
in effect vouchsafed for the general secretary, lending his popular
ity to a man opposed as much out of personal dislike as for policy 
differences, and, to give a .  more specific example, "creating an 
atmosphere of confidence in the Comintern for him." 66 

The question of past association with Lenin was especially 
sensitive in 1925. Krupskaya, at whom Stalin had directed "an un
usually rude outburst" and "vile invectives" three years earlier, 
openly supported Zinoviev and Kamenev. Her presence at their 
side symbolized their long intimacy with her dead husband and 
reminded knowledgeable Bolsheviks of the damning postscript to 
Lenin's "testament," which had condemned Stalin as "too. rude" 
and recommended his removal from the Secretariat.67 Here, too, 
Bukharin furnished a countervailing symbol, Lenin's youngest sister 
Mariia Ulianova. There was between them a warm personal rela
tionship, as well as a professional one. Ulianova was an old and close 
friend of Bukharin and, since 19 17,  executive secretary of Pravda. 
His fall in 1929 ended her political career, and she died in semi
disgrace in 1937,  a few months after his arrest. But in 1925, Ulia
nova lent her name to Bukharin and thus to Stalin. Photographs 
showing her and Bukharin working side by side at Pravda were 
prominently circulated.GS And at the Fourteenth Congress, after 
Krupskaya had publicly challenged Bukharin's interpretation of 
Lenin's last articles, Ulianova rose to deliver a terse rejoinder: 
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Comrades, I take the floor not because I am Lenin's sister and therefore 
lay claim to a better understanding and interpretation of Leninism 
than all other members of our party. I think that such a monopoly by 
L enin's relatives . . .  do es not exist and cannot exist. 69 

In the . last analysis, however, Bukharin's authority rested on 
his standing as Bolshevism's greatest living Marxist, or, as he was 
officially heralded in 1926, the man "now acknowledged as the most 
outstanding theorist of the Communist International." 70 He was 
accorded that most dubious status, "classic" in his own time. His 
writings were anthologized in official volumes dedicated to Marxist 
economies, philosophy, sociology, and literary and art criticism. 
When a Soviet writer wished to give evidence of the "international 
fame" of Bolshevik intellectual achievement, he would say: "It is 
sufficient to point only to the outstanding sociological and eco
nomic works of N. I. Bukharin . . . .  " 71 A charter member of the 
Communist Academy and its presidium, he was the party's leading 
nominee and only political leader elected to the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences in 192 8-9, a final, honorific testimony to his pre
eminence.72 

On such acclaim (however sycophantic) , coupled with his 
other credentials as an heir, was Bukharin's political authority built; 
and from 1925 to 192 8, Stalin was its co-beneficiary. That this kind 
of authority carried considerable political weight in the twenties 
was still evident as late as 192 8, when the general secretary began 
his surreptitious campaign against Bukharin by attacking his reputa
tion as party theorist. Unlike later, when Stalin made nonsense of 
all such credentials by officially attributing each and every one to 
himself alone (a phenomenon later called "the cult of the personal
ity") ,  party theory mattered greatly. The rival claimants to Bolshe
vik orthodoxy regarded it as the surest guide to proper policy and 
the truest indicator of revolutionary correctness generally. Politics 

. and theory, they agreed, were of a piece. Or, as the Stalinist Lazar 
Kaganovich exclaimed in 1929: "Treachery in politics always be

. gins with the revision of theory." 73 

This was the profile of the Stalin-Bukharin duumvirate. As Leninist 
heirs, Stalin and Bukharin were the majority's ranking party lead

. ers, but not its only important representatives. Two other Politburo 
members had now acquired special importance as staunch support
ers of the majority's Bukharinist pol�cies and determined foes of the 
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·Left. One was Aleksei Ivanovich Rykov, who as Lenin's successor 
as chairman of the Council of People's Commissars (or premier) 
and, replacing Kamenev in 1926, chairman of the Coun.cil of Labor 
and Defense, combined the two most important and powerful gov
ernment offices. The other was Mikhail Pavlovich Tomskii . (born 
Efremov) who, except for a brief interlude in Lenin's disfavor in 
1921-2, had been the leader of the Soviet trade unions since 1918.74 
Both of these major (and neglected) figures of the revolution were 
old Bolsheviks, full members of the Politburo since 192 2 , and now 
committed to NEP as the proper framework for industrialization. 
Together with Bukharin, they would form . the leadership of the 
right opposition against Stalin in 192 8-9. 

R ykov was the most illustrious representative of the moderate 
strain in Russian Bolshevism. On becoming premier in 1924, at the 
age of forty-three, he carried an unbroken identification with the 
party's right wing, beginning with his opposition to Lenin's April 
Theses in 19 I 7 and his advocacy of a coalition socialist government 
in October. A gifted administrator�he headed the Supreme Eco
nomic Council during war communism and again briefly in 1923, 
and was a deputy premier from 1921 to 1924-he was identified 
primarily with the state and economic organizations. He executed 
party policy loyally and skillfully throughout the civil war, but (he 
once confided) had never abandoned the political spirit of Lenin's 
1905 slogan of a "democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and 
the peasantry." 75 He was a not uncommon type among early Bol
sheviks, a Marxist whose real political cause had been anti-czarism, 
and whose socialism related to the "toilers" rather than just the 
proletariat. Himself of peasant origin, Rykov enjoyed a reputation 
for "his loving and attentive attitude toward the needs of the 
peasantry." 76 

. 

The coming and expansion of NEP elicited his full approval 
and found in him a na·tural and unwavering advocate. A perennial 
foe of grandiose economic projects and teleological planning 
schemes, he shared Bukharin's abhorrence of Preobrazhenskii's 
"law" as "a scandalous theory" which, if implemented, would · 
"mortally compromise socialism." In addition to his programmatic 
hostility to the Left he seems to have harbored a special dislike for 
Trotsky and the people around him.77 No major Bolshevik, includ
ing Bukharin, personified so unambiguously the political and eco
nomic philosophy of NEP and the S1llY chka. Though much less 
given to theoretical generalizations, by 1925 his industrial and 
agrarian policy preferences were virtually indistinguishable from 
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Bukharin's; and with the formation of new political alignments in 
1924-5, he emerged as one of Bukharin's strongest defenders.78 

Tomskii, a radical trade unionist since 1905 and the only Polit
buro member. with an authentic proletarian background, repre
sented a different component of Bolshevism; his commitment to 
NEP is less easily explained. In viewing the urban labor force as its 
essential constituency, the party instinctively thought of the trade 
unions as the "backbone" of its social base. Consequently, while no 
longer expecting the managerial power they had anticipated during 
the early days of the revolution, Bolshevik trade union leaders re
mained an influential group. Sharing a common background and 
identity, they were the most homogeneous element in the party 
elite, a self-perceived "party within the party." 79 Tomskii-chair
man of the All-Union Trade Union Council-was their omcial 
leader and highest ranking political spokesman. Around him gath
ered almost the entire upper echelon of the Soviet trade union 
movement, which was to be ousted in toto by Stalin in 1928-9: 
G. N. Melnichanskii, A. 1 .  Dogadov, Iakov Iaglom, V. M. Mi
khailov, Boris Kozelev, Fedor Ugarov, and Vasilii Shmidt, the 
Commissar of Labor, a post controlled and filled by the trade 
unionists. These men, remarked Tomskii later, were "comrades who 
had become accustomed in the course of years to see in me their 
leader." Indeed, they made him the subject of a minor cult, eulogiz
ing him both as a trade unionist and an old Bolshevik, and promot
ing him as the "personification of party leadership of the trade 
union movement"-their emissary on the Politburo.so 

Tomskii's views reflected the rise, fall, and reconciliation of 
their aspirations. Earlier, he had been a strong opponent of "statiz
ing" the unions and an equally persistent defender of a trade union 
role in industrial management.81 The first cause was won with the 
collapse of war communism; the second had been irrevocably lost 
by 1920. With the full development of NEP, Tomskii reconciled 
himself to the unions' new dual role as the party-state's "transmis
sion belt" to the working class and, simultaneously, the protector 
of workers' interests in the mixed economy. While faithful to party 
policy, he zealously embraced the second and more traditional 
function. Writing in 1925, he made clear that, within the limits of 
this structural ambiguity, the trade unionists took seriously their 
revived commitment to the welfare of their membership: 

Before the trade unions always stands . . . one fundamental task. 
This task, which defines the · very role and meaning of trade unions, is 
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that of comprehensively serving and continuously working for the up
lifting and betterment of the material and spiritual level of their mem
bers. This is the task which, throughout the history of the trade union 
movement, has stood and will stand before the unions.82 

This understanding determined Tomskii's support for the 
Bukharin-Rykov economic policies. He apparently foresaw what 
the Left's (and later Stalin's) program of forced industrialization 
and investment priority in capital goods production would mean 
for the unions and their constituents. Whatever his reservations 
about official policy, he preferred the promise of gradually rising 
consumption and real wages, and the preservation of the unions' 
remaining autonomy. From 1923 onward, he voted with Bukharin 
and Rykov; and, partly motivated by the memory of Trotsky's 
1920 attempt to militarize labor and "shake up" the union leader
ship, he and his people formed a solid bastion of opposition to the 
Left .83 

A second consideration also influenced Tomskii's allegiances. 
On the question of international working class or socialist unity, the 
trade unionists were the most ecumenical-minded group in the 
party. Most had favored a coalitiQn socialist regime in 19 1 7 ;  simi
larly, they now wanted reconciliation, de facto or de jure, with 
their European social democratic counterparts grouped around the 
Amsterdam International. 84 The high point of their strivings was 
1925, which brought increasing contacts with Amsterdam and the 
advent of the first important organizational manifestation of re
union, the Anglo-Russian Trade Union Unity Committee. 

-. The committee commanded the full enthusiasm of Bolshevik 
trade unionists, particularly T omskii. A frequent visitor to Euro
pean trade union gatherings, he emerged as an. international figure 
during the committee's short lifetime, and was its major defender 
in the Soviet party.85 These activities, only the most notable of 
various gropings toward cooperation with European social democ
racy, were (we shall see) compatibl�with Bukharin's new views on 
international politics. They were, however, profoundly repugnant 
to Trotsky (and to a lesser degree to Zinoviev) ,  who saw in them 
further ' evidence of the majority's reformism. Thus domestic and 
foreign orientations combined to place Tomskii squarely in the ma
jority's camp. He made a special point in 1925 of objecting to those 
who wished "to discredit Bukharin" as the party's economic spokes- . 
man, and, shortly later, to "wholly and fully agree" with Bukhar- I 
in's ideas on foreign policy.8a 

Exact�y when Bukharin, R ykov, and Tomskii began to view I 
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themselves as a separate group within the ruling Politburo majority 
is not ·certain.87 It is clear, however, that circumstances soon distin
guished them as a threesome. First, all three were issue-oriented 
leaders united by a durable adherence to specific policies (as would 
be demonstrated in 1 9 28 ) .  Second, in the nine-man Politburo 
elected in January 1 926, which saw Kamenev demoted to candidate 
status and Molotov, V oroshilov, and the lightly regarded Kalinin 
elevated to frill membership, they were the only important major
ity leaders who did not owe their high positions in some way to 
Stalin. (Molotov and Voroshilov had long been identified with the · 

general secretary.) Significantly, Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
each took occasion at the Fourteenth Party Congress or shortly 
after to condemn publicly the principle of a dominant Politburo 
member ("a single authority") ,  a disapprobation relevant only to 
Stalin, who was already being touted by his supporters as primus 
inter pares.88 Third, for personal, poHcy, and institutional reasons, 
R ykov and Tomskii had cause to prefer Bukharin to Stalin if a 
choice between the duumvirs became necessary. 

On the surface, it might seem that as administrators and · practi
cal politicians, Stalin, Rykov, and Tomskii were natural allies. The 
contrary seems to have been true. The gracious and popular R ykov 
in no way resembled Stalin as a personality; he apparently dis
trusted the general secretary and was in turn disdained by him.89 
More important, they headed rival organizations, the state and the 
party, and were therefore locked in an inherently fractious situa
tion. Tomskii and Stalin were also unlikely associates, their mutual 
dislike, probably dating from 1 92 I, becoming evident in 1 92 8.90 In 
addition, T omskii wished to enh�nce the independence of trade 
unions, while Stalin sought to increase their submissiveness to the 
party and extend the Secretariat's appointment power to Tomskii's 
organizational "principality." Finally, Tomskii's growing involve
ment in foreign affairs brought him into conflict with the Stalinist 
head of the Red International of Trade Unions (Profintern) ,  
Solomon Lozovskii, who resented the Soviet trade unions' unilateral 
activities abroad.91 Not surprisingly, neither Rykov nor Tomskii 
exhibited any public enthusiasm for Stalin, and it was periodically 
reported that they were at odds with him.92 Bukharin, on the other 
hand, was ·on record as strongly favoring a restoration and preser
vation of the official division between state and party functions; 
and, beginning in 1 926, he was effusive in his praise of trade union 
·activities at home and abroad.93 

Circumstances rather than design made Bukharin, Rykov, and 
Tomskii a discernible if not fully defined political trio at least by 
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1926. They may co.nveniently be termed the Po.litburo. Right! 
meaning that they-" I 50. per cent Nepists," in Piatako.v's mo.cking 
.wo.rds-were co.mmitted to policies tho.ught to. be antithetical to. 
the Left's, and that Stalin, while defending tho.se po.licies, o.ccupied 
a center positio.n, keeping his o.wn co.unsel and pro.tecting bo.th o.f 
his po.litical flanks.94 The three co.mplemented o.ne ano.ther as po.liti
cal leaders. Ryko.v's detailed, matter-o.f-fact appro.ach to eco.no.mic 
pfo.blems was a valuable co.r.relative to Bukharin's penchant fo.r 
philo.so.phical eco.no.mics, while To.mskii's suppo.rt helped dispel the 
"pro.-peasant" aura o.f their po.licies. At the same time, they were 
men o.f differing inclinatio.ns. To.mskii undo.ubtedly wo.uld have 
preferred policies mo.re immediately beneficial to. unio.ns and lab Dr, � 
and less o.bvio.usly co.ncerned with the peasant. And neither he no.r 
R yko.v shared Bukharin's revo.lutio.nary ebullience in fo.reign po.licy 
(the premier necessarily speaking in a tone different fro.m that o.f 
the Co.mintern head) . As was true o.f all "gro.upings" within the 
leadership, theirs was a po.litical identificatio.n shaped no.t by full 
acco.rd but by that which separated them fro.m others. As To.mskii 
later explained: "I am thirty kilo.meters to the right of Bukharin o.n 
internatio.nal matters, but I am o.ne hundred kilometers to the left 
o.f Stalin . . . .  " 95 

. 

Three other features further distinguished the Po.litburo. Right. 
In co.ntrast to. the predo.minantly Jewish Left and the increasingly 
Transcaucasian co.mplexio.n o.f Stalin's gro.up, all o.f its majo.r and 
seco.nd-rank leaders were Russians. Altho.ugh this fact did no.t go. 
unno.ticed, its actual po.litical significance is no.t clear. Co.nceivably, 
it influenced their receptiveness to peasant Russia. But the seem
ingly pro.bable was not always the case: during the ascendency o.f 
the Po.litburo. Right, fo.r example, no.n-Russian natio.nalities enjo.yed 
their greatest freedo.m under So.viet rule.96 The seco.nd feature was 
particularly striking in co.ntrast to Stalin: Bukharin, Ryko.v, and 
To.mskii had reputatio.ns as po.pular Bo.lshevik . leaders. To.mskii, 
who. apparently co.nducted trade unio.n affairs with bureaucratic 
dispatch, may have pro.fited by being the o.nly leader o.f a no.nparty, 
mass o.rganizatio.n o.n the Po.litburo. But, as with Bukharin, Ryko.v's 
"po.pular backing" was genuine. All three (memo.irists recall) were 
men who. walked unguarded in cro.wds.97 Their perso.nal po.pular
ity, their reco.nciliato.ry and peasant-oriented po.licies, and the fact 
that R yko.v, To.mskii, and the rightist Kalinin (titular head o.f the 
Soviets and thus president o.f the So.viet Unio.n) represented the 
main no.nparty o.rganizatio.ns co.mbined to give the Right a sem
blance o.f po.pular suppo.rt, Dr o.f aspiring to it. One observer re-. 
marked: "They tried to appear as peo.ple's leaders." 98 
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However tenuous this impression, it points to the Politburo 
Right's third political distinction: the great support their· leadership 
obtained in Commissariats (particularly Agriculture, Finance, La
bor, and Trade) and other state organs (the Supreme Economic 
Council, the State Bank, and Gosplan) responsible for preparing 
and administering economic policy. These institutions, by nature 
sympathetic to the return to orthodox economic practices, and with 
their importance revived by NEP, were staffed largely by former 
anti-Bolshevik intellectuals, so..:called nonparty specialists.99 In par
ticular, both former Mensheviks working in the Supreme Economic 
Council and Gosplan and Socialist Revolutionaries in the Commis
sariat of Agriculture strongly preferred Bukharin and R ykov as 
party leaders to either · Stalin or the · Left. Their preference rested 
on two related assumptions: that the Right's economic policies 
were the most desirable; and that a. victorious Stalin or Trotsky, 
each in his own way, would mean an end of civil peace and a 
resumption of the political strife and intolerance of war commu
nism. While viewing Bukharin sympathetically, their rallying figure 
was Rykov. Both as premier and as an individual, he was renowned 
as the patron and protect<;>r of nonparty specialists.10o Their con
siderable service and influence in the Soviet government would 
terminate with his fall from power. 

, The Supreme Economic Council was of special importance in 
this connection as the center of right-wing industrial strategy in 
1 92 4-6. As nominal manager of the state sector, the Council's main 
responsibility was for heavy -industry, its growth and planning. 
With R ykov's appoiQ.tment to the premiership in February 1 924, 
Felix Dzerihinskii, chief of the secret police, became its chairman . 
. Confuting the fears of the specialists, he turned out to be their 
reJiable friend and, most important, a passio"nate advocate of Bu
kharinist economic policies. An ardent believer in the S111.y chka, 
his faith in the efficacy of basing heavy industry growth on the 
peasant market arid accumulation within the state sector through 
lowering costs and prices and increasing turnover was even more 
single-minded than Bukharin's. He sl:tared the essential article of 
Bukharinism: "It is not possible to industrialize ourselves if we 
speak with fear about the prosperity of the village." 101 

A strong chairman of the Council, candidate Politburo mem
ber, and still head of the police, pzerzhinskii gave the Right an 
organizational toughness many of its other representatives lacked. 
In some ways the majority's angriest and most effective voice in the 
. debates with industrialiZers of the Left, he died on July 20, 1 92 6, 
hours after a bitter exchange with the opposition. Whether Dzer-
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zhinskii would have stood with Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
against Stalin in 1928 can only be guessed. But his death soon de
prived them· of a key stronghold. His successor was Valerian 
Kuibyshev, a supporter of Stalin and zealous believer in large in
vestment projects and rapid industrialization. Within weeks, the 
philosophy and personnel of the Supreme Economic Council began 
to undergo a far�reaching transformation.102 

The Right, it will have been noticed, enjoyed considerable 
support outside the party machine. With one exception, no major 
party organization can be specifically identified with its policies or 
leaders. The exception, how.ever, was an important one-Moscow, 
the party's largest single organization. The political history of the 
Moscow Committee during this period is somewhat unclear. AI- , 
though its leadership had been loyal to the triumvirs in 1923-4, 
Trotsky's opposition had attracted numerous sympathizers at lower 
levels, primarily among students and remnants of the 1917 Moscow 
Left. Probably because of this embarrassing unruliness in the capi
tal, the first secretary of the M9SCOW Committee was replaced in 
September 1924 by a Leningrad party secretary, Nikolai Ugla
nov.l03 

U glanov, who quickly rose to candidate membership on the 
Politburo and a full seat on the Secretariat and Orgburo, assured 
that during the next three years Moscow was the majority's (and 
the duumvirate's) vociferous partisan. In 1928, he, his co-secre,tary 
Vasilii Kotov, and most of the Moscow . Committee leadership
E. F. Kulikov, Mikhail Riutin, Nikolai Mandelshtam, Nikolai Pen
kov, G. S. Moroz, V. A. Iakovlev, and V. M. Mikhailov-stood 
adamantly and fell c'ollectively with the anti-Stalin opposition led 
by Bukharin, R ykov, and Tomskii.104 Historians have assumed that 
Uglanov was originally Stalin's agent in Moscow, and that his sub
sequent opposition represented a change of heart. In actual fact, 
considerable evidence suggests that by 1925, the Moscow party 
leadership identified with the policies of the Politburo Right, and 
with Bukharin in particular. 

First signs that Bukharin's economic program was finding an 
unusually receptive audience in the capital appeared at the time of 
the duumvirate's formation. By mid-192S, the struggle with the 
Zinovievists had acquired a Moscow-versus-Leningrad slant, with 
the opposition implying that the ascent of "pro-peasantism" in 
"provincial" Moscow was no accident and that its own authentic 
proletarian line was consistent with the singular revolutionary tradi
tions of "Leningrad-this salt of the proletarian earth." Part of the
inter-city rivalry was a replay of the pre-1917 chauvinisms of the
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two Russian capitals; part was inspired by Zinoviev, who had op
posed the transfer of the capital to Moscow in 1918, and who now 
found himself cut off from the central party and state machinery. lOG 

It also had, however, a sociological basis. Moscow and the sur
rounding province housed over a fifth of all Soviet industry; but 
light industry accounted for 84 per cent (in 1926) of th� area's 
total output, including almost half of the nation's textile produc
tion. Accordingly, Moscow's industry had revived dramatically 
since 1921, and its wages were the highest in the country. This 
situation contrasted markedly with Leningrad, where metal was the 
pivotal industry and where the four-year emphasis on consumer 
goods production had been felt adversely. While the Muscovites 
paid lip service to "transforming calico Mosc�w into metal Mos
cow," it is clear that NEP and Bukharin's industrial program 
favored their city.l06 Significantly, U glanov opposed the Dniepro
stoi project, the harbinger of an eventual massive shift of invest
ment funds to heavy industry. And a favorite complaint about the 
Moscow Committee leaders was their "idealization of 'calico Mos
cow. '. " 107 

In a roundabout but significant fashion, the Moscow Commit
tee's industrial bias coincided with that of Tomskii and his trade 
unionists, and pointed to a secondary connection between the 
Politburo Right and Moscow. Uglanov, as a secretary, was identi
fied with the party apparatus after 1921 ; previously, however, he 
had been equally if not more prominent in trade union affairs. lOS His 
past association with Tomskii remains vague,' but their friendship 
was said to have been a factor in 1928, and he reportedly declared 
that Tomskii deserved to lead the trade unions for ' as long as he 
lived.lo9 Further, though several of Tomskii's co-leaders (like Tom
skii himself and U glanov) had made their earlier careers in Lenin
grad, many union leaders were Muscovites. One was Mikhailov, 
chairman of the important Moscow Provincial Trade Union Coun
cil, who was also a full member of U glanov's Moscow Committee 
Bureau. Another was Melnichanskii, chairman of the Textile Work
ers' Union, whose members made up 55 per cent of the working
class rank and file of the Moscow partyYo Whether this web of 
personal and organizational contacts was politically decisive or only 
circumstantial is unclear: that a community of identity-what ene
mies called the "calico" point of view-had developed in Moscow 
by 1925 is not. 

But in a politics of j ealously contested authority and rival 
"principalities," it was the association with a Leninist heir fhat mat
tered. That �ukharin and his native. city, where he had begun his 
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career and later risen to power, continued to hold ,each' other in 
, special esteem was manifested in a variety of revealing ways: in 

Bukharin's reflecting on this or that "feat of which Moscow can be 
proud"; in the proliferation of Moscow public places renamed in 
his honor, including a thoroughfare, a tram depot, a park, a library, 
a workers' education faculty, a custom house, and several factories; 
and in his personal popularity as an "honorary member" of the 
Moscow Soviet.1 11 More than _casual sentiment was involved: be
tween December 1 924 and November 1 92 7, Bukharin delivered at 
least fourteen speeches to official Moscow gatherings, twelve of 
them to important convenings of the Moscow party and Komso
mol, all of which were partisan and controyersial policy statements. 

This was an unusually large number of major addresses by a 
national leader who held no post in the Moscow party and in a city 
where the local leadership had its choice of resident Politburo mem
bers. (During the same period, Stalin spoke at only four Moscow 
meetings, once apparently without an official invitation.) 1 12 An 
example of the exceptional political relationship between the Mos
cow Committee leaders and Bukharin occurred at the Moscow 
Provincial Party Congress in December 1 92 5, a few days before 
the national party congress. Bukharin delivered a highly individual
istic restatement of his theories of NEP and its certain socialist 
evolution, as well as an attack on the Leningraders who had been 
challenging his ideological authority for monthsY3 The Moscow 
conference then adopted a lengthy resolution and an open letter to 
the Leningrad organization. Together the documents amounted to 
an unprecedented, sweeping, point by point defense and endorse
ment of Bukharin and Bukharinism. One passage even incorporated 
his theoretical trademark: "'Lenin . . .  clearly emphasized the possi
bility of the direct socialist development of the cooperatives." This 
was the linchpin of Bukharin's agraria� theory, a contentious 
formulation .that had not yet appeared in a Central Committee 
resolution. Its unequivocal endorsement by the Moscow party 
leadership signaled the beginning of a distinctly Bukharinist orien
tation in that organization's public ideology.114 

Moscow had not again become Bukharin's bailiwick or "princi
pality." The city's leaders, it would seem, regarded themselves as 
a semi-autonomous force in the party and not (the example of 
Zinoviev's reign in Leningrad was before them) as vassals of an 
individual leader. Uglanov had become a powerful and important 
figure in his own right, and several of his co-leaders sat on the 
Central Committee. Like many party secretaries . at that time, they . 
were not creatures of Stalin, but independent-minded men capable, 
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within limits, of steering their own course.u5 But given Moscow's 
semi-autonomy (comparable, perhaps, to that of the trade union
ists) ,  their partiality for Bukharin and the Right seems clear. Theirs, 
too, was an identification determined l�rgely by issues rather than 
political patronage, which so far was what distinguished the Stalin 
group. They, too, refrained from eulogizing the general secretary, 
at a time when his role in the party was growing ever larger, re
ferring to him only as "one of its workers, one of its leaders." 116 

When the break betWeen the Politburo Right and Stalin finally 
came, U glanov would be among the first, if not the first, to throw 
down the gauntlet. 

Bukharin was therefore elevated to a lofty position of leadership 
and influence between 1 925  and 1 9 28  because of a convergence of 
allies around his policies, an expedient coalition with Stalin, and a 
vacuum created by the defection (and then exclusion) of the three 
other Leninist heirs. During these three years, he distinguished 
himself as a ruler in some respects, and considerably less so in 
others. Though he eventually lent his authority to mean and self
defeating acts, he was neither an unattractive politician nor a ma
licious abuser of power. Where the broad population was involved, 

. his conception of Bolshevism's modernizing role and its attendant 
"grandiose responsibility" led him to advocate a benevolent form 
of party rule. He implored party members to inculcate themselves 
"in this spirit of responsibility," to understand that "a true Com
munist . . .  never forgets for a moment the hard conditions under 
which the working people, who are our flesh and blood, are liv
ing . . . .  " Compassion for the people, he knew, was not always the 
natural state of the party .mind: "We must cultivate in ourselves, 
high and low, a feeling for the masses . . .  a feeling of constant and 
uninterrupted caring about these masses . . . .  We must again and 
again cultivate a feeling of responsibility." 117 

At another level of social life, Bukharin's tenure as a ruler co
incided with a remarkable flurry of Soviet intellectual and artistic 
.creativity, inside and outside the party. He was not its sole pro
tector, but his high leadership guaranteed official toleration for it 
during the twenties. He was a knowledgeable patron of artistic and 
scientific accomplishment, the rare party leader who enjoyed good 
relations with men as diverse as Osip Mandelstam, Mikhail Pokrov
skii, Maxim Gorky, and Ivan Pavlov. Party i�tellectuals had in him 

. one of their own, a political· oligarch who was not suspicious of 
diversity and innovation. Like many_old Bolsheviks, he believed in 
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genuine learning, ridiculing as an "ugly . . . 'Talmudic' deviation" 
the person who "crams Volume One of Capital . . .  but if asked the 
whereabouts of Sweden can easily confuse it with North Af
rica." 118 To Bukharin's credit he warned, vainly as it turned out, 
against allowing the bitter a�d sterile epithets of the political strug
gles to flow over into and eviscerate the party's intellectual lifeP9 

. Nor did the non-Bolshevik intelligentsia, specialist or poet, 
have reason to fear·· him. In addition to protecting several of them, 
notably the poet Osip Mandelstam, he was tolerant of their pur
suits, and if not ideologically, at least personally appreciative of 
their achievements.12o He disliked intensely (to take another exam
ple from literature) Sergei Esenin's poetic idealization _ of "the 
most negative features of the Russian village." Yet he understood 
that the poet was popular-that "under a Komsomol member's The 
Communist Companion quite frequently lies a small volume of 
Esenin's poems"-partly because "we serve up an -astonishingly 
monotonous ideological food . . . which immediately sickens the 
unaccustomed person." Party writers, he pointed out, "have not 
touched those chords in the youth which Esenin touched . . . .  " A 
persistent opponent of cultural regimentation, Bukharin sought a 
humanistic Communist art, "to which nothing human is alien" : "We 
do not need walking icons, not even of the proletarianized type, 
who feel obligated to kiss machines or to erect a ghastly 'urban
ism.' . . ." 121 

Where he ultimately failed, as did his rivals, was in his unwill
ingness or inability to extend equal understanding and tolerance to 
his party opponents, in his underlying assumption that the eco
nomic and cultural pluralism of Soviet society should be accom
panied by some kind of operative unanimity within the party. From 
the onset of the duumvirate, Bukharin had misgivings about the 
vindictiveness _ of the internal party battles and .the direction they 
were taking. At a meeting after the Fourteenth Congress in Decem
ber 1 92 5, at which he endorsed Stalin's' organizational reprisals 
against the Leningraders, Kamenev indignantly remarked that Bu
kharin had opposed similiar measures against Trotsky in 1 92 3-4. 
Said Trotsky from his seat: "he has begun to relish it." Bukharin 
answered in a letter a -few days later: "You think that I have 'begun 
to relish it,' but this 'relishing' makes me tremble from head to 
foot." 122 That he sanctioned the reprisals anyway, despite reserva
tions, is perhaps explainable. For six months, Zinovievists had made 
him their special target of harsh abuse; they had, he complained 
without exaggeration, ignored "elementary fairness" and "baited 
me unprecedentedly." He was "utterly tired out," depressed, and 
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angry. He knew that a victorious Zinoviev, who earlier had de
manded even sterner measures against Trotsky, would have been 
no more charitable.l23 

. 

But the true test of Bukharin's remaining temperance-since 
Zinoviev brought out the worst in everybody-was in his relations 
with Trotsky. He had entered the 1 92 3-4 campaigns against Trot
sky reluctantly, without personal animus, and without emulating 
the "foul-smelling" attacks of the Zinovievists; he had privately 
urged making it possible for Trotsky to remain in the leadership, 
repeatedly opposing efforts by Zinoviev and Kamenev to expel him 
from the Politburo or worse.124 Little had passed between them 
since then, as Trotsky watched the controversies of 1 9 2 5  from the 
sidelines. Now, in two speeches in early 1 92 6, presumably hoping 
to dissuade Trotsky from joining Zinoviev and Kamenev, Bukharin 
reminded him of his previous restraint and that "I was always 
against . . .  saying that Trotsky is a Menshevik. Of course Trotsky 
is not a Menshevik . . .  the party is much indebted to him . . . .  " 125 
At the same time, a private correspondence developed between the 
two men. Initiated by Bukharin in January 1 92 6 ,  and including 
several frank letters and notes, it lasted only three months, until 
Trotsky united with his two former detractors and the factional 
disputes were set on their final course. 

The correspondence was revealing and pathetic, showing two 
old comrades still capable of mutual warmth and friendliness, but 
unable to strike the slenderest genuine political accord. The ill
fated history of the old Bolshevik leaders was epitomized in these 
letters. Bukharin urged Trotsky to reconsider the "big social ques
tions" of the revolution debated during 1 92 5  . Trotsky, however, 
was intent on discussing only the bureaucratization of the party. 
"Think for a moment," he insisted: "Moscow and Leningrad, the 
two major proletarian centers, pass simultaneously and unanimously 
(think of it-unanimously! )  . . .  two resolutions directed against 
each other." It was, he thought, proof that his warnings about the 
"system of apparatus terror" had been fully justified. Bukharin, on 
the other hand, wanted Trotsky to judge which resolution was 
right on the political and economic issues involved.126 

Neither could empathize with the other's vital concern. The 
correspondence ended with Trotsky asking Bukharin to investigate 
anti-Semitic slurs that were creeping into the official campaign 
against the Left. Bukharin's response (he was an outspoken critic 
of Soviet anti-Semitism) is not recorded.127 Faint echoes of their 
renewed affection continued a few months longer, as each refrained 
fro� vilifying the other. Soon, however; ' the factional bittern��� 
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engulfed them both; by 1 92 7 ,  they were reduced to exchanging 
shouts of "lie . . .  slander . . .  Thermidor." In the eyes of Trotsky, 
who now saw all political issues in terms of the perfidy of party 
bureaucracy, Bukharin became the supreme recreant: "the little 
Bukharin swells up until he becomes a gigantic caricature of Bol
shevism." As for Bukharin, he finally allowed himself to ask, and 
then answer negatively, whether Trotsky had ever "become a real 
Bolshevik." 128 

In his reasoning about the opposition generally after 1 9 2 5, 
Bukharin succumbed to the potential logic of a single-party philos
ophy. He advised the Left in 1 92 6 :  "hold to your principles, de
fend your opinions, speak at party meetings . . . .  Argue, but do not 
dare form a faction. Argue, but after decisions are made, submit! " 
Because "if we legalize such a faction inside our party, then we 
legalize another party and . . .  then we in reality . . .  slip from the 
line of the proletarian dictatorship . . . .  " It was an impossible ex
hortation, because his rivals also wished "to struggle for . . . their 
policies" and band together; "nobody," Bukharin had observed, 
"enjoys being in a minority." 129 

Thus arose the perilous equation that persistent dissent augured 
a faction, a second party, and ultimately counter-revolution. It pro
duced much of the political obscenity an� dishonesty that wracked 
the old Bolsheviks after 1 9 2 5 .  It led Bukharin, in a paroxysm of 
violent allusions to expulsion, to reverse himself at the party con
ference in November 1 9 2 6, and to demand repentance from the 
opposition: "come before the party with head bowed and say: For
give us for we have .sinned against the spirit and against the letter 
and against the very essence of Leninism:" Forgotten was his con
cession to their principles. "Say it, say it honestly: Trotsky was 
wrong . . . .  Why do you not have the common courage to come 
and say that it is a mistake? " Even Stalin was impressed: "Well 
done, Bukharin, well done. He does not speak, he slashes." Though 
not characteristic, it was, perhaps, Bukharin's worst moment.lao 

The underside of his degenerating relations with his opponents 
was, of course, his partnership with Stalin. Despite premonitory 
rumblings of their future disagreements (including Stalin's increas
ing emphasis on the primacy of economic autarky and military 
security, and his manifest disinterest in his ally's quest for new com
binations of revolutionary mass support in Europe and Asia) ,  as 

well as Bukharin's lingering reluctance as late as 1 9 2 7  to believe 
Stalin's worst charges against the opposition, the duumvirate en
dured.131 It must rank among the least likely alliances in political 
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history, joining together leaders who were almost wholly dissimilar 
in temperament, values, gifts, and ambition. 

Archives, hopefully, �ll one day tell its full history, certainly 
a complex and tortuous one. (There is fragmentary and inconclu
sive evidence of a plan in 1 925  or 1 926, presumably involving 
Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii, to remove Stalin as general secre
tary and replace him with Dzerzhinskii.) 132 But after a shaky start 
in mid- 1 925 ,  when Stalin disavowed Bukharin's "enrich yourselves" 
slogan and the related exuberances of two young Bukharinists, 133 
the duumvirs presented a united public face, each defending the 
other. As was true throughout, the opposition held them together. 
By December 1925, Stalin had dismissed Bukharin's indiscretion as 
"not worthy of attention" and had embraced his key formulation 
that overestimating the kulak danger was a more serious deviation 
than underestimating it. This convinced the Zinovievists that he had 
"become a total prisoner" of Bukharin's "political line," and hence
forth they treated the duumvirs as co-evils. Stalin did nothing to 
discourage the association: "You demand Bukharin's blood? We 
will not give you -Bukharin's blood . . . .  " 134 In fact, it was never 
clear whose blood the opposition did want. 

Even discounting the possibility that there was discussion about 
ousting Stalin, it may be safely assumed that Bukharin did not stand 
beside him unconditionally or without misgivings. For one thing, 
he continued to criticize publicly the pervasive authoritarianism of 
party life and the conduct of responsible party officials. His re
peated denunciations of the "arbitrariness" and "lawlessness" of 
"privileged Communi�t groups" unavoidably reflected on Stalin's 
management of the apparatus. As did his charge in March 1 926  that 
party authority was becoming patterned "along the lines of military 
command" and "military discipline," and his condemnation of this 
"tendency of transforming our party into such a hierarchical sys
tem." 135 Moreover, Bukharin had, as early as the civil war, pin
pointed a crucial, ramifying aspect of Stalin's personality: "Stalin 
can't live unless he has what someone else has. He will never forgive 
it"; he has "an implacable j ealousy of anyone who knows more or 
does things better than he." While the general secretary's other 
rivals consistently mistook him for "just a small-town politician" 
and "the outstanding mediocrity in the party," Bukharin apparently 
perceived the inner demon that fed Stalin's private ambition.136 It 
should have alerted him to his own danger as Bolshevism's ·"most 
outstanding theorist." Whether it did or whether he knew before 
1 92 8  that his ally was ," an unprincipled intriguer who subordinates 
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everything to the preservation of his own power," remams un
certain.137 

But there would seem to be little question why Bukharin per
sisted in the alliance. Still disclaiming any <"personal antipathies," he 
remained immovable in the conviction that at stake in each and 
every round of the party controversies, "sometimes in a secret form, 
sometimes in' an open form," was the pivotal issue of "the relation
ship between the working class and the peasantry." He believed
and to this he subordinated all else-that between himself and the 
Left there was "a radical progrmn.11latic disagreement," and that the 
fate of the revolution hung in the balance� 138 

The opposition believed no less. In its polemics, it had linked 
the offending official policies inextricably with Bukharin's name. 
His alliance with Stalin was thus required to assure majority sanc
tion for those policies and negate "the impression that I am a white 
horse among members of the Central Committee, the Politburo, 
etc." 139 From 1 92 6  onward, resentments and disagreements, central , 
and marginal, proliferated, as the debates were conducted increas
ingly in a "pogrom atmosphere" (manipulated, some said, by Stalin 
to prevent a rapprochement between the Right and Left) Yo The 
ground and will for reconciliation dwindled. Thus by the time 
Bukharin had modified his economic program in 1 92 6-7, seemingly 
narrowing his distance from the Left, the latter had already shifted 
its main opposition and indignation to foreign policy, where chances 
for consensus were slimmer and passions ran even higher. 



CHA P TER V I I I  

The Crises of Moderation 

A nd though I have the gift of prophecy, and 
understand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and 
though I have all faith, so that I could remove 
mountains, and have not charity, I lOll noth

.
ing. 

-/ Corinthia11S 

FROM 1 924 TO 1 92 6, Bukharin had discussed economic policy in 
very broad, frequently abstract terms. Theory was his arterial pur
suit, a manner of exposition he found congenial. The main reason 

Jor his abstract style, however, w¥ his determination to establish 
general economic, political, and (as has been ar�ed) ethical princi
ples about the nature of Soviet industrialization and of Bolshevism 
in power. His treatment- of economics tended to be philosophic, 
because he refused to separate it from his broader philosophy of the 

- worker-peasant smy chka. He never entirely abandoned this ap
proach to policy . questions, usually preferring to leave the recita

. tion of details and statistics to Rykov. But beginning in 1 92 6, 
Bukharin's discussion_of economic issues became notably more 
pragmatic, specific, and problem-oriented. 

The change in style reflected one of substance, coinciding with 
a reconsideration and significant modification of his policies. It 
began in the spring of 1 92 6, with Bukharin's awareness that some 
of °his economic assumptions had been flawed or were becoming 
obsolete, and continued through 1 92 7, when he spelled out his new 
proposals more fully. It culminated in December 1 92 7  at the Fif
teenth Party Congress, whose resolutions embodied his and his 
allies' revised program and their understanding of the new period 
in Soviet economic development. 

Bukharin stressed, and <;orrectly, that these modifications did 
not represent a fundamental departure from the principles he had 
elaborated in 1 924-6. Indeed, he redoubled his emphasis on all those 
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"historic truths" of the S11lY chka and on his various objections to 
the Left's economic policies. His revised thinking remained squarely . 
in the context of NEP, presupposing as before the indefinite con
tinuation of a large private sector, individual peasant farming, 
private accumulation, and the prevalence of market relations. None
theless, the revisions constituted an important alteration in his 
original program. They represented a shift away from full reliance 
.on the automatic functioning of the market toward greater state 
interventioQ in the economy in the form of planned investment, in
creased regulati.on of private capital, and the restructuring of the 
productive foundations of agriculture. 

The state of industry prompted his first public reconsidera
tions. By April-May 1 92 6, Bukharin and the official leadership had 
recognized the two related problems confronting the state sector. 
The existing plant was operating at almost its full capacity. The 
immediate problem was therefore n.o longer mobilizing "unem
ployed capital," but acquiring "additional capital" ;  it had ceased to 
be only a question of speeding "blood . . .  through .our economic 
organism," but was also and essentially one of enlarging d)e "or
ganism'.' itself.1 Second, he gradually acknowledged Preobrazhen
skii's pr.ognosis that a dearth of industrial products rather than 
insufficient consumer demand was the chronic economic malady. 
At first, Bukharin presented the goods famine as a temporary 
"spasm" that could be readily overcome through an emergency 
effusion of domestic goods and manufactured imports. Shortly, 
however, he sensibly began to treat it as a long-term problem, 
though (unlike Preobrazhenskii) not one that was irremediably or 
disastrously disequilibrating. Arguing that it could be alleviated from 
year to year, he added that it was actually a blemish of health 
because it reflected, in contrast to capitalist societies where supply 
exceeded demand, a broadening internal market for industrial 
goods. Since demand and consumption were to be the driving forces 
of industrialization, excessive demand .was a positive if troublesome 
symptom.2 

While both of these acknowledgments were accompanied by 
cheerful estimates . of past gains and future prospects, Bukhar:in 
understood that together t.hey threatened the course of industriali
zation generally and his program of market exchange between state 
industry and peasant agriculture specifically. By the fall of 1 92 6, 
and consistently thereafter, he spoke frankly of a new period of 
"reconstruction" as opposed to the concluding era of "restoration," 

' 

and of the inevitable hardships and compk:�ities that would go with 
it. The transition meant that new industrial construction could no 
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longer be deferred, that "the expansion of the basis of production 
. . .  the construction of . . .  new enterprises, to a considerable extent 
on a new technical basis" was required. It was, he warned in a tone 
significantly less complacent than before, "a task of the greatest 
difficulties." The easy years of reactivating idle factories were past; 
the party was forewarned that future increases in industrial output 
would not be as cheap, painless, or as rapid.3 

In short, Bukharin now accepted the need for an industrial in
vestment program th�lt differed in two important respects from that 
of the early twenties. Far greater expenditures were necessary; and, 
second, allocation could no longer be determined mainly by the 
market, with heavy industry lagging behind. Recognition that 
further growth depended on expanding and retooling the existing 
plant, concern over the sluggish response of metallurgy, and, be
ginning in early 1 92 7, a growing fear of war brought Bukharin and 
the leadership much closer to the Left's position that sizable ex
penditures in heavy industry were urgent. Bukharin, however, was 
careful to insist that this more ambitious investment program be 
judicious and balanced: 

We think that that formula which calls for maximum investment in 
heavy industry is not quite correct, or rather, quite incorrect. If we 
must put the main emphasis on the development of heavy industry, then 
we must still combine this development with a corresponding develop
ment of light industry, which has a more rapid turnover, which real
izes profits more rapidly, and which repays those sums expended on it 

. sooner. We must, I repeat, strive for the most favorable combination. 

These two guidelines-a proportional fostering of light industry 
and strict avoidance of freezing too many funds in costly, time
consuming projects-were to govern investment in existing facili
ties as well as new construction.4 Bukharin hoped that a steady 
growth of · the state's consumer goods sector, combined with the 
output of private industry and handicrafts, would alleviate the 
goods famine during reconstruction; the Left's "naked formula," he 
pointed out, would only intensify it.5 

Though he had reordered its priorities, Bukharin's program 
still called for evolutionary, balanced industrial development.6 The 
ambiguity, as before, involved the question of tempo, an issue com
plicated further in November 1 92 6, when the leadership resolved 
"to catch up and surpass" the "levels of industrial d"evelopment of 
the leading capitalist countrieS in a relatively minimal historical 
period." Said Bukharin: "it is possible to do this." 1 The opposition 
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saw it as a repudiation of his 1 92 5  "snail's pace" utterance, even 
though Bukharin had always demanded a growth rate higher than 
that prevailing in Europe. Indeed, his readjustment in 1 92 6-7 arose 
partly because he had decided: "we are proceeding far too 
slowly." 8 The new slogan was later to create serious "strains" 
throughout the economy and a psychological atmosphere un con
ducive to prudent, balanced investment, largely because it coincided 
with the fear of an imperialist war against the Soviet Union in 1 92 7, 
a specter rarely absent from majority or opposition speeches after 
January. Bukharin's own anxiety about the "war danger" peaked 
in the summer and autumn, when he warned that the regime's 
breathing spell might be abruptly terminated.9 Since he allowed ' 
that this would necessitate emergency reallocations and thus affect 
anticipated growth rates for light and heavy industry, it was never 
clear exactly what he (or anyone else) regarded as an acceptable 
overall tempo. 

Generally, however, he now urged the long view and policies 
that would bring "a rising curve" from year to year.10 He did not 
envisage a sudden, radical expansion of the industrial sector, as was 
evident in his approach to the problem of urban unemployment. 
By 1 92 7, unemployment had grown to alarming proportions and 
become one of the most compelling arguments favoring the "super
industrializers." Cautioning against their "one-sided" solution, Bu
kharin again maintained that moderate industrial growth had to be 
coupled with measures designed to slow rural migration to the 
cities, among them the gradual industrialization of agriculture and 
the promotion of labor-intensive farming. To those who called for 
an industrial expansion sufficient to absorb surplus urban labor, he 
answered that the "expansions in question would have to be so great 
that no sane person could possibly demand them." 11 Henceforth, 
until silenced in 1 92 9, his objections to the industrial proposals of 
his opponents focused not on the necessity of significant new con
struction, but on what he regarded as the immoderate targets of 
"madmen," be they Trotskyists or Stalinists.12 

Having accepted the indispensability of substantial outlays, 
Bukharin was forced to return to "the major problem: how is a 
_poverty-ridden country to scrape together the abundant capital for 
industrialization . .  . ? "  13 Here he made no serious revisions in his 
original program, contending that none of the three internal sources 
of investment funds had yet yielded its full potential. The primary 
source remained surplus profits within state industry and from 
other nationalized undertakings, as did the "central idea, our central 
economic directive . . . speeding up commodity turnover" by 
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lowering retail prices. Insofar: as Bukharin offered fresh thoughts 
on this subject, they revolved around the "regime of economy" 
campaign launched by the government in 1 9 2 6  to minimize costs 
,and maximize output in the state sector. The campaign became his 
great hope for adequate accumulation during reconstruction. He 
emphasized its themes repeatedly: "rationalization of the economy" 
through a reduction of production, managerial, and administrative 
overhead, increased labor productivity, and improved technique.14 
A parallel effort was to be undertaken to "rationalize circulation," 
to eliminate unproductive costs in state and cooperative marketing 
agencies and to close the "scissors" between retail and wholesale 
prices.15 

The other two sources were more restricted by political con
siderations, but Bukharin r�mained convinced that they also would 
produce additional revenue. As of 1 92 6, private capital was sub
jected to heavier and better-calculated taxatio�. At the same time, 
energetic attempts were to be made to attract private savings in 
state and cooperative banks by promoting confidence in those insti
tutions and in the ruble.16 Finally, his realization of the enormous 
industrializing funds needed spurred in Bukharin a somewhat 
greater interest in the possibility of foreign assistance, a prospect 
immediately diminished by deteriorating relations between the 
Soviet Union and the capitalist powers.17 In the end, he rested his 
case on the country's internal resources. Speaking on the eve of the 
Fifteenth Congress in 1 9 2 7, he anticipated a period of stringent 
belt-tightening, but reaffirmed his faith that if the available re
sources were carefully husbanded and properly utilized, successful 
industrialization was possible without foreign credits and widlout 
exacting a cruel tribute from the population: "we propose and we 
believe that given . . .  rationalization, economizing, the reduction of 
costs, and the mustering of swelling savings in the city and the 
village, we shall overcome these difficulties." 18 

Each revision in Bukharin's industrial program pointed to the 
need for economic planning. This alone could ensure the desired 
pattern and rate of growth, as well as the fullest utilization of exist- , 
ing resources. It was also ideologically attractive, Bukharin having 
never ceased to ' equate socialism with a planned economy. His 
earlier negative attitude, largely a reaction to the excesses of war 
communism and to the Left's call for a separate industrial plan, now 
gave way to a cautious optimism about the rewards of more com
prehensive planning. In 1 9 2 7, he and the leadership embraced the 
idea of a five-year pEm for the whole economy. General "direc
tives,", but not the actual control figures, were presented and rati-
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fied at the Fifteenth Party Congress in December. This faih;lre to 
legislate actual figures in congressional resolutions would be sig
nificant in 1 92 8-9, when Bukharinists and Stalinists disputed what 
goals had actually been adopted by the congress. Already aware 
that some Bolsheviks "think that the growth of planned economy 
means that it is possible . . .  to- do as you please," 19 Bukharin tried 
during the period before the congress to sketch out the meaning of 
"real" planning. 

His understanding included three related fundamental proposi
tions. First, that target figures be calculated on the basis of scientific 
statistics, and that they be "realistic" rather than a "mere combina
tion of figures accepted . . .  as ideal." Second, on both formulating 
and implementing projected targets, that "the approximate nature 
of our five-year plan be kept in mind." Planning targets were to be 
regarded as flexible guidelines, not mandatory decrees imposed 
from above come what may. They were to allow for such uncer
tainties as the size of annual harvests and grain collections, and all 
"those corrections which may be introduced by life." Third, the 
developmental philosophy of the plan was to be strict mainten�nce 
of �he country's "basic economic proportions,'" namely, the neces
sary proportions between light and heavy industry, between indus.
try and agriculture, and between calculated output and anticipated 
consumer and producer demand . . To guarantee that development 
would be "more or less crisis-free" and would not generate a spiral
ing series of disproporti9ns and bottlenecks, figures for each 
branch of the economy were to presuppose and aim for the creation 
of reserves, both monetary and naturaPO 

Bukharin, to his eventual regret, developed his planning ideas 
fully only after the Fifteenth Congress, when in the course of his 
1 92 8-9 battle with different "madmen" he tried to educate the _ 
party in his conception of a plan predicated on balanced growth 
and "moving economic equilibrium." But at the beginning of his 
renewed interest in planning in 1 9 2 6, on the occasion of another 
dispute with Preobrazhenskii, he stated in theoretical form his 
central assumption. Both he and Preobrazhenskii, it will be recalled, 
held the view that the categories of political economy were histori
cally limited; the law of value, they agreed, was peculiar to capital
ist-commodity, systems. What law, if any, would succeed it in a 
post-capitalist economy remained unanswered until Preobrazhenskii 
advanced his "law of socialist accumulation." This principle, he 
contended, already regulated the Soviet public sector and was cur
rently locked in mortal competition with the law of value prevail
ing in the private sector.!!l Since Preobrazhenskii's law impressed 
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many as an invitation to economic voluntarism rather than an "ob
j ective regulator," he was vulnerable to the same charges leveled 
earlier against Bukharin's The Economics of the Transition Period. 

Preobrazhenskii, however, had at least formulated a new regu
lator, while Bukharin, the doyen of Bolshevik theoretical econom
ics, had left the question unanswered in 1920. In July 1926, Bokharin 
tried to remedy the omission and refute his former collaborator. 
Drawing somewhat remotely on l\1arx, he argued that the same 
regulator actually governs all economic systems: he called it the 
"law of proportional labor expenditures," defining it as "the general 
and universal law of economic equilibrium." He squared this as
sertion with his historical understanding of political economy by 
explaining that the law takes different forms in different societies. 
In a capitalist-commodity "economy, "it clothes itself in the fetishis
tic costume of the law of value." Only in a socialist economy, with 
the growth of the· planning principle, does it emerge as its "de
fetished," rationalized self. Therefore, Bukharin concluded, Pre
obrazhenskii's error had been to imagine two antagonistic regulators 
at work," while in truth the Soviet economy was witnessing "the 
process of the transformation of the law of value into the law of 
labor expenditures, the process of the defetishization of the funda
mental social regulator." 22 

More than theory \vas at stake here. Bukharin was emphasizing 
the continued existence of objective economic conditions, and in
sisting that the "economic futurism" of those who construed plan
ning as an opportunity "to do as you please" was dangerous folly. 
He elaborated the "law of labor expenditures" as a theoretical 
retort to Preobrazhenskii; but he reasserted what he understood to 
be its elementary truths time and again,· especially in 1928 when 
Stalin's planners were proposing to feed industrial accumulation by 
starving agriculture: 

the law of value may grow into ... anything you please except into a 
law of accumulation. The law of accumulation itself presupposes the 
existence of another law on whose basis it "functions." What it is
the law of labor expenditures or something else-is a matter of indif
ference to us here. But one thing is clear: if any branch of production 
systematically does not receive back the costs of production plus a 
certain additional increment corresponding to a part of the surplus 
labor and adequate to serve as a source of expanded reproduction, then 
it either stagnates or regresses.23 

. 

This dictum-"if any branch of production does not receive nour
ishment . .  : it decays," as he put it elsewhere 24-defined the limits 
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and the nature of Bukharin's revised program of planned industrial 
development. 

Whether revisions were required in Bukharin's agrarian program 
was less clear, and on ,this subject he was considerably slower to 
decide and propose changes. Part of the reason was that his policies 
seemed to be paying off. Harvests, marketings, and state collections 
met or exceeded expectations in 1 925, 1 926, and the first three
quarters of 1 927. Moreover, as Bukharin had predicted, state and 
cooperative organs were "sq�eezing" private traders from the grain 
market. From' 1 926  until,November 1 92 7, when first signs that col
lections had dropped sharply began trickling in, Bukharin's remarks 
on the grain question were self-congratulatory. Occasional difficul
ties in collection campaigns, he said, had been due to faulty pricing 
policies and related mistakes by responsible agencies, not (as the 
opposition suspected in 1 926)  to a kulak "grain strike." His excite
ment that state and cooperative enterprise (the "socialized sector") 
had won a virtual "grain monopoly" apparently delayed his re
sponse to the underlying problem: 25 the annual growth of agri
cultural output was lagging seriously behind industry, an ominous 
disparity on the eve of proj ected industrial expansions. 

In October 1 927, Bukharin announced a major change in the 
official agrarian policies operative since 1 925. Explaining that dur
ing the past two years the state's "commanding heights" had been 
strengthened, the S11lY chka with the peasant masses secured, and the 
kulak socially "isolated," he declared that it was possible to begin a 
"forced offensive against the kulak," to begin to limit his "exploit
ing tendencies." 26 This reasoning did not persuade Trotsky: "To
day, 'Get rich!' and tomorrow, 'Away with the kulak!' That is 
easy for Bukharin. He picks up his pen, and is ready. He has noth
ing to lose." 27 

Bukharin, however, meant something else. He was exception
ally careful to stress that he did not mean a "hysterical" maneuver 
-"not a bullet . . .  shot from a revolver"-but prudent actions 
compatible with the principles of NEP. Apart from a single politi
cal sanction (loss of voting rights in land societies) ,  the "offensive" 
involved measures only to limit the kulak as a prosperous farmer, 
including heavier taxation, a crackdown on surreptitious buying 
and selling of land, and stricter limitations on rural wage labor and 
the period of land leasing. None of the measures were to affect poor 
or middle-peasant farming, which, on the contrary, were to be 
encouraged even more assiduously.28 
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The announcement constituted a partial abrogation of the 
1 925 agrarian reforms, and effectively closed the door (if in fact 
it had ever been operied) to a "kulak solution" of Soviet Russia's 
agriculture problems. The era of "we do not hinder kulak ac
cumulation" was at an end. Bukharin's policies were still based on 

- individual farming and private accumulation, on the "commerciali
zation of agriculture," and on "combining large socialist industry 
with the millions of peasant holdings . . .  through the market"; 29 
but "enrich yourselves" no longer applied unconditionally to the 
upper peasant stratum. Considering his new industrial ambitions, it 
seemed an odd time for Bukharin to dissuade expanded production 
on the part of the most productive farmer. He hoped to compensate 
for the lost output and gain further surpluses through two addi
tional policies, both of which aimed at enlarging the productive 

- capacity of Soviet agriculture. 
The first called for energetic state aid to overcome the indi

vidual peasant's "extraordinarily barbaric, primitive working of the 
land." Improved cultivation implements, fertilizers, irrigation, the 
development of varied and labor-intensive crops, elementary agro-

. nomic enlightenment-all were steps that had been neglected and 
were now advocated by Bukharin to "rationalize" and uplift private 
farming at relatively little cost: "even within the limits of this 
budget it should be possible to achieve much greater productiv
ity." 30 The second was a longer-term, more far-reaching, and 
costlier venture, and represented an important change in Bukharin's 
thinking. It called for the gradual creation of a collectivized agri
cultural sector, mainly large-scale, mechanized production coopera
tives. Neither he nor other leaders elaborated publicly on the 
decision to move toward moderate collectivization until after the 
Fifteenth Congress. But Bukharin's conception of the undertaking 
was clear. He did not regard it as a decision against individual 
cultivation or market cooperatives, but an attempt, through greater 
investments and inducements to voluntary association, to build a 
supplementary grain-producing sector as a means of increasing 
agricultural output during the impending stage of industrialization. 
Private farming, he insisted, would remain the backbone of Soviet 
agriculture for "several decades." 31 

These were the principal changes Bukharin introduced into his 
economic program on the eve of the Fifteenth Party Congress. His 
revised policies were ambitious, but tempered by realism and cau
tion.32 Gone was the complacency that the Left had derided as a 
"restoration ideology:" A characteristic component of his new 
sobriety was his increased emphasis on "cultural revolution" as an 
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integral part of economic modernization-on the lengthy, painstak
ing task of surmounting age-old traditions of backwardness, "Ob
lomovism," in production and administration, on �ducating new 
workers, managers, and technicians,. and on scientific and techno
logical advancement generally.33 

Beyond this; however belatedly, Bukharin had recognized the 
deep-rooted deficiencies of Soviet industry and agriculture as well 
as the growing ramifications of these deficiencies. He had,' he 
thought, adjusted his policies accordingly. His - revised develop- ' 
mental strategy relied considerably more on state intervention in 
the whole economy-on stricter regulation of private capital, long
range planning, and reconstructing the productive base of NEP 
society. Inconsistencies and uncertainties remained, as, for example, 
in the contradiction between heavier direct taxation and increased 
private savings, between constricting the kulak and increasing total 
agricultural output, and between reducing industrial costs and the 
rising worker's living standard Bukharin seemed to anticipate. 
Neither was it certain that "rationalization" could soon generate 
the sizable surpluses needed for investment, nor that meanwhile th� 
goods famine could be alleviated sufficiently to induce a continuous 
growth in agricultural marketings. , 

But while his revised solutions were belated and may not have 
been wholly adequate to his analysis, Bukharin no longer obscured 
the proble,ms ahead. In confronting them, he proposed to utilize the 
mixed economy and its variety of forms to the utmost: to maximize 
the cheaper expansion opportunities of existing production facilities 
and construct new facilities; to extend the "socialist sector," but to 
continue to employ "semi-friends and semi-enemies and open ene
mies" in the private sector; to plan and regulate, but also to take 
advantage of market economies and rationalities. Though prepared 
to move in new directions, he rej ected either-or solutions, pre
ferring, it has been observed;.to walk on as many legs as possible.34 
Because of its evolutionary methods, moderate goals, and long-term 
solutions, Bukharin's program depended on a substantial period of 
time free from serious domestic or foreign' crises. Both were in the 
making. The former, the severity of which became clear in No
vember-December 1927, was partly a result of the leadership's tardy 
response to underlying economic problems. The latter, of which 
the war scare was part, was largely beyond .its control. 

"We are children of the world revolutionary movement," Bukharin 
reassured a Communist audience in 1926.35 The Soviet Union's 
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prolonged isolation may have persuaded some that the birth of the 
first worker's state had been premature or that orphanhood seemed 
likely, but no Bolshevik would have publicly contested the state
ment. It was an article of profound faith, which strongly influenced 
the party's thinking and behavior for six years. While the interna
tional nature of the revolution continued as a revered verity, 1 923 
brought a lull in the party's obsessive attentiveness to omens of 
revolution abroad. Prospects in Europe dimmed and the Bolshevik 
leaders turned their attention almost exclusively to urgent domestic 
issues. Comintern policy played no meaningful role in the shaping 
of party factions or in the controversies of 1 924-6, and came to the 
fore belatedly and obscurantly only in 1 92 7, when the opposition 
seized upon the Stalin-Bukharin leadership's failures in England 
and China. 

Compared to his earlier attention to the subject, Bukharin was 
therefore little concerned with customary questions of international 
revolution between 1 924 and the latter part of 1 926. His main 
efforts in this connection were toward refining and popularizing an 
understanding of the revolutionary process that belied the sup
position that the absence of European revolution, the Communist 
setbacks in Eastern and Central" Europe, and the onset of "stabi
lization" in the major capitalist countries signified the "dead end" 

" o� world revolution. This "naive" misconception, he explained, 
stemmed froIl) the "usual bookish, scholastic" notion that con
flagration would take place "everywhere simultaneously," from a 
failure to see the process as "a gigantic process involving decades." 
Though international proletarian revolution was expected to un
fold in a shorter historical period, it was also to be remembered that 
its bourgeois counterpart had occurred in different places at differ
ent times, even in different centuries.36 

Above all, the revolutionary process was to be understood as a 
global drama, and not a specifically European one. Here Bukharin 
simply expanded on the imagery he had first used in 1923, of the 
European and American "industrial metropolises" as representing a 
"world city" and the "agrarian colonies" a "world countryside." 
The ultimate destruction of world capitalism (imperialism) would 
come about through an eventual global S711Y cbka between" prole
tarian insurrections in the "metropolises" and "the colonial move
ment, in which the peasantry plays a large" role," in the East. They 
were equally important "component parts" of a single, ongoing" 
world -revolution. For the moment, colonial-nationalist uprisings 
promised to deprive imperialist nations of markets and materials, 
and were thus powerful factors in capitalism's universal crisis initi-
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ated by the war of 1914-18. Stabilization in Europe indicated only 
that capitalist development continued to "ebb and flow," not that 
the revolutionary process had ended. Rather, it was currently cen
tered in Soviet Russia, where the imperialist front had been 
breeched and a rival civilization was being built, and increasingly 
on capitalism's Eastern "colonial periphery," where "a giant flame 
is flaring up, and it is reflected in the windows of the London and 
Paris banks." 31 

As far as it went, this was a pleasing definition of ongoing 
international revolution, offsetting to some extent Communist de
spair caused by civil tranquility in the West. Apart from Bukharin's 
highly personal idiom (inspired by his understanding of the Russian 
revolution), and his unusually strong emphasis on the "world peas
antry" as a "great liberating force," it was essentially an extrapola
tion and embellishment of the Eastern orientation sketched out by 
Lenin in 1920-3. Bukharin apparently encountered no significant op
position when he wrote it into the official resolutions of the Comin
tern in 1925. At best, however, it could suffice only as a general 
conceptual framework. It did not seriously address a variety of 
problems which had become controversial matters by 1926, par
ticularly the disconcerting economic upsurge under way in leading 
capitalistic countries. The Sixth Comintern Congress was tentatively 
scheduled for early 1927 (it eventually convened in the summer of 
1928), at which a Comintern program was finally to be adopted. 
A definitive Bolshevik statement on the nature and long-range im
plications of stabilization could no longer be postponed. It fell to 
the official theoretician, Bukharin, who had already produced two 
draft programs in 1922 and 1924 (both outdated), and who was 
now responsible for a third.38 From late 1926 through the summer 
of 1928, amidst his reappraisal of Soviet domestic policy, much of 
his time was given over to questions of "capitalist stabilization and 
proletarian revolution." 39 

Of all Bukharin's theories of the 1920'S, his treatment of con
temporary capitalism required the least innovation. To explain its 

. stabilization, he revived his controversial eleven-year-old concept 
of state capitalism, or to call it by its forbidden name, organized 
capitalism. He seemed hesitant at first to recall the term "state capi
talism," probably because of its gloomy implications for European 
revolution, its association with the ideas of Hilferding and other 
social democrats, and its role in his own past disagreements with 
Lenin. But though he did not explicitly speak of "state capitalism" 
until December 1927 (and then only of "tendencies in the direction 
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of state capitalism") , it is clear that from 1 92 6  onward it underlay 
his thinking about the nature of postwar national capitalism.40 

A "second round of state capitalism," Bukharin reluctantly 
concluded, was under way. This meant that stabilization was not, 
as some Communists believed, an "accidental" occurrence, but the 
result of "deep, internal structural changes" within capitalist soci
ety. Armed with statistics, he related the renewed monopolization 
of capitalist economies, the unprecedented concentration and cen
tralization of capital thro.ugh more' sophisticated and larger forms 
of combined ownership and management, and the re-emergence 
of the bourgeois state as a powerful regulating, organizing, and 
planning f.orce in the economy. Once again, Bukharin admitted, 
national capitalism was overcoming its "anarchical nature" and 
rapidly reconstituting itself on yet another and higher foundation, 
further "replacing the problem of irrational elements with the prob
lem of rational organization." His full argument need not be re
stated: it was almost identical to the ·one he had presented �n 
1 9 15-1 6.41 

Bukharin resuscitated his theory of state capitalism, but with 
an important amendment. Originally, he had stressed the European 
war as the primary impetus in the "statization" of economic life. 
The "second round," however, was developing as a "'peaceful' 
economic system" and thus on a "new basis" that differed in two 
essential ways from the old. First, unlike the extensive, direct state 
control imposed from above during the. war, the current "process 
of the fusing of the largest centralized enterprises, concerns, trusts, 
and. the like with organs of state power" was proceeding largely 
"from below." The state was becoming "directly dependent on 
large and powerful concerns or combinations of these concerns," a 
development Bukharin called " 'trustification' of state power itself." 
The prevale!1ce of fusion from above and from below varied from 
country to country (Germany, Japan, Mussolini's Italy, and France 
being his main examples) , but the direction was the same: "all this 
reflects a peculiar form of state capitalism, where the state power 
controls and develops capitalism." 42 

The emerging system was also distinguished from its predeces
sor by its higher technological base. Bukharin marveled at the 
"truly remarkable" innovations in capitalist production and eco
nomic organization. Capitalism, he exclaimed, "is again revealing _ 

the staggering wonder of technological progress, transforming sci
entific knowledge . . . into a p<?werful lever of technological 
rev·olution." Its ability to "permeate all the pores of its being with 
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the spirit of 'scientific management of the enterprise' " was bring
ing about an unprecedented "rationalization" of economic life. 
That Bukharin regarded this peacetime state capitalism as a more 
advanced, formidable phenomenon was expressed in a striking 
analogy: "the present state _capitalism . . .  is to the state capitalism 
of 19 14-18 as the present system of growing socialist economy in 
the USSR, planned at decisive points, is to the economy of so
called war communism." In this sense, it was "growing as a 'normal' 
capitalist system." 43 

The point of his -analysis, as in 1915-16 was its implications for 
the coming of revolution. As organized capitalism eradicated free 
competition and other internal economic contradictions, the likeli
hood of a "direct revolutionary situation" arising from essentially 
in�ernal crises grew more remote. Bukharin emphasized capitalism'S 
continuing internal problems, and carefully disassociated himself 
from Hilferding's recent contention that the organizing process 
could be effective on an international scale as well; but he left no 
doubt that he thought "the 'prewar' Hilferding" was now doubly 
valid.4-1 i\10dern capitalism, Bukharin concluded for the second time 
in a decade, had becorrie unlike the capitalism of Marx's time. Its 
fatal, crisis-producing contradictions were at work outside the 
country rather than within: 

Its anarchical nature creeps over to . . international economic rela
tions. The problems of the market, of prices, competition, and crises 
increasingly become problems of W01'ld economy, being replaced in
side the "country" by the problem of orga11izatio7l. The most painful 
and bleeding of capitalism'S wounds, its starkest contradictions, are 
unleashed precisely here, on the world "field -of battle." Even the prob
lem of problems, the so-called "social question," the problem of class 
relationships and class struggle, is a problem ... connected with the 
position of this or that capitalist country 071 the world 11larket.45 

Right or wrong in his conclusions, it was this kind of intellec
tual integrity that put Bukharin in awkward political corners. 
Hilferding and other social democratic theorists of peaceful or 
"ultra-imperialism," he said, erred in failing to understand that 
organized capitalism brings " 'not peace, but the sword' ": that "the 
dying out of competition inside capitalist countries" results in "the 
greatest intensification of competition between capitalist coun
tries," thus making war and revolution inevitable.46 Bukharin was 
again arguing that catastrophic external forces would be decisive 
in bringing down state capitalist systems. He was implying, but he 
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denied and did not wish to be· saddled with, the argument that 
future proletarian revolutions were likely only in the event of war, 
a proposition which had been academic in 1915-16, but which now 
posed a real dilemma for the Soviet regime, whose need for peace 
in Europe was equal to (or surpassed) its professed desire for 
companion revolutions. - -

Bukharin's enemies would seize upon this implication in 192 8. 
Pressed, he would point out that dating from the Paris Commune, 
revolutions had corrie in the aftermath of war, quickly adding, 
however, that he did not exclude the possibility of the former 
without the latter. "I would formulate it like this: direct revolu
tionary situations, say in Europe, are possible and perhaps even 
likely without war. . . . But in the event of war, they are ab
solutely inevitable." 47 Given his understanding of state capitalism, 
it was a lame and unconvincing answer. The political motives of 
his adversaries aside, Bukharin did not believe that "direct revolu
tionary situations" were developing in-the "metropolises." 48 

It is easy to comprehend why he attached such great impor
tance to' the ersatz (peasant) wars on capitalism's "colonial pe
riphery." Short of world war, they were striking "a great blow" 
at the "metropolis," hopefully offsetting its renewed organizing 
vigor at home.49 At the same time, Bukharin's search in the East 
for forces capable of-triggering the collapse of Western capitalism 
gave him some insight into the nationalist movements set into 
motion by the First World War. He saw that an era of "anti
imperialist revolutions" had been inaugurated, and that in these 
awakening "colonial and semi-colonial countries" (China being 
the major example in the twenties) the alignment of revolutionary 
classes differed significantly from traditional wlarxist expectations 
based on European or even Russian history. Because nationalist 
revolution combined a struggle against a partially feudal agrarian 
order with one -against foreign domination, the enormous peasan
try, the small proletariat, and the native bourgeoisie were swept 
into "a single nationalist revolutionary current." Bukharin ex
pected the bourgeoisie to drop out eventually, but he never 
doubted that the "colonial peasantry," intent on agrarian revolu
tion, had permanently entered history as a "great liberating force," 
and that this "majority of mankind" would in the end "decide . . .  
the whole struggle." 50 

He continued, of course, to express faith in the eventual 
revolutionary hegemony of the native proletariat. But as social 
unrest in the East spread and stabilization in the West increased, 
Bukharin, like Lenin before him, came to view nationalist revolu-
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tion as a thing in itself, to look, with scant concern for class con
tent, to "Eastern-Asiatic peoples" and their "people's revolution" 
for Soviet Russia's allies.51 Thus, as the Kuomintang marched from 
victory to victory in China in 1926-7, he dreamed of "one huge 
revolutionary front stretching from Archangel to Shanghai and 
comprising a population of 800 millions." And, as Lenin had done, 
he began to picture a world divided into oppressed and oppressor 
nations, and Soviet Russia, with its "unique position across the 
gigantic European-Asiatic continent," as the rallying center of the 
former.52 

Finally, as the likelihood grew in 1925-7 that a victorious 
"people's revolution" in China would precede a socialist one in 
Europe, Bukharin took up Lenin's briefly articulated idea of a 
"noncapitalist development" of colonial countries. The possibility 
of other peasant societies "bypassing the capitalist road" was for 
Bukharin closely related to his thinking about the future of the 
Soviet peasantry and its pre-capitalist economy. Where colonial 

'countries were concerned, it remained an ill-defined concept, but 
one that bespoke a new vision of a world in revolutionary flux. In 
the "suppressed and humiliated colonial masses" of the "world 
countryside," Bukharin had found the "guarantee of our final 
victory" over the imperialist" state capitalist "world city." 53 His 
imagery and vision would be revived forty years later by Chinese 
Communists.54 

Better than most Bolsheviks, Bukharin perceived, in a special 
perspective it is true, two developments that were to shape much 
of the twentieth century. Despite a great depression (which he 

, did not foresee) , Western capitalism reconstituted itself on a new 
basis and endured; anti-capitalist.n!gimes emerged in Europe only 
in the wake of war, and then not solely through indigenous revolu
tionary upheavals. Popular -mass revolutions, on the other hand, 
have continued to move relentlessly through the "world country
side," old orders being swept away and new movements catapulted 
into power by the "destructive force" of the peasantry, much as 
Bukharin anticipated. What his analysis lacked was the prospect of 
Western capitalism, surviving the loss of its colonies, of organized 
capitalism'S capacity to obtain from other sources and by other 
means the "super-profits" which, Bolsheviks believed, warded off 
insurrection at home. Even this dire possibility was apparently 
impressing itself on Bukharin by 192 8.55 Many future develop
ments would have disappointed him; few would have confounded 
him. 

Insight into long-range tendencies was, however, of marginal 
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political value to a Bolshevik politician in the second half of the 
Soviet twenties. At issue was Comintern policy and the immediate 
tactics of foreign Communist parties. On this question, East and 
West, Bukharin was guided by a single thought: Communists 
should avoid quixotic political postures that would alienate them 
from the mainstream of social protest and invite a return to their 
isolation of the early twenties. 56 Much as Bolsheviks now sought 
broad support in Soviet society for their domestic programs, so 
should foreign Communist parties strive to rally the greatest 
number of allies for their goals. In China, this meant participation 
in and preservation of the "anti-imperialist bloc" as represented by 
the Kuomintang, a broadly based movement led by the nationalist 
bourgeoisie .. Looking ahead, it necessitated a patient and enlight
ened "struggle for influence over the colonial and semi-colonial 
peasantry." 57 . 

In the West, it meant a sustained effort to win the allegiance 
of the working class, particularly through participation in its 
"most important and largest mass organizations," the trade unions. 
The British strikes of 1925-6 (among other things) persuaded 

. Bukharin that "these citadels of social democracy" were the back
bone o� any meaningful proletarian movement, the Communists' 
lifeline and direct route to building a mass party. Working in trade 
unions, concerning themselves with "small deeds," gave Com
munist parties their best opportunity to expose social democratic 
reformism and radicalize and convert its rank-and-file member
ship. (In addition, pe seemed to regard strong, consolidated unions 
as the only possible bulwark against labor's powerful new enemy, 

. "trustified capital.") In 1925-26, Bukharin's enthusiasm for the 
'unions' revolutionary potential became the cornerstone of his 

. Comintern policies in the West. 58 Beyond his belief that they were 
the key to a mass following, it reflected his desire to see Communist 
parties establish genuine roots (as leaders) in the European labor 

C • movement, and to see "the tragedy of the working class, its internal 
schism" overcome. He became and remained an advocate of poli
cies based on working-class unity. As he pleaded vainly in 192 8, 

. when those policies were on the verge of being discarded, "the 
. banner of unity is no mere maneuver .... This banner of unity 
from below, of unity against the capitalists, must not be lowered 
for one instant by the Communists." �!l 

The operative aspect of this general outlook was Bukharin's 
commitment to the Comintern's united front policies, in force in 
one form or another since 192 I. Officially, there were said to be 
two kinds of united front politics: those "from above," which 
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meant Communist Party collaboration with European social demo
cratic' leaders, as in the case of· the Anglo .. Rtlssian Trade Union 
Committee or electoral alliances in England and France; and' those 
"from below," which meant working with lower, primarily rank
and-file social democrats while scorning their leaders. In 1925-6, 
Bukharin and COIJ1intern policy were oriented, at least in specific 
cases such as England, to�ard the first. In mid-I927, however, 
Bukharin, as head of tl).e Comintern, sponsored and presided over 
a moderate "left turn" (analogous in some respects to that under 
way in his domestic policies), toward united front policies "from 
belpw." Prompted by various factors-including Communist set
backs, alarm over growing right-wing sentiment in some Commu
nist parties (notably the French and British), pressure from the 
Bolshevik Left, and probably his own hostility to European social 
democratic leaders-it primarily involved ending Communist elec
toral support for socialist parties in England and France.6o 

United front policies expressed Bukharin's enduring belief 
that mass movements alone were truly revolutionary, and that the 
necessary constituency of comrimnism was "the broadest masses of 
the working class and the toilers of every race' and every conti
nent." His optimism that Bolshevism was shaking the world in 
1 92 5-7, when international Communist influence briefly seemed to 
be on the rise from England to China, was considerable: "Our 
army is the majority of mankind, and thit army is on the move." 61 

By their nature, however, collaborative policies depended not 
only on the perseverance of foreign Communist parties, -but also 
on the strategy of their non-Communist allies. It was inevitable 
therefore that they would produce spectacular and embarrassing 
failures as well as apparent successes. For example, the sudden 
collapse of the British general strike in 1926, the sharp rightward 
turn of British trade unionists and their subsequent withdrawal 

. from the Anglo-Russian Committee in September 1927 were 
serious though not calamitous setbacks. 

The kaleidoscopic turn of events in China (a society about 
which Bolshevik leaders, including Bukharin, knew little), on the 
other hand, was disastrous. Bukharin had strongly supported Com
munist cooperation within the Kuomintang since 1923. It was, he 
thought, the organizational embodiment of the "anti-imperiaJist 
bloc" that was fueling the ongoing Chinese revolution. Its victories 
in 1925-7 further convinced him of this-he imagined "Canton, 
the capital of a revolutionary China, becoming a kind of 'Red 
Moscow' for the awakening masses of the Asiatic colonies"-and 
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he sternly opposed (until it was too late) suggestions that the 
Chinese Communists should part company with the forces of 
Chiang Kai-shek for an independent course.62 Certain that the 
Kuomintang was the "peculiar," indispensable vehicle of further 
social revolution and future Communist influence in China, he set 
aside his worry that the bourgeoisie might "desert" the revolution.63 
Chiang Kai-shek's massacre of his Communist allies in Shanghai 
in April 1 92 7  caught Bukharin and the Soviet leadership unpre
pared; on the eve of the coup, they had instructed the Chinese 
party to bury its arms. Still unwilling "to hand over the flag of 
the Kuomintang," he and Stalin ordered support for the separatist 
left-Kuomintang regime in Wuhan (Hankow). In July it, too, 
turned against the Communists. Finally, in the fall, after futile 
attempts to rally dissident Kuomintang elements around radical 
Communist action, Bukharin belatedly concluded: "the Kuomin
tang. and all its groupings has ceased to exist as a revolutionary 
force." 64 

The Chinese debacle was among Bukharin's worst political 
experiences as a leader. Charged (together with Stalin) by the 
opposition with having aborted the real Chinese revolution, he 
found himself improvising tactics that were immediately outdated 
by events, blaming the Chinese Communists for having "sabotaged" 
Comintern instructions, and generally engaging in the ugly sub
terfuges inherent in the defense of policies that, whatev�r their 
original wisdom, had come to ruin. 

Not all of his post-mortem arguments, however, were mere 
sophistry. His China policies had been based on conviction, and he 
was probably sincere in saying that, apart from "partial errors" 
(presumably the fatal unpreparedness leading up to the destruction 
of Chinese cadres), he still believed "in all conscience" that the 
Comintern's general line was the "only correct line." Its perfidy 
notwithstanding, "the Chinese bourgeoisie had been assisting in 
the unleashing of popular forces, it helped bring the people into 
the independent arena, and in this lies the justification of our 
tactics . . . .  " Nothing, Bukharin insisted, could negate that historic 
accomplishment, which ensured a future revolutionary upsurge in 
China. And while agreeing that tactics in China could not be 
"mechanically" transferred to other colonial revolutions, he denied 
that the idea of an "anti-imperialist bloc" and collaboration ,with a 
nationalist bourgeoisie had been discredited: "If the Devil himself 
came out against the imperialist god, we should thank him." 65 

Although the fiasco in China was of greater magnitude, it was 
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the united front setbacks in the West (in England and to a lesser 
degree that resulting from Pilsudski's coup in Poland in 1926) that 
impressed some Bolsheviks as being particularly instructive. Here, 
too, Bukharin refused to renounce united front policies flatly, even 
those "from above." Th� collapsed alliance with "opportunist" 
British trade unionists, he maintained, had contributed to the 
radicalization of the workers and increased the influence of the 
�mall British Communist Party.66 And even while initiating the 
1927 leftward turn away from united fronts "from above" to ones 
"from below," he did not completely exclude the former, leaving 
open the possibility of new alliances with socialist parties and 
European trade unions.67 It was predictable therefore that in 192 8, 
when Stalinists began to <;lose the door on any form of united 
front or collaboration with social democrats, even (or especially) 
against fascism, Bukharin would oppose them. His insistence on 
working-class unity assured that, despite his personal hostility 
toward social democratic leaders, he would resist the folly of 
equating social democracy with "social fascism" and designating it 
the primary enemy. 

Though self-serving in his relations with the left opposition, 
Bukharin's contention that defeats should not be interpreted as 
heralding the bankruptcy of the united-front principle was tenable. 
By definition, those policies presumed that maximum Communist 
goals lay at "the far end of a long and tortuous road. But this did 
not mitigate the profound impact of the failures abroad on Soviet 
internal affairs. Among other things, they prompted opposition 
leaders, themselves seriously divided over tactics in England and 
China but understandably outraged by the slaughter of Chinese 
Communists and their followers, to include Comintern affairs in 
their condemnation of the Stalin,,-Bukharin leadership. 

Virtually silent publicly on foreign policy before the China 
catastrophe, the Left, spearheaded by Trotsky, now cl?-arged the 
duumvirs with having betrayed the international as well as the 
Russian revolution.68 Henceforth, the widening split between the 
leadership and the left opposition was probably irreversible. At the 
same time, Comintern failures combined with Soviet diplomatic 
setbacks and new international tensions-notable events included 
the breaking of diplomatic relations by the Conservative British 
government in May 1927, and the assassination of the Soviet am
bassador to Poland in June-to create the war scare and an acute 
sense of Soviet isolation. From the summer of 1927 onward, the 
party was enveloped in an atmosphere of deepening crisis: This 
threw the leadership'S moderate domestic and foreign policies into 
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question, intensified the factional struggle and prepared
. 

the way 
for the Left's expulsion, and began to open up rifts in the Stalin
Bukharin majority itself. 

For Bukharin and the Politburo Right, 1 9 27  began as a year of 
optimistic reappraisal. It ended in a series of interrelated crises, 
which undermined their economic policies and reverberated ad
versely upon their political fortunes. In several respects, the war 
scare was the· nexus of their troubles. Its immediate effect on 
economic policy was to accentuate more dramatically than ever 
before the perceived need for a significant expansion of capital 
goods industries, particularly those on which national security 

. depended, and to transform the party slogan of "catch up and 
surpass" (the capitalist countries) into an urgent, perilous imperative. 
In short, the adequacy of both the projected pattern and tempo of 
industrialization was brought into question, provoking (it soon 
became clear) deep dissatisfaction in new quarters. Short-term 
military preparedness -had played little part in Bukharin's economic 
thinking before 1 927; for all his talk of an "epoch of wars and 
revolutions," he had reckoned in terms of a prolonged "breathing 
spell." 69 Though he and his allies now framed their economic 
recommendations in the context of a possible war, the crisis atmos
phere, which was to outlive the transitory international tensions of 
1 927, could only work against Bukharinist policies. 

The second economic consequence of the war scare "did not 
make itself felt fully until the end of the year, when it aggravated 
a crisis whose origins lay elsewhere. Alarmist speeches by party 
leaders, including Bukharin, had triggered widespread hoarding 
during the summer and early autumn of 1 9 27. Food queues sprang 
up in the cities and the goods famine was seriously exacerbated. 
The leadership believed at the time that the worsening goods 
famine was temporary and that the satisfactory grain collections 
�hen in progress, which continued into October, would remedy 
the food shortages. But in November-December, the inadequacies 
of the leadership's past agrarian policies suddenly struck with a 
vengeance. Deprived of cheap goods and faced with an unfavorable 
price structure, the peasant sharply reduced his marketed produce: 
state grain procurements fell drastically, totaling only half those 

. of the previous November-December.70 
The ominous news-shortly to be declared a "grai� crisis"

was scarcely mentioned at the Fifteenth Party Congress in De
cember, though secret discussions on how to meet the situation 
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were already under way in the Politburo. Caught "asleep" 71 and 
without reserves, unable to flood the village with enough goods to 
draw peasant stocks onto the market or even guarantee increased 
marketings· in the near future, and unwilling to disrupt its indus
trial investment plans by raising grain 'prices sufficiently, the 
leadership would resort to "extraordinary measures" in January 
192 8. Many things were to follow from this momentous decision 
"on the grain front," including an open break between the Polit
buro Right and Stalin and the onset of the collective farm revolu
tion of 1929-33.-

The impact of the war scare on internal party politics was no 
less far-reaching.' Governments customarily react to a real or 
imagined crisis by seeking either to rally opposition around a 
single unifying standard or to suppress it. The Stalin-Bukharin 
leadership chose the second course, questioning the opposition's 
loyalty and trying to stifle its criticisms of failures abroad. Be
ginning in the summer of 1927, the Left was subjected to in
creasingly repressive reprisals, threats of expulsion, and, for the 
first time, systematic police harassment. ;Trotskyists and Zinoviev
ists were partially responsible for the crackdown, giving no hint 
of a willingness to rally around the duumvirate. Though differ
ences on economic policy had narrowed considerably, the Left's 
indictment was by now total, condemning with unprece�ented 
bitterness all of the majority'S domestic and foreign policies, past 
and present, as Thermidorian perfidy. Openly challenging the 
duumvirs' capacity to lead in wartime, the Left demanded no less 
than a change of leaders (a demand dramatically underlined by 
Trotsky's approving reference to Clemenceau's wartime conduct). 

Because they were ,forbidden party channels of protest, oppo
sitionists turned (not without some revolutionary nostalgia)72 to 
public demonstrations, clandestine pamphleteering, - and other il
legal methods. This produced a sequence of tragi-comic incidents, 
a mixture of secret ,police provocation and futile Left heroics, and 
a final majority ultimatum to recant and disband or face worse. 
Defiant, T rorsky and Zinoviev were expelled from the party on 
November 15, eight days after the tenth anniversary of the 
Bolshevik revolution. The rout of the Left was comoleted at the 
Fifteenth Party Congress in December, which ratifiel the decision 
and expelled the remaining opposition leaders. Broken, the Zino
vievists finally capitulated. A few weeks later, Trotsky and his 
unrepentant followers were banished from the capital.73 

In retrospect, it is clear that' only Stalin profited from these 
events of April-December 1927. If, as reported, the Politburo 
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Right had resisted his previous attempts to expel the opposition, 
the war scare was a blessing. It helped to engender the "pogrom 
atmosphere" and enabled him to wheel out the "dry guillotine." 74 
By so vehemently attacking Comintern policy in China and 
England, the Left had forfeited the remaining sympathies of the 
two Politburo leaders least disposed to favor expulsion, Bukharin 
and Tomskii. In the autumn, no longer inclined toward restraint, 
Bukharin joined in the strident indignation over the opposition'S 
"illegal" escapades. Aware that oppositionists frequently "had been 
provoked into "saying things they do not believe . . . and going 
farther than they would have liked," and hoping "with all our 
souls" that they would give in to the leadership'S ultimatum, he 
nonetheless concluded: "there is no place in our party for people 
with such views." 75 

The Politburo Right would soon regret its acquiescence in 
the final destruction of the Left. With" the Right's assistance, 
Stalin had elimin"ated the common foe tying him to his erstwhile 
allies. They probably did so confident of "their own political 
strength. On the surface, it was formidable. (Trotsky predicted 
that they would shortly "hunt down Stalin.") 76 The major sym
bols of revolutionary authority were in their hands: the premier
ship, the party's theoretical mantle and ideological organs, the 
Comintern, and the trade unions. A Soviet Bagehot would have 
understood, however, that these were "dignified," apparent sources 
of power, and that real, "efficient" power lay increasingly with 
Stalin's party machine. . 

This separation of real and apparent authority-which had 
cha!acterized Soviet politics from the beginning, but which had 
grown during the twenties as the Secretariat's power fed on the 
factional struggles�had been on display at the Fifteenth Party 
Conference in October 1926. Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii, in 
that order, reported first; only then, at the tenth session, did Stalin 
deliver the report on the party, traditionally the keynote address. 
The unusual agenda seemed to signify the Right's supremacy. But 
that same month, two more of Stalin's associates, Ian Rudzutak 
and Kuibyshev, became full members of the nine-man Politburo. 
Though the Right still regarded Kalinin and V oroshilov as con
vinced supporters of their policies, it was at this point that Stalin 
obtained a potential Politburo majority Independent of Bukharin, 
Rykov, and Tomskii. 

A shift in the balance of power was not the only development 
setting the stage for a confrontation between Stalin and the Polit
buro Right. !he domestic and foreign troubles of 1927 had cast 
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grave doubt on the continuing viability of  Bukharinist policies, 
even in their revised and more realistic form. The difficulties 
probably shook Stalin's confidence in the economic sagacity of his 
" 150 per cent Nepist" allies, reinforcing his inclination to heed 
other counsel and set his own course. By 1927, future Stalinist 
industrializers, headed by Kuibyshev, already occupied strategic 
economic posts, most notably at the Supreme Economic Council, 
and were moving toward industrialization policies of their own. 
Moreover, by initiating policy revisions toward planning, larger 
capital investment, and collectivization, Bukharin and Rykov had 
opened the door to varying interpretations of the projected 
changes. In state planning agencies, for example, very different 
understandings of the five-year plan had already crystallized. Even 
before the Left's expulsion, a Stalinist planner, S. G. Strumilin, had 
uttered the philosophical slogan of Stalin's industrial revolution: 
"We are bound by no laws. There are no fortresses the Bolshe
viks cannot storm." 77 

Exactly when economic policy began to divide the Stalin
Bukharin maj ority is not known. While sharp and systematic 
disagreements between' t�e . Politburo Right and those who would 
compose Stalin's new majority seem not . to have occurred before 
late January or February 192 8, it does seem clear that contrary 
positions on collectivization, ' investme�t policy, and the tempo of 
industrial growth were taking shape on the eve of the Fifteenth 
Congress, even before news of the grain crisis. The congressional 
resolution on colle'ctivization, and perhaps others, apparently repre
sented unpublicized compromises within the leadership.78 What
ever the nature and extent of early differences, they were not 
sufficiently divisive to subvert the united Politburo front which 
expelled the Left and presided over the Fifteenth Congress. The 
economic resolutions, compromise or no, reflected the . revised 
views of Bukharin and R ykov, setting out the new goals in lan
guage that cautioned against excesses and accented prudence, 
balanced development, and the inviolability of NEP. (They were, 
however, general enough to suggest different things to different 
people. ) 79 

Further hints of something less than full unanimity in the 
Politburo appeared in the congressional speeches of the leaders. 
Stalin and 1V1oiotov sounded a noticeably harsher note on the kulak . 
question than did Kalinin or R ykov, who gave the main economic 
report.80 In addition, Stalin defined the necessity of collectivization 
in a considerably less flexible way than had Bukharin or R ykov 
before the congress, arguing that only collective cultivation could 
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solve the problems of Soviet agriculture. "There is no other solu
tion," he concluded. He also proffered an evaluation of European 
capitalism strikingly different from Bukharin's, predicting an 
imminent end of stabilization and "a new revolutionary upsurge in 
both the colonies and the metropolises." 81 But these and other 
intriguing nuances did not yet reflect separate and distinct schools 
of thought. (Stalinists were just beginning to grope toward posi
tions of their own.) Indeed, they stood out only because all of the 
leaders, including Stalin, addressed the congress in the cautious, 
moderate, and pro-NEP tone of Bukharinism. Nor were the varia
tions in emphasis �onsistent. Bukharin, after all, had been the first 
to formulate · and announce the "forced offensive against the 
kulak." And both he and R ykov were also now committed to a 
serious if limited collectivization effort.82 

More ominous signs of disharmony at the congress involved 
not policy but personalities .. For the first time, spokesmen associated 
with Stalin openly, though cautiously, criticized Bukharin. In the 
discussion following his report on Comintern affairs, two junior 
officials closely identified with the general secretary, Lazar Shat
'skin and Beso Lominadze, as well as the Profintern head, Lozovskii, 
sharply . objected to Bukharin's description of Western capitalism 
as state capitalist, and, more to the point, accused him of ignoring 
an incipient "right danger in the Comintern." 83 Their criticism, 
from which Stalin pointedly disassociated himself, was portentous. 
Not only did it involve a questioning of Bukharin's management of 
the Comintern; it struck obliquely at him as the party's theorist. 
The state capitalism theory was the weakest link in his Leninist 
armor, and later a favorite target of Stalin's anti-Bukharin cam
paign. Finally, the sorties by these second-rank surrogates marked 
the beginning of Stalin's adroit use of the Profintern and Kom
somol organizations to undermine the Right's. authority and 
power.8ol 

So it was that in December 1 92 7, at the moment of apparent 
triumph, having just legislated their revised program and expelled 

\ their . ide_ological adversaries, the Politburo Right found their 
policies beset with crises and their political position threatened. 
Bukharin bore a large part of the responsibility for what became 
their desperate situation. That he waited so long to heed the valid 
economic criticisms of the Left, and then failed to . set out fully 

. his modified policies in. time for the important Fifteenth Congress, 
were matters of poor j udgment. That he aided in the "civil execu-
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cion" of the Left represented a different kind of failure.85 . It was 
not only an unwise political decision, but a failure of the restraint 
and minimal decency he had exhibited earlier. He participated in 
this final dance of vengeance undoubtedly still not "relishing it" 
and "trembling from head to foot." He had not expected "that the 
logic of struggle would bring this to the fore so rapidly and in 
such an accentuated form," and was deeply relieved when Zinoviev 
and Kamenev capitulated. Bukharin was not without some em
pathy for "this tragedy of the opposition leaders." 86 Nonetheless, 
he lent his authority to and abetted their destr�ction. 

Bukharin did not come to these destructive actions suddenly. 
An uninterrupted theme of Bolshevik politics after i9 2  I had been 
the waning of official toleration of party dissidents; the leaders, 
including Lenin, had expelled lesser oppositionists before.87 Nor 
was it Bukharin's first personal sanctioning of the "dry guillotine." 
In 1924, he had presided over the excommunication of, amor:g 
others, his wartime friend Zeth Hoglund from the Comintern. 
Now he condoned the expulsion, j ailing, and then banishment of 
two of his oldest friends, Vladimir Smirnov and Preobrazhenskii, 
a close comrade and fellow exile, Mikhail Fishelev, several former 
Left Communists whom he had led in 191 8, and dozens of other 
Bolsheviks with whom, as he said, he had once "gone into battle." 
As an intellectual, a man sensitive to arbitrary abuses of power and 
far from the meanest of Bolsheviks, Bukharin should have known 
better. Power had not dulled all - of his critical faculties. He saw 
and condemned in the Soviet Union Communist privilege, anti
Semitism, Russian chauvinism, and bureaucratic abuses. But he 
outlawed his former friends as "enemies" with whom "we have 
nothing in common." 88 

He did so, once again, apparently because he still believed that 
the Left's ideas and programs were alien and fatal to everything he 
had come to identify with Bolshevism. Trotsky had warned him in 
1926 : "the system of apparatus terror cannot come to a stop only 
at the so-called ideological deviations, real or imagined, but must 
inevitably spread throughout the entire life and activities of the 
organization." 8n Bukharin did not respond to this; neither the 
"militarization" of the party, which he openly deplored, nor 
Stalin's growing power and ambition impressed him as much as 
did his "radical programmatic disagreement" with the Left. He 

. was not the only important Bolshevik caught up in this one-eyed 
folly. When Bukharin finally discovered in 1928 that "the dis
agreements between us and Stalin are many times more serious 
than all of the disagreements we had with you," Trotsky, con-
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vi need that Bukharin was the avatar of Thermidor, would declare: 
"With Stalin against Bukharin?-Yes. With Bukharin against 
Stalin?-Never! "  90 

Hounded, defamed, banished, and mesmerized by his special 
harkening to "the footsteps of history," Trotsky's blindness was 
perhaps understandable. Bukharin had lysS excuse, and ample 
warning. In November 1 92 7, he received from a former comrade 
a letter denouncing him as a "jailer of the best Communists," a man 
who allowed heroes 'of October to be judged by secret policemen 
like Iakov Agranov. The writer closed with an all too prophetic 
taunt: 

Take care, Comrade Bukharin. You have often argued within our 
party. You will again probably have to do so. Your present comrades 
will then give you Comrade Agranov as , your judge. Exa!pples are 
infectious.91 



C H A P 'T E R  I X  

The Fall 6f Bukharin 

and the Coming 

of Stalin's Revolution 

You must conquer and rule, 
Or lose and serve, 
Suffer or triumph, 
Be anvil or be hammer. 

---{iOETHE 

IN 192 8-9, in the eleventh year of Bolshevik rule and for the 
second time in just over a decade, Russia was again on the eve of 
revolution. Though no one anticipated it, by the winter of 1929-
30 the country and its 150 million inhabitants would be in the 
frenzy of Stalin's "revolution from above," a 'process as momentous 
in its consequences as history's great upheavals "from below," 
including that of 19 17.1 Like other great social revolutions, Stalin's 
would shatter and then sweep away the old order, bringing about 
a new, radically different kind of society. Here, however, there 
was to be a novel development: the order destroyed was NEP 
society, itself the recent product of a g£.eat revolution. And, there
fore, as we approach the events that preceded "revolution from 
above," it is appropriate to take a final look at the "old order," at 
NEP Russia on the eve of its destruction. 

Compared to the Stalinist order that followed, the distinctive 
feature of NEP-of the Soviet twenties-was the existence of 
significant social pluralism within the authoritarian framework of 
the one-party dictatorship. For, while the party's monopoly of 
political power was zealously defended, pluralism and diversity in 
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other areas was officially tolerated and even encouraged. The chief 
example· lay, of course, in the country's economic life, where 25 
million peasant holdings accounted for virtually all agricultural 
produce; where millions of small artisans produced about 2 8  per 
cent of all manufactured goods and between half and three
quarters of the basic consumer items; and where countless small 
merchants and traders still played an essential part in th,e flow of 
commodities (many of their wares being advertised in the official 
Communist press) .2 Despite the growing weight of the state sector, 
private undertakings continued to define the tenor of Soviet 
economic life at the end of the twenties. Most citizens, particularly 
the immense peasant majority which still constituted over 80 per 
cent of the population, lived and worked remote from party or 
state control. 

Nor did the ' party monopolize all other areas of social . life. 
Indeed, even within the political system, throughout lower and 
administrative leyels nonparty people and views were encouraged 
to participate on a very broad scale. The central state bureaucracies, 
for example, which recoIl1mended, administered, and thereby 
helped shape official policy, were staffed largely by non-Bolsheviks, 
many of them previously opponents of the revolution. In 1929, 

less than 1 2  per cent of all state employees were Communists; and 
though the formal heads of Commissariats and important agencies 
were usually party members, Communists comprised a small per
centage of their ranking personneP 

In part the widespread employment of "bourgeois special
ists," as the nonparty intelligentsia was known, was a result of the 
dearth of qualified party cadres, and a source of official anxiety. 
The party was eager to train and promote its own people, espe
cially in areas such as education where it was represented by only 
3 per cent of the country's teachers.4 But, as may be seen in the 
number and prominence of nonparty people as well as in their 
willingness to participate, it also reflected the conciliatory spirit of 
NEP, ' the counterpart of · the regime's collaborative economic 
policies. Thus; non-Bolsheviks also played a major role in sensitive 
areas which the party could have monopolized had it wished. Of 
all official press personnel, for example, at least one-third were 
non-Bolsheviks in 1925.5 And at the local elective level, as a result 
of the decision in 1924-5 to allow relatively free elections, only I3 
per cent of all members of local soviets belonged to the party or 
to the Komsomol, and only 24 per cent of their chairmen.6 

But perhaps the truest reflection of the pluralism of NEP 
society was to be found in its cultural and intellectual life, always 

, . 
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a barometer o f  genuine diversity and state toleration. For here -the 
twenties were a decade of memorable variety and ' achievement. 
In the party's own intellectual life, in its academic institutions, 
societies, and scholarly publication$, in the intense debates in 
social theory from education and science to law, philosophy, and 
historiography, it was a period not of imposed, arid orthodoxy but 
of contrary theories and rival schools, a· kind of "golden era of 
Marxist thought in the USSR." 7 

Outside the party, despite the large cultural emigration as a 
result of the revolution, the Soviet twenties brought a remarkable 
explosion of artistic ferment and creativity in almost every field. 
In an atmosphere invigorated by revolution and uninhibited by 
any official artistic doctrine, a�d with state, cooperative, and 
private sponsorship, a great diversity of artists expressed their 
varying esthetics, theories, and visions in a dazzling array of forms. 
It was an era when party -oriented artists and "fellow travelers" 
competed, when national and minority cultures prospered, thick 
j ournals and salons revived, cultural circles, associations, and 
manifestoes proliferated. Soviet artists, moving to and from West
ern capitals, saw themselves as part of an international cultural 
upsurge. Above all, it was a time of experimentation, when the 
modernism of the cultural avanJ-garde flourished spectacularly if 
briefly under the lenient reign of the political avant-garde.8 

NEP culture is most often remembered for its prose fiction 
and p�etry. Among the many writers who produced much of their 
major work in the twenties were Pasternak, Babel, Olesha, Kataev, 
Fedin, Esenin, Akhmatova, Vsevolod Ivanov, Sholokhov, Zamiatin, 
Leonov, Pilniak, Bulgakov, Mandelstam, Zoshchenko, and Maya
kovsky. The list is much longer, a virtual roster of the great names 
of Soviet literature, many of whom would perish, physically or 
artistically, after NEP. 

. 

Literature, however, was only part of the picture. For it was 
also during the ..--NEP years, again to recall but a few examples, that 
Eisenstein, Vertov, Pudovkin, and Dovzhenko pioneered the mod
ern cinema, that the experimental productions of Meyerhold and 
Tairov revolutionized the theater, and that Tatlin, Rodchenko, 
Malevich, Lissitzky, Ginzbgrg, the Vesnin and Sternberg brothers, 
Melnikov, Leonidov, and many others helped create modern 
painting, architecture, and design in Russia. Looking back, it is 
clear not only that the Soviet twenties were a "golden era" in 
Russian culture, but that NEP culture, like Weimar culture, was 
a major chapter in the cultural history of the twentieth century, 
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one that created brilliantly, died tragically, but left an enduring 
influence.9 

That the social pluralism and state liberality of NEP were 
relative and frequently ambiguous is also true. Some artists were 
publicly traduced and semi-blacklisted; nonparty specialists were 
often harassed;  p�asant proprietors were occasionally abused by 
local officials; and sudden police raids on ostentatiously prosperous 
nepmen were not unknown.10 But in contrast to what followed, 
and in its own right, NEP was a comparatively pluralistic and 
liberal order. Its spirit-what Stalinists would shortly condemn as 
"rotten liberalism"-was conciliatory and ecumenical.ll The party
state did not deny its many "semi-friends and semi-enemies" the 
designation "soviet," a concept which in the twenties, unlike later, 
was defined mainly by territory rather than mindless fidelity to 
party strictures.12 And it was this toleration of social diversity, as 
well as the official emphasis on social harmony and the rule of law, 
as opposed to official lawlessness, that thirty years later would 
commend NEP to Communist reformers as a model of a liberal 
Communist order, an alternative to Stalinism. 

But as the twenties drew to a close, and the party found itself 
confronted by serious difficulties, . NEP was judged not by its 
future appeal but by its current realities. In important respects, its 
achievements were impressive. NEP had brought civil peace, politi
cal stability, and economic recovery; and it had done so while 
preserving the Bolsheviks' political monopoly and, judging by the 
decline of "counter-revolutionary acts" in the twenties, while 
extending the party's authority and influence among the popula
tion. / 

Beyond this, the twenties witnessed the further development 
of the progressive social legislation initiated by the revolution (and 
largely undone after NEP) -in welfare, education, women's 
rights, divorce, and abortion.13 The civil peace of NEP also 
enabled the government to make progress against the social ills 
which traditionally afflicted its main constituency, the poor. Thus, 
by the late twenties, literacy had increased notably and enrollment 
in primary and secondary schools was double the prewar level; 
and the death rate had decreased by 26 per cent, infant mortality 
by about 30 per cent, and instances of venereal disease by almost 
half.14 Many of these, as in education, were small first steps in 
what remained a profoundly backward society; others, as with 
many welfare provisions, were still more promise than reality. 
Nonetheless, -considering the scarcity of resources, the Bolshevik 
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government had made significant advances i n  the few years since 
the end of the civil war. / 

Indeed, there is little question that Russia's industrial workers 
and peasants, who had made t�e social revolution of 19 17, now 
lived better than they had under the old regime. In short-term 
gains, the peasant had emerged as the chief beneficiary of the 
upheaval. Though the average peasant continued to live a hard 
existence, farming subsistently with primitive tools and few ani
mals, the revolution had removed the landlord, given him land, 
abolished his burdensome arrears, and established him as an indepen
dent producer. All this had come with few political liabilities. By 
the early twenties, when the smoke of revolution cleared, the 
peasant had reverted to his traditional way of life and governance. 
Few party officials intruded into the village, which, as late as 
192 8-9, was effectively governed not by the local soviet but by 
the traditional commune, now discreetly called the "village so
ciety." 15 As a result, and due to its welfare efforts on the peasant's 
behalf, the Soviet government had probably gained acceptance if 
not affection among the majority of the rural population, and the 
party's prestige and influence were on the rise, especially among 
the younger village generation. According to one foreign observer 
in 1927: "the old village, however slowly, is passing away before 
our eyes." 16 

The gains of the industrial working class, in whose name the 
party ruled, were more ambiguous. While the Bolsheviks' initial 
promise of political and economic power to the workers had not 
been realized, their general situation was considerably better than 
before the revolution, when industrial conditions had been almost 
Dickensian. By the late twenties, when the cities and proletariat 
regained their prewar size, the average workday had decreased 
from ten hours to seven and a half; real wages, though low by 
West European standards, had risen about I I per cent over the 
1913 level; and the factory worker, like · the peasant, was eating 
better than before the revolution. In addition, comprehensive 
(though frequently inadequate) social insurance, trade union 
benefits, and free medical care and education had improved the 
worker's position. On the other hand, urban unemployment had 
reached 1 Yz million in 1927, double the 1924 figure; factory condi
tions remained very poor and the accident rate high; food and 
clothing were exceptionally costly; and housing conditions had 
deteriorated seriously since the revoJutionP 

It is, of course, impossible to calculate precisely the gains and 
losses of Soviet workers and peasants after a decade of revolution. 
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Account must be taken of the millions who died in the civil war 
and famine, as well as the demoralizing impact of the Bolsheviks' 
unfulfilled promises on the survivors. On the other side, credit 
must be registered for the social mobility acquired by workers and, 
to a lesser extent, peasants, as well as their "revolution of status" 
in the new order. The psychological importance of the exalted 
citizenship conferred upon industrial workers and poorer peasants 
by the Bolshevik ideology cannot be measured but should not be 
discounted. Whether it took the form of glorification in official 
propaganda, the performing of some minor functions as a "repre
sentative of the worker's state," or simply of access to the former 

"sanctu�ries of the privileged classes (museums, theaters, grand 
buildings, and the like ), this elevated status probably compensated 
in part for the still low level of material rewards. IS Whatever the 
precise balance, Soviet workers and peasants lived better in the last 
years of NEP, on the eve of Stalin's revolution, than they had 
before 1917, and than they would for years to come.19 

None of these achievements, economic, cultural, or otherwise, 
however, diminished the serious problems still facing NEP Russia. 
Two were of special importance. First was the primitive, laggardly' 
st�te of peasant agriculture, which -had only barely surpassed its 
prewar productivity and whose marketed surplus was still omi
nously below the 1913 level. The second also involved the over
populated, underproductive countryside: rural migration was 
flooding the cities with unskilled, discontented laborers, swelling 
the ranks of the unemployed and further worsening urban living 
conditions?O Both problems, accentuated by the party's meager 
administrative and ideological influence in the countryside, frus
trated the Bolsheviks' industrial ambitions and threatened to dis
rupt market relations between town and village, �he basis of NEP. 
In December 1927, the Fifteenth Party Congress had resolved to 
attac� these problems head-on through more ambitious planning 
and industrial investment coupled with partial voluntary collec
tivization and state assistance to private peasant farmers.21 In its 
Bukharinist spirit and resolutions, the party congress had reaffirmed 
its commitment to "NEP methods." But, as the events of 1928 

were to show, sentiment was growing in some party quarters that 
these policies, only just adopted, were' too little and too late. 

Viewed through the party's aspirations, then, NEP presented 
a mixed picture. Soviet Russia in the twenties was a country of 
dramatic contrasts: of the traditional and the modern, the wooden 
plow and the machine� widespread disrepair and great construc
tion projects, cultural brilliance and persistent illiteracy, unem-
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ployment and ° ostentatious affluence, free primary education and 
roaming bansis of perhaps a million homeless children, socialist 
hopes and rampant alcoholism.22 The positive features bolstered 

° confidence in NEP and the leadership's Bukharinist policies. The 
negative ones bred doubt and disillusion, as did the ostill strong 
current of revolutionary militancy, especially at lower party levels. 
F or despite the defeat and discrediting of the Left, the party's 
"revolutionary-heroic" tradition lived on, feeding not only on the 
nostalgia for 1 9  I 7 and the civil war, but also the seedier aspects of 
NEP society.23 With economic and urban recovery had come a 
revival of widespread prostitution, gambling, drug traffic, corrup
tion, and profiteering. These features offended Bolshevik sensibili- ° 

ties, gave NEP "a sinister grimace," and aroused the party's 
"violent zealots of proletarian purity" against the regime's "semi
friends and semi-enemies"-nepman, prosperous peasant, non
party specialist, and artist alike.24 

Nonetheless, it is important to understand that despite its 
ignoble origins, blemishes, and problems, by the mid-twenties 
NEP had achieved a general (if sometimes grudging) consensus 
among Bolshevik leaders as the proper transition to socialism. 
Bukharin and his allies were its greatest defenders-" 1 50 per cent 
nepists" as Piatakov called them; but, as this suggests, all the rival 
party leaders and factions of the twenties accepted NEP and were 
"nepists."  The common view that the Left was strongly anti-NEP 
is incorrect. Thus, Preobrazhenskii, the sternest critic of the leader
ship's economic policies, formulated his own program ("primitive 
socialist accumulation") in terms of the continuation of NEP's 
economic pluralism, of private farming and market relations. And 
Trotsky, for many the embodiment of Bolshevik zealotry and 
intolerance, was at the same time a leading defender of NEP's 
cultural diversity.2°5 Indeed, the ultimate evidence that NEP had 
become an all-party policy and model of Communist rule was the 
fact that not even its eventual destroyer, Stalin, openly advocated 
its abolition.26 

The years 1 9 2 8-9 were a turning point in the conduct and nature 
of Soviet leadership politics. They marked the transition from the 
predominantly overt intra-party politics of the twenties and earlier 
to the covert politics of the thirties and after. Until the expulsion 
of the Left in 1 92 7, political conflict within the party was sub
stantially a matter of public record. Though (like politicians 
everywhere) Bolshevik leaders piously deplored acts of �anifest 
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disunity, rival factions quarreled and sought support in public-in 
the press, at mass party meetings and congresses, and even in the 
streets. In this respect, the leadership's overt politics was part of 
the more general, if limited, openness of Soviet political life during 
the NEP years, which ranged from the diversity of opinion ex
pressed in official and nonofficial institutions and publications to 
the irreve�ent caricaturing of Bolshevik leaders in popular maga- . 
zines.27 After 1 929, however, this atmosphere was to disappear, as 
political conflict within , the party leadership grew increasin.gly 
covert and, apart from furtive signs, receded from public view. 

The confrontation between the Politburo factions of Bu
kharin and Stalin in 1 9 2 8-9 was the transitional episode in this 
development. F or, while both sides continued the practice of 
seeking broader parry support, they did so more secretly than had 
been the case before. Open conflict was confined to select and 
largely unpublicized meetings of the high leadership. And public 
debate, while long and intense, was conducted not in candid 
political language but in the discreet idiom of ' oblique polemics 
known in the party from pre-revolutionary times, when it was 
used to elude the czarist censorship, as "Aesopian language." 28 
Indeed, throughout the bitter struggle, both factions publicly 
denied its existence, and it was not until mid- 1 929, after the out
come was settled, that the antagonists were officially identified. 

This does not mean that the fateful struggle over power and 
policy inside the Stalin-Bukharin leadership was unknown in wider 
party circles. Accounts of dissension within the Politburo and 
Central Committee quickly if imperfectly filtered · �own to lower 
officials; and "every literate party member" understood the 
Aesopian debate.29 But the most momentous struggle in the party 
since 1 9 1 7-1 8  was the least public and most covert. Its conduct was 
virtually clandestine; important programmatic documents, includ
ing several of the right opposition (as Bukharin and his allies be.., 
came known) , were never published.30 And, as a result, the political 
events leading to Stalin's "revolution from above" were then and 
remain even today obscure in significant respects. 

Not the least is the moment when the Stalin-Bukharin coali
tion that had led the - party for three years fell apart. It did not 
happen suddenly. The concealed divisions accompanying the 
leadership's leftward turn in economic and Comintern policy in  
late 1 92 7  had been evident in  the varying emphases, uneasy com
promises, and political maneuverings at the Fifteenth Party Con
gress in December. They intensified and then erupted in the early 
months of 1 9 2 8. If the final defeat of the Left removed the 
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political rationale of the allia:'J.ce between the Politburo Right and 
Stalin, the precipitous drop in grain collections in late 1 927  
destroyed whatever consensus remained o n  domestic policy. 

The decision in early January 1 9 2 8  to resort to "extraordi
nary" or "emergency" measures was the pivotal event. Taken 
unanimously, its consequences almost immediately, and irreparably, 
divided the Politburo. Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii supported 
the decision as a regrettable, short-term necessity. They appear to 
have envisaged an orderly, limited campaign-punitive fiscal and 
mainly judicial measures aimed exclusively at "kulak speculators." 
The harshest aspects of these would be limited to selective confisca-

. tion of hoarded grain as specified in Article 1 07 of the criminal 
code.31 Conduct of the operation was left to Stalin, as general 
secretary, and what followed was very different. Within weeks, 
major grain areas were struck by a wave of administrative "ex
cesses," including armed requisitioning squads, arbitrary and ille
gal grain seizures and arrests, peremptory dismissal of local 
authorities, closing of markets, and even isolated attempts to drive 
peasants into communes. To the rural populace, the onslaught 
smack;d of war communism, a memory accentuated by the arri
val of thirty thousand urban plenipotentiaries in less than three 
months. Panic and rumors of NEP's abolition swept the country
side.32 

Some of the consequences of initiating ill-defined "extraordi
nary measures" were predictable, and for these the whole Politburo 
shared responsibility. But Stalin's role in the excessive severity and 
scope of the campaign .was centraL As e\�rly as January 6, its 
nature was shaped by the belligerent, "exceptional" directives sent 
from his office to local party officials.33 His closest associates
among them Mikoyan, Lazar Kaganovich, Andrei -Zhdanov, 
Nikolai Shvernik, and Andrei Andreev-took charge of rsgional 
operations.34 Most remarkable, since he rarely traveled about the 
country, Stalin personally departed on January 15 on a three-week 
mission through Siberia and the Urals, where grain collections were 
low despite a good harvest. His trip resembled a military expedi
tion. Summoning local authorities at each stop, and rudely dis
missing explanations of local conditions and legal procedures, 
Stalin assaulted them as incompetent and cowardly, and sometimes 
accused them of being kulak agents. He left the shaken and 
purged party organizations with an ultimatum to collect large 
quantities of grain or suffer worse reprisals.35 

On February 6, Stalin returned to Moscow and an angry 
confrontation in the Politburo. Bukharin, R ykov, and Tomskii 
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apparently reaffirmed their support for the original decision but 
attacked the "excesses" of Stalin's implementation, particularly the 
victimizing of middle peasants, the degree of coercion, and the 
disruption of local markets. The root causes of the grain crisis were 
probably also argued. Both sides agreed that the kulak was with
holding stock from the market to force up grain prices, though 
Stalin presented a more dramatic picture of the size and perfidy of 
this "hoarding." More important, in Siberia he had suddenly 
rejected the viability of peasant ?griculture, concluding: "we can 

.. no longer make progress on the basis of small individual peasant 
economy." Though Bukhirin and Rykov now accepted the need 
for a limited collectivization program, this dire formulation was 
unacceptable. For them the immediate source of the crisis was not 
the stru.cture of peasant agriculture, but the state's errors in price 
policy and calculating the market situation.36 

Whatever the range of discussion at this point, the result was 
a retreat by Stalin and a compromise strongly favoring the Right. 
Directives from . the leadership, while continuing the harsh anti
kulak rhetoric of the original decision, now included stern de
nunciations of "excesses" and emphatic denials that the "extraordi
nary measures" were in any way part of the general line adopted 
at the Fifteenth Congress or a repudiation of NEP. Mikoyan, 
Stalin's chief operative in the grain campaign, was obliged to 
repudiate publicly its offending features as "barmful, unlawful, 
and inadmissible." 37 Compromise was also apparent elsewhere on 
the "grain front," as it was becoming known. At the same time in 
February, the rightist Commissar of Agriculture of the Russian 
Republic, Aleksandr Smirnov, was removed; but his replacement 
was another moderate, and Smirnov himself was appointed to the 
party Secretariat, presumably to help restrain Stalin.38 

In addition to dividing the Politburo, the grain campaign had 
other unpredictable and far-reaching consequences. For the first 
time since NEP's inauguration, the state had challenged the 
peasant's right to dispose of his surplus as he pleased. This was to 
have two effects. It undermined the farmer's confidence that the 
government would treat him fairly and thus made more difficult 
the resumption of normal market relations and the free flow of 

. grain on which Bukharinists counted. And because the measures 
were temporarily successful-their renewal in the spring brought 
mid-year collections to the 1 92 6-7 level-they encouraged think
ing about nonmarket, even coercive solutions to the grain prob
lem. Equally portentous, despite official disavowals, the "extraordi
nary measures" never really ceased. As the crisis continued and 
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deepened, they eventually grew "month by month" into an ad hoc 
system of procurement which inflamed the countryside and led to 
the all-out showdown between state and peasantry in late 1 929.39 

Finally, the' discrepancy between the original decision in January 
and the turmoil that followed illustrated Stalin's great advantage 
over his opponents: the Politburo made policy; but Stalin, through 
the Secretariat, implemented and thereby could transform it.40 

While of singular importance, the grain controversy was only 
part of a more general dissension that unfolded in early 1 92 8. News 
of the collection difficulties revealed two very different moods in 
the leadership as early as January. Kuibyshev, whose super-indus
trializing views �talin was to share, exhorted the pa�ty to disregard 
the market setbacks and "to swim against the current . . .  as never 
before." Uglanov, whose Moscow party was to provide the Right's 
main organizational support, urged conciliation in the village and 
prudence in industry. Large construction projects initiated in 
1 92 7 ,  he told the Moscow Committee, should be curtailed, and 
investment in consumer industries, so vital to market relations 
with the peasant, increasedY Caution was also the watchword of 
Bukharin and his "school," who took the occasion of the fourth 
anniversary of Lenin's death to fill the central press with reminders 
of the importance of the small farmer and the primacy of "cultural 
revolution." 42 

Then, tentatively and stealthily, Stalin began to probe the 
political strongholds of the Right. In February, he tried to inter
vene in the affairs of the Moscow Committee; He was rebuffed, 
and U glanov tightened his control. Shortly after, a ·  Stalinist 
minority temporarily failed to dislodge the Bukharinist party 
bureau at the Institute of Red Professors. Bukharin himself again 
clashed with Stalin's proteges, including Lominadze, in the Com
intern's Executive Committee in February, while the following 
month T omskii and his associates found their conciliatory policy 
toward European trade unions challenged by the Stalinist Lozov
skii.43 In the Politburo, however, the leadership continued to 
function in manageable if strained accord. R ykov's proposal in 
early March to limit allocations to heavy industry and collective 

, farms was contested but a compromise reached. And though 
rumors of conflict were now spreading, the leaders gave no overt 
sign of discord.44 . Indeed, the only public controversy to touch 
Bukharin during the first half of 1 9 28  was sparked by the publica
tion of an old photograph showing him with a cigarette. The 
junior Communist league, the Pioneers, demanded to know if he 
had violated his month-old "pioneer pledge" . to quit smoking.45 
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Into this simmering dissension and shadowy political scene 
now came another explosive issue. On March 1 0, it was announced 
that the security police had uncovered a counter-revolutionary 
plot involving technical specialists and foreign powers at the 
Shakhty mines in the Donbass industrial complex. Fifty-five people 
were accused of sabotage and treason; many confessed. Stalin's 
purpose in promoting what appears to have been a frame-up into 
.a national political scandal is clear. Through it he sought to dis
credit Bukharin's collaborative policies and emphasis on civil 
peace, R ykov's management of the state apparatus, to which most 
non-Bolshevik specialists were attached, and Tomskii's leadership 
of the trade unions, which were nominally responsible for over
seeing their work. In its social impact, the Shakhty affair was to 
be almost as significant · as the grain crisis. It provided the initial 
occasion for Stalin's murderous thesis that as the Soviet order 
approached socialism, its internal enemies would increasingly 
resort to open and conspiratorial resistance, necessitating ever 
greater vigilance and state repression.46 By 1 92 9, alongside the 
escalating coercion in the countryside, the nonparty intelligentsia 
was to be caught up in a mounting witchhunt of mass dismissals 
and arrests. 

At the outset, Shakhty did not provoke a straight factional 
response . . Some of Stalin's supporters were alarmed by the promise ' 
of rampant "specialist-baiting," for which the general secretary 
already had a reputation.47 But the Right was threatened most. 
Upon hearing the news in March, they called an urgent Politburo 
meeting to defend the essential role of nonparty experts in the 
country's �odernization effort. Everyone agreed on the need to 
accelerate the training of Communist specialists, a cause now 
espoused furiously by Stalin; but Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
maintained that it was neither a class matter nor reason to abuse . 
nonparty personneJ.48 They did not question the facts of the 
Shakhty affair. But, unlike Stalin, they publicly insisted that it was 
an isolated case, that bourgeois specialists were overwhelmingly 
loyal and indispensable and that responsibility for Shakhty as well 
as other kinds of official corruption lay also with local party 
secretaries under Stalin.49 

Though Stalin's interpretation of Shakhty's significance waS 
still a minority view in the leadership, 50 its value to his political 
ambitions was quickly evident. In the weeks that followed, hinting 
d,arkly of political malfeasance in high places and class enemies 
everywhere else, he devised a powerful weapon out of the party's 

. old slogan of "self-criticism." Under its banner, he launched a 
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'major crusade against official "bureaucratism" and "conservat�ve 
tendencies," particularly in the state and trade union apparatuses. 51 
It became an irresistible wedge in the hands of Stalin's agents; a 
minority in the various strongholds of the Right, they now had a 
legitimate way to attack and mobilize support against the en
trenched rightist leaderships. "Self-criticism" being a traditional 
Bolshevik shibboleth, the Bukharinists were obliged' to endorse the 

, campaign and found themselves reduced to ca,utioning against its 
"abuses." 52 

So matters stood on April 6, when the Central Committee 
gathered in pleI}ary session for the first time since the Stalin-: 
Bukharin coalition had begun to crack. Though individual leaders 
seem . to have addressed the closed meeting in varying tones, the 
Politburo strained to present a unanimous front and compromise 
resolutions. The mood of the delegates, many of them provincial 
officials, was still favorable to the Right, as were the plenum's 
resolutions. The emergency grain measures were defended as a 
success and said to be at an end; but their "excesses" were roundly 
condemned and all future policy, including the "offensive against 
the kulak," defined in terms of NEP and largely in a Bukharinist 
spirit.53 On one matter, Stalin experienced a clear defeat. Pre
sumably in connection with the Shakhty affair and without warn
ing, he proposed to transfer the training of new specialists from 
the Commissariat of Education, headed by the liberal Lunachar
skii and under Rykov's jurisdiction, to Kuibyshev'S Supreme 
Economic Council. The proposal was defeated, reportedly by a 
two-thirds maj ority.54 When the Central Committee adjourned, 
then, the grain crisis seemed past and the Right's views and 
political strength confirmed. It was an illusion. 

How little the leadership's feigned unanimity reflected its 
internal discord was dramatized immediately after the plenum. 
Speaking on the same day in Moscow and Leningrad respectively, 
the Politburo's two pre-eminent leaders, Stalin aI}d Bukharin, gave 
radically different accounts of party policy and the situation in 
the country. Reviving his earlier bellicosity on the "grain front," 
announcing that Shakhty was not "something accidental," and 
unveiling his "self-criticism" crusade, Stalin's theme was starkly 
uncompromising: "We have internal enemies. We have external 
enemies. This, comrades, must not be forgotten for a single 
moment." His target was unnamed but identifiable leaders who 
"think NEP means not intensifying the struggle," who wanted "a 
policy in the countryside that will please . . .  rich and poor alike." 
Such a policy had "nothing in common with Leninism"; and such 
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a leader was "not a Marxist, but a fool." 55 Meantime, speaking in 
a very different tone on the same issues, Bukharin was expressing 
his first public apprehension over the "tendency" of "certain 
people" to regard the "extraordinary measures" as "almost normal" 
and "to negat,e the importance of the growth of individual econo
mies and in general to exaggerate the use of administrative 
methods." 56 

At this point the grain crisis broke out anew. A severe winter, 
depletion of village . reserv�s, and peasant withdrawal from the 
market suddenly brought another sharp drop in collections. In 
late April, the emergency measures were revived with greater 
intensity and scope than before. The role of Bukharin, Rykov, 
and Tomskii in this decision is not known; but if they supported it 
they must have done so with great misgivings. Kulak surpluses had 
been exhausted by the first campaign; now the measures would fall 
squarely on the middle-or majority-peasant, who held what 
stocks remained. During the next two months, the expanded collec
tion measures and accompanying "excesses" provoked widespread 
discontent and sporadic rioting in the countryside. Reports of 
rural disturbances and food shortages stirred industrial unrest in 
the cities.57 The strain was too much for the fragile accord in the 
Politburo. In May and June, the split between Bukharinists and 
Stalinists became complete. 

Until the spring of 1 9 2 8, Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
seem to have regarded differences in the leadership as negotiable, 
and tried to resolve them in the Politburo. Now, however, they 
(and especially Bukharin) were alarmed by the Stalin group's 
increasingly radical, uncompromising posture. Differences of opin
ion were becoming large and systematic. At the ' center of the 
dispute were contrary analyses of the regime's current problems 
exemplified by the grain shortages and the Shakhty affair. The 
Bukharinists insisted that they were the result of secondary fac
tors: the state's unpreparedness, poor planning, inflexible price 
policies, and negligent local officials. 58 On the other hand, Stalin 
and the people around him \vere portraying the difficulties as 
having 'derived ' from structural or organic causes, and thus from 
the nature and deficiencies of NEP itself. In addition to kulak 
hoarding, Stalinists maintained, the grain crisis reflected the cuI de 
sac of peasant agriculture; both it and the Shakhty episode were 
not transitory by-products of "faulty planning and chance mis
takes," but evidence of an unavoidable intensification of the class 
war, a battle which ha� to be fought to the end.59 

Bukharin's analysis recommended moderate remedies, includ-
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ing assistance to private farme1::s, flexible price policieS, and im
proved responsiveness by official institutions. Stalin's pointed to 
radical solutions. !:Ie had as yet no comprehensive alternative to 
prevailing Bukharinist policies, but he was moving in another 
direction: toward asserting and legitimizing the "will of the state," 
including coercive "extraordina�y measures," on all ' fronts. In 
relation to this, he began to disparage private farming while 
heralding collective and state farms as "the way out." 60 Though 
the dispute still focused on agriculture, its · implications for indus
trial policy and the five-year plan then in preparation were equally 
great. Kuibyshev's reconstituted staff at the Supreme Economic 
Council was already challenging the cautious planners of Gosplan, 
whose views on proportional development and equilibrium market 
conditions were similar to Bukharin's. By May, echoes of the 
planning controversy could be heard in the Politburo.61 At stake, 
therefore, was the party's entire , economic program and, �mce 
again, the future course of the Bolshevik revolution . .  

Taken together, Stalin's policy initiatives threatened the pre": 
vailing Bukharinist understanding of NEP as a system of civil 
peace and reciprocal market relations between town and country. 
They conflicted rudely with the Right's belief that problems could 
and should be solved "in the conditions and on the basis of 
NEP." 62 More immediately, Bukharin complained, they distorted 
the party's general line ratified only four months earlier at the 
Fifteenth Congress. Embodying the Right's revised program, the 
congressional resolutions had promised a leftward turn toward an 
"offensive against the kulak," the creation of a partial, voluntary 
collectivized sector, and planned industrial development with 
greater emphasis on capital goods production. But each goal had 
been stated in a moderate, Bukharinist fashion, pointedly excluding 
extreme policies. Now, however, Stalin was seeking to legitimize 
his new militancy by reinterpreting those resolutions, portraying, 
for example, the "extraordinary measures" as a "normal" conse
quence of the congress's anti-kulak resolution.63 

Convinced that Stalin's overtures had "disoriented the party 
ideologically" and were becoming "a new political line different 
from the line of the Fifteenth Congress," Bukharin was roused to 
battle in May and June. He warned the Politburo that the grain 
campaigns were turning the entire peasantry, not 'just the kulak, 
against the regime, a development that jeopardized both the party's 
industrialization program and its political survival. Imaginiqg "all 
salvation in collective farms" was dangerous nonsense; he urged 
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termination of the emergency measures, meaningful ai� to peasant 
farmers, and a normalization of market conditions.64 

Bukharin and his followers also opened an Aesopian public 
attack on Stalin's ideas. Speaking at the Eighth Komsomol Con
gress on May 6, Bukharin criticized promiscuous sloganeering 
about "class war" and "some kind of sudden leap" in agriculture; 
and in an emotional article three weeks later, he lashed out at the 
sponsors of a "monstrous" industrialism, "parasitic" in its impact 

- on the village.65 Young Bukharinists such as Maretskii and Astrov 
were less discreet, attacking by name junior Stalinist officials who, 
eager to "provoke the party" to a showdown with the muzhik, had 
written off private farming for a collectivization based on the 
"absolute ruination of the peasantry," and who saw "extraordinary 
measures" as "a system of policies," a way "to socialism through 

_ Article 1 07 ." 66 
Relations between Bukharin and Stalin deteriorated accord

ingly. Their j oint public appearances, while maintaining the -formal 
�harade of unity, were becoming thinly veiled confrontations.67 
The duel was accentuated on May 2 8, when Stalin ventured boldly 
into Bukharin's ideological bailiwick, the Institute of Red Profes
sors, to speak "On the Grain Front." Castigating the arguments of 
unna.med opponents as "liberal chatter" and a "break with Lenin
ism," he issued his most extreme public statement to date on 
peasant agriculture� His audience, precisely aware of his target, 
was astonished. About the same time, Bukharin began describing 
Stalin privately as the representative of neo-Trotskyism.68 

Meanwhile, Bukharin tried to assert his influence - - in the 
Politburo. In notes to its members in late May and again in June, 
and endorsed by Rykov, Tomskii, and Uglanov, he criticized 
Stalin's course and detailed his own recommendations. As a result 
of its dissensions, he argued, the Politburo no longer had "a line or 
a general opinion"; it was improvising policy from day to day. A 
full discussion should therefore be undertaken at the upcoming 
Central Committee plenum scheduled to open · on July 4- While 
accepting "nine-tenths" of Bukharin's policy recommendations, 
Stalin resisted, insisting that the leadership again present unanimous 
resolutions, as was finally the case. His tactics inside the Politburo, 

.-Bukharin complained, were evasive and deceitful, combining 
empty concessions and false comaraderie but designed "to make us 
appear to be the splitters." 69 

By late June, despite its public facade, there was neither pre
tense nor grounds for. unity within the leadership. On the I 5th, 
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Moshe Frumkin, the rightist Deputy Commissar of . Finance, sent 
the Politburo an anxious letter evaluating the situation in the 
countryside in terms even more pessimistic than Bukharin's. He 
reported that his views were supported "by many Communists." 
The Politburo voted to circulate his letter among Central Commit
tee members with a collective reply. Stalin 'immediately violated 
the decision, sending a personal reply through the Secretariat. 
Outraged, Bukharin accused him of treating the Politburo as "a 
consultative organ under the general secretary." Stalin tried to 
placate Bukharin: "Y ou and I are the Himalayas; the others are 
nobodies," a remark Bukharin quoted at a "savage" Politburo 
session to Stalin's shouts of denial. No longer on speaking terms, 
the personal breach between the former duumvirs was total. 
Bukharin now refused to distribute written recommendations to

' 

the Politburo, reading them instead: "You can't trust him with a 
single piece of paper." He spoke of Stalin with the "absolute 
hatred" born of revelation-"He is an unprincipled intriguer who 
subordinates everything to the preservation of his power. He 
changes theories depending on whom he wants to get rid of at the 
moment." 70 

Controversy over policy had become, once again, a struggle for 
power in the Bolshevik ' leader�hip. On the eve of the Central 
Committee's July plenum, both Politburo factions had mobilized 
their outside supporters-their "periphery," as Stalin put it 71_ 
and were engaged in furious battle. Ten years earli�r, Bukharin 
had led the l\10scow-based Left Communists. Now, for a different 
cause with different allies, the center of Bukharinist activity was 
again the l\10scow party. Utilizing their position in the capital, 
Uglanov and his lieutenants on the Moscow Committee Bureau, 
whose, support for Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii was eager and 
complete, provided the organizational base for the drive against 
Stalin's policies and conduct. They caucused \vith government and 
party allies, lobbied the uncommitted, and combatted Stalin's 
apparatchiki 'with their own apparatus methods.72 Elsewhere, in 
the state ministries, trade unions, central party organs, and , educa
tional institutes, Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii moved to tighten 
their control, rally supporters, and blunt the "self-criticism" 
crusade, which (lamented one of their allies) had become for 
Stalin "what the Jewish pogrom was for czarism." 73 The covert 
struggle was accompanied by a war of words, as newspapers loyal 
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to the rival factions stepped up their Aesopian polemics and both 
sides circulated clandestine documents. 

The purpose of all this activity was to win over a majority of 
the seventy-one full members of the Central Committee. As its 
July plenum approached, the campaign grew more intense. Ug
lanov and the Muscovites seem to have conducted most of the 
Right's lobbying, meeting regularly with delegates from the 
provinces.74 But Bukharin also dispatched personal emissaries. Thus, 
in June, Slepkov j ourneyed to Leningrad, a key party organiza
tion, where his fellow Bukharinists Stetskii and Petrovskii, head of 
the city's agitprop department and editor of Leningrad Pravda 
r�spectively, had already begun to organize.75 

The Bukharinists' appeal to Central Committee members fo
cused on the urgent need to end the "extraordinary measures" 
unequivocally, and on Stalin's abrasive role in their implementation. 
Arguing that the measures were yielding diminishing economic 
. results while generating an increasingly dangerous political situa
tion in the countryside, they insisted that Stalin's misconduct of 
the collection campaigns, as well as his other initiatives, violated 
the decisions of the Fifteenth Congress and subsequent plenums, 
and were largely responsible for the dire situation. Their case 
against his political freewheeling and "Asiatic policies" was strongly 
worded and, it appears, directed at removing him as general secre
tary. (Tomskii evidently aspired to the post, though Uglanov, who 
pressed hard for Stalin's ouster, was also a logical candidate.) 76 
Although uncommitted delegates were "terribly afraid of a split" 
and grew frightened when "talk turned to the possibility of re
placing Stalin," the Bukharinists were initially encouraged by their 
response on policy issues, a receptiveness doubtless influenced by 
fresh reports of peasant rioting.i7 

Indeed, the Right's political strength . must have seemed for
midable in the spring and early summer of . 1 92 8, and belies the 
notion that Stalin was already the omnipotent general secretary of 
later years. In addition to the prestige and authority of their 
combined official positions, Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii ex
ercised substantial voting power in the party's executive councils. 
On the nine-man Politburo, relying on the support of the rightist 
Kalinin and the neutrality or wavering of V oroshilov, Kuibyshev, 
and Rudzutak, they anticipated a working majority against Stalin 
and iVlolotov.78 Sizable Muscovite and trade union representation 
also gave them a majority on the Org�uro and a strong minority
two to Stalin's three--":""on the Secretariat itself.79 In the event of a 
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showdown in the Central Committee, the picture was less clear: 
Bukharin probably expected to begin by dividing about 30 of the 
7 I votes evenly with Stalin, regarding the - others as uncom
mitted.80 

Outside the party's leadership institutions, the Right's strength 
appeared even more impressive. Tomskii's trade union "principal
ity," which claimed to speak for I I million workers, provided 
another organizational base and operated as an influential opinion 
group. The central state ministries under Rykov's ' Council of 
People's Commissars (particularly Agriculture, Labor, Finance, 
Education, and Gosplan) ,  and on which the party depended for 
preparing and administering social policy, were still predominantly 
Bukharinist in outlook. 81 Rightist influence even extended to the 
security police, now called the OGPU. Stalin had already begun 
to develop personal connections in the police that were to serve 
him later. (Bukharin complained that his phone was tapped and 
that he was being followed in 1 92 8. )  But while its chief, Viaches
lav Menzhinskii, supported the general secretary, his two deputies, 
Genrikh Iagoda and Mikhail T rilisser, leaned toward the Right.82 
Finally, and of considerable importance at this stage, Bukharinists 
still controlled the party's opinion-making institutions. In addition 
to the educational academies and the Central Committee's two 
official organs, Pravda and Bolshevik, Bukharin and his allies con
trolled almost all the major newspapers published in the capital, as 
well as th� second city's main daily, Leningrad Pravda. Only one 
important Moscow paper was in Stalin's hands, K01nso1nol Pravda, 
the organ of the Young Communist League.83 

As events were to reveal, the Right's political position was far 
more vulnerable than its array of posts and allies suggested. Among 
other things, the advantages of Stalin's six-year manipulation of 
the party's Secretariat soon became evident in crucial ways: in the 
presence of strong Stalinist minorities in each of the Right's "prin
cipalities" ; in the fact that virtually all initially uncommitted 
leaders went <?ver to him; and in his overwhelming following 
among second-ranking leaders, especially party secretaries who 
currently sat as candidate members of high bodies, including the 
Politburo and Central Committee.84 If Bukharin and his friends 
formally prevailed in the high offices of the party-state, and 
monopolized its symbols of power, Stalin controlled a potent 
shadow government, "a party within the party." 85 When the 
balance at the top, particularly in the Politburo, shifted to Stalin, 
his forces everywhere began to oust and replace entrenched 
leaders loyal or sympathetic to the Right, a process abetted by a 
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decade of bureaucratic centralization and deference to orders from 
above. 

But to participants and observers alike, the balance of power 
still appeared to be with the Right when the Central Committee 
assembled on July 4, a fact that helps explain Stalin's unwillingness 
to risk an open confrontation and his repeated concessions on 
major issues.86 It also explains Bukharin's shocked reaction to events 
at the plenum, whose public decisions bore little relation to what 
actually occurred during the week-long proceedings. On the sur
face, the Bukharinists emerged victorious. The principal resolution, 
while a compromise, spoke (for the last time) in the voice of the 
Right. It assured peasant farmers of their security and essential role 
under NEP, promised a final cessation of the emergency cam
paigns, and resolved, against Stalin's opposition, to raise grain 
prices. It was so conciliatory that exiled Left oppositionists la
mented the Right's triumph. Trotsky predicted that Bukharin and 
Rykov would shortly "hunt down Stalin as a Trotskyist, just as 
Stalin had hunted down Zinoviev." 87 

In fact, as Bukharin understood, the plenum represented a 
major setback for the Right. The rift was now partially exposed 
before the Central Committee.88 \Vhile the Politburo leaders con
tinued their labored diplomacy, mostly criticizing each other only 
indirectly, their supporters exchanged sharp and explicit attacks. 
Molotov, J\likoyan, and Kaganovich spoke for Stalin; Stetskii, 
Sokolnikov, and Osinskii for the Right (Osinskii, after years on 
the party Left, thereby rejoined Bukharin in a political friendship 
dating back to their J\loscow youth). As the heated debate over 
peasant policy unfolded, the Right's hope for a majority faded. 
Bukharin had counted on the support of the important Ukrainian 
and Leningrad delegations; both failed to intervene, the Lenin
graders openly disassociating themselves from Stetskii, a member 
of their own delegation.89 �1any delegates, genuinely worried 
about the rising tide of peasant unrest, spoke ambivalently; but 
they were unwilling to censure Stalin or endorse unlimited conces
sions to the peasantry at the expense of the industrialization drive. 
Their mood was not Stalinist, but it had shifted from the Right; at 
best, Bukharin reasoned, they "still don't understand the depth of 
the disagreements." \V orse, it was also clear that the Right had lost 
its Politburo majority. Kalinin and Voroshilov, as their conduct 
revealed and Bukharin confided, "betrayed us at the last moment . 
. . . Stalin has some special hold on them." 90 

Sensing the delegates' mood, the Stalin group became more 
daring. While Molotov openly criticized Pravda's editorials on the 
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procurement campaigns, and thus by implication Bukharin himself, 
Kaganovich defended the "extraordinary measures" so extrava
gantly as to justify them "at all times and in any circumstances." 91 
As the plenum drew to a close, Stalin and Bukharin rose to deliver 
the main addresses. The disheartened Bukharin tried to rouse the 
Central Committee. No sustained industrialization, he insisted, was 
possible without a prospering agriculture, ,vhich was now declin
ing as a result of the requisitioning. l\loreover, faced with a "wave 
of mass discontent" and "a united village front against us," the 
regime ,vas on the verge of a complete break ,vith the peasantry: 
"nvo bells have sounded, the third is next." 92 Stalinists retorted 
with hoots of "panic-monger." The general secretary was similarly 
unmoved. Dismissing the Right's admonitions as a "cheerless phi

losophy" and "capitulationism," he spoke instead of class war and 
collectivization, and suddenly introduced the theoretical rationale 
for a new, unspecified peasa�t policy: since Soviet Russia had no 
colonies, the peasantry would have to pay "something in the 
nature of a 'tribute' " to fund industrialization. Bukharin was 
stunned. His former ally had appropriated not only Preobrazhen
skii's reasoning, but his draconian rhetoric as ,vell.93 

Formally the plenum had decided nothing. Bukharin and his 
allies had not been directly defeated; the re�olutions were largely 
theirs, and most delegates were perplexed rather than rigidly 
partisan. But Bukharin sensed the Right's perilous situation. A 
minority in the Politburo and unable to rally the Central Com
mittee, they faced a ruthless, skilled adversary determined "to cut 
our throats" and whose policies were "leading to civil war. He will 
have to drown the uprisings in blood." 9-l Frightened by this turn 
of events, Bukharin took a desperate step, one that was to have 
adverse repercussions when it became known. Violating "parry 
discipline," he made personal contact with the disgraced Zinoviev
Kamenev opposition. On July I I, the day before the plenum 
closed, he paid a secret visit to Kamenev. 

"Vhat passed benveen them comes to us through Kamenev's 
elliptical notes acquired and published clandestinely by Trotskyists 
six months later. 95 Bukharin, believing rumors inspired by Stalin of 
the general secretary's own impending reconciliation ,vith the Left, 
had come to convert Zinoviev and Kamenev, or persuade them to 
remain aloof. He, Rykoy, and Tomskii agreed: "it would be better 
to have Zinoviev and Kamenev in the Politburo now than Stalin . 
. . . The disagreements between us and Stalin are many times more 
serious than were our disagreements with you." As the "extremely 
shaken" Bukharin related the history of the rift, Kamenev had "the 
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impression of a man who knows he is doomed." Bukharin was 
obsessed by Stalin's villainy-"a Genghis Khan" whose "line is 
ruinous for the whole revolution." Trapped in a Hamlet-like pos
ture, Bukharin wanted, but was unable, to carry the struggle into 
the open because a fearful Central Committee would turn against 
any perpetrator of an open split. "We would say, here is the man 
who brought the country to famine and ruin. He would say, they 
are defending kulaks and nepmen." Bukharin could only hope that 
his discreet efforts or outside events would convince the Central 
Committee of Stalin's "fatal role." On this note, he left, swearing 
Kamenev to secrecy and warning that they were under surveil
lance. They were to meet twice again that year in equally melan
choly and pointless sessions.96 

The July plenum was a pivotal episode in the struggle. Though 
it gave Stalin neither a decisive political victory nor a programmatic 
mandate, it emboldened him and reduced the Right to minority 
status in the leadership. vVith Stalin still groping toward alterna
tive policies and uncertain of his political strength, and the Right's 
acquiescence in concealing the split, the pretense of Politburo unity 
continued. But the advantage was now Stalin's. I-Ie used it first in 
a different arena. On July 17, the SLxth vVorld Congress of the 
Communist International opened in �10scow. It sat for six weeks, 
during which Bukharinists and Stalinists were locked in fierce 
battle for control of the international organization and the direc
tion of Communist policy abroad. 

At smke, as became clear when the issues crystallized in the sum
mer of 1928, were the Comintern policies of the past seven years 
and particularly Bukharin's conduct of its united front strategy 

. since 1925-6. The history of the dispute paralleled that over 
domestic policy. Revision of the Comintern line had also begun 
under Bukharin's sponsorship in 1927 in the aftermath of setbacks 
in China and the West. Here, too, he had conceived of the left
ward turn not as a radical break but as a moderate revision toward 
more independent Communist activity and less high-level collab
oration with European social democrats. V Qices demanding greater 
militancy were raised in late 1927; but it was not until 1928, with 
Stalin's backing and then active intervention, that Bukharin's 
Comintern authority and policies were directly challenged. Pre
liminary skirmishes occurred covertly in F ebtuary and �/1arch, at 
a meeting of the Comintern's Executive Committee and at the 
Fourth Profintern Congress.97 By July, probably at the Central 
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Committee plenum, Stalin had openly criticized Bukharin's draft 
of the Comintern program (his third and most ambitious since 
1922), which was to be adopted at the upcoming congress. 
"Stalin had spoiled the program for me in many places," he told 
Kamenev.98 

The struggle over international policy revolved around con
flicting estimates of the health of Western capitalism and the like
lihood of imminent revolutionary situations. It thus became a 
controversy over the nature of the "third period," the onset of 
which had been officially proclaimed and variously defined in 
1927. In brief, Stalinists now asserted that advanced capitalist 
societies, from Germany to the United States, were on the eve of 
profound internal crises and revolutionary upheavals. This led 
them to three tactical demands. First, foreign Communist parties 
should prepare to reap the whirlwind by charting a radically 
independent course, refusing any collaboration with social demo
crats, and, more specifically, by creating rival trade unions every
where. They should in the process destroy reformist influence on 
the working class by attacking social democratic parties, which 
according to the Stalinists were passing from token reformism to 
"social fascism," as the main enemy of the labor movement. Third, 
all Communist parties should gird for revolutionary battle by 
purging their ranks of dissenters, particularly "right deviationists" 
who in the new circumstances were now the main danger 
within.99 

This amounted to a sweeping repudiation of Bukharin's Com
intern policies. As we have seen, his understanding of advanced 
capitalist systems, updated and restated in 1926-7 and again at the 
Sixth Comintern Congress, derived from his prewar theory of 
"state capitalism." For him, capitalism's "third period" witnessed 
not internal breakdowns but further stabilization on a higher 
technological and organizational level. Revolutionary upheavals 
were inevitable; but they would come in the West from "external 
contradictions," on the wings of imperialist war, not from isolated 
internal crises. Therefore, for Bukharin and his followers, the 
assertion that Western capitalism was on the brink of revolutionary 
breakdown was "radically wrong, tactically harmful, and crudely 
mistaken theoretically"; it meant "to lose contact with real rela
tions." 100 The continuing development of state capitalist systems 
called for working-class unity, not quixotic sectarian adventures 
that promised "isolation" for Communist parties and "tragedy" 
for the working class.lol 

The chimera of social democracy as "social fascism," a notion 
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developed by Zinoviev in the early twenties but made into policy 
by Stalin, was to have. especially tragic consequences. In 1928, 
fascism was for Communists only a vague and little-studied reac
tionary phenomenon identified chiefly with Mussolini's Italy; the 
menace of Hitlerism was still very remote. Unlike most of his 
Comintern initiatives, the idea that socialists were somehow akin to 
and a greater evil than fascists seems to have appealed to Stalin 
much earlier. In 1 924, he had uttered what was to become the 
ritualistic catch phrase of the Comintern disaste� of 1 929- 3 3 :  
"Social-Democracy is objectively the moderate wing of fascism . 
. .  . They are not antipodes, they are twins." 102 

Though the unpublicized 1 92 8  debate over social fascism 
remains obscure, Bukharin's opposition to the concept as a guide 
to policy seems clear.103 He had contributed greatly to the Bolshe
vik animosity toward social democratic leaders since 1 9 14, and his 
present thinking did· not exclude traducing them as renegades and 
bulwarks of the capitalist order. It did exclude, however, writing 
off social democratic parties and trade unions, which represented 
the overwhelming majority of European workers, as '.'social fascist" 
and the labor movement's primary enemy. Political compromise at 
the Sixth Comintern Congress apparently obliged him to concede 
that "social democracy has social fascist tendencies." But he quickly 
added: "it would be foolish to lump social democracy together 
with fascism." l\.10reover, he·�nticipated and opposed the implica
tion that Communists might ally with fascists against socialists: 
"Our tactics do not exclude the possibility of appealing to social 
democratic workers and even to some lower social democratic 
organizations; but we cannot appeal to fascist organizations." 104 

Each of these policy disputes was fiercely contested in closed 
meetings during the Sixth Comintern Congress, in reality the occa
sion of two congresses. As its political secretary and titular head, 
Bukharin reigned over the official, public congress. He opened and 
closed its proceedings, delivered the three main reports, and re
ceived its accolades and enthusiastic ovations. On the surface, it 
was the high point of his career in the international movement. 
Behind the scenes, however, echoed faintly in the disparate public 
speeches, a "corridor congress" was under way against his author
ity and policies. It began .when Stalin's majority in the RU'ssian 
delegation recalled and amended Bukharin's keynote theses, and 
spread quickly to the major foreign delegations who divided (for 
reasons of principle, careerism, and the habit of emulating the 
Russian party) into Bukharinist and Stalinist factions. Rumors 
swept the congress as Stalin's agents' whispered of Bukharin's 
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"right deviation" and "political syphilis," and that he was con
demned to Alma Ata, Trotsky's place of exile. After two weeks, 
the' "corridor congress" had grown so clamorous that the Soviet 
Politburo felt compelled to issue a collective denial of a split in its 
ranks. No one seems to have believed the disclaimer, and the "anti
Bukharin caucus" went on unabated.lo5 

. The outcome of the official congress has been frequently mis
interpreted. It did not legislate a new, ultra-left course; that came 
a year later under Stalin's exclusive auspices. In the summer �f 
1928, the leadership of the major foreign parties still included 
strong or majority groups allied with Bukharin or otherwise un
sympathetic to Stalin's radical proposals. Among them were the 
German Communists ar9und Heinrich Brandler, August Thal
heimer, and Arthur Ewert; the official American leadership, headed 
by Jay Lovestone; and the Italian leadership of Palmiro Togliatti 
(Ercoli).106 The congress's unanimous resolutions on disputed 
issues (as well as the program) therefore resulted from hard-fought 
compromises and, despite striking inconsistencies, were predomi
nantly Bukharinist.107 Bukharinists would later protest justifiably 
that the extremist course of 1929-33 was a distortion of the Sixth 
Comintern Congress.108 

Nonetheless, the congress was another important victory for 
Stalin. It gained three things for him. First, the ambiguities in its 
resolutions seriously compromised Bukharin's international policies 
and provided a semblance of legitimacy for Stalin's extremist line 
a,lready in the making. Second, the "corridor congress" brought 
many foreign Communists to his side, mobilized strong Stalinist 
factions in the major parties, and virtually ended Bukharin's con-' 
trol of Comintern affairs. After the congress closed on September 
I, only three significant figures in its permanent Moscow ap
paratus remain loyal to him: the Swiss Jules Humbert-Droz, the 

1 9 German Klara Zetkin, and the Italian Angelo Tasca (Serra) . 0
Third and most damaging, however, was Bukharin's main conces
sion at the congress. Reversing himself, he endorsed Stalin's axiom 
that "the rigbt deviation now represents the central danger" in the 
Comintern. He tried to minimize the concession, construing right 
deviationism as an impersonal tendency, to be fought with ideologi
cal rather than organizational methods, and quoting from an un
published letter written by Lenin to him and Zinoviev in the early 
twenties: "If you drive out all the not especially obedient but 
clever people, and are left with only the obedient fools, you will 
most certainly ruin the party." His qualifications helped not at all. 

,ed loyal to him: the Swiss Jules Humbert-Droz, the 
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It remained only for Stalin to transfer the damning category of 
"right deviation" to the Russian party, and victimize Bukharin 
himself.110 

The end of the Comintern congress left Bukharinists and Stalinists 
bitterly divided over international policy and refocused the dispute 
on domestic affairs. One important policy issue still remained out
side the controversy, the rate and pattern of industrialization. This 
came to the fore on September 19, when Kuibyshev, speaking for 
Stalin's faction, proclaimed a new industrializing manifesto. Bu
kharin's revised program, adopted at the Fifteenth Party Congress, 
was ambitious but restrained. In stressing balanced industrial and 
agricultural development, and consumer and capital production, it 
explicitly rejected "that formula which call,:> for maximum invest
ment in heavy industry." 111 Kuibyshev wholeheartedly embraced 
the formula, until now the clarion of the Left. Crises and perils at . 
home and abroad, he said, demanded a radical acceleration and 
concentration of investment in heavy industry at any price, in
cluding economic imbalances and "discontent and active resis
tance" among the population.112 Stalin, revealing his own thinking, 
cast the new industrializing philosophy in historical perspective a 
few weeks later. The imperative of "maximum capital investment 
in industry," he explained, was dictated by Russia's traditional 
backwardness. He referred his party audience to Peter the Great, 
another revolutionizer from above, who in �m effort to break out 
of this backwardness "feverishly built mills and factories to supply 
the army and strengthen the country's defenses." 113 

Bukharin responded in a famous article entitled "Notes of an 
Economist:" 114 Kuibyshev's Supreme Economic Council, with 
Stalin's encouragement and to the Right'S dismay, was already 
escalating its proposed five-year plan targets. "Notes of an'Econo
mist" was a definitive policy rejoinder. Bukharin reiterated the 
Right's belief in proportional, "more or less crisis-free develop
ment" and ,a plan that specified and observed "the conditions of 
dynamic economic equilibrizmz" between industry and agriculture, 
and within the industrial sector itself. Defending the current level 
of investment but opposing any increase, he went on to a detailed 
indictment of Stalin's and Kuibyshev's "adventurism." 

Two features particularly infuriated him. To increase capital 
expenditure without a requisite improvement in agriculture, indeed 
amidst an agricultural crisis, was to disregard industry's essential 
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base and invite overall "ruin." Furthermore, in addition to the 
shortages of grain and technical crops, industry was already lagging 
behind its own expanded demand, creating acute shortages of 
materials and widespread bottlenecks. A further overstraining of 
capital exp'enditure could only disrupt construction already under 
way, reverberate adversely throughout the entire industrial· sector, 
and "in the last analysis reduce the tempo of development." In
stead, "upper limits" on industrial expansion had to be set, and that 
level of expenditure utilized efficiently for "real" construction, if 
only because "it is not· possible to build 'present-day' factories 
with 'future bricks'." Addressing the bravado of Stalinist indus
trializers, Bukharin added: "Y ou can beat your breast, swear 
allegiance and take an oath to industrialization, and damn all 
enemies and apostates, but this will not improve matters one bit." 

"Notes of an Economist" caused a major stir in the party when 
it appeared in Pravda on September 30, 192 8. Though its target 
remained anonymous "'super-industrialists' of the Trotskyist 
type," the long, strongly worded polemic was a transparent assault 
on Stalin's group and as close as Bukharin had come to making 
public the struggle. His supporters circulated and recommended 
the article as "showing the path that must be taken," while 
Stalinists, secretly trying to proscribe it, launched a press cam
paign defending their industrial line. On October 8, Stalin's 
Politburo majority, over th.e objections of Bukharin, Rykov, and 
Tomskii, reprimanded its "unauthorized" publicationY5 The policy 
dispute was now total and seemingly beyond compromise. Its out
come awaited a political showdown. 

With a Politburo majority to sanction his offensive, Stalin 
moyed relentlessly against the Right's political bases in the late 
summer and autumn of 1928. Rykov's authority in high state 
councils was rudely challenged and a number of pro-Right officials 
in Nloscow and the republican governments dismissed. Tomskii 
was savaged privately by Stalin as "a malicious and not always 
honorable person"-surely a classic piece of pharisaism-and his 
trade union leadership criticized in the Stalinist press for assorted 
sins, among them obstructing productivityY6 Much the same was 
afoot in the Moscow party organization in August and Septem
ber, where Uglanov and his district secretaries were under the fire 
of a "self-criticism" campaign against "right opportunism." 117 

Meanwhile, the Bukharinist party bureau of the Institute of Red
Professors was finally toppled by Stalinists. And in the Comintern,
the dwindling band of Bukharin loyalists was locked in a losing
battle for control of the Executive Committee apparatus, while
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Bukharin found himself powerless to stop the drive against Comin
tern "rightists," notably in the important German party .118 

Equally significant was Stalin's seizure of the party's leading 
press organs. Petrovskii, after criticizing the general secretary's 
"tribute" speech, was summarily transferred from the editorship 
of Leningrad Pravda to a tiny provincial newspaper. 119 About the 
sam� time, probably in August or September, the young Bukharin
ist editors of Pravda and Bolshevik, Slepkov, Astrov, Maretskii, 
Zaitsev, and Tseitlin, were ousted and replaced by Stalinists. Bu
kharin remained editor-in-chief of Pravda, and with Astrov still 
sat on the seven-man board of Bolshevik; but he no longer decided 
their editorial policy or contents.120 This. was an important devel
opment. Until the autumn, these authoritative publications of the 
Central Committee had interpreted disputed policy in a Bukharinist 
spirit, thus moderating the party leadership's official voice and its 
communication with lower officials.121 Now, though occasional
dissonant articles and speeches by Bukharinists continued to ap
pear, the party's official voice became Stalinist. The turnabout 
coincided in mid-September with the beginning of a strident press 
attack on a still unidentified "right danger" in the party. No such 
thin anonymity adorned the covert anti-Right campaign; by 
October, Stalinists were surreptitiously "working over" Bukharin 
as a "panic-monger" and "enemy of industrialization and collective 
farms." 122 

Damaging as these developments were, they did not directly 
alter the uncertain balance of power in the Central Committee, 
where the struggle had ultimately to be completed. Here the key 
was the Moscow party organization, which continued to oppose 
Stalin with impunity, a fact no doubt carefully observed by party 
secretaries elsewhere. Since the July plenum, the Muscovites had 
persistently defended Bukharinist policies, including their own 
special interest in light industry. Indeed, Uglanov, a tough and 
determined adversary, was fighting back. Mounting their own 
press campaign, he and his associates had encouraged anti-Stalinists 
not to fear the word "deviation," denounced talk of a right danger 
as "slanderous rumors" by "intriguers," and suggested obliquely 
that Stalin was a negligent general secretary.123 Their daring 
worried even Bukharin, who cautioned Uglanov against giving 
Stalin a pretext to intervene in Moscow.124 

Considering the past efficiency of Uglanov's machine, Stalin's 
overthrow of the Moscow party leadership was remarkably swift. 
In the first �eeks of October, U glanov found himself besieged by 
rampant insubordination in lower ranks, unable to make personnel 
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changes in his own organization, and forced to dismiss two of his 
most outspoken district secretaries, Riutin and Penkov. His hope- ' 
less situation was displayed at a full Moscow Committee meeting 
on October 1 8- 19. Incited and sanctioned by directives from 
Stalin's central apparatus, insurgents censured Uglanov's conduct 
of the Moscow party and his toleration of "deviations from the 
correct Leninist line." On October 19, in the tone of a conqueror, 
Stalin pe!sonally addressed the gathering. His "message" was the 
urgency of conducting a relentless fight against the "Right, oppor
tunist danger in our Party" as well as Communists who exhibited 
"a conciliatory attitude towards the Right deviation." Allowing 
that the apostasy was still only "a tendency, an inclination," and 
naming no offenders, he nonetheless magnified the peril: "the 
triumph of the Right deviation in our Party would unleash the 
forces of capitalism, undermine the revolutionary positions of the 
proletariat and increase the chances of the restoration of capitalism 
in our country." 125 

Outgunned and humiliated, U glanov and several aides issued 
semi-recantations, but to 'no avail. Further high-level dismissals 
ended their control of the Moscow organization on October 19. 
Uglanov and his deputy Kotov lingered on in their posts until 
November 2}, when they were replaced formally by Molotov and 
Karl Bauman. A sweeping purge of Bukharin's Moscow supporters 
and sympathizers, high and low, followed.126 The overthrow of the 
old Moscow leadership was complete, its thoroughness symbolized 
by the disgrace of even Martyn Liadov, rector of Sverdlov Uni
versity and a venerable Moscow committeeman who had been a 
member since the party's inception and a founding father of 
Moscow Bolshevism.121 

Stalin's rout of the Muscovites was a devastating blow to 
Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii, and probably the decisive episode 
in the power struggle. In addition to depriving them of their most 
important organizational base, it proved an exemplary incident for 
neutral or wavering Central Committee members elsewhere. 
Coming a month before the November plenum, it demonstrated 
that even the country's largest party organization, led by a candi
date Politburo member and seven full members of the Central 
Committee, and allied with the prestigious Politburo three, could 
not withstand Stalin's central apparatus. All party organizations 
were instructed to study the Moscow documents.128 None, what
ever their reservations about Stalin's policies, were prepared to run 
the same risk. 

.. 

All this Bukharin' had watched impassively from afar. His 
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customary summer vacation delayed by the Comintern congress, 
he had left Moscow for Kislovodsk, a >spa in the Caucasus, in early 
October. Behaving rather like Trotsky in 1924, he had remained 
there while his allies and friends were routed, offering neither overt 
resistance nor (so far as the record shows) even any symbolic 
gesture to hearten them. His Olympian· detachment broke finally 
in the first week of November, when he learned that Rykov was 
retreating in the Politburo debate on the 1928-9 industrial plan. 
Bukharin departed immediately for Moscow, only to have his 
plane trip interrupted twice en route by Stalin's agents professing 
concern over his health. He finally arrived on around November 7, 
his combative spirit restored.129 

A week of stormy Politburo sessions, preparatory to the Cen
tral Committee plenum on November 16, ensued. They brought 
another round of angry clashes between Bukharin and Stalin. 
Bukharin called for a radical turnabout in policy, including a 
reduction of Stalin's proposed capital expenditure and alleviation 
of excessive, punitive taxation on better-off peasants. He followed 
with a political "ultimatum" demanding a resolute cessation of the 
campaign and organizational reprisals against himself and his sup
porters. When Stalin reneged on a formal discussion of the de
mands, Bukharin cursed him as a "petty Oriental despot" and 
stalked from the room. Moments later he, Rykov, and Tomskii 
submitted their resignations, written beforehand. Stalin is said to 
have received them "paling and with trembling hands." Unpre
pared to risk the Bukharinists' open opposition to his still inchoate 
policies, he agreed to a compromise. 130 

Once again, ineluctably, Stalin's concessions and Bukharin's 
gains proved empty. In return for the trio's nominal support of 
Politburo resolutions at the plenum, and Rykov's formal presenta
tion of the industrial theses, Stalin apparently consented to reduce 
capital expenditure slightly and hah the anti-Bukharinist persecu
tion. His first concession was so minimal as to constitute a major 
setback for the Right; the second be simply ignored.13l The agree
ment evidently also involved Uglanov's appointment as Commissar 
of Labor. This, too, was a dubious gain, since he replaced another 
ally, Tomskii's associate Shmidt; in any case, Uglanov's tenure was 
powerless and brief.132 

Compromise enabled the Politburo factions to perpetuate their 
mock unanimity at the Central Committee plenum; but the guise 
was halfhearted and the proceedings a clear defeat for the Right. 
Rykov's cautionary report on industry was received with vocal 
disapproval by the general secretary's partisans. 133 Stalin then de-
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livered his strongest words yet on the theme of "maximum capital 
expenditure" (or perish), and on the menace of the "right devia
tion." More significant, the plenary resolutions, while reflecting 
Bukharin's influence (or Stalin's indecision) on agriculture, were 
for the first time largely Stalinist in content. They ratified his in
dustrial perspective, proclaimed the "right deviation and concilia
tionism" to be the main danger, and ordered the first general purge 
of the party-at this time a. bloodless weeding out of undesirables 
-since 192 I .  Formally directed at "alien elements," there was no 
mistaking the implicit target of the latter resolution.134 Powerless 
to alter the proceedings but unwilling to sanction them by his 
presence, Bukharin boycotted the plenum.135 

If further evidence was needed, the futility of compromise 
with Stalin was demonstrated amply the following month when 
he completed his conquest of Bukharin's and Tomskii's "principali
ties." In a rare Comintern appearance, he personally signaled the 
seizure of the international organization at a meeting of its Execu
tive Committee presidium on December 19. At issue was the 
persistent opposition of anti-Stalinists in the German party leader
ship. Denouncing the "craven opportunism" of Bukharin's sup
porters on the Executive Committee, Humbert-Droz and Tasca, 
Stalin read the German Rights and "conciliators" out of the party: 
"the presence of such people in the Comintern cannot be tolerated 
any longer." 136 Over Bukharin's protests in the Politburo, a wave 
of expulsions soon followed, including those of Brandler and 
Thalheimer. Parallel reprisals were in the making in other parties, 
leading in 1929 to a mass expulsion of foreign Communist leaders 
allied with or sympathetic to Bukharin.137 Stalin's takeover of the 
Comintern's central apparatus was symbolized by Molotov, who 
assumed control and whose international credentials were as negli
ble as his own. 

Tomskii's downfall, preceded by subversion similar to that in 
the Moscow party, came at the Eighth Trade Union Congress on 
December 10-24. By early November, Stalin's campaign to dis
credit his leadership had led union officials to complain of "an 
atmosphere making it completely impossjble to work." 138 When 
the congress opened, T omskii and his fellow leaders found them
selves a minority in the party caucus which controlled the agenda, 
and were defeated on two crucial issues. One involved endorsement 
of the Central Committee's November resolutions, and thus official 
trade union acquiescence in industrial policies bitterly opposed by 
its leadership.139 The fight was decided in the caucus, but it spilled 
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over into a debate by innuendo at the public congress. While 
Stalinists led by Kuibyshev extolled all-out heavy industrialization, 
Tomskii and his associates objected to the prospect of an industrial 
drive that would victimize the working class and transform unions 
into "houses of detention." It was the Tomskii leadership's swan 
song, a defense of the traditional NEP role of unions: "Trade 
unions exist to serve the working masses," a conception now re
jected as "�arrow shop steward ism" and apolitical. The incoming 
order was heralded by a new Stalinist slogan: "Trade Unions
Face Toward Production!" 140 

Tomskii's other defeat ended his decade-long control of the 
trade union organization. On Politburo instructions, the caucus 
voted to co-opt five Stalin appointees onto the Central Trade 
Union Council: Tomskii tried to block one nomination, that of 
the unpopular Kaganovich, charging that it created a "dual center" 
and imposed a "political commissar" on the unions. Defeated, 
Tomskii again submitted his resignation on December 23. It was 
rejected, but he remained trade union head in name only, refusing 
to return to his post. 141 He and virtually the entire union leader
ship (most of them, like Tomskii, pioneers of the Bolshevik trade 
union movement) were removed officially in June 1929. This over
throw was so wholesale and arbitrary that it elicited an explanation 
by Kaganovich: "It could be said that this was a violation of pro
letarian democracy; but, comrades, it has long been known that for 
us Bolsheviks democracy is no fetish." 142 

By November-December, Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
were no longer leading members of a divided leadership making 
decisions by compromise, but a minority opposition in Stalin's 
Politburo, powerles,S and with dwindling influence over policy. 
Apart from R ykov, their roles had become less than minimal. 
Formally still editor of Pravda and political secretary of the Com
intern, Bukharin, like T omskii, quit his posts in protest in Decem
ber and never returned. 143 

They had been reduced to this state by fighting and losing 
where Stalin excelled, in covert organizational politics. Except for 
"Notes of an Economist," published after much soul-searching in 
July, Bukharin had avoided public opposition: "calculation dic
tates prudence," he explained to Kamenev.144 Now, with complete 
silence the only alternative, he changed his mind. On three occa
sions in late 1928 and January 1929, he spoke out publicly against 
Stalin's "general line." All three protests appeared in Pravda, 
directed to the policy sense and conscience of the Central Com-
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mittee. And while Bukharin refrained from attacking Stalin ex
plicitly, his angry words bore the unmistakable stamp of fervent 
opposition. 

The first came on November 28 in a speech to worker-peasant 
correspondents, the grass roots association Bukharin had promoted 
to countervail official misdeeds.145 He began, in terms more ex
plicit and less technical than "Notes of an Economist," with a 
denunciation of the industrial "policies of madmen," who dreamed 
only of gluttonous, giant projects that for years would "give 
nothing but take enormous quantities of the means of production 
. . .  and the means of consumption." Indifferent to agriculture, not 
caring that consumer goods were needed to. obtain peasant grain, 
that peasants "are taking up arins in some areas," they could only 
shout: "'Give us metal, and don't worry about grain.' " Their 
stupidity invited disaster: "if some kind of madmen propose to 
build immediately twice as much as we are now doing, this truly 
would be the policies of madmen because then our industrial goods 
famine would intensify several times over . . . and mean· a grain 
famine." 

But this "stupidity" in policy, Bukharin went on, reflected an 
even greater evil: "party officials are turning into chinovniki." 
Like provincial officials under the old regime, they postured as 
"bureaucratic idols," "doing whatever they please," usurping au
thority and suffocating initiative when "more local, group, and 
personal initiative" was needed, and protecting themselves in 
"companies of 'friends' " answerable to no one. Worst of all, party 
bureaucrats forgot that "the fate of many millions of living people 
depends significantly on our policies." For them, "there is no 
difference in principle between a person and a log; for the bureau
crat it is important only that he himself be clean in the eyes of 
authority." And because "a piece of paper is one hundred per cent 
justification," party bureaucrats were ready to accept any concoc
tion of "Communist conceit," any "fraudulent, bureaucratic 'crea
tion,' '' including "policies of madmen." Echoing Trotsky but 
more directly his own long-standing fear that party functionaries 
would become an abusive, privileged elite, Bukharin's speech was 
a scathing condemnation of the degeneration of party officialdom 
under Stalin. 

"Communist conceit" was the theme of his next public attack, 
an article in Pravda on January 20, 1929.146 On one level it analyzed 
the technological revolution in the West. On another it implicitly 
accused the Stalinist leadership of economic irresponsibility and 
incompetence, A conceiving an industrial -drive based not on the 
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most recent achievements of science and technology and "objective 
statistics adapted to reality," but on "bureaucratic memoranda," 
"subjective aspirations, "  and "Communist yahooism." The negative 
consequences, predicted Bukharin, would be monumental because 
in a planned, centralized economy with. "an unprecedented con
centration of the means of production, transportation, finance, etc. 
in state hands . . .  any miscalculation and error makes itself felt in 
a corresponding social dimension." A "historic truth" was being 
ignored: "we shall conquer with scientific economic leadership or 
we shall not conquer at all." 

Bukharin's most dramatic protest, however,- came the follow
ing day in a long· speech commemorating the fifth anniversary of 
Lenin's death. Its sensational title, "Lenin's Political Testament," 
alerted readers to its importance when it appeared in leading news
papers on January 24.147 For, while Bukharin was talking about 
Lenin's deathbed articles on party policy, his title recalled the dead 
leader's other "testament," unpublished but not unknown, with its 
damning postscript calling for Stalin's removal as general secretary. 
In the context of 1 929, Bukharin's actual subject was no less 
provocative. He wanted to show that Stalin was violating Lenin's 
programmatic "testament" as well. The device was a straightfor
ward exposition of the famous five articles that had inspired 
Bukharin's programs, and official policy, since 1 92 3-4. Their 
legacy, he began, was "a large, long-range plan for all of our 
Communist work . . . the general paths and high road of our 
development . . . .  To set out Ilich's entire plan as a whole-that is 
my task today." 

Point by point, "adding absolutely nothing of my own," 
Bukharin reiterated Lenin's "last directives": The revolution's fu
ture depends on.a firm collaborative alliance with the peasantry; 
party policy must center now on "peaceful, organizational, 'cul
tural' work," on conciliating peasant interests, not on a "third 
revolution"; capital accumulation and industrialization must pro
ceed on the "healthy base" of expanding market relations, with 
prospering peasant farmers joining into market-oriented coopera
tives (which were not collective farms), and on a rational utiliza
tion of resources combined with a relentless cutback in unproduc
tive and bureaucratic expenditure. The watchwords of Lenin's 
"testament" were caution, conciliation, civil peace, education, and 
efficiency. Its central directive was preventing a "split" with the 
peasantry, for this would mean "the destruction of the Soviet 
Republic." 

Composed largely of Lenin's words and signed by Bukharin, 
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"Lenin's Political Testament" was a ringing, anti-Stalinist mani
festo, a defense of the NEP philosophy

" 
and policies being jettisoned 

by th� general secretary. A year earlier it would have been an 
official homily. In January 1 929, it was an opposition platform, 
attacked by the Stalinist majority as "a revision and distortion of 
the most important principles of Leninism," an attempt to portray 
Lenin as "a common peasant philosopher." 148 It was also the la�t 
explicit statement of Bukharin's thinking and policies to be pub
lished in the Soviet Union. Sensing what was to come, he appealed 
to Bolshevism's tradition of critical thought, imploring party offi
cials "to take not a single "word on trust . . .  to utter not a single 
word against their conscience." He added, plaintively, "conscience, 
contrary to \yhat some think, has not been abolished in politics." 149 

Bukharin's outcry reflected the worsening situation in both 
the leadership and country. Disagreements between the two Polit
buro factions now included even the fate of the foe who had once 
united them. In mid-January, with Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii 
protesting bitterly, Stalin's majority voted to expel Trotsky from 
the Soviet Union. The deportation was carried out on February 
I I, when the great tribune was escorted to a steamer bound for 
Constantinople, banished forever. 15 o Meanwhile, as Stalin's indus
trial ambitions soared, the agricultural crisis worsened. By early 
1 9 2 9, grain collections had again begun to fall sharply; ihcidents
of peasant violence were on the rise. The Stalinist le"adership had 
no new solution. There was a heightened campaign inciting rural 
officials to war against kulaks and "kulak agents." Over the objec
tions of Bukharin and Rykov, "extraordinary measures," though 
officially banned, were repeated in euphemistic guise in key grain 
areas. They helped little since there were few peasant stocks left to 
confiscate. Market relations and the whole grain delivery system 
were rapidly approaching a total breakdown.151 

It was in these circumstances that .stalin moved toward a 
showdown in the leadership. The appearance on January 30 of an 
underground Trotskyist pamphlet containing Kamenev's account 
of his July talk with Bukharin was the pretext. Dissembling righ
teous indignation, Stalin convened a joint meeting of the Politburo 
and several leaders of the Central Control Commission, the party's 
disciplinary body headed by his supporter Ordzhonikidze, to cen
sure Bukharin's "factional activity." The trial, as Bukharin charac
terized it, opened on January 30 with Stalin and a chorus of inti
mates in the role of prosecutor. Charging "Bukharin's group"-but 
primarily Bukharin-with opposition to the party line, a "right
opportunist, capitulatory platform," and connivance "to form an 
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anti-party bloc with the Trotskyists," Stalin's tone grew increas
ingly menacing as he recited his opponent's "crimes." 1112 

Unintimidated, Bukharin had come prepared. Justifying his 
meeting with Kamenev as necessitated by "abnormal conditions" 
in the party, he �etaliated with a thirty-page counter-indictment of 
Stalin's political conduct, and policies. His defiant statement ap
parently surprised Stalin; at this point the Politburo adjourned 
while a small commission composed of Bukharin and a Stalinist 
majority considered the charges. On February 7, it produced a 
"compromise" which, in exchange for dropping the censure mo
tion against Bukharin, required him to admit the "political error" 
of his meeting with Kamenev, to retract his counter-accusations of 
January 30, and to return to his posts. Declining to denounce him
self, Bukharin rejected the compromise. He then drafted another 
detailed attack on Stalin which was signed by Tomskii and Rykov, 
who read it to the final Politburo session of February 9.153 This 
"platform of the three" seems to have been virtually identical to 
Bukharin's statement of January 30. Considered as a single docu
ment, it was his most important declaration of opposition, the 
strongest condemnation of Stalin and nascent Stalinism ever to 
originate in the Politburo. Never published and known solely 
from fragmentary accounts, it can only be partially reconstructed. 

Its political theme was that behind a spate of participatory 
slogans, Stalin and his coterie were "im'planting bureaucratism" 
and establishing a personal regime inside the party. The official line 
called for self-criticism, democracy, and elections. "But where in 
reality do we see an elected provincial secretary? In reality, ele
ments of bureaucratization in our party have grown." Indeed, "the 
party doesn't participate in deciding questions. Everything is done 
from above." The same situation prevailed in party councils, where 
Stalin was usurping power: "We are against that practice where 
questions of party leadership are decided by one person. We are 
against that practice where collective control has been replaced by 
the control of one person, however authoritative." 154 

Bukharin then specified Stalin's abuses of power. Among them 
were gross violations of party decorum, as in the surreptitious 
campaign against Bukharinists who were being "politically slaugh
tered" and subjected to "organizational encirclement" by Stalin�s 
henchmen, "political commissars" like Kaganovich, "a wholly ad
ministrative type." These "abnormal conditions" made it impossible 
to discuss urgent problems. To point out that there was a grain 
shortage was to be "worked over" and accused of "every filth" by 
"a swarm of well-nourished, satiated functionaries." Meanwh;le, 
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Stalin was arbitrarily disregarding official party resolutions. Despite 
unanimous and repeated decisions to assist private farmers, for 
example, policy proceeded quite differently and these directives 
"remained merely literary artifacts." A similar process was under 
way in the Comintern, where policy was being revised "with 
scorn for the facts," and where Stalin's tactics of "splits, splinters, 
and groups" were leading to the "decomposition" of the interna
tional movement. 155 

Turning to domestic policy, Bukharin charged Stalin with an 
irresponsible failure of real leadership in conditions of national 
CrISIS. 

Serious, urgent questions are not discussed. The entire cou ntry i s  
deeply troubled by the grain and supply problems. But conferences of 
the proletarian, ruling party are silent. The e ntire country feels that all 
i s  not well with the peasantry. But conferences of the proletarian party, 
our party, are si lent. The entire country sees  and feels changes  in the 
i nternational situation. But c onferences of the proletarian party are 
si lent. Instead there i s  a hail of resoluti ons ab out deviations (all in the 
very same word s). Instead there are millions of rumors a nd gossip 
ab out the rightists Rykov, Tomskii, Bukharin, etc. This i s  petty p oli
tics, and not p olitics that i n  a time of difficu lties tells the working class 
the truth ab out the situation, that trusts the masses, and hears and feels 
the needs of the masses . . . .  156 

Those economic measures actually advocated by the Stalin 
group, continued Bukharin, were only a disastrous "going over to 
Trotskyist positions." Industrialization based on the "impoverish
ment" of the country, the degradation of ag�iculture) and the 
squandering of reserves was impossible-"all our plans threaten to 
collapse." But Bukharin's harshest words dealt with peasant policy. 
Stalinists had written off private farming and talked only of collec
tivization; but "in the next few years . . .  collective and �tate farms 
cannot be the basic source of grain. For a long time, the basic 
source will still be individual peasant economies. " 157 Then, in a 
never-to-be-forgotten "slander," Bllkharin perceived a dark im
pulse behind the "overtaxation" and requisitioning in the country
side. Since the plenum of July 1 9 28, he charged, Stalin had advo
cated industrialization based on "the military-feudal exploitation 
of the peasantry." 

vVhat in fact has determined sub sequent p olicy? . . .  Comrade Stalin's 
speech ab out tribute. At the Fourteenth Party Congress, Comrade. Sta
lin was completely against Preobrazhenskii's idea of c olonies and the 
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exploitation of the peasantry. But at the July plenum, he proclaimed 
the tribute slogan, that is, the military-feudal exploitation of the 

peasantry.15S 

The dramatic confrontation of January 30 to February 9, 
highlighted by Bukharin's intransigence and counterattack on 
Stalin, completed the breach in the leadership. By rejecting the 
"compromise" of February 7, Bukharin refused to continue the 
pretense of Politburo unity, and for the first time was denounced 
formally by the Stalinist majority. Brushing aside his call for a 
return to conciliatory policies to pacify the peasantry and ease the 
supply crisis, the expanded Politburo meeting, in a secret resolution 
on February 9, strongly censured his "factional activity" and 
"intolerable slandering of the Central Committee, its internal and 
foreign policies, and its established leadership." (Tomskii and 
R ykov were also reprimanded, but in milder terms.) Employing 
the standard equation, the document construed his opposition to 
the Stalin group as opposition to "the party and its Central Com
mittee." 159 

But despite this major victory, Stalin appears to have en
countered resistance among his own supporters and gained less 
than he had hoped from the showdown. There is evidence that he 
wanted to expel his opponents, and primarily Bukharin, from the 
Politburo. 16o The censure resolution, the language and specifics of 
which were notably less harsh than his own, not only refrained 

- from such drastic reprisals but demanded that Bukharin and 
Tomskii return to their posts. Adding to its ambiguity, the resolu
tion was not published. As the proceedings ended, Stalin suggested 
his dissatisfaction: "we . . .  are treating the Bukharinites too 
liberally and tolerantly. . . . Has not the time come to stop this 
liberalism? "  161 

At least two worries seem to have constrained several, perhaps 
a majority, of Stalin's supporters among the twenty-two or so high 
leaders in attendance. While they endorsed his leadership and 
industrial goals, they must have been troubled by his uncertain 
rural policies, as well as by the grave situation in the countryside. 
Some undoubtedly shared Bukharin's anxieties. Moreover, those 
who were the general secretary's supporters but not his personal 
devotees-unlike Kaganovich or Molotov, for example-were still 
unwilling to grant him the singular pre-eminence that the ouster of 
Bukharin (the only other "Himalaya" still in the Politburo) would 
bestow. Tradition and prudence inclined them toward collective 
authority at the top, however vestigial, rather than a supreme 
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leader. Or as Kalinin confided: "Yesterday, Stalin liquidated 
Trotsky and Zinoviev. Today, he wants to liquidate Bukharin and 
Rykov. Tomorrow, it will be my turn." 162 

Nevertheless, Bukharin and his Politburo allies had suffered 
a severe defeat. They were in an incongruous . and precarious posi
tion. Since the struggle and their censure remained unpublicized, 
their official esteem was unaffected. Bukharin continued to be 
elected to honorary presidiums of party and state gatherings, ac
corded the requisite "noisy ovation," and celebrated as a new 
member of the Academy of Sciences, the only important political 
figure to be chosen. 163 In closed meetings and party corridors, how
ever, they were the victims, in Bukharin's expression, of "civil 
execution," as Stalinists spread word of their recreancy with in
tensified vigor. Simultaneously, the press campaign against the 
anonymous "right danger" redoubled and grew more strident. 
Officially (if secretly) censured, privately vilified, stripped of 
organizational leverage, and (presumably) deprived of uncen
sored access to the press, the trio had become "prisoners of the 
Politburo." 164 The strain -began to tell. Despite their show of 
solidarity on February 9, Rykov was again wavering; while Bu
kharin and Tomskii became more adamant, he withdrew his resig
nation, though he continued to resist Stalin's policies at Politburo 
meetings. Further evidence of the pressure, as well as the Stalinist 
gr�)Undswell, came in early March when Stetskii, a renowned 
Bukharinist, defected to Stalin.165 

Events now awaited the first uninhibited confrontation be
fore the full Central Committee, the next plenum of which ,v:as 
scheduled for April 16-2 3, the eve of the Sixteenth Party Confer
ence. In the interim, as their public protests grew more Aesopian 
and thus fainter, the Bukharinist trio tried to function as a loyal 
opposition-exercising "passive resistance" -inside the Politburo.166 
During March and the first half of April, their objections centered 
on Stalin's five-year plan for industry, which was to be adopted at 
the up·coming pl�num and party conference. Its goals, expressed in 
minimal variants immediately discarded for escalated optimal ones, 
had soared enormously. They now envisaged a tripling or quad
rupling of investment in the state sector, 78 per cent earmarked 
for heavy industry, and an increase in capital goods production of 
at least 2 30 per cent in five years.167 

Aghast, Bukharin and Rykov tried to constrain Stalin's indus
trial aspirations. Rykov proposed a supplementary two-year plan 
to "liquidate the discrepancies between agricultural development 
and the needs of the country." Embodying the Bukharinist princi.: 
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pIe of industry's dependency on agriculture, it called for "the most 
rapid rectification of the agricultural . sector" through a series of 
tax, price, and agronomical remedies. Rykov's plan was brusquely 
rejected as a ploy to discredit the five-year plan, as were similar 
criticisms and counterproposals then submitted by Bukharin. Even 
token compromise being no longer possible, Bukharin, Rykov, and 
Tomskii abstained in the formal Politburo vote on the industrial 
figures on April 15 .168 

Meanwhile, Bukharin was privately pursuing a tactic that the 
right opposition had thus far resorted to only hesitantly and hap
hazardly. In preparation for the Central Committee meeting, he 
was gathering evidence to document Stalin's personal unfitness for 
the general secretaryship, a post now being equated with that of 
party leader. His intention, it seems, was to revive and reaffirm the 
judgment Lenin had expressed in his "testament" in 192 3 :  

Stalin is too rude . . . .  Therefore I propose that the comrades think of a 
way to remove Stalin from that position and appoint to it another per� 
son who in all respects differs from and is superior to Comrade Stalin 
-namelY' lthat he be more tolerant, more loyal, more polite, and more 
considerate toward comrades, less capricious, etc.169 

After six years of .complicity in suppressing Lenin's "testament," 
Bukharin was compiling testimony from victims of Stalin's "rude
ness." Among them was Humbert-Droz, who had clashed with 
Stalin in the Comintern and to whom Bukharin wrote on February 
1 0, 192 9 :  "Please write to me whether it is true that at a meeting 
of the presidium, during the discussion of the German question, 
Comrade Stalin shouted at you the words 'Go to Hell.' " Humbert
Droz confirmed the incident.17o 

To remind the party of Lenin's last wishes in the circum
stances of 1929 required courage; but it was too late for such a 
"trivial matter," as Stalin labeled it, to stem the political tide.l7 1  
When the plenum opened on April 1 6 ,  Bukharinists were engulfed 
by an assembly presided over by Stalinists eager to pillory and 
crush the opposition. Dramatizing their isolation, the Central 
Committee met jointly with the full Central Control Commission, 
swelling the attendance to over three hundred. Bukharin and his 
supporters numbered about thirteen.172 

F or the first time, the party's highest body was informed 
fully and explicitly of the year-long struggle, and exhorted to 
denounce the man who was still its most illustrious member. After 
Stalinists had presented for approval the Politburo's resolution cen-
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suring Bukharin, . and Bukharinists had spoken in their own defense, 
Stalin gave his version of Bukharin's "right deviation" and "treach
erous conduct." It went considerably beyond the resolution of 
February 9. Bukharin, he said, advocated a line completely hostile 
to the Central Committee's on every major issue from Comintern 
affairs to domestic policy; its implementation would mean "to 
betray the working class, to betray the revolution." Asserting that 
Bukharin's "mistakes" were not accidental, Stalin struck at the 
basis of his authority in the party. In a section on "Bukharin as a 
Theoretician," he resurrected Bukharin's pre- I 9 I 7  controversy 
with Lenin on the state to reveal that his reputation as party theorist 
was "the hypertrophied pretentiousness of a half-educated theore
tician." Moments later Stalin took a more ominous tack: he hinted 
that during the peace treaty dispute of 1 9 1 8, Bukharin had con
spired with Left Socialist Revolutionaries "to imprison Lenin and 
carry out an anti-Soviet coup d'etat." In April 1 929, this malicious 
innuendo was designed to make credible Stalin's claim that Bu
kharin-whom Lenin (the assembly would recall) had described 
as "the favorite of the whole party"-now headed "the most 
repulsive and the pettiest of all the factional groups that have ever 
existed in Ollr Party." 173 Nine years later it became the criminal 
charge that Bukharin had conspired to assassinate Lenin. 

It was remarkable that the Bukharinists found the will to 
resist insistent demands for their recantation in this pogrom atmos
phere. Moreover, they fought back defiantly, particularly Bu
kharin, Tomskii, and Uglanov. (Rykov evidently restated his 
opposition in a more moderate tone. ) l74 Only Stalin's address was 
ever published. But judging by fragments later quoted, Bukharin's 
speech to the plenum was among his greatest. He began, it seems, 
with Stalin's personal misconduct and "rudeness," and by denying 
angrily that he and his allies were opposed to "the general line." 175 
Rather, it was Stalin who had violated the authorized line with 
policies incompatible with its NEP tenets. Much of Bukharin's 
argument was similar to his Politburo declarations of January 30 
and February 9. But here, before ' the Central Committee, he 
focused on the crux of the struggle over policy-the fate of NEP. 

There was, he exclaimed, "something rotten" in Stalin's line; 
and it had led the country into a vicious circle. While grain de
liveries fell, rural violence increased, and open revolt broke out in 
Soviet borderlands, Stalin preached intensified class war, more 
"extraordinary measures," the necessity of "tribute," and "new," 
direct forms of the smy chka between the state and the peasantry. 
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This reflected "a clear exaggeration of the possibility of influenc
ing the basic peasant masses without market relations," and prom
ised a "monstrously one-sided" relationship with the peasant. "And 
what is all this from the standpoint of our struggle with Trotsky
ism? It is a compiete ideological capitulation to Trotskyism." 
Bukharinists supported rapid industrialization; but Stalin's plan, 
like a plane without an engine, was doomed because it rested on 
agricultural decay and the destruction of NEP: "The extraordinary 
measures and NEP ' are contradictory things. The extraordinary 
measures mean the end of NEP." Tomskii put it with equal blunt
ness: "What is this new form of s11lychka? . . . There is nothing 
new here; it is the extraordinary measures and the ration book." 176 

But the plenum's outcome was never in doubt. Characterizing 
Bukharin's views as incompatible with the party's general line, the 
Central Committee upheld his censure and endorsed Stalin's five
year plan. Bukharin and Tomskii were relieved of their official 
posts at Pravda, the Comintern, and the trade unions, and warned 
that persistent "factionalism" would bring further reprisals.177 To 
this extent, the April plenum brought to an end the struggle for 
power-for the leadership of the party-between Stalin and the 
Bukharinists. Both sides regarded the Central Committee as the 
court of last resort, and it had · confirmed Stalin's victory over
whelmingly. 

And yet the outcome was also strikingly inconclusive. De
spi�e the Central Committee's stern denunciation of the Bukharin
ists, Stalin had again gained less than their complete political 
destruction. Bukharin, R ykov, and Tomskii remained on the 
Politburo, full if impotent members of the leadership; Rykov con
tinued as premier.178 Furthermore, neither the removai of Bukharin 
and Tomskii from their posts nor the anti-Bukharin resolution, 
whose charges were again less extreme than Stalin's own, were 
made public. If this suggested that the Central Committee was still 
�luctant to disgrace and expel Bukharin and his friends from the 
leadership, its economic decisions, ratified at the Sixteenth Party 
Conference which opened on the day the plenum closed, reflected 
a similar restraint in policy. The adoption of Stalin's industrializa
tion plan, made retroactive to October · 1 9 2 8, was a major break 
with the party's Bukharinist policies. But it was tempered by the 
April plan's agricultural goals, which were very similar to Bu
kharin's. Collectivization - was still viewed as a modest, supple
mentary undertaking: collective and state farms were to encom
pass 1 7 .5 per cent of all sown areas in five years compared to about 
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3-5 per cent in 1 92 8-9; private farming, therefore, was to remain 
the mainstay of agriculture.179 The entire plan, whatever its impli
cations, was formulated in the context of a continuing NEP. 

In short, contrary to the extreme events and fraudulent claims 
that shortly followed, Stalin's victory over Bukharin in April 1 929  
mandated neither personal dictatorship nor "revolution from 
above." The Central 'Committee, that is, had neither repudiated 
NEP nor politically destroyed its greatest defender. It had arrived 
at an uneasy accommodation. V oluntary grain deliveries, the 
foundation of NEP, were in virtual collapse; and Stalin's pro
nouncements disparaging private farming and legitimizing "ex
traordinary measures," together wirh the upward revision of 
industrial targets, did not encourage moderate NEP solutions.18o 
If nothing else, Stalin's limited mandate was incommensurate with 
his political ambitions. Immediately after the plenum, his personal 
entourage began threatening Bukharinists with expulsion from the 
party and promoting privately the Stalin cult that was to blossom 
officially eight months later: "Our party . . . has at last found a 

true, strong-minded, courageous leader. This leader is Comrade 
Stalin! . . .  Lenin's one and only successor . . . .  " 181 

All this augured ill for Bukharin. His ambiguous status was 
apparent at the April party conference, the last before the onset of 
the "great change." Showing no sign of bending to Stalin's will, 
Bukharin seems not to have attended. Nonetheless, he, T omskii, 
and Rykov, who delivered a compliant but unenthusiastic report 
on the five-year plan, were respectfully elected to its honorary 
presidium. In a closed session midway through the conference, 
delegates were informed by Molotov of the Central Committee's 
sanctions against the Bukharinists; but there was no public mention 
of their defeat or of dissension in the leadership.182 Nor was there 
more than a hint of the furious defamation that would shortly 
descend upon Bukharin. While speaker after speaker urged "a 
merciless rebuff to right opportunism," an air of uncertainty about 
the agricultural crisis and Bukharin's fate hung over the pro
ceedings. David Riazanov, the venerable Marxian scholar and 
irrepressible critic of sordid politics, seemed to allude to Bukharin's 
plight. "Marxists aren't needed in the Politburo," he remarked.183 
It was, some later thought, an epitaph for the impending age. 

Bukharin's defeat, unlike that of the Left opposition , was to 
have momentous social consequences. Viewed historically, it was 
political prelude to "revolution from above" and to the advent of 
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what became known as Stalinism. Why Stalin won, and the mean
ing of his political victory, are therefore major historical questions. 
Their answer rests partly .,on the nature of the policy argument 
between Bukharinists and Stalinists. Through the middle of 1 929, 
the dispute frequently seemed to revolve chiefly around alternate 
means . toward shared goals; both sides were eager to transform 
Soviet Russia into a "metal country," to achieve economic and 
military security in a hostile capitalist world, while moving toward 
a socialist society. In the longer view, it is clear that they offered 
the party and the country a fateful choice not only between 
radically different programs, but different destinies as well. 

Before 1 9 2 8, Stalin was largely a Bukharinist in economic 
philosophy; in 1 92 8-9, as he groped toward policies that were in 
effect counter-Bukharinist, he began to become a Stalinist. Despite 
his pessimistic diagnosis of the current economic crisis, however, 
he did so without openly repudiating NEP, the foundation of 
Bukharinism. Indeed, well into 1 929  his specific prescriptions were 
remarkably few and elliptical. Rhetoric aside, they were two: 
maximuin investment in heavy industry and the creation of collec
tive and state farms. Apart from his "tribute" concept and the 
gradualism he still atttibuted to collectivization, Stalin said little or 
nothing about the actual sources of capital investment, the nature 
of economic planning, or the process of socializing agriculture, 
omissions prompting Bukharin to insist that he had no long-term 
economic policy at alp84 What made Stalin's nascent program so 
radical was less his concrete proposals than the 'political and ideo
logical themes of his advocacy. Martial in spirit, their central 
imagery was that of civil war. 

Bolshevism had always contained a faintly martial strain. 
Lenin's What Is to Be Done?, the movement's charter document, 
abounded with military analogies. But unlike Communist parties 
that have since come to power through prolonged guerrilla war
fare, the Bolsheviks remained strikingly civilian in ethos until 1 9 1 8. 
A major change came during the civil war years, whose im
peratives imposed a far-reaching militarization of party norms. 
NEP then brought the reverse, a process of demilitarization or 
demobilization. Though eclipsed in the twenties by the reformist, 
evolutionary principles of NEP, the military habit did not dis
appear completely. "Administrative arbitrariness" and "remnants of 
war communism," .criticized regularly by Bukharin and other 
leaders, testified to its tenacity. More intangibly, it lived on also--
with the memory of 1 9 1 7-in Bolshevism's "revolutionary-heroic" 

. tradition. Trotskyists gave it occasional literary expression; but it 
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was Stalin who in the crisis atmosphere of 1 9 2 8-9 revived the war:'" 
fare tradition, gave it new meaning, and began to remake the 
party-state in its spirit. 

From the onset of the grain crisis and his expeditionary dash 
across Siberia and the Urals, the imagery, analogy, and inspirational 
validity of the civil war were rarely absent from Stalin's public 
remarks. They composed his great programmatic theme of 1 9 2 8-9. 
His response to the fall in grain collections was a call for mobiliza
tion: "throw the best forces of the party, from top to bottom, onto 
the procurement front." In the aftermath, with Stalin and his 
entourage setting the tone, the party's official outlook and methods 
underwent a steady militarization. Policy areas became -"fronts"
the "grain front," "planning front," "philosop�y front," "literary 
front," and by the thirties included such exotic battle merits as the 
"vernalization front." Goals and problems became fortresses to be 
stormed by assaults. And, said Stalin in April 1 9 2 8, "there are no 
fortresses that the working class, the Bolsheviks, cannot cap
ture." 185 If war is politics by extraordinary ,.means, what had 
originated as temporary, "extraordinary measures" acquired in the 
emerging Stalinist vision a legitimate, permanent status. Though 
Stalin himself rarely evoked 1 9 1 7, the civil w�r precedent inevitably 
fused with that of October, joint evidence that "Bolsheviks can 
do anything," and became part of the ideology of "revolution 
from above" in late 1 929.186 It would lead, for example, to the 
portrayal of wholesale collectivization as "the stormi!lg of the old 
countryside" and "a rural October." 187 

. 

The revival of civil war thinking was in some measure a 
natural response to the party's difficulties of 1 92 8-9. But Stalin, its 
chief inspirer, infused it with special meaning. The civil war years, 
which he had spent enviously in Trotsky'S shadow as a political 
commissar at the front, seem to have been a crucial experience in 
his life; and warlike approaches to social problems were congenial 
to what has been described as his "warfare personality." 188 What
ever the psychological reasons, it was Stalin who furnished the 
theoretical underpinning and novel feature of the "mobilization" 
of 1 92 8-9-the argument that as socialism draws nearer, the 
resistance of its internal enemies, and thus the class struggle, will 
intensify. Bukharin's view was the opposite: progress toward 
socialism required and presupposed a diminishing of class conflict 
and civil strife. On this disagreement rested profoundly different 
understandings of the nature and development of Soviet society.180 

Military rather than traditionally Marxist in inspiration, Stalin's 
intensification theory was perhaps his only original contributio� to 
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Bolshevik thought; it became a sine qua non of his twenty-five-year 
rule. In 192 8, applied to kulaks, "Shakhtyites," and anonymous 
"counter-revolutionaries," it rationalized his vision of powerful 
enemies within and his "extraordinary," civil-war politics. By the 
thirties, he had translated it into a conspiratorial theory of "enemies 
of the people," and the ideology of mass terror.100 Its murderous 
implications were clear to Bukharin when he first heard the theory 
in July 192 8 :  "This is idiotic illiteracy . . . .  The result is a police 
state." 101 

The warfare themes of nascent Stalinism were central to the 
struggle between Bukharin and Stalin: They constituted a radical 
counterpoint to Bukharin's fundamental arguments-class col
laboration, civil peace, and evolutionary development; systematic 
"extraordinary measures" were antithetical to the conciliatory, 
peaceful policies he called "NEP methods." Stalin's themes gave 
his otherwise elusive proposals a willful, extremist quality. The 
complexities of economic planning were dismissed as "vulgar real
ism" and reduced to the storming of "fortresses" ; and, warned 
Bukharin as early as July 1 92 8, even a circumspect collectivization 
program threatened to degenerate into a frenzied attempt "to drive 
the muzhik into the commune by force." 192 Their polemics reflected 
this civil war-civil peace confrontation. Bukharin accused Stalin of 
"war communist" and "military-feudal" policies "leading to civil 
war." 193 Stalinists boasted of having "put into the archives" Bu
kharinist notions of peaceful development and "other liberal rub
bish," charged that Bukharin had turned Lenin into "an apostle of 
civil peace," and denounced his calls for caution and "normaliza
tion" as wartime sins of "defeatism," "pessimism," and "demobiliz
ing moods." 194 

Although Bukharin complained bitterly that his former ally's 
sudden conversion to "super-industrialization" �nd exploitative 
peasant policies was "a complete ideological capitulation to Trot
skyism," he understood that in Stalin's hands these .ideas, convulsed 
by his warfare politics and stripped of the Left's analytic sophisti
cation, represented a danger of a different and far greater order.195 
He responded by restating and defending anew the policies and 

. thinking about Soviet development that he had set out against the 
Left since the early twenties. Again .structured around political, 
economic, and moral objections to "wilful impulses," and enhanced 
by his revisions of 1 927 ,  his views and critique of Stalin's new 
course in 1 9 28-9 acquired special importance in the light of what 
followed. 

Unoerlying Bukharin's P9litical thinking, as before, was his 
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conviction that intemperate agrarian policies would violate the 
legacy of 1 9 1 7, the smy chka between town and countryside, and 
trigger a fatal civil war with the peasaI).try. This no longer meant 
for him economic concessions to ' the nascent village bourgeoisie. 
He continued to support an offensive against the kulak, but of the 
sort he had defined in 19 27 :  nonviolent, "NEP methods" to curtail 
kulak accumulation and influence, and which would in no way 
touch the nonkulak masses.196 Stalin's anti-kulak campaign, insisted 
Bukharin, was something entirely different: a war-however euphe
mistically labeled-against the peasantry at large. Moreover, his 
intensification theory was a disingenuous rationalization .of mea
sures that had inflamed the countryside and created "a united village 
front against us." The rising tide of peasant riots in mid:' I928  re
affirmed Bukharin's certainty that Stalin's policies were leading to 
civil war. For the first time, he seems to have suspected that given 
the ruthlessly repressive methods of a "Genghis Khan," the party 
might actually survive the showdown. This was the implication of 
his remark that Stalin "will have to drown the uprisings in blood," 
a sudden presentiment that neither consoled him nor diminished his 
objection. 

A related argument figured in his Gase against Stalin's rural 
policies. Even though the war scare of 1927  had subsided, the 
prospect of a foreign attack on the Soviet Union was among the 
perils invoked by Stalinists as necessitating all-out heavy industriali
zation at any cost. Bukharin, while committed to the development 
of defense-oriented industries, replied that an equally decisive pre
requisite of Soviet security was "the confidence of the peasantry." 
An actively hostile or even passively disaffected rural population 
would jeopardize the government in the event of war.197 It was a 
sensible concern, one revived in the thirties when the war scare was 
more real, and validated in the catastrophe of 1 94 1  when peasants 
on the western frontier initially welcomed German invaders as 
liberators. 

Bukharin's economic objections to Stalin's emerging policies 
were no less adamant. They ranged on several levels, from the 
durability of NEP to the nature of planning. In construing the 
grain shortage of 1 92 8  as symptomatic of an organic crisis of peas
ant agriculture, Stalin had implicitly challenged prevailing Bu
kharinist assumptions about NEP's long-term viability. His analysis 
of the crisis varied. On the one hand, he argued that the kulak, 
grown prosperous and powerful and seeking to impose his will on 
the government, was hoarding vast quantitie� of grain and had 
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thereby declared war o n  NEP and the Soviet state. O n  the other, 
he pointed to the persistently low productivity and marketed sur
plus of peasant agriculture.19s While contradictory in their esti
mates of the volume of grain production, both arguments suggested 
that private farming was no longer compatible with the party's 
industrial aspirations. 

Bukharin strongly disagreed, maintaining that the grain short
age was due not to "an iron law" or organic causes, but to "tem
porary disproportions" and transitory conditions. He rejected out 
of hand Stalin's conjuration of " 'terribly enormous' grain reserves . 
. . . Nobody believes these fairy tales any longer." The real prob
lem was not concealed grain riches, but laggardly grain production. 
It had two primary causes, both serious but neither irreparable. 
One was the government's "madhouse" price policies, which had 
willy-nilly created a situation making grain farming unprofitable 
by comp'arison to other crops as well as nonagricultural pursuits. 
(Off-farm occupations accounted for almost half of village in
come.) A responsive price policy, advantageous to grain, would 
stimulate increased production and, coupled with progressive taxa
tion and a steady abatement of the industrial goods shortage, mar
keted surplus. The second cause of the grain lag, Bukharin agreed, 
was the primitive state of peasant agriculture. But he continued to 
believe that relatively modest financial and agronomical assistance 
to small farmers would yield a significant increase in output.199 

Private farming was still the foundation of Bukharin's agricul
tural program; but unlike 1 924-:6, it was no longer its exclusive 
feature. He now believed in the rieed and possibility of a voluntary 
collective sector that, properly advertised and supported, would 
evolve gradually, supplying one-fifth or so of surplus grain in five 
to ten years, and eventually, after "an entire historical period," 
supplanting peasant farming. Through mid- 1 929, Stalin officially 
advocated similar goals. But as early as May-June 1 92 8, Bukharin 
saw in his warlike tone and Manichean disregard for private farm
ing and market cooperatives indications of a disastrous "sudden 
leap." Peasant farms were to be the mainstay of grain in the im
mediate future; yet as a result of Stalin's "extraordinary measures," 

_ Bukharin pointed out, peasant agriculture was "regressing" because 
"the basic peasant masses have lost any stimulus to produce." More
over, Marxists traditionally understood viable collectivization to 
require trained personnel, "a certain accumulation in agriculture," 
and mechanization, prerequisites absent from the Soviet country
side: "a thousand wooden plows cannot replicate a single tractor." 
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Did Stalin, he demanded angrily, propose to ' collectivize "on the 
basis of poverty and decay? " This, added R ykov, "would be to 
discredit the work of socialization and ruin the whole affair." 200 

Stalin's course in the countryside was for Bukharin economic 
folly precisely because it was "shutting off alternatives" by destroy
ing NEP's diverse potential. His own agricultural program sought 
to maximize different opportunities and find "the correct combina
tion of collective and individual agriculture." 201 He urged a varie
gated approach: "an uplifting of individual peasant economies, 
especially those producing grain, a limiting of kulak economies, the 
construction of state and collective farms, in conjunction with a 
correct price policy and development of the cooperatives of the 
peasant masses . . . .  " 202 In this way, NEP-specifically, peasant 
agriculture and market relations-would continue to serve the 
cause of Soviet industrialization. Official party policy as late as 
1 929, it was abruptly jettisoned at the year's end, Bukharin's reason
ing unrefuted and untried. . 

Bukharin's agrarian program determined his opposition to 
Stalin's boundless heavy industrialization funded by tribute-like 
extractions from agriculture. He seems now to have recognized 
that "applied T uganism" (a parasitic industry producing almost 
exclusively for itself) could in the hands of a latter-day Genghis 
Khan be successful in its own cruel and transitory fashion.203 But 
sustained "healthy" industrialization, he insisted again in 1 92 8-9, 
was possible only if based on the expanding consumer market and 
resources of a prospering agriculture. This axiom no longer re
flected complacency about the development of heavy industry or 
its costs. As a result of his rethinking in 1 926-7, Bukharin (and 
R ykov) was now committed to sizable capital expenditures, recon
ciled to the inevitability of "temporary, partial disproportions," 
and aware that "we shall have to make sacrifices for some time to 
come." 204 Capital outlays, however, were to be limited by pro
portional investment in agriculture and in consumer industries serv
ing the peasant market, and by actual reserves. Sacrifices and 
disproportions, he hoped, could be minimized by encouraging small 
private industries to contribute (especially to the alleviation of the 
consumer goods famine) , by avoiding over-investment in costly 
long-term projects, and by bringing to Soviet industrialization the 
increased productivity and general rationality of "scientific man
agement" and the technological revolution in the West.205 

Unavoidably, the economic dispute became also a clash be
tween different conceptions of planning and specifically of the first 
five-year plan. In the spirit oflts warfare politics, the Stalin group 
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had adopted an extreme. version of what was called teleological 
planning, an approach that extolled the primacy of willful exertion 
over objective constraints, and became under Stalinist auspices a 
cascade of chiliastic commands and escalating targets .. Bukharin's 
views on planning, set out in 1 92 8-9 were naturally very different. 
They may be summarized briefly. 

First, economic planning means the rational use of resources to 
achieve desired goals; the plan must therefore be based on scien
tific calculation and objective statistics, not "doing whatever you 
please" or an "acrobatic salto mortale."  Second, planning seeks to 
eliminate from economic development the anarchy and crises (dis
equilibrium) inherent in capitalism; the plan must therefore foster 
and operate within "conditions of dynamic economic equilibrium," 
defining and adhering to "correct proportions" throughout the 
whole economy, taking into account and providing for reserves, 
and "leveling down to bottlenecks." Third, planning, especially in 
a backward agrarian soc;iety, must be tentative, allowing for "the 
very significant elements of incalculable spontaneity ," among them 
the vagaries of harvests and the market; it cannot be one hundred 
per cent planning or (remarked another Bukharinist) "a five-year 
bible." 206 Finally, the planning process m�st in every respect avoid 
"over-centralization" or "over-bureaucratization." The negative 
ramifications of a wrong decision in such circumstances "may be 
no less than the costs of capitalist anarchy"; and, by eradicating 
flexibility and initiative from below, it leads to "economic arterio
sclerosis," to "a thousand small and large stupidities," and what 
Bukharin termed "organized mismanagement." Instead, 

centralization ha s its limits and it is nece ssary to give sub ordinate agen
cies a certain i ndependence. They should be independent and re spon
sible within prescribed limits. Directives from the center should be 
confined to formulating the ta sk in general terms; the specific working 
out i s  the business of l ower agencies, which act in accordance with 
actual conditions of life.207 

Contrary to Stalinist legend, then, the struggle was not be
tween champions and foes of planned industrialization, but between 
different approaches to the problem. The dispute frequently cen
tered on questions of degree: the level of "pumping over" from 
agriculture, of capital expenditure, of the projected growth rate. 
For Bukharin, however, these constituted the difference between 
"more or less crisis-free development" and "adventurism." He de
fended the ambitious)nvestment level set early in 1 92 8-calling for 
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almost 2 0  per cent annual increase in industrial output-and aban
doned by Stalin as inadequate. The correct course, he argued, was 
"to maintain (but not push higher! ) this rate"; to strive for real 
growth and not (as Rykov put it) "make a fetish of tempo." This, 
he promised, rather than the "policies of madmen," would produce 
"the highest sustained tempo." 208 In its revised form, Bukharin's 
economic thinking still advised restraint and balance against the 
excesses of over-investment, over-straining, over-planning, and 
- over-centralization. If his economic and planning strictures seem 
unremarkable, it is b_ecause they have been widely accepted, even -
in Communist countries. More remarkable is that they were to be 
so completely ignored, and indeed, in the aftermath of his down-
fall, officially scorned as "alien" to Bolshevism. 

More than political apprehension and economic philosophy, 
however, underlay Bukharin's bitter hostility to Stalin's new course. 
A major factor was still his moral objection to "monstrously one
sided" peasant policies as incompatible with socialism and Bolshe
vism's "historic task." In his polemics against Preobrazhenskii in the 
mid-twenties, Bukharin ,had expressed this view mainly as a com
parative ethic of Soviet industrialization. He defended it against 
Stalin as well: "our industrialization must differ from that of capi
talism. . '. . Socialist industrialization is not a parasitic process in 
relation to the countryside." This in turn influenced his economic 
argument against the principle of " 'production for the sake of 
production' " and for the principle of "the development of mass 
consumption as the basic economic principle" of -Soviet industriali
zation.209 

But, at the same time as his dismay over Stalin's "policy of 
tribute" grew, Bukharin began to express his moral protest in the 
somewhat different context of Russian history. The shame of czar
ist Russia, he wrote angrily in September 1 9 28, was its "merciless 
exploitation of the muzhik";  Stalin "wants to put the USSR in this 
historical line of . . .  old Russia." 210 Nothing conveyed this histori
cal indictment so clearly as his remarkable description of Stalin's 
peasant policies as "military-feudal exploitation." The adjectival 
term (or its variations) had special implications for a Russian revo
lutionary. It recurred in the writings of pre-revolutionary radicals 
(and liberals) as a malediction characterizing the uncommonly 
despotic nature of the czarist state, the legacy of the Mongol con
quest, and its plunderous treatment of the enserfed peasantry.211 
For Bukharin and his followers, Stalin's "extortions from the popu
lation" and "policies of the Tartar khans" augured a rebirth of this 
tradition.212 And in charging the general secretary with the "mili--
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tary-feudal exploitation of the peasantry," Bukharin was indicting 
him in the name not only of the Bolshevik revolution but of the 
ant!-czarist intelligentsia that preceded it. Accordingly, his "gross 
slander" has never been officially forgotten nor forgiven.213 

Indeed, his foreboding of reborn czarist practices went even 
further. For Bukharin, as for Russia's pre-Marxist radicals, the po
litical quintessence of czarism had been its "chinovnik state" ruling 
despotically over a hapless people through official lawlessness or 
"arbitrariness." Revolution promised a break with this tradition
the advent of a' non-chinovnik state of and for the people, what 
Lenin had called a "commune state" and what was for Bukharin 
the hopeful antithesis of contemporary history's drift toward a 
"New Leviathan." Throughout the early and mid-twenties, having 
rejected his own brief enthusiasm for "statization," Bukharin had 
worried aloud about the possibility of "a new state of chinovniki" 
and a new "official lawlessness" in Soviet conditions. He had seen 
this danger in the Left's "monopolistic philosophy" and "willful 
impulses"; but he had looked above all to the party to guard against 
the natural chinovnik habits and abuses of state officialdom, and to 
be the paladin of the people.214 

The events of 1 92 8-9 transformed his persistent concern into 
unconcealed alarm, and shattered his romance of the party. In Sta
lin's protracted "extraordinary measures," he saw the epitome of 
"administrative arbitrariness" and a renascent system of official 
lawlessness exemplified by a · Soviet official, revolver displayed on 
the table, extorting grain from assembled peasants. That was why, 
as Stalin remarked contemptuously, "Bukharin recoils from ex
traofdinary measures as the Devil from holy water." 215 Worse, 
Bukharin knew that party officials, responding to orders from 
above, were the direct agents of the new "arbitrariness." His out
cry against party cadres who had become " chinovniki of the Soviet 
state" and "forgotten about living people" revealed his disillusion. 
Party cadres, he was saying, had been corrupted by power and 
themselves become its abusers, like "provincial officials under the 
old 'regime," obediently "servile and groveling" before superiors, 
capricioll:s and "swaggering" toward the people.216 "The party and 
the state have become one-this is the misfortune: . . .  party organs 
are indistinguishable from state organs." 217 Silent as to whether this 
was the cause or outcome of Stalin's new course, but despairing 
over its emulation of "old Russia" and where it was leading, Bu
kharin evok�d Lenin's "commune-state" ("from which, sadly, we 
are still very, very far") to underline what he regarded as the 
historical thrust and betrayed promise of Stalin's policies: "in a 
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word, the people for the chinovnik, and not the chino'llTlik for the 
people." 218 

Seeing Stalin's line as ruinous for the party and the country, as 
well as incompatible with Bolshevism, Bukharin's outrage exceeded 
even his earlier animosity to the Left. The historical legacy of 
failed opposition at major turning points in history is, of course, 
that of a what-might-have-been, ponderable but not really calcula
ble; and so it is with the alternative course of development repre
sented by Bukharin's economic policies. Part of "his critique of 
nascent Stalinism, however, was soon verified. As early as mid-
1928, a year and half before "revolution from above," Bukharin 
perceived in Stalin's warfare 'policies, whatever sheir economic 
feasibility, the prospects of "third revolution," civil war in the 
countryside, bloody repression, and "a police state," consequences 
unanticipated by others, including supporters of the general secre
tary. This prescience alone was to gain him stature even in defeat 
during his remaining years in Stalin's Russia; it was also to earn him 
Stalin's special animus. 

How, then, is Stalin's lopsided political victory over Bukharin to 
be explained? Of the several circumstances favoring the general 
secretary, the most important was the struggle's narrow arena and 
covert nature. This situation, abetted by Bukharin, Rykov, and 
Tomskii, confined the conflict to the party hierarchy where Stalin's 
strength was greatest, and nullified the Bukharin group's strength, 
which lay outside the high party leadership and indeed outside the 
party itself. 

F or, unlike the Bolshevik Left, which remained to the end a 
movement of dissident party leaders in search of a social base, the 
Right was an opposition with potential mass support in the country. 
That its rural policies were preferred by the peasant majority was 
clear to almost everyone, Bukharinists, Stalinists, and noncomba
tants alike.219 In addition, the purges that ravaged administrative 
agencies, from central commissariats to local soviets and coopera
tives, echoed in the prolonged press campaign against "rightism in 
practice," indicated that Bukharin's moderate views were widely 
shared by nonparty officials, especially those involved with the 
countryside and outlying republics.220 Nor was the appeal of Bu
kharinism exclusively rural. Even -after Tomskii's disgrace, rightist 
sentiment among rank-and-file trade unionists (and presumably the 
urban working class itself) , expressed chiefly in stubborn resistance 
to Stalin's industrial policies, was a persistent fact. Its extent may 
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be judged from the wholesale reconstitution of factory committees 
in 1 929-30: in the major industrial centers of Moscow, Leningrad, 
the Ukraine, and the Urals, 78 to 85 per cent of their membership 
was replaced.221 

Latent Bukharinist support was also considerable inside the 
party itself, again as evidenced by the clamOJ;ous attack on "right 
opportunism" at all levels. Beyond its acknowledged following 
among Comm�nist administrators and intellectuals in the capital, 
where (according to Frumkin) "hundreds and thousands of com
rades" regarded Stalin's line as "ruinous," significant pro-Right 
sentiment seems to have existed in party organizations throughout 
the country.222 It was, predictably, most evident among rural 
cadres, who had accommodated themselves politically, and per
haps economically, to the lenient -practices of NEP. While the all
party purge of 1 929-:-30 brought about 1 70,00 expulsions, or I I  per 
cent of the party's total membership, 1 5 per cent of all rural Com
munists were expelled and an equal number reprimanded. 223 Not 
all the purge's victims were Bukharin's supporters or even . sympa
thizers; but nor did its results represent the full extent of Commu
nist opposition to Stalin's course. An undetermined but sizable 
number of party officials were expelled during the "extraordinary 
measures" of 1 9 28, before the formal purge began. More impor
tant, its figures did not reflect the "secret rightist moods" which, as 
Stalinists complained repeatedly, were widespread in party and 
Komsomol ranks. Intimidated by the vehement anti-Right cam
paign, many Communists ceremoniously endorsed the new line, 
while sympathizing silently with the Bukharinist opposition.224 

No preferential voting having occurred outside the Central 
Committee, it is, of course, impossible to gauge accurately the 
opposition'S support. Nonetheless, the judgment of a foreign ob
server, even if exaggerated, confirms that it was very substantial: 
"the country and the Party were overwhelmingly Right and ac
cepted Stalin's unexpected course in a sullen and frightened spirit." 
A Trotskyist, and thus no friend of the Bukharinist opposition, 
was of the same opinion: "at certain junctures it included the great 
majority of officials and enjoyed the sympathy of the nation." 225 

Bukharin's tragedy, and the crux of his political dilemma, lay 
in his unwillingness to appeal to this popular sentiment. Where the 
general population was concerned, his reluctance is simply ex
plained. It derived from the .Bolshevik dogma that politics outside 
the party was illegitimate, potentially if not actually counter
revolutionary. This was an outlook intensified by the fear, shared 
by majority and opposition groups alike, that factional appeals to 
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the population might trigger a "third force" and the party's de
struction.226 From it came the axiom that intra-party disputes ought 
not even to be discussed before nonparty audiences. It was, as one 
Trotskyist said in explaining the Left's plight, a matter of "party 
patriotism: it both provoked us to rebel and turned us against pur
selves." 227 So, too, with the Right, who were additionally con
strained by a crisis in the country. Certain that Stalin's course was 
dangerously unpopular as well as economically disastrous, Bu
kharin, R ykov, and Tomskii remained nonetheless silent before the 
nation. Public opinion intruded into the struggle only obliquely, in 
a running debate over the significance of letters pouring into the 
center to protest the new rural policies. For Bukharinists they were . 
"the voice of the masses," for S!alin unrepresentative manifesta
tions of "panic." 228 

But Bukharin was restrained by another consideration as well. 
In Marxist eyes, the social groups thought to be most receptive to 
his policies, notably peasants and technical specialists, were "petty 
bourgeois" and thus unseemly constituencies for a Bolshevik. Their 
occasional expressions of Bukharinist sentiment in 1 9 28-<), eagerly 
seized upon by Stalinists, were therefore damaging, as for example 
the obiter dictu'm of a self-proclaimed spokesman for the non
Communist intelligentsia: "When Bukharin speaks from the soul, 
nonparty fellow travelers on the right may keep silent." 229 Indeed, 
it was their prospective social base in the country that led Stalin to 
stigmatize Bukharinists as "rightist," an epithet repugnant to all 
leftists, including Bukharin. His strenuous efforts to dispel the 
charge inhibited him politically and produced an assortment of 
preposterous maneuvers, among them his decision personally to 
draft the resolution condemning "righ� deviationism" for the cru
cial Central Committee plenum of November 1 92 8. "I had to notify 
the party that I was no rightist," he told an astonished Kamenev.230 
Here again Bukharin was trapped by Bolshevik assumptions, many 
of them mythical and partly of his own making. 

-

His reluctance to carry the fight against Stalin to the party-at
large derived from similar inhibitions. For party politics outside the 
leadership arena had also become suspect and atrophied. Its mem
bership swollen from 472,000 in 1 924 to 1 , J05,854 in 19 28, the 
party was no longer the politicized vanguard of revolution but a 
mass organization of rigidly stratified participation, privilege, and 
authority. At the bottom was a newly recruited rank and file, ac
quiescent and in large part politically illiterate, not knowing "Bebel 
from Babel, Gogol from Hegel," nor one "deviation" from another. 
In the middle was a bloated administrative officialdom, party ap-
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paratchiki regarded by all oppositionists, left and now right, as a 
"quagmire" of obedient bureaucrats. Above sat the high leadership, 
arrogating to itself all prerogatives of party opinion-making and de
cisionmaking.231 As Trotsky had warned and Bukharin sporadically 
feared, the party's political life had been choked off, supplanted by 
a .  system of hierarchical command fostered and legitimized by the 
leadership's animadversions against "factionalism," that is, politics 
outside its own ranks. 

By 1 929, Bukharin had come to share most of TrQtsky's criti
cisms of the party's internal regime. Unlike Trotsky, however, 
having sanctioned its development; he, was its prisoner. His dissent 
and accompanying pleas for the toleration of critical opinion in 
1 92 8-9 were regularly rebuffed with quotations from his own, 
earlier sermons against the Left's "factionalism," and his attacks on 
Stalin's "secretarial regime" with derisive jeers: "Where did you 
copy that from? . . .  From Trotsky! "  232 Still, despite his complicity 
in in imposing the proscriptive norms, · Bukharin was tempted to ap
peal to the whole party. He agonized over his dilemma: "Some
times at night I think, have we the right to remain ·silent? Is this 
not not a lack of courage? . . . Is our 'fuss' anything but masturba
tion? " 233 Finally, believing that the party hierarchy he sought to 
win over would "slaughter" any leader who carried the struggle 
beyond its councils, he conformed to "party unity and party disci
pline," to the narrow, intolerant politics he had helped create. He 
shunned overt "factionalism," and so was reduced to ineffectual 
"backstairs intrigues" (like his Kamenev visit) easily exploited by 
his enemies.234 His position was politically incongruous: driven by 
outraged contempt for Stalin and his policies, he remained through
out a restrained, reluctant oppositionist. 

Apart from public appeals too Aesopian to be effective, Bu
kharin, Rykov, and Tomskii therefore colluded with Stalin in con
fining their fateful conflict to a small private arena, there ' to be 
"strangled behind the back of the party." 235 And it is in this con
text that Stalin's decisive victory must be explained. The customary 
explanation is uncomplicated: his bureaucratic power, accumulated 
during six years as general secretary and fed by successive victo�ies 
over party dissidents, was omnipotent and unchallengeable; effort
lessly and inexorably, it crushed the Bukharinists. The full truth is 
more cQmplex. For while this interpretation emphasizes an impor
tant part of the story, it exaggerates Stalin's organizational power 
in 1 9 28, underestimates the Right's, and discounts the substantive 
issues that hung in the halance and influenced the outcome. 

Stalin's control of the central party bureaucracy was, of 
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course, a major factor. Through its appointment powers, he had 
promoted loyalists throughout the party, especially provincial sec
retaries who sat also on the Central Committee. Like a fourteenth
century Muscovy prince, he had gathered party "principalities" 
and barons into his orbit. They were the backbone of his support 
in 1 9 2 8-9.236 Equally important was the central bureaucracy's sec
retarial apparatus, which served the general secretary as a nation
wide shadow government. On one level, its direct communication 
with all party organizations allowed him to interpret policy, manip
ulate party opinion, foster "pogroms," and generally offset the 
Bukharinist press. On another, its network of subordinate organs
whose secretarial cadres ( 1 3 3,00 to 1 94,00 strong)237 were suffi
ciently ubiquitous to obstruct Bukharin's return from Kislovodsk 
in November 1 9 2  8-functioned as virtual Stalinist caucuses in 
every institution headed by the opposition and its sympathizers. 
Minorities when the struggle began, these caucuses subverted and 
replaced rightist leaderships in places as diverse as the Moscow 
organization, the trade unions, the Institute of Red Professors, and 
even foreign Communist parties.238 Their collective ascendency in 
1 92 8-9 imposed the hegemony of the party bureaucracy over 
"principalities," among them Rykov's governmental apparatus, 
previously outside its control. 

The carrot and stick of Stalin's machine, from the lure of pro
motion to the threat of reprisal, also influenced undecided Central 
Committee votes. On the eve of the July 1 9 28  plenum, for example, 
Stalin withdrew Kaganovich, probably the ablest and most despised 
of his lieutenants, as general secretary of the Ukrainian party. The 
latter's three-year tyranny in Kharkov had outraged Ukrainian 
delegates, who were now grateful for his removaP39 A similar 
largess involved new capital construction scheduled under the five
year plan. Provincial party leaders, including the Ukrainians and 
Leningraders on ,whom Bukharin was counting, wanted a large 
share for their own regions. If this inclined them toward Stalin's 
policy of "maximum investment," it likewise alerted them to his 
control over its location. Their intense competition for allocations 
and its effect on the political struggle was noted by Riazanov at the 
party conference in April 1 929 :  "every speech ends . . .  'Give us a 
factory in the Urals, and to hell with the Rights! Give us a pO,wer 
station, and to hell with the Rights ! '  " 240 The general secretary's 
stick was no less effective, from his rout of the 1\1uscovites and 
authority to investigate party organizations to his habit of using the 
Secretariat's personnel records for "defamatory revelations." 241 

All this comprised the "heavy bludgeon of the Center's au-
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paratchiki regarded by all oppositionists, left and now right, as a 
"quagmire" of obedient bureaucrats. Above sat the high leadership, 
arrogating to itself all prerogatives of party opinion-making and de
cisionmaking.231 As Trotsky had warned and Bukharin sporadically 
feared, the party's political life had been choked off, supplanted by 
a .  system of hierarchical command fostered and legitimized by the 
leadership's animadversions against "factionalism," that is, politics 
outside its own ranks. 

By 1 929, Bukharin had come to share most of TrQtsky's criti
cisms of the party's internal regime. Unlike Trotsky, however, 
having sanctioned its development; he, was its prisoner. His dissent 
and accompanying pleas for the toleration of critical opinion in 
1 92 8-9 were regularly rebuffed with quotations from his own, 
earlier sermons against the Left's "factionalism," and his attacks on 
Stalin's "secretarial regime" with derisive jeers: "Where did you 
copy that from? . . .  From Trotsky! "  232 Still, despite his complicity 
in imposing the proscriptive norms, · Bukharin was tempted to ap
peal to the whole party. He agonized over his dilemma: "Some
times at night I think, have we the right to remain ·silent? Is this 
not a lack of courage? . . . Is our 'fuss' anything but masturba
tion? " 233 Finally, believing that the party hierarchy he sought to 
win over would "slaughter" any leader who carried the struggle 
beyond its councils, he conformed to "party unity and party disci
pline," to the narrow, intolerant politics he had helped create. He 
shunned overt "factionalism," and so was reduced to ineffectual 
"backstairs intrigues" (like his Kamenev visit) easily exploited by 
his enemies.234 His position was politically incongruous: driven by 
outraged contempt for Stalin and his policies, he remained through
out a restrained, reluctant oppositionist. 

Apart from public appeals too Aesopian to be effective, Bu
kharin, Rykov, and Tomskii therefore colluded with Stalin in con
fining their fateful conflict to a small private arena, there ' to be 
"strangled behind the back of the party." 235 And it is in this con
text that Stalin's decisive victory must be explained. The customary 
explanation is uncomplicated: his bureaucratic power, accumulated 
during six years as general secretary and fed by successive victo�ies 
over party dissidents, was omnipotent and unchallengeable; effort
lessly and inexorably, it crushed the Bukharinists. The full truth is 
more cQmplex. For while this interpretation emphasizes an impor
tant part of the story, it exaggerates Stalin's organizational power 
in 1 9 28, underestimates the Right's, and discounts the substantive 
issues that hung in the halance and influenced the outcome. 

Stalin's control of the central party bureaucracy was, of 
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the gentle, theoretical-minded Bukharin seemed "merely a boy." 248 

But it also expressed their doubts about the · further · efficacy of 
Bukharinist policies and negative reaction to the Right's program
matic dilemma in 1 92 8-9. Despite Bukharin's commitment to the 
revised industrial and agricultural goals of the Fifteenth Party Con
gress, the worsening grain crisis placed him and his allies in an awk
wardly equivocal position. Insisting that no economic programs 
cons�stent with the congress's "NEP methods" were possible until 
the rural situation was "normalized," they called repeatedly for 
temporary concessions to the peasantry and for industrial restraint. 
However sensible, these demands created an aura of retreat and 
pessimism around the Right and reinforced Stalin's contention, 
tirelessly reiterated, that Bukharin, .R ykov, and Tomskii were 
timid men incapable of resolute leadership, wedded to antiquated 
thinking and a "theory of continuous concessions," and, above all, 
prepared to jeopardize the pace of industrialization.249 Neither the 
ambitious long-term programs of the Bukharinists, nor their plea 
for "a distinction between optimism and stupidity," 250 dispelled 
this impression. It, as much as anything, proved their undoing. 

For the salient political fact of r 92 8-9 was a growing clim.ate 
of high party opinion impatient with the Right'S cautionary ser
mons and receptive to Stalin's assiduous cultivation of Bolshevism's 
heroic tradition. This was conspicuous among younger, rising party 
officials and Komsomol leaders who, despite Bukharin's long associ
ation with their organization, stood almost unanimously with Stalin 
and contributed significantly to his victory.251 i\10st important, this 
impatience was the prevailing sentiment among party influentials. 
Their mood and disenchantment with the Bukharin group was 
summarized by Kuibyshev: "History will not allow us to proceed 
quietly . . .  by timid steps." He was echoed by Kirov: "In a word, 
don't be in a hurry . . . .  In a word, the Rights are for socialism, 
but without particular fuss, without struggle, without difficulties." 
And Ordzhonikidze, conceding B,ukharin's good intentions, stated 
their worry: "it is not a question of wishing but of policies. And 
Comrade Bukharin's policies will drag us backward, not for
ward." 252 Determined to "catch up and surpass" the industrial 
West quickly, frustrated by the current crisis, the party oligarchs 
chose Stalin's "optimism" over the Right's "hopeless pessimism." 253 

In so doing, they were not voting for what Bukharin had 
called "policies of adventurers." Rather, they were endorsing the 
bold but still NEP-oriented policies Stalin advocated against the 
Right, and which the Central Committee ratified in April 1 929. 
These policies enshrined the primacy of rapid industrial growth 
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and planning over market equilibrium; but they did not anticipate 
what actually followed-forcible wholesale collectivization, "de
kulakization," and the end of NEP.254 

In short, Stalin built an anti-Bukharin majority and emerged 
as primus inter pares inside the leadership not as the reckless archi
tect of "revolution from above," but as a self-proclaimed sober
minded statesman pledged to a "sober and calm" course between 
the timidity of the Right and the extremism of the Left-as the 
true defender of the line of the Fifteenth Congress.255 For all his 
warfare rhetoric, he won in his familiar role of the twenties as the 
man of the golden middle, who had impressed fellow administrators 
with his pragmatic efficiency, "calm tone and quiet voice." 256 
Severi months later, he was to set out upon a wholly different 
course with unimagined goals and risks: a "great change," which 
for many Bolsheviks, including some who · had supported him 
against Bukharin, was to come, like the day of the Lord, as a thief 
in the night. 

The turbulent months between April 1 9 29  when Bukharin was 
defeated and December were among the most important in Russian 
history. They brought three large, related events: an abrupt radi
calization of Stalin's policies, accompanied by his emerging -prac
tice of making major decisions autocratically; a further worsening 
of the state's relations with the peasantry; and the onset of a furious 
official campaign against the Right opposition and Bukharin per
sonally, which grew into a repudiation of political moderation 
generally. Together these developments led to policies unlike any
thing ever advocated by any Bolshevik group, including the Left, 
to the final destruction of NEP, and to the coming of Stalin's 
"revolution from above." 

Emboldened by his overwhelming victory in the Central Com
mittee, Stalin began to transform party policy during the summer 
and autumn of 1 929. His first major departUre came in the Comin
tern. At the tenth plenum of its Executive Committee in July, 
presided over by Molotov, the year-old decisions of the Sixth Con
gress were discarded in favor of the radical new course sponsored 
by Stalinists since 19 28. The "third period" was redefined to mean 
the end of capitalist stabilization, an upsurge of proletarian mili
tancy, and the certainty of revolutionary situations in the West. 
Socialist parties, ;ndeed reformists generally, were designated the _ 
chief enemy-their "fascization" said to be complete. Amidst the 
widening purge of Comintern moderates, foreign Communist par-
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ties were instructed to sever ties with social democratic movements, 
expose their "social fascism," and establish rival trade unions-in 
effect, to split the European labor movement.257 Thus began the " 
Comintern's ill-fated journey into extremism. It was to end dis
astrously five years later, having contributed to the destruction of 
the once-powerful German labor movement, both its socialist and 
Communist parties, and thus abetting Hitler's rise to power. 

Stalin's funher leftward turn at home was no less extreme. 
During the months following its adoption in April-May, both the 
industrial and agricultural goals of the five-year plan were revised 
drastically upward, and the nature of the overall plan transformed. 
Encouraged by a sharp increase in industrial · production over the 
summer, but in the face of growing economic strains, the Stalin 
group suddenly turned optimal figures into minimal ones, increas
ing the annual growth target from 2 2 .5 to 3 2 .5 per cent and 
doubling the number of new factories to be built. By autumn, it 
was insisting that the entire five-year plan be fulfilled, and then 
overfulfilled, in four years. The result was to strip the original plan 
of its conditional features, its provisions for balance, and its co
herence generally.258 What remained was no longer a plan but a 
kaleidoscope of escalating figures, an ersatz rationalization of the 
breakneck heavy industrialization of the next three years. 

Meanwhile, the situation in the countryside continued to de
teriorate. Confirming the Right's predictions, summer and autumn 
brought a new wave of peasant unrest; in Moscow province alone, 
2 , 1 98 rural disturbances, many of them violent, were recorded be
tween January and September.259 Equally serious and predictable, 
peasant sowings continued to decline. Grain " as well as industrial 
crop shortages grew more acute and consumer rationing, reintro
duced early in 1 929  for the first time since the civil war, more 
stringent. 

His industrial goals threatened by the deepening supply crisis, 
Stalin responded with still more coercive and ambitious measures. 
By the" autumn of 1 929, the "extraordinary measures" had become 
(as Bukharin feared) a regularized system of state requisitioning. 
Simultaneously, Stalin's thinking about large-scale collective farms 
grew more daring. Central planners and rural officials were in
structed to regard collectivization not as supplementary to private 

" farming and market cooperatives (as envisaged in the original 
plan) , but as an immediate solution to the regime's agricultural 
problems. As state agents-their methods increasingly coercive
swarmed the countryside procuring grain, promoting collectives, 
and inciting against the kulak, the percentage of collectivized 
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households rose significantly from 3 .9 in June to 7.6 in early Oc
tober. The infant collectives were small, often unstable and of poor 
quality, and still represented only a fraction of the country's 2 5 
million holdings; but this increase seems to have decided Stalin on 
an all-out drive. The central press began to speak hopefully of mass 
collectivization in select areas, though there was still no hint of the 
great assault that was to come in December.260 

At first, these developments did not affect the defeated opposi- . 
cion. Tomskii and his followers were formally removed from the 
trade unions in June, and Bukharin and his foreign allies from the 
Comintern's Executive Committee in July.261 In June, Bukharin had 
been appointed director of the Scientific-Technological Depart
ment of the Supreme Economic Council, which administered a 
network of industrial research institutes. Though later an effective 
platform for his views, the position was obviously incongruous for 
a Politburo member, a place of political exile.262 None of these 
steps, however, exceeded the Central Committee's decision in April 
to relieve Bukharin and Tomskii of their important offices (bow
ing, in effect, to their resignations) but to maintain them as Polit
buro members formally in good standing. Accordingly, despite the 
heightened anti-Right campaign in early summer, Bukharin, Rykov, 
and T omskii were still not openly attacked. 

F or their part, the trio seems to have avoided public acts that 
would undermine their already precarious position as a dissenting 
minority in the leadership. For Rykov, who lingered on as premier 
until December 1 930, this meant signing decrees he opposed. For 
the less adaptable Tomskii, it meant virtual silence. Bukharin, on 
the other hand, continued to speak out for a time, though with 
dwindling opportunities and necessarily greater restraint. Address
ing a congress of atheists in June, he subtly protested the growing 
climate of official intolerance and Stalinist demands for uncritical 
party obedience. Marxism, he reflected, was critical thought, not 
qogma and dead formulas; he recommended Marx's favorite slogan: 
"Subject everything to doubt." 263 His own critical attitude toward 
Stalin's Comintern and economic policies was expressed obliquely 
in a two-part essay in May and June, the last even cautiously dis
sonant article he was able to publish in 1 92 9.264 Ostensibly a critique 
of Western theories of large-scale organization, it reiterated his 
argument that capitalist stabilization continued in the West and, on 
domestic issues, his warnings about the dangers of over-centraliza
tion and rampant bureaucratization. 

But despite their self-restraint and effort to "legalize" their 
dissenting status on the Politburo,265 it was clear by August that 
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Stalin was determined to destroy the trio, and especially Bukharin, 
as political leaders. His extremist course and the unrest in the 
countryside were creating a potentially explosive situation. And 
while they had persuaded many banished Trotskyists to capitulate 
and return-"half-hanged, half-forgiven," in Trotsky's disdainful 
words 266_to serve his inqustrialization drive, they were also gen
erating alarm and dissension among Stalin's own supp·orters.267 In 
these circumstances, the defeated but not disgraced Bukharin re
mained a formidable rival, whose warnings and programs were 
acquiring new validity and whose political stature still stood 
between Stalin and supreme leadership. 

The decision to disgrace Bukharin and all he represented, 
apparently taken solely on Stalin's initiative, was an integral part 
of "revolution from above." The public attack began on August 
2 1  and 24, when Pravda, now the general secretary's mouthpiece, 
published sweeping denunciations of Bukharin as "the chief leader 
and inspirer of the right deviationists." 268 It was immediately taken 
up by virtually every official newspaper and journal, growing 
during the last four months of 1 929  into a systematic campaign of 
political defamation unsurpassed in party history. (It was also 
unprecedented in that Bukharin, unlike earlier oppositionists, was 
unable to reply or publicize his views.) In an almost daily spew of 
articles, exhumed archive documents, pamphlets, and books (many 
composed by Stalinist "theory brigades" as early as 1 9 2 8 )/69 
Bukharin's entire ' politiql and intellectual biography was con
demned variously as un-Marxist, anti-Leninist, anti-Bolshevik, 
anti-party, petty bourgeois, and pro-kulak. No significant episode 
or writing escaped traducement, from his disputes with Lenin in 
emigration and Left Communism of 1 9 1 8  to his opposition to 
Stalin, from his wartime essays on modern capitalism and the state, 
The Economics of the Transition Period and Historical Material
ism, to "Notes of an Economist" and "Lenin's Political Testa
ment." 270 

The campaign's purpose was to discredit irrevocably Bu
kharin's authority as a Bolshevik leader, and particularly his repu
tation as "the favorite of the whole party" and its greatest '  theorist. 
Its ramifications, however, were far greater. Unlike Trotsky, 
Bukharin had exercised enormous intellectual influence in many 
areas of party life; his writings had been official doctrine for over 
a decade, educating "hundreds of thousands of people." 271 The 
campaign "to eradicate Bukharinist influence" therefore became an 
assault on major components of Bolshevik ideology, on the party's 
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intellectual institutions, on the education o f  a generation. Vilified 
and repudiated were not merely the central principles of Bukharin
ism-class cooperation, civil peace, and balanced, evolutionary 
growth-but also philosophical, cultural, and social outlooks only 
remotely associated with him. In the process, the warfare themes 
and policies of Stalinism were enshrined in their place as official 
ideology. 

By November, the pillorying of Bukharin, "the right devia
tion," and "conciliationism" had become an ideological terror 
directed at policy moderation in general. Coupled with the purge 
(which was now victimizing all of Bukharin's known sympathizers, 
even Lenin's widow Krupskaya and his sister Mariia Ulianova) ,!!72 
its immediate political consequence was to impose zealotry on a 
still predominantly recalcitrant ·party. Among other things, it 
repressed the widespread , hostility to Stalin's agricultural policies 
and drove terrified '  party officials to the frenzied excesses that 
produced the rural catastrophe of the winter of 1 929-30.273 

More generally, the campaign constituted an official repudia
tion of NEP's moderately tolerant, conciliatory practices, now 
assailed as "rotten liberalism" or, occasionally, "Bukharinist liberal
ism." 274 It echoed a major transformation underway in Soviet 

. cultural and intellectual life since mid- 1929. Paralleling the perse
cution of private farmers, small merchants, artisan producers, and 
the nonparty intelligentsia, cultural diversity was falling prey to 
the "class struggle on all fronts." In the Manichean spirit of its 
warfare politics, the Stalin group began by elevating one of the 
several groups or schools as its instrument to silence the others: 
dialectical philosophers over mechanists (incriminated by their 
casual affinity with Bukharin's philosophical theories) ; "proletar
ian" writers and artists over fellow travelers; teleological planners 
over geneticists; "red" spec�alists over "bourgeois" specialists.275 
The goal and eventual outcome, however, was simply the suppres
sion of heterogeneity and the imposition of a monopolistic ortho
doxy still in the making. Here, as in economic life, the principles 
and foundations of NEP society were under attack. 

None of these radical d�velopments during the second half of 
1 929  resulted from a formal party decision. Far exceeding the 
April resolutions of the Central Committee, which was scheduled 
to reconvene on November 1 0- 1 7, they were initiated by Stalin 
and his chief lieutenants, notably Molotov and Kaganovich, who 
now dominated the party's executive bodies in MoSCOW.276 On 
November 7,  in a Pravda article that for cowed party officials 
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carried the force of a decree, Stalin went still further. He pro
claimed "a great change" in agriculture and the central myth of 
his "revolution from above." Contrary to party legislation (as well 
as to the actual situation) ,  he asserted that the peasant masses, 
including middle peasants, were voluntarily quitting their private 
plots and "joining collective farms . . .  by whole villages, groups 
of villages, districts, and even regions." 277 It was a call for imme
diate wholesale collectivization. 

The Central Committee convened three days later. Exactly 
what occurred during this crucial November plenum remains ob
scure. Despite serious misgivings even among Stalin's supporters,278 
the assembly was no longer able or willing effectively to deny the 
general secretary, who demanded ratification of his related faits ' 
accomplis: the political destruction of Bukharin and the turn 
toward mass collectivization. On November 1 2 , following a bar
rage of Stalinist threats that they recant or face possible expulsion 
from the party, Bukharin, R ykov, and Tomskii read a circumspect 
but unrepentant statement to the plenum. While acknowledging 
certain "successes," it criticized Stalin's methods in the country
side and their impact on urban living standards. It was immediately 
denounced by Stalin and Molotov; and on November 17, Bukh�rin 
was expelled from the Politburo.279 

Even though public defamation had made Bukharin's contin
uation in the leadership untenable, the Central Committee appears 
to have acquiesced in his ouster without enthusiasm.28o (R ykov 
and T omskii, attacked less harshly in the press, temporarily re
tained their seats.) The assembly then endorsed Stalin's call for 
mass collectivization, but anxiously and with some reservations. 
Unlike his spokesman, Molotov, who urged the incredible goal of 
complete collectivization in key areas by the summer of 1 930, the 
plenum was vague on the tempo, stating ambiguously that events 
"now confront separate regions with the task of mass collectiviza
tion." Still hoping for some semblance of order and moderation, it 
also recommended that a special commission be established to work 
out specific guidelines.281 

One political triumph eluded Stalin at the plenum, but only 
briefly. Demoralized and broken, Bukharin's remaining Moscow 
supporters on the Central Committee had recanted during the 
proceedings.282 Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomskii, however, con
tinued to refuse with "extraordinary obstinacy." 283 But a week 
later, on November 2 5, they finally relented and signed a brief 
statement of political error. Published the next day, the conceding 
passage read: 
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We consider it our duty to state that in this dispute the party and its 
Central Committee have turned out to be correct. Our views . . .  have 
turned out to be mistaken. Recognizing our mistakes, we will . . .  con-
duct a decisive struggle against all deviations from the party's general 
line and above all against the right deviation . . . . 284 

Though considerably less than the abject self-renunciation de
manded by Stalin, it was political surrender and the end of the 
Bukharinist opposition. 

Why Bukharin, reportedly less willing than R ykov or T om
skii, signed is uncertain.285 That it was neither a genuine conver
sion ,nor a failure of courage was to be demonstrated by his defiant 
conduct in the months to come. One factor in his decision seems to 
have been the plight of his young adherents of the �'Bukharin 
school," particularly Slepkov, Maretskii, Tseitlin, Petrovskii, . Zaitsev, and Aikhenvald. Withstanding banishment and enormous 
pressure, they had emulated Bukharin's defiance, refusing to re
nounce him or their anti-Stalinist views. They were now threat
ened with worse reprisals, including arrest. Bukharin's concession 
apparently spared them temporarily, or at least freed them to issue 
similar statements.286 Another consideration was probably "party 
patriotism." For better or worse, the country was on the verge of 
a momentous, hazardous upheaval not without heroic overtones. In 
these circumstances, Bukharin's duty, as he saw it, was to his party, 
which meant "party discipline," the pretense of unity and the 
gesture of repentance. 

Whatever its motivation, the capitulation of Bukharin-the 
greatest representative of an alternative "general line"-completed 
the general secretary's rise to unrivaled leadership. It was cele- ' 
brated officially with the birth of the Stalin cult. On December 2 I ,  

his fiftieth birthday, the press was filled with fulsome eulogies of 
Stalin, "the most outstanding continuer of Lenin's work and his 
most orthodox disciple, the inspirer of all of the party's chief 
measures in its struggle for the building of socialism . . . the 
universally recognized leader of the party and the Comintern." 
Among his accomplishments was said to be the exposing of Bu
kharin's "kulak, anti-proletarian" ideas.287 In the years ahead, the 
cult would become a full-throated glorification, ascribing to Stalin 
alone every quality and achievement once attributed to the party 
and its collective leaders. By the same token, at the age of forty
one, Bukharin's career as a leader of the Bolshevik revolution 
and a "Leninist heir" had come to an end. An important political 
afterlife remained; but it was to be only an afterlife, nonetheless. 

":':1 
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Wendell Phillips once observed: "Revolutions are not made; 
they come." Revolutions from above, however, are made, as in 
the Soviet Union in December 1929. Ignoring frantic reports of 
rampant ofl1cial lawlessness and mounting chaos in the countryside, 
Stalin now bombarded rural cadres with uncompromising direc
tives to accelerate the pace of collectivization. Their essential 
message was: "Anyone who does not join the collective farm is an 
enemy of the Soviet regime." The commission on collectivization 
sat between December 8 and December 2 2 ,  its eight subcommittees 
proposing a series of procedures and ti�etables to regulate the 
transition. All were flatly rejected by Stalin in favor of collectivi
zation "without any limitations." On December 2 7, again without 
party sanction, he announced the final, murderous ingredient: "the 
liquidation of the kulaks as a class." Augmented by the hastily 
devised concept of podkulachnik, or "kulak agent," "dekulakiza
tion" authorized the forcible collectivization of the country's 1 2  5 
million peasants, and all-out war against any who resisted.288 It was 
the death knell of NEP society, and the end of an era. 



C H A P T E R  X 

The Last Bolshevik 

There is a shadow of something colossal and 
menacing that even now is beginning to fall across 
the land. 

-JACK LONDON, The Iron Heel 

In accord with eternal, iron 
Great laws 
Must we all 
Complete the cycles 
Of our life. 

--{;OETHE, QUOTED BY BUKHARIN IN 1 9 3 2  

To UNDERSTAND the last eight years of  Bukharin's life, i t  i s  neces
sary to understand the nature and full impact of Stalin's "revolu
tion from above." In all its dimensions, it lasted a decade, from the 
onset of forcible collectivization in 1 929  to the ebbing of Stalin's 
blood purge in I 939. By any criterion of social change, it was a 
truly momentous process that radically transformed not only the 
economic and social foundations of Soviet society but the nature of 
the political system as well. It was during this process of the 1 930'S 
that the present-day Soviet Union, with its great military-industrial 
power, took shape, and that Stalinism, a new political phenomenon, 
was es-tablished. ' 

From 1 929  to 1 9 36, the period of the first and second five
year plans, Stalin's "great change" was primarily an economic 
revolution, a farrago of brutal coercion, memorable heroism, 
catastrophic folly, and spectacular achievement. Few of the targets 
of the first plan were attained on schedule; but its actual accom
plishments, consolidated and expanded at an annual rate of 1 3- 1 4  
per cent during the more pragmatic and modest second plan, 
nonetheless created the foundations of an urban, industrial society. 
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By 1 9 37 ,  heavy industrial production was three to six (depending 
on the indices used) times greater than in I 9 2 8 :c steel production 
had quadrupled, coal and cement production more'than tripled, oil 
production more than doubled; electrical output had grown seven
fold, that of machine tools twentyfold. While old plants were 
expanded and retooled, new cities, industries, power stations, iron 
and steel complexes, and technologies came into being, many in 
formerly undeveloped areas. · The industrial labor force and urban 
population doubled. The total number of students grew from 1 2  
million to  over 3 1  million; by 1 9 3 9, illiteracy among citizens under 
fifty had been eliminated.1 

The costs of this leap into economic modernity were no less 
spectacular. For a zealous minority-mostly party members but also . 
ordinary men and women-it was a time of genuine enth�siasm, 
feverish exertion, and willing sacrifice.2 For the majority, including 
several millions whose fate was deportation, forced labor camps, 
and death, it was one of repression and misery. The concentration 
of resources in heavy industry, the suppression of private manufac
turing and trade, the virtual collapse of agriculture during the years 
of collectivization, and the epidemic of waste generated by mis
management, chronic breakdowns, overstrained and abused equip
ment, and unskilled labor had a devastating and lasting impact on 
Soviet life. In the cities, which suffered less, housing space de
clined sharply and per capita consumption of meat, lard, and 
poultry in 1 9 3 2  was only a third of what it had been in 1 92 8. 

Factory workers lost the right to change jobs without official 
permission and incurred severe penalties for absenteeism, while 
real wages dropped by perhaps as much as 50 pe� cent in the early 
thirties.3 Rationing and queues became the norm; consumer goods 
and services all but disappeared. 

Far heavier blows fell on the countryside during the four-year 
civil war known as collectivization. Great revolutions almost al
ways victimize a social class; in this case, it was 2 5  million peasant 
families. Most did not want to relinquish their meager plots, tools, 
and animals, and become collective farmers. They were forced to 
do so by, the party-state whi.ch, in addition to fiscal and administra
tive compulsion, resorted to prolonged confiscations, mass arrests, 
deportations, and military assaults by rural cadres, urban brigades, 
police, and even army detachments. The peasants fought back, 
often in sporadic pitched battles, occasionally in mass uprisings, 
but mainly in traditional rural fashion by destroying their crops 
and livestock. 4 

The nature of the struggle was determined in J anuary-
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February 1930. Driven by Stalin's menacing directives and purge 
of "rightists," local authorities unleashed a reign of terror against 
recalcitrant kulaks, middle and poor peasants alike. Half of all the 
households-more than I ° million families-were collectivized by 
March� The holocaust, however, compelled Stalin to call a tem
porary halt in a remarkable article blaming local officials for the 
"excesses" and for having grown "dizzy with success." A mass 
exodus from the collective farms followed, plummeting the per
centage of enrolled households from 57.6 in March to 23.6 in 
June.5 But the retreat had come too late to stave off disaster. 
Figures published in 1934 revealed that more than half of the 
country's 33 million horses, 70 million cattle, 26 milli<?n pigs, and 
two-thirds of its 146 million sheep and goats had perished, most 
during what· one official history now disparages as the "cavalry 
march" of January-February 1930.6 A greater catastrophe could 
hardly befall an agrarian society. Twenty-five years later, livestock 
herds were still smaller than in 1928. 

Later in 1930, with more deliberation but hardly less coercion, 
the state resumed its offensive. Repression "on an extraordinary 
scale" still swept the countryside in 1933.7 By 193 I, 50 per cent of 
the households had again been collectivized, and by 1934, 70 per 
cent; the remainder followed shortly. What finally broke the 
peasant resistance, ending the unequal war, was the deliberately 
created famine of 1932-3, one of the worst in Russian history. 
Having procured the meager harvest of 1932, the state withheld 
grain from the countryside. Firsthand accounts tell of deserted vil
lages, burned-out houses; cattle cars still carrying deportees north
ward, roaming hordes of begging, starving peasants, incidents of 
cannibalism, and the uncollected bodies of men, women, and chil
dren; in short, a ravaged, totally defeated countryside.8 At least 10 

million peasants, possibly many more, died as a direct result of \ 

collectivization, about half during the imposed famine of 1932-3.9 

When. it was all over, 25 million private enterprises had been 
replaced by 250,000 collective farms, controlled by the state and 
compelled to deliver a high percentage of their considerably re
duced crop at very low prices. Forcible collectivization was the 
linchpin of Stalin's economic revolution, and his singular innova
tion. No Bolshevik had ever advocated anything remotely like 
what happened in 1929-33. All had viewed collectivization as a 
form of highly productive, mechanized agriculture developing at 
a later stage of industrialization; none had conceived of it as a 
procurement device and primitive instrument of crash industriali
zation.10 (If a spiritual precedent is to be found, it is in the czarist 
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tradition, as Stalin himself occasionally suggested by his admiration 
for Peter the Great. ) Almost any other agricultural program would 
have been more productive and far less destructive. " But Stalin's 
boasted one accomplishment: it brought the once autonomous 
peasantry, the maj ority of the population, under state control, and 
made possible what was indeed a kind of "military-feudal ex
ploitation." Statistics for 1 9 3 3 tell the story: while the grain harvest 
was 5 million tons less than in 1 9 2 8, state procurements had 
doubled.ll 

The worst extremes of industrialization and collectivization 
were over by 1 9 34; two years of relative" relaxation and economic 
improvement followed. Meanwhile, the early thirties had also 
brought significant political changes, whose direction recalls 
Kliuchevskii's aphorism about czarist history: "The state swelled 
up; the people grew lean." 12 Against the background of social 
violence and militarization, centralized bureaucracies proliferated 
to administer the expanding state economy, police a growing labor 
camp population, control the activities and movements of citizens 
(the internal passport having been reintroduced) ,  and regulate 
intellectual and cultural life. A transmogrification of the party
state's ideology and social policies had also begun. When com
pleted in the late thirties, the revolutionary experimentalism, pro
gressive legislation, and egalitarianism in education, law, family 
life, incomes, and general social behavior of 1 9 1 7-29 had been 
officially repudiated. They w�re replaced by traditional, authori
tarian norms, which augured the paradoxical outcome of Stalin's 
revolution: the creation of a rigidly conservative, highly stratified 
society. Other features of mature Stalinism were similarly on the 
rise, including the Stalin cult and the falsification of party history, 
an official resurgence of Russian nationalism and rehabilitation of 
czarist history, and the abandonment of other important Marxist 
outlooks.13 

But in spite of these developments, no political change com
parable to the economic revolution of 1 9 2 9-3 3 had yet occurred. 
The Bolshevik Parry-its chief organs and traditions-was still the 
center of the system; its major figures (many demoted but still in 
responsible positions) and its substantially pre-Stalinist elites and 
cadres remained on the scene. In this respect, Stalin's blood purge 
of 1 936-9 constituted the second, political stage of his revolution 
from above. The three-year terror of mass arrests and executions
directed by Stalin and his personal coterie operating" through the 
secret police, or NKVD-savaged Soviet society. At least 7-8 
million people were arrested, of whom about 3 million were shot 
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o� died from mistreatment. Prisons and remote concentration 
camps swelled to 9 million inmates by late 1 939 (compared to 
30,000 in 1 9 2 8  and 5 million in 1 93 3-5). Every second family 
suffered a casualty. Every ruling elite-political, economic, mili
tary, intellectual, and cultural-was decimated. 14 

The party was hit hardest. Of its 2 .8 million full and candidate 
members in 1 934, at least a million, anti-Stalinist and Stalinist alike, 
were arJested and two-thirds of them executed. Its old leadership, 
from bottom to top,· was destroyed: entire local, regional, and 
republican committees disappeared; 1 , 1 08 of the 1 ,966 delegates to 
the Seventeenth Party. Congress in 1 934 were arrested and most of 
them shot; 1 1 0 of the 1 39 full and candidate members of the 1 934 
Central Committee were executed or driven to suicide. After 
Trotsky's murder .in Mexico in 1 940, from Lenin's high council 
only Stalin remained alive. 1 5 The official explanation of the terror 
was that its victims were "enemies of the people," participants in 
a vast anti-Soviet conspiracy of sabotage, treason, and assassina
tion. Elaborated most fully at three show -trials of old Bolsheviks 
in 1 93 6, 1 937 ,  and 1 9 3 8-of which the last, that of Bukharin, was 
the most important-all of the criminal charges were false.16 

Stalin's blood purge constituted a revolution "as complete as, 
though more disguised than, any previous changes in Russia." 17 . The Bolshevik Party was destroyed and a new party with a differ
ent membership and ethos created. Only 3 per cent of the delegates 
to its last pre-purge congress in 1 934 reappeared at the next con
gress in 1 939. Seventy per cent of the party's full membership in 
1 939 had joined since 1 929, that is, during the Stalin years; only 3 
per cent had been members since before 1 9 1 7 .18 By the late thirties, 
the Soviet political system had ceased to be a party dictatorship or 
government in any meaningful sense. Behind a facade of institu
tional continuity and official fictions, Stalin had become an auto
crat, reducing the party to one of his several instruments of 
personal dictatorship. Its deliberative bodies, the party congress 
and Central Committee, and eventually even the Politburo, rarely 
met after 1 93 9. Indeed, until the dictator's death in 1 95 3 , the party's 
power remained less than that of the police, and its official esteem 
less than that of the state.19 

If the far-reaching impact of Stalin's "revolution from above" is 
clear; its internal political history is considerably less so. Partly in 
response to the social upheaval and perils of 1 929-3 3 ,  politics 
inside the high leadership were now almost completely hidden. 
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Dissension and conflict were scrupulously concealed from the pub- . 
lic behind a facade of enthusiastic unanimity. This, along with the 
violent death of most of its chief figures and a continuing censor
ship of history in the Soviet Union, has left us with a fragmentary 
knowledge of the political history of the thirties. Many important 
episodes and issues are still obscure. Enough evidence has ap
peared, however, to dismiss the once prevailing. assumption that 
Stalin ruled essentially unchallenged after Bukharin's defeat in 
1 929. It shows that by 1 9 3 3  a muted but fateful struggle over 
policy had developed between what may be termed moderates and 
Stalinists in the Politburo itself, and that its outcome was settled 
only by Stalin's purge of 1 936-9.20 

The programmatic thinking of this moderate or (to use 
Stalin's pejorative) "liberal" group coalesced in 1 9 3 3 ,21 but its 
origins go back to the rural disaster of early 1 930. Indeed, cracks 
in Stalin's own Politburo and Central Committee majority ap
peared within weeks of Bukharin's ouster from the leadership. The 
source was Stalin's radical departure from the economic platform 
on which he had won a majority and defeated Bukharin, initiatives 
that had suddenly produced the gravest threat to the regime since 
the civil war. It was an alarmed Politburo group that persuaded or 
compelled Stalin to call ' a temporary halt to collectivization on 
March 2 .  Some Politburo members then objected to his face
saving device of placing full responsibility for the debacle on local 
officials.22 As they knew, it was Stalin and his intimates in Moscow, 
not local cadres, who had been "dizzy with success" and had 
initiated the frenzied assault on the peasantry. 

Though limited, these early strains in Stalin's own Politburo 
reflected a far greater unrest among high Stalinist officials through
out the country, as evidenced a few months later by the Syrtsov
Lominadze affair. Sergei Syrtsov was preriller of the Russian 
Republic and a deputy Politburo member; Lominadze, a Central 
Committee member, was now head of the important Transcau
casian party organization. Once Stalin's ardent supporters against 
Bukharin, they had been profoundly shocked by the consequences 
of his new course. Discussing the "catastrophic situation" pri
vately in Moscow in mid- 1 9 30, they began separately circulating 
memoranda and lobbying in official channels for a change of policy, 
including an end to forcible collectivization and the curtailment of 
industrial investment. Their proposals and criticism of Stalin's line 
were strikingly similar to Bukharin's in 1 92 8-9. While Syrtsov 
criticized the consequences of "extraordinary centralization" and 
"rampant bureaucratism," dismissing vaunted industrial projects as 
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"eyewash" and' "a Potemkin village," Lominadze echoed Bu
kharin by denouncing the regime's "baronial-feudal attitude to
ward the needs and interests of workers and peasants." 23 Stalin's 
easy suppression of the two-both were condemned as "double
dealers" who had "capitulated to right opportunism," and stripped 
of their posts in December-should not obscure the significance of 
their ill-fated protest. It signified a widespread disillusionment and 
crisis of confidence among many of Stalin's original supporters, 
high and low.24 

Purged of his major rivals, the Politburo, however, stood with 
Stalin, thereby preventing any change of course or leadership. 
Throughout the social trauma of the next three years, its members 
supported the resumption of imposed collectivization and Stalin's 
continuous reprisals (still bloodless) against dissident and "passive" 
party members. In addition to their complicity in his rise to su
premacy and in his policies, they did so, it seems, for at least three 
reasons. They were committed to the industrialization drive. They 
believed that it was too late, politically and economically, to turn 
back from all-out collectivization. And at a �ime when virtual 
civil war threatened the regime's survival, they feared the con
sequences of open qmflict at the top, much less a change of 
leadership.2 5 

Publicly, all Politburo members therefore praised Stalin, de
fended the "general line," and contributed to the sustained pillory
ing qf defeated oppositionists, above all Bukharin, that had become 
an idee fixe of his politics. Privately, however, several tried to 
moderate his policies and constrain his increasingly arbitrary ac
tions. Ordzhonikidze, for example, opposed the terrorizing of the 
old technical intelligentsia that produced two show trials of non
Bolshevik "wreckers" in 1930-1, protecting those he could. As Com
missar of Heavy Industry, he-and other leaders-began to urge, 
and eventually achieved in 1933, greater "realism" and moderation 
in the second five-year plan.2 6 Most important, he and t,wo other 
Politburo members, Kirov and Kuibyshev, had begun to protect 
various prominent Bolsheviks from Stalin's wrath.2 7  And it was in 
this connection, in the fall of 1932, that the emergence of a 
coherent resistance to Stalin within his own PQlitburo became clear. 

Earlier in 1932, the deposed Moscow secretary Mikhail Riutin, 
joined by several younger Bukharinists including Slepkov, Maret
skii, and Petrovskii, had drafted and circulated clandestinely a 
200-page anti-Stalin platform. A bitter assault in a Bukharinist vein 
on Stalinist policies, the . document called Stalin "the evil genius of 
the Russian Revolution, who, actuated by vindictiveness and lust 
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for power, had brought the revolution to the edge of the abyss." 28 

Stalin, without basis, insisted this was a call for his assassination. 
Challenging the deep-rooted Bolshevik tradition against resorting 
to the death penalty in intra-party disputes, he demanded Riutin's 
(and possibly his collaborators') execution. The case came first 
before the Central Control Commission, the disciplinary body 
which had already offended Stalin by reinstating on appeal many 
party members expelled since 1 9 30.29 Declining to act, it passed the 
case to the ten-member Politburo, where Stalin again demanded 
Riutin's execution. He was defeated by a Politburo majority of 
Kirov, Ordzhonikidze, Kuibyshev, and probably Kosior and Kal
inin. Riutin and his associates were simply expelled from the party 
and banished from Moscow.3o 

The "Riutin affair," as it became known, was a mrning point 
in the politics of the thirties. On one level, Stalin's defeat merely 
reaffirmed the sacrosanct prohibition against shooting party mem
bers. On another, however, it demonstrated that Politburo mod
erates were now determined to resist his grasp for greater, more 
arbitrary power within and over the party. Headed by the Lenin
grad party chief Kirov, an independent-minded and popular figure, 
and Ordzhonikidze, and with the support or sympathy of many 
Central C<:>mmittee members, by 1 9 3 3  they were also advocating 
general policies unlike those preferred by Stalin and his Politburo 
devotees, Kaganovich, Molotov, and V oroshilov. At the same time, 
as later became clear, the Riutin affair dates Stalin's determination 
to rid himself of all such restraints represented by the existing 
Bolshevik Party, its elite, and its political traditions.3 1 

Despite its covert existence, the namre of this moderate 
Politburo group is reasonably clear. Its members, typified by 
Kirov, had been Stalin's adherents in the succession struggle and 
energetic executors of his "general line." Their collective oligar
chical support had enabled him to defeat Bukharin in 1 92 9  and 
survive the crisis of the early thirties. Nor were they now anti
Stalinists in the conventional sense. They sought neither to remove 
him nor to diminish his pre-eminence and official adulation as 
leader (though some of their sympathizers did, voting against his 
re-election to the Central Committee in January 1 934).32 Rather, 
their purpose was twofold. First, it was to preserve the Leninist 
practice of collective or oligarchical decision making by the Polit
buro and to a lesser extent by the Central Committee: to preclude 
the kind of autocratic rule by fait accompli that Stalin had exer
cised during the early months of collectivization. Second, arguing 
that the industrial leap and mass collectivization were largely com-
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plete and the worst over, they proposed, and sought Stalin's sup
port for, a general change in policy. They urged a new course 
based on an end to official terror and civil strife, on relaxation and 
reconciliation with the population and with former oppositionists 
inside the party. Their policy of reconciliation was related to 
foreign affairs as well, and particularly to the need to rally the 
population in light of the new danger posed by Hitler's accession 
to power in Germany in January 1933.33 

If Stalin's "revolution from above" revived one Russian gov
ernmental tradition, the Politburo moderates revived another-that 
of reform from above. Their growing influence was seen in the 
changes that followed. Mid- 1933 brought an end to the "saturnalia 
of arrests" and deportations in the countryside, and the beginning 
of concessions to the collectivized peasantry, including the legaliza
tion of small private plots within the collective structure and an 
alleviation of the exploitative system of delivery prices and quotas. 
In 1934, in connection with the revised second five-year plan, 
livirig standards and consumer goods were given higher priority, 

. and food rationing ended. Abuse of the nonparty intelligentsia and 
former party oppositionists declined, and many of the latter, most 
symbolically Bukharin, were appointed to prominent (though still 
secondary) positions. The tone and substance of official statements 
grew less warlike and more conciliatory. A curbing of police 
excesses and constitutional reforms were promised. By 1934, the 
dramatically changed atmosphere suggested that a "Soviet spring" 
had arrived.34  

The moderates' political success and popularity was evident at 
the Seventeenth Party Congress in January-February 1934. While 
formally a celebration of Stalin's policies and wise leadership (a 
theme voiced by all speakers, including his critics), the proceedings 
reflected the new balance of forces and new party mood. Unlike 
Stalin, the moderates spoke in an unmistakably conciliatory spirit; 
and Kirov, their chief spokesman, was accorded "an extraordinarily 
enthusiastic reception" second only to (some said equal to) 
Stalin's.3 5 ·  Defeated opponents, notably Bukharin, addressed the 
assembly and were received politely, even approvingly.3 6 Further
more, at the customary post-congress meeting of the Central 
Committee, Kirov, in addition to his Leningrad post and seats on 
the Politburo and Orgburo, was elected a full member of Stalin's 
erstwhile stronghold, the Secretariat. His elevation was clearly 
designed to check Stalin's autocratic use of that powerful instim
tion and its network of agents.3 7 

Stalin's response to the emerging reform faction within his 
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own leadership later prompted Bukharin to call him "a genius of. 
[political] dosage." 3 8  Though leaving little doubt about his own 
ideas, expressed in his repeated insistence that the class struggle
that is, the battle against enemies in the country and now even in 
the party itself-continued to grow sharper, he did not "directly 
oppose" the moderate policies but tried "merely to limit the practi
cal consequences." 39 Meanwhile, through his personal cabinet or 
secretariat, various cadres departments, and the police, he was 
building "a positive machinery of despotism . . .  outside of and 
independent of the official political organs." To operate it and 
supplement his old. guard loyalists, he was promoting a new gen
eration of personal followers, men like Nikolai Yezhov, Aleksandr 
Poskrebyshev, Andrei Vyshinsky, Andrei Zhdanov, M. F. Shkiria
tov, Lavrenti Beria, Grigorii Malenkov, Nikolai Bulganin, and 
Nikita Khrushchev.4 0 Some were to remain shadowy operatives; 
others eventually became his political heirs. 

Thus, while Politburo moderates sought a reform consensus in 
the party and strove for "influence over Stalin, for his soul, so to 
speak," 41 Stalin himself prepared in other ways. At the high point 
of their policy success, on December I, 1 934, Kirov was shot dead 
by an assassin in the corridor of his Leningrad office. That Stalin 
plotted the murder through his police agents is no longer seriously 
in doubt.4 2 In a single stroke, his major rival had been removed and 
the pretext created for a new and greater terror. Amidst official 
mourning (led by Stalin) for Kirov, thousands were being ar
rested and charged with direct or indirect complicity in the crime, 
among them a group of former party oppositionists that included 
Zinoviev and Kamenev. This first wave of terror soon passed; but 
in the years to come tens of thousands would be shot as conspira
torial accomplices in Kirov's assassination, leading one victim of 
the high purge of 1 9 3 7  to say: "The year 1 93 7  really began on the 
I st of December 1 934." 43 

During the next two years, Politburo and Central Committee 
moderates continued to press their policies and resist falteringly the 
approaching terror. Their temporary successes in 1 935-6 belied a 
progressively unequal struggle between irresolute, miscalculating 
reformers relying on persuasion, and "a genius of dosage" bent on 
-and controlling the instruments of-terror. One by one, promi
nent moderates and sympathizers disappeared from the scene: Abel 
Enukidze as a victim of Stalin's intrigue in January 1 935, Kuiby
shev by a mysterious death the same month, the influential writer 
Maxim Gorky probably murdered in June 1 9 3 6, and Ordzhonikidze 
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as a suicide or murder victim in February 1937.44 As the struggle 
entered its final stage, it became the ultimate confrontation be
tween the old Bolshevik Party and Stalinism.4 5  The moderates' 
last, ' desperate stand against the terror was an attempt to save 
Bukharin, whom both sides had come to regard as the pre-eminent 
symbol and representative of old Bolshevism, in the winter of 
1936-7. With their failure and Bukharin's arrest in February 1937, 
Stalin's assault on the party began in earnest. 

It was in this context, as protagonist, symbolic figure, and victim, 
that Bukharin lived out the last eight years of his life. As with the 
general political history of the period, important aspects of his 
thinking and conduct between 1930 and 1938 remain obscure, to 
be illuminated only when Soviet archives are finally opened. Until 
that time, we cannot delineate the Bukharin of the thirties with the 
detail and certainty that we can bring to the Bukharin of the 
twenties. But sufficient evidence is now available to dispel the im
pression that after 1929 he was merely a servant of Stalin and 
Stalinism. Rather, his career in the thirties was closely related to, 
indeed part of, the covert three-act struggle within the Stalinist 
leadership. During the social upheaval of 1930-3, Bukharin con
tinued to be a target of official opprobrium, relegated to a minor 
post and without a significant voice in affairs of state. In 1934-6, 
the interlude of relaxation and reconciliation, he resumed a posi
tion of official eminence and authority (though not of power), 
becoming an important spokesman and symbol of those policies. 
And with their failure, he became the chief defendant at the 
famous Moscow trial of March 1938. 

The fundamental circumstance defining each of Bukharin's 
varying roles in 1930-8 was that even in defeat he remained a 
figure of "immense authority" and importance in th� party.46 It is 
sometimes thought that for Bolsheviks Trotsky was the arch
representative anti-Stalinist of the thirties. In fact, despite his elo
quent attacks on the Stalinist leadership from foreign exile and his 
considerable following abroad, Trotsky and his ideas were no 
longer of political importance in the party. For several reasons, 
Bukharin and what he represented were. One was simply that 
unlike Trotsky (or Stalin's other rival of the twenties, Zinoviev), 
Bukharin had always enjoyed great personal popularity in the 
party, an affection perhaps diminished but not destroyed by his 
defeatY Another was· his continuing intellectual influence. After 
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months of the anti-Bukharin campaign, Stalinists still. complained: 
"Bukharinist theory lives. Its sprouts, its manifestations, are re
vealed now here, now there on the theoretical front . . . . " 48 

Most important was the fact that ·the consequences of Stalin's 
policies had amply confirmed Bukharin's warnings of civil war, 
agri�ultural disaster, and chronic industrial disproportions, and 
renewed . the widespread appeal of Bukharinist policies. This was 
the meaning of Stalin's prolonged insistence that "the right oppo
sition is the most dangerous-greater fire to the Right! ",49 as well 
as the extraordinary spectacle of the Sixteenth Party Congress in 
June-July 1930, the primary business of which involved an or
chestrated outcry against resurgent Bukharinist sentiment and 
"right opportunism" in the party. Equally significant, virtually 
every oppositionist trend in the party during the early thirties
including anonymous leaflets and sporadic protests, the Syrtsov
Lo�nadze affair in 1930, the Riutin group in 1932, and the small 
opposition of government administrators led by Aleksandr Smirnov 
in 1932-3-was Bukharinist in economic outlook. 5 0 At the Six
teenth Congress, a Stalinist speaker quoted anxiously an example 
of dissident party opinion in the provinces: "Stalin's policy is 

- leading to ruin and misery . . .  the proposals of Bukharin, Rykov, 
and Uglanov are the only correct, Leninist ones; only they . . .  are 
capable of leading the country out of the dead end . . . .  " 5 1 Even 
a majority of the Central Control Commission, once a Stalinist 
stronghold, reportedly had been converted to "a Bukharinist posi
tion," convinced by events that "Bukharin is right, Stalin is ruining 
the country." 5 2  

These developments did not restore Bukharin to power; but 
they gave him, even after 1933 when the crisis had passed and 
confidence in Stalin grown, 53 a unique stature as the party's quin
tessential representative of non-Stalinist Bolshevism. This circum
stance helps to explain the ferocity of the Stalinist attack on him 
during the early thirties, the important role he was to play in the 
moderates' "policy of reconciliation," and eventually the criminal 
charges brought against him. It also helps to explain his own 
ambiguous conduct, and particularly his determination to remain 
in the party as a force for change. 

By conventional political standards, the collectivization dis
aster of early 1930 should have toppled the Stalinist leadership and 
returned the Bukharinists to office. 54 Instead, because the party 
oligarchs, however reluctantly, stood with Stalin, the vilification 
and persecution of Bukharin and his followers intensified in direct 
proportion to the worsening crisis. Nonetheless, Bukharin con-
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trived on two occasions to tell the party hi's opinion of Stalin's 
rural policies. In an article in Pravda on February 19, 1930, in the 
veiled language that was. his only recourse, he tacitly ridiculed the 
official myth of collectivization as a carefully premeditated con
tinuation of NEP based on an upsurge of mass peasant support. 
Rather, he wrote, it was a forcible termination of NEP, "entered 
into . . . through the gates of the extraordinary measures and 
rapidly developing grain crisis." Its "significant costs," he added, 
derived from the state's use of "the most severe means of extra
economic coercion." 5 5  

On March 7, 1930, five days after Stalin's sudden indictment 
of local officials, Bukharin in effect responded by pinpointing the 
real political· and moral responsibility for the rural holocaust. In a 
historical polemic ostensibly directed against a recent papal en
cyclical on Bolshevism, he · developed a subtle but unmistakable 
analogy between the "corpselike" obedience, "ideological prostitu
tion, and unprincipled toadyism" imposed by Loyola's Jesuit 
Order, and Stalinism. The analogy established, he then condemned 
Stalin's collectivization by quoting from a. critical, "humanist" 
history of the papacy: 

If they (the popes, N.B.) kill the soul, what right have they to call 
themselves the vicars of Christ? vVhere is the similarity of their insti
tutions? He once said to Peter: "Feed my flock." But what do the 
popes do? Do they no� drive the Christians, impoverished by papal 
plundering, to starvation-do they not unceasingly fleece their flock 
and cut into their flesh while shearing them? 5 6 

Stalin's "plundering" of the peasantry, in other words, had nothing 
in common with Lenin's legacy or Bolshevism. 

This damning judgment ended Bukharin's access to the cen
tral press. It would be three years· before he was again permitted 
to write on political themes in either Pravda or Izvestiia. He re
sorted first therefore to a different form of protest, officially 
decried as "Bukharin's conspiracy of silence." As a result of the 
collectivization crisis, the statement of political· error signed by 
himself, Rykov, and Tomskii in November 1929 had soon been 
deemed unsatisfactory. Stalin now demanded that Buknarin re
nounce fully each of his oppositionist policies and accusations, as 
well as his followers at home and abroad. 5 7  Bukharin refused, and 
at one point in early 1930 may have countered with a threat of 
suicide. 5 8  The uneven. duel between a mobilized press stridently 
c�amoring for his recantation and the defiantly mute Bukharin 
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continued through most of 1930. It provided the major drama at 
the Sixteenth Congress. While speaker after speaker insisted that 
the "great silent one" join Rykov and Tomskii in their penitence 
before the assembly, Bukharin boycotted the congress, even though 
it incongruously re-elected him to the Central Committee. His 
nine-month silence, raged one Stalinist, was "supremely significant" 
for others who shared his views. 59 

On November 19, 1930, after prolonged "negotiations," Bu
kharin finally signed another ambiguous statement. 6 0 He again 
vaguely acknowledged "my mistakes," disowned "any attempts at 
secret struggle against the party leadership," and called for "soli
darity around the Central Committee." His chief concession was 
to repudiate all "deviations from the party line"; but he did not, as 
was demanded, explicitly renounce his own policies or his charges 
of 1928-9, and indeed pointedly refused to retract his views on 
European capitalism and thus his scorn for Stalin's Comintern line. 
Nor did he bow to the custom of praising the general secretary, or 
even mention him, making it clear that his overture was to "the 
Central Committee of the party," not Stalin. A compromise docu
ment grudgingly accepted as "the mInimum," it did little to im
prove relations between Bukharin and the Stalin group. When 
Molotov suggested at a Central Committ�e meeting the following 
month that the statement was still inadequate, Bukharin remarked 
contemptuously: "you have power; if you wish, you can interpret 
it as you please." 6 1 

But in the political context of 1930, another even nominally 
contrite gesture by Bukharin was an important event, demoralizing 
to his supporters and useful to Stalin. 62 Why Bukharin obliged, 
even in this minimal fashion, again must be deduced from frag-
mentary evidence. While the fate of his young proteges was still 
a concern, other considerations seem now to have been paramount. 
By November, the Syrtsov-Lominadze episode had demonstrated 
conclusively that the party oligarchs would not desert Stalin and 
therefore that meaningful opposition inside the party was hope
less, at least for the time being. 63 Without public access to the party 
or the country, Bukharin was thus faced with a choice between 
some form of acquiescence to Stalin and a futile resistance ("secret 
struggle")-a course which meant risking expulsion from the party 
and any future role he might otherwise play. 64 

Beyond this, but closely related, was the larger dilemma that 
confronted Bukharin repeatedly in the years that remained. His 
outraged hostility to Stalin's brutal policies was clear: he "pitied" 
the besieged peasantry from "humanitarian motives," and he saw 
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wasteful, costly industrial proj ects "as monstrous gluttons which 
consumed everything, deprived the broad masses of articles of 
consumption . . . .  " 65 But, at the same time, he retained faith in 
the revolution and the party, and thus was wed, psychologic3; lly 
and politically, to the system. Moreover, however brutally and 
wastefully, Stalin was pursuing goals-industrialization, collec
tivization of agriculture, technological progress, new forms of 
labor organization-that w ere common to all Bo lsheviks, including 
Buk harin. 

If his opposition to Stalinism during his last years was there
fore to acquire some tragic dimension, it was often also to seem 
hopelessly inadequate and pathetic. As Buk harin later explained, 
this amalgam of obj ectionable Stalinist methods and shared Bolshe
vik goals produced in him "a peculiar duality of mind," a "dual 
psychology" aggravated further by a situation in the countryside 
that endangered not merely Stalin's policies but the Bolshevik 
government itself during the years of collectivization. If Stalin's 
leadership had confirmed Bukharin's worst fears, its consequences 
had also placed him and his followers "literally in twenty-four 
hours, on the other shore" as advocates of an aroused peasantry. Its 
resistance threatened the Soviet system and its anger, Bukharin now 
feared, could no longer be reconciled even to his own moderate 
policies.66 

Given his special status, h is loyalty to the party and the 
revolution, and the political situation, Bukharin a p parently saw 
little choice. A short time later, with obvious personal implication, 
he quoted Engels on the dilemma that G oethe had faced: "to exist 
in an environment which he necessarily held in contempt, and yet 
to be chained to it as the only one in which he could func
tion . . . .  " 67 By signing a compromise statement in 1930, Bu
kharin adopted an "intermediate position" between avowed 
resistance and the effusive glorification of Stalin's leadership and 
abj ect recantation tha t  were becoming political norms.68 He main
tained this posture for the next two years, prefacing his occasional 
public utterances with perfunctory affirmations of the "victories of 
socialism," shunning and advising against organized opposition, 
and warning those whom he had earlier defended, such as nonparty 
specialists, that he could no longer protect them and that they, too, 

.m ust now choose between "two camps." 69 
This political stance did not end t h e official invective against 

Bukharin and his policies; anti-Bukharinism was now an integral 
component of Stalinist ideology. But it did enable him to function 
el} erget ically throu ghout the upheaval of 1930-3 in his minor post 

apparently saw 

ust now choose between "two camps." 6
e official invective against 
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of director of research first under the Supreme Economic Council 
and then, when the Council was abolished in 1932, under the new -
Commissariat of Heavy Industry. This, in turn, enabled him to play 
a leading role in the Academy of Sciences, to head the Soviet dele-:
gation to the International Congress of the History of Science and 
Technology in London in mid- 193 1 (where his appearance im
pressed the audience but scandalized the Conservative press, which 
tried to use it against the Labour government), to publish essays on 
cultural and scientific themes, and to found and co-edit a related 
journal. These functions made him an unofficial but eminent 
spokesman for ,the Soviet scientific community, its representative 
to a not always appreciative officialdom and to foreign visitors.7 0 
Despite his continuing presence on the party's Central Committee, 
such activities were of course inconsequential compared to his past 
career. As with other exiles from power, the imposed leisure re
turned him to private pursuits that he had sacrificed for politics: to 
painting and to his long study, begun in emigration, of Marx's in-

- fluence on modern thought. 71 
It was also during this period that Bukharin acquired a new 

family, an otherwise prosaic fact that later became politically im
portant. He had separated from his first wife, Nadezhda Lukina, in 
the early or middle twenties, and then lived for several years with 
Esfir Gurvich, herself a party member and well-known economist, 
who bore him a daughter, Svetlana. This relationship had ended by 
the early thirties; in 1932 or 1933, at forty-five, Bukharin married 
Anna Mikhailovna Larina, "a young girl of rare beauty," the 
daughter of an old Bolshevik. A son, Iurii, was born to them in 
193+ Bukharin is said to have loved his young wife and child very 
much. Concern for their well-being was to influence his conduct 
in 1937-8. 72 

Politically, then, Bukharin's role in 1930-3 was his least im
portant since the revolution. Because of his stature, however, even 
his minor activities were of some significance. In his essays on cul
ture, philosophy, and science, on Goethe, Heine, Darwin, and the 
poets Mayakovsky and Bruisov, for example, he kept alive an au
thentic Marxist perspective in a society increasingly bereft and 
disdainful of serious MarxismY His long article on "Marx's Teach
ing and Its Historical Influence," written in 1933 for the fiftieth 
anniversary of the founder's death, was perhaps the last statement 
of classical Marxism to be published in Stalin's Russia. Among 
other things, it reaffirmed Marx's thesis that "the basic function of 
state power is to guarantee the process of exploitation," a reminder 
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uncongenial to the official statism of the thirties and promptly 
censured as such. 74 

The subject that most engaged Bukharin, however, was science 
and its development in the Soviet Union. As director of industrial 
research, he presided over the great expansion of scientific institutes 
and facilities during the early thirties, and wrote extensively on the 
problems involved. These writings are noteworthy in two respects. 
The early Soviet thirties witnessed the first attempt in any country 
to implement the planning of scientific research and development, 
an endeavor .whose importance is now recognized. Bukharin played 
a leading part in this pioneering undertaking, and his writings and 
speeches on methodological and theoretical aspects of the planning 
of science, according to one Western historian of science, were of 
genuine significance and "even now would be pertinent reading for 

. science administrators, including those in democratic countrie.s." 7 5  
In addition, his flow of pronouncements on scientific and tech

nological matters gave Bukharin a politically circumspect way to 
continue to protest Stalin's first five-year plan, and to defend his 
own, now disgraced, views. He did this in two ways. One was to 
argue repeatedly in 1929-33 that a technological revolution must 
be the basis of genuine industrialization, and that therefore "the 
scientific-research network must grow faster than even the leading 
branches of socialist heavy industry." 7 6  This proposition at once 
challenged Stalin's principle of the priority of heavy industry, re
jected his prevailing "gigantomania," and argued for neglected 
"qualitative indicators" of industrial development. Bukharin's other 
critical device involved his definition of the "sensible" planning of 
science, which was simply a specific application of his conception 
of economic planning generally. A scientific-research plan, for ex
ample, was to avoid "bureaucratic distortion" by combining cen
tralized guidelines with decentr�lized autonomy; it was to be based 
on "flexibility and elasticity," allowing for the incalculable and 
providing "reserve" time for fulfillment. Little imagination was 
required to see that these prescriptions and Bukharin's accompany
ing criticism of "the Gothamite, bureaucratic, bungling method of 
planning" represented his continuing objections to Stalin's first 
five-year plan and his recommendations for the second.7 7  

Indeed, Bukharin's relationship with the emerging moderate 
faction in the leadership probably originated in this connection. 
Ordzhonikidze, the influential Politburo moderate who regularly 
befriended defeated oppositionists, had taken over the Supreme 
Economic Council from Kuibyshev in 1930, and become head of 
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the important Commissariat of Heavy Industry on its creation in 

193 2 .  He was therefore Bukharin's administrative superier in 
1930-3 .  And it was about the time that Ordzhonikidze began his 
successful campaign for a more balanced, realistic second five-year 
plan that Bukharin acquired increasing prominence in the Commis
sariat, occasionally even representing it officially in Ordzhonikidze's 
absence.78 By 193 2 ,  he had become a member of its governing 
presidium and of the commission appointed to formulate the new 
plan, a remarkable turnabout for a man whose planning and indus
trial philosophy had been labeled "alien" by Stalin. 79 

A few months later, Bukharin took a step that shortly changed 
his position in the party as well. Speaking before the Central Com
mittee in January 193 3, he abandoned his "intermediate" stance 
and repented more fully his "guilt" and "absolutely incorrect" 
stands of 192 8-9. He alluded to two of the. reasons behind his de
cision that "intermediate positions" were no longer tenable, and 
that all segments of the party must rally around the existing leader
ship: . they were the "extreme dangers" represented by peasant re
sistance and the famine, now in its most murderous phase, and by 
developments in Germany which were to bring Hitler to power 
two weeks later.8o 

Another, unspoken, consideration also lay behind his act. 
Three months earlier, in the Riutin affair, Politburo moderates had 
shown their readiness and ability to resist Stalin. (Among those 
implicated with Riutin and saved by their intervention were three 
of Bukharin's personal proteges. 81) Now, at the Central Committee 
meeting in January, the moderates were beginning to assert them
selves on larger questions of policy.82 It was evident to Bukharin 
that the party and the country were entering a new period of un
certainty but also of possible'changes in Soviet domestic and foreign 
policy. To participate in and influence these events, he, too, had to 
adhere to the facade of unanimity and uncritical acceptance of 
Stalin's past leadership behind which the muted struggle over the 
country's future course was to be waged. For Bukharin, this re
quired first the fuller recantation he issued in January 193 3. Within 
a few months, for the first time in three years, articles by him on 
major political issues began to reappear in the central press. Their 
theme, cautiously stated, was that the warfare period of "revolution 
from above" was ending, and "a new period" beginning.83 

The essential features-though not the full story-of Bukhar
in's relationship with the moderate group in Stalin's Politburo are 
clear. While the fact that neither Kirov nor Ordzhonikidze had 
been virulent anti-Bukharinists in 192 8-9 probably mattered, 84 the 
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basic factor was the affinity between their political thinking in 
1934-6 and Bukharin's of the twenties. Though conditions in the 

. country were now different, the mo�erates' "policy of reconcilia
tion" and civil peace echoed Bukharin's conception of NEP as the 
"normalization" of the Soviet order after the excesses of war com
munism. Similarly reminiscent were their advocacy of better living 
conditions and a "prosperous collective farmer," and their crucial 
argument that the threat of war (now from Nazi Germany) made 
it imperative to assure the population's willingness to defend the 
Soviet system. These underlying affinities with discredited Bu
kharinist ideas were not, of course, explicitly acknowledged.8 5  But 
they were reflected in various political developments. One, for ex
ample, involved the young Bukharinist and former editor of Lenin
grad Pravda, Petr Petrovskii. An uncompromising anti-Stalinist, he 
had been implicated in the Riutin affair and his party membership 
suspended in 1932. Two years later, he reappeared in Kirov's Lenin
grad organization as head of its ideological department and, again, 
an editor of Leningrad Pravda.86 

. But it w�s Bukharin's own political-comeback that, in the eyes 
"f the party, symbolized the moderates' succesS'. The scene of his 
return was the Seventeenth Party Congress in January 1934, the 
first he had addressed since 1927. His speech, which combined the 
obligatory endorsement of Stalin's leadership with (as we shall see) 
a critical appraisal of his foreign policy, received prolonged ap
plause from the assembled party elite.87 When the Central Commit
tee convened after the' congress, Bukharin's significance- in the 
secret tug-of-war between Politburo moderates and Stalinists be
came still more apparent. Though demoted from full to candidate 
membership on the Central Committee, he was appointed chief 
editor of the government newspaper Izvestiia. The daily being sec
ond only to Pravd� as an authoritative voice of official policy, 
Bukharin's appointment was particularly significant.88 Dramatic 
evidence of the moderates' progress, it established him as both a 
symbol of and an illustrious spokesman for their reconciliatory 
program. 

Two subsequent events further illustrated Bukharin's special 
role in the reformist policies. The first was the inaugural Congress 
of Soviet Writers, which met amidst great fanfare in August 1934 
to celebrate the formation of a new organization embracing all 
Soviet writers. In retrospect, the congress is seen as the beginning 
of a far harsher regimentation of literature, based on the imposed 
doctrine of "socialist realism." At the time, however, after four 
years of party-sponsored "class struggle on the literary front," writ-
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ers and artists welcomed it as initiating an official relaxation, an 
occasion for "great hopes and beautiful expectations." 89 A major 
reason for this optimism was Bukharin's appearance as one of the 
three official speakers. Renowned as an opponent of party dictates 
in literature and, even in the thirties, as an "intercessor" on behalf 
of disfavored writers,90 his presence on the rostrum seemed to con
firm expectations of a reconciliation between the regime and the 
cultural intelligentsia. 

His remarkable three-hour address to the congress accentuated 
this impression, overshadowing the other featured speeches by 
Gorky and Stalin's future cultural enforcer, Andrei Zhdanov. 
Bukharin's topic was Soviet poetry; but his real subject was the 
danger that the party's "compulsory directives" in literature since 
1929 would lead to "the bureaucratization of creative processes and 

'serve badly the whole development of art." The "paraphrasing of 
newspaper articles" and "rhymed slogan" (favored by the Stalinist 
leadership), he said, "is, of course, not art at all." A socialist civili
zation required a- "powerful, rich, and variegated art," whose ani
mating spirit was a "humanism" enveloping "the entire world of 
emotions-love, happiness, fear, anguish, anger, and so on to in
finity-the entire world of desire and passion . . . .  " Such an art, he 
still insisted, could grow only from "diversity and quality" and 
from "a wide freedom of competition in creative questing." To 
emphasize his argument, he dismissed officially acclaimed "agita
tional poets" as obsolete, and praised at length disfavored lyrical 
poets, particularly the defiantly apolitical Boris Pasternak.9 1" 

The startling candor and liberalism of Bukharin's remarks in
furiated "agitational" writers but elated the great majority of his 
audience, who cheered his speech enthusiastically. "Many writers," 
it is said, "literally fell into each other's arms and, breathless with 
delight, spoke of the prospects of a real emancipation of art." 9 2  

In the end, however, the relaxation and cultural "spring" sym
bolized by Bukharin's address to the writers' congress turned out to 
be short-lived. Three years later, the Politburo moderates de
stroyed, Bukharin in jail, and many writer-delegates themselves 
victims of the terror, the Stalinist press would single out Bukharin's 
speech as a malevolent attempt to "disorient and demoralize non
party writers." 9 3  

The other major event associating Bukharin with reform from 
above was the establishment in February 1935 of a commission to 
prepare a new Soviet constitution. Chaired formally by Stalin, the 
thirty-member panel included Bukharin, who later confided that 
he alone, with a little assistance from Radek, had written the docu-
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ment "from first word to last." 94 Given the participation of the 
legal profession and 'the lengthy public discussion preceding its 
ratification in December 1 936, this is probably misleading, though 
it is likely that Bukharin prepared or edited the final draft. What
ever the case, his central role in the preparation of the charter 
(officially dubbed the "Stalin Constitution" and still in force to
day), and particularly its new provisions for universal suffrage, 
secret balloting, the possibility of multi-candidate elections, and 
explicit civil rights of citizens, seems to have been widely known at 
the time.9 5 And though few people, including Bukharin, took seri
ously the official claim that the constitution guaranteed real "de
mocratization," it provided for many inside and outside the party 
further evidence that an era of civil peace and legality had begun, 
that "people will nave more room. They can nb longer be pushed 
aside." 9 6  

But dramatic (and ultimately futile) as the writers' congress 
and new constitution were, it was Bukharin's editorship of Izvestiia 
that gained him real prominence and public influence in 1 934-6. 
F or the first time since the twenties, his signed articles and unsigned 
editorials on pressing political issues appeared regularly in a news
paper read faithfully by the ruling elites and educated Soviet society 
generally. Within a few months, he had created at Izvestiia's edi
torial offices the same comradely, intellectual spirit that had char
acterized his tenure at Pravda. He recruited talented writers, among 
them his boyhood friend Ehrenburg and the repentant Trotskyist 

. Radek, and acquired for the daily a reputation as the liveliest, most 
critical-minded of all Soviet newspapers.97 

For this, as for the revival of his political fortunes generally, 
Bukharin naturally had to pay a price, of which his recantation, 
reiterated at the Seventeenth Party Congress, was only a part. 
Stalinist politics, a survivor has said, "not only exterminated honest 
people, but corrupted the living." 98 Even during the relatively 
liberal interlude of 1934-6, participation in politics required adher
ence to the rituals of the Stalin cult, the falsification of party his
tory, �he defaming of reputations and oppositionist ideas" and the 
misrepresentation of events of the magnitude of collectivization. 

These were ceremonies that Bukharin, a famous but powerless 
politician and now editor of the government newspaper, could not 
avoid. Instead, he tried to limit his compliance ("corruption"), and 
to abide by some standard of "political morals." 99 Thus, like the 
Politburo moderates who bowed to Stalin's "weakness for such 
adulation" while pursuing their dissident policies, Bukharin agreed 
"to burn incense before S�alin and extol his person," but frequently 
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in a manner so ambiguous as to invite skepticism.loo When Stalin 
staged an elaborate Congress of Collective Farmers in February 
1935 to eulogize "the victory of socialism in the countryside," the 
renowned foe of imposed collectivization consented to address the 
convention, but in a very different tone. And when Pokrovskii and 
his once orthodox historiography were repudiated. posthumously, 
Bukharin contributed a polemic, but one whose main criticism de
plored merely the abstractness of Pokrovskii's treatment of Russian 
history.lol In other respects, Bukharin simply refused to, comply, 
contributing nothing to the neo-nationalistic rehabilitation of czar
ism or to the rewriting of party history.102 Above all, he refused to 
denounce Bolsheviks imperiled by Stalin's vindictiveness. While 
other former oppositionists, including Rykov, exhorted the court 
to show "no mercy" to Zinoviev and Kamenev in 1936, Bukharin 
remained silent.lo3 

The price he did pay must have seemed acceptable in return 
for a central and hopefully influential role, through his writings 
and presence in public life, in the momentous struggle between the 
factions of reconciliation and terror. The stakes, Bukharin believed, 
were very high-the future course of the Bolshevik revolution, the 
country, and world affairs; and his articles and editorials in 1934-6 

were a major part of the moderates' effort to develop a consensus 
in the party for civil peace and reform in the country.104 This did 
not mean, it must be remembered, that Bukharin could write ex
plicitly about these issues and conflicts at the 'top. Like other par-
ticipants in the covert struggle, he was obliged to communicate in 
the discreet Aesopian language that had been an occasional feature 
of party politics in the twenties and had now become the primary 
mode of public debate and political dialogue.lo5 

There was nothing strange nor peculiarly Soviet about this esoteric 
communication. The language of disguised polemics, allegorical 
symbols, metaphoric allusions, cod� words, significant emphases 
and omissions, as well as the practice of reading between the lines, 
have been part of political discourse throughout history, especially 
in authoritarian societies where official censorship is imposed and 
heterodoxy persecuted. Students of political philosophy and even 
of biblical texts are accustomed to reading "aesopianly," mindful of 
what could not be said openly in a given historical context.loe 
Politicized Soviet citizens who had grown up in censorious czarist 
Russia were particularly adept at the "language of Aesop," and 
none more so than Bolsheviks whose own revolutionary ideas had 
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once circulated in this surreptitious fashion. In What Is to Be 
Done?, Bolshevism's charter document and still obligatory reading 
in party schools, Lenin had written: 

In an autocratic country with a completely enslaved press, in a time 
of desperate political reaction when even the slightest outgrowth of 
political discontent and protest is persecuted, the theory of revolution
ary Marxism suddenly makes its way into the censored literature, 
expounded in Aesopian. language but understood by all the "inter
ested." 10 7  

Like dissenters in czarist Russia, Bukharin wrote obliquely for 
the "interested"-first and foremost, for party members-about 
what should be done in Stalin's Russia in 1934-6. The ideas and 
policies he advocated were based on his general evaluation of the 
situation in the country, which he urged upon his readers. It carried 
special weight because of his stature as an opponent of Stalin's poli
cies. The previous programs and conduct of party oppositionists, 

· he argued, were no longer viable or relevant. They had been out
dated by the events of 1929-33. Whatever the "costs" and wisdom, 
the far-reaching changes wrought by Snilin's four-year "revolution 
from above"-the abolition of NEP, collectivization, heavy indus
trialization, and the defeat of "other strategies"-were irreversible 
facts. The Soviet Union had become a different country, and there 
now could be no talk of returning to the pre- I 929 situation. Anti
Stalinists should therefore stop lamenting the past and begin "study
ing actual tendencies of development." The end of the first five
year plan opened a "new crossroads" in Soviet history. And it was 
time for all Bolsheviks to accept the existing leadership so that they 
could confront the two related problems of the present: the rise of 
fascism and the need to reform the new Soviet order created by 
.stalin's imposed revolution. lOS • 

Fascism-as both the menace of Nazi G.ermany and a new 
political phenomenon-was central to Bukharin's thinking in the 
thirties. Hitler's rise to power had left Stalin's Comintern policies a 
shambles. While it is arguable whether collaboration between Ger
man Communists and socialists in - I 929-33 would have prevented 
the Nazi victory, or whether Stalin's anti-socialist line was the only 
impediment to such collaboration, many Soviet and foreign Com
munists believed it to be true.109 Moreover, Stalin abandoned his 
discredited policies reluctantly and slowly, only in 1 934 and for
mally at the Seventh Comintern Congress in mid-1935, which 
called for a united front between Communist and socialist parties 
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against fascism. The belated turnabout was part of a broader re
orientation of Soviet diplomacy toward European collective secur-

. ity against Germany, symbolized by Soviet membership in the 
League of Nations in September 1 934. Behind the scenes, however, 
a deep split had developed in the Soviet leadership over policy to
ward the new Germany, one which continued even through the 
Soviet decision to intervene on the side of anti-fascism in the Span
ish civil war in the fall of 1 936.110 

The division, as Molotov confirmed in a rare public disclosure 
in 1 936, was between advocates of "thoroughgoing irreconcilabil
ity" toward fascism and Nazi Germany specifically, and the Stalin 
group, which wanted "an improvement in Soviet-German rela
tions." 11 1 Like most European statesmen, Soviet leaders held di
verse and often dim understandings of fascism. All saw it as a 
product of the crisis of capitalist society and the bourgeoisie's 
desperate need for an open, as opposed to a disguised parliamentary, 
"dictatorship of capital." This assumption, however, left room for 
important disagreements. For Stalin, it meant that the advent of 
Nazism-simply another capitalist regi.me-need not terminate the 
special relationship, begun in 1 922, between the two outcasts of 
postwar Europe, the Soviet Union and Germany. He stressed this 
point to the party (and to Hitler) at the Seventeenth Congress in 
January 1 934: "fascism is not the issue here, if only because fascism 
in Italy, for example, has not prevented the USSR from establish
ing the best of relations with that country." 112 Whether, as early 
as 1 934, Stalin foresaw the kind of collaborative alliance that he 
obtained in the Nazi-Soviet Pact of August 1 939 is unclear. What, is clear is that even during the Soviet Union's pro-Western orienta
tion of the mid-thirties, he preferred, and initiated secret diplomacy 
toward, a Soviet form of appeasement and "the best of relations" 
with Hitler. 113 

Bukharin cha.mpioned the opposite outlook. Convinced from 
the outset that Hitlerism had "cast a dark and bloody shadow over 
the world," 114  he became an ardent defender of uncompromising 
anti-fascism and collective resistance to Nazi Germany. At the 
same party congress which witnessed his return to political promi
nence, he tacitly rejected Stalin's assertion that the nature . of 
fascism did not matter. Exemplified by Hitler's Mein Kampf, fascist 
ideology, he insisted, had to be taken seriously. Its espousal of 
"open robbery, a frankly bestial philosophy, the bloodstained dag-
ger and an open era of throat-cutting" were already being practiced 
inside Germany. Hitler's avowed anti-Bolshevism, his demand for 
German living space in Russia and "open call for the destruction of 

I 
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our state," made his foreign intentions "completely clear." German 
designs 'on the Soviet Union's western territories and Japanese am
bitions in Siberia, Bukharin remarked with prophetic gallows 
humor, "apparently mean that we shall have to find a place for our 
Union's entire population of 160 million somewhere in one of the 
furnaces of the Magnitogorsk Works." He ended by challenging 
Stalin's acceptance of the Nazi regime: "This is the bestial face of 
the class enemy! This, comrades, is who confronts us, and whom 
we shall have to face in all those historic battles that history has 
placed on our shoulders." 115 

Throughout the next three years, in private talks, public 
speeches, and in Izvestiia, Bukharin hammered away at the inevita
bility of war with Germany and the need for a "policy of security" 
with Western governments. To appeasers in the Soviet leadership, 
he emphasized the fundamental irreconcilability between the nature 
of communism and the "bestialism and racism" of fascism, as well 
as the implacability of Hitler's Germany, which had made "war the 
basis of foreign policy" and the conquest of Soviet Russia its goal. 
He reminded Bolsheviks that "compared to the Middle Ages and to 
fascism," bourgeois democracies were" 'good.' " 116 To appeasers 
in the West, he emphasized the "historical lessons" of I 9 I 4, and the 
mutual Nazi peril,to England, France, Austria, Czechoslovakia, the 
Baltic countries, Finland, and even the United States. Should the 
Soviet Union fall to Germany, he warned in 1935, it would give 
Hitler "a powerful resource base . .. beginning the second round 
�f the operation by 'the German Sword,' this time in the West." 117 

Bukharin's foresight requires no commentary. It seems suffi
cient to place him with that handful of important political figures 
who understood the extraordinary menace of Nazi Germany from 
the beginning, and who were heeded too late. But anti-fascism was 
for him more than a strategy of foreign policy. It figured promi
nently in his thinking about developments inside the Soviet Union 
as well. The most immediate connection in his mind, of course, 
involved preparing for war by eliminating the "enormous . .. dis
content among the population," particularly among the peas
antry.11s Resistance to German fascism and "reforms" inside Soviet 
Russia-especially in the direction of "a prosperous ,life" and "de
mocratization"-were, he believed, of a piece, and he linked them 
regularly in 1934-6.119 

The advent of Nazi. Germany, however, also influenced Bu
kharin's thinking about internal Soviet trends in more complex 
ways. The similarities between the party-state dictatorships of 
�itler's Germany and Stalin's Russia, already the subject of discus-
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sion abroad, did not escape his attention. Formally, of course, he 
had to dismiss them as superficial resemblances between antithetical 
societies; but in his articles (and privately) he communicated to 
"the interested" a more problematic and alarmed analysis. Unlike 
all too many Marxists, Bukharin recognized that the Nazi order 
was something new. It represented, he believed, the actualization of 
the "New Leviathan," the nightmarish potentiality in modern so
ciety that he had adumbrated. in 19 15, the "state of Jack London's 
The Iron Heel." 12 0 And as his portrayal of Nazi Germany, its 
"totalitarian" order, "statism and Caesarism," in 1 934-6 seemed to 
suggest, and as he confided privately, he feared that Stalinist poli-
cies and practices since 1929 were leading to a similar development 
in the Soviet Union. 

Unlike some thinkers-including the emigre philosopher Nik
olai Berdiaev, whose book on the "process of dehumanization" in 
the "two Leviathans" he criticized but singled out as being of re
markable interest 121-Bukharin did not identify the evil with the 
nature of modern, large-scale organizations. Rather, he saw it in 
"the idea of violence, of coercion as a permanent method of exercis
ing power over society, over individuals, over man's personality," 
in "terroristic dictatorships" based on "permanent coercion" and 
"a real gulf between . . .  a small group of ruling exploiters and the 
exploited masses." Such a regime, "with all its organizational efforts, 
blind discipline, cult of Jesuitical obedience, and suppression of 
intellectual functions, creates a dehumanized populace." 122 He ap
plied this characterization to Germany, but in a way that implied 
its relevance to the emerging Soviet cults of Stalin, the Russian 
state, and iron discipline: 

Fascism . . .  has established an omnipotent "total state," which dehu
manizes everything except the leaders and "supreme leaders." The 
dehumanization of the masses here is in direct proportion to the glori
fication of the "Leader." . . .  The great majority of people are thereby 
transformed into simple functionaries bound by a discipline imposed in 
all areas of life. . . . Three ethical norms dominate everything: devo
tion to the "nation" or to the "state," "loyalty to the Leader," and the 
"spirit of the barracks." 123 

The possible degeneration of the Bolshevik revolution into a 
new exploiting order had troubled Bukharin before. But the cur
rent potential, represented by Stalinism, for a Soviet system of 
"permanent coercion" must have seemed desperately real, and hor-
rified him. When he began his outcry in 1 934, he evidently believed 
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that the reality in Nazi Germany could still be averted at home. 
This hope, which underlay his fervent support for the moderates' 
reforms, inspired his own concept of "proletarian" or "socialist 
humanism." Humanistic slogans, associated largely with a school of 

. nonparty writers, had been denounced (along with "rotten liberal
ism") by the Stalinist leadership in 1929-30 as "one manifestation 
of the vacillation and panic of . . .  groups who, unable to keep up 
with the rush of events, cannot find their place in the ranks of the 
fighters for socialism." 124 By 1934, however, Bukharin had made 
"socialist humanism," along with anti-fascism, one of his two major 
themes.125 

Echoing his moral objections to .. anti-peasant policies in the 
twenties, it represented a frankly ethical outlook. The "principle of 
socialist humanism," Bukharin explained, meant "a concern for all
round development, for a many-sided ('prosperous' material and 
spiritual) life." It meant a society where "the machine is only a 

means to promote the flowering of a rich, variegated, bright, and 
joyful life," where people's "needs, their growth, the broadening 
and enrichment of their life, is the goal of a socialist economy," 
where the "criterion is the freedom of maximum development of 
the maximum number of people." 126 In formulating "socialist hu
manism" as "diametrically opposed to fascist bestiality," Bukharin 
also wanted to persuade reluctant Western critics to unite with the 
Soviet Union "against anti-humanist fascism." 127 But his first con
cern was apparently Soviet society itself, and his real audience the 
Bolshevik Party. 

In one sense, his doctrine of humanism was unremarkable, 
little more than a restatement of original socialist aspirations. In 
Soviet circumstances of the mid-thirties, however, it amounted to a 
radical critique and manifesto, a plea for a humanistic socialism that 
would be taken up by Communist reformers two decades later. 
Against the background of Stalin's "revolution from above," amidst 
official celebrations of what Bukharin viewed as "features of a 
military order," hierarchical bureaucratic power, and "cruel, un
cultured provincialism," he was reminding the party that the social
ist mission was a new civilization, preserving and transcending the 
best achievements and values of the modern age.128 Fascism as well 
as Stalinism, he seemed to be saying, threatened these values by 
their reliance on violence and contempt for human Jlchievement, 
epitomized for him by the Nazi poet who exclaimed: "When I 

hear the word culture, I reach for my Browning." 129 He was re
minding the party, its vi�ion and outlook transformed by seventeen 
years of civil war, bitter internal conflict, imposed industrialization 
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and collectivization, that "a creative, happy, human society is for 
us an end in itself . . . .  " 130 

As he confided privately, Bukharin worried most about the 
brutalizing impact of collectivization-"a mass annihilation of com
pletely defenseless men, together with their wives and children"
on the party. Some Communists had remained aloof, some had re
volted, and some, including Stalin's own wife Nadezhda Alliluyeva, 
had committed suicide in protest. Many, however, had become 
acclimated and obedient to 'violence as a normal system of rule, 
transformed, he feared, into "cogs in some terrible machine . . .  the 
'iron heel. ' " Advocating socialist humanism was evidently Bu
kharin's way of warning and appealing to the party against this 
pathology. He remained hopeful that party members were acting 
badly "not because they are bad, but because the situation is bad. 
They must be persuaded that the country is not against them, but 
only that a change of policy is necessary." 13 1  Thus his articles of 
1934-6 urged them to embrace the tentative reforms-the end of 
terror in the countryside and of rationing; the beginning of larger 
expenditures on agriculture, consumer goods) and welfare; the cul
tural spring promised by the writers' congress; and the legality and 
democratization brought by the new constitution-as "the first 
flowering of socialist humanism," the moment "to realize ideology 
in living practice." He was pleading, it seems, that socialist human
ism, not Stalinism, "becollze the ideological axis of our time." 132 

It is difficult to judge Bukharin's real optimism about the possibility 
of decisive reform and resisting Stalinism; or to know exactly when 

h· h it turned into despair. His revival of the iron heel metaphor, w lC 
had always meant an omnipotent despotism rooted in social condi
tions, implied an underlying pessimism all along. Moreover, even 

,' during the success and popularity of the reforms and anti-fascism, 
there was regular evidence of Stalin's intentions and arbitrary  
power. Kirov's assassination in December 1934 stunned Bu�harin, 

 and he may already have suspected the real hand behind it.133 
Whatever the case, he knew about Stalin's political use of the kill-  
ing in the weeks that followed, and probably ab0l!t his secret   
directives (some obliquely implicating Bukbarin himself) against 
concealed "enemies" in the party. Subsequent events in I935-the 
first trials of Zinoviev and Kamenev, the abolition of the Society of ,

Old Bolsheviks, and the removal from libraries of books by several 
former oppositionists-augured clearly the threat to the mod
erates' policies and to the old Bolshevik Party. 134 
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In addition, despite his revived political fortunes, Bukharin's 
personal standing with Stalin remained "the very lowest." 135 His 
only contact with the leader's entourage during the early thirties 
seems to have been his close friendship with Stalin's young wife.136 
Her Bukharinist views on collectivization and her suicide in N 0-

vember 1932 could only have worsened matters. Nor apparently 
did Bukharin seriously share the optimism of Politburo moderates 
that "burning incense before Stalin " would win his trust. As in 
1928, he saw an insatiable psychological as well as political com
pulsion at work. Stalin, he explained, "is wretched because he 
cannot convince everyone, not even himself, that he is greater than 
everyone else ... his wretchedness compels him to take revenge on 
people, all people, but particularly those who are in some way su
perior or better than him .... " Bukharin understood that his O\vn 
stature in the party made him a prime target of this "wretched
ness," and that his personal danger grew with the popularity of 
what he represented politically.137 Stalin's public conduct was occa
sionally friendly, as at a banquet in 1935 where he toasted "Nikolai 
Ivanovich Bukharin. \N e all know and love him, and whoever re
members the past-get out of my sight!" 138 Meantime, however, 
his police agents were already preparing a dossier on Bukharin's 
"past." And on February 10, 1936, for the first time in several 
years, the Stalinist organ Pravda ominously attacked his present 
views.139 

Two weeks later, already "certain that he will devour us ... 
he is only waiting for a more opportune moment," 140 Bukharin 
traveled to Paris on his last visit abroad. Accompanied by his wife, 
he was part of a three-man Soviet delegation seeking to purchase 
the unique ·archives of the destroyed German Social Democratic 
Party. The archives, which included Marx's manuscripts, were in 
the safekeeping of Boris Nicolaevsky, an emigre Menshevik his
toran residing in Paris who had helped smuggle them out of Nazi 
Germany. Including stopovers in Prague and Berlin, and an ex
cursion to Copenhagen, Bukharin remained abroad two months. It 
soon became clear that he had come on what he suspected would 
be his last journey "with his obituary in mind." 141 He spoke to 
friends and old political foes alike with startling candor and scant 
regard for the party's tradition of political secrecy. During a sur
prise visit to Fedor Dan, leader of the emigre Russian Menshevik 
Party, he discussed Stalin-"this small, malicious man, no, not a 
man, a devil "-with unconcealed "fear and loathing." Strolling 
with Andre Malraux in the Place de l'Odeon, "he confided to me 
absently, 'And now he is going to kill me.' ... " 1 42 

Meantime, however, 

His 
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It was to Nicolaevsky, however, that he chose, "obituary in 
mind," to confide important historical facts and his own views for 
posterity. He trusted Nicolaevsky, despite his Menshevism, pre
sumably because of his reputation as an archivist and Marxist his
wrian, but also because he was Rykov's brother-in-law. At first, 
Bukharm spoke cautiously of mutual friends, distant events, and 
philosophy. But as their private conversations stretched through 
March and April and grew more intimate, he related, sometiI1!es 
hesitantly and elliptically, major aspects of the struggle inside the 
Soviet leadership since the Riutin affair, and of his own role and 
thinking on domestic and foreign policy. On the basis of these talks 
(and possibly a subsequent communic'ation from Bukharin), six 
months later Nicolaevsky published anonymously the famous Letter 
of an Old Bolshevik, a remarkable document and the source of much 
of our knowledge about Soviet politics in the thirties.143 To Nicol
aevsky and others, including an old Comintern friend who wanted 
him to remain abroad and establish an anti-Stalinist newpsaper, Bu
kharin left the impression of despair for himself and for the Soviet 
Union under Stalin. Why then, they asked, was he returning? His 
answer suggested his determination to play out his political and 
symbolic role in the party: "How could I not return? To become 
an emigre? No, I couldn't live as you, as an emigre. No, come what 
may . . . .  " 144 

Bukharin returned to Moscow in late April 1936, as Stalin's 
preparations for a great terror were nearing completion. It was to 
begin with the trial and execution of Zinoviev and Kamenev, al
ready under arrest, on charges of having Jormed a "Trotskyite
Zinovievite Terrorist Centre" that murdered Kirov and plotted the 
assassination of the Stalinist leadership. In his first article in Izvestiia 
upon returning, Bukharin alerted "the interested" to the desperate 
situation. Ostensibly a contribution to the nationwide discussion of 
the new constitution, he began by quoting Machiavelli, a familiar 
Aesopian device, and then introduced a new theme: All fascist 
regimes operate behind a facade of "political fiction and ideologi
cally fraudulent decoration." 145 On June 1 8, Gorky, an influential 
opponent of the impending terror, died under mysterious circum
stances. In his eulogy, Bukharin mourned the death of "the great 
proletarian humanist" and "singer of reason." 146 In the weeks that 
followed, the accused in the "investigation" of Zinoviev and Ka
menev began to crack and confess to false charges. 

On July 6, Bukharin published what he evidently knew would 
be his last article. The title, "Routes of History: Thoughts Aloud," 
again alerted readers to its exceptional importance as a kind of final 
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testament.147 Its recurrent theme was the "real" direction of events 
at home and abroad. He began with a post-mortem. "Everyone is 
talking about the Stalin constitution"; but the development of real 
importance was the "consolidation" of the Stalinist regime behind 
the scenes and the impending destruction of all resistance to it. Lest 
anyone mistake his analysis of fascism's "beastly bullying, oppres
sion, violence, and war," as applying only to Germany, Bukharin 
again pointed out: "An intricate network of decorative deceit (in 
words and deeds) is an extremely essential characteristic of fascist 
regimes of all kinds and complexions." 

A political testament, however, must also address the future. 
And here, alongside his despair over the present, Bukharin seemed 
to offer an ultimately hopeful "perspective." He had returned from 
Europe doubly convinced of the stability and menace of Nazi 
Germany, and the need to orient Soviet diplomacy toward En
gland. 148 Now, he implied, Stalin was preparing to abandon anti
fascism in foreign policy as well. But these "adventuristic illusions" 
could not avert the inevitable clash with Germany, nor the Soviet 
Union's eventual destiny as a bulwark "against' fascist war and 
fasci�t counter-revolution." In the "great historical drama" that lay 
ahead, every Soviet citizen must remain loyal and confident in the 
eventual victory of socialism in the Soviet Union which, he evi
dently still believed, Stalinism also could not prevent. 

Regimes of the Stalinist type, Bukharin seemed to be predict
ing, were doome? by a "paradox of history." They were based on 
an "ideology of hatred foward the masses . . .  for them the masses 
are 'Untermenschen,' 'subhumans,' 'inferiors.'  . . .  The masses, how-
ever, have already entered the historical arena, and there is no way 
that they can be driven completely underground." Such regimes 
must therefore "create the illusion of mass participation in power . 
. . . But it would be extremely shortsighted not to see the historical 
limits of this organized deception . . . .  Sooner or later this deception 
must be exposed." The Soviet revolution had laid rhe "basis of 
socialism," and brought "enormous changes in the entire internal 
structure and life of the country." Despite the Stalinist regime, 
ordinary people were maturing politically, economically, and cul
turally, already ceasing to be "mere 'instrumenta vocalia' ('tools 
with a voice,' as slaves in Rome were called) " and becoming "a 
conscious mass of conscious personalities." This guaranteed the 
future of socialism, because "living history is made by living people, 

, by millions of these living people . . . . " On the eve of his own de
stru�tion, Bukharin retained his faith in the people and in history. 
Or as he told Nicolaevsky: "One is saved by a faith that develop-
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ment is always going forward like a stream running to the 
shore. . . . The stream goes through the most difficult places. But 
it still goes forward . . . .  And the people grow, becoming stronger 
in it, and they build a new society." 1 49 

The trial of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and fourteen co-defendants 
began on August 1 9, and promptly established that Stalin had in 
mind victims other than those in the dock. Carefully tutored by his 
"interrogators," several defendants immediately gave testimony 
implicating Bukharin, Rykov, Tomskii, and a number of former 
Trotskyists in their alleged "counter-revolutionary crimes." On 
August 2 I ,  Vyshinsky, the Stalinist prosecutor guiding the accused 
through their pre-arranged confessions, announced the beginning" 
of an investigation of Bukharin and the others implicated.1 5 0 On 
seeing the published announcement the following day, Tomskii 
committed suicide. Father of the Soviet trade union movement and 
still a candidate member of the Central Committee, he wanted to 
escape the abuse and degradation heaped on Zinoviev and Kamenev. 
He chose, wrote a friend abroad, "a dignified end." 151 All sixteen 

" defendants in the Zinoviev trial were pronounced guilty on August 
24, and executed a few days later. Meanwhile, the press filled with 
"workers' " demands that Bukharin's ties with "these liquidated 
double-dealers, murderers, spies, and rabid enemies of the working 
class" be exposed.152 

Politburo opponents of the terror, notably Ordzhonikidze and 
probably the Ukrainians Kosior, Chubar, and Pavel Postyshev, now ' 

began their last resistance. They apparently had agreed reluctantly 
to the trial of Zinoviev and Kamenev, already sentenced to prison 
terms twice previously, on Stalin's promise that the defendants 
would not be executed. Betrayed, they moved to save Bukharin and 
Rykov, far more popular and important political figures.1 53 At a 
series of high-level meetings, possibly of the Central Committee but 
probably of Politburo members, in late August and early Septem
ber, they obtained several important decisions� One evidently au
thorized Soviet intervention in the Spanish civil war. Another 
ended the proceedings against Bukharin and Rykov. On September 
I O, Pravda announced that Vyshinsky's office, having "failed to 
establish legal facts," had terminated the investigation.15 4 

Though still at liberty and even able to travel inside the coun
try, Bukharin could hardly have been consoled by the reprieve. He 
certainly knew that he stood foremost among those, as the poet 
Evtushenko has written, "with death sentences shining inside them
like white crosses on the doors of the Huguenots." 15 5 Although
his riame remained on the editorial masthead through January 1 6,
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1937, he had lost control of Izvestiia, probably in August,· and not 
regained it.156 Nor had Stalin's intrigue terminated with the crim
inal investigation. At the end of September, he managed to replace 
the police chief Iagoda, whose connection with the Bukharinists in 
19 28-9 now �isposed him against their persecution, with Yezhov, 
the zealot of terror who was to conduct Stalin's main assault on the 
party in 1937-8. Yezhov's appointment accelerated preparations 
for a second public trial of old Bolsheviks, this one featuring Radek 
and Bukharin's friends Piatakov and Sokolnikov, and involving 
additional charges of espionage and wrecking.157 

Bukharin was now trapped in "an atmosphere of relentless 
terror" -manipulated by the "genius of dosage." 158 On November 
7, as he and his wife viewed the anniversary celebrations from the 
stands rather than from the platform for dignitaries atop Lenin's 
mausoleum, they were approached by a guard. Bukharin's wife re
members thinking "he would tell Nikolai Ivanovich to leave or 
that he was coming to arrest him, but the guard saluted and said: 
�Comrade Bukharin, Comrade Stalin asked me to inform you that 
you are not in the right place and he begs you to go up on the 
tomb.' " 159 A month later, Bukharin's name was dropped from the 
final constitutional commission, and the press again began implying 
his involvement with "enemies of the people." 160 

The trial of Piatakov, Sokolnikov, Radek, and fourteen others 
opened on January 23, 19

"
37. Once again the accused immediately 

gave prepared testimony incriminating Bukharin and Rykov, now 
in sabotage and treason as well as murder. After seven days of false 
charges and bizarre confessions, the court found all seventeen de
fendants guilty, sparing (temporarily) only Radek, Sokolnikov, 
and two others the death penalty.161 During the next two weeks, 
several lesser Bukharinists were "worked over" in police cellars and 
their "confessions" delivered to Bukharin as "a sort of psychic tor
ture." Probably already a virtual prisoner in his Kremlin apartment, 
Bukharin began a hunger strike, a forlorn protest to inspire Central 
COIJ1mittee opponents of the terror who were gathering for their 
"last stand." 162 

The most fateful meeting of the Central Committee since 1 9 I 7 
convened on February 23, 1937. To stop the terror, its opponents 
knew they had to prevent Bukharin's expulsion from the party and 
arrest, still a prerogative of the Central Committee. If Bukharin 
could be condemned as an "enemy of the people," no (me was safe. 
For the same reason, Stalin had prepared carefully for the show
down. Five days before,. Ordzhonikidze, the most powerful oppo
Aent of the terror, had been murdered or forced to commit suicide. 
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The plenum therefore opened with depleted moderates competing 
against emboldened Stalinists for an already. intimidated Central 
Committee majority. Several matters were scheduled for discussion; 
bpt "there was, in reality, only one item on the agenda-the ex
pulsion of Bukharin and Rykov." 163 Still candidate members of 
the assembly, both were in attendance. 

Distributing police depositions against Bukharin and R ykov, 
Stalin and his men took the floor to demand their arrest as "hired 
murderers, saboteurs, and wreckers in the service of fascism." Sta
lin's nine-year-old thesis that class enemies intensify their resistance 
as socialism grows nearer, had been triumphantly vindicated, he 
and his associates claimed, by the exposure of these conspirators 
"hiding behind a party card and disguised as Bolsheviks." Their 
demands that Bukharin confess produced a remarkable exchange 
between Bukharin and Molotov. Bukharin: "I am not Zinoviev or 
Kamenev, and I will not tell lies about myself." Molotov: "If you 
don't confess, that will prove you're a fascist hireling. Their press 
is saying that our trials are provocations. We'll arrest you and you'll 
confess!" 164 Knowing that arrest was imminent, when Bukharin 
returned home aft�r the session he composed a last letter "To a 
Future Generation of Party Leaders," which he asked his wife to 
memOrIze. 

"I feel my helplessness," it began, "before a hellish machine, 
which . .. has acquired gigantic power, fabricates organized slan
der, acts boldly and confidently . ... " Stalin's police, he continued, 
were 

a degenerate organization of bureaucrats, without ideas, rotten, well 
paid, who use the Cheka's bygone authority to cater to Stalin's morbid 
suspiciousness .... Any member of the Central Committee, any mem
ber of the party, can be rubbed out, turned into a traitor, terrorist, 
diversionist, spy, by these "wonder-working organs." 

Declaring himself innocent of any crime, Bukharin wrote that ac
cusing him of being an enemy of the revolution and a capitalist 
agent was like discovering that the last czar "devoted his whole life 
to struggle against capitalism and monarchy, to the struggle for .. . 
a proletarian revolution." He appealed to future party leaders, 

1r I� 
ii, JI 

Ii 
,Ii I: 

whose historical mission will include the obligation to take apart the 
monstrous cloud o� crimes that is growing ever huger in these frightful 
times, taking fire like a flame and suffocating the Party .... In these 
days, perhaps the last of my life, I am confident that sooner or later the 
filter of history will inevitably sweep the filth from my head. . . . 1 
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ask a new young and honest generation of Party leaders to read my 
letter at a Party Plenum, to exonerate me .. . .  Know, comrades, that 
on that banner, which you will be carrying in the victorious march to 
communism, is also my drop of blood. IOo 

When the Central Committee meeting resumed, Bukharin .read 
an angry, emotional statement on behalf of himself and Rykov. 
According to an account that circulated in Moscow, much of it 
confirmed by other . sources, Bukharin agreed that there was "a 
monstrous conspiracy" afoot-one headed by Stalin and Yezhov, 
who sought to establish a personal dictatorship based on police 
power "over the Party and the country . . . .  That is why we are to 
be eliminated." Turning toward Stalin, he charged: 

By political terrorism, and by acts of torture on a scale hitherto un
heard of, you have forced old Party members to make "depositions. " 
... You have a crowd of paid informers at your disposal. . . .  You must 
have 'the blood of Bukharin and R ykov in order to carry out the coup 
d'hat which you have been planning for a long time .. . .  

Insisting that the issue was not his fate but the country's, Bukharin 
implored the Central Committee 

. to return to the traditions of Lenin and to call to order the police plot
ters who conceal themselves behind the authority of the Party. It is the 
NKVD, and not the Party, which today governs the country. It is 
the NKVD, and not the followers of Bukharin, which is preparing a 
coup d' hat.166 

When he demanded an investigation of police practices, Stalin in
terjected: "Well, we'll send you there, and you can take a look for 
yourself." 167 

The choice clear, Postyshev, a candidate Politburo member, 
rose to speak for opponents of the purge: "I personally do not be
lieve that . . . an honest Party member who had trodden the long 
road of unrelenting fight against enemies, for the Party and for 
socialism, would now be' in the camp of enemies. I do not believe 
it . . . . " At this point, Stalin reportedly interrupted in a way so 
menacing that Postyshev's determination was shattered. He and 
like-minded speakers began to retreat and retract their doubts, 
though some evidently did not. Seeing he had the advantage, Stalin 
now resorted to a familiar tactic. Feigning neutrality, he left the 
continuing attack on Bukharin and R ykov to his proconsuls of 
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terror, and appointed a commission dominated by these same loyal
ists to decide their fate.16s 

The commission reported its verdict to the meeting on Febru
ary 27: "Arrest, try, shoot." It was endorsed by a majority of the 
Central Committee, 70 per cent of which would perish in the 
months ahead. Bukharin and R ykov were arrested where they sat 
and remove a to the main political prison, Lubianka.169 They re
appeared thirteen months later as the chief defendants in the last 
and most important of the Moscow purge t�ials. 

History sometimes remembers its important actors in inappropriate 
ways. For many years after his death, Bukharin was defined in the 
Western political -imagination not by his role in the Bolshevik 
Party or by what he represented in Soviet history, but almost ex
clusively by his show trial of· 1938. The grim fascination of an 
illustrious founding father pilloried and executed as a "rabid en
emy" of the Soviet Republic is understandable. It was made doubly 
compelling, however, by a widespread misconception-that Bu
kharin willingly confessed to hideous, preposterous crimes in order 
to repudiate what he himself represented, to repent sincerely his 
opposition to Stalinism, and the.J;'eby to perform a "last service" to 
the party and its myth of infallibility. Derived from a misinterpre
tation of his conduct at his trial, this notion gained popularity with 
Arthur Koestler's famous 1940 novel, Darkness at Noon, whose 
fictional purge victim, Rubashov, an old Bolshevik modeled largely 
on Bukharin, is persuaded by his police interrogator (and by him
self) of the necessity and rightness of such a "last service." Owing 
largely to Koestler's powerful art, this image of Bukharin-Rubashov 
as repentant Bolshevik and morally bankrupt intellectual prevailed 
for two generations.17o In fact, however, as some understood at the 
time and others eventually came to see, Bukharin did not really 
confess to the criminal charges at all.l71 ' 

His courtroom behavior must be understood in terms of the 
political meaning of the trial itself, and of the unhappy choices that 
faced him during his year-long imprisonment. In some respects, the 
eleven-day judicial travesty was simply a grander version of the 
previous two. It began on March 2, 1938, in the columned audi
torium of the Trade Union House, once an ornate ballroom of the 
Nobles' Club, before a three-judge tribunal of the Military Col
legium of the Supreme Court. The two notorious adjudicators of 
Stalin's terror, V. V. Ulrikh and Vyshinsky, were again in charge 
as presiding judge and prosecutor. In addition to Bukharin and 
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R ykov, nineteen defendants sat in the dock, including the deposed 
police chief Iagoda, the famous Bolsheviks and onetime Trotskyists 
Nikolai Krestinskii and Khristian Rakovskii, five People's Commis
sars and high economic administrators with no record of opposition, 
and three republican party and state leaders. The remainder were 
nonpolitical men, alleged instruments of the main plotters: an 
agronomist, a trade official formerly posted in Berlin, the private 
secretaries of Iagoda and the deceased Gorky and Kuibyshev, and 
three elderly Kremlin doctors. The confession of each, painfully 
extracted, was tailored to the bizarre indictment. Everything had 
again been rehearsed, including the three hundred or so spectators 
who, apart from a few foreign diplomats and reporters, were 
mostly police employees posing as indignant citizens. 172 

In scope and political design, however, the trial differed signifi
cantly from its predecessors. According to the indictment, prepared 
under the personal supervision of Stalin, who then observed the 
proceedings from a curtained window above the courtroom,173 the 
accused were part of a vast criminal conspiracy comprising virtu
ally all oppositionist and faintly dissident Bolsheviks past and pres
ent. Its ringleaders were Bolshevik rightists headed by Bukharin 
and Bolshevik leftists guided from abroad by the exiled Trotsky. 
This concept of an all-Bolshevik amalgam inspired the official name 
of the trial: "The Case of the Anti-Soviet 'Bloc of Rights and 
Trotskyites.' " The indictment attributed to the "Bloc" responsibil
ity not only for the assorted acts of terrorism, wrecking, and 
espionage laid to previous defendants, but a wide range of still more 
fiendish crimes. They included plotting successfully to murder, 
among others, Kuibyshev and Gorky and unsuccessfuly Stalin and 
his "most remarkable comrades-in-arms"; to undermine Soviet se
curity and open the country's frontiers to Germany and Japan; to 
relinquish Soviet territories to various foreign powers; and to sabo
tage the economy and restore capitalism. 

Individual counts in the indictment served various purposes. 
Some attributed actual crimes of which Stalin himself was suspected 
-the assassination of Kirov, for example-to his rivals. Others 
were clearly fabricated to explain away spectacular failures of 
Stalin's leadership since 1929, for example, the charge that Bukharin 
and others organized "kulak uprisings" and poisoned livestock dur
ing collectivization, and conspired to deprive the urban population 
of consumer goods, partly by instructing their agents to mix glass 
into foodstuffs.174 Collectively, however, their overall purpose, and 
that of the trial, was to discredit and condemn forever all anti-

_ Stali?ist ideas and the entire old Bolshevik leadership except Stalin 
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(and somewhat grudgingly Lenin) as a "foul-smelling heap of hu
man garbage"-to be, in effect, a macabre coronation of Stalin and 
Stalinism. The general secretary's dictum on the occasion of Bu
kharin's arrest in 1937 became, through his spokesman-prosecutor 
Vyshinsky, the political gravamen pf the trial: 

The historic significance of this trial consists before all in the fact that 
at this trial it has been shown ... that the Rights, Trotskyites, Menshe
viks, Socialist Revolutionaries, bourgeois nationalists, and so on ... are 
nothing other than a gang of murderers, spies, diversionists, and wreck-
ers, without any principles or ideals. . . . , 

The Trotskyites and Bukharinites, that is to say, the "bloc of 
Rights and Trotskyites" ... is not a political party, a political ten
dency, but a band of felonious criminals, and not simply felonious crim
inals, but of criminals who have sold themselves to enemy intelligence 
services, criminals whom even ordinary felons treat as the basest, the 
lowest, the most contemptible, the most depraved of the depraved.175 

Stalin's plan called for Bukharin to play the leading role in this 
incrimination of the old Bolshevik movement. The major symbol 
of pre-Stalinist Bol�hevism and the most important party leader to 
stand trial (Trotsky being tried and sentenced in absentia), he was 
for party members and all knowledgeable citizens the central figure 
in the triaP76 His criminality, the subject of a great part of the 
800-page trial proceedings, was to symbolize Bolshevism's. To Bu
kharin, an eyewitness recalls, 

belonged the role of archfiend .... He had been behind every villainy, 
had had a hand in every plot. Each prisoner, as he blackened himself, 
was careful at the same time to blacken Bukharin .... Lurking memo
ries of a glorious past were obliterated. 

Abetted by compliant defendants, Vyshinsky labored on every oc
casion to transform the entire political biography of the party's 
onetime "favorite" into "the acme of monstrous hypocrisy, perfidy, 
jesuitry and inhuman villainy." Indeed, Vyshinsky concluded, "the 
hypocrisy and perfidy of this man exceed the most perfidious and 
monstrous crimes known to the history of mankind." 177 Finally, to 
Bukharin alone was attributed the supreme' crime of attempted 
patricide: plotting to kill Lenin during the Brest peace controversy 
in 1918. 

During Bukharin's year in prison, Stalin and his police inter
rogators demanded his full cooperation-his confession and court
room participation-in this grim charade. Throughout the great 

I, 
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purge, indeed until Stalin died, similar demands were made - of 
thousands of equally innocent prisoners. Why so many confessed 
is no longer a mystery. By 193'7, Soviet political prisons had be
come the scene of the cruelest methods of physical torture, con
tinual debilitating interrogation (the "conveyor" system) for weeks 
on end, and countless summary executions. Brutal atrocities were 
inflicted on men and women, young and old alike. It was, con
cludes one Soviet historian, "probably the most terrible page in 
Russian history." 178 Many prisoners somehow held out, finally tor
tured to death or shot without confessing. Those who "confessed" 
did so for the most human. of reasons: they were physically or 
otherwise compelled. A few Bolsheviks may have confessed be
cause of Rubashov-like motives; but for the great tormented ma
jority, a survivor tells us, Darkness at Noon "would have been the 
subject of gay mockery." 179 

In these surroundings, Bukharin, reportedly not tortured, held 
out "with remarkable vigor" for three months against the continual 
threats and interrogation directed by Yezhov on Stalin's· instruc
tions. On around June 2, 1937, he finally relented, "only after the 
investigators threatened to kill his wife and newborn s.o n." 180 This 
was no idle threat. "Wives of Enemies of the People," with their 
children, were routinely arreste� and used as hostages (particularly 
in cases of major Bolsheviks scheduled to appear in show trials) , 
sentenced to long prison terms, or shot. Within weeks of his arrest, 
Bukharin's wife and son had been exiled with relatives of other 
"politicals" to Astrakhan. 181 To save them-they spent the next 
twenty years in prison camps-he had to "confess" and stand trial. 

At the same time, Bukharin had, or soon developed, an 'addi
tional reason for ·agreeing to stand trial. Saving his own life was not 
a factor. He knew that whatever his behavior, however little or 
much he complied, he would be shot with or without the trial; 
Stalin's scenario required it. 182 The question thus arose, as he ex
plained obliquely in the courtroom: " 'If you must die, what are 
you dying for?'-an absolutely black vacuity suddenly arises be
fore you with startling vividness." 183 The trial, he realized, would 
be his last public appearance and opportunity to give meaning to 
his death, for himself and others. He would accept the symbolic 
role of representative Bolshevik: "I bear responsibility for the 
bloc," that is, for Bolshevism. 184 But through whatever subterfuges 
were available to him in the courtroom, and a final exercise in 
Aesopian communication, he would infuse the role with a meaning 
and "historic significanc�" different from what Stalin intended. 

Bukharin's plan, as another writer has pointed out, was to turn 
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his trial into a counter.;.trial (a well-known practice of Russian 
revolutionaries) of the Stalinist regime, and his own indictment 
into an indictment of Stalin as the executioner of Bolshevism. 185 
Briefly stated, his tactic would be to .make sweeping confessions 
that he was "politically responsible" for everything, thereby at 
once saving his family and underlining his symbolic role, while at 
the same time flatly denying or subtly disproving his complicity in 
any actual crime .. The real political meaning of the criminal charges 
would then be clear to "the interested." Stalin's court would auto
matically return a verdict of guilty. But Bukharin was going on 
trial to testify before another, higher court, that of history and the 
"future generation" to which he had addressed his last letter. Or as 
he said in the courtroom: "World history is a world court of judg
ment," and the one that mattered. 186 

From Stalin's viewpoint, the predictable risks of allowing Bu
kharin a final public forum must have been outweighed by the fact 
that there could be no trial as conceived without his participation. 187 
Preparing him for trial therefore became a long and grim process 
of negotiation. After seeing Stalin's personal revisions in the text of 
his initial confession, which had been agreed upon in a session with 
Yezhov and Stalin's emissary Voroshilov in June, Bukharin -repudi
ated it. His interrogators had to begin anew, working "day and 
night." The final script was still being revised on the eve of the 
trial. In the process, Stalin's agents tried to guard against any initia
tives Bukharin might be planning. To discourage hope of secretly 
communicating the falsity of the charges, for example, they showed 
him Lion Feuchtwanger's recent book recounting the writer's 9b
servation of the 1937 trial and his assurances that the charges and 
confessions were authentic. Throughout the interrogation, and at 
the trial itself, however, Stalin's strongest argument remained the 
fate of Bukharin's family.1s8 Nonetheless, Bukharin flatly refused 
to agree to certain· charges, particularly espionage and attempting 
to assassinate Lenin, which were incompatible with his intention to 
stand trial as the symbolic Bolshevik. Meanwhile, by way of qis 
own preparation in prison, he "worked, studied, and retained my 
clarity of mind." 1S9 

When the trial began under the glare of klieg lights on the 
morning of March 2, it became clear that Vyshinsky wanted to 
keep Bukharin off the witness stand for as long as possible, and 
with good reason. For three days, he led other defendants through 
their testimony condemning themselves and Bukharin. Everything 
went according to plan, an observer recalls, "so long as Bukharin 
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himself took no part in .the proceedings." But when h� finally 
gained the floor, during his persistent cross-examining of prosecu

- tion witnesses and other defendants, during his own examination 
by Vyshinsky on March 5 and 7, and in his final statement to the 

. court on March 12, "things did not go so smoothly." H)O In a daz
zling exhibition of doubletalk, evasion, code words, veiled allusions, 
exercises in logic, and stubborn denials, Bukharin regularly seized 
the initiative from an increasingly flustered Vyshinsky and left the 
case of the real prosecutor, Stalin, a shambles. 

His strategy became apparent the moment his examination 
began: "I plead guilty to . . .  the sum total of crimes committed by 
this counter-revolutionary organization, irrespective of whether or 
not I knew of, whether or not I took a direct part in, any particular 
act." For anyone failing to see that the second half of this state
ment made nonsense of the first, Bukharin later devalued his entire 
"confession" with a single aside: "The confession of the accused is 
a "medieval principle of jurisprudence." 191 As the trial progressed, 
he was careful-for his family'S sake-to emphasize repeatedly his 
extravagant confession of responsibility for all "the crimes of the 
bloc," while specifically, in one manner or another, disclaiming 
each and every one. The most outlandish he simply denied out
right, as may be seen from the following exchanges: 

Vyshinsky: Did you talk to him [co-defendant Ikramov] about wreck
ing activities? ... 

Bukharin: No, I did not . .. 

Vyshinsky: Did you talk to Ikramov about wrecking activities and acts 
of diversion in subsequent years? ' 

Bukharin.. No, I did not. 

Vyshinsky: I repeat, tell the Court .. . of connections between your 
conspiratorial group and Whiteguard circles abroad and �he German 
fascists. 

Bukharin: I do not know of this. In any case, I don't remember. 

Vyshinsky: Accused Bukharin, do you plead guilty to espionage? 

Bukharin: I do not. 

Vyshinsky: After what Rykov says, after what Sharangovich says? 

Bukharin: I do not plead guilty. 

Vyshinsky: I am as�ing you again, on the basis of testimony which was 
here given against you: do you choose to admit l?efore the Soviet 
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Court by what intelligence service you were enlisted":'-"'the British, 
German, or Japanese? 

Bukharin: None. 

Vyshillsky: And what about the assassination of Comrades Stalin, 
Sverdlov, and Lenin? 

Bukharin: Under no circumstances. 

Vyshinsky: There was a plan to assassinate Vladimir Ilyich Lenin? 

Bukharill: I deny it. 

Bukharin: I categorically deny. any complicity in the assassination of 
Kirov, Menzhinsky, Kuibyshev, Gorky, and Maxim,Peshkov.192 

Some charges and evidence Bukharin had to refute more sub
tly. Cross-examining a defendant whose testimony incriminated 
him in wrecking, he elicited dates that contradicted the indictment 
itself. As for Ivanov and Sharangovich, co-defendants who swore 
that he had led them in sabotage and espionage, they were, he 
observed, ((two agents-provocateurs." At one point, a ((strange 
corpselike" witness, the old Socialist Revolutionary Vladimir Ka
relin, was brought from police dungeons to testify about the plot 
to kill Lenin. Asked by Vyshinsky if he knew the witness, Bu
kharin cleverly implied the tortures that had broken the man: 
((Well, he has changed so much that I would not say that he is the 
same Karelin." At another point, Bukharin struck at the whole 
conspiracy edifice on which the trial rested by insisting that he had 
never met or heard of five of his fellow conspirators: ((in order to 
be a gang, the members of the gang of brigands must know each 
other .. . .  " And, turning to what Vyshinky ((calls logic," he 
philosophized: ((This is what in elementary logic is called tautol
ogy, that is, the acceptance of what is yet to be proved as already 
proven." 193 

• 

Protecting Bolshevism's historical legacy by refuting the crim
inal indictment was Bukharin's main objective. But he wanted also 
to use his courtroom testimony to make a last political statement on 
the two major issues confronting die country-war \vith Germany 
and the advent by terror of Stalinism. The prosecution welcomed 
his comments on the first, so it posed no problem. From ((the frag
ments of real life" reaching him in prison, Bukharin knew that the 
European crisis was deepening and war nearer. On trial, as before, 
he therefore implored discontent Soviet citizens to forsake ((a de
featist orientation" and defend the Soviet Union, evln a Stalinist 
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one, as "a great and mighty factor" against German fascism. Be
tween Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany there could be only one 
choice.194 

Speaking for Bolshevism and to future generations, however, 
Bukharin believed it equally important that he challenge the official' 
myth, enshrined at the trial, that Stalin's regime and Stalinism were 
the rightful heirs and culmination of the revolution. To do this, he 
simply adopted the prosecution's bizarre terminology for his own 
purposes. "In my terminology," he made clear on several occa
sions, "anti-Soviet bloc," "counter-revolutionary organization," or 
"forces of counter-revolution" really meant the old Bolshevik 
movement or party; "illegal," "insurrectionary," and "conspira
torial" activities meant legitimate opposition to Stalin or merely 
unofficial meetings.195 In this way, he had no trouble demonstrating 
throughout that the real "historic significance" of Stalin's purge, of 
which the trial was only the visible tip, was the destruction of the 
Bolshevik Party-"the internal demolition of the forces of counter
revolution." 196 

To indicate the real ideals and programs of Bolshevism was 
more difficult, because Ulrikh and Vyshinsky persistently cut off 
his discursions into "the ideological and political stand of the crim
inal bloc." 197 Bukharin managed nonetheless: "in the economic 
sphere, state capitalism, the prosperous muzhik individual, the cur
tailment of the collective farms, foreign concessions, surrender of 
the monopoly of foreign trade, and as a result�the restoration of 
capitalism in the country." Vyshinsky quickly aborted Bukharin's 
attempt "to decipher one formula, namely, what is meant by the 
restoration of capitalism," but its meaning was evident anyway.19B 
Bukharin personally, and Bolsheviks generally, had believed in some 
kind of NEP-like transition to socialism. Revolution imposed from 
above, "the military-feudal exploitation of the peasantry" and all 
that ensued from it, was Stalinism, not Bolshevism or Leninism. 

Given all th!s, it is difficult to explain how any reader of the 
daily press accounts or verbatim trial report published in large 
foreign editions could have missed the drama of Bukharin's strug
gle. Stalin and Vyshinsky, of course, understood that Bukharin had 
"a system, a tactic" and was trying "to attach a special meaning" 
to the triaP99 Alarmed and infuriated by his "preposterous circus_ 
acrobatics," Vyshinsky and Ulrikh tried every bullying device to 
save the script, threatening at one point to silence Bukharin com
pletely if he did not stop "following definite tactics . . .  hiding be
hind a flood of words, pettifogging, making digressions into the 
sphere of politics, of philosophy, theory and so forth . . . .  " 200 
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Firsthand accounts confirm vividly that Bukharin -"was fight
ing for his reputation before the world and his place in history." At 
forty-nine, his features aged and small beard grayed, he seemed 
"strangely like Lenin" in appearance and manner.201 Openly con
temptuous of Vyshinsky and "thoroughly enjoying his fighting 
role," Bukharin "was on his toes every minute, reading from his 
notes, which he has carefully taken throughout the trial," turning 
on his accusers "with flashes of logic and scorn, which held the 
court spellbound." After yyshinsky's summation portraying him 
as "that damnable cross of a fox and a swine," Bukharin rose to 
make his final statement before the court. Again admitting the case 
against him, he then "proceeded, uninterrupted this time, to tear it 
to bits, while Vyshinsky, powerless to intervene, sat uneasily in his 
place, looking embarrassed and yawning' ostentatiously." 202 When 
Bukharin finished, an American correspondent wrote: 

Mr. Bukharin alone, who all too obviously in his last words fully ex
pected to die, was manly, proud and almost defiant. He is the first of 
the fifty-four men who have faced the court in the last three public 
treason trials who has not abased himself in the last hours of the 
trial. ... 

In all of Mr. Bukharin's speech there was no trace of bombast, trucu-
lence or cheap oratory. It was a brilliant composition, delivered in a 
matter-of-fact manner, and he was tremendously convincing. He \Vas 
making his last appearance and last utterance on the world stage, where 
at times before he has played great parts, and he seemed simply and 
intensely an earnest man completely unafraid but merely trying to get 
his story straight before the world.203 

Three decades later, a Western specialist would write that 
Bukharin's trial, "degrading though it was in many respects, may 
fairly be called his finest hour." 204 Bukharin hoped that this would 
be -history's verdict; he knew it would not be the court's. Vyshin
sky's demand that he and the others be "shot like dirty dogs" was 
echoed in Pravda's daily editorials on the trial: "By exterminating 
without any mercy these spies, provocateurs, wreckers, and di
versionists, the Soviet land will move even more rapidly along the 
Stalinist route, socialist culture will flourish even more richly, the 
life of the Soviet people will become even more joyous." 205 Ac
cordingly, at 4: 30 A.M. on March 13, after a decorous six-hour 
"deliberation," Ulrikh reconvened the court to read the sentences: 
Bukharin, Rykov, and seventeen others "to be shot:" On March 15, 
1938, the Soviet government announced that the executions had 
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been carried out. By a grim stroke of irony, news of Bukharin's 
death was overshadowed by Hitler's march into Austria three days 
earlier.206 

No authoritative description of Bukharin's execution is avail
able. According to one account that circulated in Moscow, "Bu
kharin and R ykov died with curses against Stalin on their lips. And 
they died standing up-not groveling on the cellar floor and weep
ing for mercy like Zinoviev and Kamenev." True or not, the report 
comforted those, inside and outside the Soviet Union, who mourned 
the end of Bukharin and Russi�n Bolshevism.207 



E P I L O G  U E  

Bukharin and 
Bukharinism in History 

Stalinism cannot be regarded as the Marxism-Leninism or 
, the Communism of three decades. It is the perversions -

that Stalin introduced into the theory and practice of the 
Communist movement. It is a phenomenon profoundly alien 
to Marxism-Leninism, it is pseudocommunism and pseudo
socialism . . . .  

The process of purifying the Communist movement, 
of washing out all the layers of Stalinist filth, is not yet 
finished. It must be carried through to the end. 

-ROY A. MEDVEDEV 

BUKHARIN'S POSTHUMOUS REPUTATION in official Soviet society may 
be briefly summarized. Five months after his execution there ap
peared a new �fficial history of the party and the revolution. 
Known to its millions of readers during the next two . decades by 
its subtitle, the Short Course, it depicted Soviet development since 
19 17 as the triumphant struggle of virtue, personified by Stalin, 
over "the Bukharin-Trotsky gang of spies, wreckers, and trai
tors." I F  ew who could bear personal witness to the falsity of this 
Manichean fable survived. By the time of Hitler's invasion in 1941, 
most old Bolsheviks, oppositionist and non-oppositionist alike, and 
their political associates and friends, had been shot or were 
soon to perish in Stalin's concentration camps. (Only one of Bu
kharin's personal followers, Valentin Astrov, is known to have sur
vived.) 2 Many older Soviet citizens, of course, knew the truth.3 
But until Stalin's death in 195 3,  the Soviet Union was a society 
silenced by terror, where none but an official voice could be heard. 
The names of Bukharin and all but a few of the original Bolshevik 
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leaders remained anathema, uttered publicly only in conjunction 
with such standard imprecations as "a common band of enemies of 
the people." 4 

After Stalin died, and with him the terror, the reformation of 
Soviet society known as destalinization began, and was accom
panied by a slow-and still inconclusive-official reevaluation of 
Bukharin and other martyred Bolsheviks. In the course of his rise 
to power, Khrushchev's campaign to restore the party to the pre
eminent position it had occupied before 1936 led him to a far
reaching exposure and denunciation of Stalin's "crimes" against the 
party. His famous secret speech to the Twentieth Party Congress 
in February 195 6, while carefully defending the political defeat of 
the Bukharinist opposition in 19 28-9, condemned Stalin's terror of 
the thirties and thus implicitly exonerated its victims.li . The late 
nineteen fifties and early sixties witnessed a sustained reexamination 
of party history and the political rehabilitation of thousands of 
Stalin's victims. Most of those honored posthumously, however, 
were either Stalin's onetime supporters who had subsequently per
ished in his indiscriminate terror, or lesser party oppositionists. 
Neither Bukharin nor Stalin's other important rivals of the twenties 
were among them. 

- By 196 1, Khrushchev's increasingly radical anti-Stalinism had 
brought the question of Bukharin, the representative anti-Stalinist 
in party history, to the fore. Late that year, four surviving old Bol
sheviks petitioned the Politburo for his full rehabilitation. "A man 
whom Lenin called the rightful favorite of the Party," they wrote, 
"cannot remain in the list of traitors and outcasts from the Party." 6 
Though their petition went una'nswered, a year later Bukharin's 
widow, who with her son had been freed in the fifties after almost 
twenty years in prison camps, obtained a personal audience with 
Khrushchev. She asked that the criminal charges against Bukharin 
be officially repudiated, that she and her son be allowed to resume 
their lives in Moscow, and that her husband's memory be restored 
to party honor. Khrushchev granted the first two requests, and 
promised to consider the third.7 In December 1962, an official 
spokesman succinctly dismissed the criminal charges: "Neither 
BukhariI). nor Rykov, of course, was a spy or terrorist." 8 

Political rehabilitation, however, did not follow. The "Bu
kharin question," which unavoidably involves the legitimacy of 
Stalin's imposed collectivization and thus the structure of present
day Soviet society, apparently had already become a source of con
troversy between Khrushchev and his opponents in the Soviet 

. leadership. With his ouster in 1964 and the advent of a conservative 
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leadership determined to limit reform and reimpose at least a partial 
silence concerning the Stalinist past, the question of Bukharin's 
rehabilitation was closed. Criminal charges against him are no 
longer mentioned, and his name occasionatly appears wirooat pejo
rative comment;9 but some thirty-five years after his execution, 
Bukharin, still excluded from mention in Soviet encyclopedias, re
mains the object of intense 'official opprobrium-an "anti-Leninist," 
a "pseudo-Bolshevik," it "is said, whose political ideas and "right 
opportunism" jeopardized the revolution and threatened to restore 
capitalism in the Soviet Union. 10 

Bukharin's treatment in official Soviet literature, however, 
does not accurately reflect the status orhis ideas in the contempo
rary Communist world. During the twenty years since Stalin's 
death, the central issue in Eastern Europe has been the reformation 
of the Stalinist order created in the Soviet Union in the nineteen 
thirties and imposed on countries coming under Soviet hegemony 
after the Second World War. In each of those societies where anti
Stalinist reformism has" become an effective force, in or out of 
power, Bukharinist-style ideas and policies have revived. In Yugo
slavia, Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia, Communist reform
ers have become advocates of market socialism, balanced economic 
planning and growth, evolutionary development, civil peace, a 
mixed agricultural sector, and tolerance of social and cultural 
pluralism within the framework of the one-party state. For many, 
"soci�list humanism" has become a slogan and a vision,u Bukharin's 
official reputation has been significantly upgraded in some of these 
countries. 12 It would be a mistake, however, to think that it is 
specifically his memory or writings that have inspired contemporary 
reformist ideas. Rather, and no less a tribute to his enduring rele
vance, such ideas have arisen-along with renewed interest in NEP 
and the Soviet twenties-as a natural result of the search for a non
Stalinist Communist order.13 

This has also been true in the Soviet Union itself. During 
the high tide of Khrushchev's reformism and relaxation of censor
ship in 1959-64, the far-reaching critique of Stalinist" history and 
practice produced an outburst of what may be termed pseudony
mous Bukharinism-a rebirth of Bukharinist ideas and approaches 
that could not be, and were not, identified with his name. Many 
examples could be given. The Khrushchev leadership itself repudi
ated Stalin's class struggle thesis and adopted a variation of Bu
kharin's view that Soviet society should evolve peacefully, should 
"grow into" communismY Reformist planners and economists be
gan to echo Bukharin's famous admonitions concerning scientific 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
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planning, proportional development, the utility of the market, and 
social consumptionP Proponents of cultural liberalism held up as a 
model the party's policies during the NEP years and its 1 92 5  
resolution o n  literature, written b y  Bukharin.16 Meanwhile, Soviet 
revisionist historians, freed ' from Stalinist myths and now gaining 
access to archives, developed a critique of peasant agriculture under 
NEP and of Stalin's collectivization policies remarkably similar to 

' Bukharin's; historians of Stalin's industrialization and, to a lesser 
extent, his Comintern policies did the sameP Though the point 
should not be unduly stressed, it seems fair to conclude that three 
decades later, anti-Stalinist Communism is again-however pseud-
onymously-significantly Bukharinist in spirit.Is " 

Since the fall <>f . Khrushchev, critical discussion of Stalinism 
under official auspices has largely ended. Nonetheless, the definitive 
shattering of the twenty-year myth that Stalinism was synonymous 
wjth the Bolshevik revolution -makes it unlikely that the official 
moratorium on revisionist thinking can continue for long. Even
tually, perhaps when the present generation of Soviet leaders
whose outlook was shaped by the experience of the Stalin years
has passed from the scene, historical censorship will be lifted and 
Soviet writers, with more evidence and insight than is no\v avail
able to us, will openly explore the great issues and alternatives that 
faced the party during the crucial twenties and thirties. Like West
ern students of the Soviet experience, they will disagree on funda
mental questions, debating whether there was in fact a viable Bol
shevik alternative to Stalin's "revolution from above"; whether 
Bukharin's agricultural policies were adequate to the needs of a 
growing population and the necessities of industrial expansion; 
whether the long-run impact of his conception of socialism and his 
programs was compatible with the party's political monopoly; and, 
a central point to the Soviet political mind, whether a country led 
by Bukharinists would have been more prepared or less for the 
Second World War. Also like their Western counterparts, many 
Soviet analysts will probably conclude that , some form of Bu
kharinism would have been both viable and preferable-that while 
Stalin's course produced spectacular achievements at spectacular 
costs, Bukharin's, producing neither, would have been more success
ful (and acceptable) in a less mountainous but also less painful 
way.19 

That Bukharinist views may someday dominate Soviet histori
cal opinion is suggested not only by the direction of revisionist 
writing during the Khrushchev years, but also by the growing 
' body of uncensored literature, typed and circulated by hand, 
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known as samizdat. It is in these unofficial "publications" that criti
cal discussion of Stalinism, as part of the reformers' search for an 
authentic non-Stalinist tradition in the Soviet past, has continued 
since the mid-sixties. Here, too, dissident Marxist-Leninists, some 
of them the grown children of martyred Bukharinists and other 
Bolsheviks,20 have revived the Bukharinist tradition. Some now 
flatly insist that Bukharin's agricultural policies were "the only cor
rect ones, in contrast to the incorrect policies of Stalin." 2 1 Others 
simply echo his criticism of Stalin's "unreal and adventurist" poli
cies, condemning "Stalin's barracks Communism" and concluding, 
as did Bukharin, that "without Stalin we undoubtedly could have 
attained much greater success." 22 

While historical in nature, these are, as we have seen, also 
questions of great contemporary importance. Politically, the future 
of Bukharin's reputation and of what he represented in the Bol
shevik revolution depends largely on the fate of Communist re
formism, especially in the Soviet Union. If reform is overruled, 
Bukharinism will probably be remembered as an isolated impulse in 
the history of the revolution, a failed alternative to Stalinism in the 
modernization and shaping of Soviet Russia. If, on the other hand, 
reformers succeed in .creating a more liberal communism, a "social
ism with a human face," Bukharin's outlook and the NEP-style 
order he defended may turn out to have been, after all, the. true 
prefiguration of the Communist future-the alternative to Stalinism 
after Stalin. 
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NOTES 

To KEEP THE NOTES MANAGEABLE, I have adopted the practice of giving most titles 
in full only when first cited, and in a shortened but clear form thereafter. I have 
handled Bukharin's many periodical publications in a somewhat different fashion. 
They are cited in full on first mention or �here it seemed most appropriate, but 
thereafter only by reference to the newspaper, journal, or collection in which they 
appear. All shortened titles, including Bukharin's, are also cited in full in the 
bibliography. (More extensive notes to the material presented in Chapters I-VII 
are available in my doctoral thesis: "Bukharin and Russian Bolshevism, 1888-1927," 
Columbia University, 1969.) 
. In addition, I have used the following abbreviations and symbols in the notes: 

BSE 

Inprecor 
MSE 
PSS 

PZM 
Soch. 
T---

VKA 

Bol'shaia sovetskaia entsiklopediia ( lst ed.; 66 vols; 
Moscow, 1926-47) 

International Press Correspondence 
Malaia sovetskaia entsiklopediia (edition cited) 
V. I. Lenin, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii (5th ed.; 55 vols; 

Moscow, 1958- ) 
Pod znamenem marksizma 
V. I. Lenin, Sochineniia (3rd ed.; 30 vols; Moscow, 1928-37) 
The Trotsky Archives (unpublished materials, Houghton 

Library, Harvarc,l University) 
Vestnik kommunisticheskoi akademii 

PREFACE 

I. In addition to my own doctoral dissertation, studies of Bukharin include 
two monographs and two unpublished doctoral theses: Peter Knirsch, Die oko
nomischen Anschauungen Nikolaj I. Bucharins (Berlin, 1959); A. G. Lowy, Die· 
Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht. Bucharin: Vision des Kommunismus (Vienna, 
1(69); John E. Flaherty, "The Political Career of Nicolas Bukharin to 1929" (un
published PhD. dissertation, New York University, 1954); and Sidney Heitman, 
"Bakharin's Conception of the Transition to Communism in Soviet Russia: An 
Analysis of Hi,s Basic Views, 1923-1928" (unpublisheQ Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1963). lkitlHQn has published a valuable bibliography, Nikolai I. 
Bukharin: A Bibliography (Stanford, Calif., 1¢9). Bukharin is also treated at some 
length in more general studies of the period, including Alexander Erlich, The 
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Soviet Industrialization Debate, 1924-1928 (Cambridge, Mass., 1960); Robert V. 
Daniels, Conscience of the Revolution: Communist Opposition in Soviet Russia 
(Cambridge, 1960); N. Valentinov, Doktrina pravogo - kommunizmll (Munich, 
1960); M. Lewin, Russian Peasants and Soviet Power: A Study of Collectivization 
(Evanston, Illinois, 1968); and in E. H. Carr's - multi-volume History of Soviet 
Russia, whose volumes are cited in the bibliography. 

2. Warren Lerner in Tbe Russian Review (April 1969), p. 202. 
3. Isaac Deutscher, Tbe Propbet Unanned: Trotsky, 1921-1929 (London and 

New York, 1959), p. ix. Rudolf Schlesinger has remarked earlier, and rightly, that 
the work of E. H. Carr represented a break with the "traditions of the Trotsky
Stalin feud." See Soviet Studies, April 1960, p. 393. 

CHAPTER Z 

I. For another critique of the legend, see Daniels, Conscience, pp. 4-8. Daniels 
presents instead a dualistic view of Bolshevism, which (as will be clear) I do not 
share. 

2. Bukharin in Desiatyi s"ezd RKP( b). Mart 1921 gada: stenogra/icheskii 
otchet (Moscow, 1963), p. 230. 

. 

3. M. Gaisinskii, Bor'ba s uklonami ot general'noi linii partii: istoricheskii 
ocherk vnutripartiinoi bor'by posleoktiabr'skogo perioda (md ed.; Moscow and 
Leningrad, 1931), p. 4. 

4. See, for example, George F. Kennan, Russia and tbe Tv est Under Lenin and 
Stalin (Boston, 1960), Chapter xvii. 

5. The prevailing view was stated by Victor Serge, a onetime Bolshevik who 
should have known better: "the brains of the revolution ... spoke the same Marxist 
language." Memoirs of a Revolutionary: 19°1-1941 (London, 1963), p. 135. Sim
ilarly, see Deutscher, The Prophet Unanned, p. 12. 

6. Indeed, there was controversy over whether Marx's economic categories 
applied to post-capitalist Soviet Russia. See the debate in VKA, Book II (1925), 
pp. 292-346. 

7. S. V. Utechin, "Bolsheviks and Their Allies After 1917: The Ideological 
Pattern," Soviet Studies (October 1958), p. 113. 
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in it." Quoted in Jack P. Greene, The Ambiguity of the American Revolution 
(New York, 1968), p. 2. 

. 

10. Unless otherwise noted, this account of Bukharin's life before 1905 is based 
on his "A vtobiografiia," in Deiateli soiuza sovetskikh sotsialisticheskikh respublik i 
oktiabr'skoi revo/jutsii (3 vols; Moscow, 1925-8), J, pp. 52-6. Brief Soviet biograph
ical sketches of Bukharin include D. Maretskii, "Nikolai Ivanovich Bukharin," 
BSE, VIII, pp. 271-84, and those by N. Meshcheriakov in MSE, Vol. I (Moscow, 
1929);"PP' 912-15; S. Vol'fson in Literatumaia entsiklopediia, Vol. I (Moscow, 
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173-6. Valuable information about Bukharin's family not available elsewhere is 
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(Moscow, 1918), pp. 186-7. 
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12. Louis Fischer, The Life of Lenin (New York, 1964), p. 6. 
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home for party meetings. See Michael Futrell, Northern Underground (New 
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14. "Avtobiografiia, " pp. 52-3; and Bukharin quoted in Boris I. Nicolaevsky, 
Power and the Soviet Elite (New York, 1965), p. 15. 

15. Ypsilon, Pattern for World Revolution (Chicago, 1947), p. 62; Svetlana 
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P· 14· 

CHAPTER IX 

I. As the official Stalinist history pointed out, History of the Communist 
Party of tbe Soviet Union (Bolsbeviks): Sbort Course (New York, 1939), p. 305. 

. 2. The figures for artisan production refer to the Russian Republic for 192B--9. 
See Voprosy istorii KPSS, NO. 7, 197 1 ,  pp. 83-4; and Carr and Davies, Planned 
Economy, I, p. 390. 

3. Shesmadtsataia konferentsiia, p. 458. As we have seen, the Commissariat .of 
Agriculture was dominated by former Socialist Revolutionaries, and the Supreme 
Economic Council by former Mensheviks. At Gosplan, of 527 employees in 1924> 
only 49 were party members. And 88 per cent of the staff of the central co
operative institutions, and most department heads, were non-Communists in 1924. 
See Voprosy istorii KPSS, NO. 3, 1967, p. 55, and No. 10, 1970, pp. 81-2. A similar 
situation prevailed in other large ministries at the end of the NEP years. See 
XV s"ezd, I, pp. 446-7. 

4. Samuel Northrup Harper, Civic Training in Soviet Russia (Chicago, 1929), 
p.  263. Similarly, of all engineers working in state industry in 1928, only 139 were 
party_ members. Leningradskie rabochie v bor'be za sotsializm (Leningrad, 1965) ,  
p · 49· 

5. Of 152 staff members of the Leningrad party's central organ, for example, 
only 28 were party members in 1926. Vestnik leningradskogo universiteta (Istoriia
iazyk-literatura) ,  No. 2, 1971,  p. 3 1 .  

6. These figures are for the Russian Republic i n  1926-7, Bernstein, "Leadership 
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to 37.7 by 1928-<), D. J. Male, Russian Peasant Organization Before Collectiviza
tion: A Study of C01Jnmme and Gathering 1925-1930 (New York, 1971), p. 128. 

7. Schapiro, Communist Party, p. 343. For aspects of party thought in the 
twenties, see Joravsky, Soviet Marxism and Natural Science; Bauer, The New Man 
in Soviet Psycbology; and Fitzpatrick, Tbe COl1rmissariat of · Enlightemnent. 
Among the party's m6st interesting journals were Vestnik k07mnunisticbeskoi 
akade11lii and Pod znamenem marksizma. 

8. The commissar responsible for overseeing cultural affairs in the twenties, 
Anatoly Lunacharskii, was famous for his liberal attitudes and gentle direction. 
See Fitzpatrick, Commissariat of Enligbtenment. A sense of the excitement and 
ferment of NEP culture is conveyed in the early chapters of Ehrenburg's Memoirs. 
To give one example of the competing sponsorship of writers: in 1927, private 
publishers accounted for 6 per cent of the total number of books, but 25 per cent 
of all titles. Tbe Soviet Union: Facts, Descriptions, Statistics (Washington, D.C., 
1929) , p. 196. 

9. For various aspects of NEP culture, see Robert A. Maguire, Red Virgin 
Soil: Soviet Literature in tbe 1920'S (Princeton, N.J., 11)68) ; Marc Slonim, Russian 
Theater from the Empire to tbe Soviets (Clevelan·d, I¢I) ,  Chapters vili-ix; 
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Anatole Kopp, Town and Revolution: Soviet Arcbitecture and City Planning, 
1917-1935 (New York. 1970) ; Dwight MacDonald, On Movies (New York, 1971) , 
Part IV; Joseph Freeman, et al., Voices of October (New York, 1930) , and 
Art in Revolution: Soviet Art and Design Since 1917 (London, 1971) . 
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was the great poet Osip Mandelstam. See Nadezhda Mandelstam, Hope Against 
Hope, pp. 35, 138! 173· 
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"rotten liberalism," sometimes called "bourgeois liberalism," which it defined as 
"an attitude of conciliation, of toleration, not only toward opportunist, but also 
toward directly hostile ideas" and "the result of a relaxed or lost sense of party 
vigilance." Popov, Outline History, II, pp. 433-4. Also see "Glashataiam liberalizma 
net mesta v bol'shevistkoi partii," Pravda, November 21, 1929, p. 3; �nd Protiv 
burzhuaznogo liberalizma v kl:mdozbestvemlOi literature: diskussiia 0 "perevale" 
(aprel' 1930) (Moscow, 1931) . 

12. I have borrowed this insight from Max Hayward's discussion of Soviet 
literary dissent. Patricia Blake and Max Hayward, eds., Dissonant Voices in 
Soviet Literature (New York, 1962) , p. xvii. It is confirmed by an anecdote in 
Ehrenburg, Memoirs, p. 76. 

13. See, for example, Rudolf Schlesinger, The Family in tbe U.S.S.R. (London, 
1949) , Parts I and II. 

14. Nicholas DeWitt, Education and Professional Employment in the U.S.S.R. 
(Washington, D.C., 1961) , p� - 577; The Soviet Union, p. 197; N. A. Semashko, 
Health Protection in tbe U.s.S.R. (London, 1934) . Literacy among those over 
nine years was 24 'per cent in 1897 and 51.1 per cent in 1926. What part of the 
increase was due to Soviet efforts is impossible to judge. 

15. Male, ' Russian Peasant Organiz.ation; and Yuzuru Taniuchi, The Village 
' Gathering in Russia in tbe Mid-1920'S (Birmingham, England, 1968) . For village 
life during NEP, also see Lewin, Russian Peasants, Chapter i. In 1927, there were 
319 party members for every 10,000 urban dwellers, and only 25 for every 10,000 
peasants. Three-fourths of the villages experienced no organized party activity. 
The Communist International: Between the Fifth and Sixth Congresses (London, 
1928) , pp. 499, 504· 

16. Karl Borders, Village Life Under the Soviets (New York, 1929) , pp. 132-3, 
183, 191; Male, Russian Peasant Organization, pp. 129, 209, 212; and Fainsod, 
Smolensk, pp. 138-41. 

17. -Schapiro, COl1W1Unist P�rty, p. 332; The Soviet Union, pp. 184-5; Carr and 
Davies, Planned Economy, I, Chapters xxii and xxvii; and Sorenson, Soviet Trade 
Unionism, Chapters ix, xi. Poor factory conditions were regularly documented 
and deplored in the official press. Wartirne destruction, population growth, and 
lagging housing construction had reduced the average urban dweller's floor space 
from 7 square meters in 1913 to 5.8 in 1928. Arvid Brodersen, The Soviet Worker 
(New York, 1966) , p. 113. 

18. I have borrowed this concept of "revolution of status" from David Schoen
baum, Hitler's Social Revolution (Garden City, N.Y., 1967) , Chapters viii-ix. 

19. Soviet defectors, probably an unrepres�ntative group, would later recall 
NEP as "a kind of golden era of Soviet development." See Raymond A. Bauer, 
Alex Inkeles, and Clyde Kluckhohn, How the Soviet System Works (New York, 
1960) , p. 138. If nothing else, per capita food consumption in the countryside 
was . to drop drastically between 1928 and 1932. See Iu. A. Moshkov, Zemovaia 
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problema v gody sploshnoi kollektivizatsii sel'skogo khoziatstva SSSR (192!)-1932 
gg.) (Moscow, 1966), p. 136: 

20. The population of Moscow, for example, increased by 204,000 in two 
years, 156,000 of whom were migrants. Inprecor, IX (1929) , p. 153. 

2 I .  R Y kov hoped that as a result the problems · of rural overpopulation and 
unemployment could be solved in five years. 

,
X V s"ezd, II, p. 874. 

22 .  For a vivid impression of Soviet Russia in the twenties, view Dziga Vertov's 
famous documentary film Man with a Movie Camera (1929) and his earlier news
reel series Kino Pravda. Also useful is Stuart Chase, Robert Dunn, and Rexford 
Guy Tugwell, eds., Soviet Russia in the Second Decade (New York, 1928). 

23. See Bukharin's remarks on this still "powerful prejudice" in 1928, VIII 
vsesoiuznyi s"ezd VLKSM, p. 3 I. The spirit was frequently expressed in novels 
of the period. For a famous example, see Feodor Gladkov, Cement (New York, 
1929) ,  pp. 189, 251. 

24. For first-hand accounts, see Serge, Memoirs, pp. 196-9; Ehrenburg. Memoirs, 
pp. 66-70; Reswick, I Dreamt Revolution, pp. 53-4, 56, 2 31; and Walter Duranty, 
I Write as I Please (New York, 1935) ,  pp. 145-9. The novelist Iurii Libedinskii 
spoke of the "violent zealots" among party writers, which provided the title for 
S. Sheskulov, Neistovye revntteli: iz istorii literaturnoi bor'by 2o-kh godov (Mos
cow, 1970),  pp. 3-4. 

25. See, for example, Leon Trotsky, On Literature and Art (New York, 1970) ,  
pp'. 63-82. 

26. Indeed, two years after NEP's abolition, the Stalinist regime was still offi
cially proclaiming its existence. "NEP eshche ne zakonchen," Pravda, March 21, 
193 1 ,  p. I. 

27. Caricatures oLleaders appeared regularly in the magazines Prozhektor and 
Ogonek. Also see, for an example, Boris Efimov, Karikatury (Moscow, 1924), 
p. 153. With Stalin's victory in 1929, such "friendly caricatures" were no longer 
permissible. See M. I. Ul'ianova-sekretar' Pravdy, pp. 199-201. 

28. For explicit references to the Aesopian debate, see Leont'ev Ekonomiches
kaia teoriia, p. 5 2 ;  "Ob oshibkakh i uklone tov. Bukharina," Pravda, August 24, 
1929; p. I ;  and KPSS v rezoliutsiiakb, II p. 563. The leaders had, of course, argued 
by "symbols" earlier in the twenties before disputes became public. See Bukharin's 
admission, XI V s"ezd, p. 133. 

29. As Voroshilov pointed out. Quoted in Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, p. 175. For 
examples of how rank-and-file members perceived the struggle in mid- 1928, see 
the reports in Infor11latsionnata spravka, July 21, 1928 (T2021). 

30. Shestnadtsataia konferentsiia, p. 523.  

31. Article 107 had been passed in  '926 but  not previously used. G. Koniukhov, 
KPSS v bor'be s kblebnymi zatrudneniiami v strane ( 1928-1929) (Moscow, 1960) , 
pp. 98-<). Statements by R ykov and Iosif Vareikis suggest that the original decision 
had been unanimous and that the Right had not foreseen its consequences. See 
Rykov's remarks at the July 1928 plenum (TI835) ; and Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, · 
p. '49· 

32. Lewin, Russian Peasants, Chapter X; Koniukhov, KPSS v bor'be, p. 119; 
and V. P. Danilov, "K kharakteristike obshchestvenno-politicheskoi obstanovki v 
sovetskoi derevne nakanune kollektivizatsii," Istoricbeskie zapiski, No. 79 (1966),  
p. 42.  Stalin's special role in the campaign was later applauded as the start of a 

"great strategic plan conceived by Stalin." Bogushevskii, "Kanun piatiletki," p. 463. 

33 .  For a sample of Stalin's direct remarks to local officials, see Works, XI, 
pp. 3-11, 18. Also Lewin, Russian Peasants, p. 217; and "Pervye itogi khlebozago-
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tovitel'noi kampanii i zadachi partii," Pravda, February 15 ,  1928, p. I, which dis
cusses the directive ' of January 6. 

34. Koniukhov, KPSS v bor'be, p. 1 19;  L. Kaganovich, TseJi i zadachi politi
cheskikh otdelov MTS i sovkhozov (Moscow, 193 3 ) ,  p. 1 3. Apparently the only 
rightist to take part was. Uglanov, and he only briefly. V. Molotov, "Na dva 
fronta," Bol'shevik, No. 2 (January 3 1 ) , 1930, p. 2 1 . 

35. Fragments of Stalin's remarks in Siberia were published twenty years 
later in his Works, XI, pp. 3- 1 1 ;  for his itinerary, see pp. 38«)-90. Also see N. I. 
Nemakov, Kommunisticheskaia partiia-organizator massovogo kolkhoznogo dviz
heniia (1929-1932 gg.) (Moscow, 1966),  p. 25. 

36. For the Politburo ' meeting, see Daniels, Conscience, p. 325 .  As early as 
January 3 1 ,  Uglanov had hinted at Stalin's complicity in the excesses. See Pravda, 
February 4, 1928, p. 2. And compare A. I. Rykov, Khoziaistvennoe polozhenie 
SSSR (Moscow-Leningrad, 1928) and Bukharin, Uroki khlebozagotovok, pp. 5-4 1 ,  
t o  Stalin's remarks i n  Works, XI, pp. 3-1 1 , 52-3. 

37. Lewin, Russian Peasants, p. 23 1 ;  Stalin, J,Vorks, XI, pp. 1 2-22. Even the 
stridently anti-kulak editorial in Pravda, February 15, 1928, p. I, condemned the 
"excesses." 

38. Carr and Davies, Planned Economy, I, p. 58. Smirnov's replacement, N. A. 
Kubiak, soon clashed with Stalin over the future of private farming. Stalin, Works, 
XI, p. 278. 

39. Danilov, "K kharakteristike . . .  ," p. 42; Shestnadtsataia konferentsiia, p. 387. 
40. The Politburo usually met once a week, on Thursday, for five hours . .  

Ivanov and Shmelev, Leninizm i ideino-politicbeskii pazgro1JZ trotskizma, p. 362. 
"The other six days," said one Communist, Stalin "has control of the part)! 
through the appararus." Reswick, I Dreamt Revolution, p. 58. 

4 1 .  Kuibyshev quoted in V. I. Kuzmin, Istoricheskii opyt sovetskoi industrial
izatsii (Moscow, 1969) , p. 40. For Uglanov, see Ocherki istorii 1110skovskoi or
ganizatsii, p. 445. Other Moscow leaders spoke similarly. See Gaisinskii, Bor'ba 
s uklonami, pp. 187-8. 

42. Bukharin, "Leninizm i problema kul'rurnoi revoliutsii," Pravda, January 
27, 1928, pp. 5-6; V. Astrov, "Lenin-khranitel' ortodoksii," Pravda, January 2 1 ,  
192 8, p .  3 ;  A .  Slepkov, "Lenin i problemy kuI'rurnoi revoliutsii," Pravda, January 
2 1 , 1928, p. 2. 

43. For the Moscow incident, see Stalin, Works, XI, p. 247; and Ocberki istorii 
1110skovskoi organizatsii, p. 445. A garbled account of the Instirute episode appeared 
in V. Zeimal' and P. Pospelov, "Iacheika IKP v bor'be za generaI'nuiu liniiu 
partii," Pravda, December I, 193 1 ,  p. 3. In February, Bukharin sharply criticized 
as putschism the abortive Canton uprising of December 1927, which Lominadze 
and Heinz Neumann had instigated (some believed on Stalin's orders) .  See VI 
kongress Kominterna, IV, pp. 3 1<)-24. The challenge to Tomskii's Western policies 
came at the Fourth Profintern Congress, which opened on March 17. See Trotsky, 
"Dorogoi drug," June 1928 (TIS88) ; and X VI s"ezd, II, pp. 78 1-7, 1 167. 

44. For Rykov's proposal, see Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, pp. 1 1 3-14; and lstoriia 
kOl1mzzmisticbeskoi partii sovetskogo soiuza, IV, Book I (Moscow, 1970) , p. 55 1 .  
Rumors now related a struggle between R ykov and Stalin. Sotsialisticbeskii 
vestnik, March 2 1 ,  1928, p. 14. 

45. Ogonek, May 6, 1928, not paged; Pravda, May 13, 1928, p. 7. 

46. For Stalin's use of the Shakhty affair, see Works, XI, pp. 57-67, and XII, 
pp. 1 1-20; Avtorkhanov, Stalin, pp. 28-30; Sotsialisticbeskii vestnik, May 18, 192 8, 
p. 1 2 ;  and Reswick, I Dreamt Revolution, p. 246. 
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47. One was Kuibyshev. See Kuibysheva, V. V. Kuibyshev, P.r. 290-1; Carr 
and Davies, Planned._ Economy, I, pp. 585-6. For Stalin's reputation, see Iu. N. 
Flakserman, G/eb Maksimilianovich Krzhizbanovskii (Moscow, 1964), pp. 1 7 1-2. 

48. Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, p. 102; X VI s"ezd, I, p. 568. 
49. See, for example, Bukharin, Uroki kblebozagotovok, pp. 42-53; .R.ykov, 

Khoziaistvennoe polozbenie SSSR, pp. 40-5 1;  and E. F. Tsetlin, "Po belomu 
bolotu," Pravda, March 27, 1928, p. 3 .  

50 .  Bogushevskii, "Kanun piatiletki," pp.  499-500. 
5 1 .  Ibid., p. 507; Stalin, Works, XI, pp. 3 1-42, 102-3, 1 33-44; and KPSS v 

rezoliutsiiakh (8th ed.) Vol. IV (Moscow, 1970) , pp. 94-8. 
52.  See, for example, the remarks of Astrov, Uglanov, and Slepkov in Pravda, 

April 20, 1928, p. 3; April 26, 1928, p. 2; and June 1 7, 1928, p. 3; and "Tezisy toy. 
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53 .  KPSS v rezoliutsiiakh, II, pp.  492-510; Lewin, Russian Peasant, pp.  296-7. 
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nov, Pravyi uklon, pp. 1 25, 1 39-40. 

54. Trotsky, "Dorogoi drug," June 1928 (TI588) . Trotsky's report appears to 
be confirmed by Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, p. 102;  Bol'shevik, No. 2 1  (November 
15) ,  1930, p. 35; and Stalin, Works, XIll, p. 14. 
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Party, p. 363. 

56. Uroki khlebozagotovok, pp. 32-3. That Bukharin was x:eferring to Stalin 
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P · 3· 

57. Carr and Davies, Planned Economy, I, pp. 63-6. Also see Koniukhov, KPSS 
v bor'be, p. 1 29. 

58. This was a central theme of Bukharin's report on the April plenum ( Uroki 
khlebozagotovok) and one he repeated throughout the year. See, for example, 
"Zametki ekonomista"; and Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, pp. 1 39-40. 

59. See, for example, Stalin, Works, XI, pp. 85-101 ,  105-20; and Stalin's sub
sequent account of his early differences with Bukharinists, lVorks, XII, pp. 1 1-20. 

60. Ibid.; Bogushevskii, "Kanun piatiletki," p. 479. Also see the Bukharinist 
attacks on Stalinist thinking cited below, note 66. 

6 1 .  See Chapter 7, note 173 ;  Bogushevskii, "Kanun piatiletki," pp. 476-82; and 
Carr and Davies, Planned Economy, I, pp. 876-9. 
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1928, quoted in Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, pp. 1 1 2, 140. 

65. VIII vsesoiuzny s"ezd VLKSM, pp. 1 3-14, i l-6, 30; and Pravda, May 2 7, 
1928, p. 2 .  

66. D. Maretskii, "Fal'shivaia nota," Pravda, June 30, 1928, p. 2 ;  Astrov in 
Pravda, July I, 1 928, p. 2, and July 3, p. 3.  

67. Compare, for example, their speeches at the Eighth Komsomol Congress 
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in May. VIII vsesoiuznyi s"ezd VLKSM, pp. 13-16, 18-41; and Stalin, Works, 
XI, pp. 70-82. 

68. A partial record of Stalin's talk appears in Works, XI, pp. 85-101. For a 
firsthand account, see Avtorkhanov, Stalin, Chapter 1. Also see Daniels, Conscience, 
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69. Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, pp. Ill, 140-1, 144-5 ; Bukharin-Kamenev memoran
dum (TI897) ; Stalin, Works, XI, p. 3 34; and Istituto Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, 
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7 1 .  Xenia Joukoff Eudin and Robert M. Slusser, eds., Soviet Foreign Policy 
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Vol. I,  p. 175. 
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in 1928. See Penkov's testimony, X VI s"ezd, I, pp. 644-6; Moskovskie bol'sheviki 
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Vol. II (Moscow, (957) , p. 245. Also see "Zaiavlenie V. Kozeleva, " Pravda, July 
6, 1930, p. 4; Komsomol'skaia pravda, April 19, 1929, p. 2; X VI s"ezd, II, pp. 
1134-5; Pravda, December I, 1931, p. 3; and Trotsky, "Dorogoi drug, " June '1928 
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75. Trotsky, "Dorogoi drug, " June 1928 (TI588) . For Stetskii and Petrovskii, 
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80. A qualified version was officially endorsed in April 1929. KPSS v rewliutsiiakh, 
II, p. 552. Bukharin restated his view most fully in Politicbeskoe zaveshcbanie 
Lenina, pp. 9-10, 20-3. It was shared by Rykov. X VII s"ezd, p. 209. As Stalin 
rightly insisted, the class struggle issue was at "the root " of the dispute. Works, 
XII, pp. 11-20, 30-41. p _ 

190. See Tucker's introduction to Robert C. Tucker and Stephen F. Cohen, eds., 
Tbe Great Purge Trial (New York, 1¢5) ,  pp. xv-xvi. 

191; Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum (TI 897)'. 

192. Central Committee plenum, July 1928 (TI 90I) .
'
Bukharin went on to warn 

against an "artificial implanting of communism in the countryside. " Quoted in 
Z. I. Kliucheva, Ideinoe i organizatsionnoe ukreplenie k01mnunisticheskoi partii v 
llsloviiakh bor'by za postroenie sotsializ11ltl v SSSR (Moscow, 1970) , p. 256. For 
"vulgar realism, " see Carr and Davies, Planned Economy, I, p. 323; and the state
ment that Bukharin's planning arguments, while "mathematically " correct, were 
irrelevant, as the victory of the Red army proved. Inprecor, IX (1929) , p. 972. 

193. For his war communism charge, see his unsigned editorial in Pravda, July 
14, 1928, p. 1. The others have been cited above. 

194. Pravda, April 24, 1929, p. I; Izvestiia, April 23, 1929, p. I ;  Postyshev quoted 
in lstoricbeskii arkbiv, No. 2, 1962, p. 193; and Pravda, October 4, 1929, p. 2. 
Kaganovich accused Bukharinists of seeking to "demobilize the party. " Central 
Committee plenum, July 1928 (TI835 ) .  

195. A s  he indicated t o  Kamenev in July 1928. Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum 
(TI 897) . 
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196. See, for example, his speech to the July 1928 plenum (TIg<> I ) ;  his unsigned 
editorial in Pravda, July 14, 1928, p. I ;  and Pravda, September 30, 1928, p. 2 .  
Indeed, he argued that noncoercive methods were to be used in dealing with 
passive opponents of the regime generally. Pravda, November 10, 1928, p. 3· 

197. Politicheskoe zavesbcbanie Lenina, pp. 12-16; also see VI kongress Komill
terna, III, pp. 150-2. He had made this point earlier against the Left. See Ob 
itogakh ob"edinennogo plemrt1za, pp. 30-1. 

198. Compare, for example, his remarks in Works, XI, pp. 3-11, 85-101. 

199. Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3;  unsigned editorial in Pravda, Septem
ber 23 ,  1928, p. I, whose authorship is attributed to Bukharin in Tetiushev, p. 10; 
his remarks at the July 1928 plenum (Tlgol ) ;  Uroki khlebozagotovok, pp. 12-16; 
and Pravda, January 27, 1928, pp. 5-6. 

200. For Bukharin's remarks, see Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3 ; Vaganov, 
Pravyi uklon, pp. 1 I 2, l I S; VllI vsesoiuznyi s"ezd VLKSM, pp. 29-32 ;  X VI s"ezd, 
II, p. 1015 ; VI kongress Kominterna, III, pp. 27-9; and Pravda, March 17, 1929, 
p. 4. Also see the editorial in Pravda, May 24, 1928, p.  I. Rykov is quoted in Carr 
and Davies, Planned Economy, I, pp. 215-16. 

201. See Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, pp. 127-8; and Maretskii in Pravda, June 30, 
1928, p. 2 .  

202 .  Pravda, September 30,  1928, p. 3 .  Similarly, see Uroki kblebozagotovok, 
pp. 29-31; Bukharin's speech to the July 1928 plenum (Tlgo I ) ;  Pravda, December 
2, 1928, p. 3 ;  and Pravda, March I 2 ,  1929, p. i. 

203. See, for example, his premonition of a "slave" economy in the summer of 
1928. Kommunisticheskii internatsional, No. 31-2, 1928, p. 35 .  Despite his predic
tions of "collapse," the possible success of "applied Tuganism" was also implied in 
his "Zametki ekonomista," Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3 . 

204. Rykov in XV s"ezd, II, p. 870; Erlich, Soviet Industrialization, Chapter iv. 

205. The fullest statement of his revised views on industrial policy and his ob
jections to Stalin's is "Zametki ekonomista," Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3.  
See also Uroki kblebozagotovok, pp. 37-8; his speech to the July 1928 plenum 
(Tl gol ) ;  Pravda, December 2,  1928, pp. 3-4, and January 20, 1929, pp. 2-3;  and, 
for the rewards of technological and organizational science, "Organizovannyi 
kapitalizm," pp. 168-g<). 

206. V. A. Pisarev quoted in Pravda, August 29, 1929, p. 3 .  

207. The fullest statement of  Bukharin's views on planning is  "Zametki ekono
mista," Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3 . Also see Uroki khlebozagotovok, 
BP' 7-14; his speech to the July 1928 plenum (Tlgol ) ;  and Koml1mn�ticheskii 
internatsional, NO. 3 1-2 (August 13) ,  1928, pp. 3 2-40. For the dangers of "over
centralization" and "taking on too much," see also lnprecor, VIII (1928) , p. 1272 ; 
Pravda, January 20, 1929, pp. 2-3 ; and "Organizovannyi kapitalizm," pp. 183-99. 

208. Pravda, September 30, 1928; pp. 2-3. Similarly, see Pravda, November 10, 
1928, p. 3 ;  and,Pravda, December 2, 1928, pp. 3-4. For Rykov, see Vaganov, Pravyi 
uklon, pp. 98, 215. In his Politburo declaration of January 30, 1929, Bukharin 
warned: "We can fasten the most enormous resources onto industrialization, but 
one fine day we shall see with astonishment that it is necessary to cut back at a 
vital place, curtail, shut down, etc." Quoted in Vaganov, Pravyi uklon, p. 1 I 8. 

20C). Pravda, September 30, 1928, pp. 2-3 ; "Organizovannyi kapitalizm," pp. 
184t 197. Also see Pravda, May 27, 1928, p. 2 .  

210. Pravda, September 3�, 1928, p. 2 .  In Bukharin's Aesopian language, his 
charge was against " 'super-industrialists' of the Trotskyist type." 
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2 1 1 . See, for example, P. Miliukov, Ocberki po istorii russkoi kul'tury, Part I 
(5th ed.; St. Petersburg, 1(04), pp. 1 4 1-3 ; G. V. Plekhanov, Istoriia russkoi 
obsbcbestvennoi mysli, Vol. I ( znd ed.; Moscow-Leningrad, 1925), pp. 5 1-5; and 
A. L. Sidorov, "V. I. Lenin 0 russkom voenno-feodal'nom imperializme," Istoriia 
SSSR, NO. 3 (May-June, 1 96 1 ), pp. 47-70. 

2 1 Z.  These expressions are attributed to young Bukharinists. Pravda, November 
2 i, 1 929, p. 3. Another is quoted as saying, "as a result of the policy of military
feudal exploitation of the peasantry, the USSR may be renamed the Golden Horde," 
an allusion to the Mongol suzerainty in Russia. Ark. Abramov, 0 pravoi oppozitsii 
v partii (Moscow, 1929), pp. 1 14-1 5. 

2 1 3. The charge rankled. For the immediate Stalinist response, see Stalin, Works, 
XII, pp. 52-<); P. Boiarskii, "Legenda 0 'voenno-feodal'noi eksploatatsii krest'
ianstva,' '' Sputnik k01mmmista, No. 8 ' (April 1 929), pp. 8-16; and Kaganovich in 
K07J1so7J101'skaia pravda, November 28, 1929, p. 2. It is still held against Bukharin 
in official Soviet literature. 

2 14. See, for example, his plea in Pravda, December 2, 1 928, pp. 3-4. 

2 1 5. See Bukharin's unsigned editorial in Pravda, July 14, 1 928, p. I ;  Astrov's 
account of the requisitioning process in Pravda, July 3, 1928, p. 3 ;  and Stalin, 
Socbineniia, Vol. XII (Moscow, 1 949), p. 6 1 .  

2 1 6. Pravda, December 2, 1928, pp. 3-4; Pravda, June I Z, 1 929, p.  3 .  

2 1 7. Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum (TI897); Pravda, December 2, 1 928, p. 3 .  

2 1 8. Politicbeskoe zavesbcbanie Lenina, p. 27;  "Organizovannyi kapitalizm," p .  
1 9 1 ; Pravda, June I Z ,  1929, p. 3 .  Also s e e  Pravda, September 3 0 ,  1 928, p. 3 .  

2 1 9. Stalinists ritualistically stigmatized the Right a s  "the kulak agent" in the 
party. In more ludd moments, however, it was said that Bukharinists represented 
the country's "petty bourgeois elements," meaning the peasantry. See, for example, 
Vareikis at X VI s"ezd, I, pp. 244-5 ; and similarly, Partiinoe stroitel'stvo, NO. 2 
(December 1929), p. 3. For the judgments of Bukharinists and noncombatants, see 
below, notes 2 2 8  and 225.  

2 20. See, for example, Kommunisticheskaia revoliutsiia, No. 1 8  (September 
1929), pp. 27-39; Partiinoe stroitel'stvo, No. I (November 1 929), pp. 3 9-5 I ;  
Bol'sbevik, NO. 9 (May 1 5), 1930, pp. 18,  2 2-3 ; and Pravda and lzvestiia regu
larly during t}1e second half of 1929. For the purge of the state apparatus, for 
which there are no complete figures, see S. N. Ikonnikov, Sozdanie i deiatel'nost' 
ob"edinennykb organov TSKK-RKI v 1923-1934 gg. (Moscow, 1 97 1 ), pp. 284-<)3. 

2 2 1 .  S. P. Trapeznikov, KOl1mmnistic.beskaia partiia v period nastupleniia sotsial
iZ111/1 po vse11lU fronw: pobeda kolkboznogo stroia v derevne (192!}-1932 gg.) ( znd 
ed.; Moscow, 196 1 ), pp. 40- 1 .  For evidence of persistent rightist sentiment in the 
factories, see Partiinoe stroitel'stvo, No. I (November 1929), pp. 39-41 '; Pravda, 
December I I , 1929, p. 4; and Biulleten' tret'ei leningradskoi oblastnoi kOn{erentsii 
VKP(b) .  NO. 9 (Leningrad, 1930), pp. 5-8. The Stalinist Shvernik, who replaced 
Tomskii as trade union chief, complained in .November 1928: "workers still in
sufficiently perceive the full danger resulting from the right deviation." Quoted 
in Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, p. 1 87. 

2 2 2. Frumkin is quoted in Gaisinskii, Bor'ba s uklonami, p. 1 79. Evidence of 
widespread rightist sentiment in the party was provided regularly by Stalinists 
themselves. See, for example, Partiinoe stroitel'stvo, No. I (November 1 929), pp. 
39-5 1 ;  Bol'sbevik, No. 16 (August 3 1 ), 1 929, pp. 31)-62;  Sbestnadtsataia konfer
entsiia, pp. 300- 1 ,  384; and Pravda regularly in 1929. Soviet historians have been 
reluctant to document its extent, though it is tacitly acknowledged in many pro
vincial party histories published since Stalin's death. See, for example, K. V. 
Nekrasov, Bor'ba kOl1n11Unisticbeskoi part;; za edinstvo svoikh riadov v period 
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. mezhdu XV i X VI s"ezdami VKP( b) (Vologda, 1959) , pp. 35, 4 1 -42 ; P. N. 
Sharova, Kollektivizatsiia sel'skogo khoziaistva v tsentral'no-cbernozemnoi oblasti 
1928-1932 gg. (Moscow, 1963 ) ,  p. 80; Ocberki istorii k011t11ZUnisticbeskoi partii 
Turkmenistana, pp. 361-3 ; Ocherki istorii k01mmmisticbeskoi partii Gruzii, Part II 
(Tbilisi, 1963 ) ,  pp. 85-6. Also see Fainsod, Smolensk, pp. 54-5, 211- 1 2. 

2 2 3  .. T. H. Rigby, C01mmmist Party Me11lbersbip in tbe USSR, 1917-1967 
(Princeton, N.J., 1968), pp. 176-8 1 ;  and Thomas Paul Bernstein, "Leadership and 
Mobilization in the Collectivization of Agriculture in China and Russia" (unpub
lished Ph.D. Thesis, Columbia University, 1970), pp. 246-7. A frequent Stalinist 
complaint was that "a significant part of the Communists in the countryside" 
opposed the new policies, and that they were "sub-kulaks with a party card." 
Keylov and Zykov, 0 pravoi opasnosti, p. 202 ; Gaisinskii, Bor'ba s uklonami, p. 230. 

2 24. For commentary on this phenomenon, see Kosarev, Komsomol v rekon
struktivnyi p�riod, p. 17 ;  X VI s"ezd, I, p. 207; and Bukharin quoted in Abramov, 
o pravoi oppozitsii, p. 1 3 2 .  

2 25. Eugene Lyons, Assignment in  Utopia (New York, 1937), p. 152 ;  Serge, 
Memoirs, p. 253 .  Similarly, see Theodor Seibert, Red Russia (London, 1932 ) ,  pp. 
129,348. 

2 26. For the specter of a "third force," see Bukharin's retrospective remarks at 
X VII s"ezd, pp. 1 24-5 ; and Tomskii's at X VI s"ezd, I, p. 264. Though frequently 
violated, the stricture against discussing party disputes at nonparty gatherings had 
become a "tradition." See Bukharin's remarks t6 a delegation of German workers 
on November 9, 1927 (unpublished stenograph preserved at the International 
Institut voor sociale Geschiedenis, Amsterdam) .  

2 27. Serge, Memoirs, p .  245. 

2 28. See Astrov in Pravda, July I, 1928, p. 2; his editorial note in Pravda, July 7, 
1928, p.  2; Rykov's and Bukharin's remarks at the July 1928 plenum (TI 835, 1901) ; 
Bukharin in Pravda, September 30, 1928, p. 2 ;  and Stalin, Works, XII, p. 96. 

2 29. Nikolai Ustrialov quoted in Leont'ev, Ekono11licbeskaia teoriia pravogo 
1J.klona, p. 5. 

2 30. Biulleten' oppozitsii, No. 1 -2, 1929, p. 16. Earlier, it will be recalled, he had 
endorsed the Comintern resolution against "the right deviation." At that same 
congress, however, he made an attempt to argue that the question was not whether 
policy was left or right, "but whether it is correct or incorrect, 'whether it cor
responds or does not correspond to the objective situation." VI kongress Komin
terna, I, p. 46. 

2 3 1. For an official complaint about political illiteracy among Komsomol mem
bers, equally applicable to the party, see Kosarev, Komso11lo1 v rekonstruktivnyi 
period, p. 4 1 .  An anecdote related in an official history makes the same point. A 
Komsomol member is asked about deviations in the party. He replies that there 
are three: right, left, and central. The Right, he explains, is for slow industrial 
development, the Left for rapid, and the central for a middle course. "And who 
is in the central deviation?" he is asked. "Our party, the Central Committee." 
Abramov, 0 pravoi oppozitsii, pp. 2 10-1 I. Bukharin's analysis of party officialdom 
in 192!H) was, of course, very similar to that of Trotskyists. Even a disillusioned 
Stalinist concluded that party officials were a "political quagmire" of "philistines." 
See L. Shatskin, "Doloi partiinogo obyvatelia !  ," Komso111Ol'skaia pravda, June 18, 
1929, p. 2 .  

2 3 2 .  Quoted in Biulleten' oppozitsii, No. 1-2, 1929, p. 17. Also see N .  Tiushevskii, 
Vnutripartiinyi .rezhim i pravyi uklOTl (Leningrad, 1929) . The other right leaders 

:were c�ught in the same contradiction between their past intolerance and present 
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espousal of freedom for loyal dissent. For T omskii and the Moscow leaders, for 
example, see Gaisinskii, Bor'ba s uklona71li, pp. 197-B, 209; and Vaganov, Pravyi 
uklon, pp. 1 57-8. 

2 3 3 .  Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum (TIB97 ) .  

2 34. Popov, Outline History, I I ,  p. 369. H e  was similarly constrained with his 
Comintern supporters. See Lowy, Die WeJtgeschichte, pp. 327, 365. And by 1 929 
� meetings with them were as "conspiratorial" and ineffec�al as those with 
Kamenev. For one such meeting, see Istituto Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, Annali, 
pp. 653-9. Tomskii later commented movingly on the Right's predicament and 
the constraints imposed by "party unity and party discipline." X VII s"ezd, p. 250; 
also X VI s"ezd, I, p. 260. 

235 .  Smilga quoted in Deutscher, Prophet Ullanned, p. 541 .  

2 36. The following, for example, were among ranking provincial party secre
taries in 192B-9 who earlier had worked in Stalin's central bureaucracy: Bauman 
(Moscow), Kaganovich (the Ukraine) ,  Iosif Vareikis (Central Black Earth Re
gion), Sergei Syrtsov (Siberia ) ,  Boris Sheboldaev (Lower Volga),  Nikolai Shvernik 
(the Urals) ,  Mendel Khataevich (Middle Volga) ,  and Stanislav Kosior (the 
Ukraine) .  

2 3 7· Schapiro, C0111munist Party, pp. 444-5. 

2 3 B. Or as Stalin threatened the pro-Bukharinist leadership of the American 
party in May 1929: "At present you still have a formal majority. But tomorrow 
there will be no majority at all and you will turn out to be completely iso
lated . . . .  " Eudin and Slusser, So·viet Foreign Policy, I, p. 1 77. 

2 39. Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum (T1B97 ) .  Also see Ocherki istorii kom-
11lunisticheskoi partii U krainy (2nd ed.; Kiev, 1964) , pp. 376-7; and G. Mariagin, 
Postyshev (Moscow, 1965 ) ,  p. 79. 

240. Sbestnadtsataia konferentsiia, p .  2 14 .  For the Ukrainians and Leningraders, 
see Khavin, U TUlia industrii, pp. 67-B; V. Drobizhev and N. Dumova, V. lao 
Cbubar' (Moscow, 1963 ) ,  pp. 4B-50; and Stetskii

. 
in Pravda, March 17,  1929, p. I .  

, 24 1 .  The hi.tter consideration may have been t h e  "special hold" Bukharin be
lieved that Stalin had over Voroshilov and Kalinin. See Writings of Leon Trotsky 
( 1937-38) (New York, 1 970) , pp. 1 67-B; and Daniels, Conscience, p. 3 29. For 
Stalin's investigatory powers, see Kaganovich's remarks at X VI s"ezd, I, p. 1 5 3 .  

242. A Georgian Bolshevik in 192 1 ,  quoted in S .  V. Kharmandarian, Lenin i 
stanovlenie zakavkazskoi federatsii, 1921-1923 (Erevan, 1969) , p. 2 1 B.  

243. Bukharin quoted in Hoglund, Moskva tur ocb retur, p. 20B. While doubtless 
an exaggeration, Bukharin does appear to have neglected badly his own organiza
tional bailiwicks. See, for example, Humbert-Droz's complaints that Bukharin had 
little time for Comintern affairs. "L'oeil de Moscou" a Paris, pp. 242. 

244. Lazar Shatskin quoted in Tbe Revolutionary Age (New York), No. I 
(November I ) ,  1929, p. 16. That senior members saw the Central Committee as 
a differentiated assembly is clear from Bukharin's remarks in Bukharin-Kamenev 
memorandum (T 1 B97 ) .  

245. That these were the key party organizations i s  indicated i n  "Podchinit'sia 
partii iIi kapitulirovat' pered melkoburzhuaznoi stikhiei," Pravda, April 23,  1929, 
p. 3 ,  a Stalinist article applauding them for officially renouncing the Right. In 
addition to the Muscovites, it will be recalled, Bukharin had hoped for the support 
of the Leningraders and the Ukrainians. He also listed Andreev, secretary of the 
North Caucasus, as a possible ally. Bukharin-Kamenev memorandum (T1B97) .  
Syrtsov, party chief o f  Siberia where Stalin had unveiled his "extraordinary mea
sures" in January 1 92B, replaced Rykov as premier of the Russian Republic in May 
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1929. See above, note 1 78. The only formal gathering of this unofficial oligarchy 
seems to have been the enlarged Politburo meeting in January-February 1929, 
which censured the opposition. 

246. See, for example, the characterization of Kirov as a "military-political 
figure" in Poslantsy partii: vospomi12aniia (Moscow, 1967) ,  p. 1 8 1 ;  and Molotov's 
statement that "the overwhelming majority of us are not theoreticians but practical 
politicians (praktiki) ," Bol'sbevik, NO. 3 ,(February 15 ) ,  193 1 ,  p. 20. A large num
ber of them were, like Stalin, Transcaucasians, rough, bu!ly, mustachioed men for 
whom the civil war had been an especially harsh experience. For their political 
personality and ethos, see A. I. Mikoian, Dorogoi bor'by, Vol. I (Moscow, 1 97 1 ) .  
A number o f  others, including Kirov, had made their careers i n  the Transcaucasus 
and were so identified. 

247. Because of his political role and subsequent assassination in the thirties, 
Kirov is an important example. Previously secretary of the Azerbaidzhan party, 
and with close ties to Stalin's Transcaucasian supporters, he took over the Lenin
grad party after Zinoviev's defeat in 1926. He is usually regarded as a faithful 
Stalinist pro�onsul, and his Leningrad organization as firmly loyal to the general 
secretary in the late t)venties. That this was not the case is suggested by evidence 
that Kirov resisted the Secretariat's efforts to dictate appointments in Leningrad 
in 1 926 (see Vestnik le12ingradskogo universiteta, No. 8, 1968, pp. 82-3 ) ;  by 
Bukharin's expectation of Leningrad support · in 1928 and the prominence of his 
local supporters, notably Stetskii, Petrovskii, and the trade union leader Fedor 
Ugarov; and by the striking lack of evidence that Kirov himself played any role 
in the anti-Bukharin struggle until April 1 929, when the outcome was already 
certain. (I have not, however, had access to the Leningrad press.) Instead, Kirov 
seems to have stood aside from the conflict during its crucial months. Though his 
views in 1928 are unclear, his initial response to Stalin's industrial plan was that it 
was "unrealistic." Istoricbeskii arkbiv, NO. 5,  196 1 ,  p. 109. Stalin's displeasure was' 
probably behind two unusual attacks on the Leningrad party (and thus implicitly 
on Kirov) , one on its newspaper and the other on its Control Commission, in 1928 
and 1929. See Kuibyshev's speech in Pravda, September 25, 1929, p. 3; S. V. 
Krasnikov, S. M. Kirov v Le12ingrade (Leningrad, 1966),  pp. 49-56; and Pravda, 
September 4, 1 929, p. 3 ·  

248. Astrov, Kruci:Ja, p. 2 20. Stalinists, not  unreasonably, regularly portrayed 
Bukharin as "the chief leader and inspirer" of the opposition. Pravda, November 
1 8, 1929, p. I. The contention that the Right "tried to make Comrade Bukharin 
the leader of our party" is less persuasive. Biulleten' tret'ei leningradskoi oblastnoi 
konferentsii VKP( b). NO. 3 (Leningrad, 1930), p. 14. Despite his pre-eminence, 
Bukharin made no effort to assert himself over Rykov and Tomskii, themselves 
"practical politi�ians." As evidenced by his overtures ' to Kamenev and Zinoviev, 
he still thought in terms of a collective leadership. 

249. For the "continuous concessions" charge, see Krylov and Zykov, 0 pravoi 
opamosti, pp. 159-70. The Bukharin-Rykov proposal to import grain to alleviate 
the crisis was especially unpopular and criticized as "the greatest attack on our 
tempo of industrialization." Vaganov, Pravyi uk/on, p. 106; Voprosy istorii KPSS, 
NO· 5 (May 1969), p. 30. 

2 50. Bukharin at VI kongress Kominterna, I, p. 33. Or, as the Bukharinist Ai
khenvald put it: "it is better to be a right deviationist than a hopeless idiot." 
Quoted in Pravda, November 3, 1929, p. 3. Elsewhere Bukharin countered by 
calling for an "earthly optimism." Pravda, June 1 2, 1 929, p. 3 .  

2 5 1 .  The alliance between Stalin and younger party-Komsomol leaders was 
epitomized by a group of I:adical anti-Bukharinists sometimes called the ''Young 
Stalinist Left." Serge, Memoirs, p. 259. Proteges of Stalin since the early twenties, 
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their best-known representatives were Lominadze, Shatskin, and Ian Sten, · and also 
included foreign Comintern allies such as Heinz Neumann. Several were shortly 
to grow disillusioned and break with Stalin. See Pravda, December i, 193 1 ,  p. 3 ;  
and Margarete Buber-Neumann, Kriegsschaupliitze der Weltrevolution (Stuttgart, 
19<>7) ,  pp. 282-4 and passim. 

252. Kuibyshev quoted in Voprosy ;�orii KPSS, No. 10, 19<>7, p. 76; S. M. 
Kirov, lzbrannye stat'; ; rechi ( 1912-1934), Vol. I I  (Moscow, 1957) ,  p. 539; G. K. 
Ordzhonikidze, Stat'; ; rechi, Vol. II (Moscow, 1957),  p. 1 74. 

253. Stalin's accusation that the Right preached a philosophy of pessimism was 
probably his most effective. See above, notes 194 and 250. It was also leveled against 
Bukharin's Comintern views, particularly his argument that European revolution 
was unlikely without a general war. See, for example, Komsomol'skaia pravda, 
November 17 ,  1929, p. 2.  

254.  For the party oligarchs, the central issue in the struggle was industrial 
growth and planni.ng. Collectivization, which they (like Bukharin) · still viewed as 
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]rtorii KPSS," Grani, No. 65 (1967), pp. 12<)-56. 
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